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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The Class Actions Project began in November, 1976, with a Reference

from the Attorney General, the Honourable R. Roy McMurtry, Q.C.,

requesting that the Commission undertake a comprehensive study of class

actions, and of the advisability of introducing, in one form or another, a

revised class action procedure in Ontario. The Commission was asked to pay

particular attention to the impact of class actions upon the court system.

The importance and timeliness of this project are confirmed by the fact

that, in recent years, class actions have been a major focus of study and
legislation, both in Canada and abroad. In the United States, class action

reform was introduced in 1966 with the amendment of Rule 23 of the United

States Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 1 In Canada, class action legislation

has been enacted in one jurisdiction, the Province of Quebec, 2 and has been

proposed by both the federal government 3 and the Law Reform Division of

the New Brunswick Department of Justice. 4 Other Canadian jurisdictions,

notably Saskatchewan and British Columbia, 5 are currently examining class

actions. Elsewhere in the Commonwealth, the Law Reform Committee of

South Australia has recommended an expanded class action procedure, 6 and
the Law Reform Commission of Australia is, at present, engaged in a major

study of the topic. 7

1 Fed. R. Civ. P. 23. The revised Rule was promulgated at 383 U.S. 1029 (1966), and

appears as Appendix 2 to this Report.

2 Code of Civil Procedure, R.S.Q. 1977, c. C-25, arts. 999-1051, as enacted by S.Q. 1978,

c. 8, s. 3.

3 An Act to Amend the Combines Investigation Act, Bill C-42, 1977 (30th Pari. 2d Sess.),

and An Act to Amend the Combines Investigation Act, Bill C-13, 1977 (30th Pari. 3d

Sess.).

4 In 1976, the Law Reform Division of the New Brunswick Department of Justice

recommended that legislation permitting consumer class actions be enacted: New
Brunswick Department of Justice, Law Reform Division, Third Report of the Consumer

Protection Project (1976), Vol. 1, at 399 et seq.

5 The Law Reform Commission of Saskatchewan, as part of its Consumer Credit Law
Project, is studying the class action as a means of enforcing consumer credit rights.

Class actions also form part of the programme of the British Columbia Law Reform

Commission.

6 Law Reform Committee of South Australia, Thirty-sixth Report Relating to Class

Actions (1977).

7 See Law Reform Commission of Australia, Discussion Paper No. 11, Access to the

Courts II: Class Actions (1979).

[1]



The Commission's Report on Class Actions is concerned with the proce-

dural mechanism known interchangeably as a "class" or "representative"

action. A class action is a civil action brought either by one or more persons

on behalf of others having similar grievances, or against one or more persons

defending on behalf of a group of persons similarly situated. The former is

known as a plaintiff class action, while the latter may be referred to as a

defendant class action.

Although we shall discuss briefly the present law of defendant class

actions in chapter 2 of the Report, we are of the view that the issues raised by
such class actions are sufficiently discrete to merit separate treatment.

Accordingly, this Report is devoted solely to an analysis of plaintiff class

actions, focusing upon the plaintiff class action procedure prescribed by Rule

75 of the Supreme Court of Ontario Rules of Practice. 8 Except for purposes of

discussion and analogy, we are not concerned with the variety of class actions

that are expressly authorized by statute. 9

The Commission's study of class actions has been a long and difficult

one. During the course of the project, there were a number of changes in the

composition of the Commission. Mr. W. Gibson Gray, Q.C., was appointed a

Justice of the High Court, and the Honourable G. A. Gale, Q.C., the Vice

Chairman of the Commission, retired. In their places were appointed Mr.

Barry A. Percival, Q.C., and Mr. H. Allan Leal, Q.C., who assumed the office

of Vice Chairman.

The project involved not only research into the law of Ontario and other

Canadian and Commonwealth jurisdictions, but also detailed consideration

of the experience with class actions in the United States under Federal Rule

23, in an attempt to predict the impact of an expanded class action procedure

in this jurisdiction. To the latter end, it was necessary for representatives of

the Commission to travel to the United States on four occasions to consult

with experts in the class action field.

Finally, the scope of the project was enormous, requiring research into

technical areas of substantive and procedural law, as well as consideration of

many major and controversial matters of policy. The resolution of these

policy matters was especially difficult, involving such fundamental issues as

the proper functions of civil litigation, access to the courts for persons with

small claims, the legitimacy of interfering with the existing balance between

plaintiffs and defendants and, in particular, the nature and extent of an

individual's responsibility to take active steps to secure legal redress. This last

matter is, perhaps, deserving of further elaboration at this juncture.

Individualism, the belief in the free and independent action of individu-

als, is a concept that has deep roots in Western society. While by no means

8 R.R.O. 1980, Reg. 540.

9 Into this category fall the Business Corporations Act, R.S.O. 1980, c. 54, s. 97; the

Condominium Act, R.S.O. 1980, c. 84, s. 14; the Insurance Act, R.S.O. 1980, c. 218,

s. 226(1); the Landlord and Tenant Act, R.S.O. 1980, c. 232, s. 119; and the Municipal

Act, R.S.O. 1980, c. 302, ss. 177(2) and 200. See, also, infra, ch. 2, sec. 2 (c)(iv) and (v),

and ch. 22, sec. 2, for a more detailed discussion of the scope of the Report.



universally or unequivocally adopted by all persons and in all circumstances,

the notion that one can, and indeed must, be the architect of one's own
destiny is reflected in the traditional manner in which people have related to

the social, economic, political, and other institutions in our society.

In the past, we generally have accepted as fair and reasonable the often

heavy burden of ultimately vindicating our rights by the commencement of

individual legal proceedings. We place our faith in an impartial judiciary, and

in those whom we retain to assert our claims, to safeguard our interests and

obtain redress for wrongs suffered by us.

To a considerable extent, however, this perspective of our place in society

is today somewhat outdated - an anachronism often more a reflection of

nostalgia than reality. Individualistic notions of our capacity to assert and

protect our legal rights by acting alone were, of course, never entirely in

accordance with the often harsh facts. Moreover, it is hardly revolutionary to

suggest that we have never had such comprehensive legal protection as we
enjoy today. But the mere cataloguing of legal rights reveals only one part of

the story, and masks another. Social, economic, political, and other changes

in our society - telescoped as they have been into a brief period of time -

have radically affected our ability to pursue our goals in isolation.

Not surprisingly, it is the development of a highly complex, interdepend-

ent society that has impeded the capacity of each person to vindicate his legal

rights. No longer are we faced with only a single individual or small business

against whom we have some grievance. Trite as the observation necessarily is,

it bears emphasizing that we live in a corporate society, characterized by mass
manufacturing, mass promotion, and mass consumption. The production and
dissemination of goods and services is now largely the concern of major

1

corporations, international conglomerates, and big government, whose many
and diverse activities necessarily affect large numbers of persons in virtually

all aspects of their lives. Inevitably, dramatic changes in production, promo-
tion, and consumption have given rise to what may be called "mass wrongs"
- that is, injury or damage to many persons caused by the same or very

similar sets of circumstances.

The mass production and sale of an inherently defective product has the

potential to touch all consumers of that product. Misleading advertising by a

large corporation can have province-wide or even national implications.

Large scale pollution of rivers or the atmosphere can affect countless persons

over a long period of time. Sophisticated securities frauds, discrimination in

hiring, illegal strikes, and many other types of unlawful conduct have direct

and indirect ramifications for all of society. And in the wake of such

misconduct, the individual is very often unable or unwilling to stand alone in

meaningful opposition. 10

10 In chapter 3 of this Report, we shall discuss four current examples of "mass wrongs" in

light of the deficiencies in the existing procedural alternatives to class actions under

Rule 75. Consideration will be given to the following events: the 1979 train derailment,

chlorine spill and subsequent evacuation in Mississauga, Ontario; the installation in

houses of urea formaldehyde foam insulation emitting formaldehyde gas; the collapse

of several related financial and investment institutions operating in Ontario, particular-

ly Re-Mor Investment Management Corporation and Astra Trust Company; and the

case of Naken v. General Motors of Canada Ltd. (1978), 21 O.R. (2d) 780, 92 D.L.R. (3d)

100 (C.A.) (subsequent references are to 21 O.R. (2d)), involving allegedly defective

Firenza automobiles.



The disincentives to litigation in modern society, and a potential means
of redressing mass wrongs, were the subject of comment by Arnup J.A. in the

recent class action case of Naken v. General Motors ofCanada Ltd. ' • Speaking

for the Court, Mr. Justice Arnup stated as follows: 12

(3) In these days of mass merchandising of consumer goods, accompanied as it

often is by widespread or national advertising, large numbers of persons are

almost inevitably going to find themselves in approximately the same
situation if the article in question has a defect that turns up when the article is

put to use. In many instances the pecuniary damages suffered by any one

purchaser may be small, even if the article is useless. It is not practical for any

one purchaser to sue a huge manufacturer for his individual damages, but the

sum of the damages suffered by each individual purchaser may be very large

indeed.

In such cases it would clearly be both convenient and in the public interest if

some mechanism or procedure existed whereby the purchasers could sue as a

class, with appropriate safeguards for defendants, who ought not to be subjected

to expensive law suits by class action plaintiffs who cannot pay if they lose.

While the above comment was made in the context of an action in respect

of an allegedly defective product, it is equally applicable to other types of

mass wrong. Injuries to many persons in the same or similar positions are, of

course, a characteristic and inevitable risk of a highly developed industrial-

ized society. However, while explicable as a matter of legal history, we have

concluded that the traditional method of dealing with such injuries —
generally by means of individual, two-party litigation — is not inevitable and

cannot be regarded as sacrosanct in all circumstances. In fact, we believe that,

in some circumstances, individual legal proceedings may provide an inade-

quate and inefficient means of resolving many types of multi-party disputes.

Moreover, as we shall see, 13 other existing procedural alternatives to protect

legal rights where mass wrongs are involved — for example, joinder and

consolidation, test cases, and declaratory judgments in favour of all injured

parties — do not fill the present legal vacuum in an entirely satisfactory way.

Accordingly, the Commission has opted in favour of an expanded class action

procedure for Ontario, the details of which appear in subsequent chapters of

this Report.

I

> ibid

12 Ibid., at 784-85.

II See infra, ch. 3.



CHAPTER 2

THE PRESENT LAW OF
CLASS ACTIONS

1. HISTORICAL ORIGINS

(a) The Anglo-Canadian Development of Class Actions

The class action or representative action may be traced back to the early

part of the eighteenth century. ' Until the fusion of law and equity in 1873 in

England, 2 and in 1881 in Ontario, 3 this procedural device was employed only

in the Court of Chancery. The reason for this is straightforward. Whereas,

generally speaking, permissive joinder was the rule in the common law courts,

compulsory joinder prevailed in the courts of equity. Put somewhat different-

ly, the common law courts took a narrow stance in dispute resolution, and
held that it was necessary and sufficient to join as parties in an action only

those persons whose direct and immediate legal rights would be affected by
the judgment. The courts of equity, on the other hand, sought to avoid a

multiplicity of proceedings by adhering to the general rule that "all persons

materially interested, either legally or beneficially, in the subject matter of a

suit, are to be made parties to it, either as plaintiffs or as defendants, however
numerous they may be, so that there may be a complete decree which shall

bind all".4

It became evident to the Court of Chancery in the 1700's that strict

adherence to this procedural rule could give rise to injustice. For example,

unless all interested persons could be made parties to a suit in equity, none
would be able to obtain relief. At the same time, compliance with the

requirements of compulsory joinder could well give rise to administrative

difficulties, since the parties might number in the hundreds.

To overcome both these problems, the Court of Chancery resorted to the

class or representative action. By means of this procedural device, one person

could bring a suit on behalf of "all persons materially interested, either legally

1 For a good historical survey of class actions in Canada, see Kazanjian, "Class Actions

in Canada" (1973), 11 Osgoode Hall L.J. 397. See, also, Williams, "Consumer Class

Actions in Canada - Some Proposals for Reform" (1975), 13 Osgoode Hall L.J. 1, and

infra, ch. 14, sec. 2(a).

2 Supreme Court ofJudicature Act, 1873, 36 & 37 Vict., c. 66 (U.K.).

3 The Ontario Judicature Act, 1881, 44 Vict., c. 5.

4 See Story, Commentaries on Equity Pleadings (8th ed., 1870), at 75.

[5]



or beneficially in the subject matter of the suit". Therefore, an action could

not be frustrated by the inability or refusal of one person to participate

therein. By reason of the fact that a judgment in a class action or a

representative action was held to bind all those on whose behalf the suit was
brought, a multiplicity of actions would still be avoided. The class action

device also ensured that administrative difficulties would be minimized.

Instead of having to deal with tens or hundreds of parties, the court would
have before it only one person representing the interests of all persons

similarly situated.

The modern era of class actions began with the passage of the Supreme
Court ofJudicature Act, 1873 5 in England, and the fusion of law and equity.

As indicated, prior to this time, the class action device could be employed
only in the Court of Chancery and, therefore, only equitable remedies, such as

an accounting, a declaration, and an injunction, could be claimed in a

representative action. Damages, being a common law remedy, were not

available in an action brought in class form in the Court of Chancery. In other

words, the nineteenth century forms of action determined when and how the

class action device could be employed, despite the functional similarity of a

claim for an accounting, for example, and a suit asserting a right to damages.

The merger of the common law courts and the courts of equity resulted in

the adoption of a single set of procedural rules applicable to all civil

proceedings. Included in these rules was a Rule for representative or class

actions. Rule 10 of the Rules of Procedure scheduled to the Supreme Court of
Judicature Act, 1873 provided as follows:

10. Where there are numerous parties having the same interest in one action,

one or more of such parties may sue or be sued or may be authorized by the Court

to defend in such action on behalf of or for the benefit of all parties so interested.

Of particular significance is the fact that the English Supreme Court of
Judicature Act, 1873 retained the concept of a representative or class action,

while the compulsory joinder rule in the Court of Chancery was rejected. It

also should be pointed out that the new court created by the fusion of law and

equity, the Supreme Court of Judicature, was empowered to grant all the

various forms of relief that each of the courts of law and equity could have

ordered. In this respect, at least, the forms of action were buried.

The merger of the courts of law and equity did not take place in Ontario

until 1881, at which time the precursor to the present Judicature Act was

enacted. Included as a Schedule to The Ontario Judicature Act, 1881 6 were

Rules of Court, Order XII, Rule 10 of which was equivalent to Rule 10 of the

Rules of Procedure scheduled to the English Supreme Court ofJudicature Act,

1873. Indeed, the language of the English Rule 10 and Rule 10 of Order XII

were identical. Again, it should be noted that the representative or class

action authorized by Order XII, Rule 10, formed part of the Rules of Court,

in which compulsoryjoinder was the exception rather than the general rule.

5 36 & 37 Vict., c. 66 (U.K.).

6 44 Vict., c. 5.



In the 100 years since its initial passage, the Ontario class action

provision has remained, in substance, the same as that promulgated in 1881.

The language of Rule 75 of the present Supreme Court of Ontario Rules of

Practice 7 has been modernized, but the gist of the Rule is unaltered. Rule 75

states:

75. Where there are numerous persons having the same interest, one or more

may sue or be sued or may be authorized by the court to defend on behalf of, or

for the benefit of, all.

The English class action provision, on the other hand, has undergone

more substantial changes, although, again, the basic thrust of the present

class action Rule in England is little different from that first introduced in

1873. Order 15, Rule 12, of the English Rules of the Supreme Court 1965

provides as follows:

12.-( 1) Where numerous persons have the same interest in any proceedings, not

being such proceedings as are mentioned in Rule 13, the proceedings may be

begun, and, unless the Court otherwise orders, continued, by or against any one

or more of them as representing all or as representing all except one or more of

them.

(2) At any stage of proceedings under this Rule the Court may, on the

application of the plaintiff, and on such terms, if any, as it thinks fit, appoint any

one or more of the defendants or other persons as representing whom the

defendants are sued to represent all, or all except one or more, of those persons in

the proceedings; and where, in exercise of the power conferred by this paragraph,

the Court appoints a person not named as a defendant, it shall make an order

under Rule 6 adding that person as a defendant.

(3) A judgment or order given in proceedings under this Rule shall be binding

on all the persons as representing whom the plaintiffs sue or, as the case may be,

the defendants are sued, but shall not be enforced against any person not a party

to the proceedings except with the leave of the Court.

(4) An application for the grant of leave under paragraph (3) must be made by

summons which must be served personally on the person against whom it is

sought to enforce thejudgment or order.

(5) Notwithstanding that a judgment or order to which any such application

relates is binding on the person against whom the application is made, that

person may dispute liability to have the judgment or order enforced against him

on the ground that by reason of facts and matters particular to his case he is

entitled to be exempted from such liability.

(6) The Court hearing an application for the grant of leave under paragraph (3)

may order the question whether the judgment or order is enforceable against the

person against whom the application is made to be tried and determined in any

manner in which any issue or question in an action may be tried and determined.

Before we undertake an examination of the Anglo-Canadian class action

jurisprudence, we wish to trace briefly the development of the class action

procedure in the United States at the federal level. Given that many of the

Commission's recommendations in this Report have been influenced by legal

developments in the United States, we believe that it is important to outline

the historical roots that class actions in the United States share with class

actions in the Anglo-Canadian context.

7 R.R.O. 1980, Reg. 540.



(b) The American Development of Class Actions

Like class actions in'Ontario and England, class actions in the United

States were the outgrowth of the compulsory joinder rule that prevailed in the

courts of equity. 8 Indeed, for a significant period, class actions could be

brought in the United States only where the relief claimed was equitable in

nature, such as an injunction or an accounting. However, one major differ-

ence between class actions in England and in the United States during the

formative years was the uncertainty in the United States surrounding the

binding effect of a judgment in a class or representative action. In England,

by comparison, the courts concluded at an early period in the development of

the class action procedure that all those on whose behalf a class action was
brought were bound by the judgment in a class suit. 9 Despite a revision of the

United States Federal Equity Rules in 1912, uncertainty about the binding

effect of such ajudgment persisted. 10

The first major revision of class action procedure in the United States

occurred in 1938, with the adoption of the United States Federal Rules of

Civil Procedure. 11 Rule 23 of the 1938 Federal Rules of Civil Procedure was

significant in at least two respects. First, this Rule clearly authorized use of

the class action procedure in actions for legal, as well as equitable, relief.

Secondly, the 1938 Rule attempted, for the first time, to provide guidance to

the courts on the kinds of action that were appropriate for class treatment.

The federal class action Rule promulgated in 1938 set out three situations,

described in terms of the relationship among the putative class members, in

which a class action was appropriate.

In time, the three different kinds of class action authorized by Rule 23 of

the United States Federal Rules of Civil Procedure came to be known as

"true", "hybrid", and "spurious" class actions. "True" class actions were

those involving rights enjoyed jointly; "hybrid" class actions involved rights

to specific property that were several, as opposed to joint; and the "spurious"

class action described those actions where the rights claimed were several,

and which simply raised a common question of law or fact, unrelated to

specific property. 12

Rule 23, however, proved to be unsatisfactory. The need to fit a class

action into one of these three categories soon became highly conceptualized,

8 For a recent, detailed discussion of the historical origins of class actions in the United

States, see Yeazell, "From Group Litigation to Class Action (Part 1: The Industrializa-

tion of Group Litigation)" (1980), 27 U.C.L.A. L. Rev. 514, and "(Part 2: Interest,

Class and Representation)" (1980), 27 U.C.L.A. L. Rev. 1067. See, also, Wright and

Miller, Federal Practice and Procedure (1972), Vol. 7, §1751, at 503-1 1.

9 See, for example, Commissioners oj Sewers of the City of London v. Gellatly (1876), 3

Ch. D. 610(C.A.).

10 See Federal Equity Rules, r. 38, 226 U.S. 649 (1912), at 659. See, also, Christopher v.

Brusselback, 302 U.S. 500 (1938). Compare Supreme Tribe of Ben-Hur v. Cauble, 255

U.S. 356(1921).

11 308 U.S. 653(1938).

12 See Comment, "Federal and State Class Actions: Developments and Opportunities"

(1975), 46 Miss. L.J. 39, at 74.



and "baffled both courts and commentators". 13 Efforts at classification also

tended to divert the courts' attention from determining whether, on balance,

a suit was appropriate for class treatment. One of the major deficiencies of the

1938 class action Rule was its failure to address the issue of procedural

fairness for those on whose behalf a class action was brought. Finally, some
courts were of the view that the judgment of the court in a "spurious" class

action bound only the parties, and did not bind absent class members. Given

that, in some cases, absent class members were permitted to intervene at the

final stage of the litigation to take advantage of a favourable result, the

limited binding effect of a "spurious" class action judgment was considered

by many to be unfair to defendants. I4

The call for reform of Rule 23 was answered in 1966, when a new Rule 23,

designed to correct the weaknesses of the original Rule 23, was introduced. 15

The present Rule does away with the distinction between "true", "hybrid",

and "spurious" class actions, and clarifies the binding nature of ajudgment in

a class action. It contains a number of provisions aimed at guaranteeing that

the rights of class members are safeguarded adequately. It is also worth

pointing out at this juncture that the present version of Rule 23 seeks to

I

ensure the fair and efficient conduct of class actions, giving courts broad

j
powers to manage such actions. This Rule, which continues to govern the

j bringing of class actions in the federal courts, is considerably more compre-

hensive than the 1938 Rule, and the experience under the new Rule has been

vast and varied. In a later section of this chapter, we shall describe briefly the

operation of this Rule, and discuss class actions in the state courts. 16

2. THE MODERN ERA OF CLASS ACTIONS

Having described briefly the jurisprudential underpinnings of class

actions in England, Ontario, and the United States, we turn to an examina-

tion of the present law of class actions. Our review of the existing law will

encompass not only the abovementioned jurisdictions, but will extend also to

the present state of class action law in the other provinces and in Australia.

As outlined previously, the modern era of class actions in Ontario dates

from the fusion of the courts of law and equity, and the passage of the The

Ontario Judicature Act, 1881. 17 With the introduction of Order XII, Rule 10,

of the Rules of Court, scheduled to the 1881 Act, class actions for legal, as

well as equitable, relief were, for the first time, possible in Ontario.

However, despite the broad language of Order XII, Rule 10, and its

successors, the Ontario courts, until very recently, have limited the scope of

13 Note, "Federal Class Actions: A Suggested Revision of Rule 23" (1976), 46 Colum. L.

Rev. 818, at 823.

14 See Chafee, Some Problems of Equity (1950). at 277-80, and Note, "Developments in the

Law - Multiparty Litigation in the Federal Courts" (1958), 71 Harv. L. Rev. 874, at

935-36.

15 383 U.S. 1029(1966).

16 See infra, this ch., sec. 2(e).

17 44 Vict., c. 5.
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the class action procedure considerably. In so doing, the courts of this

Province have been influenced greatly by legal developments in England,

where a similar rule has always been in force. Consequently, it would seem
appropriate to begin our discussion of the modern era of class actions in

Ontario with a brief description of the judicial response in England to the

introduction of Rule 10 of the Rules of Procedure scheduled to the Supreme
Court ofJudicature Act, 1873, ,8 the precursor to Ontario's class action Rule.

(a) England

Rule 10, it will be recalled, authorized the bringing of a class action

whenever there were "numerous persons having the same interest in one

action". When this Rule first came before the courts in England, they adopted

a very liberal attitude toward it. This certainly was the case in two judgments

of the House of Lords rendered in 1901, Duke of Bedford v. Ellis 19 and Taff
Vale Railway Co. v. Amalgamated Society ofRailway Servants. 20

The liberal attitude to class actions espoused by the House of Lords in

these two cases was consistent with the position that had been adopted by the

Court of Chancery in pre-Judicature Act days. For example, in 1838, in the

case of Taylor v. Salmon, 21 Lord Cottenham, in finding a representative

action brought by the directors of a company on behalf of all the shareholders

of the company to be appropriate, remarked as follows: 22

I have before taken occasion to observe . . . that I thought it the duty of this

Court to adapt its practice and course of proceeding as far as possible to the

existing state of society, and to apply its jurisdiction to all those new cases which,

from the progress daily making in the affairs of men, must continually arise, and

not, from too strict an adherence to forms and rules established under very

different circumstances, decline to administer justice, and to enforce rights for

which there is no other remedy.

In Duke of Bedford v. Ellis, a representative action was launched on
behalf of a group of growers of fruits, flowers, vegetables, roots, and herbs,

who claimed to be entitled, under statute, to certain preferential rights in

respect of the use of Covent Garden Market. The relief sought on behalf of

the class, a declaration and injunction, was equitable in nature.

The House of Lords, by a majority, concluded that a class action could be

brought in the circumstances of this case, and in the process answered a

number cf important questions regarding the availability of class actions

under the rules of practice. For example, a majority of the law lords were of

the opinion that, in order to maintain a class action, it was not necessary to

have or claim some beneficial proprietary interest. In so holding, the House of

18 36 & 37 Vict., c. 66 (U.K.).

19 Duke of Bedford v. Ellis, [1901] A.C. 1, [1900-03] All E.R. 694 (H.L.) (subsequent

references are to [1901] A.C).

20 Taff Vale Railway Co. v. Amalgamated Society of Railway Servants, [1901] A.C. 426, 50

W.R. 44 (H.L.) (subsequent references are to [1901] A.C).

21 (1838), 4 My. & Cr. 134, 41 E.R. 53 (subsequent references are to (1838), 41 E.R.).

22 Ibid., at 56.
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Lords overruled the decision of the English Court of Appeal in Temperton v.

Russell, 23 a defendant class action case. The remarks of Lord Macnaghten, in

the Duke of Bedjord case, in disposing of this issue, represent perhaps the

high-water mark in the English courts' receptiveness to class actions. His

Lordship expressed his views on the scope that should be given to the

relatively new class action Rule as follows: 24

But it seems to me that there is no reason whatever for so restricting the rule,

which was only meant to apply the practice of the Court of Chancery to all

divisions of the High Court. The old rule in the Court of Chancery was very

simple and perfectly well understood. Under the old practice the Court required

the presence of all parties interested in the matter in suit, in order that a final end
might be made of the controversy. But when the parties were so numerous that

you never could 'come at justice,' to use an expression in one of the older cases, if

everybody interested was made a party, the rule was not allowed to stand in the

way. It was originally a rule of convenience: for the sake of convenience it was
relaxed.

He then went on to state three conditions for the bringing of a class action,

which courts in almost all subsequent cases have quoted: 25

Given a common interest and a common grievance, a representative suit was in

order if the relief sought was in its nature beneficial to all whom the plaintiff

proposed to represent. -

In the second case referred to above, Taj] Vale Railway Co. v. Amal-

gamated Society of Railway Servants, the House of Lords again voiced

approval of an expansive class action procedure, although the remarks

concerning class actions were obiter. There the principal question before the

law lords was whether a registered trade union could be sued in its registered

name. A number of law lords, in answering this question, also commented on

the procedural alternative of a defendant class action. The comments of Lord

Lindley with respect to this issue are consistent with the statement of Lord

Macnaghten in the Duke ofBedford case about the need for flexibility: 26

The principle on which the rule is based forbids its restriction to cases for which

an exact precedent can be found in the reports. The principle is as applicable to

new cases as to old, and ought to be applied to the exigencies of modern life as

occasion requires.

The liberal attitude to class actions evinced by Lord Macnaghten and

Lord Lindley in these early cases was short-lived. In 1910, less than a decade

after the Duke of Bedford and Taff Vale decisions, the English Court of

Appeal adopted a very restrictive approach to class actions, which would

have long term consequences for the class action procedure both in England

and in Ontario. The seminal case of Markt & Co., Ltd. v. Knight Steamship

23 [1893] 1 Q.B. 435, 68 L.T. 425 (C.A.).

24 Supra, note 19, at 8.

25 Ibid.

26 Supra, note 20, at 443.
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Co., Ltd. 11 concerned a plaintiff class action instituted on behalf of those

"owners of cargo lately laden on board the s.s. Knight Commander", owned
by the defendant. The relief claimed was "damages for breach of contract and

duty in and about the carriage of goods by sea". 28 The cargo owners' goods

had been destroyed when, during the Russo-Japanese war, the defendant's

ship had been stopped at sea and destroyed by one of the combatants on the

ground that it was carrying contraband.

While all three justices sitting on the case concluded that the action as

originally framed did not come within the terms of the Rule governing class

actions, then Order XVI, Rule 9, Buckley L.J. would have permitted the

plaintiff to amend its claim to meet the requirements of the Rule. 29 Buckley

L.J., however, dissented on this issue, since both Fletcher Moulton L.J. and
Vaughan Williams L.J. were of the view that no amendment would enable the

action to proceed as a class action. Vaughan Williams L.J. sought to ascertain

whether the members of the class on whose behalf the action was brought

shared a "common purpose" 30 or "common interest", 31 and found none.

Indeed, his Lordship stated that, unlike the class in the Duke ofBedford case,

the claims of the class members in this case had no common origin. 32 In

arriving at this conclusion, Vaughan Williams L.J. focused on the fact that the

contracts in question, constituted by the bills of lading, "manifestly might

differ much in their form, and as to the exceptions, and probably would vary

somewhat according to the nature of the goods shipped". 33 He noted that

"[t]here is nothing on the writ to shew that the bills'" of lading and the

exceptions therein were identical or that the goods the subject of the bill of

lading were of the same class either in kind or in relation to the rules of

war". 34

The factually-oriented decision of Vaughan Williams L.J. should be

compared to the doctrinal approach taken to class actions by Fletcher

Moulton L.J. First, his Lordship determined that the endorsement on the

writ in question failed to define the class on whose behalf the action was

brought, which, in itself, was fatal to the action as constituted. 35 Secondly,

Fletcher Moulton L.J. concluded that "the machinery of a representative suit

is absolutely inapplicable" 36 "where the claim of the plaintiff is for dam-
ages". 37 This principle his Lordship elicited from the remarks of Lord

27 Markt & Co., Ltd. v. Knight Steamship Co., Ltd., [1910] 2 K.B. 1021, 103 L.T. 369 (C.A.)

(subsequent references are to [1910] 2 K.B.).

M Ibid., at 1022.

29 Ibid., at 1048.

™Ibid.,al 1027, 1031, and 1032.

3i Ibid., at 1032.

3 2 Ibid., at 1029.

33 Ibid.

34 Ibid., at 1026.

35 Ibid., at 1034.

36 Ibid., at 1035.

37 Ibid.
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Macnaghten in Duke ofBedford v. Ellis that, "[g]iven a common interest and a

common grievance, a representative action was in order if the relief sought

was in its nature beneficial to all whom the plaintiff proposed to represent". 38

His Lordship characterized damages as personal relief, applicable to the

plaintiff alone, and in no way benefiting the class that he purported to

represent. 39 Lord Justice Fletcher Moulton also commented on the lack of

common interest in the litigation on the part of those for whom the action was

brought. He noted the existence of separate contracts which, although they

might have been similar, were "in no way connected", 40 and stated that "it is

impossible to say that mere identity of form of a contract or similarity in the

circumstances under which it has to be performed satisfies the language of

r.9". 4 '

The doctrinal approach of Fletcher Moulton L.J. is in sharp contrast to

the flexibility advocated by Buckley L.J., who dissented in Markt & Co., Ltd.

v. Knight Steamship Co., Ltd. Agreeing with the view expressed by Lord

Lindley in the Taff Vale case that "[t]he principle on which the rule is based

forbids its restriction to cases for which an exact precedent can be found in

the reports", 42 Lord Justice Buckley refused to accept the proposition

advanced by Fletcher Moulton L.J. that a representative action could not be

brought where "the rights as between each of the represented parties and the

defendants arise under a separate contract made by one party with the

defendants to which no other of them is a party". 43 This proposition, he

suggested, was contrary to long standing authority. Insofar as the relief

sought being in the form of damages was concerned, his Lordship suggested

that, as an alternative, the plaintiff could claim a declaration of the defend-

ant's liability upon which each of the class members could base a claim for

damages. 44 In his view, this relief would have been common to all and would
have satisfied the same interest requirement of Order XVI, Rule 9: 45

It is not accurate to say that they have a similar interest. They have exactly the

same interest [that is, whether the defendant committed a breach of contract or

duty in shipping on the Knight Commander goods that were contraband of war]

although it will result in the case of each of them in a different measure of relief.

In England, the views of Buckley L.J. would appear to be on the

ascendancy, and those of Lord Justice Fletcher Moulton to be losing favour.

At least this is the impression that one might gain from a review of the

judgment of Vinelott J. in Prudential Assurance Co. Ltd. v. Newman Industries

38 Supra, note 19, at 8.

39 Supra, note 27, at 1035.

40 Ibid., at 1040.

41 Ibid.

42 Ibid., at 1044, quoting Lord Lindley, supra, note 20, at 443.

43 Ibid.

44 Ibid., at 1047.

45 Ibid.
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Ltd 46 The plaintiff in this case brought a representative action on behalf of

all shareholders of the defendant corporation pursuant to Order 15, Rule 12, of

the English Rules of the Supreme Court 1965. The plaintiff sought a

declaration that the shareholders of Newman Industries Ltd. had suffered

damages as a result of an alleged conspiracy by the defendants in respect of

the purchase of the assets of another company by the defendant corporation,

and a misleading circular issued by the defendant corporation explaining the

proposed purchase to its shareholders.

Relying on Markt & Co., Ltd. v. Knight Steamship Co., Ltd., the defend-

ants contended that the class action should not be allowed to proceed on the

ground that a class action was inappropriate where the cause of action in

question was a personal one and where proof of damage was a necessary

ingredient of the cause of action. It should be noted that the relief sought by
the representative plaintiff on behalf of the class was not damages, as was the

case in Markt, but rather a declaration of the class members' entitlement to

damages.

Vinelott J. rejected the arguments of the defendants that the action

should not be allowed to proceed in class form. Commenting on the purpose

of the class action Rule, Mr. Justice Vinelott stated as follows: 47

The purpose of r. 10 was to make the jurisdiction and practice of the old

Courts of Chancery permitting, in appropriate cases, proceedings to be com-
menced by representative plaintiffs or against representative defendants applica-

ble to all proceedings in any division of the High Court. As some proceedings in

the High Court would inevitably be proceedings which before the Act could only

have been commenced in the common law courts the principles under which

representative actions were permitted were necessarily extended into a new field

where the principles would have to be applied by analogy to the cases in which

actions by or against representative plaintiffs or defendants were permitted in the

courts of Chancery.

A review of the leading authorities, including Duke ofBedford v. Ellis and
Markt & Co., Ltd. v. Knight Steamship Co., Ltd., led Vinelott J. to the

following two propositions: 48

First, no order will be made in favour of a representative plaintiff if the order

might in any circumstances have the effect of conferring on a member of the class

represented a right which he could not have claimed in a separate action or of

barring a defence which the defendant could have raised in such proceedings.

Secondly, no order will be made in favour of a representative plaintiff unless

there is some element common to the claims of all members of the class which he

purports to represent.

However, in his view, these two rules did not support the position espoused

46 Prudential Assurance Co. Ltd. v. Newman Industries Ltd., [1980] 2 W.L.R. 339, [1979] 3

All E.R. 507 (Ch.) (subsequent references are to [1979] 3 All E.R.). For a discussion of

this potentially significant case, see Barrett, "Representative action for damages;

towards a judge-made class action system?" (1980), 54 Aust. L.J. 688, and Stillman,

"Prudential Assurance Co. Ltd. v. Newman Industries Ltd. and Others" (1980), 12

M.U.L.R. 574.

47 Supra, note 46, at 512.

4* Ibid., at 517.
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by the defendants, that is, "that the eourt has no jurisdiction in any

circumstances to entertain an action by a plaintiff claiming to represent a

class in cases where the cause of action of the plaintiff and of each member of

the class is, or is alleged to be, a separate cause of action founded in tort". 49

Indeed, authorities to the contrary existed. 50 Accordingly, Mr. Justice

Vinelott concluded that "on authority and principle ,,51 the class action

procedure may be employed even where each of the class members has a

separate cause of action in tort, as long as a number of conditions are

satisfied.

The first condition referred to by Mr. Justice Vinelott was the first

proposition, set out above, propounded as a result of his review of the

authorities. The second condition that he outlined was the need for "an

'interest' shared by all members of the class". 52 In the case of a class action

where every member of the class has a separate cause of action in tort, this

condition will be satisfied as long as there is a "common ingredient in the cause

of action of each member of the class". 53 The last condition discussed by Mr.

Justice Vinelott was that it must be "for the benefit of the class that the

plaintiff be permitted to sue in a representative capacity". 54 In order so to

conclude, Vinelott J. stated that the court would have to be satisfied "that the

issues common to every member of the class will be decided after full

discovery and in the light of all the evidence capable of being adduced in

favour of the claim". 55

Before concluding our discussion of the present law of class actions in

England, we should make one final point about Prudential Assurance Co. Ltd.

v. Newman Industries Ltd. It will be recalled that the relief sought by the

representative plaintiff in this case was not damages, but rather a declaration

of the class members' entitlement to damages. Consequently, if the class

action were prosecuted successfully, each member of the class, in order to

recover, would still be required to institute an action against the defendants.

Although the class members would not have to establish the defendants'

liability in these individual proceedings, each class member would have to

prove the amount of damages to which he or she claimed to be entitled.

While the effect of the judgment of Vinelott J. in Prudential Assurance

Co. Ltd. v. Newman Industries Ltd. on class actions ultimately may be

far-reaching, its authoritativeness may be questioned. It is, after all, the

decision of but one judge. Moreover, shortly after the Prudential Assurance

49 Ibid.

50 Vinelott J. cited Jones v. Cory Brothers & Co. (1921), 56 L.Jo. 302 (C.A.); J. Bollinger v.

Costa Brava Wine Co. (No. 2), [1961] 1 W.L.R. 277, [1961] 1 All E.R. 561 (Ch.); and H.P.

Bulmer Ltd. v. J. Bollinger S.A., [1978] R.P.C. 79 (C.A.).

51 Supra, note 46, at 520.

52 Ibid.

53 Ibid, (emphasis added).

54 Ibid.

55 Ibid.
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case was decided, O'Connor J. in Electrical, Electronic, Telecommunication

and Plumbing Union v. Times Newspapers Ltd. 56 dismissed a class action

claiming damages for defamation on the ground that "a representative action

is not available to a number of different individuals where the relief sought is

damages". 57 Significantly, the relief sought in this case was damages, and not

a declaration of entitlement to damages, as in Prudential Assurance. Never-

theless, Mr. Justice O'Connor's view of the law is consistent with the opinion

of Fletcher Moulton L.J. in Markt & Co., Ltd. v. Knight Steamship Co., Ltd.

On the other hand, in E.M.I. Records Ltd. v. Riley, 5 * an infringement of

copyright case, the representative plaintiff sued on behalf of all members of a

phonographic association, claiming an injunction and an inquiry as to the

damages suffered by the class with respect to the sale by the defendant of

"pirate" cassettes. Dillon J. granted the relief requested, justifying the inquiry

as to damages on the ground that the members of the class had consented to

the payment of all pecuniary remedies to the British Phonographic Industry

Ltd. "in order to defray the expenses of detecting and suppressing the pirate

and counterfeit record and like trades". 59 Mr. Justice Dillon commented that

"it would be a wholly unnecessary complication of our procedure if the court

were to insist that for purposes of the inquiry as to damages all members of

the B.P.I, must be joined as co-plaintiffs, or alternatively, all members except

for E.M.I. Records Ltd. must issue separate writs and apply for them to be

consolidated with the claim for damages of E.M.I. Records Ltd.". 60

It would appear, therefore, that a precise delineation of the scope of class

actions in England may have to await a further review of this procedural

device by the House of Lords.

(b) Australia

A review of authorities in Australia leads one quickly to the conclusion

that the present law of class actions in that country is similar, if not identical,

to that in England. The case most often cited insofar as the availability of this

procedure is concerned is the decision of the English Court of Appeal in

Markt & Co., Ltd. v. Knight Steamship Co., Ltd., and particularly the

judgment of Fletcher Moulton L.J. 61 The weight of authority in Australia

would seem to be against class actions where the relief sought is in the nature

of damages.

56 [1980] 3 W.L.R. 98, [1980] 1 All E.R. 1097 (Q.B.) (subsequent references are to [1980] 1 All

E.R.).

57 Ibid., at 1104.

5X [1981] 1 W.L.R. 923, [1981] 2 All E.R. 838 (Cb.) (subsequent references are to [1981] 1

W.L.R).

59 Ibid., at 925.

6° Ibid., at 926.

61 For a discussion of the present law in Australia, see Law Reform Commission of

Australia, Discussion Paper No. 11, Access to the Courts II: Class Actions (1979), and

Law Reform Committee of South Australia, Thirty-sixth Report Relating to Class

Actions (1977).
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The availability of class actions in Australia has been the subject of

recent reports by two Australian law reform agencies. In 1977, the Law
Reform Committee of South Australia published its Thirty-sixth Report

Relating to Class Actions. 62 After noting the limitations of the class action

Rule in that state, the Law Reform Committee of South Australia stated that,
tk

[i]f the representative or class action is to be effective as a weapon in the

hands of citizens whose rights have been infringed, a reformulation of the

rules of law governing such actions is necessary". 6 } The proposals of the Law
Reform Committee of South Australia with respect to class actions, which are

modelled after Rule 23 of the United States Federal Rules of Civil Procedure,

have yet to be implemented.

The second law reform agency to have examined the law of class actions

in Australia is the Law Reform Commission of Australia. In 1979, that

Commission issued a Discussion Paper entitled Access to the Courts II: Class

Actions w in which it discussed the arguments for and against an expanded
class action mechanism in Australia. The Commission's conclusion was that

there was "a need in Australia for a legal procedure to enable many persons

to combine to recover damages or other compensation in one action". 65 In its

view, the procedural law relating to class actions had failed to keep pace with

the social and technological developments of the twentieth century. The
Commission remarked as follows: 66

An age of mass production, mass transportation, intensive mass media

advertising and mass merchandising of goods, services and securities, calls

attention to the question whether a mass remedy is now required. New
procedures are necessary if courts are to cope with the increasing demands which

will be made upon them.

The Discussion Paper of the Law Reform Commission of Australia, like the

report on class actions by the Law Reform Committee of South Australia,

drew heavily upon the American experience with class actions, and this is

reflected in the scheme for reform suggested in the Discussion Paper. Public

hearings on the scheme propounded by the Commission have been held, but

as yet no final report on the subject of class actions has been published.

(c) Ontario

Having outlined the attitudinal differences to class actions in England in

the early part of this century, and the adoption of a generally restrictive

approach to class actions in Australia, we turn now to a discussion of the

requirements for a class action under Rule 75 of the present Supreme Court

of Ontario Rules of Practice. We shall concentrate on the two prerequisites

62 Law Reform Committee of South Australia, Thirty-sixth Report Relating to Class

Actions (1977).

63 Ibid., at 6.

64 Law Reform Commission of Australia, Discussion Paper No. 11, Access to the Courts

II: Class Actions (1979).

65 Ibid., at 34.

66 Ibid.
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for a class action expressly set out in Rule 75, that is, that an action be

brought on behalf of "numerous persons" and that those persons have the

"same interest". After these two issues have been canvassed, attention will be

shifted to the restrictions imposed on the class action procedure by courts in

Ontario. As will be seen, these restrictions mirror in many respects those

approved by Fletcher Moulton L.J. in Markt & Co., Ltd. v. Knight Steamship

Co., Ltd., but rejected by Buckley L.J. in the same case.

(i) Plaintiff Class Actions under Rule 75: the Requirements

a. Numerous Persons

Of the two express requirements for the bringing of class actions in

Ontario, undoubtedly the one that has caused the least difficulty is the

numerosity requirement. The issue does not seem to have been raised in any

Ontario case, but it has been commented upon by courts in other jurisdic-

tions. It is clear that a representative action is appropriate only where there is

more than one person in the class, for one "cannot be a representative

without a constituency". 67 Although no minimum number of class members
has been fixed by the courts in other Commonwealth jurisdictions, the courts

have been reluctant to allow a class action to proceed where the class consists

of a handful of members. In the case of In Re Braybrook, 6* for example, the

Court stated that so small a number as five persons will not be regarded as

"numerous" within the meaning of the Rule in England equivalent to Rule 75

in Ontario. However, the Court did not view this as an inflexible rule, for it

recognized the utility of a class action, even where the class is few in number,

if the amount in dispute is very small. In the only Canadian case in which a

court appears to have considered the numerosity requirement, the Court

doubted whether a class of four persons constituted "numerous persons" for

the purpose of the Alberta class action Rule. The basis for the Court's

concern in Goodfellow v. Knight69 — that "naming each of the members of the

firm as plaintiffs would in this case be a simpler procedure than the

representative action" 70 — can be traced back to the origins of the class

action. It will be recalled that the Court of Chancery developed the class

action procedure to obviate the need to join in one action a large number of

persons interested in the suit, with convenience being the mother of inven-

tion. Consequently, where joinder is not inconvenient, a class action may not

be appropriate.

To this point in our discussion, we have considered the numerosity

requirement from the point of view of the minimum number of persons

necessary to constitute a class for the purposes of Rule 75 of the Supreme
Court of Ontario Rules of Practice. Is there any maximum limit to the

67 Wilson v. Church (1878), 9 Ch. D. 552, at 559, 39 L.T. 413.

68 [1916] W.N. 74, 60 Sol. Jo. 307 (Ch.D.). Compare Trustees Executors and Agency Co. v.

Sparling (1894), 16 A. L.T. 34, and Eighth Union Bldg. Society v. Carnegie (1893), 19

V.L.R. 388 (S.C.).

69 (1977), 5 A.R. 573, 2 C.P.C. 209 (S.C., T.D.) (subsequent, references are to 2 C.P.C.).

70 Ibid., at 216.
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number of persons who may constitute a class? This question has not yet been

answered by the courts. However, in the recent case of Naken v. General

Motors of Canada Ltd., 1] the class consisted of approximately 4,600 persons;

in Cobbold v. Time Canada Ltd., 11 the action was brought on behalf of some
1 80,000 subscribers to Time magazine. In neither of these two cases did the

Court seem to be concerned about the size of the class.

b. Same Interest

While the numerosity requirement of Rule 75 has not given rise to any

difficulties, the same cannot be said about the second condition imposed by

the Rule - the "same interest" requirement. Much of the controversy

surrounding Rule 75 concerns the meaning given by the courts to this phrase.

The same interest requirement has been the basis for the prohibition against

class actions where the relief sought is damages, and where the action is

founded upon separate contracts between each of the members of the class

and the defendant. These two restrictions on class actions will be considered

in detail in the following section of this chapter. In this section, we shall

consider the meaning attributed by the courts over the years to the same
interest requirement.

The most widely accepted definition of the same interest requirement in

Rule 75 is the following statement of Lord Macnaghten in Duke ofBedford v.

Ellis: 1 ?' "Given a common interest and a common grievance a representative

suit was in order if the relief sought was in its nature beneficial to all whom
the plaintiff proposed to represent." Fletcher Moulton L.J. in Markt & Co.,

Ltd. v. Knight Steamship Co., Ltd. 14 described this three part test as "the most
authoritative statement". 75 This passage from the judgment of Lord Mac-
naghten has been cited frequently by the courts in Ontario, 76 as well as by
courts in other jurisdictions in Canada. 77

The test to determine whether the same interest requirement is satisfied,

enunciated by Lord Macnaghten in Duke ofBedford v. Ellis, has not been very

helpful in determining which actions should be allowed to proceed as class

actions. The reasons for this are mainly twofold. First, there is not full

agreement on the meaning to be attributed to all three elements of the Lord

71 Naken v. General Motors of Canada Ltd. (1978), 21 O.R. (2d) 780, 92 D.L.R. (3d) 100

(C.A.) (subsequent references are to 21 O.R. (2d)).

72 Cobbold v. Time Canada Ltd. (1976), 13 O.R. (2d) 567, 71 D.L.R. (3d) 629 (H.C.J.)

(subsequent references are to 13 O.R. (2d)). The action was dismissed at trial: see

(1980), 28 O.R. (2d) 326, 109 D.L.R. (3d) 61 1 (H.C.J.).

7Ml901] A.C. 1 (H.L.), at 8.

74 Supra, note 27.

75 Ibid., at 1035.

76 See, for example, Interlake Tissue Mills Co. Ltd v. G. Everall Co. Ltd. (1921), 50 O.L.R.

165, 64 D.L.R. 206 (H.C. Div.); Farnham v. Fingold, [1973] 2 O.R. 132, 33 D.L.R. (3d)

156 (C.A.); and Naken v. General Motors of Canada Ltd., supra, note 71, at 787.

77 See, for example, Smart v. Livett, [1951] 2 D.L.R. 47, at 51, [1951] 1 W.W.R. 49 (Sask.

C.A.). See, also, infra, this ch., sec. 2(d)(i).
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Macnaghten test. While it would appear that the members of the class on
whose behalf a representative action has been brought do not have to have or

claim "some beneficial proprietary right", 78 which they are asserting in the

cause or matter, before it can be said that they have a "common interest",

there is agreement on little else. In Markt & Co., Ltd. v. Knight Steamship Co.,

Ltd., 19 the Court spoke in terms of the need to establish a "common
purpose" 80 or a "common origin" 81 for the claims asserted in class form. In a

number of Ontario cases, on the other hand, the courts have stated that the

"same interest" requirement does not refer to the relationship among the

members of the class, but rather their "interest in the result of the action". 82

Insofar as the "common grievance" aspect of the Lord Macnaghten test is

concerned, there would seem to be little importance attached to it by the

courts. The concept of a common grievance has been employed by a few

courts to prevent class actions from proceeding where the interests of the

class members were inimical. 83 With respect to the need to show that "the

relief sought was in its nature beneficial to all", the courts would seem to be in

agreement on at least one matter. Each member must benefit in some
measure from the successful prosecution of the class action, but all members
need not benefit to the same degree. 84 However, there is still considerable

debate concerning whether, and to what extent, a claim for damages may be

asserted by means of a class action. This issue is discussed in greater detail in

the next section.

The Lord Macnaghten test has proved to be of little assistance in

deciding whether a particular action is appropriate for class treatment for a

second reason. To a great extent, the three elements of this test overlap. A
finding that the class members share a "common interest" would seem to

preclude a court from deciding that the members do not share a "common
grievance". Similarly, that the relief sought would be in its nature beneficial

to all the members of the class would seem to follow inexorably from a

determination that the class members share a common grievance.

The difficulties engendered by the three part test of Lord Macnaghten in

the Duke of Bedford case have led some courts to look for an alternative

definition of the "same interest" requirement. Recently, in Ontario, 85 courts

78 Duke of Bedford v. Ellis, [1901] A.C. 1 (H.L.), at 8, per Lord Macnaghten.

79 Supra, note 27.

80 Ibid., at 1027. per Vaughan Williams L.J.

81 Ibid., at 1029, per Vaughan Williams L.J.

82 See. for example, May v. Wheaton (1917), 41 O.L.R. 369 (H.C. Div.), at 371. See, also,

Drohan v. Sangamo Co. Ltd., [1972] 3 O.R. 399 (H.C.J.), at 402, and Shack v. Matthews

Contraction Co. £7^711962] O.R. 556, at 559, 33 D.L.R. (2d) 97 (C.A.).

83 See Belong v. New Brunswick Teachers' Federation (1970), 3 N.B.R. (2d) 149 (S.C.,

Q.B.). See, also, Smith v. Cardiff Corp., [1954] 1 Q.B. 210, [1955] 2 All E.R. 1373 (C.A.).

84 See, for example, Drohan v. Sangamo Co. Ltd., supra, note 82, at 401-02, and A.E. Osier

& Co. v. Solman (1926), 59 O.L.R. 368, at 372, [1926] 4 D.L.R. 345 (C.A.).

85 See Cobbold v. Time Canada Ltd., supra, note 72, and Naken v. General Motors of

Canada Ltd., supra, note 71.
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have expressed approval of the "common success" test of Bull J.A. in Shaw v.

Real Estate Board ofGreater Vancouver'.86 In that case, a representative action

was launched on behalf of a group of real estate salesmen to recover certain

portions of commissions alleged to have been wrongfully withheld by the

defendant. Mr. Justice Bull, after citing the meaning ascribed to the "same
interest" requirement by Lord Macnaghten, commented as follows: 87

To my mind the principles of law set out in all the cases are the same — for a

proper representative action there must be a 'common interest' of the plaintiff

with those he claims to represent, the exertion of a 'common right
1

or 'common
grievance', normally arising from a 'common origin', but once the alleged rights

of the class are denied or ignored it is immaterial that the individuals have been

wronged in their individual capacity, provided, of course, that their claims were

not for personal damages. It appears to me that the many passages uttered by

Judges of high authority over the years really boil down to a simple proposition

that a class action is appropriate where if the plaintiff wins the other persons he

purports to represent win too, and if he, because of that success, becomes entitled

to relief whether or not in a fund or property, the others also become likewise

entitled to that relief, having regard, always, for different quantitative participa-

tions.

Reference to this "common success" test may be found in two recent Ontario

cases, Naken v. General Motors oj Canada Ltd** and Cobbold v. Time Canada
Ltd.™

In England, Vinelott J. in Prudential Assurance Co. Ltd. v. Newman
Industries Ltd. 90 adopted yet a third test to determine whether the "same
interest" requirement of Order 15, Rule 12, of the English Rules of the

Supreme Court 1965 had been satisfied. The test proposed by Mr. Justice

Vinelott would appear to be the most liberal employed to date for this

purpose. In his view, it was necessary for the representative plaintiff to show
that "there is some element common to the claims of all members of the class

which he purports to represent". 91 Accordingly, in a class action "in which it

is claimed that every member of the class has a separate cause of action in

tort", 92 this test would be satisfied if there were "a common ingredient in the

cause of action of each member of the class". 93

At this juncture, we turn to address the two major restrictions that have

been imposed upon the class action procedure by the courts under the same
interest requirement. These are the apparent prohibition against class actions

^Shaw v. Real Estate Board of Greater Vancouver (1973), 36 D.L.R. (3d) 250, [1973] 4

W.W.R. 391 (B.C.C.A.) (subsequent references are to 36 D.L.R. (3d)). The action was

dismissed at trial: see [1974] 5 W.W.R. 193 (B.C.S.C).

87 Ibid., at 253-54.

88 Supra, note 71. at 787.

89 Supra, note 72, at 569.

90 Supra, note 46.

91 Ibid., at 517.

92 Ibid., at 520.

93 Ibid.
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where the claims of the individual class members are based upon separate

contracts, and where the relief sought is damages. Undoubtedly, these two

issues have proved more vexing for the courts than any others.

(ii) Restrictions on Plaintiff Class Actions under Rule 75

a. Separate Contracts

As we have seen, Fletcher Moulton L.J., in one of the leading class action

cases, Markt & Co., Ltd. v. Knight Steamship Co., Ltd., 94 doubted whether the

class action procedure could be employed in a case where the claims of the

class members were based upon separate contracts. He even went so far as to

say that "it is impossible to say that mere identity of form of a contract or

similarity in the circumstances under which it has to be performed satisfies

the language" 95 of the then existing class action Rule. It does not appear that

this view of Fletcher Moulton L.J. found favour with a majority of the Court

in Markt & Co., Ltd. v. Knight Steamship Co., Ltd. Yet, a great many courts

over the years since the Markt case was decided also have taken this view. For

example, the Ontario Court of Appeal, in Shields v. Mayor, 96 stated categori-

cally that, since each of the members of the class on whose behalf the action

was brought had a separate contract with the defendant, the action could not

be maintained as a class action. In coming to this conclusion, the Court

referred to the early cases of Johnston v. Consumers' Gas Company of
Toronto 91 and Preston v. Hilton, 98 where the same approach to class actions

had been adopted.

As late as 1976, the "separate contract" limitation on class actions

continued to find favour with the courts in Ontario. In Agnew v. Sault Ste.

Marie Board of Education," 365 individually named plaintiffs claimed from

the defendant "a specific sum being the balance allegedly owing to them as

secondary school teachers . . . pursuant to a contract in writing between each

of them, individually, and the School Board". ioo By way of a class action, they

claimed certain other relief. While it is not clear from the judgment of

Vannini L.J.S.C., it would appear that the defendant argued that the joinder

of all the plaintiffs in one action was an abuse of process and that the proper

way to proceed was by way of a class action. In response to this argument,

Vannini L.J.S.C. observed that "it is clear that R. 75 is not applicable to

94 Supra, note 27.

95 Ibid., at 1040.

<*> Shields v. Mayor, [1953] O.W.N. 5, [1953] 1 D.L.R. 776 (C.A.) (subsequent references

are to [1953] O.W.N. ).

97 (1896), 23 O.A.R. 566, 17 P.R. 297 (App. Div.).

98 (1920), 48 O.L.R. 172, 55 D.L.R. 647 (H.C. Div.). It should be noted that this case

involved a representative action seeking a declaration that the defendant's conduct

constituted a nuisance and an injunction. The Court cited with approval the decision of

the English Court of Appeal in the Markt case.

99 (1976), 2 C.P.C. 273 (Ont. H.C.J.).

'00 Ibid., at 274.
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members of a class each of whom have [sic] a separate contract with the same

person in respect of which a claim is made". I()1

Recently, however, there has been an attempt by some courts in Ontario,

and elsewhere, to distinguish the Markt case in order to enable class actions

involving separate contracts to be maintained. In Cobbold v. Time Canada
Ltd., 102 Stark J. refused to dismiss a class action brought on behalf of the

subscribers to the Canadian edition of Time magazine. Stark J. rejected the

submissions of defendant's counsel based on the existence of separate

contracts, stating as follows: l03

I deal first with the defendant's argument that a class action cannot be used for

the enforcement of separate contracts. From the evidence before the Court, it

appears to me that the subscription contracts are identical, except in one

particular, the length of term of the subscription. Under the contracts, the

magazine to be delivered is the same, and the annual price is also the same. The
unilateral breach of the subscription contract affects each paid up subscriber

equally.

In rejecting the arguments of defendant's counsel on this issue, Mr. Justice

Stark added that the relief sought was not primarily damages, but rather

specific performance of the individual contracts of the class members. It is in

this way that he sought to distinguish Markt & Co., Ltd. v. Knight Steamship

Co., Ltd., where the claims of the class members were for damages only.

The damages issue was the focus of attention in two later class actions

involving separate contracts. In Naken v. General Motors ofCanada Ltd.,* 04 a

representative action was brought on behalf of all persons who had purchased

new 1971 and 1972 Firenza motor vehicles, seeking $1,000 in damages for

each member of the class. It was alleged in the representative plaintiff's

statement of claim that, as a result of a breach of warranty, the resale value of

each 1971 and 1972 Firenza had been reduced by $1,000. The Ontario Court

of Appeal permitted the class action to go forward, since the basis of the

claim of each member of the class was the same alleged collateral warranty.

Arnup J.A., delivering thejudgment of the Court, referred to the comments of

Stark J. in Cobbold v. Time Canada Ltd., set out above, with respect to the

similarity of the contracts in issue. Interestingly, neither Arnup J.A., in the

Naken case, nor Stark J., in Cobbold v. Time Canada Ltd., referred to the

earlier decision of the Court of Appeal for Ontario in Shields v. Mayor. 105

Southey J., in dismissing a class action based on separate contracts in

Stephenson v. Air Canada, 106 also made no reference to Shields v. Mayor.

101 Ibid., at 280.

102 Supra, note 72.

103 Ibid., at 569.

104 Supra, note 71.

105 Supra, note 96.

106 Stephenson v. Air Canada (1979), 26 OR. (2d) 369, 103 D.L.R. (3d) 148 (H.C.J.)

(subsequent references are to 26 O.R. (2d)).
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Although, again, the Court's focus was on the damages question, some of the

comments of Southey J. clearly are directed toward the separate contracts

issue. The class on whose behalf the action was brought consisted of all

persons "who had bought tickets or reserved space on Air Canada flights

prior to August, 1978, at discount rates, whose flights were cancelled by Air

Canada because of a strike of Air Canada employees during the months of

August and September, 1978". 107 In a vein similar to that of Fletcher

Moulton L.J. in Markt & Co., Ltd. v. Knight Steamship Co., Ltd., Southey J.

commented as follows: 108

The members of the proposed class include persons reserving space in flights

within Canada and to other parts of the world. There is no allegation that all

members of the class would have the same contract with Air Canada. That is not

surprising, because it is common knowledge to all air travellers that the

contractual provisions governing international flights are subject to the provi-

sions of international conventions which do not apply to domestic flights.

The decision of Southey J. was upheld by the Ontario Court of Appeal
without reasons. 109 It should be noted that, unlike the situation in Naken and
Cobbold, Stephenson v. Air Canada was not a case involving essentially

identical contracts. On this basis alone, therefore, it can be distinguished

from Naken and Cobbold.

b. Damages

Until quite recently, Rule 75 of the Supreme Court of Ontario Rules of

Practice, and its equivalents in other Anglo-Canadian jurisdictions, have

been interpreted, almost without exception, to prohibit the bringing of class

actions where the relief sought is damages. • 10 The genesis of this prohibition,

as we have seen, is the judgment of Fletcher Moulton L.J. in Markt & Co.,

Ltd. v. Knight Steamship Co., Ltd.: ' ! '

Damages are personal only. To my mind no representative action can lie where

the sole relief sought is damages, because they have to be proved separately in the

case of each plaintiff, and therefore the possibility of representation ceases.

The courts have been, and continue to be, unwilling to permit actions for

damages to proceed in class form where the entitlement of the individual

members of the class to damages would necessitate individual assessment in

subsequent proceedings involving the defendant and each class member.
However, particularly in the last decade, the courts have sought ways in

which to distinguish the Markt case and, despite early authorities to the

contrary, 1 12 it is now clear that in Ontario, in limited circumstances, damages
may be claimed in a representative action.

^ Ibid., at 370.

108 Ibid.

109 Unreported (February 10, 1981, Ont. C.A.).

110 The present law governing monetary relief in class actions is discussed in detail infra,

ch. 14, sec. 2(a).

111 Supra, note 27, at 1040-41.

112 See Murray v. Clapp (1897), 33 C.L.J. 771 (H.C.J.); Preston v. Hilton (1920), 48 O.L.R.

172, 55 D.L.R. 647 (H.C. Div.) (subsequent references are to (1920), 48 O.L.R.): and
Turtle v. City of Toronto (1924), 56 O.L.R. 252 (App. Div.).
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As will be explained in greater detail below, damage elass actions have

been allowed to proceed to trial where the full liability of the defendant to the

class can be determined without resort to individual proceedings because of

the existence o\' common proof. Consequently, where, in a class action, the

damages claimed are a lump sum owing to the class, which can be established

b\ common evidence, the action will be permitted to proceed in class form. A
damage class action also will be allowed to be maintained where the amount
of damages claimed on behalf of each of the class members is identical.

Finally, the court will not dismiss a damage class action where the amount
claimed for each member of the class is readily ascertainable, for example, by

mathematical calculation.

An Ontario court first intimated that a claim for damages could be

asserted in a class action in Bowen v. MacMillan, u ^ decided over sixty years

ago. In that case, the action was brought by three members of an unincor-

porated trade union against the members of another union for damages for

acts of intimidation. While the question whether damages was the proper

subject matter of a class action was left to be decided by the trial judge.

Ferguson J.A. doubted the correctness of a rule preventing, in all cases, the

assertion of a claim for damages in a class action. The report of the case

includes the following statement:

'

,4

A perusal of that case [Markt & Co., Ltd. v. knight Steamship Co., Ltd] and others

had not convinced the learned Judge that the practice was so clearly established

that he could, without doubt, say that Rule 75 was not applicable in any action

for damages. The damages claimed in this atcion [sic] were general damages to the

class, arising out of wrongs alleged to have been done to the class as a class. The
practice did not appear to be so clearly established as to make it right to prevent

the plaintiffs, by an order made on a summary application, from presenting their

case to the Court at the trial.

In so deciding, the Court seemed to be questioning the correctness of

Preston v. Hilton, u $ decided one year earlier. In that case, a class action was
brought on behalf of a number of property owners alleging that the defend-

ant's intended use of his property would constitute a nuisance. The relief

sought was equitable in nature, including an injunction to restrain the

construction of certain buildings. Damages were not claimed. Nevertheless,

Orde J., in determining the appropriateness of the class proceedings in these

circumstances, commented that "an action eitherfor damages for a nuisance

or for an injunction to restrain a nuisance cannot be brought in a representa-

tive capacity". 116

However, shortly after the decision of Ferguson J.A. in Bowen v.

MacMillan, the Ontario Supreme Court, Appellate Division, in Turtle v. City

of Toronto, ' 17 dismissed a class action for damages for nuisance on the ground

113 (1921), 21 O.W.N. 23 (H.C. Div.).

1 14 Ibid., at 25 (emphasis added).

115 Supra, note 1 12.

1 16 Ibid., at 179 (emphasis added).

117 Supra, note 112.

*
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that the representative's claim was "personal and must differ from the claims

of his neighbours, which may be more or less". 118 In other words, there were

no damages to the class, as such, that could be calculated without resort to

individual proceedings involving each of the class members and the defend-

ant. For the most part, the position espoused by the Appellate Division of the

Supreme Court of Ontario in this case has gone unchallenged for almost fifty

years.

The proscription against class actions where the relief sought is pecuniary

has come under widespread attack during the last decade. In 1973, the Court

of Appeal for Ontario, in Farnham v. Fingold, 119 permitted a class action to

proceed even though damages were claimed. In Chastain v. British Columbia

Hydro and Power Authority 12° and Shavj v. Real Estate Board of Greater

Vancouver, 121 both decided in the early 1970's, the British Columbia Supreme
Court and British Columbia Court of Appeal, respectively, permitted actions

to be maintained in class form, even though the relief sought was the return of

money improperly retained by the defendant.

The case of Farnham v. Fingold arose out of an agreement for sale of a

company, under which the controlling shareholders were paid a premium for

their shares that was not offered to shareholders outside the controlling

group. The plaintiff sued on behalf of the non-controlling shareholders,

claiming a variety of forms of relief, including damages, a declaration, and an

accounting. By allowing the class action to proceed as one for an accounting,

the Ontario Court of Appeal could have avoided the issue of the propriety of

class actions for damages. The Court chose, however, to treat the action as

one for damages.

Jessup J.A., speaking for the Court of Appeal, suggested that the remarks

of Fletcher Moulton L.J. in the Markt case — that damages could not be the

subject of a class action — were obiter dicta. He preferred, instead, the flexible

approach to class actions espoused by Lord Lindley in Taff Vale Railway Co.

v. Amalgamated Society of Railway Servants. 122 Nonetheless, Jessup J.A. did

express some reservations about class actions where the relief sought is

damages requiring separate assessment in subsequent proceedings involving

the defendant: 123

[W]here the members of a class have damages that must be separately assessed, it

would be unjust to permit them to be claimed in a class action because the

defendant would be deprived of individual discoveries, and, in the event of

success, would have recourse for costs only against the named plaintiff although

his costs were increased by multiple separate claims.

"*Md., at 267.

119 Farnham v. Fingold, [1973] 2 O.R. 132, 33 D.L R. (3d) 156 (C.A.) (subsequent references

areto[1973]2 0.R.).

120 Chastain v. British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority (1972), 32 D.L.R. (3d) 443,

[1973] 2 W.W.R. 481 (B.C.S.C.) (subsequent references are to 32 D.L.R. (3d)).

121 Shaw v. Real Estate Board of Greater Vancouver (1973), 36 D.L.R. (3d) 250, [1973] 4

W.W.R. 391 (B.C.C.A.) (subsequent references are to 36 D.L.R. (3d)). The action was
dismissed at trial: see [1974] 5 W.W.R. 193 (B.C.S.C).

122 Supra, note 20.

123 Supra, note 119, at 136.
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Since, in Farnham v. Fingold, the defendant's liability could be established

without resort to such individual proceedings, the difficulties referred to by

Mr. Justice Jessup were not present in the case before him. The only damages

claimed was the "gross premium" above market price received by the

controlling shareholders, which could be established by common proof,

without the evidence of individual class members. Jessup J.A. noted that the

entitlements of the class members could be determined in proceedings after

trial without the participation of the defendants. 124 Under these circum-

stances the Court of Appeal was prepared to allow the Farnham class action

to proceed.

Thus, although the Court of Appeal was concerned about the problems

that individual assessment of damages against the defendant might pose, in

light of the inadequacies of the existing cost and discovery rules as they have

traditionally been applied to class actions, the Court was prepared to accept a

class action for damages where this obstacle could be overcome through the

use of acceptable common evidence to establish the defendant's total liability

to class members. The Court of Appeal does not seem to have been concerned

by the notion that individualized proceedings would be necessary for the

distribution of the proceeds of the resulting aggregate judgment, at least in

such cases as Farnham, where all that is necessary is the simple determination

of a pro rata share. 125

In Chastain v. British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority, the plaintiffs

sued on behalf of themselves and all others in residential premises who were

required to pay security deposits to the defendant company for the supply of

gas and electric power. The plaintiffs sought certain declarations to the effect

that the defendant had no valid authority under its governing statute to

require the posting of security deposits, the return of the money so deposited,

and an injunction against the requiring of further deposits. One of the

defendant's officers estimated that 25 to 40 residential applicants per day

would be required to furnish deposits, so that the number of class members
was obviously quite substantial. 126

The plaintiffs succeeded in their substantive claim that the defendant had
no valid authority to require the deposits. Mclntyre J. allowed the class action

to proceed without any extensive discussion of authority, perhaps because, in

his words, the defendant objected, "but not strenuously". 127 For our pur-

poses, the most interesting aspect of the case may be found in his order of

relief, which contained an injunction restraining the defendant from demand-
ing, collecting, or keeping the security deposits, and specified that the

defendant could comply with the injunction against "keeping" each deposit

by crediting it to the customer's next bill. 128

l24
//>/J., at 137.

125 Ibid.

126 Supra, note 120, at 440.

ni Ibid., at 452.

128 Unpublished Order of Mclntyre, J., dated December 28, 1972, at 2-3. We thank counsel

for the representative plaintiff for providing us with a copy of this Order.
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Although the proposed injunction is negative in form, in substance it

appears to involve a mandatory directive to the defendant to return the very

substantial number of deposits already in its possession. The case reflects an

ingenious attempt by class counsel to avoid the chilling effect of Markt by
framing a claim in equitable terms, to take advantage of the fact that

equitable relief has historically been available through the equitable device of

a class action.

As indicated previously, in Shaw v. Real Estate Board ofGreater Vancouv-

er, the class action was brought to recover certain levies alleged to have been

assessed improperly by the defendant against commissions owing to its

commission salesmen. The relief sought on behalf of the class was a declara-

tion and the return of moneys improperly retained by the defendant or, in

other words, an accounting. Therefore, the Court's remarks on the appropri-

ateness of a claim for "damages" in a class action, strictly speaking, are obiter

dicta. Nonetheless, they are worthy of note in the present context. The British

Columbia Court of Appeal rejected the defendant's submission that the

action did not satisfy the requirements for a class action because "the . . .

claim was a claim to recover money as primary relief where there was no
'common fund' in which all the class had a common interest". 129 Bull J.A.,

speaking for the majority, stated the reasons for dismissing this argument as

follows: '30

Although an action for personal damages is not maintainable on a representative

basis, I am not aware that remedies in a class action must be confined to other

than the recovery or return of money or property. As to there being a 'common
fund' in which there must be a common interest, it is quite apparent, from my
views already expressed, that the class in this case did have a common interest

(albeit perhaps indirectly through their agents) in a portion of a fund extracted or

retained by the appellant by allegedly illegal assessment from commissions

earned and paid. In my view, there was a common fund on the facts as alleged in

the statement of claim and material filed in support of the application.

Bull J.A. recognized that assessments of the share of the "common fund",

that is, the total of all the moneys improperly retained by the defendant, to

which each class member might be entitled might be required at some point in

the proceedings. However, like Jessup J.A. in Farnham v. Fingold, he was
prepared to allow the class action to proceed, despite his recognition that

great administrative difficulties might be associated with the resolution of

individual issues in the class action before him, because the representative

action was nevertheless the most efficient way of resolving these issues

without a multiplicity of actions. He stated: 131

I do not see those complicated matters of accountings regarding the sources,

amounts, distributions, and specific entitlements of individual members of the

class arising until after a determination of the validity of the substantive

allegations against the appellant, the existence of a fund and their legal right to

the return thereof or return therefrom. It is only at that stage that the difficulties

would arise. If such a stage is so reached, I cannot but think that the

representative action is the only fair and convenient way that the remaining

troublesome matters could be efficiently resolved.

t-* Supra, note 121, at 253.

'30 ibid., at 255.

131 Ibid.
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An action seeking damages as an alternative remedy was allowed to

continue as a class action in Cobbold v. Time Canada Ltd.™1 The plaintiff in

Cobbold brought an action for breach of contract on his own behalf and on
behalf o\' all other persons resident in Ontario who held unexpired contracts

o\' subscription with Time Canada Ltd. when the defendant suspended

publication o\' the Canadian edition of Time magazine. After this date, the

defendant had begun supplying the American edition of its magazine to its

Canadian subscribers, and had reduced the unexpired term of each subscrip-

tion by forty percent on the ground that, while the annual subscription rate

for the Canadian edition was $18, the annual rate for the American edition

was $30. The plaintiff claimed as relief a declaration that he and the other

class members were entitled to the continued supply of Time during the full

unexpired term of their contracts of subscription on the basis of the same
terms and conditions as set out in the contracts of subscription in force on the

relevant date. In the alternative, he sought a declaration that, if the defendant

failed to supply Time during the full unexpired term of those contracts, the

class members were entitled to recover damages in such a measure as stated in

the declaration.

The defendant objected that damages could not be awarded in a class

action. Stark J., nevertheless, allowed the action to proceed as a class action,

but not on the basis that the damages claimed were damages suffered by the

class qua class. Rather, he sought to distinguish the remarks of Fletcher

Moulton L.J. in Markt & Co., Ltd. v. Km^ht Steamship Co., Ltd. that "[t]he

claims here are necessarily claims for damages only, and therefore no
representative action can be brought". 133 Mr. Justice Stark noted that "the

mere fact that damages are claimed by way of alternative relief does not

dispose of the matter". 134 Citing Shaw v. Real Estate Board of Greater

Vaneouver, he commented that "a class action is appropriate if it can be

shown that success for the plait ; ff means success for the other members of

the class, especially where the ame measure of success applies equally to

all". 135 It should be noted that the decision of Stark J. in Cobbold has been

interpreted to authorize a class action for damages if the relief sought is

readily ascertainable by the application of some formula. 136

The significance of the judgment of Stark J. in the Cobbold case becomes
apparent in light of thejudgment of the Court of Appeal for Ontario in Naken
v. General Motors of Canada Ltd. ul As discussed earlier, in Naken a class

action was brought on behalf of all persons who purchased new 1971 and
1972 Firenza motor vehicles manufactured by the defendant. It was alleged in

the representative plaintiffs statement of claim that the condition of the cars

132 Supra, note 72.

133 Supra, note 27, at 1041 (emphasis added).

134 Supra, note 72, at 569.

13 5 Ibid.

136 See, for example, the judgment of Gray J. in Loader v. Rose Park Wellesley Investments

Ltd. (1980), 29 O.R. (2d) 381, 1 14 D.L.R. (3d) 105 (H.C.J.), discussed infra.

137 Supra, note 71.
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was in breach of the collateral warranty of the defendant manufacturer and,

as a result, that each class member had suffered $1,000 damages. This figure

was based on the reduction of the resale value of each Firenza allegedly

resulting from the breach of warranty. The Court concluded that this was not

a case involving a " 'common fund', out of which all members of the class will

be entitled to be paid some amount if the action succeeds". 138 By claiming

that each class member had suffered identical damages, the amount of which

could be established without resort to individual proceedings, the class

representative had sought to remove the objection that each member in the

class really ought to be suing for his own particular damages.

After a thorough review of the authorities, Arnup J.A., delivering the

judgment of the Court, held that, subject to an amendment respecting the

definition of the class, the class action should be allowed to proceed. It should

be noted that, during his review of the class action cases, Arnup J.A. seemed

to affirm the view of Jessup J.A., in Farnham v. Fingold, that the statement of

Fletcher Moulton L.J. in the Markt case respecting the unavailability of the

class action procedure for damage claims was not thejudgment of the English

Court of Appeal. Interestingly, there is no reference in his judgment to the

earlier decision of the Court of Appeal for Ontario in Shields v. Mayor, ,39

where the Court expressly adopted the prohibition against damage class

actions advocated by Fletcher Moulton L.J. in the Markt case.

Another noteworthy aspect of the Naken decision is the apparent

approval by the Court of subsequent individual proceedings to determine

which persons fall within the defined class. Respecting this issue, the Court

remarked as follows: 140

It was and is our expectation that the trial Judge will be called upon to decide

whether a purchaser of a Firenza who saw and relied upon a written warranty

such as is pleaded has a good cause of action against General Motors, whether the

plaintiffs have proved, as alleged, that the resale value of every car so purchased

was $1,000 less than a comparable vehicle . . . and that the trial Judge will

probably find it necessary or convenient to direct a reference, not to determine

whether any particular purchaser has a good cause of action, in the usual sense of

that term, but what purchasers fall within the trial Judge's delineation of what

purchasers have a good cause of action, within a frame of reference prescribed by

the Judge. In saying this we do not intend to limit or inhibit the trial Judge in the

kind and content of directing he or she may decide to give to the officer hearing

the reference.

Nevertheless, despite the willingness of the Court of Appeal to coun-

tenance individual proceedings for some purposes, Ontario courts have been

unwilling to give their imprimatur to damage class actions in which subse-

quent individual proceedings involving the defendant are necessary to

determine the amount to which each member of the class is entitled. The
unshackling of the class action procedure available under Rule 75 of the

Rules of Practice from the strictures imposed upon it by the English Court of

Appeal in Markt & Co., Ltd. v. Knight Steamship Co., Ltd. has been brought to

'38 ibid., at 788.

139 Supra, note 96.

140 Supra, note 71, at 796.
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at least a temporary halt in recent years by a number of cases, including two

decisions of the Ontario Court of Appeal.

In the less important of these two cases, Seafarers International Union of
Canada v. Lawrence^ the Court concluded that a class action seeking

damages for defamation should not be permitted to go forward. In distin-

guishing recent Ontario court decisions allowing damage class actions to

proceed to trial. MacKinnon A.C.J.O. pointed out that, "[i]n those earlier

cases, there would be no difficulty in establishing the exact amount of

damages and in prorating among the class". 142 Insofar as the Naken case is

concerned, his Lordship observed that the plaintiffs had "limited the loss for

each member of the class to $1,000, and no individual assessment of damages
would be required". 143 In the case before him, on the other hand, "the

defences could very easily be different as well as the measure of any damages
assessed". 144

In Stephenson v. Air Canada,* 45 the Ontario Court of Appeal, 146 without

giving reasons, affirmed the decision of Southey J. to which reference was
made earlier. It will be recalled that this case involved a class action brought

on behalf of the persons "who had bought tickets or reserved space on Air

Canada flights prior to August, 1978, at discount rates, whose flights were

cancelled by Air Canada because of a strike of Air Canada employees during

the months of August and September, 1978". 147 The relief sought was
damages. This claim Mr. Justice Southey found was "not . . . properly the

subject of a class action under Rule 75". 148 Unlike the case in Farnham v.

Fingold, there was no common proof with respect to a lump sum to which the

class was entitled; unlike the Naken case, no common measure of damages
was asserted; and no readily ascertainable measure of damages as between

different members of the class was alleged, as was the case in Cobbold v. Time
Canada Ltd.

In Loader v. Rose Park Wellesley Investments Ltd.,* 49 Gray J. seems to

have adopted a view similar to that of Southey J. in Stephenson v. Air Canada
respecting damage class actions. The class action in Loader was commenced
on behalf of the purchasers of condominium units built by the defendant. It

141 Seafarers International Union of Canada v. Lawrence (1979), 24 O.R. (2d) 257. 97 D.L.R.

(3d) 324 (C.A.) (subsequent references are to 24 O.R. (2d)). For a recent similar case in

England, see Electrical, Electronic, Telecommunication and Plumbing Union v. Times

Newspapers Ltd., [1980] 3 W.L.R. 98. [1980] 1 All E.R. 1097 (Q.B.).

42 Seafarers International Union of Canada v. Lawrence, supra, note 141, at 263.

43 Ibid.

44 Ibid., at 264.

45 Supra, note 106.

46 Supra, note 109.

47 Supra, note 106, at 370.

48 Ibid.

49 (1980), 29 O.R. (2d) 381, 114 D.L.R. (3d) 105 (H.C.J.) (subsequent references are to 29

O.R. (2d)).
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was alleged that the premises in question did not comply with the condition

that the buildings and units would be completed in a good and workmanlike
manner. The deficiencies relied upon by the class were all in respect of the

common elements, rather than the individual units themselves. While the

motion to dismiss the action as framed was decided upon the basis that the

proper plaintiff in the circumstances of this case was the condominium
corporation, 150 the remarks of Gray J. respecting the damages issue are

instructive: 151

It appears this is a clear case where individual assessment of damages would be

required, and there is no authority in Ontario that a class action will lie in such a

case. This is not a case where damages to the individual units can be assessed on a

global scale and where each member of the class can share the sum on -a pro rata

basis. Neither have the damages been standardized to reflect a general deprecia-

tion for each of the individual units as was done to avoid individual assessments

in Naken et al. v. General Motors oj Canada Ltd., et al. . . .

This reluctance on the part of the Ontario courts to sanction a class

action where the relief sought is damages, and where individual assessments

in proceedings involving the defendant are necessary, is difficult to under-

stand, given the practice of the Court of Chancery before the fusion of law

and equity in the latter half of the nineteenth century. During the pro-Judica-

ture Act days, there were many class actions in which the relief requested on

behalf of the members of the class was an accounting. 152 This was a remedy
available only in the courts of equity, in which individual assessments of the

amount owing to each member of the class might well be necessary. Although

subsequent proceedings could prove to be quite complex, this did not deter

the Court of Chancery from allowing class actions to proceed and, where

necessary, from conducting such subsequent proceedings. Notwithstanding

the fact that the courts continue to permit actions for an accounting to

proceed as class actions, the courts have refused to permit the maintenance of

damage class actions involving individual assessments. Apparently, the forms

of action continue to rule from the grave.

Moreover, during the pit-Judicature Act period, declaratory relief which,

again, was available only in the courts of equity, could be sought in an action

brought in class form. If the class action were successful, subsequent

proceedings to determine the relief to which each member of the class would

be entitled would be necessary. 153 As a result of the decision of Vinelott J. in

150 In accordance with the then governing Condominium Act, R.S.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 9 (18).

See now the Condominium Act, R.S.O. 1980. c. 84, s. 14.

151 Supra, note 149, at 391-92.

152 See, for example. Adair v. The New River Co. (1805), 11 Ves. Jun. 429, 32 E.R. 1153;

Good v. Blewitt (1807), 13 Ves. Jun. 397, 33 E.R. 343; Cockburn v. Thompson (1809). 16

Ves. Jun. 321, 33 E.R. 1005; Jones v. Garcia Del Rio (1823), Turn. & R. 297, 37 E.R.

1113; Long v. Yonge (1830), 2 Sim. 369, 57 E.R. 827; Small v. A twood (\S32), You. 407,

159 E.R. 1051; Evans v. Stokes (1836), 1 Keen 24, 48 E.R. 215; Beeching v. Lloyd ( 1855),

3 Drewry 227, 61 E.R. 890; and Wallworth v. Holt (1841), 4 My. & Cr. 619, 41 E.R. 238.

153 It will be recalled that Buckley L.J., in Markt & Co., Ltd., supra, note 27. at 1047,

alluded to the possibility of the action proceeding in class form if the representative

plaintiff sought declaratory relief.
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Prudential Assurance Co. Ltd v. Newman Industries Ltd.

J

54 it would appear

that this procedure may be employed in the case of common law wrongs, such

as the tort o( conspiracy to injure, as well as in those cases where equitable

relief was available in pre-JudicatureAct days.

As we noted earlier, since the fusion of law and equity in the nineteenth

century, the class action procedure has been of general application. No longer

is the procedure limited to cases where equitable relief, such as an accounting

or a declaration, is sought. Rather, Rule 75 of the Supreme Court of Ontario

Rules of Practice may be employed in actions for legal, as well as equitable,

relief. Consequently it is somewhat difficult to understand the reasons why
courts in Ontario, and in other jurisdictions with a rule similar to Rule 75,

have been unwilling to permit damage class actions requiring individual

assessment of class members
1

damages to proceed to trial, while sanctioning

class actions for equitable relief that also necessitate subsequent proceedings

involving the defendant to determine individual entitlement to relief.

(iii) Procedural Aspects of Plaintiff Class Actions

Having examined in some detail the requirements for, and restrictions

imposed upon, class actions under Rule 75 of the Supreme Court of Ontario

Rules of Practice, we turn to a brief discussion of some important procedural

aspects of class actions. The brevity of Rule 75 has meant that, over the years,

courts have been called upon to answer a~great many procedural questions.

For example, does the class representative require court approval to act as

such? Must the class members be notified of the commencement or existence

of a class action? And, what are the costs rules applicable to class actions?

These and other procedural matters pertinent to class actions will be

considered in this section.

a. Appointment of the Representative Plaintiff

Although Rule 75 of the Supreme Court of Ontario Rules of Practice

requires that a representative defendant be appointed or authorized by the

court to defend the action on behalf of a defendant class, 155 a representative

plaintiff requires no such authorization. In other words, a representative

plaintiff may well be a self-appointed advocate for the class. The absence of

court approval of the representative plaintiff results in the distinct possibility

that the class plaintiff may be an inadequate representative of the class. Given
the binding effect of the judgment in a class action, the consequences for the

other members of the class could be very prejudicial.

The self-appointed nature of the office of representative plaintiff has

been the source of much concern on the part of the courts. It is nowhere more
apparent, perhaps, than in the judgment of Fletcher Moulton L.J. in Markt &
Co., Ltd. v. Knight Steamship Co., Ltd. ]56 It will be recalled that Lord Justice

154 Supra, note 46.

!55 See, for example, Barrett v. Harris (1921), 51 O.L.R. 484, 69 D.L.R. 503 (H.C. Div.). If

an order authorizing the defendant to defend the action on behalf of the class is not

secured, it would appear that those members of the class not named in the suit will not

be bound by the proceedings: Ward v. Benson (1902), 3 O.L.R. 199 (C.P.).

156 Supra, note 27.
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Fletcher Moulton was of the opinion that, where the claims of the class

members were founded upon separate contracts, a class action was not

appropriate. Among the reasons given in support of this position by Fletcher

Moulton L.J. was the following: 157

It is entirely contrary to the spirit of our judicial procedure to allow one person to

interfere with another man's contract where he has no common interest. And to

hold that by any procedure a third person can create an estoppel in respect of a

contract to which he is not a party merely because he is desirous of litigating his

own rights under a contract similar in form, but having no relation whatever to

the subject-matter of the other contract, is in my opinion at variance with our

whole system of procedure and is certainly not within the language of r. 9.

Similar expressions of concern about the class action procedure have been

voiced over the years. 158 Nevertheless, the courts have not been prepared, as a

prerequisite to the use of the class action procedure, to examine the compe-
tence of the class representative in plaintiff class actions. While there is some
vague suggestion of such a precondition in the judgment of Vinelott J. in

Prudential Assurance Co. Ltd. v. Newman Industries Ltd., ]59 the weight of

authority is clearly to the contrary.

b. Notice

The present class action Rule in Ontario does not require the representa-

tive plaintiff to notify the members of the class of the initiation of the class

action. In light of the character of the office of class representative discussed

in the previous section, and the binding effect of a class action judgment, the

absence of a notice requirement in Rule 75 would seem to be a major defect of

the present Rule.

c. Conduct of a Class A ction

The conduct of a class action, it would appear, is within the prerogative

of the representative plaintiff. The other class members have little power to

determine the manner in which the action should be conducted. 160 In some
circumstances, a member of the class will be permitted to be excluded from

the class and, in the result, may be made a defendant in the action. 161 The
latter step is taken to ensure that the dissentient class member will be able to

157 Ibid., at 1040.

158 See, for example, Farnham v. Fingold, supra, note 119, at 136.

159 Supra, note 46, at 520: "The third and related condition [for the bringing of a class

action where each member of the class is alleged to have a separate cause of action in

tort] is that the court must be satisfied that it is for the benefit of the class that the

plaintiff be permitted to sue in a representative capacity. The court must, therefore, be

satisfied that the issues common to every member of the class will be decided after full

discovery and in the light of all the evidence capable of being adduced in favour of the

claim" (emphasis added).

160 The representative plaintiff is considered to be dominus litus, the master of the litiga-

tion: see, for example, Wolff v. Van Boolen (1906), 94 L.T. 502, and McPherson v. Gedge

(1883), 4 0.R. 246(C.P.).

161 See Wdson v. Church (1878). 9 Ch. D. 552, 39 L.T. 413; Watson v. Cave (No. 1) (1881),

17 Ch. D. 19, 44 L.T. 40 (C.A.); Fraser v. Cooper, Hall, & Co. (1882), 21 Ch. D. 718;

and John v. Rees, [1970] Ch. 345, [1969] 2 All E.R. 274.
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make his views known to the court. Moreover, where a dissenting class

member is added as a party defendant, there is the added advantage that he

will be bound by the judgment in the action, thereby avoiding the possibility

o( a multiplicity of proceedings and inconsistent verdicts.

There is some suggestion in the case law that a court can substitute

another member of the class for the self-appointed representative plaintiff, if

it can be shown that the latter does not truly represent the class. 162 However,

since the class need not be given notice of the action brought on its behalf, the

likelihood of a substitute representative plaintiff stepping forward in most

cases would appear to be very small indeed. Any right on the part of class

members to intervene in the class proceedings suffers from the same impedi-

ment.

The representative plaintiffs right to conduct the action as he sees fit is

perhaps best exemplified by his power to settle, compromise, or discontinue

the class action without interference from the other class members or, indeed,

without court approval. 163 Although the courts may permit another member
of the class to take over the class action in such circumstances, 164 in at least

one recent case a Court has refused to do so. The attitude of the Court in

Abraham v. Prosoccer LfJ., 165 a derivative suit brought in class form pursuant

to the Ontario Business Corporations Act, ]66 may well indicate the skepticism

with which courts approach this question. 167 Yet, failure by a court to permit

162 See Watson v. Cave (No. J), supra, note 161. Compare Clarkson v. Davies (1920), 18

O.W.N. 62 (H.C. Div).

163 See Wolff v. Van Boolen, supra, note 160. The right of the representative plaintiff to

discontinue the action, however, would be subject to the rules of procedure. The
relevant provision under the present Supreme Court of Ontario Rules of Practice,

R.R.O. 1980. Reg. 540. is r. 320. See infra, ch. 20, for the Commission's recommenda-
tions concerning the settlement and discontinuance of class actions.

164 See, for example. Moon v. Atherton, [1972] 2 Q.B. 435, [1972] 3 W.L.R. 57 (C.A.).

165 (1980), 31 O.R. (2d) 475 (H.C.J. ).

l66 R.S.O. 1970, c. 53, s. 99. See now the Business Corporations Act, R.S.O. 1980, c. 54,

s. 97.

167 Mr. Justice Reid, in Abraham v. Prosoccer Ltd., supra, note 165, at 478-79 (emphasis

added), commented as follows on the substitution application:

In Moon [v. Atherton, supra, note 164], Lord Denning said that permitting

another to carry on the action 'was necessary in order to do justice'. He was

concerned that by discontinuing the action the named plaintiff might 'leave the

other unnamed plaintiffs out in the cold'. There is no danger of that injustice

being worked here. Maloley [the applicant] was aware of the suit but took no part

in it, satisfied apparently to have it carried on at Abraham's cost ....

I question Maloley's bona fides. It is apparent to me that he seeks to acquire at

no cost to himself the benefit of proceedings that have been paid for by others.

Thousands of dollars have already been expended. His real object seems to me to

be simply to obtain a better settlement for himself and others he purports to

represent: i.e.. more money. I doubt his alleged interest in having the issues tried;

I would have been more impressed with that suggestion if he had had some grasp

of those issues before he sought to intervene.

Reid J. relied on the early cases of Canadian Bank of Commerce v. Tinning (1893). 15

P.R. 401 (Ont. C.A.), and Driffill v. Ough (1906), 13 O.L.R. 8 (Ch.). which held that the

recourse available to an absent class member was the commencement of a separate

action.
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a class member to be substituted for the class representative where the latter

has settled his own personal claim may well work a hardship on the other

members of the class. Despite the lack of notice, the class members, or some
of them, may have learned of the class action brought on their behalf and, in

reliance, may have decided to take no action of their own. A discontinuance

in such circumstances, particularly where the limitation period for commenc-
ing an action against the defendant has expired, could result in a serious

injustice. Moreover, where the representative plaintiff settles the class claim

for an inadequate amount, all class members will suffer prejudice.

d. Discovery

Consistent with the status of the representative plaintiff as dominus litus,

it would seem that the defendant in a class action cannot discover any of the

other members of the class. 168 His rights of discovery, in other words, are

limited to discovery of the representative plaintiff. The early prohibition

against class actions where the claims were based upon separate contracts, or

where individual damages were sought, was based in part upon the defend-

ant's inability to discover any of the absent class members. The possible

prejudice to the defendant from this rule was the subject of comment by

Fletcher Moulton L.J. in Markt & Co., Ltd. v. Knight Steamship Co., Ltd. ]69

His concerns have been echoed in many subsequent cases. 170 Given that the

Ontario Court of Appeal in the Naken case permitted the action to proceed in

class form, despite the need for subsequent proceedings to determine the issue

of reliance, the rights of discovery of the class members, as well as of the

defendants in a class action, take on major significance.

e. Costs

The nature of class actions also gives rise to special problems in respect of

costs. 171 Only the representative plaintiff is responsible for the costs of the

class action; 172 those on whose behalf the action is brought are not responsi-

ble for the costs of the action, even though they stand to benefit therefrom.

Moreover, where the person who comes forward to act as the representative

168 See, for example, Markt & Co., Ltd. v. Knight Steamship Co., Ltd., supra, note 27, at

\039, per Fletcher Moulton L.J.

169 Supra, note 27.

170 See, for example, Farnham v. Fingold, supra, note 1 19, at 136.

171 For a detailed discussion of costs in class actions, see infra, ch. 17.

172 See Williams, "Consumer Class Actions in Canada — Some Proposals for Reform"

(1975), 13 Osgoode Hall L.J. 1, at 40-42.

There have been a few judicial pronouncements of questionable authority stating

that class members may be liable for costs. In McAllister v. O'Meara (1896), 17 P.R.

176, Boyd C. suggested that class members who have contributed to the expenses of the

action may be held liable for costs on proper application. In two recent Ontario cases,

Beyer v. Absamco Developments Ltd. (1976), 12 O.R. (2d) 768 (Co. Ct.), at 775. and
Murphy v. Webbwood Mobile Home Estates Ltd. (1978), 19 O.R. (2d) 300 (H.C.J.). at

302, the Courts intimated that, under Rule 75 of the present Supreme Court of Ontario

Rules of Practice, one of the prerequisites to the bringing of a class action is that the

class members are willing to pay the costs if the action fails. In neither case was any

authority cited for this proposition.
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plaintiff in a class action is a "man of straw", the defendant may well be

prejudiced. If the absent class members were to continue to be exempt from

any costs sanction in subsequent proceedings necessitated by the class action,

the prejudice to the defendant would be magnified greatly. Given that the

Naken case makes such subsequent proceedings a distinct possibility in many
class actions, the defendant's right to recover costs from an unsuccessful

member of the class requires immediate attention.

However, there are two sides to the costs coin. Not only do the present

class action costs rules present problems for the class action defendant, they

also confront the person willing to act as the representative plaintiff with a

very difficult choice. For example, in a damage class action, success in the

action may well entitle the representative plaintiff to recover his party and

party costs. Since these costs normally do not provide a successful party with

a full costs indemnity, the representative plaintiff could still owe his own
lawyer a substantial sum, a sum that might well exceed the amount of his own
personal recovery. His right to recover this excess from any fund recovered

from the defendant is, at the present time, uncertain. 17? Nor. in the absence of

an agreement, does it seem that he could look to the other members of the

class to make good any shortfall. Consequently, where the damages to which

each class member may be entitled are small, it is unlikely that any one will

come forward to represent the class.

If the class action is unsuccessful, the economic repercussions for the

representative plaintiff under the existing costs rules are even more dramatic.

Since the general rule in Ontario is that "costs follow the event", the

unsuccessful class representative in most cases can expect to be faced with an

award of party and party costs in favour of the defendant. 174 Because the

other members of the class cannot be forced to contribute to the costs of the

class action, the representative plaintiff alone will be responsible to pay these

party and party costs. In addition, he will be responsible to pay for the

services of his own lawyer. As a result, it would be little less than economic
suicide for a person with a small claim to volunteer to act as a representative

plaintiff.

(iv) Statutory Class Actions

Before concluding our discussion of the present law of class actions in

Ontario, it would seem appropriate to comment on those class actions that

are authorized expressly by statute, and need not be brought pursuant to Rule
75 of the Supreme Court of Ontario Rules of Practice. As was mentioned in

the Introduction to this Report, class actions may be brought, for example,

under the Business Corporations ActJ 15 the Condominium Act, ]76 the Insur-

173 See Williams, supra, note 172, at 46, n. 143.

174 See. for example, Cobbold v. Time Canada Ltd. (1980). 28 O.R. (2d) 326, 109 D.L.R.

(3d) 611 (H.C.J.).

175 R.S.O. 1980, c. 54, s. 97. See, also, infra, ch. 5. sec. 3(b).

176 R.S.O. 1980, c. 84, s. 14. See, also, infra, ch. 5, sec. 3(d).
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ance ActJ 11 the Landlord and Tenant Act ]1 % and the Municipal Act. 119 In this

section, we propose to describe briefly the class action provisions of the

Business Corporations Act and the Condominium Act.

a. Business Corporations A ct

Section 97( 1 ) of the Business Corporations Act provides that "a sharehold-

er of a corporation may maintain an action in a representative capacity for

himself and all other shareholders of the corporation suing for and on behalf

of the corporation to enforce any right, duty or obligation owed to the

corporation under this Act or under any other statute or rule of law or equity

that could be enforced by the corporation itself, or to obtain damages for any

breach of any such right, duty or obligation". This statutory representative

action has replaced the rule in Foss v. Harbottle, ] %° by virtue of which a

shareholder could bring suit, in certain circumstances, to enforce the rights of

a corporation. Consequently, it is not quite accurate to refer to actions

brought under this section of the Business Corporations Act as class actions, 181

and such actions normally are referred to as derivative actions.

There are three significant aspects of derivative suits brought pursuant to

section 97 of the Business Corporations Act. First, before a shareholder

commences a derivative action, he must obtain leave of the court to do so. 182

The court will grant leave only if it finds that the following conditions,

specified in section 97(3) of the Act, are satisfied:

(a) the shareholder was a shareholder of the corporation at the time of the

transaction or other event giving rise to the cause of action;

(b) the shareholder has made reasonable efforts to cause the corporation to

commence or prosecute diligently the action on its own behalf; and

(c) the shareholder is acting in good faith and it is prima facie in the interests of

the corporation or its shareholders that the action be commenced.

Secondly, unlike the case of class actions brought under Rule 75 of the

Supreme Court of Ontario Rules of Practice, a derivative suit may not be
"discontinued, settled or dismissed for want of prosecution without the

approval of the court". 183 This provision of the Business Corporations Act
helps to ensure that the interests of those on whose behalf a derivative suit is

brought are adequately safeguarded. Thirdly, section 97(5) of the Act alters

the ordinary costs rule. This section provides as follows:

177 R.S.O. 1980, c. 218, s. 226(1).

178 R.S.O. 1980, c. 232, s. 1 19. See, also, infra, ch. 5, sec. 3(d).

179 R.S.O. 1980, c. 302, ss. 177(2) and 200.

180 (1843), 2 Hare. 461, 67 E.R. 189 (Ch.). For a detailed discussion of the rule in Foss v.

Harbottle, see Gower et al., Principles of Modern Company Law (4th ed., 1979), at 641 et

seq.

181 See the comments of Morden J. in Feld v. Click (1975), 8 O.R. (2d) 7 (H.C.J.), at 13-14.

182 Business Corporations Act, R.S.O. 1980, c. 54, s. 97(2).

w Ibid., s. 97(6).
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97. -(5) An action commenced under this section shall be tried by the court and
its judgment or order in the cause, unless the action is dismissed with costs, may
include a provision that the reasonable costs of the action are payable to the

plaintiff by the corporation or other defendants taxed as between a solicitor and

his own client.

Given that a derivative action is one brought by a shareholder to enforce the

rights of the corporation, this provision would seem to be consistent with the

nature of the suit. In such circumstances, it does not seem unusual to

empower the court to order that the representative plaintiffs costs should be

borne by the corporation.

To date, section 97 of the Business Corporations Act has not given rise to a

plethora of derivative suits. 184 The focus of the case law has been on whether

the conditions found in section 97(3) have been satisfied, with the most

controversial question being whether "the shareholder is acting in good faith

and it is primafacie in the interests of the corporation or its shareholders that

the action be commenced". 185 While the cases interpreting section 97(3)(c)

have not been many in number, it would appear that the accepted interpreta-

tion requires the court to deny the application for leave "if it appears that the

intended action is frivolous or vexatious or is bound to be unsuccessful". 186 If

the action "could reasonably succeed", 187 and all the other prerequisites for

the bringing of a derivative suit have been met, then leave should be granted.

It should be noted that, in 1981, a new Business Corporations Actm was
proposed. If enacted, the new Act would introduce some significant changes

in the law relating to derivative suits in respect of such matters as costs,

interim relief, and the management of derivative suits.

b. Condominium Act

The other statutory class action to which we wish to refer is section 14 of

the Condominium ActJ 89 Subsection ( 1) of section 14 reads as follows:

14.-(1) The corporation after giving written notice to all owners and mort-

gagees may, on its own behalf and on behalf of any owner, sue for and recover

1X4 See, for example, Farnham v. Fingold, supra, note 119; Re Marc-Jay Investments Inc.

and Levy (1974), 5 O.R. (2d) 235, 50 D.L.R. (3d) 45 (H.C.J.); Feld v. Click (1975), 8

O.R. (2d) 7, 56 D.L.R. (3d) 649 (H.C.J.); Re Goldhar and Quebec Manitou Mines Ltd.

(1975), 9 O.R. (2d) 740, 61 D.L.R. (3d) 612 (Div. Ct.); Solmon v. Elkind (\916), 3 C.P.C.

31 (Ont. H.C.J. ); Re Loeb and Provigo Inc. (1978), 20 O.R. (2d) 497. 88 D.L.R. (3d) 139

(H.C.J. ); and Armstrong v. Gardner (1978), 20 O.R. (2d) 648 (H.C.J.).

185 Supra, note 182, s. 97(3)(c). Another issue that recently has come to the fore is the

question whether interlocutory relief, such as an injunction, may be granted before

leave to bring a derivative suit has been given: see, for example, Re Goldhar and Quebec

Manitou Mines Ltd., supra, note 184.

186 See Re Marc-Jay Investments Inc. and Levy, supra, note 184, at 237. See, also, Armstrong

v. Gardner, supra, note 184.

187 Ibid.

188 Business Corporations Act, 1981, Bill 6, 1981 (32d Leg. 1st Sess.).

189 Supra, note 176.
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damages and costs in respect of any damage to common elements, the assets of

the corporation or individual units, and the legal and court costs in any such

actions brought in whole or in part on behalf of any owners in respect of their

units shall be borne by those owners in the proportion in which their interests are

affected.

Prior to the enactment of the present Condominium Act in 1978, 19° the

condominium corporation was authorized, under section 9(18) of the former

Condominium Act, ]9 ^ to bring an action only "with respect to the common
elements". In the recent case of Loader v. Rose Park Wellesley Investments

Ltd., ]92 Gray J. interpreted former section 9(18) as precluding a class action

by the unit owners in respect of the common elements of a condominium. He
concluded that the only proper party to bring such an action was the

condominium corporation. 193 Insofar as a class action by one or more of the

unit owners in respect of the individual units, rather than the common
elements, is concerned, the courts have concluded on a number of occasions

that such a class action does not satisfy the same interest requirement of Rule

75 of the Supreme Court of Ontario Rules of Practice, since the damages
suffered by each unit owner would be personal, necessitating individual

assessment of damages for each of the members of the class. 194 Nor, prior to

the enactment of the present Condominium Act, could a condominium
corporation bring a class action on behalf of the unit owners in respect of the

individual units; as indicated, the corporation was authorized to bring an

action by section 9(18) of the former Condominium Act only "with respect to

the common elements". 195

Given this state of affairs, the purpose of section 14(1) of the present

Condominium Act should be obvious. It would seem that the Legislature saw
the necessity for empowering the condominium corporation to bring an
action on behalf of the owners of the individual units in respect of damage to

the individual units, as well as in respect of damage to the common elements.

In this way, the Legislature apparently sought to facilitate actions for

damages in respect of the individual units, and to reverse the pre- 1978 case

law prohibiting class actions in such cases, the effect of which was to require

each individual unit owner to commence his or her own action for damages.

The major procedural innovations of section 14 of the existing Condo-

190 The Condominium Act, 1978, S.O. 1978, c. 84.

191 R.S.O. 1970, c. 77.

192 Supra, note 149.

193 Compare York Condominium Corp. No. 228 v. Tenen Investments Ltd. (1977), 17 O.R.
(2d) 579, 6 C.P.C. 185 (H.C.J. ), not cited by Gray J. For a discussion of the rights of the

condominium corporation to sue for damages to the common elements, see Rosenberg,

"Actions Against Condominium Developers" (1977-78), 1 Advocates' Q. 56.

194 See, for example, York Condominium Corp. No. 148 v. Singular Investments Ltd. (1977).

16 O.R. (2d) 31, 77 D.L.R. (3d) 61 (H.C.J.). See, also, York Condominium Corp. No. 161

v. Deltan Realty Ltd. (1976), 3 C.P.C. 27 (Ont. H.C.J.). For a discussion of this matter,

see Rosenberg, Shnier, and Critelli, "Class Actions for Unit Deficiencies in a Condo-
minium" ( 1977-78), 1 Advocates' Q. 168.

195 See York Condominium Corp. No. 148 v. Singular Investments Ltd., supra, note 194.
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minium Act are two in number. First, with the exception of actions brought in

the small claims courts, 196 actions by the condominium corporation pursuant

to section 14( 1 ) may be brought only after notice of the action has been given

to all owners and mortgagees. I97 Secondly, it is interesting to note that, under

section 14(1), "the legal and court costs in any . . . actions brought [by the

corporation] in whole or in part on behalf of any owners in respect of their

units shall be borne by those owners in the proportion in which their interests

are affected". Insofar as costs are concerned, then, a class action brought

pursuant to section 14 of the Condominium Act differs greatly from class

actions instituted in accordance with Rule 75 of the Supreme Court of

Ontario Rules of Practice.

(v) Defendant Class Actions

As indicated in chapter 1, this Report does not deal with reform of the

present law governing defendant class actions in Ontario, but is limited to a

consideration of plaintiff class actions. Nevertheless, we consider it useful at

this stage to outline briefly the present law of defendant class actions and

some of the issues to which this area of the law gives rise.

Put simply, a defendant class action is the reverse of a plaintiff class

action. Instead of a person or persons asserting a claim on behalf of many
individuals, in a defendant class action one or more persons is designated to

defend on behalf of many. Like plaintiff class actions, defendant class actions

are governed by Rule 75 of the Supreme Court of Ontario Rules of Practice.

Perhaps the most notable difference between plaintiff and defendant class

actions is that, although Rule 75 does not require court authorization of a

representative plaintiff, a representative defendant must be appointed or

authorized by the court to defend on behalf of a defendant class. ,98 Essential-

ly, defendant class actions can be divided into two main categories, namely,

suits against unincorporated associations, such as trade unions or clubs, and
suits against a large number of individuals who have no pre-existing relation-

ship and who are alleged to have committed in common some wrong.

The jurisprudence in Anglo-Canadian jurisdictions has been concerned

almost exclusively with the first category, suits against unincorporated

associations. Undoubtedly, one of the major reasons for this fact is that, in

many of these jurisdictions, unincorporated associations have no legal

status, 199 and the rules of practice do not authorize the commencement of an

action against an unincorporated association in its own name. Moreover, in

Ontario, many of the cases have involved suits against unions. Because the

196 Condominium Act, R.S.O. 1980, c. 84, s. 14(3).

197 For a discussion of the problems arising out of the need to give notice, see Rosenberg,

"The Condominium Corporation as Plaintiff (1981), 2 Advocates' Q. 471.

198 See supra, note 155.

199 See Halsbury's Laws of England (4th ed., 1974), Vol. 7, para. 1, at 11, and Sherbaniuk,

"Actions by and Against Trade Unions in Contract and Tort" (1958), 12 U. Toronto

L.J. 151, at 151-52. See, generally, Gower et al.. Principles of Modern Company Law (4th

ed., 1979), at 104.
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Rights of Labour Act 200 in effect forbids actions by or against a union in its

own name, actions brought against a union in this jurisdiction must be

brought as defendant class actions.

As with plaintiff class actions, defendant class actions initially received

liberal treatment from the courts in England, both before 201 and, in isolated

cases, after202 the passage of the Supreme Court of Judicature Act, 1873. 203

However, in England in this century most defendant class actions involving

unincorporated associations have been disallowed. 204 In refusing to permit

such actions to proceed, the courts have emphasized the problems caused by
fluctuating membership in the association, and the fact that members of the

defendant class might have personal defences to the plaintiff's claim. 205

In Ontario, the courts have adopted a different attitude toward defend-

ant class actions involving unincorporated associations, focusing on the

existence or non-existence of a "common fund" that could be used to satisfy a

judgment against the class. Only if the unincorporated association can be said

to have a common fund or "trust fund" will the defendant class action be

allowed; 206 in the absence of such a fund, the court will not authorize a

defendant class action under Rule 75. 207

In addition to procedural problems, it would appear that any study of

actions against unincorporated associations might well involve questions of

substantive law. For example, the liability of members of an unincorporated

association for wrongs done by those acting on behalf of the association has

never been clearly settled. Similarly, the nature of a member's share in the

assets of an unincorporated association is unclear. Indeed, because the notion

of "assets of an unincorporated association" is far from certain — an

200 R.S.O. 1980, c. 456, s. 3(2). For a discussion of the position in other Canadian

jurisdictions, see Arthurs et ai, Labour Law and Industrial Relations in Canada (1981),

para. 322, at 130.

201 For example, Meux v. Maltbv (1818), 2 Swans. 277, 36 E.R. 621 (Ch.); Brown v.

Vermuden (1676), 1 Cas. in Ch. 272, 22 E.R. 796; Adair v. The New River Co. (1805), 1

1

Ves. Jun. 429, 32 E.R. 1153; and Commissioners of Sewers of the City of London v.

Gellatly (1876), 3 Ch. Div. 610 (C.A.).

202 Taff Vale Railway Co. v. Amalgamated Society of Railway Servants, [1901] A.C. 426

(H.L.); Ideal Films, Ltd. v. Richards, [1927]' 1 K.B. 374 (C.A.); and Campbell v.

Thompson, [1953] 1 Q.B. 445.

203 36 & 37 Vict., c. 66 (U.K.).

204 For example, Walker v. Sur, [1914] 2 K.B. 930 (C.A.); Mercantile Marine Service

Association v. Toms, [1916] 2 K.B. 243 (C.A.); and Hardie and Lane, Ltd. v. Chiltern,

[1928] 1 K.B. 663 (C.A.).

205 See Mercantile Marine Service Association v. Toms, supra, note 204, at 246-47.

2<*See, for example, Barrett v. Harris (1921), 51 O.L.R. 484, 69 D.L.R. 503 (H.C. Div.);

Harrison v. Sinclair, [1945] O.W.N. 399 (H.C.J.); and National Bolt & Nut Corp. v.

McDermott (1974), 5 O.R. (2d) 631, 51 D.L.R. (3d) 1910 (Div. Ct.).

207 See, for example, Robinson v. Adams (1924), 56 O.L.R. 217 (App. Div.); Shapiro v.

Toronto Council No. 1388 Knights of Columbus (1926). 29 O.W.N. 416 (H.C. Div.); Dodd

v. Cook, [1955] O.W.N. 411 (H.C.J.); Smith Transport Ltd. v. Baird, [1957] O.W.N. 405

(H.C.J.); and Anderson Block & Tile Ltd. v. Mior, [1961] O.W.N. 292 (H.C.J.).
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unincorporated association not being an entity of which the law takes

cognizance208 - it may be misleading even to suggest that such an association

can own assets.

In our view, these matters require an in-depth study involving issues of

contract, tort, agency, property law, and questions of procedure. Such a study

is clearly beyond the scope of this Report. 209

As indicated, the second category of defendant class actions involves

suits against a large number of individuals who have no pre-existing relation-

ship, but who are sued for some wrong that, it is alleged, they have committed

in common. This type of defendant class action has received very little

attention in the Anglo-Canadian cases or literature. It has received more

attention in American cases and literature, although considerably less than

that accorded to plaintiff class actions.

In the United States, defendant class actions brought in the federal

courts are authorized by Rule 23(a) of the Federal Rules of Civil Proce-

dure, 210 although the Rule contains no specific provisions governing defend-

ant class actions. Reported cases indicate that defendant class actions have

been used in a variety of contexts, 211 patent infringement cases and suits

against public officials challenging the validity of state law apparently being

the most typical. 212 Courts have also found defendant class actions to be

appropriate with some frequency in antitrust, securities, and environmental

suits. 213

Defendant class actions raise many issues similar to those encountered in

plaintiff class actions. This is apparent from a review of the case law under

Rule 23. Among the issues that have arisen are the following: the adequacy of

a member of the class to represent the class; 214 the need for notice to members
of the class regarding the action; 215 the costs of the class action and the

representative defendant's responsibility for these costs; 216 the right of

members of the class to remove themselves from the class by "opting out"; 217

208 Supra, note 199.

209 We would note that the Civil Procedure Revision Committee, in its recent Report,

proposed a rule to permit unincorporated associations, except trade unions and employ-

er associations, to sue or be sued in their name: see Province of Ontario, Ministry of the

Attorney General, Civil Procedure Revision Committee, untitled Report (June 1980),

Proposed Rules of Civil Procedure, r. 9.

Rule 23(a) states: "One or more members of a class may sue or be sued . .
." (emphasis

added).

1 Wolfson, "Defendant Class Actions" (1977), 38 Ohio S.L.J. 459, at 459-60, n. 4.

2 Note, "Defendant Class Actions" (1978), 91 Harv. L. Rev. 630, at 632.

3 Ibid.

4 Ibid., at 639 et seq.

5 Ibid., at 645 et seq.

6 Ibid., at 648 et seq., and Wolfson, supra, note 21 1, at 484-88.

7 Wolfson, supra, note 211, at 493-96. Opting out and its application to plaintiff class

actions are discussed infra, ch. 1 2.
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the determination of individual issues once the common questions have been
resolved; 218 and settlement. 219 However, while many of these issues are

common to both plaintiff and defendant class actions, the solutions required

in the defendant class action context may be quite different and, in our view,

merit separate study.

(d) Other Canadian Common Law Jurisdictions

(i) Class Action Rules

In this section, we propose to examine briefly the law in other Canadian
common law jurisdictions relating to class actions. Because comprehensive

legislation governing class actions has recently been enacted in Quebec, the

law in that jurisdiction will be discussed separately at a later stage in this

chapter. 220

All the common law provinces of Canada have a class action rule that is

similar to either Rule 75 of the Supreme Court of Ontario Rules of Practice 221

or Order 15, Rule 12, of the English Rules of the Supreme Court 1965. 222 A
class action Rule modelled after the English Rule governs class actions

brought in the Federal Court of Canada. 223 Accordingly, the express require-

ments for the bringing of class actions in the common law Canadian
jurisdictions outside of Ontario are essentially the same as those set out in

Rule 75 and English Order 15, Rule 12, namely, that an action be brought on
behalf of "numerous persons" and that those persons have the "same
interest".

Like the Ontario courts, the courts in other provinces have had little

difficulty with the numerosity requirement. As discussed earlier, in Goodfel-

low v. Knight, 22* the Trial Division of the Supreme Court of Alberta held that

the word "numerous" should be given "its usual meaning as describing a

group consisting of many individuals". 225 In that case, the Court was
doubtful whether "the plaintiff, his two partners and their firm as a whole

218 Ibid., at 466 et seq.

219 Ibid., at 488-90.

220 See infra, this ch., sec. 2(f).

221 See Manitoba Queen's Bench Rules, Man. Reg. 26/45 as am., r. 58, which is identical to

Ontario's r. 75; Supreme Court Rules, Alta. Reg. 390/68 as am., r. 42; Saskatchewan

Queen's Bench Rules 1967 as amended and consolidated, r. 45; New Brunswick Rules

of the Supreme Court, S.O.R. 1963, Reg. 90 as am., Ord. 16, r. 9; and Newfoundland.

The Rules of the Supreme Court, scheduled to The Judicature Act, C.S. Nfld. 1916, c.

83, Ord. 15, r. 9, which is identical to New Brunswick's class action rule.

222 See British Columbia Supreme Court Rules, B.C. Reg. 310/76 as am., r. 5(1 1), (12). and

(13); Nova Scotia Civil Procedure Rules and Related Rules, r. 5.09; and Prince Edward

Island Rules of Court, r. 5.09, which is identical to Nova Scotia Civil Procedure r. 5.09.

223 Federal Court Rules, C.R.C., c. 663, r. 171 1.

224 Goodfellow v. Knight (1977), 5 A.R. 537, 2 C.P.C. 209 (S.C., T.D.) (subsequent refer-

ences are to 2 C.P.C).

225 Ibid., at 216.
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constitute a group oi' 'numerous persons'", 226 and suggested that "naming
each of the members of the firm as plaintiffs would ... be a simpler procedure

than the representative action". 227

With respect to the "same interest" requirement, notwithstanding the

slightly different expression of this precondition in the class action rules of

the other Canadian common law jurisdictions, 228 it is generally recognized by

the case law that there is no difference in substance between them. 229 The
terms "common interest" and "same interest", for example, have been used

interchangeably. 230 In determining whether this "same interest" or "common
interest" requirement has been satisfied in a given class action, the majority

of the courts in the other common law Canadian jurisdictions, 231 as in

Ontario, have relied upon the three-part test 232 originally enunciated by Lord

-^ Ibid.

227 Ibid. While Goodfellow v. Knight addressed the issue of the minimum number of persons

required to constitute a class, the issue of the maximum permissible number of class

members has not been dealt with expressly by the courts in the other common law

jurisdictions. However, in Shaw v. Real Estate Board of Greater Vancouver (1972), 29

D.L.R. (3d) 774. at 777. [1972] 5 W.W.R. 726 (B.C.S.C), aff'd (1973), 36 D.L.R. (3d)

250, [19731 4 W.W.R. 391 (B.C.C.A.), discussed supra, this ch., sec. 2(c)(ii), the Court, in

permitting a representative action, notwithstanding the defendant's argument that it

would be virtually impossible to identify the members of the class, commented as

follows: "Abundant affidavit material satisfied me the turnover in sales staff since the

inception of the [Multiple Listing] Service, coupled with deaths, etc.. is such that this

would surely rank with one of the largest groups of persons ever to be represented."

See. also. Skyline Associates v. Small (1975), 50 D.L.R. (3d) 217, at 229, [1975] 1

W.W.R. 385 (B.C.S.C). affd 56 D.L.R. (3d) 471 (B.C.C.A.) (subsequent references are

to 50 D.L.R. (3d)), and Bamber v. Bank of Nova Scotia. [1943] 4 D.L.R. 526, at 533,

[1943] 2 W.W.R. 529 (Alta. S.C.. App. Div.) (subsequent references are to [1943] 4

D.L.R).

::s Compare, for example, the B.C. rule, supra, note 222. which requires, as do the P.E.I.

and Nova Scotia r. 5.09, supra, note 222, and Federal Court r. 1711, supra, note 223,

"the same interest in a proceeding", with the Alberta rule, supra, note 221. which

requires "a common interest in the subject of an intended action", and the Saskatche-

wan, New Brunswick, and Newfoundland rules, supra, note 221, which all require "the

same interest in one cause or matter". Ontario r. 75, and Manitoba r. 58, supra, note

221. simply require "the same interest".

229 See, for example, Sherbaniuk, "Actions By and Against Trade Unions in Contract and

Tort" (1958), 12 U. Toronto L.J. 151, at 155, n. 28, and Goodfellow v. Knight, supra, note

224, at 212.

230 Goodfellow v. Knight, supra, note 224. at 213.

231 See, for example, Alden v. Gaglardi (1970), 15 D.L.R. (3d) 380 (B.C.S.C), [1971] 2

W.W.R. 148 (B.C.C.A.); Goodfellow v. Knight, supra, note 224; Bamber v. Bank of Nova
Scotia, supra, note 227; Smart v. Uvett, [1951] 2 D.L.R. 47, [1951] 1 W.W.R. 49 (Sask.

C.A.) (subsequent references are to [1951] 2 D.L.R.); DeLong v. New Brunswick
Teachers' Federation (1970), 3 N.B.R. (2d) 149 (S.C, Q.B.); Bedford Service Commission
v. Attorney General of Nova Scotia (1977), 18 N.S.R. (2d) 132 (S.C, App. Div.); Blackie

v. Postmaster-General (1975), 61 D.L.R. (3d) 566 (F.C.T.D.); and Copeland v. McDon-
ald, [1978] 2 F.C 815, 88 D.L.R. (2d) 724 (T.D.).

232 It will be recalled that the three elements of the Lord Macnaghten test are "a common
interest", "a common grievance" and "relief sought [that is] in its nature beneficial to

all": see supra, this ch., sec. 2(a). See, for example, Bamber v. Bank of Nova Scotia,

supra, note 227, at 533, where "common interest" is discussed, and DeLong v. New
Brunswick Teachers" Federation, supra, note 231, at 155, for a discussion of the latter

two elements. Certain Canadian cases, however, have omitted any reference to the

"common grievance" element of the Macnaghten test and have expounded a two-

pronged, rather than a three-pronged, test: see, for example, Alden v. Gaglardi, supra,

note 231. See, also, Kazanjian, supra, note 1, at 421-22.
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Macnaghten in Duke ofBedford v. Ellis. 233 A reformulation of the Macnaght-
en definition of the "same interest" requirement, however, occurred in Shaw
v. Real Estate Board of Greater Vancouver™ where, as previously dis-

cussed, 235 the British Columbia Court of Appeal devised the "common
success" test. This test, it will be recalled, provided generally that the "same
interest" requirement would be met where success for the plaintiff meant
success for the persons represented. It would appear, however, that this test

has not been widely adopted by courts outside of Ontario. 236

Until quite recently, the "same interest" requirement was interpreted by
the majority of the Canadian cases as prohibiting the bringing of class actions

where the relief sought was damages. 237 However, consistent with the

approach recently adopted in Ontario, it is clear that damages in such suits

may be claimed where they can be established on a class-wide basis. The
Alberta Supreme Court, Trial Division, in Goodfellow v. Knight, discussed this

development as follows: 238

Whether or not persons claiming damages have a 'common interest in the

subject' of an action, in my view depends on whether the damages are to be

assessed personally for each person sought to be represented or are in the nature

of general damages for the class as a whole. While early authorities assert that no
claim for damages may be advanced in a representative action, recent decisions in

Canada permit the action where the damages are common to the class as a whole

and are to be divided among its members.

In my opinion even with the expanded role of the representative action

illustrated by the recent Canadian cases, R. 42 does not authorize a representative

action in the circumstances of this case. The damages sought are an accumulation

233 [1901] A.C. 1 (H.L.), at 8.

234(1973), 36 D.L.R. (3d) 250, [1973] 4 W.W.R. 391 (B.C.C.A.) (subsequent references are

to 36 D.L.R. (3d)). The action was dismissed at trial: see [1974] 5 W.W.R. 193

(B.C.S.C).

235 See supra, this ch., sec. 2(c)(i)b.

236 But see Kiist and Robertson v. Canadian Pacific Railway Company (1981), 123 D.L.R.

(3d) 434 (F.C.A.), at 23-24, where the "common success" test was applied.

237 See, for example, Walker v. Billingsley, [1952] 4 D.L.R. 490, (1952), 5 W.W.R. 363

(B.C.S.C.) (subsequent references are to [1952] 4 D.L.R.); Upholsterers International

Union of North America, Local No. I v. Hankin & Struck Furniture Ltd. (1965), 54

W.W.R. 574 (B.C.S.C); Bamber v. Bank of Nova Scotia, supra, note 227; and Wallace v.

Fraser Companies Ltd. (1973), 8 N.B.R. (2d) 455 (S.C., Q.B.). Compare Smart v. Livett,

supra, note 231, where the Court permitted a class action for damages. This case,

however, has never been followed: see, for example, Walker v. Billingsley, ibid., at 499,

where the British Columbia Supreme Court expressly refused to follow the decision of

the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal in Smart v. Livett.

But see Chastain v. British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority, supra, note 119,

discussed supra, this ch., sec. 2(c)(ii)b.

238 Supra, note 224, at 213 and 215-16. See, also, United Association of Journeymen and

Apprentices of the Plumbing and Pipe Fitting Industry of the United States and Canada,

Local Union 488 v. Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (1979), 97 D.L.R. (3d) 56 (Alta.

S.C., T.D.), and Alberta Pork Producers Marketing Board v. Swift Canadian Co. Ltd..

unreported (October 26, 1981, Alta. Q.B.).
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of individual claims rather than damages payable to a class in general. An
examination of the two paragraphs of the statement of claim quoted above shows
that the Court is being invited to consider the damages of each entity and person

in the class for separate assessment.

Moreover, the mere fact that there might have to be individual proceed-

ings not involving the defendant to determine each class member's share of

the fund recovered in the class suit has been held not to be an impediment to

class actions. This recent trend was discussed in a prior section of this

chapter, 239 where the decision of the British Columbia Court of Appeal in

Shaw v. Real Estate Board ofGreater Vancouver™ was noted.

Apart from the numerosity and same interest requirements, the class

action rules of the other Canadian common law jurisdictions do not specify

other preconditions to the bringing of a plaintiff class action. While all these

rules require that a representative defendant be appointed or authorized by
the court to defend on behalf of a defendant class, there is no requirement

that a representative plaintiff obtain prior court approval for the commence-
ment of an action on behalf of others. 241 Furthermore, it is clear that the

representative plaintiff is not required either to notify the class members of

the initiation of the class suit or to obtain their consent 242 and, in fact, may
prosecute the action contrary to the wishes of some of the class members. 243

239 See supra, this ch., sec. 2(c)(ii)b.

240 Supra, note 234. See, also. Alberta Pork Producers Marketing Board v. Swift Canadian

Co. Ltd., supra, note 238.

241 The case law has held, in all but one instance, that a representative plaintiff may bring a

class action without court approval: see, for example. Skyline v. Small, supra, note 227;

Boyko v. Jendzyjowsky (1958), 24 W.W.R. 608 (Sask. Q.B.), affd 27 W.W.R. 144 (Sask.

C.A.); Poole Construction Company Limited v. Horst (1964), 47 D.L.R. (2d) 454, 49

W.W.R. 270 (Sask. C.A.); and Grosvenor Park Shopping Centre Limited v. Waloshin

(1964), 46 D.L.R. (2d) 750, 49 W.W.R. 237 (Sask. C.A.). But see Blackfoot Stock

Association v. Thor, [1925] 3 W.W.R. 544 (Alta. S.C., App. Div.), at 544, where Stuart

J.A. held as follows:

There seems to be no doubt upon the authorities that a voluntary association,

such as the plaintiff, which has never been incorporated in any way, cannot sue

except in the name of all the members unless advantage is taken of Rule 20 and an

order is made by a Judge that one or more of the members may sue for the benefit

of all persons interested. No such order was made.

242 Sykes v. One Big Union (1936), 43 Man. R. 542, [1936] 1 D.L.R. 662 (Man. C.A.), at

666. It is clear, however, that costs will be awarded only against the representative

plaintiff and not against the unnamed class members: see, for example, Goodjellow v.

Knight, supra, note 224, at 215, and Wallace v. Fraser Companies Ltd., supra, note 237,

at 466.

243 See, for example, Sykes v. McCallum (1940), 48 Man. R. 85, [1940] 4 D.L.R. 413 (Man.

K.B.), at 415, where Dysart J. commented as follows:

[Notwithstanding that the two individual plaintiffs technically represent all

the members of [the union] . . . their conduct in bringing the suit has been

repudiated and condemned by nearly all of the said members. This paradoxical

situation is not unknown in representative actions.

And see Shaw v. Real Estate Board of Greater Vancouver, supra, note 234, at 260, where

it was held that the "fact that some of the [class members] state that the respondents are

not authorized to sue on their behalf is not determinative of the issue".

But see DeLong v. New Brunswick Teachers' Federation, supra, note 231, at 155,

where it was stated that a class action cannot be brought if a substantial portion of the

class objects, since the common grievance requirement would not be satisfied.
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Similarly, it would appear that the representative plaintiff may decide to

settle or discontinue the class action without obtaining court approval or the

sanction of the other class members. 244

(ii) Statutory Class Actions

A number of Canadian common law jurisdictions outside of Ontario

have enacted legislation that expressly authorizes the bringing of different

types of representative action. The majority of these statutory actions are not

class actions in the true sense of the term. For example, as in Ontario, both

British Columbia 245 and the federal government 246 have provided for the

initiation of derivative suits in their business corporation statutes. 247 A
number of provinces also permit the bringing of representative actions under

their insurance legislation, 248 creditors' relief statutes, 249 and municipal

acts. 250 Furthermore, as is the case in Ontario, the British Columbia Condo-

minium Act 25] empowers a condominium corporation to bring an action on
its own behalf and on behalf of the condominium owners for damages with

244 The right of the representative plaintiff to discontinue or settle the action, however,

would be subject to the relevant rules of procedure. See, for example, Manitoba Queen's

Bench Rules, Man. Reg. 26/45 as am., r. 476, which provides as follows:

476. Unless the court otherwise orders, where any money, other than for costs,

is recovered by or on behalf of ... a class, the same shall be paid into court subject

to further order; and no payment to the . . . person having the conduct of the

proceedings on behalf of the class, otherwise than for the costs of the action, shall

be a valid discharge to the party making such payment as against . . . the class.

See, also, Supreme Court Rules, Alta. Reg. 390/68 as am., r. 343, which is similar to r.

476 set out above.

245 Company Act, R.S.B.C. 1979, c. 59, s. 225. See, for example, Shield Development Co. Ltd.

v. Snyder, [1976] 3 W.W.R. 44 (B.C.S.C), and Re Northwest Forest Products Ltd., [1975]

4W.W.R. 724(B.C.S.C).

246 Canada Business Corporations Act, S.C. 1974-75-76, c. 33, ss. 232, 233, and 235, as am.

by S.C. 1978, c. 9. s. 75.

247 For a comparison of the statutory sections governing derivative actions in Ontario,

British Columbia and at the federal level, see Iacobucci, Pilkington, and Prichard,

Canadian Business Corporations, An Analysis of Recent Legislative Developments (1977),

at 197-201.

248 Sec, for example, the following provisions which are similar to the Insurance Act, R.S.O.

1980, c. 218, s. 226(1): Insurance Act, R.S.B.C. 1979, c. 200, s. 252(1); Insurance Act,

R.S.A. 1980, c. 1-5, s. 320(1); The Saskatchewan Insurance Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. S-26,

s. 210(1); The Insurance Act, R.S.M. 1970, c. 140, s. 258(1); Insurance Act, R.S.N.B.

1973, c. 1-12, s. 250(1); Insurance Act, R.S.N.S. 1967, c. 148, s. 98(1), as enacted by

S.N.S. 1966, c. 79, s. 4; Insurance Act, R.S.P.E.I. 1974. c. 1-5, s. 237(1); and The

Automobile Insurance Act, R.S.N. 1970, c. 17, s. 26(1).

249 See, for example, Fraudulent Preferences Act, R.S.A. 1980, c. F-18, s. 10; The Fraudulent

Preferences Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. F-21, ss. 12 and 13; Creditors' Relief Act, R.S.N.S. 1967,

c. 70, s. 3(4); and Creditors ReliefAct, R.S.N.B. 1973, c. C-33, s. 4(5).

250 See. for example, Municipal Act, R.S.B.C. 1979. c. 290, s. 383(3). and Municipal

Government Act, R.S.A. 1980, c. M-26, s. 381(2), which are similar to the Municipal Act,

R.S.O. 1980, c. 302. s. 177(2).

251 R.S.B.C. 1979, c. 61, s. 15.
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respect to the common property and, in certain cases, on behalf of the owners
with respect to matters affecting the individual units. 252

In addition. Saskatchewan 253 and British Columbia 254 have enacted

consumer legislation providing for public class action procedures. Under this

legislation, a public official who is not necessarily a member of the class is

empowered to initiate actions on behalf of certain classes of aggrieved

consumers. For example, the Saskatchewan Department of Consumer Ajfairs

Act authorizes the provincial Attorney General, "for the benefit of any
persons or class of persons who have suffered loss, or who allege that they

have suffered loss" by reason of certain illegal conduct affecting consumers,

to "commence and maintain any action or proceeding . . . that the persons

could have commenced or maintained on their own behalf at the time the

action or proceeding is commenced by the Attorney General". 255

In British Columbia, the Trade Practice Act empowers the Director of

Trade Practices or any other person, "whether or not that person has a

special, or any, interest under this Act or the regulations, or is affected by a

consumer transaction", 256 to bring a civil action seeking a declaration or

injunction 257 with respect to certain improper consumer practices. In such an
action, "any person, including the director, may sue on his own behalf and, at

252 Ibid., s. 15(7)(b). where it is provided that the condominium corporation may sue on its

own behalf and "if authorized by special resolution of the . . . corporation, on behalf of

those owners who consent in writing to the . . . corporation so doing, about matters

affecting individual . . . lots notwithstanding that the . . . corporation, in the case of a

contractual claim, was not a party to the contract about which the proceeding is

brought".

253 The Department of Consumer Ajfairs Act. R.S.S. 1978, c. D-9, ss. 10 and 1 1.

254 Trade Practice Act, R.S.B.C. 1979, c. 406. s. 18. See, for example, Hanson v. Sponchia

(1979), 102 D.L.R. (3d) 508, 15 B.C.L.R. 157 (C.A.) (subsequent references are to 15

B.C.L.R.), and Stubbe v. P.F. Collier & Son Limited, unreported (April 11, 1975,

B.C.S.C.). See, also. The Director of Trade Practices v. Strand Holidays (Canada) Ltd.,

No. A771507 (B.C.S.C.), which was an action brought by the Director of Trade

Practices on behalf of consumers who had purchased certain travel services provided by

the defendant, seeking, inter alia, damages for breach of contract and negligent misre-

presentation. We have been advised by the Director of Trade Practices, Mr. Michael

Hanson, that this action was settled out of court, and that the defendant agreed to pay

each class member $200.

255 Supra, note 253. s. 10.

256 Supra, note 254, s. 18(1).

257 While the Act appears to limit the relief obtainable to declarations and injunctions,

s. 18(3) permits the court, in an action for a permanent injunction, to restore to a

particular consumer "any money or property that may have been acquired by reason of

a deceptive or unconscionable act or practice by the supplier". See Belobaba, "Unfair

Trade Practices Legislation: Symbolism and Substance in Consumer Protection" (1977),

15 Osgoode Hall L.J. 327, at 365, where this provision is discussed as follows:

The B.C. Act appears to limit the class action vehicle to declarations and injunc-

tions. However, s. 16(3) [now s. 18(3)] of the Act allows the court, in an action for

a permanent injunction, to restore to any person who has an interest 'any money
or property . . . that may have been acquired by reason of a deceptive or uncons-

cionable act or practice by the supplier.' When this provision is coupled with the

general class action provision, there appears to be a statutory basis in the B.C. Act

for class restitutionary recovery, if not for damages generally [footnotes omitted].
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his option, on behalf of consumers generally, or a designated class of

consumers in the Province". 258

In addition to provincial legislative authorization of representative

actions, the federal government has proposed the enactment of a statutory

class action procedure. In 1977, it introduced two similar Bills, 259 Bill C-42

and Bill C-13, designed inter alia to amend the Combines Investigation Act 260

by creating a class action procedure intended to facilitate enforcement of the

substantive provisions of the Act. 261 Although neither Bill C-42 nor Bill C-13

progressed beyond first reading, the class action scheme envisaged by these

Bills has provided the Commission with a useful precedent. Various sections

of the proposed legislation will be considered in greater detail in later

chapters of this Report. 262

(e) United States

In marked contrast to the situation in Canada, England, and Australia,

class actions are being brought and litigated with reasonable frequency in the

United States. Since the promulgation of Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil

Procedure in 1966, a wealth of jurisprudence has been generated, which has

proved invaluable to this Commission. In this section of the chapter, we shall

258 Supra, note 254, s. 18(2). See Hanson v. Sponchia, supra, note 254. at 162-63, where this

section is discussed as follows (emphasis in original):

It is argued on behalf of the defendant that no action under s. 16 may be

brought by the director unless he sues wholly, or in part, on his own behalf, that

the director originally sued here only on behalf of consumers and so not on behalf

of himself, and that consequently the writ was a nullity. This is based on the

provision in subs. (2) that he 'may sue on his own behalf and, at his option, on

behalf of consumers' and on the premise that the word 'and', which I have

emphasized, can only be read conjunctively. I think that this is not sound.

[I]t is clear that s. 16 authorizes the bringing of an action by the director on behalf

of consumers only and consequently that the original writ cannot be said to have

been defective because the director did not thereby sue on his own behalf. It

follows that the writ and pleadings were amendable.

259 An Act to Amend the Combines Investigation Act, Bill C-42, 1977 (30th Pari. 2d Sess.),

and An Act to Amend the Combines Investigation Act, Bill C-13, 1977 (30th Pari. 3d
Sess.).

These Bills are very similar both in form and substance. Other than certain minor
variations in the notice provisions, the only significant difference between Bill C-13 and
Bill C-42 is the deletion of the substitute action originally created by ss. 39.14 and 39.15

of the latter Bill. For a general discussion of this proposed legislation, see Prichard,

"Private Enforcement and Class Actions'', in Prichard, Stanbury, and Wilson (eds.),

Canadian Competition Policy: Essays in Law and Economics (1979), ch. 9.

260 R.S.C. 1970, c. C-23, as am.

261 It should be noted that, in 1975, the Act was amended to include a civil cause of action

for the breach of particular statutory provisions: Combines Investigation Act, R.S.C.

1970, c. C-23, as am. by S.C. 1974-75-76, c. 76, s. 12, adding s. 31.1. For a more detailed

discussion of this provision, see infra, ch. 5, sec. 3(c)(ii).

262 See, in particular, infra, ch. 5, sec. 3(c)(ii), and ch. 6, sec. l(a)(iv).
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describe briefly the present law of class actions in the United States at both

the federal and state levels.

The task of describing the present law respecting class actions in the

United States is complicated somewhat by the fact that there are two court

systems in that nation. There is a national or federal court system, where Rule

23 governs the bringing of class actions, and a system of state courts in which

each state has its own class action procedure. As might well be expected, the

subject-matter jurisdiction of the two court systems differs. This difference in

jurisdiction determines what kinds of class action may be brought in each

judicial system. Consequently, before we discuss the general approach to

class actions in the federal courts and in the state courts of the United States,

we believe that it would be useful to outline briefly their respective areas of

jurisdiction.

At the outset, it should be observed that the federal courts are courts of

limited jurisdiction, while state courts are courts of general jurisdiction.

Federal courts may hear only those cases authorized by article III of the

United States Constitution. Cases that do not fall within the limited jurisdic-

tion of the federal courts can be brought only in state courts. 263 In addition,

unless the federal courts have been given exclusive jurisdiction over a

particular subject matter, 264 the state courts have concurrent jurisdiction. A
state court, then, may hear a civil action based exclusively on a claim arising

out of federal law. 265

The kinds of case that can be decided in the federal courts are set forth in

section 2 of article III of the United States Constitution. 266 The federal courts

have jurisdiction, for example, in cases in which the United States is a party,

in litigation between states, and in cases affecting ambassadors or others in

like situation. The federal courts also have jurisdiction in "diversity suits",

that is, cases where the dispute is between citizens of different states or

between a citizen of a state and an alien. 267 Section 2 of article III states

further that the federal courts have jurisdiction in all cases arising under the

263 See James and Hazard, Civil Procedure (2d ed.. 1977). §1.13, at 35-38, and Wright, Law

of Federal Courts (3d ed., 1976), §7. at 17.

264 Areas of the law over which the federal courts have exclusive jurisdiction include

admiralty, antitrust, bankruptcy, patents, copyright, and certain securities matters: see

Wright, supra, note 263, §10, at 26-27. and James and Hazard, supra, note 263, §1.13, at

36.

265 Wright, supra, note 263, §45, at 193.

266 Section 2 of article III provides as follows:

The judicial Power shall extend to all Cases in Law and Equity arising under

this Constitution, the Laws of the United States, and Treaties made, or which shall

be made under their Authority; - to all Cases affecting Ambassadors, other public

Ministers and Consuls; - to all cases of admiralty and maritime Jurisdiction; to

Controversies to which the United States shall be a Party; - to Controversies

between two or more States; - between a State and Citizens of another State; —

between citizens of different States; between citizens of the same State claiming

Lands under Grants of different States, and between a State, or the Citizens

thereof, and foreign States, Citizens, or Subjects.

267 28U.S.C. §1332.
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Constitution or under any law passed by the federal government of the

United States, and it is within this broad "federal question" jurisdiction that

most class actions have been brought in the federal courts. Indeed, most class

actions under Rule 23 are specifically based upon an act of Congress. 268

In diversity suits, the monetary jurisdiction of the federal courts is

limited to cases where the amount in dispute exceeds $10,000. 269 Until 1980, a

similar limitation upon jurisdiction was imposed in federal question cases. 270

The latter restriction, however, was subject to statutory exceptions in

numerous areas, including antitrust and securities law. 271 Where a jurisdic-

tional minimum monetary requirement applies, as in the case of diversity

suits, it has been interpreted to mean that each class member in an action

must satisfy the minimum monetary requirement of $10,000. 272

The jurisdiction of state courts extends to disputes arising from state

common law or statute and, as indicated, disputes arising under federal law,

except where federal jurisdiction is exclusive. Jurisdiction is shared with the

federal courts in diversity suits and federal question cases.

(i) Class Actions in the Federal Courts

If a class action is brought in the federal courts, it must conform to the

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Rule 23 of the Federal Rules governs class

actions, regulating their initiation and conduct. Rule 23 was the product of a

major revision of class action procedure undertaken in 1966, and most of the

relevant literature and academic commentary has focused upon it. Any study

of class actions would be incomplete without a detailed examination of the

jurisprudence to which the Rule has given rise.

Rule 23 is a rule of procedure of general application and, with certain

exceptions, applies to class proceedings asserting causes of action in all areas

268 Many civil rights class actions are brought pursuant to Title VII of the Civil Rights Act

of 1964, 42 U.S.C. §§2000e-2000e-17, while securities class actions are most often

commenced under the Securities Act of 1933, 15 U.S.C. §§77a-77aa, or the Securities

Exchange Act of 1934, 15 U.S.C. §§78a-78kk, and antitrust class actions under the

Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. §§12-27. Statistics appear to indicate that, for the years 1973 to

1976, class actions based on federal statutes varied from about 85% to about 90% of all

class actions pending in the federal courts: see Note, "Developments in the Law -

Class Actions" (1976), 89 Harv. L. Rev. 1318, at 1325, n. 30 (hereinafter referred to as

"Harvard Developments"). Indeed, in 1980, the percentage of class actions based on

federal statutes was 91.8% of all private class actions pending in the federal courts: see

Annual Report of the Director of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts

(1980), at 639-41.

269 Federal Question Jurisdictional Amendments Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-486, §2, 94

Stat. 2369, amending 28 U.S.C. §1331. There is a list of areas covered by special

statutes that otherwise would have been subject to the former requirement of $10,000 in

Wright, supra, note 253, §32, at 122-23.

270 28 U.S.C. §1332.

271 See Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. §15 (antitrust), and Securities Act of 1933. 15 U.S.C. §77v

and Securities Exchange Act of 1934, 15 U.S.C. §78aa (securities).

272 See Snyder v. Harris, 394 U.S. 332 (1969), and Zahn v. International Paper Co., 414 U.S.

291 (1973).
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of substantive law coming within the jurisdiction of the United States federal

courts. In sonic cases, however, the operation of the Rule is limited by express

statutory provisions establishing special requirements for class actions in

specific areas of substantive law. 273

Rule 23(a) expressly provides that "one or more members of a class may
sue or be sued as representative parties on behalf of air

1

. Thus, all the

provisions of Rule 23 are applicable to both plaintiff class actions and

defendant class actions. However, as we have explained earlier in this

chapter, we are concerned in this Report exclusively with the former type of

class suit.

In contrast to Rule 75 of the Supreme Court of Ontario Rules of Practice,

Rule 23 expressly stipulates that, before a class action may be maintained, it

must receive judicial approval, or "certification", as such approval is

commonly known. On this review, it is the task of the court to ascertain

whether the class action fulfils each of the requirements imposed by Rule 23.

Rule 23 establishes certain tests that must be met by the putative class in

order to proceed. Some of these are of general application and must be

satisfied by all class actions. Even where these general requirements are met,

however, a class action still must fall within one of three categories of class

action, enumerated in subdivision (b) of the Rule, which describes different

factual situations in which class actions are appropriate.

Prerequisites for successful maintenance of a class action that are

universal in their application are set out in subdivision (a) of the Rule. 274 The
first such test, commonly referred to as the "numerosity" test, requires that

the class be "so numerous that joinder of all class members is impracticable".

The second, or "commonality", prerequisite, necessitates the existence of

"questions of law or fact common to the class". The third requirement is that

of "typicality"; that is, the claims of the representative parties must be

"typical of the claims ... of the class". Finally, under the "adequacy of

representation" criterion, a class representative may sue on behalf of the class

only if he or she "will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the class".

273 For example, in 1974. § 130(a) of the Truth in Lending Act was amended by Pub. L.

No. 93-495, Title IV, §408, 88 Stat. 1511, to limit the amount that may be recovered in

a class action to the lesser of $500,000 or one percent of the net worth of the creditor:

see 15 U.S.C. § 1640(a)(2)(B).

Under the Magnuson-Moss Warranty — Federal Trade Commission Improvement
Act, 15 U.S.C. §2310(d)(3), there must be a minimum aggregate injury of $50,000, and
each individual must have suffered at least $25 in damages. Also, there must be a

minimum of one hundred named plaintiffs in the class.

274 Rule 23(a) provides as follows:

23(a) Prerequisites to a Class Action. One or more members of a class may sue

or be sued as representative parties on behalf of all only if (1) the class is so

numerous that joinder of all members is impracticable, (2) there are questions of

law or fact common to the class, (3) the claims or defenses of the representative

parties are typical of the claims or defenses of the class, and (4) the representative

parties will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the class.
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As indicated earlier, a class action that satisfies all these prerequisites will

not be allowed to proceed unless it also can be classified within one of the

three categories of class proceeding enumerated in subdivision (b) of the

Rule.

The first such category is divided into two subcategories. Under Rule

23(b)(1), a class action may be maintained if the prerequisites of subdivision

(a) are satisfied, and if, in addition, the following requirements are met:

23(b) . .

.

(1) the prosecution of separate actions by or against individual members of

the class would create a risk of

(A) inconsistent or varying adjudications with respect to individual members
of the class which would establish incompatible standards of conduct for the

party opposing the class, or

(B) adjudications with respect to individual members of the class which

would as a practical matter be dispositive of the interests of the other members
not parties to the adjudications or substantially impair or impede their ability to

protect their interests ....

These two subcategories are similar in that they both describe situations

where, if multiple independent actions were brought, the impact of a

judgment in any given action could not be restricted to that particular suit,

but would likely have an adverse impact upon other putative class members
in other proceedings, or upon the potential defendant to the class action.

The second category of class proceedings, which may be maintained

under Rule 23(b)(2), deals with cases where "the party opposing the class has

acted or refused to act on grounds generally applicable to the class, thereby

making appropriate final injunctive relief or corresponding declaratory relief

with respect to the class as a whole".

The third category of class action permitted under Rule 23 is subject to

stringent preconditions, and is by far the most controversial. Most class

actions seeking damages are brought under this category. Rule 23(b)(3)

provides that a class action may be maintained in the following circum-

stances: 275

23(b) . .

.

(3) the court finds that the questions of law or fact common to the members
of the class predominate over any questions affecting only individual members,

and that a class action is superior to other available methods for the fair and

efficient adjudication of the controversy. The matters pertinent to the findings

include: (A) the interest of members of the class in individually controlling the

prosecution or defense of separate actions; (B) the extent and nature of any

litigation concerning the controversy already commenced by or against members
of the class; (C) the desirability or undesirability of concentrating the litigation of

the claims in the particular forum; (D) the difficulties likely to be encountered in

the management of a class action.

The portion of this provision that deals with common questions of law or

275 Emphasis added.
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Pact differs from the "common questions" provision of Rule 23(a)(2),

mentioned earlier, in that it is not sufficient that questions of law or fact

common to the class are present; they also must "predominate" over any
individual questions. The question of when "predominance" exists is very

complex and cannot be fully explored at this juncture; 276 suffice it to state

that this requirement may serve to filter out class actions in which the

"common questions" are insignificant compared to very substantial

individual questions that must be resolved through separate proceedings in

any event. The "superiority" requirement of Rule 23(b)(3) is designed to

ensure that the courts are not burdened with complex class proceedings where

"another method of handling the litigious situation may be available which

has greater practical advantages". 277 The enumerated factors provide a

non-exhaustive list of criteria for the judge to take into consideration in

deciding whether a putative class action comes within the requirements of

Rule 23(b)(3). Of these, the issue of "manageability" raised in Rule

23(b)(3)(D) has been by far the most controversial. 278

The categories set out in Rule 23(b) are not significant only for the

purpose of defining the circumstances in which class actions are appropriate.

Where a judge finds that a class action falls within Rule 23(b)(3), as distinct

from the more narrow provisions of Rule 23(b)(1) and (2), that action is

subject to certain special rules concerning the distribution of notice to class

members and the right to withdraw from or "opt out" of the proceedings.

Similar rules do not apply to (b)(1) and (b)(2) class actions, such as suits

seeking exclusively injunctive relief.

Rule 23 requires that the question whether a particular proceeding may
be maintained as a class action, or whether it should be denied class status

because it does not meet the standards described above, must be determined

by the district court as soon as practicable after the commencement of the

action. 279 An order of the court making such a determination may be
conditional, and may be altered or amended before the merits of the class

action are decided. 280 Where appropriate, the court may order that an action

be brought or maintained as a class action only with respect to particular

issues. 281 In other words, there may be "split trials", or bifurcated proceed-

ings, where questions common to the class are tried initially, followed by
discrete hearings on the issues peculiar to the individual class members. The
court also may order that a class be divided into subclasses, with each

subclass being treated as a separate class. 282 Where the court does not allow

276 See infra, ch. 8, sec. 3(b)(iii).

277 See Advisory Committee on Civil Rules, "Proposed Amendments to the Rules of Civil

Procedure for the United States District Courts", 39 F.R.D. 69 (1966), at 103 (herein-

after referred to as "Advisory Committee Notes").

278 See infra, ch. 9, sec. 2(a)(iv).

279 Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(c)(1).

280 Ibid.

281 Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(c)(4)(A).

282 Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(c)(4)(B).
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the action to go forward in class form, it may require that the pleadings "be

amended to eliminate therefrom allegations as to representation of absent

persons", 283 so that, if the plaintiff chooses to continue, the action will have to

proceed as an individual suit.

Where a court certifies a class action brought under Rule 23(b)(3), it must
direct that class members be given "the best notice practicable under the

circumstances, including individual notice to all members who can be

identified through reasonable effort". 284 The United States Supreme Court in

Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacquelin 2 *5 has held that the language of this provision

makes individual notice to identifiable absent class members mandatory in

(b)(3) class actions, even where the cost of distributing notice will effectively

prevent the action from continuing. By contrast, as the Supreme Court has

expressly noted, the individual notice requirement does not apply to class

actions brought under subdivisions (1) and (2) of Rule 23(b). 286 Indeed, there

is no express requirement that absent class members receive post-certification

notice at all in such proceedings, unless the action is dismissed or settled. The
court, however, has a discretion in all class actions to order notice to the class

if it will protect the absent class members or facilitate the fair conduct of the

action. 287

In addition to specifying that post-certification notice must be given to

the members of a class in (b)(3) class actions, Rule 23(c)(2) sets out the

information that such notice must contain. It must state that the court will

exclude each class member from the class if so requested by a specified date,

and that the ensuing judgment, whether favourable or not, will include all

members who do not request exclusion. 288 These provisions, combined with

the portion of Rule 23(c)(3) that specifies that thejudgment in the class action

shall include only those class members to whom notice has been directed and
who have not requested exclusion, creates the right to "opt out" of the class

action, which is available only in class suits certified under Rule 23(b)(3).

Members of classes that fall within other categories, as in the case of actions

seeking only injunctive or declaratory relief, have no such right to avoid the

effect of a judgment in class proceedings. In addition, the notice in Rule

23(b)(3) proceedings must specify that any class member who does not

request exclusion may choose to enter an appearance through counsel. 289

Subdivision (d) of Rule 23 gives the court power to make a number of

orders to facilitate the conduct of class actions. The effect of this provision is

to confer upon the trial judge a very broad and flexible discretion to supervise

the progress of the class action. The subdivision provides as follows:

23(d) In the conduct of actions to which this rule applies, the court may make

283 Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(d)(4).

284 Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(c)(2).

285 417 U.S. 156(1974).

286/6/W., at 177, «. 14.

287 Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(d)(2).

288 Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(c)(2)(A) and (B).

289 Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(c)(2)(C).
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appropriate orders: (1) determining the course of proceedings or prescribing

measures to prevent undue repetition or complication in the presentation of

evidence or argument; (2) requiring, for the protection of the members of the

class or otherwise for the fair conduct of the action, that notice be given in such

manner as the court may direct to some or all of the members of any step in the

action, or of the proposed extent of the judgment, or of the opportunity of

members to signify whether they consider the representation fair and adequate,

to intervene and present claims or defenses, or otherwise to come into the action;

(3) imposing conditions on the representative parties or on intervenors;

(4) requiring that the pleadings be amended to eliminate therefrom allegations as

to representation of absent persons, and that the action proceed accordingly;

(5) dealing with similar procedural matters. The orders may be combined with an

order under Rule 16 [governing pretrial conferences], and may be altered or

amended as may be desirable from time to time.

The Advisory Committee on Civil Rules that drafted Rule 23 anticipated

that problems might arise if a representative plaintiff, in order to obtain a

personal benefit at the expense of the class, or as a result of an error in

judgment, were allowed to settle or consent to a dismissal of a class action in a

manner that prejudiced the interests of absent class members. Consequently,

Rule 23(e) provides expressly that a class action may not be dismissed or

compromised without the approval of the court, and that notice of the

proposed dismissal or compromise shall be given to all members of the class

in such manner as the court directs.

Rule 23(c)(3), which governs judgments in class actions, does not specify

that such judgments will bind absent class members, but merely requires that

the court describe in the judgment those whom the court finds to be members
of the class and, in the case of actions brought under Rule 23(b)(3), those who
have not chosen to opt out. The Advisory Committee justified this silence on
the basis that "subdivision (c)(3) does not disturb the recognized principle

that the court conducting the action cannot predetermine the res judicata

effect of thejudgment; this can be tested only in a subsequent action". 290

Rule 23 is silent on a number of issues that have been the subject of great

controversy. Indeed, it may be argued that the controversy is attributable to

the failure of the Rule to address certain matters expressly. Of these

omissions, perhaps the most significant are the failure to address the

assessment and distribution of monetary relief, liability for costs, including

attorneys' fees, and the applicability of discovery procedures to class actions.

The resulting uncertainty has led to litigation in respect of the problems

associated with adapting rules designed for individual suits to a very different

form of litigation arising out of mass wrongs. Presumably, the lacunae that

became evident in the Rule reflect the inability of the Advisory Committee to

foresee that the class action mechanism would give rise to new problems in

these areas. By contrast, drafters of more recent class action proposals have

had the opportunity to learn from the actual experience with Rule 23.

Since its adoption in 1966, Rule 23 has been the subject of numerous
judicial decisions covering a wide range of issues. Facets of the Rule have
been considered by the various district and circuit courts and by the United

290 Advisory Committee Notes, supra, note 277, at 106.
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States Supreme Court. It is extremely difficult to present a brief summary of

the massive jurisprudence that now exists. While we shall discuss the relevant

case law in detail in subsequent chapters, nonetheless we believe that it would
be instructive at this stage to review the major decisions of the United States

Supreme Court affecting Rule 23.

The combined effect of Snyder v. Harris 29
^ and Zahn v. International

Paper Co. 292 is that, where the $10,000 jurisdictional minimum monetary

requirement of the federal courts applies, each class member in a class action

must satisfy this requirement, and that the class members cannot aggregate

the value of their individual claims in order to satisfy this prerequisite. It will

be appreciated that few class actions will consist of members, all of whom
have claims in excess of $10,000. Although these decisions would appear to

raise a formidable barrier to the bringing of class actions in the federal courts,

their practical effect has been attenuated by two factors. First, as previously

noted, 293 there are a number of federal statutes that create a cause of action

and permit suit to be brought regardless of the amount in issue. Secondly,

litigation involving federal questions recently has been exempted from the

minimum $10,000 monetary requirement. 294 This jurisdictional limitation,

however, still applies to diversity suits and, therefore, class actions based

upon this jurisdiction have been effectively excluded from the federal courts.

Another significant development in the area of class actions concerns the

matter of attorneys' fees. It will be appreciated that, generally, in the United

States, lawyers' fees of a successful litigant are not paid by his adversary, 295

although there are several statutory and judicially created exceptions to this

so-called "American rule". 296 One of the judicial exceptions to this rule was
the doctrine of "private attorney general", 297 by virtue of which attorneys'

fees, as a matter ofjudicial discretion, could be assessed against an unsuccess-

ful defendant and awarded to the plaintiff whenever the plaintiff had
furthered what was considered to be significant legislative policy. 298 In

Alyeska Pipeline Service Co. v. Wilderness Society 2" the Supreme Court

291 394 U.S. 332(1969).

292 414 U.S. 291 (1973).

293 Supra, this sec.

294 Federal Question Jurisdictional Amendments Act of 1980, supra, note 269.

295 The United States Supreme Court has expressed this rule in two ways. In Alyeska

Pipeline Service Co. v. Wilderness Society, 421 U.S. 240 (1975), at 247, the Court stated

that "the prevailing litigant is ordinarily not entitled to collect a reasonable attorneys'

fee from the loser". In The Boeing Company v. Van Gemert, 100 S. Ct. 745 (1980), at

749, it referred to "the general principle that requires every litigant to bear his own
attorney's fees".

296 See infra, ch. 17, sec. 3, for a discussion of the law of costs in the United States.

297 See, generally, Nussbaum, "Attorney's Fees in Public Interest Litigation" (1973), 48

N.Y.U.L. Rev. 301, and Note, "Awarding Attorneys' Fees to the 'Private Attorney

General': Judicial Green Light to Private Litigation in the Public Interest" (1973), 24

Hastings L.J. 733.

298 See La Raza Unida v. Volpe, 57 F.R.D. 94 (N.D. Cal. 1972), and Lee v. Southern Home
Sites Corp., 444 F.2d 143 (5th Cir. 1971).

299 421 U.S. 240(1975).
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arrested this development by holding that it was the province of Congress and

not of the judiciary to fashion exceptions to the general rule that, in the

absence of express statutory authorization, attorneys' fees are not recoverable

by a successful party from his adversary in federal litigation. The practical

effect of this decision was to discourage public interest litigation. 300 It should

be noted, however, that Congress has expressed its disapproval of the result in

Alyeska Pipeline Service Co. v. Wilderness Society. Within approximately one

year after the Alyeska decision, nine statutes were amended to provide

expressly for the award of attorneys' fees. 301 These amendments may be seen

as a Congressional endorsement of the use of private actions, including class

actions, to enforce these areas of the law.

Another device invoked in aid of class actions, use of which has been

curtailed by the Supreme Court, is the attempt by states to extend their right

to conduct litigation on behalf of their citizens under the doctrine of "parens

patriae", a doctrine traditionally invoked to guard the interests of persons not

otherwise capable of asserting their rights. Under this doctrine, two different

kinds of claim were being asserted in class form: first, the states sued on
behalf of their citizens, alleging injury, usually in antitrust cases; and
secondly, a state sued, not expressly on behalf of its citizens, but rather for

damages to the general economy of the state. In California v. Frito-Lay,

Inc., 202 the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals held that the first type of class

action could not be asserted under the parens patriae doctrine, while the

Supreme Court, in Hawaii v. Standard Oil, 303 held that neither could the

latter. In 1976, Congress responded to this virtual nullification of the parens

patriae doctrine. The Clayton Act was amended to permit a state attorney

general to bring an action on behalf of natural persons residing in the state for

injuries suffered as a result of violations of the antitrust laws. 304 It also should

be noted that the amendments to the Clayton Act permit the calculation of

300 See, for example. Note, "Civil Procedure - Recovery of Attorneys' Fees" (1975), 42

Brooklyn L. Rev. 351; Comment, "After Alyeska: Will Public Interest Litigation

Survive?" (1976), 16 Santa Clara L. Rev. 267; and Comment, "Alyeska Pipeline Turns

Off the Tap: Can Public Interest Law Survive?" (1976), 71 Nw. U. L. Rev. 239.

301 The Civil Rights Attorney's Fees Awards Act of 1976, 42 U.S.C. §1988; Equal Credit

Opportunity Act Amendments of 1976, Pub. L. No. 94-239, §6, 90 Stat. 253, enacting

15 U.S.C. §1691e(d); Consumer Product Safety Commission Improvements Act of

1976, Pub. L. No. 94-284, § 10(d), 90 Stat. 507, enacting 15 U.S.C. §2073; Voting Rights

Act Amendments of 1975, Pub. L. No. 94-73, Title IV, §402, 89 Stat. 404, enacting 42

U.S.C. §1973/(e); Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976, Pub. L. No.
94-435, Title III, §302(3), 90 Stat. 1383, amending 15 U.S.C. §26; Toxic Substances

Control Act, §§19, 20, 21, and 23, 15 U.S.C. §§2618(d), 2619(c)(2), 2620(b)(4)(C), and
2622 (b)(2)(B); State and Local Fiscal Assistance Amendments of 1976, Pub. L. No.
94-488, §7(b), 90 Stat. 2349, enacting 31 U.S.C. § 1244(e); Crime Control Act of 1976,

Pub. L. No. 94-503, Title I, § 122(b), 90 Stat. 2418, amending 42 U.S.C. §3789(c); and

Copyright Act of 1976, 17 U.S.C. §505.

302 California v. Frito-Lay, Inc., 474 F.2d 774 (9th Cir. 1973), cert, denied 412 U.S. 908

(1973).

303 405 U.S. 251 (1972). See, generally, Handler and Blechman, "Antitrust and the Con-
sumer Interest: The Fallacy of Parens Patriae and a Suggested New Approach" (1976),

85 Yale L.J. 626, at 629-30.

304 Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976, Pub. L. No. 94-435, Title III,

§301, 90 Stat. 1383, enacting 15 U.S.C. §15c.
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damages on the basis of harm to the class as a whole ("aggregate assessment

of monetary relief'). 305

Another area in which decisions of the United States Supreme Court

have had a significant impact upon class actions under Rule 23 is with respect

to the appealability of certification orders. Before an action may proceed as a

class action, it will be recalled, it must be certified as a case that is appropriate

for class treatment. Certification orders have been classified as interlocutory,

rather than final, orders. 306 Since, according to statute, an appeal may be

taken only from a final decision, 307 certification orders are not, except in

certain narrow circumstances, immediately appealable. Where a class action

is not certified, and the representative plaintiff decides to continue the suit as

an individual action and obtains judgment, he may then secure a review of the

certification order. Although certification orders have been labelled inter-

locutory, a number of statutory and judicially created exceptions to the final

judgment rule have been relied upon, in special circumstances, to obtain an

immediate review of these orders. As a result, however, of the recent United

States Supreme Court decisions in Coopers & Lybrand v. Livesay 30^ and
Gardner v. Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., 309 two of the more frequently

utilized exceptions to the final judgment rule have been rendered inapplicable

in the class action context, thereby restricting severely the right to appeal a

class action certification order. 310

Finally, in Eisen v, Carlisle & Jacquelin 3u the United States Supreme
Court rendered a decision that threatened to discourage severely class actions

seeking damages. Of the numerous cases dealing with class actions, the Eisen

case is easily the most famous and most frequently cited. Since it has given

rise to a number of important issues, it will be revisited on several occasions

in this Report.

In Eisen, the Supreme Court made two significant rulings. First, pre-trial

preliminary hearings on the substantive merits of a class suit were ruled

improper under Rule 23. Secondly, it was held that individual notice to

identifiable class members is required in (b)(3) actions and that the cost of

305 See infra, ch. 14, sec. 3, for a discussion of the concept of aggregate assessment of

monetary relief.

306 Williams v. Mumford, 511 F.2d 363 (D.C. Cir. 1975), and Parkinson v. April Industries,

Inc., 520 F.2d 650 (2d Cir. 1975).

307 See infra, ch. 20, sec. 2(b)(ii)a. and b., for a discussion of the statutory and judicial

exceptions to the final judgment rule.

308 437 U.S. 463(1978).

309 437 U.S. 478(1978).

310 See infra, ch. 21, sec. 2(b), for a more detailed discussion of these cases and the matter

of appeals generally.

311 417 U.S. 156 (1974). In that case, the class plaintiff was one of several million investors

who had transacted odd-lot transfers during a four year period. The plaintiff brought an

antitrust action on behalf of himself and about six million other class members alleging

that two odd-lot firms who shared 99% of the volume of odd-lot trading had conspired

to monopolize the odd-lot industry and to fix an excessive odd-lot differential in

violation of the Sherman Act.
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this notice must be borne by the representative plaintiff. 312 A third issue, that

of "fluid class recovery", was raised, but not examined by the Court. 313

Prior to Eisen, district courts, in some instances, had held preliminary

hearings into the merits of the case before reaching a decision whether to

certify it as a class action. One of the reasons given for such a procedure was

that it would help to avoid unfair pressure on the defendant to settle

unmeritorious suits. 314 However, it was alleged that the effect of these

preliminary hearings was such that, once they were determined in favour of

the class plaintiff, any other objections to the suit proceeding as a class action

tended to be ignored. In Risen, the Supreme Court held there was no
authority under Rule 23 to conduct a preliminary hearing regarding the

substantive merits of a class action. The Court observed that such a procedure

involved the possibility of prejudice to the defendant, due to the absence of

the normal procedural safeguards available to litigants in civil trials. 315

The rulings of the Supreme Court that, in Rule 23(b)(3) class actions,

individual notice must be given to identifiable class members, and that the

cost of notice must be borne by the representative plaintiff, 316 have posed the

most severe threat to class actions. Before Eisen, a few courts had employed a

variety of methods for giving post-certification notice where the class was
large, including notice by publication or advertisement, and notice to a

representative sample of the class. The Supreme Court held that such

methods offended the requirement of Rule 23(c)(2) that "the best notice

practicable, including individual notice" should be sent to members of the

class who were identifiable through reasonable effort. In addition, the Court

held that there was no authority under Rule 23 for ordering the defendant to

pay the cost of notice, as had been ordered in some previous cases. Since, in

Eisen, the approximate cost of giving notice to the two million identifiable

absent class members was $315,000, the practical effect of the decision was to

end the suit.

The preceding discussion, however, should not be read as indicating that

the Supreme Court has been negatively disposed to class actions. Even in

Eisen, the Supreme Court noted the efficacy of class actions. 317 Indeed, since

1966, the Court has rendered several decisions favourable to class action

litigation. For example, in American Pipe & Construction Co. v. Utah, 1*™ the

312 See infra, ch. 13, for a discussion of notice.

313 For a discussion of this concept, see infra, ch. 14. sec. 3(a).

314 See Dolgow v. Anderson, 43 F.R.D. 472 (E.D.N.Y. 1968). In that case, it was held that

the test used was that the class action would not be certified unless the plaintiff could

show a "substantial possibility'' of prevailing on the merits.

315 See infra, ch. 7, for a discussion of certification and the proposed preliminary merits

test.

316 See, also, Oppenheimer Fund, Inc. v. Sanders, 437 U.S. 340, 98 S. Ct. 2380 (1978), which
held that identification of class members constitutes a part of notice and that the costs

of identification must generally be borne by the class representative.

317 Supra, note 311, at 161.

318 414 U.S. 538(1974).
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Supreme Court held that commencement of a class action would suspend a

limitation statute from running for all individuals who would have been

members of the class, but for the failure of the class to meet the numerosity

requirement of Rule 23(a)(1). 319 The Court held that, only after there has

been a decision that the class action should not be certified, would the

limitation period begin to run again. 320

More recently, the Supreme Court decided The Boeing Company v. Van
Gemert^ a case concerned with whether the fees of the successful class

lawyer could be charged against the fund recovered by the class action,

including the portion remaining unclaimed by members of the class. In

holding that the fees should be assessed against the entire fund, the Court, at

least implicitly, 322 appeared to accept the propriety of determining the

amount of damages owing to the class by means of an aggregate assessment,

as this had been the method by which the lower Court had computed the class

recovery. 323

This discussion of United States Supreme Court cases has attempted

neither to evaluate these decisions nor to examine in detail the doctrines that

were the subject matter of these suits. Such evaluation and discussion must

await later chapters of this Report in which the various aspects of an

expanded class action procedure will be discussed. They have been canvassed

to illustrate the attitude of that Court to class actions, which, in recent years,

may be characterized as one of cautious acceptance. 324

319 Subsequent cases interpreted the decision in American Pipe to support a broader

principle than that articulated by the Supreme Court. The case has been seen to apply

not only to cases where the class action has not been certified for want of numerosity.

Thus, the emergent principle is that the initiation of the class action will suspend the

applicable statute of limitation for all class members, even where the certification is

refused after the relevant limitation period has elapsed, regardless of the reason for

denying certification. See Haas v. Pittsburgh National Bank, 526 F.2d 1083 (3d Cir.

1975); Goldstein v. Regal Crest, Inc., 62 F.R.D. 571 (E.D. Pa. 1974); Eisen v. Carlisle &
Jacquelin, 417 U.S. 156 (1974), at 176, n. 13; Miller v. Central Chinchilla Group, Inc., 66

F.R.D. 411 (S.D. Iowa 1975); and United Airlines, Inc. v. McDonald, 432 U.S. 385

(1977).

320 See infra, ch. 19, for a discussion of limitation periods in the context of class actions.

321 lOOS.Ct. 745(1980).

322 While the Court made no objection to aggregate assessment, it should be noted that the

defendant did not appeal the aggregate award.

323 The Van Gemert case and aggregate assessment of monetary relief are discussed in more
detail infra, ch. 14, sec. 3(b)(i).

324 In Deposit Guaranty National Bank v. Roper, 100 S. Ct. 1166 (1980), at 1174, Chief

Justice Burger, who delivered the opinion of the Court, observed that, "[w]here it is not

economically feasible to obtain relief within the traditional framework of a multiplicity

of small individual suits for damages, aggrieved persons may be without any effective

redress unless they may employ the class-action device".

The preceding discussion of decisions of the United States Supreme Court is not

comprehensive. See also, for example. East Texas Motor Freight System, Inc. v. Ro-

driguez, 431 U.S. 395 (1977); Reiter v. Sonotone Corporation, 99 S. Ct. 2326 (1979); and

United States Parole Commission v. Geraghty, 445 U.S. 413 (1980).
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That there are countless class action decisions dealing with a range of

issues discourages the ready distillation of specific interpretative trends. It is

possible, however, to perceive an evolution injudicial attitude to Rule 23. For

example. Professor Arthur Miller, perhaps the leading authority on class

actions in the United States, and a proponent of the class action as a means of

redressing mass injuries, discerns three distinct periods in the development of

Rule 23. 325 In his view, the first period, immediately following the adoption of

Rule 23 in 1966, was characterized by an optimistic attitude about the

potential usefulness of the Rule as a means of "dispensing justice to socially

or economically disadvantaged groups as well as to small claimants general-

ly". 326 This initial receptiveness to class actions was evident in certain judicial

statements. Pronouncements, for example, that Rule 23 "should be given a

liberal rather than a restrictive interpretation", 327 and that "if there is to be an

error made, let it be made in favor and not against the maintenance of the

class action", were not uncommon. 32 *

Professor Miller suggests that, in their enthusiasm for the use of the class

action device, lawyers andjudges were somewhat lax in ensuring that putative

class suits satisfied the requirements stipulated by Rule 23. Certain class

actions were certified after only a cursory review of the prerequisites.

Moreover, in some cases, settlements and fee awards were not sufficiently

examined before judicial approval was granted. As a result, according to

Professor Miller, a period of reaction developed, in which judicial aversion to

class actions was evident. In this phase, "[f]ederal courts were much readier to

deny certification; attorneys' fee applications were eviscerated; interlocutory

appeals were sought, and many were accepted, to review certification

questions". 329

Professor Miller argues that, at present, class actions are in a third period

of development, marked by "increasing sophistication, restraint, and stabili-

zation in class action practice" 330 on the part of both the courts and class

action lawyers. Lawyers, in the face of negative judicial reaction to class

litigation, have responded by attempting to define classes and to describe

allegations with greater precision and clarity, resulting in smaller classes with

a concomitant reduction in problems of manageability. For their part, the

courts have begun to rely more on their various powers to supervise and

325 Miller, "Of Frankenstein Monsters and Shining Knights: Myth, Reality and the 'Class

Action Problem' " (1979), 92 Harv. L. Rev. 664.

326 ibid., at 678.

327 Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacquelm, 391 F.2d 555 (2d Cir. 1968), at 563.

32*Esplin v. Hirschi, 402 F.2d 94 (10th Cir. 1968), at 99, cert, denied 394 U.S. 928 (1969);

Kahan v. Rosenstiel, 424 F.2d 161 (3d Cir. 1970), at 169, cert, denied 398 U.S. 950

(1970). See the following cases as indicating that a liberal approach should be taken

towards the Rule: Lamb v. United Security Life Company, 59 F.R.D. 25 (S.D. Iowa

1972); Ostapowicz v. Johnson Bronze Company, 54 F.R.D. 465 (W.D. Pa. 1972); Nolop v.

Volpe, 333 F. Supp. 1364 (D.S.D. 1971); Berland v. Mack, 48 F.R.D. 121 (S.D.N.Y.

1969); Northern Natural Gas Company v. Grounds, 292 F. Supp. 619 (D. Kan. 1968); and

Snyder v. Board of Trustees, 286 F. Supp. 927 (N.D. 111. 1968).

329 Miller, supra, note 325, at 679.

330 ibid., at 680.
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administer class actions, rather than on denial of certification, to deal with

difficult class suits that otherwise satisfy the prerequisites of Rule 23. As we
shall discuss later, 331 judicial scrutiny of proposed settlements and fee

applications also has become more exacting.

Professor Miller concludes that these recent developments bode well for

the future of class actions. One important reason for his optimism is that

there has been extensive consultation among federal judges at meetings

conducted by the Federal Judicial Center, which has contributed significantly

to a growing expertise.

However, the conclusion that Rule 23 has proved to be an effective

procedural tool to deal with class actions is not universally held. In particular,

it has been argued that the Rule has been an inadequate and inappropriate

mechanism to deal with damage class actions aggregating small claims. 332

This view was accepted by the Office for Improvements in the Administration

of Justice, a division of the United States Department of Justice, which put

forward two draft statutes to reform Rule 23. 333 The most notable feature of

these proposals is that, generally speaking, class actions in respect of small

claims would be governed by a procedure entirely different from that which

would apply to other class actions. We shall discuss the recommendations of

the Office for Improvements in the Administration of Justice in some detail at

a later stage of this Report. At this juncture, we pause only to suggest that the

fundamental nature of these proposals indicates that the debate about the

efficacy of Rule 23 continues.

(ii) Class Actions in the State Courts

It has been said that the approach taken to class actions among the fifty

states is "characterized by diversity". 334 One can discern five basic class

action models. In addition, there are individual variations, of differing

significance, among numerous states in following one or the other of these

approaches. This complicates further the overall picture and increases the

difficulty of delineating accurately the trends in other than a general and
cursory way.

In brief, the five models are: (1) common law class actions; (2) the New
York Field Code of 1848, as amended in 1849; (3) the original Rule 23 of

1938, predecessor to the present Rule 23; (4) the present Rule 23; and (5) the

proposed Uniform Class Actions Act recommended by the National Confer-

ence of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws. In the following discussion,

331 See infra, ch. 20, sec. 3, and ch. 17, sec. 3(a), respectively.

332 See Berry, "Ending Substance's Indenture to Procedure: The Imperative for Compre-

hensive Revision of the Class Damage Action" (1980), 80 Colum. L. Rev. 299.

333 A Bill To provide for the reform of class action litigation procedures, United States

Department of Justice, Office for Improvements in the Administration of Justice, Bill S.

3475, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. (1978), and Small Business Judicial Access Act of 1979,

United States Department of Justice, Office for Improvements in the Administration of

Justice, Bill H.R. 5103, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. (1979).

334 Newberg, Newberg on Class Actions (1977), Vol. 1, §1200, at 294. See, also, Note, "State

Class Action Statutes: A Comparative Analysis" (1974), 60 Iowa L. Rev. 93.
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we shall provide a general survey of the class action regimes that exist in the

various states by reference to each of these fundamental models.

a. Common Law Class Actions

As we have explained earlier, 335 class actions began in the United States,

as in England and in Ontario, as a judicial development rooted in the

compulsory joinder rule that prevailed in the courts of equity. The states of

New Hampshire, Mississippi, and Virginia 336 have continued to rely on the

common law to regulate class litigation. Although there has been a paucity of

case law in these states, it appears that the courts have taken a restrictive

approach to class actions, tending to limit class suits to actions in equity. 337

b. New York Field Code

Five states - California, 338 Connecticut, 339 Nebraska, 340 South Caro-

lina, 341 and Wisconsin 342 — have followed the New York Field Code class

action provision. 343

The New York Field Code was a state code of civil procedure. As
originally enacted in 1848, it did not include a provision respecting class

actions, although it did incorporate a section making joinder of parties

mandatory when "united in interest". In 1849, the Field Code was amended
by the addition of a class action Rule, which provided as follows: 344

[A]nd when the question is one of a common or general interest of many
persons, or when the parties are very numerous and it may be impracticable

to bring them all before the court, one or more may sue or defend for the

benefit of the whole.

Of the several states that have adopted the Field Code, whether in

original or modified form, the experience in California is the most interest-

335 See supra, this ch., sec. 2(b).

336 See, generally, Howell, "Two Proposals for Change in Virginia Law — A Class Action

Procedure and a Consumer Fraud Law" (1973), 8 U. Richmond L. Rev. 1.

337 See Newberg, supra, note 334, § 1220b, at 342 and 358.

338 Cal. Code Civ. Proc. §382.

339 Ct. Gen. Stat. §52-105 (1958).

340 Neb. Rev. Stat. §25-319 (1943).

341 S.C. Code §§15-5-40 and 15-5-50(1977).

342 Wis. Stat. §803.08(1975).

343 N.Y. Session Laws 1848, c. 379, as am. by N.Y. Session Laws 1849, c. 438, §119.

344 For a description of the experience under the Field Code in New York, prior to its

repeal in 1976, see Comment, "Federal and State Class Actions: Developments and
Opportunities" (1975), 46 Miss. L.J. 39, at 69-72, and Homburger, "State Class Actions

and The Federal Rule" (1971), 71 Colum. L. Rev. 609, at 612-21.
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ing.^45 In the other states, the Field Code provision, while the subject of

diverse interpretations, generally has been interpreted restrictively. 346

Although, in theory, class actions in California are subject to a rule of

civil procedure based on the Field Code, Rule 23 has been adopted as a

"model" by judicial decision. 347 Moreover, in following Rule 23, it appears

that the courts have adopted a relatively liberal approach. This is particularly

evident in the treatment of notice. For example, in Cartt v. Superior Court in &
for County ofLos Angeles, 34^ a consumer class action brought on behalf of a

class of approximately 700,000 gasoline credit cardholders, the Court of

Appeals refused to order the class plaintiff to send notice by direct mail to the

absent class members. Reversing a trial court decision requiring such notice,

at an estimated cost of $70,000, the Court, distinguishing the Supreme Court
decision in Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacquelin, 349 endorsed a flexible approach to

notice.

A significant development for California class actions was a 1977

amendment to the Code of Civil Procedure authorizing an award of attor-

neys' fees to a successful party from his adversary when the action has

"resulted in the enforcement of an important right affecting the public

interest". 350 This statute would effectively avoid at the state level, the effect of

the decision of the United States Supreme Court in Alyeska Pipeline Service

345 Class actions in California have been discussed in numerous articles. See Comment,
"California: A Flexible Scheme" (1974), 68 Nw. U.L. Rev. 1024; Note, "Cam v.

Superior Court: Notice and Consumer Class Actions in California" (1976), 64 Calif. L.

Rev. 1222; Comment, "Consumer Class Actions in California: A Practical Approach to

the Problem of Notice" (1976), 7 Pacific L.J. 811; Labowitz, "Class Actions in the

Federal System and in California: Critical Analyses of Some Problems Raised by

Liberalization" (1974), 8 J. Beverly Hills B. Ass'n 7; Labowitz, "Class Actions in the

Federal System and in California: Shattering the Impossible Dream" (1974), 23 Buffalo

L. Rev. 601; Note, "Determining Class Maintainability in California" (1975), 27

Hastings L.J. 293; Comment, "The Progressive Transformation of Class Actions in

California" (1974), 12 San Diego L. Rev. 186; and Berk, "Daar v. Yellow Cab Co.: The
Advent of the Consumer Class Action in California" (1976), 10 U. San Francisco L.

Rev. 651.

346 See Newberg, supra, note 334, §1214, at 311-13. In "State Class Actions and the

Federal Rule" (1971), 71 Colum. L. Rev. 609, at 617, Professor Homburger concluded

that, "[i]n general, decisions in states that have retained the Field Code rule have been

erratic and unpredictable, ranging from total insensibility to modern economic and

social needs in most states, to utmost liberality in at least one state [that is, California]".

347 See Daar v. Yellow Cab Company, 67 Cal. 2d 695, 433 P.2d 732 (S.C. 1967); La Sala v.

American Savings & Loan Association, 97 Cal. Rptr. 849, 489 P.2d 1113 (S.C. 1971);

McGhee v. Bank of America National Trust & Savings Association, 131 Cal. Rptr. 482

(Ct. App. 1976); and Danzig v. Superior Ct. for County of Alameda, 151 Cal. Rptr. 185

(Ct. App. 1978).

348 50 Cal. 3d 960, 124 Cal. Rptr. 376 (Ct. App. 1975).

349 Supra, note 311. See infra, ch. 13, sec. 2(a)(i), for a discussion of how the United States

Supreme Court dealt with the notice issue in Eisen.

350 Cal. Code Civ. Proc. §1021.5. For commentary, see McDermott and Rothschild,

"Foreword: The Private Attorney General Rule and Public Interest Litigation in

California" (1978), 66 Calif. L. Rev. 138.
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Co. v. Wilderness Society^ in which it was held that, in the absence of

express statutory authorization, courts lack the power to make such an award.

c. Federal Rule 23 (1 938)

Earlier in this chapter, 352 we discussed former Rule 23, adopted in

1938, 353 which created categories of class action, known as "true", "hybrid",

and "spurious". We noted that the deficiencies of that Rule prompted a

movement for reform that culminated in the present Rule 23. The class action

rules of eight states — Alaska, 354 Georgia, 355 Louisiana, 356 Maine, 357 Michi-

gan, 358 North Carolina, 359 Rhode Island, 360 and West Virginia 361 — purport

to follow the example of former Rule 23. Yet, in adopting this model, several

states have effected such substantial changes that the emergent rule appears

to be of a fundamentally different character. For example, the rules of Maine,

Rhode Island, and North Carolina have abolished the three categories of

class actions established by former Rule 23, but have retained the require-

ment that the class members must be "so numerous as to make it impractic-

able to bring them all before the court". The Louisiana rule authorizes only

"true" class actions, while the Georgia rule omits "spurious" class actions.

The original Rule 23 did not include any provisions giving the court

power to "manage" the class action in order to ensure that the interests of the

absent class members were protected adequately. The drafters of the rules of

Michigan, Louisiana, and Rhode Island apparently perceived this omission

to be a deficiency, since their adaptations of the Rule do expressly confer this

power. 362

d Federal Rule 23 (1 966)

Thirty-two states have followed the example of the present Rule 23. Of

351421 U.S. 420(1975).

352 Supra, this ch., sec. 1(b).

353 308 U.S. 653(1938).

354 Ak. R. Civ. P. 23.

355 Ga. Code Ann. §81A-123 (1967).

356 La. Code Civ. Pro. Arts. 591-597 (1960).

357 Me. R. Civ. P. 23(1980).

358 Mi. Stat. Gen. Ct. Rule 208 (1968).

359 N.C. Gen. Stat. § 1 A- 1 , R. Civ. P. 23 ( 1 969).

360 R.I. R. Civ. P. 23(1966).

361 W.V. R. Civ. P. 23 (amended 1978).

362 Particularly interesting are the Michigan and Rhode Island class actions rules. They
include a "management" provision that had been recommended as an amendment to

the original Rule 23 by the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules in 1955, but was not
adopted by the Supreme Court. See Moore, Federal Practice (2d ed., 1980), Vol. IB,

H0.528, at 5625-33.
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these, sixteen have adopted the Rule as drafted without any modification. 363

Sixteen states 364 have emulated the general model of Rule 23, but have

effected a variety of amendments. The changes are so diverse that they are not

capable of summary. At this stage, we would merely like to draw attention to

certain notable changes made in some of these rules. When we later discuss

particular issues involved in the design of a class action procedure, we shall

examine, where appropriate, state modifications in greater detail. It should be

noted that, in our survey of other class action mechanisms, we have not given

equal attention to all state rules. Instead, we have concentrated our efforts on
the class action provisions of the states of New York, Illinois, and Texas,

because these are jurisdictions in which class actions recently have been

reassessed.

Several of the state rules have effected fundamental amendments to Rule

23. For example, the three categories of class action established by subdivi-

sion (b) of the Rule have been abolished in the rules of Arkansas, Illinois,

Massachusetts, New York, and Oklahoma, while less dramatic changes have

been made to the other prerequisites to the maintenance of a class suit in the

rules of Oregon, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. The requirement in (b)(3)

class actions of "the best notice practicable under the circumstances,

including individual notice to all members who can be identified through

reasonable effort" has been replaced by a flexible approach to post-certifica-

tion notice, either giving the court a discretion as to whether to order notice or

a discretion as to method, in the rules of Arkansas, Illinois, Massachusetts,

New Jersey, New York, Oklahoma, and Pennsylvania. Earlier, we observed

that one of the issues that Rule 23 did not address was the question of costs.

Although most of the state rules that are based on Rule 23 also fail to deal

with costs, this matter is addressed specifically in the rules of New York,

Oklahoma, and Pennsylvania.

363 Alabama, Ala. R. Civ. P. 23 (1973); Arizona, Az. R. Civ. P. 23 (1966); Colorado, Col.

R. Civ. P. 23 (1970); Delaware, Del. Code Ann., Chancery Rule 23 (1969); Hawaii, Hi.

R. Civ. P. 23 (1972); Idaho, Id. R. Civ. P. 23 (1976); Indiana, Ind. Code Ann. (Burns),

Tr. Prac. Rule 23 (1970); Minnesota, Mn. R. Civ. P. 23 (1968); Missouri, Mo. R. Civ. P.

52.08 (amended 1972); Montana, Mt. R. Civ. P. 23 (amended 1967); Nevada, Nv. R.

Civ. P. 23 (amended 1971); South Dakota, S.D. Comp. Laws, §15-6-23 (amended

1969); Utah, Ut. R. Civ. P. 23 (amended 1971); Vermont, Vt. R. Civ. P. 23 (amended

1971); Washington, Wa. Court Rules, Rule 23 (1967); Wyoming, Wy. R. Civ. P. 23

(amended 1970). For commentary, see Note, "Class Actions in Montana Under Rule

23(a)(3f (1962), 23 Mont. L. Rev. 201.

364 Arkansas, 3A Ark. Stat. Ann., Ark. R. Civ. P. 23; Florida, Fla. R. Civ. P. 1.220

(amended 1980); Illinois, Illinois Civil Practice Act, 111. Ann. Stat. ch. 110, §§57.2-57.7

(Smith-Hurd 1981 Supp.); Kansas, Ks. Code Civ. Proc. §60-223; Kentucky, Ky. R. Civ.

P. 23 (amended 1978); Maryland, Md. Code Rule 209 (1962); Massachusetts, Ma. R.

Civ. P. 23 (1974); New Jersey, N.J. R. Civ. P. 4:32 (1975); New Mexico, N.M. R. Civ.

P. 23; New York, N.Y. Civ. Prac. Law, §§901-909 (McKinney); Ohio, Oh. R. Civ. P. '23

(1969); Oklahoma, 12 Ok. Stat. Ann. §§13-18 (1978); Oregon, Or. R. Civ. P. 32 (1979);

Pennsylvania, Pa. R. Civ. P. 1701-1716 (1977); Tennessee, Tn. R. Civ. P. 23 (1970);

Texas, Tex. R. Civ. P. 42 (1977). For commentary, see Forde, "Illinois's New Class

Action Statute" (1977), 59 Chi. B. Rec. 120; Forde, "Class Actions in Illinois: Toward a

More Attractive Forum for This Essential Remedy" (1977), 26 De Paul L. Rev. 211;

Burman, "Class Actions in New York: A Terminal Case Gets Statutory Relief (1975).

4 C.A.R. 281; Recent Developments, "New York's Neglected Class Action Statute:

Rosen/eld v. A.H. Robins Co." (1979), 43 Albany L. Rev. 388; Note, "Class Actions in

New York: Recovery for Personal Injury in Mass Tort Cases" (1979), 30 Syracuse L.

Rev. 1187; and Black, "Class Actions Pursuant to Tennessee Rule of Civil Procedure

23" (1979), 46 Tenn. L. Rev. 556.
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e. Uniform Class A ctions A ct

The Uniform Class Actions Act 365 was the result of several years study by
the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws. As
articulated in its constitution, the object of the National Conference is "to

promote uniformity in state laws on all subjects where uniformity is deemed
desirable and practicable". It is a permanent body of "lawyers and judges of

standing and experience, and teachers of law in some of the leading law

schools" 366 who are appointed for fixed terms, usually three years in duration.

As the product of an august law reform body, the Uniform Class Actions

Act has been of particular interest to this Commission in its review of the

class action models of other jurisdictions. Accordingly, aspects of the

Uniform Class Actions Act will be discussed throughout this Report.

Although we examine the approach of this proposal to various class

action issues in later chapters, we would like to draw attention to certain

notable characteristics of the Uniform Class Actions Act as illustrative of its

relatively innovative nature. Unlike Rule 23, express provision is made for a

limited degree of participation by the state Attorney General. 367 The Uni-

form Class Actions Act is unique as well in including detailed provisions

governing monetary relief to the class. Among these is a provision, section 15,

that apparently authorizes aggregate assessment of the monetary relief to

which a class may be entitled. The distribution of monetary judgments
awarded to the class is subject to a reasonably comprehensive set of rules, 368

which provide, inter alia, that moneys not distributed to the class may be

distributed by the court to the state as unclaimed property, instead of to the

defendant.

The Uniform Class Actions Act has a detailed provision 369 concerning

the propriety of discovery in class actions. Of the existing class action rules in

the United States, Texas is the only other jurisdiction that has addressed this

issue, 370 although in a less sophisticated manner. 371 Finally, the Uniform
Class Actions Act has taken a comprehensive approach to the question of

lawyers' fees. 372 The significance of this initiative will be explored in a later

chapter which deals with the issue of costs. 373

365 National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws, Uniform Laws Ann.

(1975), Vol. 12 (Cum. Supp. 1981), at 20 (hereinafter referred to as "U.C.A.A.").

366 National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws, Uniform Laws Ann.

(1975), Vol. 12, ativ.

367 U.C.A.A., supra, note 365, §§9(a)(4) and 15(c)(8).

368 Ibid.,% 15(c).

369 Ibid., §10.

37OTex. R. Civ. P. 42(f).

371 Infra, ch. 16, sec. 4.

372 U.C.A.A., supra, note 365, §§16 and 17.

373 Infra, ch. 17, sec. 4(a).
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To date, only the states of North Dakota and Iowa 374 have adopted the

Uniform Class Actions Act recommended by the National Conference of

Commissioners on Uniform State Laws.

(f) Quebec

The Province of Quebec is the first Canadian jurisdiction to adopt a

revised class action procedure, the main provisions of which form a new Book
Nine of the Code of Civil Procedure .

375 The legislation was passed by the

Quebec National Assembly on June 8, 1978, and came into force shortly

thereafter. 376 Although there are important differences of substance between

the provisions of the Code and those of Rule 23 of the United States Federal

Rules of Civil Procedure, the influence of the Rule upon the structure of the

Quebec mechanism is clearly discernible.

Book Nine comprises articles 999 to 1051 of the Code, and is divided into

five Titles. 377 These provisions deal with the "class action", a phrase defined

by article 999(d) to mean "the procedure which enables one member to sue

without a mandate on behalf of all the members". As a consequence of their

location in the Code of Civil Procedure, these provisions are not restricted to

particular types of action but, rather, may be invoked in all proceedings.

Before commenting upon the significant features of the legislation, it may be

noted that the Code confers upon the Superior Court of Quebec exclusive

jurisdiction to hear class actions. 378 Further, the Chief Justice of the Superior

Court may designate a judge of that Court to hear a class action and, unless

the Chief Justice decides otherwise, the judge so designated will hear all

374 N.D. Cent. Code R. Civ. P. 23, and Iowa R. Civ. P. 42.1-.20 (1980). For commentary,

see Note, "The Iowa Uniform Class Actions Rule: Intended Effects and Probable

Results" (1981), 66 Iowa L. Rev. 1241.

375 R.S.Q. 1977, c. C-25, arts. 999-1051, as enacted by S.Q. 1978, c. 8, s. 3 (hereinafter

referred to as "C.C.P."). See, generally, Reid, "Le recours collectif au Quebec" (1978),

27 U.N.B. L.J. 18; Dussault, "Une nouvelle legislation: la loi sur le recours collectif"

(1979), 46 Assurances 345; Reid, "La loi sur le recours collectif: premieres interpreta-

tions judiciaires" (1979), 39 R. du B. 1018; Williams, "Class Actions - The Canadian

Experience" (1979), 53 L. Inst. J. 721; Bouchard, "L'autorisation d'exercer le recours

collectif" (1980), 21 C. de D. 855; and Barreau du Quebec, Formation permanente, Le

recours collectif (cours 38) (1978).

376 S.Q. 1978, c. 8. The legislation originated as Bill 39, entitled "An Act respecting the

class action". Bill 39 comprised three Titles. The first Title, entitled "Class Action",

amended the Code of Civil Procedure by adding Book Nine. The second Title, entitled

"Assistance to Class Actions", created the "Fonds d'aide aux recours collectifs", and

the third Title, entitled "Miscellaneous Provisions", contained certain amendments to

the Civil Code and to the Legal Aid Act, R.S.Q. 1977, c. A- 14.

377 The five Titles are as follows: Title One, entitled "Introductory Provisions", comprises

arts. 999-1001; Title Two, entitled "Authorization to Institute a Class Action", com-

prises arts. 1002-1010; Title Three, entitled "Conduct of the Action", comprises arts.

1011-1026; Title Four, entitled "Judgment", comprises arts. 1027-1044; and Title Five,

entitled "Miscellaneous Provisions", comprises arts. 1045-1051.

378 C.C.P., supra, note 375, art. 1000.
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proceedings relating to the class action. 379 Finally, it may be mentioned that

article 1045 provides that a court, at any stage in the proceedings in a class

action, may prescribe measures designed to hasten the progress of the action

and to simplify proof, if such measures do not prejudice a party or the class

members, and that the court may order the publication of a notice to the class

members when it considers it necessary for the preservation of their rights.

A basic characteristic of the Quebec legislation is that a class action

cannot be instituted without the prior authorization of the court. Article

1002, which imposes the requirement of authorization, and article 1003,

which sets out the factors that a court must consider in deciding whether to

authorize the action, provide as follows:

1002. A member cannot institute a class action except with the prior

authorization of the court, obtained on a motion.

The motion states the facts giving rise thereto, indicates the nature of the

recourses for which authorization is applied for, and describes the group on
behalf of which the member intends to act; the allegations of the motion are

supported by an affidavit. It is accompanied with a notice of at least ten days of

the date of presentation and is served on the person against whom the applicant

intends to exercise the class action.

1003. The court authorizes the bringing of the class action and ascribes the

status of representative to the member it designates if of opinion that:

(a) the recourses of the members raise identical, similar or related questions

of law or fact;

(b) the facts alleged seem tojustify the conclusions sought;

(c) the composition of the group makes the application of article 59 or 67

difficult or impracticable; and

(d) the member to whom the court intends to ascribe the status of

representative is in a position to represent the members adequately.

Under article 1002, an application for authorization is made by way of

motion, which should state the facts giving rise to the action, indicate the

nature of the remedies sought, and describe the group on behalf of which the

"member" intends to act. The word "member" is defined in article 999(c) of

the Code to mean a "natural person who is part of a group on behalf of which

a natural person brings or intends to bring a class action". Accordingly, it is

clear that, as a general rule, a corporation can be neither a class member nor a

representative plaintiff. 380

Article 1003(a), which requires a court to be of the opinion that the

m Ibid., art. 1001. See, also, Courts of Justice Act, R.S.Q. 1977, c. T-16, and Boisvert c.

Compagnie Forar Inc., C.S. (Montreal), le 28 septembre 1979 (500-06-000009-791),

where the class action was authorized by one judge, but assigned by the Chief Justice to

another judge to rule on the merits. The case is discussed in Reid, "La loi sur le recours

collectif: premieres interpretations judiciaires", supra, note 375, at 1018-19.

380 See art. 1048, which provides that a corporation incorporated under Part III of the

Companies Act, R.S.Q. 1964, c. 271 (see now R.S.Q. 1977, c. C-38), or a group

contemplated under art. 60 of the Code of Civil Procedure, may apply for representative

status under certain conditions.
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remedies sought raise identical, similar, or related questions of law or fact,

corresponds to the "commonality" provision of Rule 23. 381 Articles 59 and

67, referred to in article 1003(c), contain, respectively, a limited form of group

action procedure and provisions dealing with the joinder of parties. 382 The
policy of the Code is to make the new procedure available only where the

composition of the group makes the application of these other procedures

"difficult or impracticable". 383 While, at this stage of the procedure, the Code
does not contemplate a hearing on the merits, the words "seem to justify" in

article 1003(b) have been held to require the court to be of the opinion that

the facts alleged raise a substantial issue ("une apparence serieuse de

droit"). 384 No like provision exists in Rule 23. If these criteria are established,

article 1003(d) will apply and the court will grant the status of representative

plaintiff to a member of the group who satisfies the adequacy of representa-

tion requirement. 385

If the court authorizes the action to proceed as a class action, the

judgment granting the motion will describe the group whose members will be

bound by anyjudgment, identify the common questions and the relief sought,

and order the publication of a notice to class members. 386 The judgment may

381 The section has been interpreted restrictively. See Theroux c. Greffier de I 'Hotel de Ville

de Montreal, C.S. (Montreal), le 8 juin 1979 (500-06-000002-796), where authorization

was denied on the ground that "law or fact" was to be read conjunctively, and the

allegations disclosed only common questions of law. See, also, Lescelleur c. Maisons

Prefab Francis Ltee., C.S. (Gaspe), le 12 septembre 1979 (110-06-000001-79), where

authorization was denied in an action by owners of prefabricated homes, because the

house specifications and dimensions varied, although the defect was common to all. For

discussion, see Reid, "La loi sur le recours collectif: premieres interpretations judi-

ciaires", supra, note 375, at 1019-21.

382 Art. 59 contains the general principle that a person "cannot use the name of another to

plead". However, the article provides that where "several persons have a common
interest in a dispute, any one of them may appear injudicial proceedings on behalf of

them all, if he holds their mandate . .
.". See the definition of "class action" in art.

999(d).

383 See Demers c. Drolet, [1979] C.S. 1117, where authorization was denied on the ground

that art. 59 was appropriate, as the 65 class members were identifi-

able. But see Lapointe c. Syndicat national des employes de Vhopital Saint-Charles

Borromee, [1979] C.S. 1 1 19, where authorization was granted for a class action on behalf

of hospital patients during a specific period of time, although they were identifiable, on

the ground that application of arts. 59 and 67 was difficult (due to their mental and

physical states).

384 Le Comite Regional des Usagers des Transports en Commun de Quebec c. La Commission

des Transports de la Communaute Urbaine de Quebec (CTCUQ), unreported (May 11,

1981, S.C.C.).

385 In Nault c. Canadian Consumer Co. Ltd. (1981), 38 N.R. 205 (S.C.C.), at 209, the Court

of Appeal had denied authorization on the ground of inadequacy of representation as

members' claims might vary from that of the representative. The Supreme Court upheld

the decision on other grounds, and stated wiih respect to the remedy sought that it must

be "capable of providing an appropriate remedy for all the members of the group,

leaving those who prefer some other form of remedy to disassociate themselves from the

group". In Lescelleur c. Maisons Prefab Francis Ltee., supra, note 381, authorization was

denied on the ground of inadequacy of representation, as plaintiff's claims were much
more extensive than those of other members, and his proof of damage would not be

sufficiently characteristic of that of the class.

386 C. P.P., supra, note 375, art. 1005. Art. 1006 specifies the contents of the notice. See,

also, art. 1046.
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be appealed by the applicant or the respondent or, by leave of a judge of the

Court of Appeal, by a class member. 387 A member of the class may request his

exclusion from the class, and such a member is not bound by any judgment

obtained by the class representative. 388

Once the authorization stage of the proceedings has been successfully

concluded, the representative plaintiff may institute a class action. Recogniz-

ing the novel nature of a class action, the Code contains provisions that are

designed to facilitate the bringing of the action and to protect the interests of

the class members and the parties. 389

To guard against undue delay, article 1011 provides that a class action

must be commenced within three months of authorization, failing which any

interested party may apply to have the cause of action extinguished. By article

1012, subject to the exception therein specified, a defendant cannot raise any

interlocutory plea that relates solely to the plaintiffs individual claim; that is,

a defendant cannot raise such a plea unless it is "common to a substantial

part of the members and bears on a question dealt with collectively". Articles

1014 to 1021 amend the ordinary rules of civil procedure in a number of

respects, including the following: admissions; acceptance of offers; amend-
ments; discontinuance; intervention; examinations on discovery and medical

examinations; and examinations out of court. 390 For example, under article

1016, the class representative cannot discontinue the class action without the

consent of the court and except on the conditions that the court deems
necessary. Where conditions change, article 1022 allows a court to review the

judgment authorizing the bringing of the class action and, in appropriate

cases, to amend or annul the judgment. The same article also permits the

court, at any time, to redefine the class or create subclasses. Further, article

1023 provides that a class representative can only waive his status of

representative with the authorization of the court, while article 1024 regulates

the process of removal of a class representative and the appointment of a

substitute.

Where the class action proceeds to trial, every judgment that decides

questions of law or fact that are common to the class binds all members of the

class, as described in the judgment, who have not requested exclusion from

the class. 391 In the case of a money judgment, the judgment may provide

either for an aggregate assessment of damages ("collective recovery") or for

the filing of individual claims. 392 Given the res judicata effect of a judgment

387 Ibid., art. 1010.

388 Ibid., art. 1007. See, also, art. 1008.

389 Ibid., Title Three, comprising arts. 1011 to 1026. See, also, the explanatory notes to Bill

39. And see art. 1045.

390 See the explanatory notes to Bill 39.

391 C.C.P., supra, note 375, art. 1027. This article applies to every "final judgment". The
term "final judgment" is defined by art. 999(b) to mean "the judgment which decides

the questions of law or fact dealt with collectively". Art. 999(a) defines the word
"judgment" to mean "a judgment of the court".

392 Ibid., art. 1028.
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on the common questions, it is appropriate that notice of thejudgment should

be published and, as would be expected, the Code so provides. 393

As stated, where a judgment on the common questions takes the form of

a money judgment, it may provide for an aggregate assessment of damages
(the calculation of damages on the basis of harm to the class as a whole). The
conditions that must be met for this kind of relief are set out in article 1031,

which provides as follows:

1031. The court orders collective recovery if the evidence produced enables

the establishment with sufficient accuracy of the total amount of the claims of the

members; it then determines the amount owed by the debtor even if the identity

of each of the members or the exact amount of their claims is not established.

Where an aggregate assessment is ordered, the judgment may require the

defendant either to pay the money into court or to carry out a compensatory

scheme determined by the court. 394 Alternatively, the judgment may order

the defendant to pay part of the judgment into court, and to carry out a

compensatory scheme in relation to the amount outstanding. 395

Insofar as funds are paid into court, the Code enables a court, in the

judgment ordering aggregate assessment, to provide for the proof of individ-

ual claims or the distribution of an amount due to each class member. 396

Realistically, the Code envisages that circumstances may arise where amounts
are not claimed or are not distributed — for example, where all members of

the class cannot be identified — leaving a residue of the aggregate award,

termed in article 1033 "the balance". This result may also occur where the

court determines that proof of individual claims or distribution to each class

member is "impossible or too expensive". Where there is a balance, after

payment of disbursements, the fees of the representative's attorney, and the

claims of the class members, if any, the court is authorized to make
alternative provisions for the distribution thereof. 397 In the exercise of its

discretion, the court, after giving the parties and any other person it

designates an opportunity to be heard, is required to take particular account

of the interest of the members. 398

393 Ibid., art. 1030, which also provides for the content of such notice. See, also, art. 1046.

394 This provision for a compensatory scheme would apparently allow for what might be

referred to as a "cy-pres distribution". For a discussion of this type of distribution, see

infra, ch. 14, sec. 3(c)(v).

395 C.C.P., supra, note 375, art. 1032.

396 Ibid., art. 1033.

397 Ibid., art. 1034. Art. 1035 provides as follows:

1035. The claims are collocated in the following order:

1. law costs, including the costs of notification;

2. the fees of the representative's attorney; and

3. the claims of the members, if any.

398 Ibid., art. 1036. See, also, Barreau du Quebec, Formation permanente, supra, note 375,

at 42-44.
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Rather than provide for an aggregate assessment, the judgment may
order that the claim of each class member be decided on an individual basis.

The Code contains the procedure that applies to decide individual claims, 399 a

procedure that also has application when an aggregate award directs individ-

ual assessments. 400 By article 1038, the class member must file his claim

within one year at the office of the court of the district in which the class

action was heard, or of any other district as determined by the court. To
facilitate the proof of individual claims, the court may stipulate certain terms

and conditions and, further, the court may, if it "deems it necessary in the

interest of justice and of the parties, determine special modes of proof and

procedure". At this stage of the proceedings, the defendant can raise against

the plaintiff issues that relate solely to the plaintiff's individual claim, 401

issues that, as mentioned, the defendant is precluded from asserting pending

the determination of the common questions. 402

Article 1041 provides that a final judgment is subject to appeal "pleno

jure" by a party, and articles 1042 to 1044 contain provisions that deal with

appeals, including the circumstances when a class member may apply for

leave to appeal.

With one exception, 403 the Quebec class actions legislation does not

contain special rules dealing with costs. Accordingly, the general provisions

of the Code will apply, including article 477, which provides that, unless the

court orders otherwise, the losing party must pay all costs. However, the

legislation has created an agency, the "Fonds d'aide aux recours collectifs", to

facilitate the bringing of class actions. This agency will be discussed in more
detail in a later part of this Report. 404 Suffice it here to state that this publicly

administered method of financing class actions is an important and interest-

ing feature of the Quebec class action mechanism.

It is too early to state with any precision the full impact of the new class

action provisions upon the legal system of Quebec. However, a brief reference

to some statistics, describing the position up to February 2, 1982, may be of

interest. 405 Up to that date, there had been a total of seventy-seven motions
seeking authorization to bring a class action. Authorization had been granted

in twenty-one cases and denied in twenty-nine cases; the balance, twenty-

seven cases, were then pending or discontinued. Of the twenty-one cases in

which authorization had been granted, there had been eight appeals, four

having reached the Supreme Court of Canada. Nineteen appeals had been

399 C.C.P., supra, note 375, arts. 1037-1040.

400 Ibid., art. 1033.

401 Ibid., art. 1040.

402 Ibid., art. 1012.

403 As mentioned, art. 1034, which provides for the distribution of "the balance", does deal

with the payment of disbursements and the fees of the representative's attorney.

404 See, infra, ch. 17, sec. 4(b).

405 These statistics were provided to the Commission by M. Yves Lauzon, Directeur

general, Fonds d'Aide Aux Recours Collectifs.
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taken from among the twenty-nine cases in which authorization was denied;

one of these had reached the Supreme Court of Canada. Pursuant to the grant

of authorization, nine class actions had been commenced. Of these, five were

pending before the courts, and judgment had been rendered in four; in all

four, the class was successful.

3. CONCLUSION

The Commission has attempted to outline, with a broad brush, the

present law of class actions in Canada, England, Australia, and the United

States. As the discussion of the present law in Ontario should indicate, the

courts have sought in recent years to increase the flexibility of the class action

procedure governed by Rule 75 of the Supreme Court of Ontario Rules of

Practice. However, uncertainty still marks the availability of this important

procedural device in this jurisdiction.

In Ontario, class actions involving separate contracts between the

defendant and each of the members of a class would now seem to be

permissible, except where they involve claims for damages that must be

assessed individually. In such cases, the class action continues to run afoul of

the prohibition against class actions where damages are claimed that cannot

be established by common evidence, are not identical for each class member,

or are not readily ascertainable, for example, by mathematical calculation.

Yet, it would seem that the courts are prepared to countenance class actions

where the relief sought is an accounting, necessitating subsequent proceed-

ings to determine individual entitlement to monetary relief, and even damage
class actions where subsequent individual proceedings are necessary to

determine issues other than the quantum of damages, as in the Naken case.

This excessive preoccupation with the kind of relief sought, as opposed to a

functional consideration of whether the relief claimed can be administered

effectively, needs to be corrected.

The debate surrounding the meaning of the "same interest" phrase in

Rule 75 also has served little purpose. The focusing by the courts on this issue

has resulted in attention being diverted from perhaps the single most

important question in the class action context — what kinds of action are

appropriate for class treatment. While there is some evidence that the courts

might well devise a test that addresses itself to this question, it may be many
years before any such test receives general approval. The uncertainty that is

likely to reign in the interim will benefit no one.

Even if the courts were able to remove expeditiously the existing

prohibitions against the use of the class action device, the skeletal nature of

Rule 75 suffers from a host of procedural deficiencies that, we believe, can be

addressed only by wholesale reform of the law of class actions in Ontario. In

the words of Arnup J.A., speaking for the Court of Appeal for Ontario in

Naken v. General Motors ofCanada Ltd., 406 "it would be highly desirable that

there be enacted legislation or rules of practice or both, pursuant to which

such actions could be conducted". 407

406 Supra, note 7 1

.

407 ibid., at 793.
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The present Rule, with its "same interest" test, provides inadequate

protection for those persons on whose behalf a class action is brought. To
achieve any of the economies attributed to class actions, the judgment in a

class action must be binding on all the members of the class, for otherwise

class members would be free to commence their own actions against the

defendant if the class action brought on their behalf were unsuccessful.

However, it must be recognized that, because of the binding effect of a class

action, the rights of the members of the class will be determined in their

absence. If this is to continue to be the law, the absent class members must be

guaranteed at least adequate representation of their interests. This is not the

position today: under Rule 75, the representative plaintiff need not obtain

court approval to bring a class action. Under the present law, the representa-

tive plaintiff frequently will be the self-appointed guardian of the interests of

the class he purports to represent. The absence of any notice requirement

simply reinforces the need to ensure adequate representation.

The present law permits the representative plaintiff to sacrifice the

interests of the class members in other ways as well. Previously, we have

pointed out that the representative plaintiff is free to compromise the class

action without obtaining court approval. For example, he may agree to settle

his claim against the defendant for an amount in excess of the real value of his

claim. In this way, the defendant is able to "buy off" the class representative.

Such a settlement would be in the best interests of the representative plaintiff

and defendant; the other members of the class, however, might be left with no
recourse. It is also conceivable that the class representative might agree to

settle the whole action for an inadequate sum. Court approval of class action

settlements would minimize any such danger.

Earlier in this chapter, we described the inhibiting effect of the present

costs rules on class actions. Unless these costs rules are changed to facilitate

the use of the class action procedure, any other reforms of this device will be

meaningless. Particularly where the claim of the class representative is small,

the possibility of being confronted with paying the fees of one's own lawyer

and a party and party costs award in favour of a successful defendant will

deter all but the economically irrational from bringing a class suit, despite the

fact that this procedure may be "both convenient and in the public interest".

Many of the deficiencies of the present Ontario law of class actions, as we
have seen, have been addressed expressly by Rule 23 of the United States

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and by the class action legislation recently

enacted in Quebec. The class action procedures in these two jurisdictions

have been carefully considered by the Commission and have served as

important precedents in respect of many areas of the law relating to class

actions. However, before we embark upon a discussion of the Commission's
recommendations for reform of the law of class actions in Ontario, we wish to

turn our attention to a question that many have raised, that is, whether the

existing procedural alternatives to class actions can provide an effective

remedy in cases of mass wrongs. Chapter 3 of this Report seeks to answer this

key question.





CHAPTER 3

EXISTING PROCEDURAL
ALTERNATIVES TO CLASS
ACTIONS

1. THE LAW AND ITS DEFICIENCIES

In the introductory chapter of this Report, we noted briefly the changes

in Ontario society that have increased substantially the risk of what we have

referred to as "mass wrongs". In chapter 2, the Commission turned to an

examination of one method of dealing with mass wrongs, the procedural

device known as the representative or class action. It was our conclusion that

Rule 75 of the Supreme Court of Ontario Rules of Practice, 1 the Rule

governing the use of class actions in Ontario today, is seriously deficient.

Over the years, limitations imposed by the courts have severely restricted the

effectiveness of this procedural mechanism as a means of securing relief for

those injured as a result of a mass wrong.

Given the restrictions that have been placed on the present Ontario class

action procedure, and the need that we believe exists for some type of mass
remedy, a question that naturally comes to mind is what procedural alterna-

tives to the class action exist in the present law. This is a matter to which the

Attorney General directed specific attention when he referred the subject of

class actions to the Commission. In this chapter, we shall examine a number
of procedural alternatives to class actions, with a view to determining whether

they adequately fill the gaps left as a result of judicial constriction of class

actions. The alternatives that we shall consider are individual proceedings,

joinder and consolidation, test cases, intervention, and actions for a declara-

toryjudgment. We begin our survey with a discussion of the use of individual

proceedings to secure relief for persons injured as a result of a mass wrong.

(a) Individual Proceedings

(i) General

Perhaps the most obvious alternative to a class action is for each member
of the class or group of persons allegedly injured by the defendant to bring his

own action against the defendant. The main advantage of individual proceed-
ings to vindicate rights that have been infringed by another is that each
litigant may retain the counsel of his choice to prosecute the action. In this

1 R.R.O. 1980, Reg. 540.

[79]
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way, one can determine the objectives and general strategy to be adopted
during the course of the proceedings. In an individualistic society, such as our
own, this is a "right" that is highly valued.

In many cases, however, this right is likely to be more theoretical than

real. Individual proceedings, as a method of asserting one's rights, are a

practical alternative to group litigation of some sort only where the harm
suffered by the individual claimant justifies the financial costs of such
proceedings, or where the claim can be said to be "individually recoverable". 2

If the expense of maintaining an action against the defendant exceeds the size

of the claim, individual litigation will be economically irrational and, as a

result, such proceedings are unlikely to be brought. Such a claim may be said

to be "individually nonrecoverable". It can hardly be argued that individual

proceedings are effective in cases where the claim of each member of the class

is individually nonrecoverable. A class action, on the other hand, may
provide a means by which persons with individually nonrecoverable claims

are able to secure relief by reason of the economies that may be realized by
proceeding in this way.

It may be argued that claims that fall within the monetary jurisdiction of

the Small Claims Courts AcO or the Provincial Court (Civil Division) Project

Act4 are much more likely to be individually recoverable because of the

expeditious procedures governing proceedings in these courts. While, un-

doubtedly, the simplified procedures in the small claims courts and the

Provincial Court (Civil Division) of The Municipality of Metropolitan

Toronto make "civil remedies more accessible and [reduce] delays", 5 many
small claims continue to be individually nonrecoverable. On the one hand, a

small claim that can be established without great difficulty, and that does not

give rise to complex factual or legal issues, may well be rendered individually

recoverable as a result of the simplified procedures of these courts. On the

other hand, a claim, similar in amount, but giving rise to substantial issues of

fact and law, may not be transformed into an individually recoverable claim,

despite the existence of simple, straightforward, and expeditious procedures.

Even in the case of claims that are individually recoverable, individual

2 The terms "individually recoverable claims" and "individually nonrecoverable claims"

are taken from a recent article appearing in the Harvard Law Review surveying the law

of class actions: see Note, "Developments in the Law - Class Actions" (1976), 89 Harv.

L. Rev. 1318, at 1356.

We would point out that the distinction between individually recoverable claims

and claims that are individually nonrecoverable cannot be fixed with any degree of

precision; it will vary from case to case. For example, even a substantial claim that

gives rise to difficult factual or legal questions may fall into the category of claims that

are individually nonrecoverable. The size of the claim, the complexity of the issues

raised thereby, and the nature of the proceedings available for the resolution of the

claim, must all be taken into account in determining whether it can be said to be

individually recoverable or individually nonrecoverable.

3 Small Claims Courts Act, R.S.O. 1980. c. 476.

4 Provincial Court (Civil Division) Project Act, R.S.O. 1980, c. 397.

5 Ibid., s. 2.
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mass wrong, may be less than adequate. Despite the presence of some or all

factual or legal issues that are the same, a multiplicity of proceedings will be

the result if each person injured commences his own action. In the case of a

mass disaster, for example, the judicial resources of the Province would be

severely strained by a multitude of individual actions, and the spectre of

inconsistent verdicts, always a judicial concern, would be ever present.

(ii) Non-mutual Collateral Estoppel

Before turning our attention to the next procedural alternative to class

actions, we wish to comment briefly on recent developments in the law of res

judicata that, it may be argued, may make individual proceedings a better

method of dealing with mass wrongs. The traditional view of the doctrine of

res judicata is to the effect that "a final judicial decision pronounced by a

judicial tribunal having competent jurisdiction over the cause or matter in

litigation, and over the parties thereto, disposes once and for all of the matters

decided, so that they cannot afterwards be raised for re-litigation between the

same parties or their privies". 6 Consequently, any party to the litigation is

said to be estopped or precluded from disputing with any other party to the

litigation in any later proceeding any finding of fact or law made in the earlier

action. This aspect of the doctrine of resjudicata is known as the doctrine of

issue estoppel. The second aspect of the doctrine of resjudicata is referred to

as cause of action estoppel, since it has the effect of prohibiting any party to

the earlier litigation from asserting in subsequent proceedings any further

claim based on the same cause of action.

Perhaps the most important limitation on the doctrine of resjudicata, as

traditionally defined, is the fact that it may be invoked only by the parties to

litigation, or their privies. This restriction on the use of the doctrine, in recent

years, has been diluted by courts in the United States 7 and in England, 8

giving rise to what is known, at least in the United States, as the doctrine of

non-mutual collateral estoppel. In Ontario, however, at least to date, there is

scant authority supporting such a doctrine. 9

The doctrine of non-mutual collateral estoppel differs from the doctrine

of res judicata in two significant ways. First, the doctrine of non-mutual
collateral estoppel permits a person to invoke a decision of the court in a

particular case, even though he himself was not a party to the earlier

6 Spencer Bower and Turner, The Doctrine ofRes Judicata (2d ed., 1969), at 1.

7 For the most recent pronouncement of the United States Supreme Court on the

doctrine of non-mutual collateral estoppel, see Parklane Hosiery Co. v. Shore, 439 U.S.

322(1979).

8 See Hunter v. Chief Constable of West Midlands, [1981] 3 All E.R. 727 (H.L.), sub nom.

Mcllkennv v. Chief Constable of the West Midlands, [1980] Q.B. 283, [1980] 2 W.L.R.

689, [1980] 2 All E.R. 227 (C.A.). See, also, Tebbutt v. Haynes, [1981] 2 All E.R. 238

(C.A.).

9 The only reported Ontario case in which this doctrine apparently has been sanctioned is

Nigro v. Agnew-Surpass Shoe Stores Ltd. (1977), 18 O.R. (2d) 215 (H.C.J.), appeal

dismissed (1977), 18 O.R. (2d) 714 (C.A.). Compare Bashnick v. Mitchell (1981), 8 Sask.

R. 338(Q.B.).
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litigation. Secondly, the doctrine may be invoked only against a person who
was a party to the earlier litigation and who, it can be said, has had "his day in

court". A party to the earlier litigation cannot rely upon the doctrine to

preclude a non-party to that litigation from having his day in court. It is in

this way that the doctrine is said to be "non-mutual": a party to the earlier

litigation may have the doctrine invoked against him by a non-party, but he

may not invoke the doctrine against a non-party to that earlier litigation.

The relevance of the doctrine of non-mutual collateral estoppel in the

context of a mass wrong should be obvious. On the one hand, if a single

individual injured in such circumstances successfully sues a defendant, all

other persons similarly situated may be able, in their own actions, to rely on
the judgment against the same defendant. The cost of these subsequent

proceedings then would be reduced by the fact that some or all of the issues in

dispute no longer would have to be proved; the earlier judgment would
constitute the necessary proof, thereby rendering more of the claims individu-

ally recoverable. The defendant also may be encouraged to settle a great

many of these later claims. If, on the other hand, the defendant is able to

dispute liability successfully, he will not be able to use this judgment in

subsequent proceedings brought against him by others allegedly injured at

the same time or in the same manner, for they will not yet have had their day
in court.

However, even if the doctrine of non-mutual collateral estoppel were

adopted by Ontario courts, the benefits of the doctrine in the context of mass
wrongs should not be overemphasized. The existence of the doctrine does not

obviate the need for those who have been injured in such circumstances to

commence their own action against the defendant. It may reduce somewhat
the cost of individual proceedings, thereby transforming some claims that

would otherwise be individually nonrecoverable into claims that are individu-

ally recoverable. But even this benefit is dependent upon knowledge of the

earlier proceedings and their outcome. The need to commence separate

actions and the associated expenses, such as the cost of individual writs of

summons and individual pleadings, would not be obviated. While the

doctrine of non-mutual collateral estoppel would tend to minimize the

possibility of inconsistent verdicts, a multiplicity of proceedings would not be

avoided, with the result that the burden on the courts caused by a plethora of

individual proceedings would be only slightly reduced. In summary, although

the adoption by the Ontario courts of the doctrine of non-mutual collateral

estoppel would be of some assistance, in our view it would not dispose of a

great many claims that are the result of a mass wrong.

(b) Joinder and Consolidation

Individual claims may be aggregated in a number of ways under the

present Supreme Court of Ontario Rules of Practice. A class action is one

method of aggregating claims, but the procedures more commonly used for

this purpose are joinder and consolidation, which are governed by Rules 66
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and 319, respectively. These Rules provide as follows: 10

66. All persons may be joined in an action as plaintiffs in whom any right to

10 For the equivalent provisions in the Rules of Civil Procedure proposed by the Civil

Procedure Revision Committee, see Province of Ontario, Ministry of the Attorney

General, Civil Procedure Revision Committee, untitled Report (June 1980), Proposed

Rules of Civil Procedure, rr. 5.03(1) and 6, respectively, which read as follows:

5.03 Permissive Joinder of Parties

( 1 ) Multiple Plaintiffs

Persons may be joined as plaintiffs or applicants, provided

they are represented in the proceeding by the same solicitor, where,

(a) they assert any rights to relief (whether jointly, severally, or in

the alternative) in respect of or arising out of the same transac-

tion, occurrence or series of transactions or occurrences;

(b) any common question of law or fact may arise in the proceed-

ing; or

(c) it appears that their presence in the proceeding may promote the

convenient administration of justice.

6.01 Where Actions in Same Court

( 1

)

Where two or more actions are pending in the same court, and it

appears to the court that,

(a) some common question of law or fact arises in both or all of

them;

(b) the rights to relief claimed therein are in respect of, or arise out

of, the same transaction, occurrence or series of transactions or

occurrences; or

(c) for any other reason it is desirable to make an order under this

rule;

the court may order the actions to be consolidated, or to be tried at the same
time, or one immediately after the other, or may order any of them to be

stayed until after the determination of any other of them, on such terms as

may seem just.

(2) In any such order, the court may give such directions as may tend to

avoid unnecessary costs or delay and, for that purpose, the court may
dispense with service of a notice of trial and abridge the time for placing an

action on the list for trial.

(3) An order for the trial together of two or more actions, or for the trial

of one immediately after the other, shall be subject to the discretion of the

trial judge.

6.02 Where Actions in Different Courts

(1) Where the actions in question are pending in the Supreme Court and
in one or more county courts, an order under Rule 6.01 may be made on
motion to a judge of the Supreme Court and any such order may transfer any

action affected by the order to another court. Thereafter, any such action

shall be styled in the court to which the action is transferred and shall be

proceeded with as if it had been commenced in that court.

(2) Where the actions in question are pending in two or more county

courts, such an order may be made by the Chief Judge of the County and
District Courts of Ontario or by a master at Toronto.
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relief in respect of or arising out of the same transaction or occurrence, or series

of transactions or occurrences, is alleged to exist, whether jointly, severally or in

the alternative, where if such persons brought separate actions any common
question of law or fact would arise; but, if, upon the application of a defendant, it

appears that such joinder may embarrass or delay the trial of the action, the court

may order separate trials, or make such other order as may be expedient; and,

without any amendment, judgment may be given for such one or more of the

plaintiffs as may be found entitled to relief, for such relief as he or they may be

entitled to, but the defendant, though unsuccessful, is entitled to his costs

occasioned by joining any person who is not found entitled to relief, unless the

court otherwise orders.

3 1 9. Actions may be consolidated by order of the court.

Rule 66 is concerned with joinder, that is, cases where a group of persons

agree to bring their actions by means of the same writ of summons. '
' Rule

319, by contrast, is concerned with court-ordered consolidation of claims

brought separately; 12 a court will order consolidation of a number of

individual actions only where the requirements of Rule 66 are satisfied. 13 In

other words, the individual claims must all be in respect of or arise out of "the

same transaction or occurrence, or series of transactions or occurrences" and
they must give rise to a "common question of law or fact". Unless both these

requirements are met, joinder of claims under Rule 66 would be improper and
consolidation of a number of individual actions would not be available. 14

Although, on occasion, the courts have refused to order consolidation in

the case of a mass wrong, 15 there are a number of Ontario decisions in which

the courts have held the joinder of over 100 plaintiffs to be appropriate. For

example, in Bath v. Birnstihl,^ one of the defendants sought to have the

statement of claim, in which over 100 persons were named as plaintiffs, struck

out on the ground that it tended to prejudice, embarrass or delay a fair trial of

the action. The motion was dismissed. The Court found that the requirements

of Rule 66 were satisfied and went on to state as follows: 17

To require each plaintiff to bring a separate action would produce multiplicity of

actions and compel the proof of these similar facts in each case. This would be

most repetitious, expensive and cause great delay.

11 For a discussion of the joinder of plaintiffs, see Williston and Rolls, The Law of Civil

Procedure (1970), Vol. 1, at 408-09.

12 For a discussion of the law relating to consolidation of actions by different plaintiffs

against the same defendant, see Williston and Rolls, supra, note 1 1, at 414-15.

[3 Ibid.

14 Under the joinder and consolidation rules recommended by the Civil Procedure Revi-

sion Committee, it would be sufficient if either of these two conditions were satisfied.

See supra, note 1 0.

15 See, for example, Williams v. Township of Raleigh (1890), 14 P.R. 50.

'6 (1975), 1 1 O.R. (2d) 770 (H.C.J.).

^ Ibid., at 774.
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In Agnew v. Sault Ste. Marie Board ofEducation,^ the joinder in one action of

365 plaintiffs was upheld. Vannini L.J.S.C, commenting on the advantages of

joinder as opposed to the institution of separate actions by each of the named
plaintiffs, remarked as follows: 19

In appropriate actions such as the one before me now the Court and the

litigants are under a duty to avoid a multiplicity of proceedings with a view to one

judicial investigation and one judicial determination arising out of one set of

circumstances that are applicable to all claims, particularly in those cases where,

as here, they are all represented by the same counsel.

There is the additional duty, both on the Court and the litigants, to expedite

the determination of all the issues between them and to minimize the costs of the

litigation in which they are involved.

The remarks of Grant J. in Bath v. Birnstihl and Vannini L.J.S.C. in

Agnew v. Sault Ste. Marie Board of Education point out the advantages of

joinder and, a fortiori, consolidation in the mass wrong context. Undoubted-
ly, in such a case, joinder or consolidation is to be preferred to a multitude of

individual proceedings raising a common question of fact or law. This is not

to suggest, however, that joinder and consolidation are entirely adequate to

deal with all mass wrongs. Joinder and consolidation, as means of securing

relief for the victims of a mass wrong, suffer from many of the same
disadvantages as individual proceedings. Clearly, joinder and consolidation

will be of minimal assistance to individuals with small claims. While some
small claims may be transformed by joinder or consolidation into claims that

are individually recoverable — because the cost of proving certain issues can

be shared — most such claims will continue to be individually nonrecover-

able. The reasons for this are quite straightforward. The individual litigant

will be liable to pay his own lawyer's fees, whether the action succeeds or fails.

Moreover, if the action fails, he likely will be ordered to pay a portion of the

defendant's costs. Consequently, most small claims, even though they be
aggregated, will remain individually nonrecoverable.

Even in the case of claims that are individually recoverable, joinder and
consolidation may not be the most expeditious or economical method of

disposing of all the claims. For example, in the case of joinder or consolida-

tion, the defendant in the action would be free to examine for discovery all

the named plaintiffs with respect to the issue of liability, even though such

discovery might be repetitious and unnecessary. In a class action, under the

present law, the defendant would be able to examine for discovery only the

representative plaintiff, 20 thereby reducing substantially the cost of the action

and the time before the action goes to trial.

Joinder and consolidation, as procedural alternatives in the mass wrongs
context, suffer from one other major drawback. If the victims of a mass wrong
are a less than cohesive group, all are unlikely to be joined in one action.

Those victims with individually recoverable claims who are not made parties

18 (1976), 2 C.P.C. 273 (Ont. H.C.J.).

^Ibid.i at 280-81.

20 See supra, ch. 2, sec. 2(c)(iii)d.
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to the action, because their existence or whereabouts is unknown and they

have no knowledge of the action, will bring their own separate actions against

the defendant; the result will be a multiplicity of proceedings, with the

concomitant risk of inconsistent verdicts, additional expense for the parties,

and a greater burden on the courts. 21

(c) Test Cases

The third existing procedural alternative to class actions to be examined
in this chapter is the test case. The circumstances in which this procedural

technique frequently is employed, and the nature of the test action, are

summed up in the following passage from a leading Canadian text on the law

of civil procedure: 22

In certain instances, many actions have been commenced by different

plaintiffs against the same defendant based on similar allegations of fact, and one

action is selected as a test action. In these cases, on the plaintiffs' application

orders have been made that the proceedings in all actions be stayed until after the

trial of the 'test' action, notwithstanding that there might be differences of proof

in each action.

It would seem that a test case will not be ordered unless the plaintiffs wishing

to participate undertake to treat it as determinative of their rights against the

defendant. 23 It is also clear from the few reported cases concerning this

procedure that a test case may be ordered on the understanding that the result

will not be binding on the defendant. 24 If the action is disposed of without a

trial on the merits, the other plaintiffs, it would appear, will not be bound by
the result.25 Presumably, the advantages to the plaintiffs of proceeding in this

way, without the defendant being bound by the result, are the benefit of a stay

of their actions, with the resultant savings in cost, and the persuasive force of

any decision in their favour.

In addition to a court-ordered test case, there is always the possibility, of

course, of a test case that is wholly consensual, where no court order would be

required. As part of any such arrangement, both the plaintiffs and the

defendant could agree to be bound by the decision of the court in the test

case. Finally, the parties may decide to have one action go forward as a "test

case", on the understanding that they may not be bound by the result.

A classic example of a court-ordered test case is Bennett v. Lord Bury. 26

There thirty-eight actions were brought by different plaintiffs against the

21 The deficiencies of joinder and consolidation are shared by the trial together of a great

many actions, an order that can be made under the Supreme Court of Ontario Rules of

Practice, R.R.O. 1980, Reg. 540.

22 See Williston and Rolls, supra, note 11, at 415 (footnote omitted).

23 See, for example, Bennett v. Lord Bury (1880), 5 C.P.D. 339.

24 Ibid.

25 See Amos v. Chadwick (1878), 9 Ch. D. 459 (C.A.).

26 Supra, note 23.
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directors of a company to recover moneys deposited with the company for

investment, and alleged to have been used for other than that purpose. The
ordering of a test case in the circumstances was upheld. The following brief

remarks of Lindley J. allude to the obvious advantages of a test case over

thirty-eight individual actions where the issues to be determined are similar, if

not identical: 27

The first thing that strikes one is this, whether or not there has been on the part of

the plaintiffs an abuse of the process of the Court by bringing several actions

simultaneously in respect of a matter which is more or less common to all the

plaintiffs. If that were the case, one would know how to deal with it. The obvious

reasons, however, for bringing several actions, are, the one, to save any question

as to the Statute of Limitations, and the other to obviate an equally nice question

as to whether an action by one on behalf of himself and others would lie under the

circumstances of this case. I must confess I do not see how the defendants can be

hurt by this order. It is true it has the effect of keeping several actions hanging

over their heads .... On the other hand, the order prevents the defendants from

being subjected to the unnecessary burden of the costs of thirty-eight actions,

when the whole matter in controversy may be settled in one.

Comments similar to those of Lindley J. can be found in the judgment of

Jessel M.R. in the earlier case of Amos v. Chadwick. 2 * In this case, seventy-

eight separate actions were commenced by a like number of plaintiffs against

the defendants in which damages were claimed on the ground that a

prospectus issued by the defendants, promoters of a company, contained

fraudulent misrepresentations. The plaintiffs claimed to have been induced to

purchase shares of the company on the basis of these fraudulent misrepresen-

tations. Addressing himself to the benefits of the test case procedure, Jessel

M.R. stated as follows: 29

All the actions raise substantially the same question. Of course it would have

been a scandal to the administration of justice if all the seventy-eight actions had
been allowed to proceed, and in some way or other provision ought to have been

made for the trial of the real question between the parties in a single action, if that

was possible. Sometimes such a course is not possible, because people will not be

reasonable and will not consent. In that case, I take it, the Court could stay the

proceedings in all the actions but one, and see what becomes of that one.

However, in the present case the parties were reasonable, and the result was that

Robinson v. Chadwick was fixed upon as a test action.

Again, while the test case procedure, like joinder and consolidation, may
be more economical and efficacious than a host of individual proceedings,

and in some cases may be a practical alternative to a class action, it is a less

than satisfactory way of providing relief to persons injured as a result of a

mass wrong. First, the test case procedure is not adequate where the claims

are individually nonrecoverable. Since, by definition, claimants will not assert

these claims, they cannot benefit from the bringing of a test case. Secondly, in

the case of claims that are individually recoverable, the test case procedure

suffers from a number of major drawbacks. For example, it may be very

difficult to obtain the consent of all those who have commenced their own

27 Ibid., at 343-44.

28 Supra, note 25.

29 Ibid., at 462-63.
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action that one of the many actions should be tried as a test case. The
plaintiffs would have to come to an agreement regarding the particular action

that should go forward. The choice of counsel to prosecute the test case may
also give rise to disagreement among the plaintiffs. A more important

drawback is the fact that the defendant may not agree to be bound by the

result of the test case. In such a case, if the result of the test case is

unfavourable to him, the defendant nevertheless may require the plaintiffs to

proceed with their actions individually, perhaps at great expense. Moreover,

the trial of these claims will have been substantially delayed by the resolution

of the test case, during which time the other actions will have been effectively

frozen.

(d) Other Procedural Devices

The procedures discussed in the previous sections of this chapter are the

major existing procedural alternatives in Ontario to class actions. They are

not, however, the only possible procedural alternatives. For example, it may
be argued that, in some cases, a liberal intervention rule would be a substitute

for a class action. At the present time, the Supreme Court of Ontario Rules of

Practice are silent on the subject of intervention, that is, the right of a

non-party to participate in some way in an action that concerns or affects his

rights. Despite the absence of an express rule respecting intervention, the

courts have permitted intervention in very limited circumstances. 30 Even
assuming the adoption in Ontario of a liberal intervention rule, 31 its benefits

in the context of mass wrongs would be minimal. A right of intervention

would be of little or no assistance to persons with individually nonrecover-

able claims, for in many cases the costs associated with even this limited

participation would exceed the amount in issue. In the case of claims that are

individually recoverable, intervention on a scale sufficiently large to achieve

any economies probably would result in undue complexity, confusion, and

delay.

30 For a discussion of the subject of intervention, see Williston and Rolls, supra, note 1 1.

at 257 et seq.

31 See the proposal of the Civil Procedure Revision Committee in its 1980 Report, supra,

note 10. Rule 15 of the Proposed Rules of Civil Procedure provides as follows:

15.01 Leave to Intervene as Added Party

(1) Where any person, who is not a party to a proceeding, claims an

interest in the subject matter of the proceeding or that he may be adversely

affected by a judgment in the proceeding or that there exists between himself

and one or more of the parties to the proceeding a question of law or fact in

common with one or more of the questions in issue in the proceeding, he may
apply to the court for leave to intervene therein as an added party.

(2) On any such motion, the court shall consider whether or not the

intervention will unduly delay or prejudice the determination of the rights of

the parties to the proceeding and the court may add such person as a party to

the proceeding and may make such order as to pleadings, production and

discovery and impose such conditions as to costs or otherwise as may seem

just.

15.02 Leave to Intervene Without Being Added

Any person may, with leave of the court and without becoming a party

to the proceeding, intervene therein as a friend of the court for the purpose of

rendering assistance to the court by way of argument.
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Although not really an alternative to class actions, it may be argued that

a particular kind of class action - that is, a class action for a declaration of

the rights of the members of the class or of the obligations, duties, or liability

of the defendant to the class - can be usefully employed in the case of a mass

wrong. 32 The major advantage of proceeding in this way is that all those

affected by a mass wrong would be bound by the result in the single action. It

was this procedural technique, it will be recalled, that was employed with

judicial approval in Prudential Assurance Co. Ltd. v. Newman Industries Ltd. 33

While obviously useful in some cases, a declaratory class action has

certain drawbacks. Given the present Ontario class action Rule, such an

action could be brought without the consent of the class members or the

approval of the court 34 and, consequently, the interests of absent class

members would be inadequately protected. Another general criticism of class

actions under Rule 75 and under the present law that is applicable to

declaratory class actions is the disincentive to class actions resulting from the

existing costs rules. 35

The procedure used in the Prudential Assurance case requires that each

class member commence his or her own action on the basis of the declaratory

class action judgment. 36 This means that many claims, while rendered more
economically feasible, will remain individually nonrecoverable. These claims,

therefore, are still unlikely to be pursued. Moreover, before individual cases

based on a declaratory class action judgment can be brought, the class

members must be cognizant of the existence of a class action brought on their

behalf and, more importantly, of the outcome of the suit. Since the present

class action Rule does not oblige the representative plaintiff to notify the

32 See Barrett, "Representative action for damages; towards a judge-made class action

system?" (1980), 54 Aust. L.J. 688.

33 Prudential Assurance Co. Ltd. v. Newman Industries Ltd.. [1980] 2 W.L.R. 339, [1979] 3

All E.R. 507 (Ch.) (subsequent references are to [1979] 3 All E.R.). For a discussion of

this case, see supra, ch. 2, sec. 2(a).

In a recent case in British Columbia, the Court dismissed a class action for declara-

tory relief on the ground that an individual action for a declaration would be "superior"

to a class action: see McLellan v. Insurance Corp. of British Columbia (1981), 125 D.L.R.

(3d) 365, 21 C.P.C. 251 (B.C.S.C). On appeal to the British Columbia Court of Appeal,

the order of McKenzie J. was upheld on other grounds, and without commenting on the

scope of discretion enjoyed by a court under the present British Columbia class action

rule: see McLellan v. Insurance Corp. of British Columbia, unreported (November 20,

1981, B.C.C.A.).

It should be noted that the British Columbia class action rule, unlike r. 75 of the

Supreme Court of Ontario Rules of Practice, gives courts a discretion whether to permit

an action to proceed in class form. Rule 5(11) of the British Columbia Supreme Court

Rules, B.C. Reg. 310/76 as am., provides as follows:

5. -(11) Where numerous persons have the same interest in a proceeding, other

than a proceeding referred to in subrule (17), the proceeding may be commenced
and, unless the Court otherwise orders, continued by or against one or more of

them as representing all or as representing one or more of them.

34 See supra, ch. 2, sec. 2(c)(iii)a. and b.

35 Ibid., sec. 2(c)(iii)e.

36 Supra, note 33, at 516, 517, and 518-19.
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members of the class of the suit brought on their behalf, many class members
may be unaware of a declaratoryjudgment in their favour.

2. DEFICIENCIES IN EXISTING PROCEDURAL ALTERNATIVES:
SOME RECENT ILLUSTRATIONS

The exact effect of the procedural deficiencies discussed in the previous

section of this chapter cannot be stated or measured in the abstract with any

degree of precision. Accordingly, we believe that it will be useful to discuss

these deficiencies in the context of some recent examples of cases involving

alleged mass wrongs, where, out of the same act or similar acts, a number of

individuals have suffered injury or damage to their person or property. By the

term "mass wrongs", we do not mean to refer only to some catastrophic

event, affecting millions, thousands, or even hundreds of persons. Rather, we
intend to use the term generally to describe cases in which the injury or

damage caused by a set of facts is not unique to one individual, but is suffered

by a number of persons.

In the following sections, we shall discuss the Mississauga train derail-

ment and chlorine spill, the previously mentioned Naken case, 37 involving

allegedly defective Firenza automobiles, the installation in homes of urea

formaldehyde foam insulation emitting formaldehyde gas, and the recent

collapse of several related financial and investment institutions operating in

Ontario, particularly Re-Mor Investment Management Corporation and
Astra Trust Company. The deficiencies in the existing procedural law will be

described most fully in the context of the Mississauga accident; however, we
are of the view that the comments we make in that context apply generally to

the other situations canvassed.

Clearly, the examples we have chosen are ones that have received a good
measure of publicity at the provincial, and even the national, level. However,

while in this sense somewhat notorious, they are but illustrative of what we
have called mass wrongs and cannot be viewed as unique, isolated instances.

The examples cover a wide variety of rather traditional claims in tort and
contract; they involve claims for personal injury, property damage, and pure

economic loss. Although large numbers of individuals and businesses are

affected, by this very fact the examples do serve to illustrate graphically the

scope of injury and damage that may be suffered in today's world.

(a) The Mississauga Train Derailment

On November 10, 1979, several tankers, containing chlorine, propane,

and other explosive and flammable chemicals, and pulled by a Canadian

Pacific Railway engine, derailed in Mississauga, Ontario, as a result of a "hot

37 Naken v. General Motors of Canada Ltd. (1978), 21 O.R. (2d) 780, 92 D.L.R. (3d) 100

(C.A.).
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box" 38 on another car. 39 Subsequent to the derailment, some of the tankers

exploded and extremely poisonous chlorine gas escaped. Due to the danger

posed by the gas, approximately 250,000 people were evacuated from

Mississauga for six days. Yet, notwithstanding the obvious gravity of the

accident, it easily could have taken on far more serious proportions; had the

derailment occurred a few miles down the track, the forced evacuation would

have involved a million or more Toronto residents. Even so, the fate of many
such residents depended upon the wind direction and velocity subsequent to

the accident.

While the exodus from Mississauga was likely the largest evacuation in

Canada, the incident itself can hardly be viewed as unique. Train derailments

involving the emission of deadly poison have not been infrequent in Canada,

the United States, and elsewhere, and in some cases lives have been lost or

serious injury suffered as a result. 40 Moreover, the rapidly increasing demand
for chemicals, and their transportation in vast quantities by rail through

densely populated areas, raises the possibility that more devastating acci-

dents, involving large numbers of persons, will occur in the future. 41

Not surprisingly, the six day Mississauga evacuation was extremely

disruptive. More serious than the inconvenience of moving, however, was the

estimated $80-$ 100 million in damages caused by the evacuation, represent-

ing only lost wages and lost business profits. Other claims — for example,

out-of-pocket expenses for food and accommodation for evacuees — were less

substantial, but nonetheless not insignificant to those involved. The resolu-

tion of the claims that have not been settled will be an extremely difficult and
time-consuming task, for the legal and factual issues to be determined in

order to assess liability and damages are very complex. Not only are several

potential defendants directly involved, but suits may be instituted against

insurance companies who have stated that standard residential insurance

policies and business interruption insurance policies do not cover various

types of claim asserted by some evacuees.

With respect to the determination of the precise cause of the accident, a

preliminary investigation was undertaken by the Canadian Transport Com-
mission. This probe was then replaced by a federal Commission of Inquiry

headed by Mr. Justice Samuel Grange. 42 Hearings before the Commission of

38 A "hot box" is an overheated journal box (the mechanism that houses the wheel bearing

of a train car). As a result of the overheating, an entire set of wheels was torn off a car

on the train almost two miles before it derailed.

39 The following information concerning the Mississauga train derailment is taken largely

from newspaper accounts.

40 A very recent example took place in Mexico in early August 1981. A freight train

derailed, spewing 4,000 gallons of chlorine gas into the air north of Mexico City. Initial

reports indicated that at least 28 persons were killed and that more than 1,000 were
poisoned.

41 With respect to the transportation of dangerous substances, see the federal Transporta-

tion of Dangerous Goods Act, S.C. 1980, c. 36, and the Ontario Dangerous Goods
Transportation Act, 1981, S.O. 1981, c. 69 (not yet proclaimed in force).

42 The Commission of Inquiry was established pursuant to Part I of the Inquiries Act,

R.S.C. 1970, c. 1-13: see Order-in-Council, P.C. 1979-3286 (December 4, 1979). The
Commission's report was entitled Report of the Mississauga Railway Accident Inquiry

(1980).
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Inquiry have served to define further the issues of fact and law that may be
common to the wide range of claims that are likely to be litigated. In large

measure, the hearings took on the appearance of an argument among
potential defendants concerning responsibility for the accident. Quite obvi-

ously, the Canadian Pacific Railway has been singled out as a primary target.

The sheer complexity of the fact situation, and the diversity of possible

claims, make it clear that the resolution of even those issues of fact and law

that are common to all claims brought for monetary relief is likely to be

extremely burdensome for Ontario courts. If all these common issues have to

be determined in individual actions, the interference with the normal
functioning of Ontario courts will be substantial.

At an early stage, Canadian Pacific Railway endeavoured to minimize

potential litigation by means of a limited offer to pay out-of-pocket expenses

to Mississauga residents. At the termination of its offer, it was reported that

the railway ultimately had paid approximately $7.7 million in connection

with 40,600 claims respecting 121,000 people. These payments, however,

covered only about half the evacuated population. There still remains, then, a

real possibility of the institution of a considerable number of individual

actions, even if most persons who have not settled do not sue.

The Canadian Pacific Railway settlement scheme was highly controversi-

al since, in return for the out-of-pocket reimbursement payments, the railway

insisted that each claimant sign a form releasing "all claims against Canadian

Pacific Ltd., in any way connected with the derailment of CP Train 54 at

Mississauga . .
.". In this connection, it should be noted that an emergency

legal aid clinic was established by the Law Society of Upper Canada to

provide assistance to persons respecting the release form. During its month
long existence, the clinic gave advice to about 1,500 people who were

concerned that, by signing the release, they would be precluded from
pursuing subsequent claims for lost wages, lost profits, personal injury, or

property damage. It will be noted that this assistance was extended to only a

small fraction of the people who signed the release. To the extent that some
claimants did not appreciate what they were doing when they signed the

release, it seems possible that litigation concerning its binding effect will be

added to the complex array of legal issues already arising out of the

Mississauga derailment.

While the situation is still fluid, the fallout from the derailment has

involved a very large number of actions commenced or contemplated. Some
of the writs issued are on behalf of single individuals or businesses, while

other writs join several plaintiffs in one action. It has been reported that one

action has been launched on behalf of hundreds of Mississauga residents and

businesses against Canadian Pacific Railway and eighteen other defendants,

including Hawker Siddeley Canada Ltd., Dow Chemical of Canada Ltd.,

Shell Canada Ltd., and the Canadian Transport Commission. Some actions

have been launched or are contemplated against insurers, the Mississauga fire

chief, the Mississauga police chief, and the Crown in right of Ontario.

The orthodox and prevailing interpretation of Rule 75, prohibiting as it

does the use of class actions where individual assessment of damages in
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subsequent proceedings involving the defendant is required, 43 has precluded,

and presumably will continue to preclude, the successful institution of a class

action to deal with the Mississauga case. As a result, several lawyers have

been dealing with the legal problems attendant upon the derailment and

escape of poisonous gas by means of individual proceedings and joinder.

Other lawyers have not yet issued writs on behalf of their clients; some are

hoping for a negotiated settlement, while others are hoping for some other

method of resolving the matter. It may be said, however, that a good many
actual or expected participants are not entirely sanguine that such resolution

will be rapidly or easily forthcoming.

In section 1 of this chapter, the Commission considered existing procedu-

ral alternatives to class actions, including individual proceedings, joinder and

consolidation, declaratory relief, and test cases. As we shall see below, these

alternatives — and particularly the first three — are inadequate to cope fully

with the Mississauga litigation. In making this observation, the Commission
does not wish to minimize the potentially beneficial results of judicial

creativity and of good will among the many participants in the legal drama.

Clearly, since a class action most likely is precluded in respect of the accident,

and with very few options open to lawyers and the courts if the matter is to be

dealt with satisfactorily, there may be a strong incentive to cooperate and

resolve the litigation as expeditiously and reasonably as possible. Indeed, at

the time of writing, it is anticipated that all county, district, and small claims

court actions will be moved into the Supreme Court and that a single judge

will deal with all interlocutory motions up to trial; however, it is not clear

what procedure or procedures will be followed at a later stage in the

proceedings.

Even if some consensus were possible, the Commission is of the view that

the resolution of disputes ought not to depend simply on strong inducements

to cooperate; the law must itself provide a firmer basis to deal with conflicts

in society. As we have stated, the present procedural alternatives available to

the courts, to lawyers, and to the injured parties, do not serve the ends of

justice in a wholly adequate fashion. Bearing in mind the Mississauga case, it

may be said that those who emphasize the satisfactory nature of the present

procedural law generally focus their attention on the resolution of claims in

respect of which legal advice has been sought and in respect of which

litigation is pending or at least reasonably contemplated. That is to say,

attention has been concentrated primarily, if not exclusively, on what have

been called individually recoverable claims, where the anticipated financial

benefits of litigating the claims outweigh the anticipated financial (and,

indeed, other) costs of seeking legal advice and engaging in such litigation.

Where, after making this type of cost-benefit calculation, having regard to

financial, cultural, psychological, and other factors, a potential claimant

decides not to pursue his claim, existing procedural mechanisms for resolving

disputes in court become largely irrelevant.

It is our view, to be considered in more detail in a subsequent chapter of

this Report, 44 that existing impediments restricting access to justice by

43 See supra, ch. 2, sec. 2(c)(ii)b.

44 See infra, ch. 4.
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injured persons with individually nonrecoverable claims can and should be

eradicated by remedial legislation. We do not suggest that all claims, however

small, justify the adoption of new legislation promoting fuller access to the

courts. However, it remains clear that, whatever the efficacy of existing

methods of resolving the many issues involved in the Mississauga chlorine

spill — and we repeat our view that such methods are not in fact entirely

adequate — they will not afford relief to persons whose claims are significant,

but yet not substantial enough to warrant the expenditures involved in

seeking legal advice and taking legal proceedings. This criticism — relating to

accessibility - is most obviously directed at the alternative of individual

proceedings, but applies equally, for example, to joinder, consolidation, and

test cases. They all are premised on the existence of persons with individually

recoverable claims, and have little or no bearing on the disposition of other

claims.

In addition to the inadequacy of existing procedures to deal satisfactorily

with individually nonrecoverable claims, such procedures suffer from other

deficiencies. In the Mississauga context, the commencement of individual

proceedings will result in a multiplicity of legal proceedings to resolve matters

that in fact are common to all the claims. Consequently, there will be

increased delays and costs, as well as a distinct possibility of inconsistent

decisions. Nor canjoinder and consolidation be fully effective, although these

alternatives are preferable to the institution of many individual actions. In the

case of the Mississauga derailment, involving potentially a great many legal

proceedings, it is not likely that agreement could be reached to join all

plaintiffs in a single action, even assuming the desirability and efficacy of

such a procedure. The absence of a single coherent group of plaintiffs who
could formally agree to concerted action is reflected in the many writs issued

or contemplated by several uncoordinated, independent groups. Without any

coordination, these actions, like the actions of individuals, would still have to

be tried separately, relitigating questions common to them all, so that there

would again be a wasteful expenditure of time and money and the possibility

of inconsistent verdicts.

While, under Rule 75, a class action for damages requiring individual

assessment would not be possible in the Mississauga context, a class action

commenced for a declaration in respect of certain common questions, such as

liability, might stand a better chance of success if it were readily available in

Ontario courts. 45 Such a procedure conceivably could serve to resolve

common issues in a more expeditious and less costly manner than the

procedural alternatives described above. Moreover, in addition to these

merits, declaratory relief might result in some individually nonrecoverable

claims becoming individually recoverable, since the cost of litigating the

common issues could be shared by all members of the class. However, as we
have indicated earlier, success in obtaining a declaration would be but a

prelude to further necessary litigation; class members would have to bring

separate proceedings on thejudgment in order to obtain monetary relief.

The generally perceived inadequacy of most existing procedural alterna-

tives to resolve effectively, efficiently, and equitably all the Mississauga

45 See the discussion supra, this ch., sec. 1(d).
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litigation has fostered some speculation on the part of many that a test case,

or test cases, would best serve to determine at least those issues that are

common to the pending or anticipated actions. Indeed, such speculation

appears to have some factual foundation. The Commission understands that,

after all interlocutory motions have been disposed of, and after discoveries, a

test case, or test cases, may be selected in respect of some or all of the

common questions arising in the actions that have been instituted. All

proceedings other than the test case or cases will be stayed until the final

determination of the common questions in issue. It may well be that, either as

a consequence of a formal agreement or simply as a practical matter, the

results of the test case or cases will be determinative of these common
questions. Accordingly, for example, the issue of liability in respect of the

derailment — including, if necessary, the apportionment of liability among
two or more defendants — and the heads of damage for which compensation

may be claimed, will likely be settled in the test case or cases. If so, all other

matters in issue, unique to individual plaintiffs and defendants, will be dealt

with in separate and distinct proceedings.

Notwithstanding the obvious utility of a test case in many circumstances,

and notwithstanding that it offers more scope for the effective and expedi-

tious resolution of the Mississauga litigation than would individual proceed-

ings or joinder, we have seen that it nevertheless suffers from several

drawbacks. In the first place, it should be re-emphasized that a test case, like

individual proceedings, joinder, consolidation, and declaratory relief, would
not deal with claims that, while not at all insignificant, are nevertheless

characterized as individually nonrecoverable. We view this drawback as

substantial. Moreover, by the very nature of a test case — just as by the very

nature of, for example, individual proceedings, joinder, and consolidation —
this drawback cannot be remedied by mere tinkering with the existing

procedure; it will continue to be a procedure designed for the resolution of

claims in respect of which litigation is a meaningful option.

A second inadequacy of the test case concerns its likely limited res

judicata effect. In the Mississauga context - indeed, in any multi-party

context - a test case would provide for the final resolution of the extremely

complex common questions, and would be binding upon all litigants, only if

every litigant consented to such an arrangement. While not entirely impos-

sible to envisage, it is clear that the large number of actions that have been, or

may be, commenced means that such a formal agreement will be extremely

difficult to obtain. Individual litigants not bound by the decision in the test

case would be free to reargue the common issues that already had been
determined in that case. If they are of the opinion, for example, that

differences in counsel or legal presentation suggest a better prospect of

success, or if they are simply litigious in nature, or if they wish to have the

case ultimately heard by a higher court, they might be prepared to litigate the

issues. Some defendants might remain obstreperous for a considerable period

of time, hoping to conduct a successful war of attrition against less well

funded plaintiffs. In any event, the absence of complete agreement by all

litigants to be bound by a test case would mean that the decision would not

achieve a broad resjudicata effect in respect of issues common to all pending
actions. Wasteful duplication, increased costs, and the possibility of incon-

sistent verdicts would render the exercise less than satisfactory.
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Moreover, one must not lose sight of the possibility that not all plaintiffs,

and perhaps not even all defendants, involved in actions arising as a result of

the derailment and chlorine spill would be known at the time of the test case

and therefore included in any agreement to be bound. With 250,000 persons

affected, and with the possibility of an action being commenced anywhere in

Ontario and in almost any court, it is not unreasonable to suggest that, to the

extent that it relies on any type of agreement among the parties, the fully

centralized management of all Mississauga litigation might not be practic-

able.

The Commission believes that the apparent attempt to bring some
centralized administrative order out of the Mississauga litigation clearly

illustrates the need for new machinery to deal with what we have termed mass
wrongs. The Commission is of the view that existing procedures, while

efficacious in many contexts, simply cannot be tailored to resolve effectively

and efficiently the procedural difficulties arising in circumstances like those

made manifest, for example, in Mississauga.

While the deficiencies in the existing procedural regime are very notice-

ably apparent in the Mississauga derailment case, they are by no means
confined to the type of circumstances represented by that case. As we shall

see below, they are exhibited in a wide variety of other situations as well.

(b) The Installation of Urea Formaldehyde Foam Insulation

In 1976, the federal government was in the process of investigating the

effectiveness of urea formaldehyde foam insulation, and in 1977 the insula-

tion was approved for use under the Canadian Home Insulation Program, a

federal scheme that provided grants of up to $500 for insulating homes. It is

estimated that approximately 100,000 homes were insulated with urea

formaldehyde foam prior to the lifting of Ottawa's endorsement at the end of

1980. The foam, allegedly installed with few real controls, was ultimately

banned because of possible health hazards; the foam shrank and, in the

process, emitted formaldehyde gas, allegedly causing eye, nose, and throat

irritations, coughing, headaches, dizziness, nosebleeds, nausea, vomiting, and
skin irritation in some persons. Other hazards, such as possible genetic

mutation, have been alleged. It has been said that the average cost of

removing the foam from the walls of homes is approximately $25,000

(although some reports have given a lower figure), and that the resale value of

homes in which the foam remains untouched has been reduced considerably.

At present, while negotiations are continuing, lawyers for several groups

of homeowners across Canada — many of whom have formed associations to

assert their claims — are contemplating either individual proceedings or class

actions against the federal government, among others. Reports have appeared

that the federal government gave its imprimatur with respect to the insulation

notwithstanding that the government had been warned by the National

Research Council of possible health hazards. Moreover, subsequent to the

approval of urea formaldehyde foam in Canada, reports were received from

the United States concerning its actual or potential dangers; in some states,

the insulation was banned. These reports have encouraged those who claim
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that the federal government was indeed negligent in approving and encourag-

ing the use of the insulation.

While the federal government and industry were engaged in an attempt

to blame each other for the plight of homeowners affected by the insulation, a

nation-wide review of the matter, with public hearings scheduled in various

cities, was initiated by the federal Department of Consumer and Corporate

Affairs. 46 The board of review has completed its investigation and is now
preparing its report. In addition, the federal government has recently made
an offer of compensation to homeowners. However, this offer has generated

considerable controversy. First, the federal grant cannot exceed $5,000;

secondly, the grant is available only to homeowners whose homes have been

tested and found to be dangerously affected by the insulation; and, finally, it

appears that some or all homeowners may have to wait for several months to

receive compensation.

Clearly, there is little real likelihood of a successful class action being

launched in Ontario under present Rule 75; the obvious need to assess

individually the damages suffered by each homeowner would serve to

frustrate a class action at the very outset. Yet, it is equally clear that critical

common issues are to be found in the actual or potential claims of those

involved, each of whom appears to have individually recoverable claims. For

example, the issue whether the insulation is in fact defective, and the

respective liability of the manufacturer or manufacturers and the federal

government, could be most conveniently dealt with in a single proceeding

designed to save court time and litigants' costs. As we have seen, unless there

is a full consensus among all parties, the broad res judicata effect of a class

action would not likely be duplicated by utilizing alternative procedures to

resolve the common matters in dispute. 47 Moreover, in the absence of such a

consensus, there is a real possibility that the existence of separate proceedings

would lead to inconsistent decisions.

(c) The Collapse of Re-Mor Investment Management
Corporation and Astra Trust Company

In 1980, the financial empire of Niagara Falls businessman Carlo

Montemurro fell precipitously. In its wake, several institutions — principally

Re-Mor Investment Management Corporation, a provincially licensed com-
pany under the Mortgage Brokers Act, 4$ and Astra Trust Company, a

federally chartered company — collapsed, reportedly leaving more than 300

46 The Hazardous Products Board of Review in respect of the banned insulation was
created by the federal Minister of Consumer and Corporate Affairs pursuant to s. 9 of

the Hazardous Products Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. H-3.

47 The difficulties in using other procedures may be illustrated by the attempt in Quebec
to find a suitable test case to clarify basic issues. It has been reported that, after an

initial failure. Chief Justice Deschenes of the Quebec Superior Court turned the matter

over to the Quebec Bar Association. The Association apparently is appointing a

committee to examine the matter. At the time of writing, it has been suggested that at

least four test cases may be necessary to resolve issues relating to occupants' health,

decrease in house values, repairs, and insurance.

48 R.S.O. 1980, c. 295.
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investors with losses of an estimated $6 million. The facts in the collapse, not

yet fully aired, represent rather a tangled web. Re-Mor certificates, which

were unsecured, were sold through Astra, giving rise to the belief by some
buyers of Re-Mor certificates that they were purchasing Astra guaranteed

investment certificates. Other investors erroneously believed that the Re-Mor
certificates they bought were insured by the Canada Deposit Insurance

Corporation. 49 Some investors, under no illusions, dealt only with Astra or

with Re-Mor. However, it appears that money invested in Astra was not

infrequently diverted to Re-Mor. Many, perhaps most, investors had no idea

that the two levels of government were involved in the licensing, chartering

and supervising of these financial institutions. The collapse instantly attained

political prominence prior to, and then after, the last provincial election, since

a major allegation by investors was that the Ontario government had been

negligent in licensing Re-Mor. Investors contended that the government, and
particularly the Registrar of Mortgage Brokers, had been warned to be on the

alert about the activities of Montemurro. A very brief Interim Report of the

Legislative Assembly's Standing Committee on Administration of Justice,

holding hearings during the Thirty-first Legislature, submitted that there was
"serious maladministration of the relevant provincial laws". 50 In addition,

the federal government has come under intense pressure as a result of the

federal charter granted to Astra.

At the present time, many writs have been issued, with the Ontario

government, the federal government, the former Registrar of Mortgage
Brokers, and others, named as defendants. Presumably, all but the action

against the federal government could be tried in the same court; the action

against the federal government would have to be tried in the Federal Court. 51

Some of the writs are on behalf of one individual; others join several investors

who lost money in the downfall of Re-Mor and Astra; we understand that yet

others represent class actions.

It would appear at the time of writing that the participants have arrived

at a very informal agreement. While all other actions seem to have been

voluntarily stayed, a suit against the government of Ontario is proceeding.

The test case has named several plaintiffs representing what is hoped to be a

cross-section of the various types of claim involved, all of which, however,

allege negligence on the part of the provincial government and its officials.

The apparent absence of a formal agreement by all parties to be bound by the

results of the test case raises once again the spectre of several proceedings. In

fact, the very failure to arrive at a formal consensus seems to attest, in part, to

the somewhat negative or skeptical attitude of at least some of the parties to

the effect of the test case. Moreover, while as a practical matter the test case

might well dispose of a significant common issue - namely, the liability of the

49 See Canada Deposit Insurance Corporation Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. C-3. The Act provides

insurance in respect of deposits in certain financial institutions. Section 13(l)(c) states

that the Corporation shall insure each deposit except "so much of any one deposit as

exceeds twenty thousand dollars".

50 Ontario Legislative Assembly, Standing Committee on Administration of Justice,

Interim Report (1981), at 1, para. (2).

51 See Federal Court Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. 10 (2d Supp.), s. 17.
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Ontario government and its officials — it would not determine the liability of

other actual or potential defendants.

As we indicated at the outset, the facts involved in the Re-Mor and Astra

case have yet to be fully revealed. Accordingly, one cannot conclusively assert

that the pending test case will not serve, as a practical matter, to resolve all or

most major issues. However, one must again bear in mind the very limited res

judicata effect of the test case, inasmuch as there has been no formal

agreement by any party to abide by the outcome, and only the provincial

government and its officials have been named as defendants, to the exclusion

of others who could be sued in the same court. It is not unlikely, therefore,

that some common questions will not be determined in the test case; certainly

the extent to which persons other than the Ontario government and its

officials may be liable will not form part of the decision. Accordingly,

judgment against the named defendants surely will not terminate the legal

proceedings arising from the collapse of Re-Mor and Astra. Having regard to

these matters, then, we wish to reiterate our belief that there ought to be a

more efficacious procedure available to resolve all issues in one action in this

type of case.

(d) The Faulty Firenzas

In the early 1970's, General Motors of Canada manufactured and sold

the Firenza automobile, which it advertised as being "tough, durable and
reliable". The advertisements, which were to play a critical role in subsequent

litigation, appeared in newspapers and in brochures and other material

distributed by authorized car dealers. Notwithstanding the claims made in

the advertisements, the 1971 and 1972 models developed significant faults.

Attempts to obtain voluntary compensation from General Motors failed.

Ultimately, a class action for breach of collateral warranty was brought on

behalf of all persons who purchased new 1971 and 1972 Firenzas. Damages in

the amount of $ 1 ,000 were said to have been suffered by each class member,
the amount allegedly reflecting the difference in resale value between the

Firenza and another car of comparable age, size, and price.

The Commission has considered and, at subsequent junctures, will

discuss, several aspects of Naken v. General Motors ofCanada Ltd., 52 the class

action launched in respect of the allegedly faulty Firenzas. Our purpose at

this stage is to highlight some of the deficiencies in the existing law by using

Naken as an illustration. At first blush, this perspective on the case seems

somewhat myopic, in that the Ontario Court of Appeal did hold that, subject

to an amendment of the definition of the class, the class action could in fact

proceed. Is this not, therefore, an example of the present utility and
sufficiency of Rule 75?

To answer this question, one must bear in mind the prayer for relief in

Naken. Solicitors for the representative plaintiffs were clearly cognizant of

the orthodox interpretation of Rule 75, which would preclude a successful

class action where damages to the class members had to be assessed on an

individual basis. Having regard to the impediments surrounding the invoca-

52 Supra, note 37.
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tion of Rule 75, the representative plaintiffs were forced to claim an identical

amount, $1,000, on behalf of each class member, thereby rendering damages
susceptible to common proof. Had this tactic not been open to the plaintiffs,

the class action would not have been permitted to proceed. Even so, an appeal

to the Supreme Court of Canada has been launched on the narrow procedural

issue respecting the legitimacy of the class action. The time and money
expended on interpreting the scope of Rule 75 — leaving aside the costs

involved should the merits of the action be tried — have been substantial. This

alone bespeaks at least some deficiency in the procedural law.

Should the Supreme Court of Canada overrule the Ontario Court of

Appeal, and therefore preclude any proceedings by way of a class action, the

injured parties would be forced to consider the use of the existing procedural

alternatives described earlier in this chapter. However, as we have indicated,

these alternatives may not be efficacious in resolving the dispute. Insofar as

individual proceedings are concerned, it is not at all clear that the claims of

the injured parties, involving complex issues of fact and law, are individually

recoverable, even utilizing the expeditious procedures of the small claims

courts and the Provincial Court (Civil Division) of The Municipality of

Metropolitan Toronto. Even if the claims are individually recoverable, the

prospect of the commencement of potentially hundreds of individual actions

is hardly comforting, particularly for those concerned with efficiency in the

administration of justice. Moreover, should the claims be individually

recoverable, the likelihood of avoiding a multiplicity of individual proceed-

ings, by means of joinder or a test case, is not great. The large number of

potential claimants across Ontario makes it very difficult to envisage an

agreement to join all claims in a single action or to permit one action to

proceed as a test case. In addition, a further problem might arise in respect of

a test case; General Motors, like any defendant, might refuse to be bound by
the decision, thereby leaving the door open to a multitude of actions

subsequent to, and indeed notwithstanding, that decision.

3. CONCLUSION

The Commission believes that the four illustrations selected in the

preceding section provide a representative cross-section of various types of

mass wrong, in which a number of persons have allegedly suffered injury or

damage arising from the same or similar concatenation of events. We have

sought to assess the utility of various existing procedures as alternatives to a

class action in dealing with these mass wrongs. The Commission acknow-

ledges that, in certain circumstances, each of the procedural alternatives

considered may be an adequate substitute for a class action. However, it also

must be recognized that these alternatives have significant inherent limita-

tions, and that their utilization in a variety of circumstances, no matter how

much animated by ingenuity and good will, frequently results in ad hoc,

ineffective half-measures. We are of the view that many kinds of mass wrong

that increasingly arise in a modern industrial society generate novel proced-

ural problems that call for unique procedural rules - a mass remedy - in

order to resolve all contentious issues in an efficient, effective, and equitable

fashion. It has been suggested that an expanded class action procedure may

well provide just such a mass remedy. We now proceed to a discussion of the

arguments for and against the expanded use of class actions to secure relief

for those injured as a result of a mass wrong.



CHAPTER 4

BENEFITS AND COSTS OF
CLASS ACTIONS

1. INTRODUCTION

(a) The Necessity for a Cost-Benefit Analysis

In chapter 2 of this Report, the Commission examined the existing Rule

governing class actions in Ontario 1 and concluded that its inherent deficien-

cies severely limited its use as a method of dealing with mass wrongs. In

chapter 3, we turned our attention to existing procedural alternatives to class

actions, such as joinder, consolidation, and test cases. While acknowledging

the efficacy of these alternatives in certain circumstances, we were of the view

that they, too, suffered from significant limitations and, therefore, were not

completely adequate procedural devices to secure relief for persons injured as

a result of a mass wrong.

However, a mere recitation of the deficiencies in the present law cannot

conclusively establish the necessity for an expanded class action procedure in

Ontario. In order to assess whether such a procedure should be adopted, it is

necessary to determine whether the benefits to be derived from such a

procedure will exceed the costs, having regard, for example, to the need both

to discourage frivolous class actions and, at the same time, to permit the

assertion of meritorious claims that would not otherwise be litigated. 2 The
balancing of every cost and benefit of an expanded class action procedure is,

of course, inherently difficult. It is relatively easy merely to identify and
describe the advantages and disadvantages commonly ascribed to class

actions. In some cases, the existence of benefits and costs may be confirmed

or rejected by empirical data. However, there is no means of quantifying such

intangibles as access to justice, faith in the legal system, and the impact of

class actions upon the substantive law. 3 For this reason, empirical data alone

1 Supreme Court of Ontario Rules of Practice, R.R.O. 1980, Reg. 540, r. 75.

2 See National Institute for Consumer Justice, Redress of Consumer Grievances (1973), at

27.

3 A true "cost-benefit" analysis would pursue a common and direct comparative measure
by attempting to assign a monetary value to the various effects of a proposed change.

See, for example. Note, "Evolving Judicial Standards under the National Environ-

mental Policy Act and the Challenge of the Alaska Pipeline" (1972), 81 Yale L.J. 1592,

[101]
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cannot provide a final answer to the issue whether an expanded class action

procedure ought to be adopted in this jurisdiction. In the end, this decision

must be based upon value judgments concerning the relative importance to

society of those advantages and disadvantages of class actions that withstand

the test of critical scrutiny.

The adoption of a new procedural rule that provides a more effective and

efficient means of enforcing legal rights will, inevitably, have a practical effect

upon the balance between plaintiffs and defendants, even if there is no
change in the underlying substantive law. 4 In the United States, a consensus

exists among both opponents and proponents of class actions that the

adoption of a revised class action Rule in 1966 — Federal Rule 23 5 — has

improved plaintiffs' position relative to that of defendants. 6 However, the

alteration of the relative position of litigants by procedural changes, which is

neither new nor unique to class actions, 7 clearly cannot settle the question

whether a similar expansion of the availability of class actions in Ontario is

desirable or ought to be eschewed. The merits of any procedural change must

be evaluated in terms of whether it serves the interests of justice, and not

merely in terms of whether it has a practical effect upon the private interests

of litigants.

However, this shift in the tactical balance between litigants does make it

understandable that, in evaluating the merits of class actions, commentators

whose sympathies lie with plaintiffs differ from those committed to the

interests of defendants. What is most unfortunate is the exaggerated rhetoric

and imagery with which both proponents and opponents of class actions

often have carried on their debate. 8 Moreover, much of the debate has

at 1600. However, such a monetization of many of the alleged costs and benefits of class

actions is precluded by their intangible nature.

4 See Foster, "Status of Class Action Litigation: Report on the American Bar Foundation
Class Action Project" (1974), 7 U.C.C. L.J. 55, at 77.

5 Fed. R. Civ. P. 23 (hereinafter sometimes referred to as "Rule 23"). The revised Rule
was promulgated at 383 U.S. 1029 (1966).

6 See, for example, Dam, "Class Actions: Efficiency, Compensation, Deterrence, and
Conflict of Interest" (1975), 4 J. Legal Studies 47, at 48, and Gould, Staff Report on the

Consumer Class Action (1972), at 3.

7 See comments of Judge J. Weinstein at the 1972 Judicial Conference, 5th Circuit,

Savannah, Georgia, April 27, 1972, at 4, in Gould, ibid., at 3.

8 For example, one critic of class actions condemned them on the following basis:

[T]he struggling attorney's new dream is that some disgruntled little old lady,

owning perhaps two shares of General Motors, will present her fifty dollar

dividend claim to him for collection. With amended Rule 23, an attorney so lucky

no longer need struggle. He has arrived. Thanks to the liberalized class action

device, the little old malcontent's fifty dollar claim will be magnified into a

multi-million dollar looting operation.

Franks, "Rule 23 - Don Quixote has a Field Day: Some Ethical Ramifications of

Securities Fraud Class Actions" (1969), 46 Chi.-Kent L. Rev. 1, at 2 (footnote omitted).

See, also, Becker, "Introduction: Use and Abuse of Class Actions Under Amended
Rule 23" (1974), 68 Nw. U. L. Rev. 991, at 991 and 992.
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degenerated into a standardized repetition of stock cliches, without any

attempt to test the merits of the various assumptions against available

empirical evidence. 9 The strong emotions and inflammatory language fre-

quently associated with the class action debate serve only to cloud the issues

for any non-partisan observer committed to achieving a balanced evaluation

of whether the advantages of class actions outweigh their disadvantages. 10

Heated arguments between class action supporters and opponents, based

upon different assumptions of fact, arise in several contexts. For example,

there is disagreement concerning whether class actions are used to "black-

mail" defendants into settling "frivolous" claims, the average size of classes,

the extent to which class recoveries are consumed by lawyers' fees, the

effectiveness of individualized and other forms of notice, the interest of class

members in claiming their shares of class recoveries, and whether there has

been a "flood" of class actions that has disproportionately burdened the

courts, in comparison with other kinds of litigation.

It is unfortunate, in view of the importance of these disputes, that the

assumptions of fact prevalent in the class action debate often are not

supported by objective evidence. •
' More frequently, sweeping generalizations

concerning class actions are based only upon references to a single case or a

few individual cases. 12 The use of specific examples may, of course, be of

value to demonstrate that a particular difficulty can arise, or that a solution to

a given problem is feasible in at least some cases. However, individual cases

are not a reliable foundation for judgments concerning the characteristics of

all class actions, since reported cases, or cases that stand out in a lawyer's

The distrust and hostility toward class plaintiffs and their lawyers displayed by the

foregoing quotation is equalled by the force of the following condemnation of class

defendants by a class action proponent:

It is precisely because the class action deters the robber barons from plunder-

ing the poor that it has been hailed as a very important supplement to law

enforcement. Take away the class action and the joy of those who live off the

small consumer will, as in the bad old days, be unconfined.

Letter from A.L. Pomerantz to the Financial Editor, New York Times, April 25, 1971,

section 3, at 22, col. 8, quoted in Comment, "Manageability of Damage Calculation in

Consumer Class Actions" (1971), 70 Mich. L. Rev. 338, at 338. See, also, Eisen v.

Carlisle & Jacquelin, 479 F.2d 1005 (2d Cir. 1973), at 1013, 1018-19, and 1024.

9 See Note, "Developments in the Law - Class Actions" (1976), 89 Harv. L. Rev. 1318, at

1325 (hereinafter referred to as "Harvard Developments").

10 See Landers, "Of Legalized Blackmail and Legalized Theft: Consumer Class Actions
and the Substance-Procedure Dilemma" (1974), 47 So. Calif. L. Rev. 842, at 843.

11 See, for example, Simon, "Class Actions - Useful Tool or Engine of Destruction", 55

F.R.D. 375 (1972), at 389, where the following statement was made with respect to the

possibility of firms facing destruction through large class actions: "This situation is not

hypothetical; it happens frequently in our Federal Courts." However, no example was
provided.

12 See, for example, Kirkham, "Complex Civil Litigation - Have Good Intentions Gone
Awry", 70 F.R.D. 199 (1976), at 206, where, referring to a $1.78 class action refund

cheque for hotel phone charges, the author stated: "Nothing can disclose the true

situation better than a single example"'' (emphasis added).
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memory, are often likely to be unusual in some respect. 13

In drawing conclusions concerning the costs and benefits of class actions,

and the appropriateness of particular class action procedures, the Commis-
sion has endeavoured, where possible, to base its decisions on empirical

evidence pertaining to the actual characteristics of class actions. In this

respect, the Commission has an advantage over the designers of Federal Rule

23 in the United States, who, because they were breaking new ground, could

only theorize about the likely effects of their expanded class action Rule.

(b) Empirical Evidence Relating to Class Actions

During the past ten years, a growing body of empirical data concerning

the characteristics of class actions has been collected in the United States.

While, as we shall indicate, some of these studies have limitations, they do
provide a useful basis upon which to evaluate many of the costs and benefits

of class actions. As reference to their findings will be made throughout this

Report, we now turn to describe, in an introductory manner and in rough

chronological order, the scope of available empirical class action studies. The
substance of those parts of the studies that are relevant for our purposes will

be discussed at later stages of this chapter.

(i) American College of Trial Lawyers Study 14

The study carried out by the American College of Trial Lawyers involved

an examination of docket sheets 15 in all 29,673 class action and nonclass

action cases brought in the Southern District of New York from 1966 to 1971.

The study recorded only the number of class actions filed in each year and

those still pending from each of those years. The figures obtained are

somewhat inflated, however, since the study included both class actions

transferred into the Southern District of New York from other districts, and

those commenced in the Southern District and transferred elsewhere. More-

over, the study did not take into account the fact that numerous class actions,

basically concerned with the same issues and involving the same defendants,

may often be dealt with as a group by the courts by means of either formal or

functional consolidation.

13 See Posner, "A Statistical Study of Antitrust Enforcement" (1970), 13 J.L. & Econ. 365,

at 406. See, also, Wright and Miller, Federal Practice and Procedure (1972), Vol. 7 (Curr.

Supp. 1981), §1754, at 101.

14 American College of Trial Lawyers, Report and Recommendations of the Special Com-

mittee on Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (1972) (hereinafter referred to

as "American College of Trial Lawyers Study").

15 A "docket sheet" is a document prepared by the clerk's office for each federal court in

order to create a record of papers filed and actions taken relating to each individual

case. "Docket entries" to the docket sheet are made in chronological order, and would

record such actions as the filing of complaints, interrogatories, or orders of the court,

and the holding of judicial hearings.
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(ii) Senate Study 16

In June 1974, the Committee on Commerce of the United States Senate

published the Class Action Study, which consisted of two parts and which

provided detailed information on a number of topics not covered by other

empirical studies. The first part (D.C. Study) 17 involved a series of interviews

with lawyers and an examination of the docket sheets and court records of all

class actions filed in the United States District Court for the District of

Columbia between July 1, 1966, and December 31, 1972. The D.C. Study

took into account class actions transferred out of or into the district, as well as

the formal or functional consolidation of cases. Therefore, there is an

increased likelihood that the figures utilized in the study will accurately

predict the impact of class actions upon the courts and parties.

For the majority of the five and a half year period under study, not only

did the D.C. District Court have jurisdiction over matters coming within the

purview of all federal courts, 18 but it also had jurisdiction over causes of

action that would normally come within the ambit of a state court. 19

However, all matters commenced in the D.C. District Court, whether falling

within federal or "state" jurisdiction, were required to meet the minimum
monetary jurisdictional requirement of $10,000 applicable to federal courts

generally. 20 In 1970, the District of Columbia Court Reform and Criminal

Procedure Act was enacted and provided, in effect, that the D.C. District

Court would exercise federal jurisdiction only, as do other district courts. 21

The transfer of jurisdiction over non-federal matters from the D.C. District

Court to the newly created D.C. Superior Court was accomplished in three

stages, commencing March, 1971, and terminating July, 1973. One of the

transitional changes in the jurisdiction of the D.C. District Court, which

occurred during the last year and a half of the D.C. Study, is relevant for our

16 Senate Comm. on Commerce, 93d Cong., 2d Sess., Class Action Study (Comm. Print

1974) (hereinafter referred to as "Senate Study"). See, also, the version of this study

published as Bertelsen, Calfee, and Connor, "The Rule 23(b)(3) Class Action: An
Empirical Study" (1974). 62 Geo. L.J. 1123.

17 "District of Columbia Study", in Senate Study, ibid., at 4-24 (hereinafter referred to as

"D.C. Study").

18 The jurisdiction of the federal district court is limited to cases in which the United

States is a party, cases involving litigation between states, cases affecting ambassadors,

"diversity" cases involving a suit between citizens of different states or between a

citizen and an alien, and cases arising under the Constitution or under any law passed

by Congress: Constitution of the United States of America, Article III, §2. For a brief

discussion of the jurisdiction of the federal courts in the United States, see supra, ch. 2,

sec. 2(e).

19 D.C. Code Encycl. §1 1-521 (West).

20 28 U.S.C. §§1331 and 1332. See, also, ch. 2, sec. 2(e)(i). Where the amount in

controversy was less than $i 0,000, the action was within the exclusive jurisdiction of a

separate and distinct court, the District of Columbia Court of General Sessions: D.C.

Code Encycl. §11-961 (West).

21 Pub. L. No. 91-358, Title I, 84 Stat. 473 (1970). In addition, the Act created a Superior

Court of the District of Columbia to exercise jurisdiction over purely local matters

equivalent to that exercised by state courts: D.C. Code Encycl. §11-101 - 11-1701 (1970

Supp. West).
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purposes. During that period, the minimum monetary jurisdictional require-

ment for non-federal matters in that Court was raised from $10,000 to

$50,000, thereby transferring non-federal matters, where the amount in

controversy was between $10,000 and $50,000, to the D.C. Superior Court. 22

It would seem likely, therefore, that, for most of the period under study,

the statistics in the D.C. Study cover both class actions that would ordinarily

be found in the federal courts and most large class actions that would fall

under the jurisdiction of state courts. In this connection, it is also important

to note that the judicial restriction upon the aggregation of class members'

claims to meet the minimum monetary jurisdictional requirement of the

federal courts was not fully developed until after the completion of the D.C.

Study; during the first three years of the study, it was sufficient if the claims

of all class members totalled $10,000, and, during the balance of the study,

only the representative plaintiff, but not the other class members, was
required to meet this jurisdictional requirement. 23 As a result, then, of the

factors canvassed above, the D.C. Study is more likely than other studies to

be relevant to class actions that would arise under an Ontario class action

procedure, since Ontario courts, like state courts, exercise jurisdiction over

both statutory and common law matters.

The second part of the Senate Study (National Study) 24 was designed to

provide data on specific aspects of class action litigation, such as notice and
damage distribution. The study involved a national survey based upon
questionnaires completed by class action practitioners associated with 200

class action cases. The cases were selected from a class action list compiled by

the Senate Commerce Committee with the assistance of numerous lawyers.

The National Study does not, therefore, present a profile of all class actions.

It also contains a disproportionate percentage of more difficult cases, because

the list was compiled from both reported cases and cases named by attorneys

in response to an earlier questionnaire.

22 See House Comm. on the District of Columbia, H.R. Rep. No. 91-907, 91st Cong., 2d

Sess. (1970), at 33-34, for an explanation of the three transitional periods in the

reorganization of the courts in the District of Columbia.

23 For a number of years after the adoption of revised Rule 23 in 1966, class actions were

brought under the federal court's "diversity" jurisdiction over disputes between a

citizen of one state and a non-citizen, in circumstances where the claims of all class

members added together exceeded the minimum $10,000 amount for diversity cases in

the federal courts, even though the individual claims of class members were for less

than this amount. It would appear that a similar aggregation of individual claims was
allowed during this period to permit class actions to meet the requirements of the D.C.

federal court's special "state" monetary jurisdiction. However, following the decision of

the United States Supreme Court in Snyder v. Hams, 394 U.S. 332, 89 S. Ct. 1053

(1969), the representative plaintiff was required to satisfy the minimum monetary
jurisdiction; and, as a result of Zahn v. International Paper Co., 414 U.S. 291, 94 S. Ct.

505 (1973), the claim of each class member now must satisfy the jurisdictional minimum
of $10,000.

24 "National Study", in Senate Study, supra, note 16, at 24-30 (hereinafter referred to as

"National Study").
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(iii) Chicago Antitrust Study 25

This massive project, sponsored by the American Bar Foundation,

involved a detailed analysis of court docket sheets and files for all antitrust

class actions and nonclass actions originating in, or transferred to, the

Northern District of Illinois, Eastern Division (that is, Chicago and envi-

rons), from July 1, 1966, to June 30, 1973. Cases transferred out of the district

were excluded from the study. Distinctions were drawn throughout the study

between cases that were related, or "clustered", with other cases, and those

that were "unentered". In-depth interviews with lawyers involved in

antitrust class actions were also carried out.

Subsequent to the initial Chicago Antitrust Study, the findings were

updated by a supplemental docket and file search on the cases still pending at

the end of the original study; this second study recorded all action taken in

the cases from the time of the prior search to June 30, 1978. 26 By the time this

second study was carried out, the vast majority of the cases included in the

original study had been disposed of.

The Chicago Antitrust Study is, in many respects, the most valuable of

the empirical studies on class actions, in terms of precision and depth of

analysis. For our purposes, however, its utility is reduced by the fact that it

deals exclusively with antitrust class actions, which, given the present state of

the substantive law in this area in Canada, are unlikely to be commenced in

significant numbers under an expanded class action procedure in Ontario. 27

Moreover, empirical evidence examined at a later stage of this chapter

suggests that antitrust class actions are significantly more burdensome than

other types of class action in the United States, 28 so that generalizations from

an antitrust study to class actions in general should be made with caution.

(iv) Houston Securities Study 29

This study examined all class actions and shareholder derivative actions

for damages that arose under federal securities laws and that were filed in the

United States District Court for the Northern District of Texas, in Dallas,

between January 1, 1966, and June 30, 1973. The research involved examina-

tion of court dockets and files, as well as interviews with lawyers who had

worked on the class actions.

25 DuVal, "The Class Action as an Antitrust Enforcement Device: The Chicago Experi-

ence (I)", [1976] ABF Res. J. 1021, and DuVal, "The Class Action as an Antitrust

Enforcement Device: The Chicago Experience (II)", [1976] ABF Res. J. 1273. These two

articles are hereinafter referred to as "Chicago Antitrust Study".

26 DuVal, "The Class Action as an Antitrust Enforcement Device: The Chicago Study

Revisited", [1979] ABF Res. J. 449 (hereinafter referred to as "Chicago Supplement").

27 See infra, ch. 5, sec. 3(c)(ii).

28 See infra, this ch., sec. 3(b)(ii)b.

29 Kennedy, "Securities Class and Derivative Actions in the United States District Court
for the Northern District of Texas: An Empirical Study" (1977), 14 Houston L. Rev.

769 (hereinafter referred to as "Houston Securities Study").
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The Houston Securities Study has a number of limitations. It examined

the extent of transfer and consolidation of cases for some, but not all,

purposes, so that the number of class actions and derivative actions shown
may be inflated in certain contexts. Another disadvantage of this study is

that, in certain instances, it does not draw a distinction between class actions

and derivative suits. This fact reduces the utility of the study for our

purposes; the differences between a derivative action, brought on behalf of a

corporation, and a class action, brought on behalf of numerous shareholders,

may render generalizations from a combined analysis inappropriate. 30

(v) Antibiotics Study 31

Unlike the studies described above, the Antibiotics Study does not

purport to be a survey of class actions in a particular judicial district or in a

specific substantive law area. Instead, it provides a detailed examination of

one exceptionally large, complex class action, commonly known as the

"second antibiotics settlement". 32 The study involved a survey carried out

under the direction of the presidingjudge in that action, in order to determine

the attitudes and characteristics of the class members who filed claims against

the settlement fund that was established for consumers in a number of states.

The Antibiotics Study is the only class action study that has attempted to

examine directly the reactions of class members to class proceedings, as

opposed to the impact of class actions upon the legal system. Since some of

the arguments concerning the efficacy of class actions have revolved around

the question whether class actions confer any benefits upon class members, a

study that determines the attitudes of such persons, even within the frame-

work of a single action, is of substantial value.

(vi) Bernstein Study 33

This study was designed to determine the relative efficiency of class

actions and nonclass actions, by comparing the amount of judicial time

required to dispose of a class action to the amount of the monetary relief

generated for the class as a whole and for individual class members. Data

designed to measure the impact of class actions on court time was collected

through an examination of docket sheets on every class action in the Southern

District of New York commenced between January 1, 1971, and December

30 See infra, ch. 5, sec. 3(b)(ii)b., for a discussion of the difference between derivative

actions and class actions.

31 Bartsh, Boddy, King, and Thompson, A Class-Action Suit That Worked: The Consumer

Refund in the Antibiotic Antitrust Litigation (1978) (hereinafter referred to as "Antibiot-

ics Study").

32 In re Coordinated Pretrial Proceedings in Antibiotic Antitrust Actions, 333 F. Supp. 278

(S.D.N.Y. 1971) (certification), and 410 F. Supp. 706 (D. Minn. 1975) (settlement

approval).

33 Bernstein, "Judicial Economy and Class Actions" (1978), 7 J. Legal Studies 349

(hereinafter referred to as "Bernstein Study").
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31, 1973. Similar class action data was collected for the Eastern District of

Pennsylvania for fiscal years 1971 and 1972. 34 A random sample of an equal

number of nonclass action cases was selected by examining the nonclass

action immediately following each class action in the court records. Informa-

tion relating to the amount of monetary relief in successful class and nonclass

actions was gathered through questionnaires to lawyers about the actions

selected from the docket sheets.

Unlike the Chicago Antitrust Study, the Bernstein Study does not

attempt to match class and nonclass actions by substantive law area.

Nevertheless, it is useful as the only empirical study that attempts to compare

the burdens that class and nonclass actions impose upon the courts with their

efficiency in providing monetary relief to injured persons.

(vii) Mowrey Costs Study 35

This study provides information on the amount of the total monetary

recovery, and the percentage of that recovery awarded by judges as lawyers'

fees, in 113 securities class actions and derivative suits. The study does not

provide any indication concerning how these suits were chosen for investiga-

tion or how information was gathered about them. For our purposes, the

usefulness of the Mowrey Costs Study is limited also because of its failure to

distinguish between class actions and derivative suits.

(viii) Class Action Reports Costs Studies 36

A more detailed set of studies concerning lawyers' fees and litigation

costs, dealing specifically with class actions without the interpolation of

derivative suits, was carried out by the editor of the Class Action Reports.

The three articles, in which the data gathered in these studies is set out,

provide detailed information for forty-five antitrust and 140 securities class

actions relating to the dollar amount of monetary recoveries, lawyers' fees,

and other costs.

The cases studied were chosen partly from a card file of all reported and
unreported class actions known to the editor of the Class Action Reports, and
partly from other published compilations of class action fee awards. Al-

though cases selected in this way may not be fully representative of all class

actions of a particular kind or in a particular jurisdiction, the range of cases

examined is large enough for the findings to be of interest. Moreover, the

34 A fiscal year for United States federal courts is July 1 to June 30.

35 Mowrey, "Attorney Fees in Securities Class Action and Derivative Suits" (1978), 3 J.

Corp. L. 267, at 343-63 (hereinafter referred to as "Mowrey Costs Study").

36 Moore, "Developments-Attorney Fee Awards in Antitrust Class Actions" (1978), 5

C.A.R. 331; "Developments-Attorney Fee Awards in Securities Class Actions" (1978),

5 C.A.R. 470; and "Developments- Attorney Fee Awards in Antitrust and Securities

Class Actions" (1980), 6 C.A.R. 82. These three articles are hereinafter referred to as

"Class Action Reports Costs Studies".
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Class Action Reports Cost Studies provide the most recent information

available on class action fees and costs.

(ix) Arthur Young Studies 37

In the course of preparing its proposed "public action" mechanism -

which would replace private class actions aggregating claims of $300 or less

by a "public action" brought in the name of the United States 38 - the Office

for Improvements in the Administration of Justice of the United States

Department of Justice (O.I.A.J.) commissioned Arthur Young & Company to

prepare a number of empirical studies. These studies were designed to

measure the impact of the "public action" proposal upon the resources of the

United States Department of Justice, which was expected to be actively

involved in many such actions, and to estimate the portion of funds recovered

through such actions that might remain unclaimed and thus escheat to the

government under provisions recommended by the O. I.A.J. 39

Unfortunately, the evidence utilized in the Arthur Young Studies does

not provide a particularly reliable basis for generalized conclusions. Where
the studies did not rely on other published empirical data, they made use of a

computer analysis of reported cases. As noted earlier, reported cases may be

expected to present some unusual difficulty and, therefore, do not provide a

reliable basis upon which to draw conclusions about class actions in general.

A questionnaire was also distributed to eight law firms that litigate class

actions, in order to collect information concerning the average costs of

prosecuting class actions. Interviews with lawyers at four of these firms were

conducted to gather more information, such as the average time required to

dispose of such actions. Unfortunately, the results are suspect, since the

questionnaire and interviews did not focus upon specific class actions, but,

rather, relied upon the general recollections of the lawyers, which were likely

unduly influenced by the existence of difficult cases. Indeed, the Arthur

Young Studies expressly noted that the opinions of the lawyers were in error

concerning the average time required to dispose of a class action, a matter

that was susceptible to independent verification by reliable evidence. 40

37 Arthur Young & Company, Revision of Class Damage Procedures: Empirical Studies

(1979) (hereinafter referred to as "Arthur Young Studies").

38 A Bill To provide for the reform of class action litigation procedures. United States

Department of Justice, Office for Improvements in the Administration of Justice, Bill S.

3475, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. §§3001-3007 (1978) (hereinafter referred to as "O.I.A.J. Bill

S. 3475"), and Small Business Judicial Access Act of 1979, United States Department of

Justice, Office for Improvements in the Administration of Justice, Bill H.R. 5103, 96th

Cong., 1st Sess. §§3001-3005 (1979) (hereinafter referred to as "O.I.A.J. Bill H.R.

5103").

^ O.I.A.J. Bill H.R. 5103, ibid., §3005(c).

40 An inspection of data based on termination statistics gathered by the Administrative

Office of the United States Courts reveals that the average action requires approximate-

ly one half the time suggested by the interviewees. This suggests strongly that the firms

interviewed are litigating more complex class actions than the average actions, which in

turn suggests that they may be expending considerably more than the average resources

in litigating their actions: see Arthur Young Studies, supra, note 37, at 13.
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Finally, data was obtained from a specific trust company that had adminis-

tered fifteen class settlements; this data was used to examine the number of

claims paid, and the number and percentage of class members paid, in

connection with those settlements. 41 Again, there is no guarantee that these

cases constituted a representative sample.

(x) Jones Studies

In two separate studies, an examination was conducted of the incidence

and resolution of derivative suits and shareholder class actions brought

against a sample of corporations. One of the studies (the Jones Incidence

Study) 42 compiled a random sample of 190 public corporations chosen from

the 1975 Fortune magazine rankings. This sample was composed of the top

eighty firms on the list and a stratified random sample of 110 other firms

chosen from the balance of the list. Information concerning class actions and

derivative suits brought against these firms was gathered from the Securities

and Exchange Commission's (SEC's) file of annual, quarterly, and current

reports, which contain corporate disclosures regarding shareholder litigation,

for the period from December 31, 1970, through December 31, 1978. Mail

and telephone inquiries were used to supplement the SEC file data.

The Jones Incidence Study attempted to avoid multiple counting of a

single action brought against many firms by developing criteria designed to

permit the assignment of each suit to a single firm. Suits that were consolidat-

ed with other suits were treated as resolved, so that only one suit of those

consolidated was left outstanding in the statistics. Similarly, account was
taken of the fact that "disputed issues" might be common to multiple suits

that remained outstanding.

The second study (the Jones Resolution Study) 43
, using data gathered

from disclosures to the SEC, attempted to provide more detailed information

about the method of resolving class actions and derivative suits, the nature of

the relief obtained and, to a limited extent, the proportion of the awards

consumed by lawyers' fees. This study was based upon the same sample of

190 corporations used in the Jones Incidence Study, plus an additional fifteen

firms chosen because they were known to have been involved in shareholder

litigation.

The usefulness of both studies is limited by the failure to distinguish

derivative suits from class actions, although, in the Jones Resolution Study,

the detailed discussion of the relief recovered permits some specific class

41 Arthur Young Studies, supra, note 37, at 111-17.

42 Jones, "An Empirical Examination of the Incidence of Shareholder Derivative and
Class Action Lawsuits, 1971-1978" (1980), 60 B.U. L. Rev. 306 (hereinafter referred to

as "Jones Incidence Study").

43 Jones, "An Empirical Examination of the Resolution of Shareholder Derivative and
Class Action Law Suits" (1980), 60 B.U. L. Rev. 542 (hereinafter referred to as "Jones

Resolution Study").
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actions to be identified. The reliability of the studies also depends upon the

accuracy and comprehensiveness of the corporate disclosures to the SEC.

(xi) The 1979 Federal District Court Time Study 44

One of the continuing projects of the United States Federal Judicial

Center has been to develop a system of "case weights" 45 designed to measure

the relative burdens that various kinds of case place upon the United States

federal courts. This project involves detailed record keeping by judges

designed to record the time spent on particular kinds of case.

Earlier time studies did not collect separate data relating to class

actions. 46 However, in the most recent study, conducted in 1979, time data

relating to class actions was collected. 47 This data is potentially very valuable

in estimating the impact of class actions on Ontario courts under an

expanded class action procedure. Although the 1979 study did not itself

calculate case weights for class actions, sufficient data was presented in the

report of the study that approximate weights could be calculated. 48

(xii) Statistics Published by the Administrative Office of

the United States Courts

The Administrative Office of the United States Courts has published

statistics on all class actions brought in the United States federal courts for

the fiscal years 1972-1981. 49 The data from this source is more recent than

that contained in any of the other studies, and the fact that it covers the entire

United States and all substantive law areas within the jurisdiction of the

federal courts reduces the possibility of distortions reflecting regional or

substantive law variations.

The Administrative Office data does have the limitation that, as in the

American College of Trial Lawyers Study, cases transferred from one district

to another are counted twice, and account is not taken of formal or informal

consolidation. Moreover, the range of topics on which data is published is

limited to class action cases commenced and pending, broken down by
substantive law category or by district. No equivalent data is published

44 Flanders, The 1979 Federal District Court Time Study (Federal Judicial Center, 1980)

(hereinafter referred to as "1979 Federal District Court Time Study").

45 The procedure by which "case weights" are calculated will be described infra, this ch..

sec. 3(b)(ii)b.

46 See, for example, Federal Judicial Center, The 1969-70 Federal District Court Time

Study (1971).

47 1979 Federal District Court Time Study, supra, note 44, at 56 and 59-60.

48 See infra, this ch., sec. 3(b)(ii)b.

49 Annual Report of the Director of the Administrative Office oj the United States Courts, in

Reports of the Proceedings of the Judicial Conference of the United States, for the years

1972-1981 (hereinafter referred to as "United States Courts Annual Report").
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relating exclusively to nonclass actions, although statistics are published for

all actions, including class actions.

(xiii) Ontario Law Reform Commission Study 50

In this study, the Ontario Law Reform Commission undertook its own
examination of unpublished class action data supplied by the Administrative

Office of the United States Courts, in order to obtain as much information as

possible concerning the American experience with class actions. The Ad-

ministrative Office made available to the Commission computer tapes

containing data concerning all class and nonclass actions in the United States

federal courts for the 1976-1980 fiscal years. 51 The Commission arranged to

have tables generated from this data that showed, by type of suit, the progress

of terminated class and nonclass actions and the time intervals required to

dispose of them, according to a number of classification schemes. 52

An attempt also was made to take account of "clusters", that is, related

cases functionally equivalent to a single case in terms of the demands that

they placed upon the courts, whether or not these cases were formally

consolidated. 53 The resulting data 54 showed similar patterns for both clus-

50 Ontario Law Reform Commission, unpublished study of class action data supplied by

the Administrative Office of the United States Courts (hereinafter referred to as

"Commission Study"). A copy of the Commission Study is available at the Legislative

Library, Legislative Building, Queen's Park, Toronto, Ontario.

51 Subsequently, the Administrative Office provided additional data concerning fiscal year

1981, but work on this data was not completed in time for it to be incorporated in the

Commission Study.

52 Three basic tables were generated. Two of these tables will be referred to later in this

chapter. Table A (hereinafter referred to as "Table A, Class and Nonclass, 1976-1980")

showed, for each "nature of suit code" (that is, a code related to actions arranged by

substantive law area), the time intervals required to dispose of 10%, 50%, and 90% of

the class and nonclass actions, in total, and broken down according to whether the case

was disposed of with "No Court Action", "Before Pretrial", "During Pretrial", or "At
Trial". Table Al showed nature of suit and time interval data, but broken down into

greater detail relating to procedural progress. Data was available relating to cases

disposed of "Before Issue Joined", "After Motion Denied", "Issue Joined", "After

Court Motion", "After Pretrial Conference", "During Court Trial", "During Jury

Trial", "After Court Trial", "After Jury Trial", and "Other". Table B (hereinafter

referred to as "Table B, Class and Nonclass, 1976-1980") showed the number and
percentage of cases disposed of at each of these procedural stages. Individual class and
nonclass tables were generated for each fiscal year, and certain combinations of years,

from 1976 to 1980, and combined tables were generated showing data for all these

years.

53 The computer was instructed to generate a second set of tables, formulated in the same
fashion as the first set, but with an additional instruction that all cases involving the

same "nature of suit code" (see ibid.) and decided by the same judge within 7 days of

each other, were to be treated as a single case. This single case was to be assigned a

"procedural progress status" (for example, "no court action", "trial", and so on) and
duration of the longest case within the "cluster" of related cases, on the theory that this

would provide the most accurate measure of the burdens that such actions placed on
the judiciary.

54 The tables containing clustered class and nonclass action data for 1976 to 1980 are

equivalent to the tables described in note 52, supra. Two of these tables, mentioned later
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tered and unclustered cases, so that, for most purposes, this Report will make
use of the "unclustered" data. 55

In 1979, the Administrative Office had begun gathering information for

all class actions respecting whether the class allegation — that is, the class

action aspect of the action — was dismissed or affirmed. It was, therefore,

possible to obtain separate, additional tables for cases in which the class

allegations were dismissed or affirmed for the years 1979 and 1980. 56 This

additional data could potentially provide a means of determining, for

example, whether affirmation of class status makes a difference in the

burdensomeness of suits that originate as class actions, although there appear

to be some problems with respect to classifying particular actions according

to these criteria. 57

2. PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS

We have discussed briefly the necessity for an evaluation of the purport-

ed costs and benefits of class actions; we have also described the various

available empirical studies relating to such actions. Prior to evaluating the

costs and benefits in light of existing data, it is necessary to discuss briefly

certain matters that bear on the specific policy arguments that we shall

consider in the remaining portion of this chapter.

(a) Functions of Civil Actions

In order to understand the nature of the controversy surrounding class

actions, it is essential to recognize the presence, in many cases, of a

fundamental philosophical dispute relating to the functions that may be
legitimately served by civil actions, including class actions. On the one hand,

in this chapter, will be referred to hereinafter as "Table A (Clustering), Class and

Nonclass", and 'Table B (Clustering), Class and Nonclass", for each year or combina-

tion of years.

55 Because of certain technical problems, the cluster data became available only at a very

late stage in the preparation of this Report, which limited the use that could be made of

it. Moreover, there is some possibility of error in the "cluster" data, since the judge

might decide two or more unrelated cases, in the same substantive law area, within 7

days of each other. This risk is greater in the case of nonclass than class actions, since

any given judge will have more nonclass than class actions to administer. In other

words, while the "unclustered" statistics may fail to take account of related cases, the

"clustered" statistics may overestimate their impact. Making primary use of the unclus-

tered data with respect to class actions terminated also has the advantage of maintain-

ing consistency with the statistics in the published reports of the Administrative Office

concerning class actions commenced, where there is no means by which clustering can

be taken into account.

56 These tables are equivalent to the tables described in note 52, supra. Of these tables,

only one will be mentioned later in this chapter, and will be referred to hereinafter as

"Table A, Class Allegations Affirmed or Dismissed, 1979-1980". Matching tables were

also generated for all clustered and unclustered class and nonclass actions for

1979-1980.

57 These problems are discussed infra, this ch., sec. 3(b)(ii)b.
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it has been argued that the only proper function of civil actions is to achieve

the peaceful resolution of conflicts that might otherwise lead injured parties

to take the law into their own hands. One commentator has identified this

philosophy as the "Conflict Resolution Model". 58 Although most persons

agree that conflict resolution is an important function of the civil process,

many have suggested that civil actions, including class actions, also play an

important role in encouraging adherence to social norms by imposing

appropriate costs upon wrongdoers and depriving them of the fruits of their

misconduct. This philosophy has been identified as the "Behaviour Modifica-

tion Model". ^

A general review of the class action literature suggests that most, but not

all, 60 critics of class actions subscribe to the Conflict Resolution Model, while

many supporters of class actions embrace the Behaviour Modification

Model. 61 An awareness of this basic philosophical difference is important in

understanding and evaluating various policy arguments for and against class

actions, such as the contention that class actions may serve a legitimate

function by deterring wrongful conduct, 62 or the condemnation of class

actions as a means of stirring up unnecessary litigation. 63

(b) Kinds of Class Action: Relief Sought
and Substantive Law Bases

One possible source of confusion in evaluating arguments for and against

class actions is the frequent failure of many commentators to differentiate

explicitly among different kinds of class action. In fact, there is much less

controversy about some kinds than about others.

With respect to the type of relief sought, even critics of class actions 64

tend to accept the legitimacy of United States Federal Rule 23 in certain

circumstances. For example, the efficacy of class actions under Rule 23 has

been recognized where individual suits against the same defendant, resulting

in different decisions, could force that defendant into incompatible positions,

or where litigation by one member of the group would, as a practical matter,

58 See Scott, "Two Models of the Civil Process" (1975), 27 Stan. L. Rev. 937, at 937-38.

See, also, Wildsmith, "An American Enforcement Model of Civil Process in a Canadian
Landscape" (1980), 6 Dalhousie L.J. 71.

59 Scott, supra, note 58, at 938-40.

60 See, for example, Committee on Class Actions of the Section of Corporation, Banking
and Business Law, "Recommendation Regarding Consumer Class Actions for Mone-
tary Relief (1974), 29 Bus. Law. 957, at 963; the Committee recognized that class

actions may legitimately serve a "deterrent" function under certain limited circum-
stances.

61 The merits of these respective models will be canvassed infra, this ch., sec. 3(a)(iii).

62 See ibid.

63 See infra, this ch., sec. 3(a)(ii).

64 See, for example, American College of Trial Lawyers Study, supra, note 14, at 4.
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dispose of the interests of others. 65 Moreover, very little criticism has been

directed at class actions for equitable relief, that is, where injunctive or

declaratory relief is sought because the defendant has acted or refused to act

on grounds generally applicable to the class as a whole. 66 This general

absence of criticism is significant in light of the fact that the largest

proportion of class actions in the United States is in the area of civil rights, 67 a

substantial number of which seek only equitable relief. Instead, most of the

controversy has revolved around class actions in which monetary relief is

sought. 68

Much of the discussion in the United States has focused upon class

actions falling within a limited range of substantive law areas — most notably

antitrust class actions — and has appeared to assume that such cases are

typical of all class actions. This assumption is unfortunate, since the empirical

evidence examined at a later stage of this chapter69 reveals that antitrust suits

are by far the most burdensome kind of class action.

Throughout this chapter, we shall bear in mind variations both in the

underlying substantive cause of action and in the type of relief sought.

However, in light of their particularly controversial nature, we shall pay
particular attention to class actions seeking monetary relief.

(c) Individually Recoverable, Individually

NONRECOVERABLE, AND NONVIABLE CLAIMS

The failure to distinguish clearly among class actions on the basis of the

size of the individual claims that are aggregated in the action is a source of

confusion in many arguments over the merits and impact of class actions. In

this connection, it is useful to bear in mind a classification scheme proposed

by the Harvard Law Review. 70 Under this scheme, claims are divided into

three categories, depending on the relationship between the size of a claim

and the expense necessary to enforce it through an individual or class action.

The Harvard article stated: 71

Analytically, it is possible to distinguish three types of individual claims class

actions aggregate: the nonviable, the individually nonrecoverable, and the

65 See Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(b)( 1 ).

66 See Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(2).

67 See infra, this ch., sec. 3(b)(ii)a.

68 Most of these class actions would be brought under Rule 23(b)(3). However, some

courts have allowed civil rights class actions seeking both equitable relief and back pay

to proceed under Rule 23(b)(2): see Note, "Antidiscrimination Class Actions Under the

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure: The Transformation of Rule 23(b)(2)" (1979), 88 Yale

L.J. 868.

69 See infra, this ch., sec. 3(b)(ii)b.

70 Harvard Developments, supra, note 9.

71 Ibid., at 1356 (footnote omitted).
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individually recoverable. A claim is nonviable if the expenses an individual would

incur in asserting a right to a share of a class judgment would be greater than his

expected share of the recovery. A claim is individually nonrecoverable if it would

not justify the expense to an individual of independent litigation but would

justify the lesser expenditure required to obtain a share of a class judgment. A
claim is individually recoverable if it warrants the costs of separate litigation; that

is, if an action to recover the claim would be economically rational regardless of

the availability of class action procedures.

The distinction between individually recoverable, individually nonrecov-

erable, and nonviable claims is critically important both in evaluating the

nature and merits of various arguments for and against class actions, and in

designing specific provisions that form part of the expanded class action

procedure recommended by the Commission. The Harvard categories will

therefore be referred to throughout this Report.

3. BENEFITS AND COSTS OF CLASS ACTIONS

(a) Major Goals of Class Actions: An Evaluation

This section of the chapter will identify and evaluate the arguments that

have been made for and against a broad class action procedure, in the light of

the available empirical evidence. The main policy analysis begins by evaluat-

ing the three major advantages suggested for class actions, namely, judicial

economy, increased access to the courts, and modification of the behaviour of

actual or potential wrongdoers. The second part of the analysis evaluates

possible adverse effects of class actions upon defendants, such as "legalized

blackmail", bankruptcy, and adverse publicity, and upon society at large,

such as improper changes in the substantive law, and the creation of vast

numbers of class actions that might overload the courts. The related conten-

tion that all or most class actions are inherently unmanageable will also be

examined.

Before dealing in detail with the above matters, we believe that it is

desirable to state briefly our general conclusion. After careful review of the

arguments that have been advanced both for and against class actions,

particularly in light of the empirical,studies described above, the Commission
is of the view that the benefits of an expanded class action procedure in

Ontario would outweigh the disadvantages.

The available empirical evidence suggests that certain alleged costs of

class actions have little basis in fact. Even in those areas where class actions

might give rise to problems, most notably in the form of an increase in the

workload of Ontario courts, these costs would be outweighed by the potential

of class actions to achieve important social objectives, such as judicial

economy, improved access to justice, and modification of inappropriate

behaviour. Finally, it should be emphasized that many of the alleged costs of

class actions are not inevitable features of such a procedure, but can be
reduced or eliminated through the adoption of appropriate safeguards.

We now begin our discussion of the costs and benefits of class actions by
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turning to consider the three major advantages most often associated with

such actions.

(i) Judicial Economy

One benefit that is commonly attributed to class actions is judicial

economy. It has been suggested that class actions may benefit both the parties

and the judicial system by diminishing the total amount of litigation — and
therefore the total cost — required to settle disputes arising from mass
wrongs. 72

There is no real disagreement that class actions can achieve judicial

economy where all class members have individually recoverable claims. If a

class action procedure were not available, most of these claims would be

litigated individually, leading to duplicative and costly hearings, at least in

situations where there are too many potential plaintiffs for joinder to be

feasible. Class actions aggregating individually recoverable claims are benefi-

cial not only to plaintiffs, but also to defendants, since such actions reduce

defence costs by eliminating the need to assert common defences in each

individual suit.

Unfortunately, there is little available data concerning the size of

monetary claims aggregated by class actions, although it appears that many
such actions incorporate a variety of claims, ranging from very small to very

large. 73 It is clear, however, that at least some mass wrongs are capable of

giving rise to individually recoverable claims. Duplicative individual litiga-

tion could arise, for example, in mass accident cases, such as airplane crashes,

or in certain products liability cases giving rise to serious personal injuries,

72 See Gaus, "Multi-party, Multi-claim Litigation in the Federal Courts: The Unifying

Influence of 'Judicial Economy' " (1970), 24 Sw. L.J. 680, at 680, and Dam, supra, note

6, at 49.

73 See Harvard Developments, supra, note 9, at 1326, n. 34, which cites the following cases

in support of this proposition: Windham v. American Brands, Inc., 68 F.R.D. 641

(D.S.C. 1975), at 659 (claims ranging from not "sufficient to warrant an independent

anti-trust suit of this type" to over $120,000); Republic Nat'l Bank of Dallas v. Denton &
Anderson Co., 68 F.R.D. 208 (N.D. Tex. 1975) (claims of $18,870 and $293,760 included

among claims of class members); Boring v. Medusa Portland Cement Co., 63 F.R.D. 78

(M.D. Pa. 1974), at 80 (claims of named plaintiffs ranging from $100 to $34,000);

Dolgow v. Anderson, 43 F.R.D. 472 (E.D.N.Y. 1968), at 479 (claims of named plaintiffs

ranging from $160 to $14,760). However, because this pattern is identified from

individual reported cases, it is impossible to tell how widespread it is.

Some indirect evidence of the presence of individually recoverable claims in suits

commenced as class actions may be provided by the Commission Study, supra, note 50.

As noted later in sec. 3(b)(i)a. of this chapter, a greater proportion of cases commenced
as class actions, but denied class status, reach the trial stage as individual actions than

in the case of suits in which no class allegation was made. In the case of class actions

asserting monetary claims, subsequent individual litigation would not be economically

feasible unless certain claims of the class were individually recoverable. Unless cases in

which class status is denied aggregate more sizeable claims than those in which the class

action is permitted to proceed, it would seem that at least some class actions must

include individually recoverable claims.
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such as those involving drugs with dangerous side effects. 74

However, it should be noted that the use of class actions to deal with

"mass tort" claims has been generally rejected by courts in the United States,

despite the fact that it is in precisely this area that the potential of class

actions to achieve judicial economy is greatest. In denying class status to

"mass tort" actions brought under Federal Rule 23(b)(3), even to certain class

actions aggregating a substantial number of individually recoverable claims,

the courts have placed heavy reliance upon a passage in the commentary on

Rule 23 of the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules, which drafted the Rule. 75

The Advisory Committee stated: 76

[A] 'mass accident' resulting in injuries to numerous persons is ordinarily not

appropriate for a class action because of the likelihood that significant questions,

not only of damages but of liability and defenses to liability, would be present,

affecting the individuals in different ways. In these circumstances an action

conducted nominally as a class action would degenerate in practice into multiple

lawsuits separately tried.

This statement reflects certain factual assumptions about the nature of

mass tort cases that are not necessarily accurate. For example, the typical

airplane crash would involve common questions on most liability issues, but

not damages, and the adjudication of these common questions through a class

action could result in the achievement of substantial savings of time and
expense to the courts and the parties. Indeed, there seems to be little doubt

that, where numerous claims of this magnitude do exist — whether as a result

of a mass tort or some other kind of mass wrong - a class action can achieve

judicial economy by dealing, in a more efficient manner, with litigation that

would arise in any event. For this reason, the Commission has come to the

conclusion that judicial economy is an important factor that supports the

adoption of an expanded class action procedure in Ontario.

(ii) Access to the Courts

As indicated above, there is no disagreement that judicial economy may

74 For example, problems with the drug MER-29 led to over 800 individual suits being

filed in United States federal and state courts: see the testimony of Judge E.A. Robson,

in Hearings on S. 3815 Before the Subcomm. on Improvements of Judicial Machinery of

the Committee on the Judiciary, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. 6 (1966). On the subject of

"multiple litigation" generally, see ibid., at 5.

75 Advisory Committee on Civil Rules, "Proposed Amendments to Rules of Civil Proce-

dure for the United States District Courts", 39 F.R.D. 69 (1966) (hereinafter referred to

as "Advisory Committee Notes"). Class action status has also been denied under Rule

23(b)(3) on the basis, inter alia, that "the interest of members of the class in individually

controlling the prosecution ... of separate actions" renders individual litigation "super-

ior" to a class action. In other words, in these cases, the interest of persons in

controlling their own litigation has been seen to outweigh any economies that would be

achieved by aggregating individually recoverable claims in a class action. The impor-

tance of controlling one's own litigation, as a factor in determining whether a class

action should be permitted to proceed, will be discussed in greater detail, infra, ch. 9,

sec. 2(a)(i).

76 Advisory Committee Notes, ibid., at 103. See, also, infra, ch. 5, sec. 3(d) and (e).
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be achieved where a class action aggregates individually recoverable claims;

rather, controversy has focused upon whether judicial economy should be the

exclusive function of class actions. In this connection, it has been argued that

the benefits of a class action procedure in achieving judicial economy are

outweighed by the fact that class actions tend to "stir up" litigation 77 by
permitting the assertion of claims that would not be litigated if an expanded
class action procedure were not available. 78 Commentators who adhere to

this view believe that judicial economy is the only legitimate function of class

actions; 79 they therefore contend that economies can be achieved only where
a class action consolidates numerous "existing" — that is, individually

recoverable — claims in order to avoid repetitious litigation.

The argument that class actions should aggregate only "existing" claims

is open to criticism. In the first place, the terminology used is misleading.

Individually nonrecoverable and nonviable claims do, in fact, "exist" as a

matter of law; the costs of litigation simply render such claims unenforceable.

Moreover, implicit in the argument is the assumption that the ability or

inability to commence an individual action provides an accurate test of the

legitimacy of the claim and of its importance to the claimant and society. This

77 Handler, "The Shift from Substantive to Procedural Innovations in Antitrust Suits —

The Twenty-Third Annual Antitrust Review" (1971), 71 Colum. L. Rev. 1, at 10.

78 It has been said that the "class action . . . presupposes a view of the . . . court's role that

is a significant departure from the traditional one - namely, the view that the courts

should bestow relief on those who have not actively sought it on their own initiative":

Reilly, "Mass Compensatory Relief: The Inadequacy of the Class Action & the Need
for Procedural Alternatives" (1973), 24 Syracuse L. Rev. 1341, at 1361 (footnote

omitted).

79 Such commentators frequently cite the Advisory Committee Notes, supra, note 75, at

102-03, where it is stated that "[subdivision (b)(3) [of Rule 23] encompasses those cases

in which a class action would achieve economies of time, effort, and expense, and

promote uniformity of decision as to persons similarly situated . .
.".

It is far from clear, however, that the Advisory Committee perceived judicial

economy as the only legitimate function that could be served by class actions. The
Reporter of the Committee, who subsequently became one of its members, has observed

as follows:

The entire reconstruction of the Rule bespoke an intention to promote more
vigorously than before the dual missions of the class-action device: (1) to reduce

units of litigation by bringing under one umbrella what might otherwise be many
separate but duplicating actions; (2) even at the expense of increasing litigation, to

provide means of vindicating the rights of groups of people who individually

would be without effective strength to bring their opponents into court at all.

Kaplan, "A Prefatory Note to 'The Class Action - A Symposium' " (1968-69), 10 B.C.

Ind. & Com. L. Rev. 497, at 497 (emphasis added).

Moreover, in addition to the passage cited to support a restrictive interpretation of

Rule 23, the Advisory Committee Notes contain a passage, at 104, that specifically

refers to the possibility that "the amounts at stake for individuals may be so small that

separate suits would be impracticable"; it is there suggested that this factor should be

taken into account by judges in determining whether class status should be refused on

the ground that individuals may have a strong interest in controlling the prosecution of

their particular claims. Clearly, then, a class action aggregating at least small, individu-

ally nonrecoverable claims was envisaged. A representative criticism of the effects of

Rule 23 based upon this Commentary may be found in Weithers, "Amended Rule 23:

A Defendant's Point of View" (1968-69), 10 B.C. Ind. & Com. L. Rev. 515, at 518.
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assumption has not gone unchallenged. It has been contended that a failure

to pursue an existing substantive remedy may reflect not so much a consid-

ered judgment by the claimant concerning the merits and importance of the

claim, as the operation of economic, social, and psychological barriers

precluding the assertion of that claim. Indeed, it has been suggested that the

potential of class actions to provide access to justice for aggrieved persons

who would otherwise be denied the benefit of existing remedies is one of the

most important goals of class actions.

The usefulness of class actions in furthering this goal was specifically

recognized by Mr. Justice Arnup in Naken v. General Motors of Canada
Ltd.-.™

In these days of mass merchandising of consumer goods, accompanied as it often

is by widespread or national advertising, large numbers of persons are almost

inevitably going to find themselves in approximately the same situation if the

article in question has a defect that turns up when the article is put to use. In

many instances the pecuniary damages suffered by any one purchaser may be

small, even if the article is useless. It is not practical for any one purchaser to sue a

huge manufacturer for his individual damages, but the sum of the damages
suffered by each individual purchaser may be very large indeed.

In such cases it would clearly be both convenient and in the public interest if

some mechanism or procedure existed whereby the purchasers could sue as a

class, with appropriate safeguards for defendants, who ought not to be subjected

to expensive law suits by class action plaintiffs who cannot pay costs if they lose.

Many class action critics concede that economic and other barriers to

litigation do exist; and most commentators agree that class actions could, in

theory, play a role in overcoming these barriers and thereby increase access to

the courts. However, such commentators suggest that, in practice, class

actions do not play a sufficiently significant role in achieving access to justify

the burdens that such suits impose upon the courts and defendants. It has

been argued that, in fact, class members display little or no interest in

achieving the relief sought in many or most class actions, and that this fact is

demonstrated by a failure of class members to participate in class actions

where they are requested to do so.

Class action proponents reply that the empirical evidence casts serious

doubts upon the accuracy of the contention that class members are unwilling

to participate in class actions. It has been suggested that any problems in this

area reflect the continuing operation of economic and other barriers, rather

than indifference to the claims asserted.

Finally, class action critics have contended that, even if class actions do
assert claims that are important to class members, the access function will not

be served because class members will ultimately achieve no net monetary
recovery. It has been asserted that, as a practical matter, the amounts
ultimately recovered will be consumed by lawyers' fees or administrative

costs, or that the cost to each class member of claiming his or her share, even

after the completion of the action, will exceed the amount of the share,

because, it is alleged, the claims asserted in most class actions are nonviable.

so (1978), 21 O.R. (2d) 780, at 784-85, 92 D.L.R. (3d) 100 (C.A.).

\
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Other commentators have challenged the assumption that most class

actions are composed primarily of individually nonrecoverable or nonviable

claims. They also cite empirical evidence that tends to demonstrate that

lawyers' fees and administrative costs do not, in fact, consume an unreason-

able proportion of class awards.

Having described generally the arguments respecting the role of class

actions in providing increased access to the courts, we now turn to an

evaluation of these arguments.

a. Economic Barriers to Redress

As indicated earlier, certain commentators have argued that the failure to

assert an existing substantive remedy may reflect the presence of barriers

precluding access to the courts. The first such barrier is an economic one, and
is implicit in the distinction between individually recoverable, individually

nonrecoverable, and nonviable claims. In many instances, the legal fees and
other costs 81 of enforcing a claim on an individual basis may exceed the value

of the claim itself; accordingly, it is not economically rational to pursue the

claim by means of litigation. Given the high cost of litigation, it cannot be

assumed automatically that the failure to litigate a claim means that the

injury suffered is too small to be important to the victim.

In evaluating the impact of litigation costs as an economic barrier, it

would be helpful to know where the dividing line between individually

recoverable and individually nonrecoverable claims lies. It will be recalled

that this boundary line is delineated by the costs of asserting the particular

claim through individual litigation. The amount required to prosecute a

particular claim individually will vary, depending on the complexity of the

legal or factual issues, the time required to dispose of the claim, the need for

expert witnesses, and other similar considerations. Moreover, the litigation

costs actually incurred by a claimant depend upon the rules of court

governing the award of costs, as well as the nature of the contractual

agreement between the lawyer and his client concerning payment.

In the United States, the only empirical study to give detailed attention

to this question is the Chicago Antitrust Study. 82 After discussing the costs of

litigation with a sample of class action lawyers, and after examining the

81 Enforcing a legal right may require some loss of income; many people are employed at

jobs that do not allow absence from work with pay for necessary consultations with a

lawyer, attendance at discoveries, or court appearances: see Eovaldi, "Private Consumer
Substantive and Procedural Remedies Under State Law" (1970), 15 Antitrust Bull. 255.

at 274. That problems of this sort existed even for people who did in fact manage to

bring a claim in a small claims court is documented by two Ontario studies: see a

forthcoming study by Hildebrandt, McNeely, and Mercer, An Empirical Study ofAccess

to the Windsor Small Claims Court (1982), 2 Windsor Yearb. Access Justice (hereinafter

referred to as "Windsor Small Claims Court Study"), and Mclntyre, Consumers and the

Small Claims Courts (Unpublished Research Paper, 1979), at 101-02 (hereinafter re-

ferred to as "Toronto Small Claims Court Study").

82 Supra, note 25.
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amounts actually claimed in the antitrust class actions and nonclass actions

filed in the jurisdiction under study, the study concluded as follows: 83

Despite the provision for the award of reasonable attorneys' fees and costs, it

seems clear that where the damages suffered are several thousand dollars or less

[an antitrust] nonclass proceeding is not feasible. It seems probable, moreover,

that the dividing line is far higher. While an attorney may be found to handle a

case in which the damages pretrebled are only $10,000 to $20,000, it appears that

a potential recovery well in excess of this — perhaps as much as several hundred

thousand dollars - may be needed to warrant a serious effort by experienced

antitrust practitioners.

It seems unlikely that many individuals, especially consumers, would regard

an antitrust claim of "several thousand dollars" as unimportant; yet it

appears that such a claim probably would not be litigated on an individual

basis in the United States.

In the area of securities law, American estimates of the size of claim

necessary to warrant individual litigation have varied from $2,000, or $10,000

if the matter had to go to trial, 84 to a suggestion, in a nonempirical study, that

most lawyers specializing in securities would not bring an insider trading

action unless the claim was at least $ 100,000. 85

In addition to focusing attention on the size of claim necessary for

individual litigation to be economically feasible, it is useful to examine data

concerning costs of litigation as a guide to the dividing line between
individually recoverable and individually nonrecoverable claims. With re-

spect to consumer claims in the United States, a survey sponsored by the

American Bar Foundation 86 reported that the median fee charged by lawyers

in individual cases was $75. 87 The same study revealed that the fees charged

ranged from $3 to $5,000, and that the average fee was $255. 88 Other
commentators have suggested that, in the context of consumer class actions,

83 Ibid., at 1295. The reference to "pretrebling" in the passage cited refers to the fact that,

in American antitrust law, plaintiffs are authorized by §4 of the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C.

§15, to recover three times the damages that they have actually suffered.

84 In the opinion of an attorney interviewed in the course of the Houston Securities Study,

supra, note 29, at 827, n. 199.

85 See Note, "Small Investors Can Bring Class Actions for 'Securities Fraud' " (1972), 1

C.A.R. 4, at 6-7.

86 See Curran, The Legal Needs of the Public: The Final Report of a National Survey (1977),

at 208.

87 That is, half the persons who consulted lawyers were charged fees above that amount,

and half were charged lesser sums. The usefulness of this figure is diminished, however,

by the fact that the broad category of consumer matters in that study lumped together

such problems as eviction, serious disputes with landlords, creditors, and sellers,

repossession, and garnishment, which can be expected to give rise to widely varying

legal expenses: ibid., at 103.

88 Ibid., at 208.

\
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the costs of individually litigating each claim may exceed $ 1 ,000. 89

However, it should be emphasized that, unlike the situation in Ontario,

litigation costs actually incurred by an individual in the United States reflect

a general no-way cost rule — whereby the court does not award lawyers' fees

against an unsuccessful litigant — and the possibility of a contingency fee

arrangement with the lawyer. 90 Having regard to this difference in the

American and Ontario cost regimes, caution should be exercised in drawing

conclusions for Ontario from the American data respecting the types of claim

that may be individually recoverable.

A general idea of the costs of litigation in Ontario may be obtained by
examining statistics published in the Annual Reports of the Ontario Legal

Aid Plan. The Legal Aid statistics for Ontario reveal that the average

payment to a lawyer in fees and disbursements in respect of civil legal aid

cases was $396.53 in 1980. 91 The Annual Reports also contain statistics

concerning the average legal aid payment for each case, depending upon the

court in which the action was commenced. In 1980, the average payment for

each case was $795.22 in the Supreme Court (excluding appeals), $956.59 in

the county and district courts, and $140.51 in the small claims courts. 92 The
legal aid statistics also indicate that the average legal aid payment varies

according to the type of case; for example, in 1980, for all courts the average

payment in "Damage Actions" (excluding, among other things, "Motor
Vehicle Negligence" cases) was $636.44, and in "Property Actions" was
$41 8. 50. 93 It should be noted that, in all categories, payments made by the

Legal Aid Plan have been increasing steadily.

It bears emphasizing that the figures cited above are fees and disburse-

ments paid by the Legal Aid Plan. By statute, while legal aid covers

89 More specifically, in considering a potential class action involving allegations of

consumer fraud over the sale of inferior cameras, in which actual damages of $451.60

and punitive damages of $1,000 were claimed, a California court characterized these

claims as involving "a relatively small amount of damages sought by each member of

the class, making individual recovery economically infeasible": Metowski v. Traid Corp.,

28 Cal. App. 3d 332, at 341, 104 Cal. Rptr. 599, at 603-04 (1972). Another commentator

has carried out a detailed analysis that suggests that the cost of litigating an individual

suit to achieve rescission of a contract resulting from a widespread food freezer racket,

similar to that involved in the leading California class action case of Vasquez v. Superior

Court of San Joaquin Cty., 4 Cal. 3d 800, 484 P.2d 964 (1971), would be $5,136 if

pursued by a private practitioner, or $1,344 if handled by a government legal services

lawyer; the value of the claim in question was $700: see statement of Schrag, in House

Hearings on Class Action and Other Consumer Protection Measures, H.R. J 493 J and 6

other bills Before Subcomm. on Commerce and Finance of the House Comm. on Interstate

and Foreign Commerce, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970), at 110-14. For a description of

Schrag's actual experiences in prosecuting such an action as a test case, see Schrag,

"Bleak House 1968: A Report on Consumer Test Litigation" (1969), 44 N.Y.U. L. Rev.

115.

'JO See infra, ch. 17, sec. 3, concerning the costs regime in the United States.

91 The Law Society of Upper Canada, Ontario Legal Aid Plan, Annual Report (1980),

Appendix D, at 36.

92 Ibid., Appendix G, at 39.

93 Ibid., Appendix F, at 38.
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disbursements, the Plan pays only "an amount equal to three-fourths of the

fees for services rendered", 94 based upon the legal aid tariff. 95 As a general

proposition, the amounts payable under this tariff are lower than amounts
payable to a lawyer retained privately, even under the tariff established

pursuant to the Supreme Court of Ontario Rules of Practice. 96 Accordingly,

the cost of litigation for non-legal aid cases is normally higher than that

indicated by the above figures. For example, a study of the Windsor small

claims court found that solicitors' fees in that court ranged from $75 to $400,

and that the average fee was $210 for handling a small claims court case from
beginning to end. 97

However, with respect to litigation costs in small claims courts, it should

be borne in mind that it is not uncommon for an individual to prosecute a

claim in that court without a lawyer or agent. Accordingly, under such

circumstances, litigation costs would be lower than those indicated above. At
the same time, it should be noted that many persons are not aware of the

existence of small claims courts or, even if aware, are effectively prevented

from asserting a claim because of the operation of certain social or psycholog-

ical factors. 98

It should also be recognized that the amount an individual must pay his

own lawyer does not necessarily represent the ultimate cost he will have to

bear. Generally speaking, a two-way costs rule prevails in Ontario, so that

"costs follow the event". 99 On the one hand, a successful plaintiff normally

will recover some of the costs of litigation from the defendant. Under

94 Legal Aid Act, R.S.O. 1980, c. 234, s. 22(1).

95 R.R.O. 1980. Reg. 575, Schedule 3.

96 R.R.O. 1980, Reg. 540, Tariffs A and B.

97 See Windsor Small Claims Court Study, supra, note 81. In evaluating the significance of

litigation costs, it should be noted that income levels may have a significant effect both

upon the importance of a given recovery to a particular individual, and upon the

"barrier" effect of such costs. For example, a claim of an amount equivalent to a week's

after-tax income might reasonably be expected to be important to most people. By this

standard, it would appear that, in 1978 (the last year for which statistics are now
available), a claim of $75 would be important to one quarter of the residents of

metropolitan areas and one third of rural residents in Ontario, a claim of $210 would be

significant to approximately three fifths of the population, and a claim of $300 would

be important to about 80% of individuals in Ontario (weekly income figures and
percentages calculated by Commission from figures contained in Statistics Canada,

Income After Tax, Distributions by Size in Canada, 1978 (1980)). For the purpose of

comparing this data to litigation costs in 1978, reference should be made to the 1978

Annual Report of the Ontario Legal Aid Plan. Appendix G revealed that the average

Legal Aid Plan payment for each case was $688.46 in the Supreme Court of Ontario

(excluding appeals), $908.05 in the county and district courts, and $125.26 in the small

claims courts. It will be apparent from these figures — which, as we have noted, would

be higher where non-legal aid cases are involved — that the costs of enforcing claims of

the size indicated above would, in many cases, equal or exceed the value of such claims.

Therefore, enforcement, through individual litigation, of many claims that presumably

are important to the persons injured would seem to be effectively impossible.

98 These factors are considered in the following section. See, also, supra, note 8 1 , and

infra, note 103.

99 See infra, ch. 1 7, sec. 2, for a discussion of the costs rules in Ontario.
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ordinary circumstances, however, a successful plaintiff will not recover all of

his costs, so that some direct cost barriers will remain. On the other hand, if a

plaintiff loses, not only must he pay his own lawyer, but he also may have to

pay some of the defendant's costs. Victory in litigation is never certain, and a

plaintiff with a reasonable claim might well be deterred from suing by the

prospect of paying substantially more than that claim if he or she loses, even

though the defendant would absorb part of the plaintiff's costs if the suit

succeeded.

The availability of legal aid to individuals does not provide a solution to

this particular problem. The economic barriers in question are not restricted

in their operation to persons whose income is low enough that they qualify for

legal aid. It is no more economically rational for an affluent individual to

litigate a claim where the costs exceed the amount at stake than it is for a low

income person to do so. Even if legal aid were available to subsidize costs of

individual litigation for persons at all income levels, this alone would not

provide a solution to the problem of significant, but individually nonrecover-

able, claims. 100 As the Osier Task Force on Legal Aid has pointed out, it is

probable that legal aid would not even be available to people otherwise

eligible for it with respect to such claims. 101

Before leaving the topic of economic barriers to redress, it should be

noted that, in its 1972 Report on consumer warranties and guarantees, this

Commission clearly recognized the existence of such barriers when it stated

that "the costs of litigation will usually exceed the value of the goods in

dispute . . . [s]o it is not surprising that consumers avoid the courts". 102 It is

unlikely that matters have improved in the period since that Report.

Moreover, it bears emphasizing that the problem of obtaining redress where a

claim is individually nonrecoverable is not confined to claims involving

consumer warranties, but is a general one applicable to other areas of the law

as well.

100 See Jones and Boyer, "Improving the Quality of Justice in the Marketplace: The Need
for Better Consumer Remedies" (1971-72), 40 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 357, at 367-68.

101 Ontario, Ministry of the Attorney General, Report of The Task Force on Legal Aid, Part

I (1974) (hereinafter referred to as "Osier Task Force on Legal Aid"), at 19 and 40:

A major problem, however, is that in the case of poor people, who comprise by far

the largest group of those now eligible [for legal aid], it is frequently demonstrable

that the cost of assisting them to exercise a right will exceed the tangible value of

the right itself and hence may well be barred by the provision of Regulation 58(1)

that requires a solicitor to furnish the Area Director his written opinion 'that it is

reasonable under all the circumstances to go on with the proceeding for which a

certificate has been issued'. And it may frequently take a good deal of time, and

hence money, to decide and advise a poor man upon rights that may exist under

legislation or private contract relating to employment, housing, welfare or other

social benefits vitally important to the poor man but small in terms of absolute

dollars ....

The traditional test of coverage by comparing what services the 'man of

modest means' would be prepared to pay is no longer an apt one.

102 Ontario Law Reform Commission, Report on Consumer Warranties and Guarantees in

the Sale of Goods (1972), at 106.
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b. Social and Psychological Barriers to Redress

There are a number of noneconomic barriers that may effectively prevent

an injured person from seeking compensation by means of litigation. The first

such barrier may simply be ignorance of the availability of substantive legal

rights, or of legal institutions that may assist in enforcing such rights. 103

The existence of this problem has been recognized by the Osier Task

Force on Legal Aid, 104 which recommended that "an obligation to advertise

and promote Legal Aid, and to inform the public of their rights and remedies

under the law" should be included among the "stated aims and purposes" of

Legal Aid Ontario. 105 In the view of the Osier Task Force, therefore, a

potential increase in litigation might be justifiable where inaction results not

from a reasoned choice, but rather from ignorance of legal remedies and

resources available to deal with real grievances. Such initiatives are unlikely,

however, to reach all people who are in need of the information. Certain

empirical studies appear to confirm that, even if persons are aware of

available legal remedies, and the amount at stake exceeds the actual cost of

enforcing their rights, such persons may take no action because of an

inaccurate idea that the fees charged by lawyers are well beyond their

means. 106

Another barrier to effective enforcement of legal rights may exist where

significant injuries occur without the victim's knowledge. Problems of this

sort may arise, for example, in the securities field, where the average investor

may have neither the sophistication nor the time to discover violations of

103 This lack of knowledge is particularly likely in the case of persons with a low income. In

an Australian empirical legal study, such persons had difficulty in spontaneously

recognizing areas of the law in which legal advice could be helpful: Australian Govern-

ment Commission of Inquiry into Poverty, Legal Needs of the Poor (1975), at 74. With

respect to problems of identifying available legal institutions, two thirds of low income

consumers interviewed in an American survey indicated that they did not know where

they would go for help if they had a dispute with a merchant or sales representative,

and only 10% mentioned lawyers, legal aid, or small claims courts as possible sources of

help: see Caplovitz, The Poor Pay More (1963), at 171-75, discussed in Note, "Consum-

er Legislation and the Poor" (1967), 76 Yale L.J. 745, at 752-53 and 764. The Osier

Task Force on Legal Aid recognized that this problem also exists in Ontario, referring

to a survey conducted by the Legal Access Project of the University of Toronto Law
School. In this project, 100 people in Toronto, Kitchener and Lindsay were asked where

they would call for information regarding a set of 10 hypothetical legal problems. Of

the 1,361 replies (respondents were encouraged to give more than one answer for each

problem), only 43 mentioned the Legal Aid office: see Osier Task Force on Legal Aid,

supra, note 101, at 104. A Manitoba study revealed that 80% of persons in a high

income area were aware of the small claims courts, but only 32.6% of people in a low

income area and 48% of residents of a medium income area knew of their existence: see

Gerbrant, Hague, and Hargues, Preliminary Study of the Small Claims Court in Manito-

ba (1972), Table A (hereinafter referred to as "Manitoba Small Claims Court Study").

104 See Osier Task Force on Legal Aid, supra, note 101, at 103-05.

'°5 Ibid., at 104.

106 See Carlin and Howard, "Legal Representation and Class Justice" (1965), 12 U.C.L.A.

L. Rev. 381, at 427, nn. 197 and 198, and Curran, supra, note 86, at 236 and 238.
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securities laws, 107 or in cases where victims suffer delayed side effects from
dangerous drugs that cannot be traced to particular medication without

expert assistance. 108 The fact that the victims do not know that these injuries

exist, or that they may be attributable to a defendant's misconduct, clearly

does not mean that they are unimportant, since unknown securities violations

may result, in fact, in a financial loss, and the side effects of a drug may
damage a person's health.

Legal action on an individual basis also may be effectively barred where

there is a continuing relationship that gives the potential defendant sufficient

power over the injured party that economic or other reprisals for the

initiation of litigation are a real possibility. Factors of this kind might serve to

prevent individual tenants from suing their landlord, or an employee from

taking legal action against an employer. 109 Even small businesses may be

reluctant to sue more powerful companies where, for example, in a fran-

chisor-franchisee situation, they must deal continuously with such companies

on a basis of dependence.

A further barrier to effective redress of grievances may exist where

claimants fail to take legal action because they are alienated from, or fear

involvement in, the legal system. This problem may be particularly acute in

the case of persons whose expectations have been shaped by their experiences

with a less reliable judicial system. 110 Similar attitudes may also be prevalent

107 See, for example, the discussion of this problem in Comment, "Adequate Representa-

tion, Notice and the New Class Action Rule: Effectuating Remedies Provided by the

Securities Laws" (1968), 1 16 U. Pa. L. Rev. 889, at 889-90.

108 por example, it is alleged that the drug diethystilbestrol (DES) is producing an

increased incidence of an extremely rare form of vaginal cancer in the daughters of

women for whom it was prescribed during pregnancy. Many women suffering or at risk

from this disease may be unaware that DES was prescribed for their mothers and might

be the cause of such cancer. An example of a class action brought against the manufac-

turers of DES, in which the warning of potential victims against this danger was a

substantial part of the relief sought, is Reingold v. E.R. Squibb & Sons, Inc., Civil No.
74-3420 (S.D.N. Y., Oct. 8, 1975), as described at (1974), 3 C.A.R. 153, in which

certification of the action as a class action was denied. A similar class action was

recently certified in Massachusetts: see Payton v. Abbott Labs, 83 F.R.D. 382 (D. Mass.

1979). See, also, infra, ch. 5, sec. 3(d)(i).

109 The American Bar Foundation survey of the legal needs of the public found that only

1% of job discrimination problems and 8% of wage collection difficulties were taken to

lawyers, and that only 29% of persons confronted with job discrimination in hiring or

promotion took any action at all: see Curran, supra, note 86, at 137 and 260. A British

legal needs study found that only 4% of those with employment problems who were in

need of advice saw a solicitor, and only 1 % of those in need of advice with respect to

landlord repair obligation problems did so: Abel-Smith, Zander, and Brooke, Legal

Problems and the Citizen (1973), at 158, Table 35. See, also, the study of the Australian

Government Commission of Inquiry into Poverty, supra, note 103, at 90.

110 One empirical study found that, when persons who did not appear in court in response

to a summons were asked for their reasons for not appearing, 4% of those in New York,

and 1% of respondents in Chicago and Detroit, stated that they were afraid to go to

court. The author suggested that this response was associated with "the new migrant

from a more traditionalistic culture": see Caplovitz, Consumers in Trouble: A Study of
Debtors in Default (1974), at 201-11. In the study of the Australian Government
Commission of Inquiry into Poverty, supra, note 103, 8.4% of the respondents suggested

that fear would prevent people from going to a lawyer when they needed one. and 7.2%

of the respondents, all recent immigrants, mentioned language difficulties as a further

deterrent.
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among low income persons who have had continuing negative experiences

with the legal system as a result of actions by, for example, landlords,

creditors, employers, welfare workers, or the police. The law may be per-

ceived, therefore, as something that works against their interests, rather than

as a viable and effective institution for obtaining redress. ' '

'

c. Class A ctions as a Means of

Overcoming Barriers to Redress

In previous sections, we have examined how economic, social, and
psychological barriers often preclude the pursuit of meritorious claims by
means of individual litigation. It has frequently been suggested that the

existence of such barriers and, therefore, the lack of effective access to justice,

will lead to a significant loss of faith in society by citizens who are denied the

benefit of existing remedies. 112 This may well result in a general alienation

from the courts and other institutions of government. 113 Indeed, since such

alienation has been identified as one of the social barriers impeding access to

justice, these problems may be self-perpetuating. • 14

111 See Carlin, Howard, and Messinger, "Civil Justice and the Poor: Issues for Sociological

Research" (1966-67), 1 Law & Soc. Rev. 9, at 80-81.

A study of persons who had been mildly injured in automobile accidents in New
York City found that the lower the socio-economic status of the injured person, the less

likely he was to take any action to recover compensation. Whereas 27% of lower income

respondents did nothing, only 2% of the higher income respondents responded in this

fashion: see Carlin and Howard, supra, note 106, at 424. On the basis of this study,

Carlin, Howard, and Messinger also suggested as follows, at 83 (footnotes omitted,

emphasis in original):

That the poor man's encounters with the law lead to alienation from the legal

system is strongly indicated in the relation between prior court contact and the

willingness of accident victims to take some action to recover for their losses. The
more often respondents had come into contact with the courts, the less likely they

were to take action — and this was especially true of lower class respondents.

112 See Haines, "Book Review: Canadian Negligence Law" (1973), 51 Can. B. Rev. 707, at

709.

The American Bar Foundation's survey of the legal needs of the public in the

United States tends to confirm that such alienation exists, and that it may well be

related directly to the failure of the system to deal with the modest claims of the average

citizen. The survey revealed that from 42% of those with the lowest incomes to 30% of

those with the highest incomes agreed with the proposition that the legal system is

established to deal with problems involving large sums of money, and not with the legal

problems of ordinary persons: see Curran, supra, note 86, at 253.

Moreover, at most income levels, 60% of the population expressed the view that the

legal system favours the rich and powerful over everyone else, and even at the highest

income level, 55% of those questioned agreed with this proposition: Curran, supra, note

86, at 252-53. Similar findings were made by the Australian Government Commission
of Inquiry into Poverty, supra, note 103, at 83-84, Abel-Smith, Zander, and Brooke,

supra, note 109, at 249-50, and the Commission des Services Juridiques, Les Mains de la

Loi: Une problematique des Besoins Juridique des economiquement faibles du Quebec

(1975), at 138-40.

113 See Jones and Boyer, supra, note 100, at 362 and 363.

1 14 See supra, this ch., sec. 3(a)(ii)b.
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There is little empirical evidence concerning the frequency of individual-

ly nonrecoverable claims that might lend themselves to class action treat-

ment. The empirical evidence that exists does suggest, however, that class

actions are aggregating smaller claims than those that are litigated individual-

ly. 115 Moreover, there is general agreement that class actions do serve an

important access function. With respect to mass wrongs, class actions have

the potential to provide access to justice at a cost that bears a reasonable

relationship to the rights at stake. By affording "an opportunity for voicing

mass grievances in an orderly fashion within the framework of the existing

[judicial] system", 116 they may provide an antidote to the social frustration

that exists where neither courts nor administrative agencies are able to

protect the rights of citizens on an individual basis.

Criticisms that condemn class actions aggregating individually nonrecov-

erable claims - based on the view that they do not contribute to judicial

economy, but rather "stir up" unnecessary litigation — implicitly assume that

class actions are, in fact, effective in providing access to the courts to a

broader range of individuals. Similar assumptions underlie the objection that

class actions will "overload" the courts. 117 There is disagreement, however,

115 The Bernstein Study, supra, note 33, at 358-59, determined that the average individual

recovery in class actions in which monetary relief was recovered was $957.97 for the

Southern District of New York, while the average individual recovery in class actions in

the Eastern District of Pennsylvania was $1,250.65. It is worthy of note that the average

individual recovery in the class actions under consideration was substantially lower

than the individual recovery in nonclass actions, which was $1 14,926.59 and $129,745 in

the Southern District of New York and the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, respective-

ly: ibid., at 358-59. This discrepancy provides indirect evidence that class actions are

facilitating the enforcement of more modest claims than are brought by individual

litigation. Indirect confirmation of this proposition is also indicated by the findings of

the Chicago Antitrust Study that natural person investors and consumers have tended

to bring antitrust cases almost exclusively in class form: see Chicago Antitrust Study,

supra, note 25, at 1289.

Although the Arthur Young Studies, supra, note 37, did not involve a representa-

tive sample of cases, they did collect some data on the average monetary recovery for

each claim in a number of antitrust and securities class actions: ibid., at 106. The
antitrust recoveries ranged from $11 to $630, with half of the recoveries being for less

than $100. The securities class actions generated somewhat larger average recoveries,

ranging from $113 to $476, with half of the recoveries being for $304 or less. This

evidence provides confirmation that at least some class actions for individually non-

recoverable amounts are being brought.

The Antibiotics Study, supra, note 31, confirms that economic barriers to the

recovery of individually nonrecoverable claims can be overcome in the context of a

class action. The case accomplished widespread recovery and distribution of amounts
that did not exceed $50, except in the case of 1.3% of survey respondents: ibid., at 83.

116 Homburger, "Private Suits in the Public Interest in the United States of America"

(1973-74), 23 Buffalo L. Rev. 343, at 376.

That class actions may indeed help to avoid or reduce social frustration is suggest-

ed by the results of the Antibiotics Study, supra, note 31. An investigation was

undertaken of the damage distribution mechanism adopted as a result of settlement

flowing from antitrust litigation relating to antibiotics price fixing. The study examined

the attitudes of persons who recovered compensation by means of this mechanism, and

indicated that, perhaps as a result of their participation in the distribution, respondents

expressed high confidence in consumer interest groups and in the American system of

justice: ibid., at 75, 76, and 157.

117 See infra, this ch., sec. 3(b)(ii).
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concerning the desirability of providing increased access by means of a class

action. It has been argued that, even assuming the existence of the economic

and other barriers to redress, described above, class actions do not provide a

satisfactory solution, because there is a lack of interest in the proceedings on
the part of potential class members and a lack of financial benefit to them.

We turn now to an examination of these two contentions.

d. Lack of Interest of Class Members

Increased access to the courts to redress grievances by means of class

actions is of value only if numerous persons wish to assert their claims in this

manner. However, it has been argued that class members are, in fact,

indifferent to claims asserted through class actions. Such indifference is

allegedly demonstrated in two ways. First, it is suggested that, in those

instances where courts have required class members to take affirmative action

at an early stage in the class proceedings by "opting in" to the suit, the size of

the class is more substantially reduced than where class members are given

the choice of leaving the class by affirmatively "opting out". Secondly, it is

contended that, even where a class action succeeds in recovering monetary
relief, a large proportion of class members will not seek their share of the

relief, because they are totally devoid of interest and have no desire to

participate in the action. We shall deal now with these two arguments.

(1) Response to an "Opt In" or "Opt Out" Requirement

There is general agreement that requiring potential class members to take

affirmative action to be included in the class — to "opt in" — will result in a

smaller class than if class members are permitted to "opt out", 118 that is, to

participate unless they actively manifest a desire to be excluded.

'

19 Disagree-

ment arises, however, concerning the conclusions that should be drawn from

a failure by individuals to opt in to a class action. On the one hand, some have

argued that this failure reflects disinterest in the claim asserted by means of a

class action. On the other hand, it has been suggested that the failure to opt in

118 See infra, ch. 12, for a discussion of opting in and opting out.

119 The proposition that the use of an opt in procedure will adversely affect the size of the

class receives a measure of empirical support from the D.C. Study, supra, note 17, at 19.

The D.C. Study examined the consequences in a civil rights case of a decision by the

trial judge to divide the employees in question into two subclasses; the members of one

subclass were required to opt in, while the members of the other subclass were given the

choice to opt out. The first subclass was reduced by 39%, because only 1,100 of the

1,800 potential class members opted in. By contrast, only 8% opted out of the second

subclass. Each subclass was made up of the same type of employee and the claims of

both subclasses arose from the same complaint; yet there was a difference of 31% in

class reduction.

The D.C. Study also examined two consumer fraud class actions filed on the same

day against the same defendant, both based upon alleged fraud committed against

home owners. One action employed the opt out procedure, reducing the class by 17%,

while, in the other case, opting in was required, and the class was reduced by 73%.

See Bertelsen, Calfee, and Connor, supra, note 16, at 1150, in which an error in the

original study in calculating the percentages was corrected to show the percentages

given above.
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arises from a variety of factors, other than lack of interest on the part of

potential class members; 12° as a result, the size of the class is reduced in an
arbitrary and inappropriate manner.

If persons are required to opt in to a class action, they usually must do so

at an early stage of the proceedings; it will still be necessary to litigate or

settle the case before any monetary recovery or other benefit can be offered to

the class members. There is thus no immediate, material incentive to class

members that may help to override the operation of the social and psycholog-

ical barriers, previously identified, 121 that may operate to discourage individ-

ual litigation. Fear of involvement in the legal process, an ill-founded concern

over the amount of legal costs, fear of sanctions from employers or others in a

position to take reprisals, or even the demands of everyday life, may prevent a

class member from taking the steps necessary to opt in.

In addition, the necessity to give notice to class members that they must

opt in to the class action creates difficulties that may result in the exclusion of

class members who are not indifferent to the harm done to them. In many
class actions, the identity of class members is initially unknown and,

accordingly, notification that they must opt in if they wish to participate in

the fruits of the class action presents a serious problem. To the extent that

class members do not receive this information, an opt in requirement may
exclude individuals who never had a real opportunity to express interest in

the suit.

Even where class members can be located, they may not appreciate the

significance of a notice and may discard it unread. Or, assuming class

members do become aware of the notice, they nonetheless may have serious

problems in understanding its content. 122 Moreover, even if class members
understand the notice, they may be unsure whether the class action applies to

their own transactions, 123 and the records necessary to determine this

120 See, for example, Moore, "The A.B.A., The Congress and Class Actions: A Report"

(1974), 3 C.A.R. 36, at 53-54, and Shapiro, "Panel Discussion, A.B.A. Symposium on
Antitrust Class Actions" (1971-72), 41 Antitrust L.J. 321.

121 See supra, this ch., sec. 3(a)(ii)b.

122 See Shapiro, "Processing the Consumer's Claim" (1971-72), 41 Antitrust L.J. 257, at

267. Expressions of confusion were also reported in response to an opt out notice in the

second group of antibiotics cases, with one respondent enclosing a selective service

notice, while others "did not want to attend the class", and a number of "opt outs"

included statements that the writers "had not, nor had they ever been on welfare": see

Antibiotics Study, supra, note 31, at 1 15-16.

123 The contention that notices to class members are confusing and ineffective receives

support from the Antibiotics Study, supra, note 31. On the strength of intensive

questioning of the survey respondents, the authors concluded that the traditional

method of notification, personal notice by mail, was not effective: ibid., at xvi-xvii and
101-16. Over $800,000 was spent in postage alone to distribute the first two notices in

the early stages of the litigation; yet nearly one half of the claimants in the law suit who
were surveyed could not remember receiving, or stated that they did not receive, either

of these two notices. (A large number of claimants were subsequently successfully

contacted through innovative notice and distribution procedures during the course of

the settlement: ibid., at 22-37 and 49-53.) Furthermore, the Antibiotics Study indicated

that, despite a generally high level of education, many of those who did remember
receiving one of the mailed notices did not understand the messages contained in the

notice with respect to the consumers' rights in the action. This conclusion was con-

firmed by an examination of those attempting to opt out of the lawsuit. In fact, notices

in newspapers were as effective in terms of impact on recollection as mailed notices.
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question may be seen as too costly to assemble where the prospect of return is

not immediate.

The Commission is of the view that low response rates by class members
who are required to opt in to class proceedings may well be attributable to

problems of the sort described above, and not necessarily to any general lack

of interest in class actions. ,24

(2) Claiming Shares of Recovery

It has been argued that the disinterest of class members in proceedings

brought on their behalf is demonstrated by a failure to claim their share of the

class recovery. 125 It has been asserted that only ten to fifteen percent of class

members will claim a share, even when all that is required is the filing of a

simple proof of claim form. 126

That some class members do not claim their share of a recovery should

not be surprising, given difficulties in locating and notifying class members
whose identity was initially unknown. In addition, even at the claims stage,

the social and psychological barriers described earlier may have some
impact. 127 Therefore, the mere fact that all class members do not seek

recovery should not, in itself, be treated as proof of indifference, if the

proportion of class members who file claims is reasonable in the light of the

practical obstacles to the distribution of the recovery in the particular case.

The suggestion that only ten to fifteen percent of class members file

claims for recovery is refuted by empirical evidence, which demonstrates

clearly that large numbers of class members do recover their shares of

monetary relief. For example, the National Study showed that, in 36.8

percent of the class actions studied, 100 percent of class members who were

found eligible by the court received damages; in 68.4 percent, more than

ninety percent recovered; in 78.9 percent of the actions, more than seventy-

124 See, also, infra, ch. 12, sec. 3(a).

125 See, for example, Corporation, Banking and Business Law, Committee on Class

Actions, supra, note 60, at 968.

126 See Simon, supra, note 11.

127 See supra, this ch., sec. 3(a)(ii)b. In the Antibiotics Study, supra, note 31, it was found
that class members who claimed their share of the recovery were older, had a higher

education and income, and were more heavily concentrated in white collar occupations

than the general population: ibid., at 57-66. This might suggest that the social and
psychological factors mentioned earlier may be operating to discourage some low
income persons from seeking their share of relief even through a class action. However,
there may be an alternative explanation for this result in the antibiotics litigation: the

claims process excluded persons younger than 28 years of age, and persons whose drugs

were paid for by welfare programmes, thus raising the average age and average income
of the claimant group: ibid., at xv. However, some blue collar workers did file claims.

This is demonstrated by the presence of 14.2% of male respondents who were crafts-

men, 5.9% who were operatives (except transportation), and 2.6% who worked in the

transport field: ibid., at 65.
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five percent recovered; and in only 15.8 percent of the cases did less than fifty

percent of eligible class members receive damages. 128

The Antibiotics Study 129 is also of interest in this context. Because the

identity of the class members was initially unknown, distribution of the

settlement fund arising from the antibiotics litigation was particularly

difficult. Yet, despite this handicap and despite the fact that the alleged

overcharge took place ten to twenty years prior to the settlement, the

innovative programme developed by the administrators of the settlement

succeeded in inducing claims from nearly one million claimants, representing

over three million individual consumers. These claims approximated in dollar

value nearly one half the estimated total sales of the drug in question. 13°

The Commission is of the view that, based upon the empirical evidence,

large numbers of class members do claim their shares of class action

recoveries, and that they are able to do so even in difficult cases where the

identities of class members are initially unknown, if appropriate distribution

techniques are utilized. 131 The contention that class members are uninterest-

ed in monetary relief obtained on their behalf — and that, for this reason,

class actions cannot in fact achieve the goals described earlier — would,

therefore, seem to be unfounded.

e. Lack of Monetary Benefit to Class Members

A further argument against class actions is that, even if class members are

interested in asserting their claims, they will not obtain any net benefit from

the majority of class actions. Two reasons have been advanced to support this

view. First, it is said that a disproportionate share of the recovery will be

128 National Study, supra, note 24, at 28 (percentages calculated by Ontario Law Reform
Commission).

Even when percentages are calculated on the basis of the size of the class at the

time of certification, and prior to any opting out of the class or to judicial disqualifica-

tion of putative class members, in 22.2% of the cases all members of the class recovered,

in 44.1% more than 75% recovered, in 59.3% of the cases more than 50% of class

members recovered, and on only 29.6% of the occasions on which damages were

recovered did 10% of class members or less recover on their claims: ibid., at 28

(percentages calculated by Ontario Law Reform Commission).

The Arthur Young Studies, supra, note 37, involved a less representative selection

of class actions than the National Study. These class actions had been identified

through reported cases and through information obtained from the Delaware Trust

Company, which had managed distributions in some class actions: ibid., at 103-05. It is

of interest to note that, although the proportion of class members claiming recovery in

Arthur Young Studies was somewhat lower than that found in the National Study, in

only 15.4% of the 26 cases examined did 15% or less of class members claim their

shares. By contrast, in 30.8% of the antitrust and securities class actions, more than 70%
of class members claimed their recovery, while in an additional 23.1% of the class

actions at least 40% of class members participated: ibid, (percentages calculated by
Ontario Law Reform Commission).

129 Supra, note 31.

130 Ibid., at xv and 51-53.

131 See infra, chs. 13 and 14, for a discussion of notice and distribution techniques.
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consumed by administrative costs and lawyers' fees. 132 Secondly, such actions

allegedly aggregate claims that are, in fact, nonviable. 133 We now turn to an

evaluation of the merits of these contentions.

(1) Administrative Costs and Lawyers' Fees

It has been suggested that administrative costs and lawyers' fees consume
such a disproportionate share of a class member's recovery that no meaning-

ful benefit will be received as a result of the class action. 134 In the United

States, apart from cases in which costs and fees are borne by the defendant, 135

the recovery of class members is, indeed, subject to reduction as a result of

these expenses. However, the important issue is whether this reduction is

sufficient to deprive class members of meaningful monetary relief.

Critics of class actions often compare the total amount of administrative

costs and lawyers' fees with the amount of each class member's claim, and
then suggest that these costs and fees have the effect of depriving class

members of any significant recovery. 136 However, a comparison of total costs

and fees with an individual class member's claim gives a rather myopic view

of the issue. A better sense of whether the costs and fees of a class action are

reasonable can be achieved by determining the percentage of the class

recovery consumed by such costs and fees. 137

Empirical data has been collected concerning the proportion of class

awards that are consumed by lawyers' fees and administrative costs. The
Class Action Reports Costs Studies, 138 dealing with antitrust and securities

132 See, for example, Handler, supra, note 77, at 9-10.

133 It will be recalled that a nonviable claim is one in which "the expenses an individual

would incur in asserting a right to a share of a class judgment would be greater than his

expected share of the recovery": Harvard Developments, supra, note 9, at 1356. See,

also, supra, this ch., sec. 2(c).

134 See, for example, Handler, supra, note 77, at 9-10. See, also, Eisen v. Carlisle &
Jacquelin, 391 F.2d 555 (2d Cir. 1968), at 571, where Lumbard C.J., dissenting,

remarked that "[olbviously the only persons to gain from a class suit are not potential

.
plaintiffs, but the attorneys who will represent them".

135 See infra, ch. 17, sec. 3.

136 For example, criticism has been levelled against the results in Grossman v. Playboy

Clubs Int'l Inc., No. 882939, unreported (Ca. Super. Ct. L.A. Cty. 1969), in which a

class action was brought on behalf of 460,000 lifetime members of the Playboy Club in

California. In that case, the class members recovered an $8 chit redeemable over a 2

year period, while the lawyers' fees came to $275,000: see Handler, supra, note 77, at

9-10.

137 An application of this methodology to the Playboy Club example, ibid., reveals that, as

the aggregate recovery in that case was $3,600,000, the $275,000 fee amounted to 7.6%

of the total recovery: Dushoff, in Proposed Consumer Protection Act of 1970: Hearings

on S. 3201 Before the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970)

(hereinafter referred to as "Senate Hearings on Proposed Consumer Protection Act"), at

77. By normal American standards, a fee award of this amount is very small compared
to the size of the award, as a Senator critical of class actions was prepared to admit: see

comments of Senator Cook, ibid., at 78.

138 Supra, note 36.
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class actions, provide data concerning the combined impact of known
administrative and legal costs and lawyers' fees upon class recoveries. When
the statistics were calculated on a per case basis, the average reduction for

fees and costs was 21.7 percent. 139 It also appears from an analysis of a more
limited group of 130 recent antitrust and securities class actions that, in 69.2

percent of these cases, fees and costs absorbed less than twenty-five percent

of the award, and that such fees and costs absorbed more than thirty-five

percent of the class recovery in only 6.9 percent of the class actions. 140 The
authors of the study concluded that fees and costs in antitrust and securities

class actions normally fall within the twenty to thirty percent range. 141

Empirical studies have also examined the significance of purely adminis-

trative costs, including costs of notice. The most reliable data concerning the

percentage of class recoveries consumed by administrative and notice costs

may be found in the National Study. 142 In all cases for which information of

this kind was available, costs of administering settlement or damage awards,

other than costs of notice, absorbed twenty-five percent or less of the recovery

and, in 81.8 percent of the cases, these costs consumed less than ten percent of

the recovery. When costs of notice were taken into account, the combined
administrative and notice costs still absorbed twenty-five percent or less of

the recovery in 45.5 percent of the cases, and amounted to less than one third

of the recovery in 8 1 .8 percent of the actions. In only 18.2 percent of the cases

did administrative and notice costs exceed half the recovery. 143

Empirical data also has been collected concerning the percentage of class

recoveries consumed by lawyers' fees alone. For example, the data collected

by the National Study 144 indicates that, in slightly more than fifty percent of

the cases for which such information was available, lawyers' fees represented

w Ibid., (1980), 6C.A.R. 82, at 121.

140 Ibid., at 130.

141 In addition, the authors of the study noted, as follows, ibid., at 135:

The references to 'multi-million dollar fees' seem to assume that a single attorney

is awarded a million dollars for perhaps a few hundred hours of work. That simply

has never happened. The larger class actions, in which multi-million dollar fees are

often awarded, usually involve dozens of attorneys working tens of thousands of

hours over a period of several years. After accounting for office overhead costs,

contingent risk, inflation, loss of interest, and income taxes, such multi-million

dollar fees can hardly be labelled excessive per se.

142 Supra, note 24. The percentages that follow were calculated by the Commission from

statistics in the National Study, ibid., at 29.

143 Confirmation that distributions can be carried out at a reasonable cost, even where the

class is very large and the identities of the class members are initially unknown, may be

found in the second antibiotics settlement, where costs of distribution of the settlement

fund consumed less than the interest on that fund: Antibiotics Study, supra, note 31, at

33.

144 Supra, note 24.
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twenty-five percent or less of the recovery, while in only 10.7 percent of the

cases did such costs exceed fifty percent of the recovery. 145

These percentages of class action awards consumed by lawyers' fees and
administrative costs do not appear particularly unreasonable, given the

complexity of class suits. 146 Moreover, the figures revealed by the empirical

studies do not appear to be out of line with the proportion of individual

recoveries consumed by lawyers' fees and disbursements in individual

litigation in Ontario, if The Law Society of Upper Canada was correct in

suggesting that Ontario clients tend to receive a "net recovery" reduced by
fifteen to twenty-five percent. 147

145 Ibid., at 29 (percentages calculated by the Ontario Law Reform Commission from

figures in the National Study, ibid.).

It is important to bear in mind that the National Study involved cases decided at a

time when many courts awarding fees in damage class actions fixed the fees as a

percentage of the recovery or settlement fund. Subsequent to the cases examined in the

National Study, two appellate cases — Lindy Bros. Builders, Inc. of Philadelphia v.

American Radiator & Standard Sanitary Corp., 487 F.2d 161 (3d Cir. 1973), and City of
Detroit v. Grinnell Corp., 495 F.2d 448 (2d Cir. 1974) - introduced a new method of

awarding fees. This method placed primary importance on the time expended by

lawyers rather than the amount of the recovery. The available empirical evidence is

conflicting concerning whether this change in the method of calculating lawyers' fees

has had a significant impact on the amount of such fees awarded in class actions. See

infra, ch. 17, sec. 3(a)(ii)a. for a discussion of these cases.

On the one hand, the Mowrey Costs Study, supra, note 35, revealed that lawyers'

fees tended to be lower under the "hours worked" standard. In nearly three quarters of

the pre-Lindy cases, 25% or less of the recovery was consumed by lawyers' fees, while

90% of the post-Lindy cases fell into this category: ibid., at 349-56 (percentages

calculated by the Ontario Law Reform Commission). In only 1.7% of the cases did costs

absorb more than 50% of the award: ibid. It should be recalled, however, that the

Mowrey Costs Study incorporated, and did not distinguish between, class actions and

derivative suits. On the other hand, the Class Action Reports Costs Studies, supra, note

36, did not reveal any significant change. In the period after the Lindy decision, the

average proportion of class awards consumed by lawyers' fees, on a per case basis, rose

from 20.9% to 21.9%: ibid., at 1 16 and 121.

146 See. supra, note 141. It is interesting to compare the figures noted above with the results

of a question asked in the Antibiotics Study, supra, note 31, to determine what amount
the class claimants thought would be a fair deduction from their share of the settlement

fund to pay for lawyers' fees. Thirty-one percent of the respondents replied that they

did not know. Of those who did express an opinion, 36% were prepared to accept a fee

of 26%, 46.5% would be prepared to have their recovery reduced by 20%, 59.0% would

think that a 15% fee was fair, and 84.7% would accept a 10% levy: ibid., at 124-26

(percentages calculated by the Ontario Law Reform Commission from figures in the

Antibiotics Study). The percentage of people who would accept a higher fee was

cumulated with that of those who would accept a lower one, on the basis that a person

who would accept a 25% fee would not object, for example, to a 20% one. It is worthy

of note that the actual fee in the second antibiotics settlement, which was calculated not

as a percentage of the recovery, but rather upon the basis of hours involved "and other

contingent factors", equalled 20.9% of the total recovery: ibid., at 125.

147 Brief of The Law Society of Upper Canada, referred to in Ontario, Ministry of the

Attorney General, The Report of The Professional Organizations Committee (1980), at

208. The Report does not indicate whether the Law Society submitted empirical

evidence in support of its contention.
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In evaluating the fairness of lawyers' fees documented by the empirical

studies, it is important to remember that, at least in the case of individually

nonrecoverable claims, any attempt to assert the claim through an individual

suit would, by definition, consume 100 percent of the claim. Measured by this

standard, the proportion of an individual class member's recovery consumed
by class lawyers' fees in the United States does not appear inherently

unreasonable. Moreover, in some cases, the costs of individual litigation may
consume a substantial proportion of even those claims that are individually

recoverable and, in such situations, the class action will also result in cost

savings, even if the share consumed by lawyers' fees remains substantial. 148

(2) The Viability of Small Claims in Class Actions

It has been contended that many class actions have been brought in the

United States that are composed entirely or primarily of nonviable claims.

Unfortunately, as there is little empirical data concerning the size of claims

aggregated in class actions, it is not possible to determine the proportion of

class actions that consist of nonviable claims. Judicial opinions that mention

the size of claims offer support only for the proposition that damage class

actions aggregate a mix of claims, ranging from the very small to the very

large. 149 It appears reasonable to assume that such a variety of claims would
be the norm with respect to most class actions, since it is unlikely that a

person could be found to serve as representative plaintiff if all class members
had nonviable claims, and would, therefore, receive no monetary return from

the class action.

The existence of small claims in class actions is noteworthy, for it is often

assumed that such claims are necessarily nonviable and, therefore, that it

cannot be economically rational to pursue them by means of a class action.

Whether a particular claim is nonviable will, in large measure, depend upon
the nature of the procedure used to resolve the claim. From an examination of

the class action literature, it seems clear that even relatively small amounts
may be recovered by means of a class action, at least in those cases where

reliable common proof of class members' entitlement to monetary relief is

feasible, or where a settlement determines the amount available for distribu-

tion and permits the use of informal distribution procedures. Small claims

may be recoverable in a class action even where individual assessment of

monetary claims is required; in many cases, the size of the claims and the

nature of the issues might justify the use of masters, proof of claim forms, or

other procedures designed to minimize the costs to the parties. ,5°

The proposition that, under certain circumstances, claims for small

amounts are not necessarily nonviable, and that individuals are willing to

148 European data indicates that the share of small individually recoverable claims that is

consumed by expenses of individual litigation is more than comparable to that con-

sumed by class action costs: see Cappelletti, "Social and Political Aspects of Civil

Procedure - Reforms and Trends in Western and Eastern Europe" (1971), 69 Mich. L.

Rev. 847, at 872-73.

149 See Harvard Developments, supra, note 9, at 1326, n. 34.

150 See infra, chs. 14 and 15.
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pursue such claims in a class action, is confirmed by the only empirical

evidence directly bearing upon the dividing line between individually non-

recoverable and nonviable claims, which may be found in the Antibiotics

Study. 151 The procedures utilized in the antibiotics settlement for the

distribution of monetary relief involved the use of a standardized proof of

claim form. Smaller claims were accepted on their face, while larger ones

required notarization and were subject to audit to a varying extent, depend-

ing upon their size.

The class members surveyed in the Antibiotics Study were specifically

asked whether they would be prepared to participate in some future class

action for certain stipulated amounts. It was discovered that 8.3 percent of

the respondents would participate for any amount, 61.5 percent would apply

for a refund of $5 or more, 72.2 percent would apply for $10 or more, 86.9

percent would apply to recover $25 or more, 93.4 percent would claim $50 or

more, and 96.5 percent of respondents would apply for a recovery of $100 or

more. 152

The response in the Antibiotics Study demonstrates that, in certain cases,

individuals may well be interested in actively recovering claims of very small

amounts — as small as $5 — and that such claims may be viable where the type

of class action permits inexpensive procedures for the assessment and
distribution of monetary relief. It is far from clear, therefore, that a substan-

tial number of the suits that would be brought under an expanded class action

procedure would be composed primarily of claims that are nonviable and
therefore produce no monetary benefit for class members.

/. Conclusion

In the preceding sections, the Commission has examined the importance

of providing increased access to the courts for persons who wish to pursue

existing remedies but are unable to do sol The Commission is of the view that

many claims are not individually litigatet£not because they are lacking in

merit or unimportant to the potential claimant, but because of economic,

social, and psychological barriers. We believe that class actions can help to

overcome such barriers and, by providing increased access to the courts, may
perform an important function in society. Quite clearly, effective access to

justice is a precondition to the exercise of all other legal rights. 153

Moreover, empirical evidence indicates that class actions do, in fact,

provide access to justice for a broader range of persons. The evidence suggests

that individuals are interested in pursuing their claims by means of a class

action. In addition, class actions seeking damages do confer a significant

monetary benefit, notwithstanding the deduction of lawyers' fees and ad-

ministrative costs.

1

5

' Supra, note 3 1

.

Mlbid., at 80, Table 4-3.

153 See, for example, Cappelletti, Rabels Z (1976) 669, at 672, as set out in Australia Law
Reform Commission, Access to the Courts — I, Standing: Public Interest Suits (Discus-

sion Paper No. 4, 1977), at 3, and Homburger, supra, note 1 16, at 346-47.

\\
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While, for the reasons advanced above, the Commission is of the view
that class actions can serve a useful function, we do recognize, of course, that

not every wrong can be remedied in the courts; some individuals may
justifiably be denied access by means of a class action where the overall costs

of pursuing their claims in this fashion outweigh any benefits that might
accrue to them or to society. We believe, however, that a class action

procedure can be designed that is flexible enough to permit the assertion of

class actions that serve a valuable access function, while barring inapprop-

riate class actions. 154

(iii) Behaviour Modification

Hitherto, we have concentrated on the benefits that class actions may
confer by achieving judicial economy and providing increased access to the

courts. But, in addition to these important functions of class actions,

attention has been drawn to the potential of such actions — indeed, all civil

litigation — to modify inappropriate behaviour on the part of potential

defendants.

The potential of civil litigation to modify wrongful behaviour is most
obvious in the case of injunctive relief. This type of relief confers no direct

monetary benefit upon plaintiffs, but rather creates pressure upon defendants

to alter their conduct in order to conform to the injunction, in a manner that

presumably benefits the plaintiffs. But civil suits seeking monetary relief also

have the potential to modify behaviour, although the incentives to do so are

brought to bear more indirectly.

Most obviously, a civil action has the potential to deprive wrongdoers of

any unjust enrichment that results from their misconduct. If, at the outset, the

potential defendant is aware that there is a real possibility of such a result, the

incentive to commit the wrong may be removed. Even if the prospect of civil

litigation does not have this impact upon a particular defendant, a successful

action by an aggrieved plaintiff may set an example for others similarly

situated to the defendants, and thereby may deter them from following the

defendant's example.

The courts have long recognized the legitimacy of utilizing civil suits to

prevent unjust enrichment. Indeed, restitutionary causes of action, such as

quantum meruit, or the equitable action to compel a trustee to account for

profits derived from trust property or from information obtained as a trustee,

are designed precisely to prevent unjust enrichment. 155 Moreover, the House
of Lords has expressly recognized the legitimacy of utilizing an award of

punitive damages to achieve this objective: ,56

154 See infra, chs. 7, 8, and 9. In particular, the Commission will recommend that the courts

be given a discretion to refuse to allow a class action to proceed where the adverse

effects of the proceedings upon the class, the courts, or the public would outweigh the

benefits to the class, the courts, or the public if the action were certified: see infra, ch. 9,

sec. 3(c).

155 See infra, ch. 14, sec. 3(c)(vi)a.(l)(B).

•56 Rookes v. Barnard, [1964] A.C. 1129, at 1226-27, [1964] 1 All E.R. 367, at 410-11 (H.L.),

per Lord Devlin (subsequent references are to [1964] A.C).
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Cases in the second category [where punitive damages are proper] are those in

which the defendant's conduct has been calculated by him to make a profit for

himself which may well exceed the compensation payable to the plaintiff ....

Where a defendant with a cynical disregard for a plaintiffs rights has calculated

that the money to be made out of his wrongdoing will probably exceed the

damages at risk, it is necessary for the law to show that it cannot be broken with

impunity .... Exemplary damages can properly be awarded whenever it is

necessary to teach a wrongdoer that tort does not pay.

Defendants are not always unjustly enriched by their wrongful behav-

iour, however. In many cases, a negligent defendant will not receive any

material benefit from conduct that injures an individual plaintiff or a class.

Even in such cases, however, the payment of compensation for the losses

suffered by the injured persons may serve to modify the behaviour of the

defendant.

The process by which an order to compensate an injured party may
modify behaviour is known as "cost internalization". 157 Forcing a defendant

to take into account, or "internalize", the costs that its activities impose upon

plaintiffs can influence the conduct of the defendant through the market

mechanism, so as to minimize harm to society.

If, for example, a class action or a series of individual actions permit the

imposition of the full costs of industrial pollution upon a defendant corpora-

tion in a situation where the assertion of individual claims would not have

been feasible, the defendant will have the incentive to modify the amount of

the pollution that its business generates by the installation of pollution

control machinery, if the state of technology makes this feasible, and if the

cost of the pollution control is less than the amount of damages to which the

corporation is likely to be exposed in the future if it continues to pollute. On
the other hand, if the latter condition does not apply, the industry may
rationally conclude that the most profitable course of action is to continue the

production processes that generate the pollution, pay the resulting damage
claims, and either increase its prices or reduce dividend payments for

shareholders. Cost internalization may contribute to economic efficiency in

such a situation as well. If prices are raised, consumers are likely to respond

by cutting back consumption of the product in question, which, in turn, will

reduce output, pollution, and pollution-related injuries. This is an approp-

riate response that contributes to economic efficiency, as the increased price

reflects the true cost of the product, and consumers are now in a better

position to judge whether the product is worth its true cost. A similar result

will occur if shareholders, because of the diminished return on their invest-

ment, reduce their investment in the polluting business and reinvest in other

enterprises that are not subject to the costs imposed by the need to compen-
sate victims of pollution damage.

In individual suits, the prevention of unjust enrichment and cost internal-

ization are inextricably intertwined with the provision of monetary relief to

specific individuals. Any judgment recovered by a plaintiff will serve to

compensate him or her for harm done. It will also operate to recover some or

all of the fruits of the wrong from the wrongdoer, or to impose an appropriate

measure of cost internalization upon the defendant.

157 See, generally, Dewees, Prichard, and Trebilcock, Class Actions as a Regulatory Instru-

ment (1980).
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However, if economic or other barriers effectively preclude the litigation

of meritorious claims, neither compensation for specific victims, nor the

prevention of unjust enrichment, nor the internalization of appropriate costs,

would be feasible. 158 The adverse effects that such barriers may have, not only

for the victims, but for society at large, have been described as follows: 159

The function of a legal system is not limited to its role in providing individuals

with a mechanism by which to resolve disputes and redress grievances. Law also

serves as a standard of the conduct which the community or the society expects

from its members and, by the same token, the judicial system should provide

realistic sanctions which the community can invoke in order to enforce obedience

to its prescribed values and rules of conduct. It seems clear, therefore, that if

sellers and manufacturers are, for whatever reason, in practical effect immune
from the sanctions of the present legal structure with respect to some claims

which might be brought against them, the community has to that extent lost its

ability to compel obedience to the standards of conduct it has established.

Class actions can contribute to the achievement of behaviour modifica-

tion because of their potential to overcome economic and other barriers to

litigation. For example, in the absence of class actions, only individually

recoverable claims can rationally be litigated. Defendants who cause injuries

that cannot be litigated because the claims are individually nonrecoverable or

nonviable can be compelled neither to compensate their victims nor to

"disgorge" 160 improper profits. By contrast, if the defendant's misconduct

has affected a large number of individuals, it may be feasible to bring a class

action to assert even individually nonrecoverable and nonviable claims. The
result will benefit class members, to the extent that any amounts recovered

can be distributed to them, and will more effectively discourage repetition of

the misconduct by the defendant by extending the risk of loss of improper

profits to mass wrongs involving claims too small to be the subject of

individual litigation.

Some commentators do not, however, accept the proposition that

behaviour modification is a proper function of either class or individual suits.

They suggest that the only proper function of civil litigation is to redress

specific conflicts between private individuals, and not to discourage future

misconduct. This difference of philosophy has been well described as

follows: 161

[W]hat is the purpose of imposing civil liability on a person, and how should the

rules governing civil actions be shaped toward achieving that end?

158 If, for example, a defendant sold a worthless product to thousands of individuals at a

price of $50, it is unlikely that the majority of victims would find it economically

feasible to sue. The defendant might make a substantial profit, and be in a position to

continue its improper selling practices, secure in the knowledge that, as a practical

matter, it would be immune from suit.

159 Jones and Boyer, supra, note 100, at 361.

160 Sumnick, "California Corporation Code Section 25530(b): Government Agency Suit

versus the Private Class Action" (1975), 27 Hastings L.J. 265, at 288.

161 Scott, supra, note 58, at 937-39 and 950.
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One possible view of the civil process is a Conflict Resolution Model that sees

civil process primarily as a method of achieving peaceful settlement of private

disputes .... [I]n the interests of preserving the peace, society offers through the

courts a mechanism for the impartial judgment of personal grievances, as an

alternative to retaliation or forcible self-help. The services of the court system are

furnished free or at nominal cost to the disputants in order to make the

alternative of recourse to the courts more attractive ....

A Behavior Modification Model, on the other hand, sees the courts and civil

process as a way of altering behavior by imposing costs on a person. Not the

resolution of the immediate dispute but its effect on the future conduct of others

is the heart of the matter.

.... If a person negligently injures another, the law of torts requires him to pay

for the damages he has caused; if he breaches his agreement, contract law

requires him to make whole the person who has relied on it. As a result he is led to

take appropriate precautions to avoid injury and to make appropriate judgments

about honoring agreements; and consequently, the social loss from such conduct

is minimized .... [I]f legal rules are seen as attempts to alter public behavior in

ways that have been deemed desirable, the civil sanction contributes toward that

end by depriving one who violates them of his gains or by imposing on him the

costs occasioned by his violation ....

The second model, behavior modification, subsumes the first, conflict resolution,

as a special and limited case. Where the plaintiff has suffered a substantial and

direct personal injury for which he seeks monetary compensation, the second

model as well as the first would direct that it be paid to him by the defendant if

the latter is found to be in the wrong. The models conflict only if the first is taken

as exclusive, as defining the outer bounds of the proper use of the civil process.

Proponents of the view that behaviour modification is not a proper role

for class actions or other kinds of civil litigation frequently justify their

position on the basis that the objective of deterrence should be pursued only

through criminal or quasi-criminal enforcement. For example, it has been

suggested that, "[f]or deterrents we normally have relied on the criminal

sanction". 162 Such a restriction would unquestionably be beneficial to

defendants, since in criminal proceedings they could be convicted and fined

only if the prosecution succeeded in proving its case beyond a reasonable

doubt.

The contention that behaviour modification is, or should be, the concern

of the criminal law alone is untenable, however, in light of the preceding

analysis. Even an individual suit that operates primarily to compensate an

individual also inevitably serves to achieve deterrence by preventing the

retention of unjust profits or forcing the internalization of the defendant's

costs. Moreover, as we have said, courts have expressly incorporated goals of

this kind into the civil substantive law — for example, in the areas of

restitution and punitive damages. Indeed, even Lord Devlin, who was

162 Handler, in Proposed Consumer Protection Act: Hearings on S. 2246, S. 3042, S. 3201
Before the Consumer Subcomm. of the Senate Comm. on Commerce, 91st Cong., 1st & 2d
Sess. (1969-70), at 300 (hereinafter referred to as "Senate Subcommittee Hearings on
Consumer Protection"). See, also, Special Committee on the Combines Investigation

Act of the Canadian Bar Association, Submission with Respect to "A Proposalfor Class

Actions Under Competition Policy Legislation" (Oct. 12, 1976), at 14; Simon, supra, note

1 1, at 392; and Kirkham, supra, note 12, at 211.
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inclined to be sympathetic to the concept that "punishment" is ideally a

function of the criminal law, was prepared to accept that "there are certain

categories of cases in which an award of exemplary damages can serve a

useful purpose in vindicating the strength of the law and thus affording a

practical justification for admitting into the civil law a principle which ought

logically to belong to the criminal". 163 In a later case, the House of Lords

expressly noted, moreover, that compensatory damages themselves serve a

punitive function, which may make unnecessary a separate, non-compensa-

tory award of exemplary damages. 164

It is questionable whether making behaviour modification the exclusive

province of the criminal law, even if it were feasible, would be in the interest

of the public generally, or even in the interest of defendants in all cases. Many
civil causes of action have no criminal counterpart, and it is doubtful that

defendants would view with enthusiasm the enactment of legislation that

provided the option of criminal prosecution, with its resulting stigma, for

every tort or breach of contract, in order to prevent unjust enrichment.

Even where a criminal sanction is available, and a conviction is obtained,

there is evidence to the effect that the fines levied in criminal proceedings do
not serve to deprive defendants of the fruits of their wrongful conduct or to

require them to internalize the costs of the injuries imposed upon individual

victims; 165 accordingly, in many cases a conviction may do no more than

impose a "licence fee" upon wrongful conduct, which remains sufficiently

profitable to justify continued wrongdoing.

Finally, it should be noted that the result of an effective class action

procedure is merely to remove the economic or other barriers to litigation that

prevent individuals from asserting their claims individually. As long as the

damage assessment accurately measures the extent of the injury suffered by
the individuals, the defendant is in no worse position, and his or her

behaviour is modified to no greater extent, than it would be if the barriers to

the assertion of valid claims had been removed in some other fashion. 166

To the extent that it is possible to distribute any award recovered from a

defendant to injured class members, class actions will resemble individual

suits, in the sense that behaviour modification will coexist with the compensa-
tion of aggrieved individuals. However, this will not be feasible in all class

163 Rookes v. Barnard, supra, note 156, at 1226. See. also, ibid., at 1221. where Lord Devlin

said that the "object of exemplary damages is to punish and deter".

164 See Cassell & Co. Ltd. v. Broome, [1972] A.C. 1027, at 1078, 1080. and 1082, per Lord
Hailsham; 1089, per Lord Reid; 1095-96, per Lord Morris; 1104, per Lord Dilhorne;

1121-22 and \\26, per Lord Diplock; and U33, per Lord Kilbrandon; [1972] 1 All E.R.

801 (H.L.).

165 See, for example, Stanbury, "Penalties and Remedies Under the Combines Investigation

Act, 1889-1976" (1976), 14 Osgoode Hall L.J. 571, documenting the inadequacy of the

fines that have been levied in Canadian anti-combines cases, compared to the benefits

of violating the provisions of the Combines Investigation Act. See, also, R. v. Hoffmann-

LaRoche Ltd. (No. 2) (1980), 30 O.R. (2d) 461, 119 D.L.R. (3d) 279 (H.C.J.), affd

(1981), 33 0.R. (2d) 694 (C.A.).

166 See Moore, supra, note 120, at 41.
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actions. In some class suits, it may be impossible to locate a portion of the

class members by any type of notice. In others, some or all claims may be

nonviable, in the sense that the costs to the class members of recovering the

amount to which they are entitled may be greater than that amount. Finally,

there may be social or psychological barriers preventing some class members
from coming forth to claim their shares of the recovery. The result of any of

these factors may be to leave the court with some or all of the damage award

undistributed. It is only in this situation that behaviour modification can

serve as an independent goal of civil litigation, separate and apart from

compensation. Such a possibility arises because, even though full compensa-

tion for all injured class members cannot be achieved, it may still be possible

for the court to prevent unjust enrichment of the defendant, and thereby

punish and modify wrongful behaviour; the court could accomplish this end

by making an order that the unclaimed portion of the damage award should

not be returned to the defendant, but, rather, should be paid into some public

fund. '67

It might be argued that, even if behaviour modification can be accepted

as an unavoidable and potentially valuable by-product of the achievement of

compensation through class and nonclass actions, there is no role for

deterrence standing alone when compensation cannot be achieved. This issue

is indeed unique to class actions, since in individual suits the individual

plaintiff will always be present and in a position to accept any monetary

award. The argument is not persuasive, however. It is difficult to see why one

defendant should be required to disgorge unjust benefits to an individual

plaintiff, or in a class action — where liability is assessed on a balance of

probabilities — because the defendant has injured a readily identifiable class

with compensable individually recoverable or nonrecoverable claims, while

another defendant, who has engaged in similar misconduct, should be

entitled to keep the fruits of the wrong, unless a substantial fine has been

extracted by means of criminal proceedings — where guilt must be established

beyond a reasonable doubt - simply because class members do not claim

their share of the recovery, are hard to locate, or have claims that are

nonviable. 168

In this Report, the Commission has endeavoured to design an expanded

class action procedure that will achieve judicial economy in the resolution of

individually recoverable claims and permit the assertion of individually

nonrecoverable claims by removing inappropriate barriers preventing access

to the courts. It bears emphasizing that, in the view of the Commission, the

justification for endorsing class actions aggregating individually recoverable

and individually nonrecoverable claims lies mainly in the ability of these

types of class action to achieve either judicial economy or increased access to

justice. Behaviour modification is essentially an inevitable, albeit important,

by-product of class actions.

However, as indicated in this section, we do not eschew the goal of

behaviour modification. The Commission is of the view that the potential of

167 See infra, ch. 14, sec. 3(c)(vi).

168 See Moore, supra, note 120, at 55.
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class actions to provide the incentives for increased compliance with the law,

through the prevention of unjust enrichment or cost internalization, rein-

forces the "judicial economy
,,

and "access" arguments in favour of the

adoption of an expanded class action procedure in Ontario.

(b) The Effects of Class Actions: An Evaluation

Having examined three major goals of class actions — judicial economy,

access to justice, and behaviour modification — and having concluded that

these goals are both desirable and attainable, we now turn to consider several

further consequences of an expanded class action procedure. These conse-

quences, it is alleged, may serve to undermine the attractiveness of class

actions as a means of achieving the goals described above.

(i) Unfair Settlements

Class actions are often criticized on the basis that they are a form of

"legalized blackmail", in that they have the effect of extorting unjust

settlements from defendants. Less frequently, it is contended that class

proceedings may produce compromises unfair to class members, either

because the representative plaintiff has settled with the defendant for a

premium on his or her own claim, thereafter discontinuing the class action, or

because the class lawyer has settled in a manner designed to maximize legal

fees at the expense of the recovery achieved by class members. Each of these

contentions will be examined in turn.

a. Settlements Unfair to Defendants

In support of the proposition that class actions produce inappropriate

settlements, attention is drawn by class action critics to three sources of

pressure that may coerce defendants to settle. First, it is suggested that the

high costs of litigating large, ostensibly "unmanageable" class actions may
force defendants to settle in order to avoid this expense, irrespective of the

merits of the claims asserted. 169 Secondly, it is argued that defendants may be

compelled to compromise even unmeritorious or frivolous class actions in

order to avoid the risk of large aggregate recoveries that class actions make
possible. 170 Thirdly, it is alleged that class actions may have undesirable

results where a person with a meritorious claim commences an action in class

form, not to benefit the class, but simply to obtain a settlement of his

individual claim for more than its true worth, in return for the discontinuance

of the class action. 171

169 See, for example, Handler, supra, note 77, at 9.

170 See Katarincic and McClain, "Federal Class Actions Under Rule 23: How to Improve

the Merits of Your Action Without Improving the Merits of Your Claim" (1972), 33 U.

Pitt. L. Rev. 429, at 432.

171 Such an individual premium settlement is unfair both to the defendant and to the class

members who may be relying on the class action for the assertion of their own,

meritorious claims, especially if such claims are individually nonrecoverable and,

therefore, can be asserted only in class form. For a discussion of the possibility that

defendants, on their own initiative, might offer such settlements as a means of "buying

off" representative plaintiffs who have commenced the class action in good faith, see

the following section.
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Of course, pressures toward settlement are not unique to class actions.

The prospect of high litigation costs and large monetary awards provides

defendants with a strong incentive to settle complex individual cases, seeking

large amounts, in a manner similar to that attributed to class actions. Similar

pressures exist if a defendant is faced with litigating a large number of

individual suits arising from a single wrong. In most situations, these

pressures toward settlement of individual cases are perceived as legitimate,

and in the best interest of both society and the parties, since they may lead to

the mutually satisfactory resolution of many disputes without the need to

burden the courts with a large number of fully litigated cases. 172 It is expected

that, in every case, defendants will weigh the amount at stake, and the

probability of success, if the case goes to trial, against the costs of litigation, in

order to reach an economically rational decision concerning whether settle-

ment is to their advantage.

Where a class action aggregates only individually recoverable claims, the

pressures toward settlement are not essentially different than if all claims

were litigated individually. However, it is true that defendants are subject to

additional settlement pressures where a class action aggregates claims that

would not have been asserted in individual proceedings because of the

economic, social, and psychological barriers to litigation described earlier. 173

But if these barriers did not exist, and all class members asserted their claims

individually against the defendant, the pressures arising under these cir-

cumstances would be the same as those arising from the assertion of the same
claims in a class action. Indeed, the aggregation of claims in a class action

would presumably reduce the defendant's costs, since the expenses associated

with repetitive litigation of common issues could be eliminated.

The Commission is of the view that any increased pressure to settle

meritorious class actions that flows simply from the potential of such actions

to overcome barriers to litigation and provide greater access to the courts is

legitimate and desirable. The only circumstances in which concern over

"legalized blackmail" would appear to be warranted is where there is no
reasonable possibility that the court will resolve a class dispute in favour of

the class, or where a class action is brought in bad faith, and is, in fact,

effective in coercing an unjust settlement from the defendant for the class

representative alone. Such a result would, of course, be equally objectionable

if it flowed, for example, from a large, expensive, but unmeritorious individu-

al action.

The "legalized blackmail" argument appears to assume implicitly that a

substantial proportion of the class actions brought are, in fact, lacking in

merit, or are meritorious but commenced in bad faith. This position seems to

be based on the premise that there are large numbers of unscrupulous

plaintiffs' lawyers and potential class plaintiffs who are prepared to bring

class actions, which they know may well be unfounded, to serve their personal

interests. 174

172 See Landers, supra, note 10, at 880.

173 See supra, this ch., sec. 3(a)(ii)a. and b. See, also, Moore, supra, note 120, at 47.

174 See Weil, in Senate Hearings on Proposed Consumer Protection Act. supra, note 137, at

242
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The Commission does not accept the contention that persons who serve

as representative plaintiffs are, as a general rule, more likely to be dishonest

or to commence a suit without merit than those plaintiffs who participate in

individual litigation. Similarly, the Commission is not of the view that there is

a large number of unscrupulous lawyers in Ontario who would knowingly

bring meritless actions against innocent defendants. 175 Indeed, it has been

observed in the United States that lawyers "simply would not bring a class

action unless it were particularly strong on the merits because class actions

require a greater time commitment and greater supervision of administrative

details than do non-class actions". I76

The assumption that meritorious class actions are uncommon is most

frequently articulated in the context of consumer fraud, where it is suggested

that class lawyers choose to sue reputable and innocent businesses, while

"fly-by-night" enterprises that are the real offenders escape litigation because

they are judgment proof. 177 Such a position implicitly assumes that reputable

businesses with sufficient assets to satisfy a judgment do not, at least

occasionally, engage in intentional, negligent, or other honest, but harmful,

misconduct. This assumption cannot be supported. 178 Moreover, it certainly

cannot be suggested that it is improper to assert meritorious causes of action

against reputable, solvent businesses, if, indeed, such businesses have com-
mitted mass wrongs, simply because potential defendants guilty of similar

misconduct arejudgment proof. 179

175 If the Commission is unduly optimistic in this respect, it would seem more appropriate

for judges in particular cases, or The Law Society of Upper Canada in the case of

repeated misbehaviour, to impose appropriate costs or disciplinary sanctions upon
offending lawyers than to reject the adoption of an expanded class action procedure

that is needed to provide effective access to the courts.

The Dean of the Catholic University Law School made the following observations

on the latter point:

If the suggestion is made that the [United States] Federal courts will be inundated

by frivolous actions, then that suggests that there are a great many attorneys in

[the United States] who engage in unethical practices. If that be so, then I suggest

that the bar clean their own house and not deny a needed remedy in the courts

because the bar is not able to effectively discipline its own membership.

Bamberger, in Senate Hearings on Proposed Consumer Protection Act, supra, note 137,

at 259-60.

176 D.C. Study, supra, note 17, at 22. One plaintiffs lawyer further suggested that "weak
claims are filed by inexperienced lawyers who soon learn their mistake when such suits

are dismissed". In addition, class lawyers in the United States presumably would not

find it economically rational to pursue frivolous suits, since they would run the risk that

they would receive no return for their time and effort. See, also, Kessler, in Senate

Hearings on Proposed Consumer Protection Act, supra, note 137, at 287.

177 See Barrett, in Senate Subcommittee Hearings on Consumer Protection, supra, note 162.

at 398.

178 See, for example, Marketing Practices Branch, Bureau of Competition Policy, Consum-
er and Corporate Affairs Canada, Misleading Advertising Bulletin, for information

concerning reputable Canadian businesses that have been convicted of misleading

advertising, and Stanbury, supra, note 165, at 601. With respect to the situation in the

United States, see President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of

Justice, Task Force Report: Crime and Its Impact — An Assessment (1967), at 103.

Regarding misconduct that is not intentional, see Gould, supra, note 6, at 82.

179 See Newberg, "Federal Consumer Class Action Legislation: Making the System Work"
(1972), 9 Harv. J. Legis. 217, at 225-26.
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This is not to say that there will not be some class actions that are

frivolous or otherwise lacking in merit. 180 The answer to problems posed by

these types of class action is not, however, to bar all class actions, including

those that assert legitimate claims, but rather to develop a procedure that can

prevent unmeritorious actions or actions commenced in bad faith from

proceeding, while facilitating the prosecution of class actions that raise

legitimate issues. 181

It appears from the empirical evidence concerning class actions com-
menced in the United States under Federal Rule 23 that, instead of acquiesc-

ing in settlement pressures from class actions, defendants have attempted to

defeat such actions at an early stage of the proceedings, using generally

applicable procedural machinery for the summary disposition of actions, as

well as the certification requirements contained in the class action procedure

itself. Indeed, these tactics appear to have been so successful that the

empirical evidence contains no suggestion that legalized blackmail of defend-

ants plays a significant role under Rule 23.

The findings of the D.C. Study concerning the results achieved in those

class actions for damages in which proceedings had been completed at the

time of the research • 82 are set out in Table 1 .
• 83

TABLE 1

Relief in Class Actions, District of Columbia

Percent

No Reliefto Individual Plaintiffor Class

Disposed of on Preliminary Motions

Judgment for Defendant After Trial

54.3

2.5

56.8

Relieffor Individual PlaintiJJ Only

Settlement for Individual Plaintiff

Summary Judgment for Individual Plaintiff

14.8

2.5

17.3

Class RelieJ

Settlement for Class

Summary Judgment for Class

Judgment for Class After Trial

13.6

7.4

4.9

25.9

Total 100.0

180 See, for example, the discussion of A Ibrect v. God & Co., in Starrs, "The Consumer Class

Action - Part II: Considerations of Procedure" (1969), 49 B.U. L. Rev. 407, at 408.

181 Harvard Developments, supra, note 9, at 1364, n. 162, and 1381.

182 Of the class actions commenced in the 6 and one half year period under study, 67.5%

had terminated and 32.5% were still pending at the time when the statistics in the D.C.

Study were collected: see D.C. Study, supra, note 17, at 8 (percentages calculated by the

Ontario Law Reform Commission).

183 The percentages were calculated by the Ontario Law Reform Commission from statis-

tics in the D.C. Study, supra, note 17 at 8-10.
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If frivolous or bad faith cases have been brought, the high proportion of

dismissals and summary judgments in the D.C. Study would appear to

indicate that the class action has not been a very effective tool for inducing

settlement. l84 Of the 54.3 percent of damage class actions that were disposed

of in a manner favourable to the defendant on preliminary motions, 40.7

percent were terminated by dismissals for such reasons as failure to disclose a

cause of action, lack of jurisdiction, voluntary dismissal by the plaintiff,

improper party, lack of standing, mootness, or res judicata. The remaining

13.6 percent of preliminary dispositions favourable to the defendant consist-

ed of successful motions for summaryjudgment. 185

By way of contrast, it should be noted that 13.6 percent of the class

actions examined in the D.C. Study resulted in a settlement for the class. In

addition, the cases involving a voluntary dismissal by the plaintiff, which

might indicate some form of settlement, amounted to 4.9 percent of the

completed actions. 186

Moreover, it would appear that defendants were using the ordinary

procedural rules to defeat class actions even in the case of non-frivolous suits.

Defendants might have been expected to contend that the high rate of

dismissal manifested the existence of a large number of frivolous class

actions. In fact, however, "interviews with defendant attorneys disclosed that

no more than a handful would label their opponents' cases as frivolous". 187

184 D.C. Study, supra, note 17, at 10.

185 The percentage of terminated class actions in which defendants attained a favourable

pretrial judicial determination was smaller in the Chicago Antitrust Study, supra, note

25. In that study, it was found that defendants obtained an involuntary dismissal or

summary judgment in only 18.2% of the class proceedings examined: see Chicago

Antitrust Study, supra, note 25, at 1303-27, updated by Chicago Supplement, supra.

note 26, at 459-63. (This figure was calculated by treating clusters of class actions that

functioned as single entities as a single class proceeding. The percentages were calculat-

ed by the Ontario Law Reform Commission.)

However, when the author of the Chicago Antitrust Study compared the class

action antitrust cases with the nonclass suits in the study, it was discovered that

defendants had been somewhat more successful in obtaining a favourable pretrial

disposition in class actions than in nonclass actions: see Chicago Antitrust Study, supra,

note 25, at 1306-07, updated by Chicago Supplement, supra, note 26, at 456-57. The
author suggested, as possible explanations, that plaintiffs' lawyers might have brought,

as class actions, more tenuous cases than they would have brought in individual suits

because of the lure of large fees or the hope that defendants would settle rather than

risk large judgments. If this was the case, these hopes presumably proved illusory, since

the cases were, in fact, dismissed. Alternatively, it was suggested that courts might have

been more willing to order dismissal of a class action than of a nonclass action as a

means of avoiding the necessity under Rule 23 of giving notice in a case that the court

believed to be weak: see Chicago Antitrust Study, supra, note 25, at 1307.

186 This percentage was calculated by the Ontario Law Reform Commission from statistics

appearing in the D.C. Study, supra, note 17. at 8-10. Cases involving a voluntary

dismissal by the plaintiff were included under the heading "Disposed of on Preliminary

Motion" in Table 1, supra, note 183.

187 D.C. Study, supra, note 17, at 9. Moreover, the defendants
1

lawyers interviewed in the

course of the D.C. Study indicated that "if faced with a weak suit they certainly would

fight it on the merits initially before agreeing to settle": ibid., at 10.
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Another way in which defendants may defeat class actions in the early

stages of the proceedings is by persuading the court to deny certification on
the ground, for example, that the representative plaintiff and his lawyer will

not adequately represent the class, or that the class action will be so

burdensome for the parties and the court as to be unmanageable. The
empirical evidence suggests that defendants have been making use of this

strategy. 188

It would therefore appear that defendants can achieve, and are in fact

achieving, a reasonable measure of protection, by using both the ordinary

procedural devices for expeditious disposition of meritless litigation and the

certification requirements of Rule 23, in order to preclude inappropriate class

actions. They do not appear to have acquiesced meekly, and agreed to

inequitable settlements, merely upon the commencement of a class action.

If class actions — including frivolous class actions or class actions

brought solely for the purpose of extorting a large settlement for the

representative plaintiff — were, in fact, an effective instrument to coerce

unjust settlements, it would be reasonable to expect that a much smaller

proportion of such actions would go to trial, compared to individual suits

asserting similar causes of action. 189 It has been argued that the coercive

188 The D.C. Study, supra, note 17, examined the extent to which certification was granted

or denied. In the majority of cases under study, certification was not put in issue, but

most often this was because of early dismissal or summary judgment in favour of the

defendant.

Although the certification issue might normally have been expected to come before

the court on a plaintiffs motion to have the class certified, in 36.5% of the cases in

which certification motions were filed, the defendant brought the matter before the

court by filing a motion to deny certification, presumably in the hope of forcing

disposal of the class issue at an early stage. Of these defendant-initiated motions, 20%
resulted in certification being refused, 66.6% resulted in an order allowing certification,

3.8% were still pending, and the balance were never decided. Ironically, in cases where

the plaintiff moved for certification, a much lower rate of success was obtained. In the

case of certification motions brought by the plaintiff, 50% resulted in certification,

38.5% were denied, and the balance were never decided.

When all cases giving rise to a certification decision are examined, including those

considered without a motion by either party, 65% of the class actions were certified, and

35% were denied class status. Of the favourable certification decisions, only 7.3%

involved certification orders resulting from a settlement.

By contrast, defendants achieved a much greater degree of success in defeating

applications for certification with respect to the class actions involved in the Chicago

Antitrust Study, supra, note 25. A certification decision was rendered in 62.5% of the

cases in which interviews were conducted. Certification was granted in only 44% of the

cases in which a certification decision was made, while class status was denied in 56% of

such cases.

All percentages were calculated by the Ontario Law Reform Commission from

statistics found in the D.C. Study, supra, note 17, at 12-13, with correction from
Bertelsen, Calfee, and Connor, supra, note 16, at 1142-43, and in the Chicago Antitrust

Study, supra, note 25, at 1049 and 1332, and Chicago Supplement, supra, note 26, at

459-61.

189 It should be emphasized, however, that the discrepancy would have to be substantial to

justify this conclusion, since, as indicated earlier, even meritorious individual claims are

more likely to be settled if the amount at stake is large. The proportion of class actions

with reasonable prospects of success in which the potential liability of the defendant is

very large is likely to be greater than the proportion of individual suits in the same
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effect of class actions is so great that almost no class actions go to trial. 190

However, the empirical evidence refutes this contention; indeed, the evidence

suggests that, in the aggregate and in many substantive law areas, more class

actions than nonclass actions result in some sort of trial.

The proposition that class actions do proceed to trial receives confirma-

tion from the data generated by the Commission's own study of the United

States Administrative Office statistics relating to all class and nonclass

actions terminated in the United States federal courts from 1976 to 1980. The

relevant data is set out in Table 2 and Figure 1

.

191

TABLE 2

Class and Nonclass Actions

Procedural Progress at Termination

United States Federal Courts

1976-1980

During or

Before After During or

/<? Court Pretrial Pretrial After

Action Conference Conference Trial

{%) (%) (%) (%)

41.2 36.7 14.6 7.5

31.8 36.2 20.0 11.9

Nonclass

Class*

Percentages do not add to 100% because of rounding.

substantive law area of similar merit that assert claims of equivalent size. A modest
differential between the number of class actions and individual suits that go to trial

might well be legitimate and desirable if it reflected the operation of the ordinary

settlement pressures upon good faith claims, as described above.

190 See Katarincic and McClain, supra, note 170, at 432.

191 The percentages were calculated by the Ontario Law Reform Commission from data

derived from the Commission Study, supra, note 50, Table A, Class and Nonclass,

1976-1980, supra, note 52. The percentages were calculated upon the basis of aggregated

statistics for all 5 years, in order to minimize the effects of anomalous variations in a

single year.

The pattern of more class than nonclass actions going to trial persisted when
account was taken of clustering, although the differential was slightly reduced, with

12.4% of class actions going to trial, compared with 9.4% of nonclass actions (percent-

ages calculated by the Ontario Law Reform Commission from data derived from the

Commission Study, supra, note 50, Table A (Clustering), Class and Nonclass,

1976-1980, supra, note 54).

With respect to the disposition of class actions after trial, reference also should be

made to the D.C. Study, supra, note 17, and the Chicago Antitrust Study, supra, note

25. The D.C. Study, examining a cross-section of class actions, found that 4.9% of the

terminated damage class actions studied were disposed of by way of a judgment in

favour of the class after trial: see D.C. Study figures in Table 1, supra, note 183. In an

additional 2.5% of the cases, the defendant obtained judgment after trial: see ibid.

Similarly, in the Chicago Antitrust Study, defendants obtained a judgment after

certification and trial in 4.5% of the cases: Chicago Supplement, supra, note 26, at 461,

and Chicago Antitrust Study, supra, note 25, at 1303-27. (Percentages calculated by the

Ontario Law Reform Commission.)
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FIGURE 1

Class and Nonclass Actions

Procedural Progress at Termination

United States Federal Courts

1976-1980

I I Nonclass H Class

Before Pretrial

Conference

During or After Pretrial

I

Conference

During or After Trial

Percent Terminated 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

Indeed, these statistics demonstrate that more class actions than nonclass

actions go to trial, and that fewer class actions are terminated without any

court action. Moreover, the data does not appear to suggest that plaintiffs

who bring class actions are having any significant success in coercing early

settlements from defendants.

This pattern persists when the data relating to actions that reach the trial

stage is broken down further to show whether they are disposed of during or

afterjury or court trial. An argument might be made that, even if class actions

do reach the beginning of the trial process, they would tend to be settled

during the course of trial to a greater extent than nonclass actions because

they are more burdensome. Yet, the Commission Study reveals that, like

nonclass actions, most class actions that reach the trial stage are terminated

only after trial. Moreover, a greater proportion of class actions than nonclass
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actions is terminated at this later stage. The data in support of this proposi-

tion is set out in Table 3 and Figure 2. 192

TABLE 3

Class and Nonclass Actions Terminated During or After Trial

United States Federal Courts

1976-1980

Nonclass

Class

During Court During Jury

Trial {%) Trial {%)

0.5

0.8

0.8

0.4

After Court

Trial (%)

4.2

9.7

After Jury

Trial (%)

2.0

1.0

FIGURE 2

Class and Nonclass Actions

Terminated During or After Trial

United States Federal Courts

1976-1980

I I Nonclass I I Class

During Court Trial

1 \

During Jury Trial

f
1

After Court Trial

AterJUrVTr,al

\

Percent Reaching Trial 01 2 34 56 78910

192 The percentages were calculated by the Ontario Law Reform Commission from data

derived from the Commission Study, supra, note 50, Table B, Class and Nonclass,
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These findings tend to refute the contention that the costs of litigating

class actions are causing inappropriate settlements. There is, of course, some
uncertainty with respect to whether the term "trial", which appears in the

statistics of the United States Administrative Office, refers to trial only of the

questions common to the class, or also includes trial of any remaining

questions unique to individual class members. It is conceivable that a

defendant might be financially able to litigate to the end of a trial of the

common questions alone, but might then be forced to reach settlements with

individual class members if the common questions are decided against him,

because of the cost burdens of litigating issues outstanding with respect to

individual claims. Even if this is the case, the Commission is of the view that

such settlements are not particularly troubling. If a defendant litigates fully

the common questions and then loses, the class action and the claims of the

class members can hardly be characterized as frivolous. A characterization of

any settlement resulting at this stage as "legalized blackmail" is, therefore,

not convincing. Instead, it would seem to be the result of the ordinary

settlement pressures discussed earlier.

The data set out in Tables 1, 2, and 3 relates to all cases in which a class

action was commenced, whether the class allegation — that is, the class aspect

of the action — was ultimately affirmed by certification or a class settlement,

or dismissed. The failure to draw this distinction does not inherently

invalidate the results obtained, since any action that in fact goes to trial,

whether as an individual suit or as a class action, has, by definition, not

resulted in "legalized blackmail", which is the focus of our present inquiry.

Blackmail occurs only where a frivolous class action or a class action brought

in bad faith is actually successful in coercing a defendant to settle.

Yet, notwithstanding the validity of the statistics considered above, many
class action critics appear to assume that class actions that are certified will

be settled because of the increased risk of loss to the defendant resulting from

certification. It is also assumed that, upon the refusal to certify a class action,

few, if any, class plaintiffs will pursue their personal claims — preferring

instead to settle with the defendant — thereby giving some credence to the

argument that inappropriate settlements may be occurring in this context as

well. Finally, it is assumed that a representative plaintiff, having commenced
a class action exclusively for the purpose of using such a procedure to extort a

premium settlement for his personal claim, will coerce the defendant into

agreeing to such a settlement in return for a dismissal of the class allegation.

If any of these assumptions is correct, one would expect a corresponding

reduction in the relative proportion of suits originating as class actions that

go to trial, either as class actions or as individual suits, in comparison with

nonclass actions.

In 1979, the United States Administrative Office began coding suits

commenced as class actions by whether the class allegations were ultimately

1976-1980, supra, note 52. The same pattern persisted when account was taken of

clustering: see Commission Study, supra, note 50, Table B (Clustering), Class and
Nonclass, 1976-1980, supra, note 54.
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affirmed or dismissed. The Commission Study of the Administrative Office

data for 1 979 and 1 980 is set out in Table 3A and Figure 2A. i 93

TABLE 3A

Procedural

Class Allegations Affirmed or Dismissed

Progress at Termination Compared to Nonclass Actions

United States Federal Courts

1979-1980

No Court

Action

(%)

Before

Pretrial

Conference

(%)

During

or After

Pretrial

Conference

(%)

During

or After

Trial

(%)

Class

Allegations

Dismissed

33.8 33.9 20.8 11.5

Class

Allegations

Affirmed

27.5 25.7 30.5 16.4

Nonclass 43.3 35.3 14.0 7.3

193 The percentages were calculated by the Ontario Law Reform Commission from the

Commission Study, supra, note 50, Table A, 1979 and 1980, Nonclass Actions, supra.

note 52, and Table A, 1979 and 1980, Class Allegations Affirmed or Dismissed, supra,

note 56.

The data collected in this manner should be treated with caution, however, because

of certain problems in class actions that terminate before a judicial ruling on class

status. A class allegation should clearly be classified as dismissed if a certification

application were denied. Similarly, a class action would be clearly affirmed if it were

certified, or if a court approved a class settlement under Federal Rule 23(e), which

requires court approval of settlements. There is, however, a problem with respect to

those class actions that are terminated prior to any court ruling on the specific issue of

class status. Are the class allegations to be treated as affirmed or dismissed in such

cases, when the propriety of class treatment never receives judicial attention?

These difficulties are apparent from the fact that the category "Class Allegations

Affirmed" shows the presence of 27.5% of its cases in the "No Court Action" category.

Presumably, these cases never had their class status approved by a judge in a certifica-

tion or a settlement context, since this would be court action. The presence of these

cases in the "affirmed" category must reflect either the classification problems de-

scribed above or coding errors with respect to "affirmation" or procedural progress.

The coding problems referred to above are less likely to exist in the case of actions

that actually go to trial, since at that time there will, by definition, have been a ruling

one way or another upon a certification motion. It is, therefore, still of interest to note

that, although the proportion of cases in which class allegations have been dismissed

that go to trial is smaller (1 1.5%) than that of confirmed class suits that reach this stage

(16.4%), each of these categories still shows a higher trial percentage than nonclass

actions (7.3%). (It should be noted that, in Table 3A, the percentage of nonclass actions

reaching trial is different than that shown in Table 2, supra, note 191 (7.5%), because, in

Table 3A, the nonclass case figures were aggregated only for 1979 and 1980, in order to

match the available statistics on class allegations affirmed or dismissed, which included

only 1979 and 1980.)
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FIGURE 2A

Class Allegations Affirmed or Dismissed

Procedural Progress at Termination

Compared to Nonclass Actions

United States Federal Courts

1979-1980

H Class Allegations Dismissed I I Class Allegations Affirmed Nonclass

Percent Terminated 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

From an examination of this data, it would appear that the assumptions

described above, respecting the pressures on defendants to settle, are

ill-founded. The proportion of cases in which class allegations are affirmed

that goes to trial is more than twice the proportion of nonclass actions that

reaches this stage. Although a smaller proportion of cases in which class

status is not achieved goes to trial, the percentage of these now individual

suits that reaches the trial stage is nevertheless greater than the proportion of

suits in which class allegations were never made. 194 The fact that continued

prosecution of cases in which class allegations were dismissed was feasible

suggests that a reasonable number of the former class representatives had

194 It is conceivable that, even if the commencement of an action in class form is not an

effective means of inducing individual settlements in a disproportionate number of cases

in which class status is denied, individual plaintiffs with meritorious personal claims
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individually recoverable claims that were sufficiently important to justify

individual litigation.

It will be recognized that the preceding data relates to class actions

generally, without any attempt to draw distinctions according to the substan-

tive law area in which the class actions were brought. Since such aggregate

treatment might have obscured significant differences between class actions

asserting different causes of actions, data was gathered in various substantive

law areas concerning the proportion of actions commenced as class actions,

and the proportion of nonclass actions, that went to trial. The resulting

percentages are set out in Table 4 and Figure 3. 195

TABLE 4

Nonclass Actions and Actions Commenced as Class Actions

Reaching Trial by Substantive Law Area

United States Federal Courts

1976-1980

Nature ofSuit Nonclass (%) Class (%)

Contract 6.5 6.5

Real Property 8.9 11.9

Tort 11.9 4.9

Antitrust 9.3 9.0

Civil Rights 14.5 15.3

Prisoner Petitions 3.1 7.3

Labour 6.2 9.5

Securities, Commodities & Exchange 10.3 8.6

Other 4.4 10.7

Total 7.5 11.9

that would have been settled in any event might still benefit from the assertion of

inappropriate class allegations. This would be the case if these allegations were intended

to, and did, coerce the defendant into making a more generous individual settlement

than would have taken place if the plaintiff had brought only an individual suit. The
frequency of problems of this sort cannot be determined from the procedural progress

statistics contained in the Commission Study, supra, note 50. However, the empirical

data gathered by other studies, which undertook a more detailed examination of cases

where individual settlements took place, suggests that class plaintiffs have not generally

been very successful in coercing defendants into making premium individual settle-

ments. See infra, note 211, and text accompanying notes 210-213.

195 The percentages were calculated by the Ontario Law Reform Commission from data

contained in the Commission Study, supra, note 50, Table A, Class and Nonclass,

1976-1980, supra, note 52.
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FIGURE 3

Nonclass Actions and Actions Commenced as

Class Actions Reaching Trial by

Substantive Law Area

United States Federal Courts

1976-1980

I I Nonclass L_ Class

The statistics reveal that a greater percentage of real property, civil rights,

prisoner petitions, labour, and "other" class actions proceed to trial than

nonclass suits of the same kind. Only in the case of tort, antitrust, and
securities cases are more nonclass actions than class actions tried. This result

is not particularly surprising. Tort, antitrust, and securities actions probably

involve the highest proportion of suits raising difficult and burdensome
issues, especially where large damage awards are sought. 196 Such actions

become particularly difficult and burdensome where they are commenced in

class form, whereas, in other substantive law areas, the aggregation of claims

196 See, for example, Chicago Antitrust Study, supra, note 25.
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in a class action has a less dramatic impact. 197 Therefore, because of these

factors, it is to be expected that a somewhat greater proportion of tort,

antitrust, and securities class actions, aggregating damage claims, would be
settled than nonclass suits. Only if the discrepancy were unreasonably great —
and the Commission Study refutes any such contention — would there be

cause for concern. 198

When account is taken of clustering, a greater proportion of all class than

of all nonclass actions still goes to trial. The relevant data is set out in Table 5

and Figure 4. 199

TABLE 5

Clustered Class and Nonclass Actions

Reaching Trial by Substantive Law Area

United States Federal Courts

1976- 1980

Clustered Clustered

Nature ofSuit Nonclass Actions Class Actions

(%) (%)

Contract 9.2 6.1

Real Property 5.6 12.0

Tort 14.7 5.1

Antitrust 10.1 6.0

Civil Rights 16.9 15.9

Prisoner Petitions 4.2 8.1

Labour 7.3 10.0

Securities, Commodities & Exchange 11.4 9.3

Other 5.2 10.6

Total 9.4 12.4

197 See infra, this ch., sec. 3(b)(ii)b.

198 The contention that class actions do not proceed to trial - see Katarincic and McClain,

supra, note 170, at 432 - is clearly incorrect. For example, in the Commission Study,

supra, note 50, Table 4, supra, note 195, 9% of the antitrust cases were terminated at the

trial stage, in comparison to 9.3% of the nonclass antitrust cases. The discrepancy

between securities class actions (8.6%) and nonclass securities actions (10.3%) disposed

of at trial was somewhat greater, but not sufficiently substantial to cause concern. Only

in the case of tort actions was the discrepancy truly large (4.9% of tort class actions

tried, compared with 1 1.9% of nonclass suits). This result may perhaps be explained by

the reluctance of federal courts to certify tort class actions under Rule 23.

l99 The percentages were calculated by the Ontario Law Reform Commission from data

contained in the Commission Study, supra, note 50, Table A (Clustering), Class and

Nonclass, 1976-1980, supra, note 54.

The only areas in which clustering resulted in a substantial difference was in the

case of antitrust and contract class actions. In the contract area, the proportion of

unclustered nonclass and class actions going to trial was identical (6.5%): see Table 4.

supra, note 195. After clustering was taken into account, more nonclass (9.2%) than

class (6.1%) actions went to trial. This result is not surprising, since contract class

actions, like tort, antitrust, and securities cases, may involve difficult and burdensome

issues relating to large damage claims, which may encourage a greater proportion of

legitimate settlements in class than nonclass cases. A similar and enlarged differential
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FIGURE 4

Clustered Class and Nonclass Actions

Reaching Trial by Substantive Law Area

United States Federal Courts

1976-1980

I I Nonclass Class

appeared in the antitrust cases where the unclustered statistics showed a modest
difference in the proportion of nonclass (93%) and class actions (9.0%) going to trial

(see Table 4, supra, note 195), while after clustering 10.1% of nonclass and 6.0% of class

antitrust cases went to trial. This differential can be explained both by the factors

mentioned with respect to contract actions and by the presence of a very large cluster or
clusters in 1977; although 50 individual class actions were terminated at the trial stage

in that year, when clustering was taken into account the number of cases was reduced
to 8: see Table A, Class and Nonclass, 1977, supra, note 52, and Table A (Clustering),

Class and Nonclass, 1977, supra, note 54.

In any event, the discrepancy between the proportion of clustered contract and
antitrust cases going to trial does not appear to be sufficiently great to support the

existence of a pattern of "legalized blackmail".
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In particular, more real property, prisoner petition, labour, and "other" class

actions go to trial than is the case for nonclass actions in the same substantive

law areas. However, unlike the unclustered statistics, the clustered data shows
fewer class contract and civil rights cases going to trial than nonclass contract

and civil rights actions, although the difference is very modest in the civil

rights area. Moreover, the differential between the proportion of class and
nonclass antitrust cases going to trial is larger. Even when these differences

are taken into account, the variations between class and nonclass cases are

not sufficiently great to suggest that defendants are being forced to enter into

improper class action settlements, given that relatively few cases of either

kind reach the trial stage.

A final way to approach the question whether defendants have been

subjected to "legalized blackmail" is to look directly at the available evidence

concerning the number and nature of class settlements. The data suggests

that, even where the class is successful in obtaining monetary relief, the

frequency with which such relief is achieved by means of settlement is not

disproportionately higher than where such relief is obtained by other means.

For example, the findings of the D.C. Study revealed that settlements that

yielded class relief accounted for only 13.6 percent of all terminated class

actions in which monetary relief was sought. In almost an equal number of

cases, the class obtained relief by judicial order: summary judgment on the

plaintiffs motion was obtained in 7.4 percent of the cases, and judgment was
given for the class after trial in 4.9 percent of the cases. 200

In the case of the Chicago Antitrust Study, a full class settlement

involving monetary recovery was reached in seven cases (15.9 percent), an

additional two cases (4.5 percent) gave rise to partial settlements that

conferred monetary relief on class members, and in one case (2.2 percent of

the total) a settlement was achieved that provided only equitable relief. In an

additional case, referred to in the Chicago Supplement, equitable relief was
obtained for class members even after certification had been denied. 201 In

other words, a class settlement was obtained in only 25 percent of the class

actions, and monetary relief was achieved in only 20.4 percent of the class

actions. 202 Individual settlements with the representative plaintiff amounted
to only 27.3 percent of the terminations, and surrounding circumstances

suggested that these settlements had little relationship to the class allegations.

200 D.C. Study, supra, note 17, at 8-10. See Table 1, supra, note 183.

201 The percentages in this paragraph were calculated by the Ontario Law Reform Com-
mission from statistics in the Chicago Antitrust Study, supra, note 25, at 1309, and the

Chicago Supplement, supra, note 26, at 459-60.

202 The interviews carried out as part of the Chicago Antitrust Study, supra, note 25,

tended to confirm that, in most of the class actions in which class relief was obtained,

the strength of the plaintiffs case was an important factor. The study stated as follows,

at 1344-45:

In the ten cases in which a settlement or settlements in favor of the class have

been entered, the reasons given for settling are as varied as the cases. Not

surprisingly, the attorneys frequently disagree as to the factors inducing the

settlement. There is reason to believe that in at least seven of the cases the strength

of the plaintiffs' case was a factor, in some instances the dominant one. While the

cost of defending and the scope of the potential damages were frequently men-
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From the data examined by the Commission, it would appear that it

makes no real difference whether the class action and nonclass action

statistics are viewed in the aggregate or according to either procedural

progress within the trial process, affirmation or dismissal of class allegations,

or substantive law area. Nor are our general conclusions affected when
account is taken of the presence of clusters of related class actions. In all

cases, there would appear to be no basis for concluding that class actions are

yielding disproportionate numbers of early settlements that might reflect a

pattern of "legalized blackmail". Indeed, in many substantive law areas, it

seems that class actions are more likely than nonclass actions to proceed to

trial. Moreover, it appears that defendants have effectively defended them-

selves against any frivolous class actions that have been commenced, using

the certification procedure under United States Federal Rule 23 and the

ordinary procedural mechanisms for the summary disposition of unmeritori-

ous cases.

Even if the existence of "legalized blackmail" could have been document-

ed in some instances, this fault clearly could not be attributed to all class

actions. In our view, it would be inappropriate to reject an expanded class

action procedure that can play a legitimate role in asserting the rights of

persons with real grievances, simply because some individuals might abuse

that procedure. A far more appropriate solution to the problem of unmeritor-

ious class actions, or class actions brought solely to further the personal

financial interest of the representative plaintiff, is to develop procedures to

preclude the prosecution of such actions. 203

b. Settlements Unfair to Class Members

In the preceding section, we considered whether the commencement and
prosecution of class actions have coerced defendants into agreeing to early,

inequitable settlements. It has also been suggested that class actions may

tioned as considerations, they appear to take on weight most often when the

plaintiffs' case is viewed as a strong one on the merits. In one case all of the

attorneys agreed that defendants had settled because of the strength of plaintiffs'

case. As one defendant's attorney put it, 'it was a case shrieking with liability. It

was almost suicide to go to trial.' In another case one of the plaintiffs' attorneys

asserted and one of the leading defendants' attorneys confirmed that it was the

likelihood that plaintiff would prevail if the case went to trial that induced

defendants to settle. Another defense attorney more peripherally involved in the

litigation suggested that the case was one which a defendant might litigate were it

not a class action, although he too conceded that plaintiffs' case was not frivolous.

The Jones Resolution Study, supra, note 43, shows a much higher percentage of

shareholder cases settled: 70.7% of the terminated cases reported to the Securities and
Exchange Commission by the corporations under study were the subject of settlement

(ibid., at 547). The reliability of this figure as a measure of the rate of class action

settlements is open to question, however. As noted earlier (supra, this ch., sec. l(b)(x)),

the two Jones Studies fail to distinguish between class actions and derivative suits, and
their sample and sources of class action data are less representative and reliable than

the court records relied upon by the Chicago Antitrust Study, supra, note 25, and the

D.C. Study, supra, note 17.

203 See infra, chs. 7, 8, and 9. With respect to the court's supervision of any settlement of

the class representative's personal claim, and subsequent discontinuance of the class

action, see infra, ch. 20, sec. 5.
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produce settlements that are unfair to class members. It is contended that this

might happen in either of two ways. First, the representative plaintiff might

settle with the defendant for a premium on the plaintiffs own claim. In return

for this premium, the class action would be discontinued under circumstances

where the meritorious claims of the other class members might be effectively

defeated. Secondly, it is suggested that the class lawyer might negotiate a

settlement on behalf of the class in a manner that maximizes the financial

reward to the lawyer at the expense of the class members. We shall deal with

each of these contentions in turn.

(1) Premium Settlements with the

Representative Plaintiff

Premium settlements with representative plaintiffs might arise in two

ways. First, as indicated in the previous section, such settlements might occur

where the representative plaintiff brings a meritorious action in class form,

not to benefit the class, but solely for the purpose of using the claims of the

other class members to inflate the potential settlement value of the plaintiff's

individual claim. This abuse of the class action procedure is obviously unfair

to the defendant, who may, by the threat to proceed with the class action, be

forced to pay the representative plaintiff more than his individual claim is

worth; moreover, it is unfair to the class members, whose claims have been

exploited for the personal gain of the representative plaintiff. Secondly,

inequitable settlements may arise even where the representative plaintiff

initially brings the class action in good faith. In such a case, the defendant

may take the initiative in making the representative plaintiff an offer he

cannot rationally refuse, solely in order to frustrate a meritorious class

action. 204 Or, thirdly, the defendant may be willing to conclude a premium
settlement of the representative plaintiffs personal claim in return for a

settlement of the class claim that is not in the best interests of the absent class

members.

It might have been expected that the problem of premium settlements

with representative plaintiffs would have been used by defendants to

reinforce the proposition that they might be subject to "legalized blackmail".

In fact, however, most of the criticism of such settlements has come from class

action supporters. This reflects the fact that individual settlements with

representative plaintiffs can be advantageous to defendants as a means of

defeating even meritorious class actions commenced in good faith. 205

Settlements that give a premium to representative plaintiffs may have

particularly unfortunate results in the case of class actions that aggregate

individually nonrecoverable claims, since class actions are the only means by
which class members' grievances can be redressed by a court. 206 Although in

theory it may be possible to continue the class action by substituting another

class member as representative plaintiff, there may be practical difficulties in

204 See Gould, supra, note 6, at 289.

205 See, for example, Roper v. Consume Inc., 578 F.2d 1 106 (5th Cir. 1978).

206 See Harvard Developments, supra, note 9, at 1540 and n. 22.
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reaching such a solution, especially if no one other than the original

representative plaintiff has the financial or other resources to carry on the

litigation. Moreover, a representative plaintiff who has settled individually

with the defendant may be unwilling to cooperate in the search for a

replacement. 207

Where, however, the representative plaintiff settles the class claim, and

not merely his personal claim, all class members, including those with

individually recoverable claims, are bound. Accordingly, they are precluded

from pursuing their claims thereafter. While this result might appear to place

absent class members in a particularly disadvantageous position, it should be

borne in mind that Federal Rule 23(e) requires notice to class members, as

well as judicial approval, of any settlement of a class claim.

Both the D.C. Study and the Chicago Antitrust Study appear to indicate

that, as a general rule, settlements of only the class representative's personal

claim do not form a very large proportion of class action dispositions. In the

D.C. Study, settlements with representative plaintiffs made up 14.8 percent of

the terminated cases. 208 The Chicago Antitrust Study reported that settle-

ments with the representative plaintiff had been made in twelve suits, or 27.3

percent of the class actions under consideration. 209

Some concern might be expressed over the fact that settlements with

representative plaintiffs were somewhat more frequent than class settlements

in both the D.C. Study and the Chicago Antitrust Study. 210 It would appear,

however, from the interviews in the latter study, which took place when ten

individual settlements had been reached, that a desire to eliminate the class

aspects of the action played little role in the impetus for, and achievement of,

the individual settlements in question. 21 1

The only empirical study that suggests a serious problem in this area is

the Houston Securities Study. That study found that, out of nine settlements

in class actions not associated with a derivative action, all the settlements

were made with the representative plaintiff, with five of them involving

207 Indeed, the author of the Houston Securities Study has documented the fact that

settlements may include terms expressly designed to restrain even the class lawyer from
cooperating with another class member in pursuing the class action: see Houston
Securities Study, supra, note 29, at 827.

208 D.C. Study, supra, note 17, at 8-10 (percentages calculated by the Ontario Law Reform
Commission). See, also, Table 1, supra, note 183.

209 Chicago Antitrust Study, supra, note 25, at 1322-24, and Chicago Supplement, supra,

note 26, at 459-60 (percentages calculated by the Ontario Law Reform Commission).

210 See Table 1, supra, note 183, and note 185.

211 Chicago Antitrust Study, supra, note 25, at 1322-24:

In three of the ten cases the settlement was entered long after the class allegations

were dismissed and the interviews confirmed that the class allegations had no
impact on the settlement. At the other extreme are three cases in which the

settlement was entered shortly after the court refused to certify the class. In two of

these cases attorney interviews strongly support the inference that the settlement

was the direct result of the denial of class status for the suit ....
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amounts equivalent to 100 percent of the representative plaintiff's investment

in the securities in question, and four of these adding an additional amount
for lawyers' fees. 212 This result may perhaps be explained by the fact that the

study also revealed that ''all the judges interviewed were aware that individu-

al settlements were taking place, and indeed were encouraging them", and

that the three judges whom the study interviewed "uniformly did not like

class actions". 213 In other words, the results among the various studies may
reflect the different attitudes displayed by judges in various jurisdictions to

the legitimacy of individual settlements and class actions.

The author of the Houston Securities Study was very concerned about

the possible unfairness of individual settlements to class members, if the class

claim has merits; this concern was reinforced by the fact that, in the actions

studied, notice of the individual settlements was not given to the class. 214 In

this connection, it should be noted that, while Federal Rule 23(e) requires

that "a class action shall not be dismissed or compromised without the

approval of the court", and that notice of the proposed dismissal or

compromise be given to class members, it is unclear whether this provision is

applicable to a settlement of a representative plaintiff's personal claim prior

to certification, as was the situation in respect of the cases examined by the

Houston Securities Study. 215 A dismissal without notice to class members

In three of the four remaining cases the class allegations were pending at the time

of the settlement. In all three cases the settlement called for the payment of at

most a nominal sum (in one case no monetary settlement was required) and
represented a clear victory for the defendants. In one of the cases plaintiffs'

attorney indicated that he had settled because of the weakness of his case. In a

second case, plaintiffs' attorney claimed that pressure had been placed on his

client to settle. In the third case, there was no monetary consideration for the

settlement, the terms of which support the assertion of defendants' attorney that

he had won the case ....

Finally, in one case a class [sic: individual] settlement for $20,000 and a forgive-

ness of $7,000 were entered a few months after the class allegations were dropped

by the plaintiff. The proximity of the settlement to the dropping of the class

allegations suggests a possible connection between the two events. Defendants'

attorneys suggested that settlement negotiations were under way at the time the

class allegations were dropped, and plaintiffs' attorney, while denying this, felt

that the dropping of the class allegations had made the case easier to settle

because of the smaller amount required. None of the attorneys, however, suggested

that a settlement had been agreed to at the time the class allegations were

dropped. While the amount of the settlement was close to the maximum damages
(before trebling) to which the plaintiff would have been entitled if successful on
the merits, it seems clear that plaintiffs' attorney, in terms of his fee, did far less

well. This does not appear, therefore, to be a case of plaintiffs' attorney selling out

the class.

Two later cases were also settled after denial of certification, with the named
plaintiffs receiving a negligible monetary recovery, and the plaintiffs' attorneys receiv-

ing less than their normal hourly rate: see Chicago Supplement, supra, note 26, at

459-60.

212 Houston Securities Study, supra, note 29, at 822.

2 ^ Ibid., at 801.

2]4 Ibid., at 825-26.

215 See infra, ch. 20, sec. 3(a)(ii).
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may have unfortunate results if class members were in fact relying on the class

action to protect their interests, or if the claims were individually nonrecover-

able, so that monetary relief could be achieved only by means of a class

action. 216

(2) Settlements Favourable to the Class Lawyer

The preceding discussion has concentrated primarily on the possibility

that class members might be adversely affected by settlements between the

defendant and the representative plaintiff. However, as indicated earlier, it

has also been suggested that the interests of the class lawyer and the class

members might diverge; this would occur where the lawyer negotiates a

settlement that maximizes the lawyer's compensation at the expense of the

ultimate recovery achieved for class members. The most obvious manner in

which such a result might occur is where the defendant offers to absorb the

fees of the class lawyer, calculated at a premium rate, in return for the

acceptance of an inadequate class award and discontinuance of the class

action. Such a result might also occur, however, through indirect financial

pressures, without any conscious misbehaviour on the part of the lawyer. 217

Unfair settlements of the kind described above reflect the fact that, while

the class members' financial interest is in their share of the total recovery, less

the proportion of the recovery that is awarded as lawyers' fees, lawyers, in

determining their net compensation, must deduct from any fee award the

value of the time and effort required to produce it. In other words, from the

lawyer's point of view, a relatively small settlement at an early stage of the

proceedings may well yield a gross monetary return for the lawyer that bears

a higher ratio to the cost of the work than a much larger recovery obtained

only after extensive discovery, a long trial, and an appeal. Moreover, where
the lawyer's right to recover fees depends upon success in the action, the

lawyer may suffer a much greater financial loss if the action fails at trial than

any one class member, at least if the class claims are modest in size. 218

To a certain extent, a discrepancy between the financial recovery under a

settlement and the measure of damages that could have been obtained by a

judgment at trial is only to be expected, since some financial concession
would presumably have to be made to induce a defendant to settle, and to

take into account the uncertainties of litigation. However, the possibility that

the amount recovered may be reduced beyond this point, and distorted in

favour of the class lawyer, is a legitimate source of concern. But, in this

216 See Houston Securities Study, supra, note 29, at 826. The Chicago Antitrust Study,

supra, note 25, at 1323, discovered that notice was not given in any of the 4 cases in

which an individual settlement was reached when the class actions were still pending.

217 See infra, ch. 17, sec. 3(a)(iii).

218 See, for example, Dam, supra, note 6, at 57, quoting Saylor v. Lindsley, 456 F.2d 896 (2d

Cir. 1972), at 900-01, and Dewees, Prichard, and Trebilcock, An Economic Analysis of
Cost and Fee Rulesfor Class Actions (1979), at 48-49.

With respect to problems of the kind referred to in the text, see Chicago Antitrust

Study, supra, note 25, at 1340-41.
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connection, it should be borne in mind that, in the United States, lawyers'

fees in class actions are subject to judicial control, thereby substantially

reducing the opportunity for charging excessive legal fees where, for example,

a class settlement is being negotiated. 219

At first glance, it might seem that this problem would be less serious

under the present Ontario costs regime, with its "two-way" costs rule 220 and

its prohibition against contracts between lawyer and client that make the

lawyer's right to recover fees dependent upon success in the action. On the

surface, such a regime might appear to guarantee the lawyer a reasonable

return for all work done, irrespective of the success of the action, so that any

incentive to enter into premature settlements would be reduced or eliminated.

By contrast, most American class lawyers operate under a "no-way",

contingent fee costs regime, 221 where success by settlement or litigation is a

precondition to compensation for their efforts.

Even in Ontario, however, it is clear that, as a practical matter, the

amount of a lawyer's compensation will be affected by the result of the action,

whether the proceeding in question is a class action or an individual suit. 222

Moreover, in view of the Commission's subsequent recommendation allow-

ing, but not requiring, the class lawyer to act on behalf of the class on the

basis that he will receive a judicially determined fee only if the action is

successful, the problems described above may also become a concern in

Ontario. 22^

(3) Conclusion

The Commission recognizes that class representatives or class lawyers,

acting out of self-interest, may occasionally attempt to make a settlement that

is unfair to class members. However, such abuse of civil proceedings is not

unique to class actions. Moreover, the Commission does not believe that this

possibility is a sufficient ground to reject the adoption of an expanded class

action procedure. In our view, it would be inappropriate to deny all relief to

persons with individually nonrecoverable claims, which can be asserted only

by means of a class action, on the ground that, in some class actions, the relief

actually achieved may be denied or reduced through inappropriate behaviour

by representative plaintiffs or counsel. Rather, an expanded class action

procedure should be designed to give to the judiciary an effective discretion to

supervise all settlements and lawyers' fees. This discretion would permit the

courts to preclude settlements that are unfair to class members or to the

defendant, and to ensure that the measure of compensation received by
lawyers reflects the adequacy of their representation of the class. 224

219 See infra, ch. 17, sec. 3(a).

220 See ibid., sec. 2(a).

221 See ibid., sec. 3.

222 See Re Solicitors, [1972] 3 O.R. 433 (T.O., S.C.O.). at 436-37. See. also, supra, ch. 17.

sec. 2(b).

223 See supra, ch. 17, sec. 5.

224 Concerning the design of such safeguards, see infra, chs. 20 and 17. respectively.
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(ii) Impact of Class Actions Upon the Courts

One of the most serious criticisms of an expanded class action procedure

has been that such a procedure will lead to a "flood" or "explosion" of class

actions that will overload the courts 225 and have adverse effects upon other

litigants. 226

Supporters of class actions do not disagree with the proposition that class

actions will expose judges to some increase in their workload. However, they

do emphasize that increases in the workload of the courts, resulting from

procedural or substantive changes in the law, are not peculiar to class

actions. 227 Moreover, they suggest that the description of the development of

American class actions as "explosive" is exaggerated, and that, in fact, such

actions constitute only a modest proportion of civil suits commenced in the

United States federal courts. To the extent that class actions have resulted in

an increased judicial workload, class action supporters suggest that, rather

than prohibit all class actions, judicial resources should be increased to deal

with additional cases, and that the courts should be relieved of other duties

that could be handled adequately by other means.

In determining the probable magnitude of any increase in the workload

of Ontario courts that might result from the adoption of an expanded class

action procedure resembling Federal Rule 23, the Commission recognizes

that, because of differences between the legal and social environments in the

two countries, American empirical data may not predict exactly the experi-

ence under a similar procedure in Ontario. Nevertheless, we believe that

American data is valuable in assessing the argument that class actions will

"overload" Ontario courts, at least as a means of testing the accuracy of the

contention that problems of this sort have arisen in the United States. It may
also be possible to identify factors that may suggest whether any variation

from the American experience in Ontario is likely to be in the direction of an

increase or decrease in the relative proportion of civil litigation composed of

class actions.

First, we shall examine the available evidence relating to the number of

class actions that have been commenced in the United States. In this

connection, an attempt will be made to identify factors that might cause a

variation in the proportion of class actions expected to be brought in Ontario.

Secondly, empirical evidence relating to the relative burdensomeness of class

and nonclass actions, in terms of the demands placed on court time, will also

be examined.

225 See Handler, supra, note 77, at 10-11

226 It has been suggested that "the massive and indiscriminate use of the class action

threatens the courts as well as those claimants who need the action to handle claims of

substantial pecuniary value": Labowitz, "Class Actions in the Federal System and in

California: Shattering the Impossible Dream" (1974), 23 Buffalo L. Rev. 601, at 635. It

will be noted that Labowitz is apparently of the view that the absolute dollar value of a

claim is an adequate measure of its importance to the particular claimant.

227 This has been recognized by Chief Justice Burger of the United States Supreme Court,

who has suggested that a possible means of dealing with the impact of all legislative

innovations upon the workload of the courts might be the preparation of a "court

impact statement" for each proposed change: see Burger, "The State of the Federal

Judiciary - 1972" (1972), 58 A.B.A. J. 1049, at 1050.
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a. Volume of Class A ction Litigation

As indicated above, critics of American class actions have suggested that

class actions have been brought in such large numbers that they have

overloaded the federal courts. 228 However, the United States Administrative

Office statistics clearly demonstrate that class actions represent only a small

fraction of American civil litigation in the federal courts. The relevant

statistics are set out in Figure 5. 229
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228 The most picturesque expression of this proposition is the statement that "[cllass

actions have sprouted and multiplied like the leaves of the green bay tree": Eisen v.

Carlisle & Jacquelin, 479 F.2d 1005 (2d Cir. 1973), at 1018.

229 Statistics taken from the United States Courts Annual Report, supra, note 49: (1974), at

246; (1980), at 253, Table 31; and (Interim Edition, 1981), at 82, Table 33.
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It would appear that, during the fiscal years 1973 to 1978, class actions

amounted, on average, to 2.1 percent of all civil actions commenced in the

United States federal courts. 230 The highest percentage was 2.7 percent of all

civil actions filed, in 1973 and 1976. Thereafter, class actions declined steadily

as a percentage of all civil actions commenced, so that they constituted only

0.9 percent of all civil filings in the 1980 fiscal year. 231 For the fiscal year

ending June 1981, the proportion of class actions filed remained constant at

0.9 percent. 232

Not only did class actions peak as a proportion of all civil actions in 1976,

but the absolute number of class action filings began declining steadily after

that year, until 1981, when the number of class actions filed increased. The
relevant statistics are displayed in Figure 6.
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230 This percentage was calculated by the Ontario Law Reform Commission from the

United States Courts Annual Reports (1973-1978), ibid.

231 United States Courts Annual Report, ibid.: (1980), at 250 and 253.

232 United States Courts Annual Report, ibid.: (Interim Edition, 1981), at 82, Table 33.
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The maximum number of class actions filed in one fiscal year was 3,584, in

1976. Until 1980, the number declined steadily, with only 1,568 class actions

filed in that year; this figure represents only 43.8 percent of the 1976 filings.

The greatest decease occurred in the number of class actions filed from 1979

to 1980, when there was a 24.8 percent decrease. However, from 1980 to 1981,

the number increased 6.6 percent. 233

The pattern described above persists even where the class action filings

are broken down by substantive law area. The statistics are set out in Figure
7.234
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233 Ibid. Most of the increase appears to reflect a 40.2% increase in the prisoner petition

class actions filed in 1981 over 1980: see ibid.: (Interim Edition, 1981), at A-190-A-191.

Table X-5.

234 Statistics taken from the United States Courts Annual Reports, ibid.: (1974). at 246;

(1980), at 639-41, Table X-5; and (Interim Edition, 1981), at A-190-A-191, Table X-5.
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The reasons for the decline in the number of class actions filed in the

United States federal courts from 1976 to 1980 are not clear. It seems likely

that this decline is attributable to no single cause. Instead, it may reflect the

fact that Rule 23, like any new procedural device, may have required a period

of testing in order to define the limits of its effective use. A ten year period,

following the adoption of revised Federal Rule 23 in 1966, may also have

been necessary in order to permit a reasonable number of class actions to

terminate, thereby permitting lawyers to assess whether and when such suits

would likely be successful and financially rewarding. 235

Moreover, during the ten year period from 1966 to 1976, a number of

cases were decided relating to a broad range of issues, certain of which have

been viewed as ultimately leading to a restriction of the scope of Rule 23. For

example, it will be recalled from the discussion in chapter 2 of this Report

that the combined effect of the decisions of the United States Supreme Court

in Snyder v. Harris2^ and Zahn v. International Paper Co. 231 was that the

claim of each class member must meet the $10,000 minimum monetary

jurisdictional requirement applicable to the federal courts' diversity jurisdic-

tion; that is to say, aggregation of the claims of the class members was not

permitted to satisfy this amount. These decisions might have been expected to

have some restrictive impact on the number of class actions - particularly

those aggregating individually nonrecoverable claims - that could be com-
menced in the federal courts.

In addition, the decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States and
the Second Circuit in the Risen case 238 might be identified as a cause of the

decline in the number of class actions. In Risen, the Supreme Court held that

individualized, and therefore relatively expensive, notice was required to be

given to identifiable class members in class actions brought under Rule

23(b)(3), while the Second Circuit suggested that common proof of a right to

monetary relief was improper.

However, it would appear that any direct causal connection between the

decline in the number of class actions filed between 1976 and 1980, and the

decisions in Snyder, Zahn, and Risen, is not at all clear. For example, the

number of diversity cases filed during the period 1973 to 1980 does not seem
to have been substantially affected by the Zahn decision. 239 Moreover, if the

235 See Table 9. infra, note 279. which suggests that the more complicated antitrust and

securities cases might require 6 years or more to reach termination. Other kinds of case

required shorter disposition periods, however.

236 394 U.S. 332, 89 S. Ct. 1053 (1969).

237 414 U.S. 291, 94 S. Ct. 505 (1973).

238 Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacquelin, 417 U.S. 156 (1974), and Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacquelin, 479

F.2d 1005 (2d Cir. 1973).

239 See United States Courts Annual Report, supra, note 49: (1973), at 157-58, Table 38;

(1974), at 259. Table 63; (1975), at 242, Table 40; (1976), at 218, Table 41; (1977), at

238-40, Table 32; (1978), at A-154-55, Table X-5; (1979), at 674-75, Table X-5; and

(1980), at 639-41, Table X-5. The number of diversity cases did drop from 115 in 1973

to 98 in 1975, but diversity suits then rebounded to a high of 157 in 1976, although this

appears to have been an aberration. The number of diversity suits in 1980 was 110,

compared with 115 in 1973, so that it appears that the Zahn decision had little to do

with the drop in the number of class actions, although the Snyder decision may have

had some impact earlier, before statistics were available.
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Eisen decisions were the cause of the decline, one would have expected the

reduction in class actions to manifest itself in the 1974 or 1975 fiscal year. In

point of fact, the total number of class actions filed continued to grow until

1976, when class actions as a percentage of all civil suits also peaked. 240

Finally, it is important to bear in mind that, as was discussed in chapter 2, the

United States Supreme Court during the same period rendered decisions that

have been viewed as facilitating class actions. 241

To a certain extent, some of the class action caseload in the United States

may reflect uncertainty concerning the interpretation of Rule 23. In our

expanded class action procedure, the Commission has attempted to resolve a

number of issues that have troubled American courts and litigants. Thus, it is

possible that the number of class actions commenced in Ontario under our

proposed new procedure might stabilize at an earlier and proportionately

lower average rate of filing than has been the case in the United States.

However, it should also be borne in mind that, unlike the United States

federal courts, no minimum monetary jurisdictional requirement exists in

Ontario courts, so that class actions aggregating claims of any amount may be

commenced in this Province.

The rate of class action filing anticipated in Ontario might also vary from

the existing rate in the United States federal courts as a result of differences in

the various causes of action that can be asserted in the two jurisdictions. 242

The United States Administrative Office statistics reveal that the proportion

of class actions filed varies substantially from one substantive law area to

another. The relevant statistics are set out in Table 6 and Figure 8. 243

TABLE 6

Class and Nonclass Actions as a Percentage of Civil Cases

Commenced in Selected Substantive Law Areas

United States Federal Courts

1973-1980

Nature ofSuit Nonclass (%) Class {%)

Contract 99.7 0.3

Real Property 99.8 0.2

Tort 99.4 0.6

Antitrust 88.7 11.3

Civil Rights 87.5 12.5

Prisoner Petitions 98.7 1.3

Labour 98.4 1.6

Securities, Commodities & Exchange 90.4 9.6

Other 99.5 0.5

Total 97.9 2.1

240 See United States Courts Annual Report, supra, note 49: (1974), at 246, and (1980), at

253, Table 31. Moreover, one might have expected the major cause of the decline to be

found in antitrust and securities cases, which are the preeminent examples of Rule

23(b)(3) damage class actions. The number of securities class actions did, indeed, peak

in 1974, the year after the decision of the Second Circuit in Eisen, and the same year in

which the Supreme Court decision in Eisen was handed down. The number of antitrust

class actions continued to grow, however, after a brief decline in 1974, reaching a peak

in 1977, a year after the decline began for the other kinds of class action displayed in

Figure 6. The timing of the antitrust peak suggests that the decline in this kind of case

was attributable not to the notice and damage restrictions of the Eisen case, but rather
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FIGURE 8
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to the decision of the Supreme Court in Illinois Brick Co. v. Illinois, 431 U.S. 720, 97 S.

Ct. 2061 (1977), which restricted the availability of §4 of the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C.

§15 - the general statutory civil cause of action upon which many antitrust class

actions are based - to direct purchasers: see infra, ch. 5, sec. 3(c)(i).

241 See, for example, American Pipe & Construction Co. v. Utah, 414 U.S. 538, 94 S. Ct. 756

(1974), and Boeing Company v. Van Gemert, 100 S. Ct. 745 (1980). See, also, supra, ch. 2,

sec. 2(e)(i).

242 See, generally, infra, ch. 5, for a discussion of the substantive law bases for class actions

in the United States and Ontario.

243 Percentages calculated by the Ontario Law Reform Commission from statistics con-

tained in the United States Courts Annual Report, supra, note 49: (1973), at 157-58,

Table 38, and 324-27, Table C-2; (1974), at 259, Table 63, and 389-90, Table C-2;

(1975), at 242, Table 40, and 346-48, Table C-2; (1976), at 218, Table 41, and 293-95,

Table C-2; (1977), at 238-40, Table 32, and 318-19, Table C-2; (1978), at A-154-55,

Table X-5, and A-16-17, Table C-2; (1979), at 674-75, Table X-5, and 362-63, Table

C-2; and (1980), at 639-41, Table X-5, and 373-75, Table C-2.
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In addition to examining the percentage of civil suits commenced as class

actions, therefore, it is important to examine the proportion of the class

action caseload that consists of cases asserting various causes of action. Such

an examination will permit us to ascertain the major areas of class action

activity in the United States, and whether Ontario might experience a similar

concentration of activity under an expanded class action procedure. A partial

breakdown of federal class actions commenced from 1976 to 1980 244 is

displayed in Figure 9. 245

FIGURE 9

Class Actions Commenced in the United States

Federal Courts by Substantive Law Area

1976-1980

Other 13.4

Prisoner Petitions 8.6

Securities, etc. 5.7

Labour 4.9

Fraud—Truth in Lending 3.7

Civil Rights-Welfare 4.1

Social Security 1 .6

Antitrust 6.3

Other Civil Rights 51.7

The American class action statistics relating to various substantive law

areas are important because, as noted elsewhere in this Report, 246 it is not

clear whether, and, if so, to what extent, certain causes of action, forming a

substantial portion of the federal class action caseload in the United States,

244 Data is presented for only 5 years because the tables appearing prior to 1976 do not

clearly indicate whether truth in lending cases were included in the category "fraud".

245 Percentages were calculated by the Ontario Law Reform Commission from statistics

contained in the United States Courts Annual Report, supra, note 49: (1977), at 238-40.

Table 32; (1978), at A-154-55, Table X-5; (1979), at 674-75, Table X-5; and (1980). at

639-41, Table X-5.

246 See infra, ch. 5.
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will provide a foundation for class actions under an expanded class action

procedure in Ontario. In particular, until recently in Ontario, there has been

no cause of action for civil rights violations. However, with the adoption of

the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, 247 which provides a statutory

cause of action to redress violations of the rights and freedoms contained in

the Charter, 24* an opportunity for civil rights class actions now exists in this

jurisdiction, although the scope of this remedy is, at present, very much a

matter of speculation. This prognosis applies equally to prisoner class

actions, which are a species of civil rights actions. 249 With respect to antitrust

violations, it is not clear whether the civil cause of action contained in the

Combines Investigation Act is constitutionally valid. 250 In addition, the

opportunities for class actions arising from a violation of the securities laws in

Ontario are more limited than in the United States. 251

Therefore, it would appear that, in Ontario, the scope for securities class

actions would be limited, while the scope for antitrust, civil rights, and
prisoner class actions is, at present, in doubt. Yet these are the primary areas

of class action activity in the United States federal courts, constituting 66.6

percent of all class actions commenced. Moreover, of all substantive law

categories of class action, the antitrust and civil rights categories have the

highest ratio of class to nonclass cases commenced (12.5 percent and 11.3

percent of all civil rights and antitrust cases, respectively).

On the other hand, the jurisdiction of the Ontario courts is broader in

some respects than that of the United States federal courts. As discussed in

chapter 2, 252 the federal courts have jurisdiction over cases involving the

United States government as plaintiff or defendant, suits arising under the

Constitution or federal statutes, and diversity cases between, for example,

citizens of different states, in which the claim of each class member or

individual litigant exceeds the minimum monetary jurisdictional amount of

$10,000. By contrast, the Supreme Court and county and district courts in

Ontario are courts of general jurisdiction, with power to decide a broad range

of common law and statutory causes of action. In this respect, they resemble

the United States state courts, rather than the federal courts. Some common
law causes of action may appear in the United States federal courts as part of

the diversity jurisdiction, but only if the amount at stake exceeds the

minimum monetary jurisdictional amount.

In light of these facts, some of the American statistics set out above
should be viewed with caution. For example, the statistics showing the

relative proportions of contract, real property, and tort actions that are class

actions in the United States federal courts probably underestimate, to some

247 Constitution Act, 1981, Part I, appearing as Schedule B to the Canada Act, Proposed

Constitutional Resolution, December 8, 1981.

248 lbid.,s. 24(1).

249 See infra, ch. 5, sec. 3(a)(ii), note 67.

250 Ibid., sec. 3(c)(ii).

251 Ibid., sec. 3(b)(ii)a.

252 See supra, ch. 2, sec. 2(e)(i).
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extent, the percentage of such actions that might be commenced as class

actions in Ontario. 253

In assessing the likely impact of an expanded class action procedure in

Ontario, it would be helpful to have available a detailed analysis, by
substantive law area, of the individual actions now brought in the Supreme
Court and county and district courts in Ontario. Unfortunately, the available

Ontario court statistics provide only a very limited breakdown, thereby

making any precise estimation difficult. 254

In view of the jurisdictional differences described earlier, it would also be

desirable to examine empirical class action statistics from the United States

state courts, since such courts have a broad common law jurisdiction similar

to that found in Ontario courts. The states are also more likely to have

consumer and environmental legislation similar to that found in this Prov-

ince. Unfortunately, no empirical evidence relating to state class actions,

comparable to the data respecting class actions in the federal courts, is

available.

The next best source of information for our purposes is the D.C.

253 The United States Administrative Office statistics show that, in particular, the contract

class action category is heavily dominated by diversity cases, insofar as class actions of

this sort are brought at all: see United States Courts Annual Report, supra, note 49:

(1973), at 157-58, Table 38; (1974), at 259, Table 63; (1975), at 242, Table 40; (1976), at

218, Table 41; (1977), at 238-40, Table 32; (1978), at A-154-55, Table X-5; (1979), at

674-75, Table X-5; and (1980). at 639-41, Table X-5. These diversity class actions

presumably were restricted to those where all class members had claims in excess of the

minimum monetary jurisdictional amount, and, therefore, where the claims were prob-

i ably individually recoverable. By way of contrast, in Ontario, where no such jurisdic-

tional restriction exists, it is likely that contract class actions would be brought

aggregating individually nonrecoverable, as well as individually recoverable, claims.

Thus, contract class actions might reasonably be expected to form a higher proportion

of all contract suits than the 0.3% found in the United States federal courts. Real estate

class actions in the United States, which constituted only 0.2% of all real estate suits,

were dominated by actions against the United States government and, to a lesser extent,

by diversity cases: see ibid. Again, real estate class actions might perhaps be relatively

more frequent in Ontario, although in this category the proportion of individually

nonrecoverable claims to individually recoverable claims might be small.

Tort class actions, by contrast, were heavily dominated by the "federal question -

fraud or truth in lending" category. It is probable that this category in turn was
primarily composed of truth in lending suits, which are created by federal statute,

instead of being common law torts. The class actions in this category constituted 4.1%

of all federal question fraud or truth in lending actions for the period 1976-1980.

The other cases listed under the "tort" category were primarily diversity suits,

however, and therefore subject to the same sort of distortion with respect to individual-

ly nonrecoverable claims described for the contract category. Tort class actions might

therefore be expected to form a proportionately larger share of all tort suits in Ontario

than the 0.6% figure for the United States federal courts. The higher proportion of class

actions in the "fraud and truth in lending federal questions" category, which is not

subject to a monetary jurisdictional amount restriction, would tend to confirm this.

254 See, for example, Ontario, Ministry of the Attorney General, Court Statistics Annual

Report: Fiscal Year 1 9791 80, at 14-15, Table 1.6, which breaks down actions filed only

into the categories "Motor Vehicle and Other", "Divorce (High Court or Matrimonial

Causes Actions)", "Specially Endorsed Writs" (including "Mortgage and Other Ac-

tions"), "Mechanics Lien Actions", and "Motions".
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Study. 255 It will be recalled that, at the time of the study, the District of

Columbia District Court, in addition to hearing matters within federal

jurisdiction, exercised the jurisdiction of a state court over class actions in

which individual claims aggregated amounts in excess of $10,000. In this

connection, it is interesting to note that the proportion of class actions to

nonclass actions brought in the District of Columbia District Court peaked in

1972 at 4.1 percent of all suits commenced. By contrast, the peak for class

action filings in all federal courts was in 1976, at 2.7 percent of all cases

commenced. By 1976, class actions in the District of Columbia had declined

to 2.8 percent of all filings, a figure that almost exactly matches the ratio for

the United States federal courts generally. 256

At least with respect to substantive law areas, then, the District Court,

unlike the other federal courts in the United States, exercised a jurisdiction

that conformed more to the general jurisdiction of Ontario courts. It is,

therefore, of interest to examine the distribution of class actions in the

District of Columbia District Court, in order to compare it with the

distribution found in the federal courts generally.

The distribution of class actions in the District of Columbia among the

various substantive law categories is displayed in Figure 10.

FIGURE 10

Class Actions Commenced in the

District of Columbia District Court by

Substantive Law Area

1966-1972

Consumer 8.8

Civil Rights 32.3

Labour 15.6

Antitrust 1.7

Securities, etc. 0.8

Welfare 11.6

Other 29.2

255 Supra, note 17.

256 Percentages calculated by Ontario Law Reform Commission from statistics in D.C.
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It is apparent from a comparison of Figure 10 and Figure 9, which displays

the distribution, by substantive law area, of class actions commenced in all

federal courts, that antitrust, securities, and civil rights class actions played a
less significant role in the class action caseload of the D.C. District Court
than has been the case for federal courts in general in recent years. 257 By way
of contrast, the percentage of labour, welfare, and consumer class actions in

the D.C. District Court was greater than in the federal courts generally. 258

While the data in the D.C. Study, compared with the United States

Administrative Office statistics dealing with all federal courts, might better

reflect the expected distribution of class actions under an expanded class

action procedure in Ontario, there are, of course, differences between the

District of Columbia and Ontario that preclude a definitive prediction for

class action activity in Ontario. Aside from dissimilarities in the substantive

law bases for class actions, 259 variations in the number of class actions

brought might also be caused by differences in, for example, the litigiousness

Study, supra, note 17, at 5, and in Annual Report oj the Director oj the Administrative

Office of the United States Courts (1972), at 290, Table C-3.

The jurisdiction exercised by the District of Columbia District Court, and de-

scribed above, was subsequently affected by two factors. First, the combined effect of

the Snyder and Zahn decisions effectively eliminated all but the relatively few class

actions in which the claim of each class member exceeded the $10,000 minimum
monetary jurisdictional requirement: see supra, ch. 2, sec. 2(e)(i), respecting the effect of

these two decisions. Secondly, it will be recalled that the jurisdiction of the District

Court was altered, in the early 1970's, to conform to the jurisdiction of the federal

courts: see supra, this ch., sec. l(b)(ii). These factors may explain the variation in class

action filings in the D.C. District Court.

257 Civil rights composed only 32.3% of the D.C. District Court's class action workload,

compared with 51.7% for the non-welfare civil rights class actions in all federal courts

from 1976 to 1980. In the D.C. Study, supra, note 17, antitrust and securities cases were

1.7% and 0.8% of all class actions, compared with 6.3% and 5.7% in the federal courts

generally.

258 In the labour area, class actions in the District of Columbia constituted 15.6% of the

class action caseload, compared with 4.9% of federal class actions. In the D.C. Study.

supra, note 17, welfare class actions constituted 11.6% of the class actions. With respect

to federal class actions brought in all jurisdictions, welfare civil rights cases constituted

only 4.1% of the total, and social security class actions formed another 1.6%. It is

possible that some other cases, analogous to the D.C. Study's "welfare" category, may
be included in other categories in the United States Administrative Office statistics, but

nevertheless the discrepancy appears substantial.

After civil rights, labour, and welfare cases, consumer actions formed the next

largest proportion of the D.C. caseload, at 8.8% of all D.C. class actions. It is difficult

to compare this figure with the overall federal statistics, because of the lack of a general

"consumer" category in the United States Administrative Office figures. Fraud and

truth in lending class actions, which presumably fall into the consumer category,

constituted 3.7% of all federal class actions, a figure substantially less than that found in

the D.C. Study, but there may be other, isolated "consumer" actions scattered through-

out various categories, such as that relating to "contracts". It seems clear, however, that

consumer class actions played a more significant role in the District of Columbia, and
this finding is of interest, in light of the conclusion, stated in chapter 5 of this Report,

that such actions might play a significant role under an expanded class action proce-

dure in Ontario.

259 See infra, ch. 5.
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of the particular populations, the provisions of the applicable class action rule

or statute, or other relevant procedural rules.

While the litigious nature of individuals is difficult to judge, Americans
traditionally have the reputation of being more litigious than Canadians.

Such a contention is not susceptible to easy empirical verification. Nonethe-

less, it seems unlikely that the people of Ontario will be any more prone to

bring class actions than their American counterparts.

The problem of estimating the impact that the class action rule or statute

and other procedural rules will have upon the number of class actions

brought is demonstrated by the experience of the Province of Quebec with its

new class action procedure. 260 The Quebec class action legislation contains

broad provisions that might have been expected to facilitate class actions,

such as provisions dealing with notice 261 and common proof of rights to

monetary relief. 262 In addition, a class action fund, to assist plaintiffs in

financing class actions, was created. 263 Indeed, the Quebec Ministry of

Justice had estimated that approximately 580 class actions would be filed

each year. 264 In fact, only seventy-seven class actions were initiated in the two
and a half year period commencing January 1 9, 1 979, when the Act came into

force, to February 2, 1982. 265

This result might be partially attributable to a lack of familiarity with the

new procedure on the part of the Quebec bar and public. It is more likely,

however, that it arises from the fact that the Quebec costs provisions are less

favourable to class actions than those found in the United States. Quebec has

retained a two-way costs rule in class actions, which would ordinarily impose
liability to pay a defendant's costs on an unsuccessful representative plain-

tiff. 266 Moreover, it is possible that the Tariff of Judicial Fees made by the

General Council of the Bar of Quebec could be interpreted to require a class

representative who loses the action 267 to pay the defendant an additional

taxable fee of one percent of the amount by which the value in dispute

exceeds $ 100,000. 268 In view of these risks, it is not surprising that few class

260 Code of Civil Procedure, R.S.Q. 1977, c. C-25, arts. 999-1051, as enacted by S.Q. 1978, c.

8. s. 3 (hereinafter referred to as "C.C.P.").

261 C.C.P., ibid., arts. 1006. 1030, and 1046.

262 Ibid, arts. 1031-36.

2"S.Q. 1978, c. 8, ss. 5-45.

264 Sirois, "Un fonds d'aide de 100,000 dollars" (1979), 1 Justice 22.

265 See supra, ch. 2, sec. 2(f).

266 C.C.P., supra, note 260, art. 477.

267 In Association Pour la Protection Automobile -c- Canadian Honda Motor Ltd., C.S.

(Montreal) le 23 septembre 1981 (500-06-00010-799), the Quebec Superior Court held

that this tariff rule does not apply where a representative plaintiff is unsuccessful on the

application for authorization of the action as a class action. See, also, infra, ch. 17, sec.

4(b).

26X General Council of the Bar of Quebec, Tariff ofJudicial Fees, O.C. 2067-76, (1976) 108

O.G. II, 3991, art. 23. See a discussion of this problem in Fonds d'aide aux recours

collectifs. Rapport Annuel 1979-80 (1980), at 6-7.
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actions have been brought in Quebec, even though the provisions of the

Quebec class action statute itself are favourable to class actions.

On balance, the factors canvassed above, as well as empirical data

relating to the number of class actions filed in the United States federal

courts, appear to refute the propositions that American courts have been

"flooded" by large numbers of class actions, and that Ontario courts would

be similarly inundated by class actions under an expanded class action

procedure. As indicated earlier, class action filings have never exceeded 2.7

percent of all civil cases filed in the United States federal courts, and the

average figure for 1973 to 1981 was only 1.9 percent. Moreover, until 1981,

the number of class actions filed had been declining steadily in recent years.

While there was an increase in 1981, this increase was relatively modest. Even
in the District Court for the District of Columbia — which, for a time, was
carrying a caseload made up of civil rights, antitrust, and securities class

actions, which predominated in the general federal court system, and
consumer, labour, and welfare class actions, more likely to appear in courts of

general jurisdiction, like those in Ontario — class actions never constituted

more than 4. 1 percent of all civil actions filed.

It should be noted, however, that, for example, a 4.1 percent proportion

of class actions to all civil suits does not necessarily mean that there will be a

4. 1 percent increase in the number of civil cases commenced in Ontario under

an expanded class action procedure. To the extent that some of the class

actions filed would aggregate individually recoverable claims, they represent

litigation that likely would have been brought in any event; they would
simply be disposed of in a more efficient manner.

b. Demands on Court Time

An examination of statistics relating to class actions filed is essential to

any evaluation of the argument that there has been a "flood" of class actions

in the United States, and that the same pattern would emerge in Ontario

under an expanded class action procedure. However, the impact of class

actions upon the courts cannot be accurately determined from an examina-

tion of such data alone. Different kinds of action can vary in terms of the time

burdens they place on the judiciary. There is general agreement that class

actions do place greater demands on judicial time than nonclass actions, and

the empirical evidence supports this proposition. An attempt will therefore be

made to determine whether this discrepancy is sufficiently great to cause even

modest absolute numbers of class actions to overload the courts.

The best source of empirical data on this point is the 1979 Federal

District Court Time Study. 269 This study was specifically designed to

determine the comparative burden that various kinds of civil and criminal

actions posed for the United States federal courts. Judges were requested by

the Federal Judicial Center to keep detailed records of the amount of time

they spent on civil and criminal cases that came before them during the

269 ]979 Federal District Court Time Study, supra, note 44.
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survey period. Case weights were then calculated for actions in various

substantive law areas by comparing the percentage of judicial time spent on
actions in each area with the percentage that cases of that kind formed of all

civil and criminal actions terminated during the three year period from fiscal

years 1977 to 1979. For example, if a particular kind of case consumed six

percent of the judicial time in the survey, but formed only three percent of

cases terminated from 1977 to 1979, it would have a case weight of two. In

other words, suits of this kind tend to require twice as much judicial time to

administer as might be suggested by their proportion of the judicial caseload

in absolute numbers.

The study collected time data on class actions in many substantive law

areas, but, because it was not helpful for the purposes of the study, separate

case weights were not calculated for these actions. 270 Fortunately, however,

the data published in the study permitted the Commission to calculate case

weights that are roughly equivalent to those expressly calculated in the study

for all civil actions. The only difference is that, because of the form in which
the class action data was presented, it was necessary to calculate the case

weights using only termination data for 1979. 271 The limitation to 1979

increases the possibility that the statistics could be somewhat distorted by
some anomalous one year variation in the termination pattern. Nevertheless,

the case weights thus calculated represent the most direct evidence available

concerning the relative burdens that class actions in various substantive law

areas have placed upon the United States federal courts.

270 The study found that the mere fact that a case was commenced as a class action was not

as "powerful" a predictor of case difficulty as the authors had anticipated, and

suggested that the fact that many such suits were not certified was the reason for this

result: ibid, at 60.

The fact that cases commenced as class actions proved less burdensome than

anticipated is itself of great interest for our purposes, and tends to confirm the

proposition suggested earlier by the Commission Study data relating to cases going to

trial that the class and nonclass actions in specific substantive law areas are not as

different from each other as has been popularly assumed. Moreover, to the extent that

the class actions brought under an expanded class action procedure would not have

been brought in individual form, the combined impact of both the class actions that are

successful in obtaining certification and those that are unsuccessful is precisely what we
are interested in.

271 Some categories of class action found in the general caseload of the federal courts were

not represented in the Federal District Court Time Study. The authors of the study

were thus able to calculate a weight for all class action types only with respect to the

kinds of action actually present in the study. The relevant table sets out the number of

cases in categories covered for 1979, and from this data it is possible to conclude that

the relevant data would apply to 93.1% of all class actions terminated in 1979.

Unfortunately, the study does not identify all the categories of class actions included or

excluded, so it is impossible to determine the equivalent figure for 1977 and 1978. This

makes impossible the calculation of an "All case types with class actions in survey"

weight for the period 1977-1979, although one can be calculated for 1979 alone. For this

reason, the weights were calculated by comparing class actions terminated in the

various categories for 1979, as set out in the table, with all class and nonclass actions

terminated in that year. In all other respects, the calculation process is similar to that by

which the general weights in the study were calculated.
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The case weights resulting from the Commission's calculations are set out

in Table 7.272

TABLE 7

Class Action Case Weights

1979 Federal District Court Time Study

Case Type

Federal Question—

Federal Question-

Federal Question—

& Exchange

Federal Question-

Federal Question-

Federal Question-

US. Defendant-"
Federal Question-

Statutes

Federal Question-

Federal Question-

Federal Question-

Federal Question-

All case types with

Antitrust

Civil Rights— Welfare

Securities, Commodities

"Other" Civil Rights

Civil Rights—Jobs

Civil Rights—Voting

Other" Statutory Actions

Constitutionality of State

Civil Rights—Accommodations
Prisoner Petitions

Fraud or Truth in Lending

Fair Labour Standards Act

class actions in survey**

Number of
Cases in Survey* Weight

23 5.1448

14 3.8542

35 3.1428

69 2.9615

149 2.7162

8 2.7070

12 1.8972

7 1.4454

7 1.3249

23 1.2690

13 0.7525

6 0.6639

436 2.6764

This table shows all case types with ten or more class actions in the

survey, or for which at least 10 percent of all survey cases were class

actions.

**This omnibus category includes all class action case types, including

those not expressly set out above. Case types representing 93.1% of all

class actions terminated in 1979 are included in this category.

It is significant to note that the burdensomeness of class actions varies,

depending upon the substantive claim asserted by the particular class action.

For example, antitrust class actions, which are not likely to be commenced in

large numbers in Ontario, are by far the most burdensome type of class

action, consuming more than five times the proportion of judicial time that

their proportion of terminations would suggest. On the other hand, consumer
class actions, in the fraud and truth in lending category, were the least

burdensome, consuming less judicial time than their percentage of termina-

tions would suggest.

Of greatest interest for our purposes, however, is the average case weight

calculated for "all case types with class actions in survey", a category that is

broad enough to cover 93.1 percent of all class actions terminated in 1979.

The resulting case weight, 2.6764, indicates that, on average, class actions

272 Case weights calculated by the Ontario Law Reform Commission from data in the 1979

Federal District Court Time Study, supra, note 44, at 34, and 59, Table 15.
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consumed more than two and one half times as much judicial time as their

percentage of terminations would suggest. 273

Since the case weights were calculated on the basis of the combined civil

and criminal caseload of the federal courts, it would be misleading to apply

them to the percentages previously calculated, which show class actions filed

only as a percentage of the federal courts' civil caseload. Instead, the case

weights should be applied to the percentages that reflect the proportion that

class actions constituted of all civil and criminal cases filed in the federal

courts. On average, class actions constituted 1.4 percent of the combined civil

and criminal filings. Class actions never constituted more than 2.1 percent of

all civil and criminal cases filed. 274 These percentages, when multiplied by the

average case weight of 2.6764, suggest that class actions consumed, on

average, 3.7 percent of federal judicial time, and the maximum time likely to

have been consumed by class actions in a particular year was 5.6 percent. 275

These findings are of interest, despite the need to inject criminal cases to

prevent distortion, 276 since criminal cases also constitute part of the workload

of the Ontario courts.

It will also be recalled that class actions constituted, at most, 4.1 percent

of the civil caseload of the D.C. District Court, with its broader jurisdiction at

the time of the D.C. Study. However, similar adjustments to take account of

the criminal caseload of the D.C. District Court should be made before

applying the average class action case weight to estimate the impact of class

actions on the D.C. District Court's workload. If account is taken of criminal

cases commenced, as well as civil filings, class actions constituted, at most, 2.4

percent of all civil and criminal cases commenced in the D.C. District

Court. 277 If the average case weight of 2.6764 is applied to this latter figure, a

273 The greater time necessary to dispose of class actions explains why such actions have

always formed a greater proportion of cases pending in the United States federal courts

than they have of cases filed. Class actions constituted, on average, 3.6% of cases

pending in the federal courts from 1973 to 1980, with the highest ratio being 4.4% of all

suits pending in 1974. In absolute numbers, however, the maximum number of cases

pending was in 1977, with the number of such suits declining steadily thereafter: see

United States Courts Annual Report, supra, note 49: (1973), at 172, Table 37, and at

342, Table C-3a; and (1980), at 253, Table 31. The statistics for pending class actions

are displayed above in Figure 6, along with those for class actions filed and terminated.

The decline in the pending class actions may be expected to continue, since termina-

tions now outnumber filings.

274 See United States Courts Annual Report, supra, note 49, (1981), at 94, Table 42, and
supra, note 229.

275 Percentages calculated by the Ontario Law Reform Commission.

276 For purposes of comparison with the combined civil and criminal statistics set out

above, it may be of interest to note the impact of the average case weight if applied to

class actions commenced as a percentage of civil cases only. It will be recalled that class

actions constituted, on average, 1.9% of all civil cases filed for the period 1973 to 1981,

and that class actions never constituted more than 2.7% of all civil cases filed, a peak
reached in 1976: see supra, this ch., sec. 3(b)(ii)a., Figure 6. These percentages, if

multiplied by the average case weight of 2.6764, would suggest that class actions might
have consumed, on average, 5.1% of federal judicial time spent on civil cases, and the

maximum time that might have been consumed by class actions in a particular year was
7.2%. However, as noted above, the accuracy of these calculations is open to doubt,

because the case weights were calculated taking criminal cases into account.

277 Percentage calculated by the Ontario Law Reform Commission from statistics con-

tained in the Annual Report of the Director of the Administrative Office of the United
States Courts (1972), at 290, Table C-3, and 360, Table D-l.
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workload of 6.4 percent is produced. 278 However, this figure probably

overestimates the impact of class actions on the District of Columbia
judiciary during the period of the D.C. Study. The figure of 2.6764 represents

the average case weight for all federal courts, where consumer and labour

class actions are proportionately less common than in the District of

Columbia. Since consumer and labour class actions are some of the least

burdensome class actions, and were relatively more common in the District of

Columbia District Court, the average case weight for that jurisdiction alone

would likely be less than 2.6764. These factors, therefore, would result in a

workload percentage of less than 6.4 percent in the District of Columbia.

The Commission Study yields indirect evidence 279 that, while class

actions are more burdensome than nonclass actions, the discrepancy is not

unreasonably great. The statistics gathered by the United States Administra-

tive Office permitted the generation of data concerning the number of months
required to dispose of ten, fifty, and ninety percent of class actions terminat-

ed in a given year. The statistics for 1979 and 1980 are displayed in Table 8

and Figure 1 1 for nonclass actions and all actions commenced as class

actions, as well as for class actions in which the class allegations were

affirmed and in which they were dismissed. 280

TABLE 8

Class and Nonclass Actions

Time Intervals from Filing to Disposition

United States Federal Courts

1979-1980

10% Term. 50% Term. 90% Term.

(Months) (Months) (Months)

Actions Commenced as Class

Actions 3 21 56

Class Allegations Affirmed 6 33 67

Class Allegations Dismissed 3 18 52

Nonclass Actions 1 8 30

278 If the average case weight of 2.6764 is applied to the 4.1% of class actions that

constitute civil filings in the D.C. District Court, a workload of 11.0% is produced.

However, this figure is of questionable accuracy: see supra, note 276.

279 The figures in Table 8 and Figure 1 1 provide only an indirect measure of the demands

that class actions place upon judicial time because there is not a direct correlation

between the length of time that an action was pending in the courts and the judicial

resources that have been applied to it.

280 Data taken from the Commission Study, supra, note 50, Table A, Class and Nonclass.
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FIGURE 11

Class and Nonclass Actions

Time Intervals from Filing to Disposition

United States Federal Courts

1979-1980

1 90% Terminated 1 1 50% Terminated H 1 0% Terminated

Actions Commenced as
Class Actions

Class Allegations

Affirmed

Class Allegations

Dismissed

Nonclass Actions

Time to Disposition 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

in Months

It is interesting to note that it took more than twice as long to dispose of

half of all cases commenced as class actions as it took to terminate an

equivalent proportion of nonclass suits. Similarly, it took more than one and
three quarter times as much time to dispose of ninety percent of all class

actions than it took to dispose of an equivalent proportion of nonclass

actions. Accordingly, the Commission Study tends to confirm that the

general class action case weight of 2.6764, calculated from the 1979 Federal

District Court Time Study data, is roughly correct.

1979-1980, supra, note 52, and Table A, Class Allegations Affirmed or Dismissed,

1979-1980, supra, note 56. These patterns remained essentially the same when account

was taken of clustering: see Table A (Clustering), Class and Nonclass, 1979-1980, supra,

note 54.



This pattern persisted even when the figures were broken down by
whether the class allegations were affirmed or dismissed; 281 the pattern for

those cases in which class status was not achieved followed much the same
pattern as for all class actions, while the time discrepancy between the cases

in which the class allegations were affirmed and the nonclass suits was even

greater. It took four times as long to dismiss half the cases in which the class

allegations were affirmed as it did to terminate an equivalent proportion of

nonclass suits, and more than twice as long to terminate ninety percent of the

cases in which the class allegations were affirmed.

This duration pattern also persisted when the class and nonclass cases

were analyzed by substantive law area. The resulting statistics are set out in

Table 9 and Figure 12.282

TABLE 9

Class and Nonclass Actions, Time Intervals

from Filing to Disposition by Substantive Law Area

United States Federal Courts

1979-1980

Months to dispose of90% ofCases

Nature ofSuit Nonclass Class

Fraud & Truth in Lending

Antitrust

Civil Rights—Jobs

Civil Rights—Welfare

Prisoner Petitions

Securities, Commodities & Exchange

Total

30 43

52 67

35 53

38 48

24 58

53 75

30 56

281 With respect to problems relating to the interpretation of the relevant data, see supra
note 193.

282 Data taken from the Commission Study, supra, note 50, Table A, Class and Nonclass.
1979-1980. supra, note 52. These patterns persisted when clustering was taken into

account: see supra, note 54, Table A (Clustering), Class and Nonclass. 1979-1980.
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FIGURE 12

Class and Nonclass Actions, Time Intervals

from Filing to Disposition by Substantive Law Area

United States Federal Courts

1979-1980

I I Nonclass Class

Fraud & Truth in Lending

Antitrust

Civil Rights — Jobs

Civil Rights - Welfare

Prisoner Petitions

Securities,Commodities

& Exchange

Total

Months to Dispose

of 90% of Cases

10 20 30 40 50 60 70

In all substantive law areas, it took longer to terminate ninety percent of

the class actions than to terminate ninety percent of the nonclass suits.

Moreover, these figures tend to confirm that antitrust and securities cases,

whether they appear in class or nonclass form, are the most burdensome
kinds of action found in the federal courts, since the interval required to

dispose of both class and nonclass actions in the antitrust and securities areas

was substantially greater than for actions in other areas.

The Bernstein Study 283 also collected data from which it is possible to

estimate the relative burdensomeness of class and nonclass actions. The study

attempted to determine the burdensomeness of class actions, in terms of court

283 Supra, note 33.
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time, by means of three indirect measures, namely, the mean number of

motions, briefs, and opinions in each kind of action in the sample. 284 From
the data in the Bernstein Study, it appears that the mean time consumption

for all class actions was 2.76 times that for nonclass actions in the Southern

District of New York, which appears to be generally consistent with the

findings of the 1979 Federal District Court Time Study. Federal Rule

23(b)(2) cases consumed 2.32 times as much time as the average nonclass

case, while Rule 23(b)(3) suits, which are more likely to involve damage
claims, consumed 3.15 times as much time. 285 The data for the Southern

District of New York seems to confirm, therefore, the common assumption

that class actions seeking monetary relief are more burdensome than nonclass

suits. 286

The Chicago Antitrust Study 287 also attempted to compare the burden-

someness of nonclass and class antitrust actions, taking account of the

presence of "clustered", or related, cases. It did not attempt to distinguish

between burdens on lawyers and the courts; rather, it attempted to compare
burdensomeness in general, using, as indirect measures, the length of time a

case was pending, the number of docket entries and, more specifically, the

number of docket entries relating to discovery.

284 These measures are, of course, less precise than a direct measurement of judicial time,

contained in the 1979 Federal District Court Time Study, supra, note 44.

285 These figures were calculated by the Ontario Law Reform Commission from the

"composite time index" figures in Table 3 of the Bernstein Study, supra, note 33. at 362.

The time ratios set out in the study are inappropriate for our purposes, because they are

designed to be applied only to successful class actions for damages, and have therefore

been weighted to reflect the time incidence of unsuccessful class actions. It should also

be noted that Bernstein's attempt to estimate the relative burdensomeness of all class

actions using one of these latter ratios {ibid., at 367, n. 69) is clearly inappropriate. He
uses a ratio designed to be applied to successful Rule 23(b)(3) suits for damages, which

has been inflated to reflect the time demands of unsuccessful class actions, and applies

it to all class suits, whether or not they were brought under Rule 23(b)(3), and whether

or not they were successful. Accordingly, his resulting estimate that class actions absorb

11% of total case time is clearly inflated, since it double counts the unsuccessful class

actions, first in the multiplier, and then again in the case statistics, and treats Rule

23(b)(2) class actions, which were less burdensome in the Southern District of New
York (from which the ratio in question was derived) as if they were as burdensome as

the Rule 23(b)(3) cases. A more accurate calculation, using the ratios set out in the text,

would produce a civil case burden of 7.5%.

286 By way of contrast, it appears that class actions in the Eastern District of Pennsylvania

were comparatively less burdensome, and that, in that jurisdiction. Rule 23(b)(2) cases

- for injunctive or equitable relief - tended to be more burdensome than Rule 23(b)(3)

suits for monetary relief. The ratio of all class actions to the nonclass suits in the study,

in terms of time consumption, was 1.70, while the ratios for Rule 23(b)(2) and (b)(3)

cases were 1.95 and 1.57, respectively. The ratios were calculated by the Commission
from "composite time index" data, in ibid., at 363, Table 4. The reasons for not using

the ratios in the Bernstein Study are the same as those set out in the previous note.

Although, with respect to the relative burdensomeness of Rule 23(b)(2) and (b)(3) cases,

the departure from traditional expectations in this jurisdiction is not readily apparent, it

has been noted generally that Rule 23(b)(2) equitable claims may be accompanied, in

some cases, by demands for related monetary relief, such as back pay in civil rights

cases: see Note, "Antidiscrimination Class Actions under the Federal Rules of Civil

Procedure: The Transformation of Rule 23(b)(2)" (1979), 88 Yale L.J. 868.

287 Chicago Antitrust Study, supra, note 25.
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Using these standards, the Chicago Supplement produced ratios for the

relative burdensomeness of class actions and nonclass actions, ranging from
2.0 to 4.2, depending upon the measure used and whether the class action in

question was or was not part of a cluster of related cases. 288 These ratios do
not seem inappropriate, given the fact that the 1979 Federal District Court
Time Study revealed that antitrust class actions were the most burdensome of

all class actions, and assigned them a case weight of 4.1549, in terms of their

impact on judicial time.

It should be noted, however, that the Chicago Antitrust Study probably
overestimated the impact of class actions upon judicial time, given that the

docket entries on which it relied were not restricted to activities that would
involve judicial participation, but included activities, such as discovery

proceedings, that generally would involve only counsel and the parties.

Indeed, the Chicago Antitrust Study concluded that the time devoted to a

case was heavily influenced by such party-oriented factors as the length of the

discovery, the number of parties and law firms involved, and the size of the

defendant's potential liability. 289 It also concluded that these factors were, in

fact, the major determinants of the greater burdensomeness of antitrust class

actions. 290

It should also be noted that the evidence in the Chicago Antitrust Study

suggests that many of the claims in the class actions examined would have

been brought in the absence of a class proceeding, so that the ratios set out

above likely overestimate the additional burden that exists as a result of the

presence of a class action procedure. 291

The Commission recognizes that class actions will ordinarily require

more judicial attention and, therefore, place greater burdens upon the courts,

than nonclass actions. However, in our view, the critical issue is not really the

absolute amount of time expended on class actions; rather, it is whether the

benefits that the expenditure of this time confer outweigh any additional

burdens imposed upon the judiciary. Class actions require more time to

administer, but they also tend to involve disputes over larger aggregate

amounts, and assert the rights of a greater number of people, than nonclass

suits. Indeed, as noted earlier, the Chicago Antitrust Study discovered that

the relative burdensomeness of class actions was directly related to the

amount at stake and the number of parties and lawyers involved. 292 It might

be suggested, therefore, that the greater expenditure of resources necessary to

process a class action — which might require two or three times the judicial

time of a nonclass suit — might be justified if the class action gives relief to

many more people, or determines rights with respect to a substantial amount
of money.

288 Chicago Supplement, supra, note 26, at 452, Table 1

.

289 Chicago Antitrust Study, supra, note 25, at 1067-87.

290 Concerning the Commission's proposals regarding discovery, see infra, ch. 16, sec. 5.

291 Chicago Antitrust Study, supra, note 25, at 1096.

292 Ibid., at 1067-87.
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A comparison of the demands that class actions make on judicial time

with the relative efficiency of that time in generating monetary relief was
precisely the focus of the Bernstein Study. 293 Data was gathered relating to

the monetary relief generated by successful class actions, both in the

aggregate and with respect to the claims of individual class members. The
study then compared the average aggregate recovery and the average recovery

for each class member with a time index that had been weighted to take

account of the presence of unsuccessful class actions.

The data revealed that, for the Southern District of New York, even

though the Rule 23(b)(3) damage class actions took, on average, four times

longer than nonclass suits, class actions generated, on average, more than

four times the recovery or, as the study calculated, 1.17-1.3 times as much
overall recovery for each unit ofjudicial time expended. 294 In other words, the

additional judicial time involved in the class actions was outweighed by the

proportionately greater amount of monetary relief generated. 295 The Bern-

stein Study suggests, then, that the additional benefits of class actions, in

terms of generating monetary relief with a lesser expenditure of judicial time

per unit of relief thus generated, more than compensate for the extra time

burdens that such actions impose upon the judiciary.

c. Conclusion

From the foregoing discussion, it seems clear that an expanded class

action procedure would increase the workload of the Ontario judiciary at

least to some degree. It is not possible to determine the precise extent of this

anticipated increase, since, as we have indicated, there are differences in the

jurisdiction of the United States federal courts and the Ontario courts, and in

the nature of the substantive causes of action available in each jurisdiction. 296

However, it appears that the frequency of class actions in Ontario would have

to be very much greater than the incidence of such actions in the United

States before their impact on Ontario courts could reach the level of a

"flood". Indeed, it seems more likely that the level of class actions in Ontario,

and the burdens that those actions would place upon judicial time, would be

less than that in the United States, because of the absence of some of the more
burdensome American causes of action, such as antitrust actions.

The Commission is of the view that, in most cases, the benefits of class

actions, in terms of judicial economy — which would, indeed, contribute to

reducing the courts' workload — increased access to justice, and behaviour

modification, would be sufficiently substantial to outweigh any additional

burdens on the judiciary and, therefore, to justify the expense of providing

293 Supra, note 33.

294 Ibid., at 363. The calculations in the Bernstein Study gave rise to both figures; however,
there was no explanation for the different results.

295 In the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, net benefit ratios were even more favourable

for class actions, because average nonclass action recoveries were smaller and average

judicial time spent on class actions was less. The average net benefit ratio for class

actions was more than 5 times greater than for nonclass actions with respect to

aggregate recoveries, and more than 4 times greater on a per person basis: see ibid., at

364.

296 See, generally, infra, ch. 5.
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any additional resources necessary to process these actions. The Commission
has previously rejected the contention that the individual claims aggregated

by class actions are inherently less important than those asserted in individu-

al proceedings, simply because they may not be as large. 297 It has not been

seriously contended that complex individual civil litigation should be pre-

cluded on the basis that it might consume a disproportionate amount of

judicial time. Likewise, in the context of class actions, the Commission does

not accept the proposition that resource constraints upon the judiciary justify

the rejection of an expanded class action procedure, particularly where no
reasonable alternative form of redress is available. In the past, possible

resource problems have not prevented the Legislature from adopting legisla-

tion implementing social reform, and the Commission does not believe that

any greater constraints should be placed upon reform with respect to class

actions. 298

This is not to say that there might not be class actions in which the

benefits conferred upon class members or upon society are too small to justify

the expenditure of substantial amounts of judicial time necessary to dispose

of the class action in question. The answer to problems of this kind, however,

is not to reject an expanded class action procedure, but rather to give judges

the power to deny class status in those cases in which the benefits that might

be conferred by the action do not justify imposing the corresponding

administrative burden upon the courts of Ontario. 299 American judges have

exercised precisely this kind of discretion by refusing to allow class actions to

proceed under Rule 23(b)(3), on the ground, for example, that class members
would receive no meaningful benefit from the class action because adminis-

trative costs would consume the full recovery. The Commission will subse-

quently recommend that Ontario judges should be given an even broader

discretion to weigh the benefits of specific class actions against the costs to

the parties and the public, including the impact upon the court system. 300 The
Commission is of the view that measures of this kind are sufficient to protect

Ontario courts against burdens imposed by inappropriate class actions.

(iii) Manageability of Class Actions

Another argument raised against class actions has been that a substantial

proportion of such suits are inherently "unmanageable", in the sense that

they are impossible to administer and, therefore, serve to overwhelm judicial

machinery, without providing effective relief to the class. It has been
suggested that notice, discovery, the administration of proceedings necessary

to resolve individual issues, and the right to a jury trial may create insur-

mountable problems in the class action context. 301

297 See supra, this ch., sec. 3(a)(ii).

298 For example, in many respects the Ontario Family Law Reform Act, R.S.O. 1980, c. 152,

broke new ground, by expanding the property and support rights of spouses against

each other, and by giving "common law spouses" enforceable mutual rights for the first

time. It would have been difficult to anticipate at the time of implementation of that

Act how many persons would commence proceedings that would not otherwise have

been brought in order to enforce the new substantive rights conferred by the Act.

299 See infra, ch. 9, sec. 3(c).

300 ibid.

301 See Harvard Developments, supra, note 9, at 1501.
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Commentators generally appear to associate problems of manageability

with class actions in which the number of persons represented is very large.

Objections have been made to the possibility of classes consisting of

millions 302 or even tens of thousands 303 of absentees, or to the filing of class

actions representing "all consumers of bread in the Philadelphia area, all

purchasers of gasoline in Hawaii, and all consumers of eggs in the United

States". 30*

The empirical evidence strongly suggests that the prevalence of large,

unmanageable class actions under Rule 23 has been greatly exaggerated by
class action critics. In fact, the typical class action appears to be of more
modest size, and not inherently unmanageable. 305 For example, the D.C.

Study 306 found that, in cases where information was available, the initial size

of the class was under 10,000 members in twenty-five percent of the cases,

between 10,000 and 100,000 members in sixty-one percent of the cases, and
over 100,000 members in only fourteen percent of the cases. After certifica-

tion, however, the size of the classes under study was found to be reduced to

less than 1 ,000 persons in forty percent of the cases, and to between 1 ,000 and

25.000 persons in an additional twenty-six percent of the cases; in only

thirty-four percent of the cases did class size exceed 25,000 members. This

reduction after certification may have reflected the fact that, under the

"manageability" criterion of Rule 23(b)(3), the United States federal courts

have exercised a discretion to deny class status where the action in question is

truly impossible to administer. 307 Moreover, in many cases for which no
figures were available, the description of the class in the complaint suggested

that class membership was relatively small, as in the case of certain civil rights

actions that were filed against employers of moderate size. 308

As noted earlier in this chapter, 309 the National Study 310 might reason-

ably have been expected to be biased in favour of the inclusion of larger than

average class actions. However, the statistics collected in that study indicated

that 39.2 percent of the classes examined were made up of less than 1,000

members, 58.1 percent of the classes had fewer than 10,000 members, another

10.1 percent of classes had memberships between 10,001 and 50,000 persons.

302 See, for example, Weil, in Senate Hearings on Proposed Consumer Protection Act,

supra, note 137, at 242.

303 See American College of Trial Lawyers Study, supra, note 14, at 12.

304 Handler, supra, note 77, at 1 1

.

305 It should also be borne in mind the difference in population between Ontario and the

United States may serve to reduce the size of Ontario class actions still further. The

population of Ontario is about 4% of that of the United States. If, then, there were to

appear in Ontario a cause of action identical, for example, to the one in Eisen v. Carlisle

& Jacquelin, 479 F.2d 1005 (2d Cir. 1973) - which was widely perceived as unmanage-

able because it involved a very large American nationwide class of 6 million people -

the size of an equivalent Ontario class action would be reduced to 228,000 persons.

306 Supra, note 17.

307 See infra, ch. 9, sec. 2(a)(iv).

308 D.C. Study, supra, note 17, at 7-8 (percentages calculated by the Ontario Law Reform

Commission).

309 See supra, this ch., sec. l(b)(ii).

310 Supra, note 24.
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22.7 percent of the classes had over 100,000 members, and only 3.8 percent of

the classes represented more than a million individuals. 31 •

In the Houston Securities Study, 312 the size of the class actions that were

not associated with derivative actions was even smaller. No such class action

exceeded 14,000 members, two thirds of the class actions had memberships of

5,000 or less, and half of the actions had 1,440 or fewer members. Even the

derivative actions and cases involving both derivative and class actions

represented, at most, 28,200 shareholders, and two thirds of such actions

represented 4,370 or fewer people.

Whether a class action is manageable is not, of course, a function of class

size alone. The procedural steps required to dispose of a particular action,

whether large or small, may have a substantial impact upon its manageability.

A small class action, involving complex individual issues that necessitate

widespread use of individual discovery and individual "mini-trials" to

determine the rights of the parties, may be far more difficult to administer

than a class action brought on behalf of a large class in which all issues of

liability, including the right to monetary relief, are susceptible to common
proof. Thus, manageability is a function of the size of the class, the nature of

the facts and issues in the particular case, and the extent to which procedures

available under the particular class action mechanism are capable of adjust-

ment to reflect the realities of each case. It is not surprising, therefore, that

much of the debate over manageability is related to the necessity for, and the

propriety of, particular techniques to manage class actions.

Many class action opponents appear to believe that a highly individual-

ized approach, analogous to that utilized in individual suits, should be

employed in every class action with respect to such procedures as notice,

opting out of the action, discovery, and trial byjury, and that individual proof

should always be required with respect to certain issues, such as the right to

monetary relief. 313 Class action supporters, on the other hand, note that one

of the major benefits of class actions is their potential to provide more
efficient procedures in cases where there are common issues underlying

numerous claims. They argue that many of the individualized procedures

advocated by class action critics may be inefficient, duplicative, or unneces-

sary in class actions, and may serve only to defeat meritorious claims by
rendering the class action unmanageable, without serving any legitimate

function in protecting the defendant against unjustified claims. Moreover,

class action proponents observe that American courts have not, in fact,

insisted upon all such individualized procedures in class actions. 314

3,1 National Study, ibid., at 24. The American College of Trial Lawyers Study, supra, note

14, at 15, suggested, without any empirical evidence upon which to base its assumption,

that the average size of a class action was 300,000, and characterized this figure as a

"conservative estimate". As we have seen, it would appear from the studies that did

endeavour to collect empirical evidence concerning class size that this figure is inflated;

indeed, the National Study specifically found that 75% of the cases in its sample had

classes of fewer than 300,000 members.

312 Supra, note 29.

313 See Handler, supra, note 77, at 7.

314 See, for example, "Responses to the Rule 23 Questionnaire of the Advisory Committee

on Civil Rules" (1978), 5 C.A.R. 3, at 11-13.
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The need to develop fair, but efficient, methods of administering relief in

class actions has been the subject of particular emphasis in connection with

actions aggregating individually nonrecoverable claims. It has been suggested

that, since individually nonrecoverable claims could not be asserted by any

other means, judges should make every effort to develop techniques that can

render class actions manageable before reaching a conclusion that a particu-

lar action should not be allowed to proceed as a class action. 315

A detailed evaluation of the arguments respecting the merits of particular

management techniques in class actions is best deferred until later chapters of

this Report relating to the design of an expanded class action procedure for

Ontario. Suffice it to say that any provisions respecting manageability of class

actions should be designed to provide the courts of Ontario with a sufficiently

broad discretion to permit the elimination of class actions that would subject

the courts to unjustifiable expense and administrative burdens, without

imposing unnecessary obstacles that would defeat meritorious class actions.

(iv) Bankruptcy of Defendants

It has been suggested that class actions that assert large aggregate claims

for damages expose defendants to the possibility of "a financial death

sentence". 316 It has also been suggested that the filing of a class action creates

an economic threat that will impede any financial planning by an economi-

cally sound corporation, or impugn its credit status. 317 These allegations are

most frequently asserted with respect to class actions brought against small

businesses, where, it is suggested, the costs of litigation may be sufficient to

bankrupt the business, even without taking into account the financial impact

of the final judgment. 318 Insofar as it relates to small businesses, the

bankruptcy argument is sometimes coupled with the legalized blackmail

argument, discussed earlier, 319 in order to contend that fear of bankruptcy

may coerce small businesses with limited assets into settling unfounded

claims asserted by means of a class action. 320

In order to evaluate the merits of the "bankruptcy" criticism of class

actions, it is important to bear in mind the empirical evidence cited previous-

ly that suggests that defendants in the United States have been able to achieve

an effective measure of protection against frivolous class actions, or actions

brought in bad faith, through the use of preliminary motions and the

certification procedure. 321 It should also be noted that any small business that

has insufficient assets to absorb even the costs of fighting a meritless class

action through these procedural devices would probably not have sufficient

315 See In re Antibiotic Antitrust Actions, 333 F. Supp. 278 (S.D.N.Y. 1971), at 289, per

Lord J.

3,6 Handler, supra, note 77, at 9.

317 See Weithers, supra, note 79, at 522.

318 See Morris, in Senate Subcommittee Hearings on Consumer Protection, supra, note 162,

at 311.

319 See supra, this ch., sec. 3(b)(i)a.

320 See supra, note 317.

321 See supra, this ch., sec. 3(b)(i)a.
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assets to be a tempting object of legalized blackmail, since any resulting

settlement would necessarily be small.

The bankruptcy argument has not, however, been restricted to situations

where class actions are brought against small businesses. It has been

suggested that class actions asserting substantial monetary claims might have

a serious financial impact upon even large corporations. 322

Unfortunately, there is no empirical evidence, and relatively little

anecdotal evidence, to support or reject the contention that class actions

result in the bankruptcy of defendants, or that the existence of a class action

affects a defendant's credit status. In connection with the financial effect of

class actions on defendants, there would seem to be no reason to expect that

such actions would have any greater impact than individual suits of a similar

size. If, for example, the cause of an airplane accident was determined to be a

defective part, negligently manufactured by a small company that supplied

the part to a large airplane manufacturer, it would make no difference to the

small company whether its liability was established in a single suit brought by
the airline for indemnification in respect of damages that it had to pay as a

result of the accident, or whether a class action was brought directly against

the small company on behalf of the passengers or their estates to recover the

same amount. Indeed, the potential for bankruptcy would be as great even if

each individual or estate brought a suit against the small company directly.

It is most unlikely that any commentator would be prepared to suggest

that individual suits should be foreclosed because they are likely to bankrupt

or have other adverse economic effects upon defendants. The principle that

the anticipated financial consequences of an action upon a defendant should

not be a factor in determining or modifying a defendant's liability has been

recognized by the Supreme Court of Canada in an analogous situation; in

Andrews v. Grand & Toy Alberta Ltd., 323 the Court stated that. the ability of the

defendant to pay has never been regarded as a relevant consideration in the

assessment of damages at common law. It is difficult to see why a different

rule should be applied to determine the propriety of a class action that either

aggregates individually recoverable claims that could be asserted through

separate suits, or removes the economic and other barriers to the assertion of

individually nonrecoverable claims.

Even if class actions do threaten serious economic consequences to

businesses that play a useful role in the community, to preclude an expanded
class action procedure aggregating meritorious claims that have reasonable

prospects of success does not seem to be the answer. Such a solution would, in

effect, subsidize defendants who have engaged in wrongful conduct at the

expense of class members with valid claims. Instead, it would seem more
equitable to adopt a provision giving the presiding judge power to stay the

execution of the judgment or to order payment by instalments in appropriate

circumstances. 324

322 However, even in the cases cited by class action critics, this alleged impact does not

appear to have materialized: see, for example, Note, "The Impact of Class Actions on

Rule 10b-5" (1971), 38 U. Chi. L. Rev. 337, at 366-67.

323 [1978] 2 S.C.R. 229, at 243, 83 D.L.R. (3d) 452, at 463.

324 See infra, ch. 14, sec. 5.
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(v) Increase in Insurance Premiums

Concern has also been expressed that an expanded class action procedure

in Ontario might result in higher insurance rates for businesses in order to

cover a perceived risk of greater liability. Higher rates might be especially

burdensome for small businesses. More specifically, it has been argued that

an expanded class action procedure might raise insurance rates for small

businesses to such an extent that some businesses would become uninsurable

and others would be forced out of business. 325 However, in partial response to

this contention, it may be said that, to the extent that class actions aggregate

individually recoverable claims, businesses would be at risk in any event, so

that insurance premiums should already reflect the impact of liability arising

from such claims, even where they are asserted in class form. The concern

expressed would appear, therefore, to relate to class actions composed
primarily of individually nonrecoverable claims which, in the absence of an

expanded class action procedure, would not place any risk of liability upon a

defendant company.

Having regard to the potential assertion of individually nonrecoverable

claims under an expanded class action procedure, it may take time during the

early life of the new procedure for insurance companies to acquire the

experience necessary to judge accurately the additional risks to which

particular businesses may be exposed. During this period, premiums may be

set at an inappropriately high level, in order to protect insurance companies

against any anticipated loss. Thereafter, premiums should stabilize at a rate

that accurately reflects the risk, although this rate may be somewhat higher

than that charged previously. However, this problem is not peculiar to class

actions, but may arise upon any expansion of liability, whether substantive or

procedural. 326

If the choice is between higher insurance premiums for some businesses,

or the denial of an effective procedure to permit individuals to vindicate

existing substantive rights, 327 the Commission is of the view that increased

premiums that accurately reflect the additional risks to which particular

businesses may be exposed are a price that may have to be paid. A

325 If a particular industry was causing sufficiently widespread harm to raise insurance

premiums to such a level, it is arguable that such an industry should, in fact, have its

activities curtailed in order to reduce the risk of harm to the public. This is another

example of the cost internalization principle at work, with insurance being the agent of

cost internalization: see supra, this ch., sec. 3(a)(iii).

326 In addition, this problem may be alleviated to some degree by the fact that, under the

Commission's proposed expanded class action procedure, there would be no jury trials.

This factor is important, since high insurance premiums in the United States — where
there is a constitutional right to trial by jury - reflect, in great measure, the existence of

large and unpredictable jury awards. See infra, ch. 11. With respect to the effect of any

expansion of products liability on insurance premiums, see Ontario Law Reform
Commission, Report on Products Liability (1979), at 72-78.

327 See Debelle, "Class Actions for Australia? Do They Already Exist?" (1980), 54 Aust.

L.J. 508. In response to submissions to the Law Reform Commission of Australia that it

should take into account the economic, and particularly the insurance, implications of

its proposals respecting class actions, Debelle stated, at 515:

The Commission will take account of the economic issues. But its task is to

consider a procedural remedy. Arguments based on economic theory do not easily
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comprehensive solution to this problem lies outside the scope of our Report.

A partial answer to the problem of uninsurable businesses faced with a class

action judgment may be found in a provision we shall recommend that would

permit a judge to order that a class judgment be stayed, or that the defendant

be allowed to pay by instalments. 328 In the end, however, if one believes, as

we do, that the adoption of an expanded class action procedure should not be

precluded merely because, for example, a defendant with limited financial

resources might become bankrupt as a result of a damage award in a class

action, 329 it is difficult to see why insurance problems should be treated in

any different manner.

r (vi) Adverse Publicity for Defendants

It has also been suggested that class actions are undesirable because they

generate adverse publicity for defendants as a result of media publicity from

the filing of a class action. 330 Such publicity, it is contended, may affect sales

or have other adverse economic consequences for the defendant, even before

the merits of the class action have been adjudicated.

The problem of possible adverse effects of publicity upon defendants

prior to a determination of the merits of a case is not, of course, peculiar to

class actions. It is not unknown for the press to publicize both the laying of

criminal charges and the commencement of individual civil actions. Cases

involving very substantial sums of money are particularly likely to receive

media attention, which may have a prejudicial effect upon the defendant,

even if the defendant is ultimately successful in refuting the plaintiff's

allegations. The Commission does not believe that there are any unique

characteristics of class actions that should remove them from the generally

applicable practice governing the publication of information concerning the

commencement or prosecution of civil suits.

Unjustified publicity is, of course, unfortunate, and it is possible that

some attention should be given to the design of a procedure to protect

defendants against consequences of this sort. Such safeguards, however,

should be applicable to all kinds of action, and not to class actions alone. It

would, moreover, involve very difficult policy judgments, requiring a bal-

ancing of the value of freedom of the press and the public's right to know
against possible injustice to innocent defendants. It is not appropriate to

decide such a complex and difficult issue within the framework of a report

that focuses specifically upon class actions alone.

dissuade lawyers from seeking to design appropriate remedies to recover compen-
sation for those disadvantaged by unlawful conduct. If provision of a mechanism
to enable existing rights to be enforced is opposed on the basis of increased costs,

the answer might be not to deny the provision of a procedural mechanism but

rather to consider whether the substantive rights should have been made in the

first place .... Cynicism will develop about rights provided by reform of the

substantive law if means of enforcing those rights are virtually useless.

328 See infra, ch. 14, sec. 5.

329 See supra, this ch., sec. 3(b)(iv).

330 See Morris, in Senate Subcommittee Hearings on Consumer Protection, supra, note 162,

at 311.
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(vii) Effect of Class Actions Upon Consumers and Shareholders

Class actions have been criticized on the basis that the costs of litigation

and the damages a defendant must pay inevitably will be passed on to the

shareholders of the defendant company, or to consumers of the defendant's

product. However, this consequence need not necessarily be viewed with

alarm. Indeed, to the extent that the costs passed on to consumers or

shareholders are the result of a settlement or judgment, this is precisely the

sort of cost internalization effect that was cited earlier as a benefit of class

actions. 331 The passing on of these so-called "external" costs of business

activity will merely indicate to consumers or shareholders the true economic

costs generated by the activity of the defendant; in this way, they may make
informed decisions concerning the application of their income to the con-

sumption of a particular product or the investment in a particular enterprise.

It is interesting to note that, while class action critics have criticized such

actions on the basis of their impact on product prices paid by consumers, 332

consumer representatives, by contrast, have strongly supported the adoption

of a broad class action procedure, notwithstanding this possible impact. This

attitude on the part of consumer representatives presumably reflects a

judgment that the benefits to consumers, in terms of an increased ability to

seek redress for real grievances through class actions, outweighs any possible

increase in consumer prices. 333 One class action supporter has suggested that

any costs passed on to consumers will be merely an equitable transfer of the

burdens of corporate misconduct or mistakes from chance victims to consum-

ers generally. 334

Regarding the economic burdens that class actions are alleged to impose

on shareholders, it is argued that any compensation recovered by a class will

be borne indirectly by innocent shareholders — by means of a reduction of the

company's equity as a result of the payment of such compensation — instead

of by the wrongdoers within the company. 33 $ However, this argument is not

particularly persuasive. If the shareholders already held their shares at the

time of the corporate misconduct, they may well have derived some benefit if

the company was unjustly enriched as a result of the activity; for example,

they might have received increased dividends, or their shares may have

increased in value. If this is the case, it does not seem unreasonable that such

shareholders should be expected to absorb some of the costs of an activity

that may previously have conferred a benefit upon them, notwithstanding the

fact that they were guilty of no conscious wrongdoing. 336 Even if shareholders

do not derive any direct benefit from the activity, either because it yielded no
direct benefit to the company, as in a case of negligent product design, or

because they purchased their shares after the misconduct in question, it is

331 See supra, this ch., sec. 3(a)(iii).

332 See, for example, Handler, supra, note 77, at 10.

333 See Gould, supra, note 6, at 262-64.

334 See Moore, "The Potential Function of the Modern Class Suit" (1972), 2 C.A.R. 47. at

48, n. 9.

335 See supra, note 322, at 370.

336 See Stanbury, supra, note 165, at 617.
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arguable that, as owners of the business, they should absorb losses resulting

from the company's just debts as an obligation corresponding to their right to

share in any legitimate profits that the company may make. We do not believe

that there should be any change in this obligation simply because the debt in

question arises as a result of a class action, instead of an individual action.

Indeed, where a litigant is a company, litigation costs and adverse

judgments resulting from all kinds of action must necessarily be imposed

upon either shareholders or consumers, depending upon whether the compa-

ny is able to pass on the costs by raising prices, or is required to make up the

necessary amounts from its own resources. Since this argument with respect

to the passing on of costs is not a valid reason for opposing individual actions

against corporate defendants, we are of the view that it is equally inappropri-

ate when applied to class actions against such defendants.

(viii) Legal Ethics

Opponents of class actions have argued that this remedy is socially

undesirable because it provides "great incentive for unprofessional conduct

by lawyers". 337 Two situations are frequently envisaged. First, it is suggested

that the interaction between the class lawyer and the class plaintiff or the

absent class members might violate the ethical rule against the solicitation of

clients. Secondly, it is contended that the class lawyer might be faced with a

conflict of interest in representing both the representative plaintiff and the

class members, where, for example, the defendant is prepared to settle with

the plaintiff but not with the class, or where the defendant's resources are not

sufficiently large to satisfy completely the claims of all class members, but

could pay in full the claim of the representative plaintiff. 338 The role of the

lawyer in financing the class action has also been the subject of controver-

sy. 339
)

That difficult questions may arise from an attempt to integrate a new
class action procedure with the existing canons of legal ethics cannot be

denied. However, we are of the view that these difficulties arise not from

inherent flaws in the class action remedy, but rather from the fact that the

present rules of legal ethics were formulated to govern litigation between

individuals and, therefore, were not designed to apply to problems peculiar to

litigation arising from mass wrongs and brought on behalf of large numbers
of persons.

For example, it is far from clear whether the lawyer's client in a class

action is the representative plaintiff or the entire class. The position taken on
this issue may make a great deal of difference with respect to whether the

lawyer is engaging in solicitation in communicating with class members, or in

determining to whose interest the lawyer should give priority in reaching a

settlement. Class action supporters suggest, therefore, that the appropriate

solution to problems of legal ethics associated with class actions is to

337 Simon, supra, note 1 1, at 377.

338 See, for example, Franks, supra, note 8, at 4.

339 See infra, ch. 17, sec. 3(a)(iii).
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formulate a revised set of ethical rules that has been adjusted to take account

of the unique characteristics of class actions. 340

The problems of adjusting traditional rules of legal ethics to take account

of these characteristics are real ones. However, it is The Law Society of Upper
Canada that is responsible for matters of legal ethics. In our view, any

problems that might arise can be dealt with by The Law Society, either by the

application of disciplinary measures in cases where the conduct in question is

inappropriate, or perhaps by amending the existing rules of professional

conduct to adapt them to the unique nature of class actions. 341

(ix) Impact of Class Actions Upon the Substantive Law

Some critics have argued that class actions are undesirable because, it has

been alleged, courts have improperly altered the substantive law in order to

facilitate class actions. 342 For example, in the United States, it has been

suggested that courts, eager to apply Federal Rule 23 to a particular case,

have evaded or eroded the requirement of actual reliance in certain causes of

action, so that individual proof of such reliance need not be adduced by class

members. 343

The implications of this argument may differ, depending upon whether

the cause of action in question is statutory or common law. Problems of

340 See Homburger, supra, note 1 16, at 373 and 375.

341 The involvement of The Law Society of Upper Canada in assessing the role of the legal

profession in new areas of legal representation may be illustrated by the formation of

the Sub-committee on the Legal Representation of Children. The Professional Conduct
Committee appointed this sub-committee to examine the unique problems associated

with the representation of children in child welfare proceedings: see The Law Society of

Upper Canada, Minutes of Convocation (Vol. 6, No. 5, 1981), at 217.

342 with respect to alterations in the substantive law by means of a procedural device,

reference should be made to the United States Rules Enabling Act, 28 U.S.C. §2072,

which forbids the promulgation of rules that "abridge, enlarge or modify any substan-

tive right". There has been some discussion in the United States whether Federal Rule

23 and judicial decisions relating to the application thereof are, indeed, procedural, or

whether they are substantive and, therefore, in violation of the Act: see Ross, "Rule

23(b) Class Actions-A Matter of 'Practice and Procedure' or 'Substantive Right'?"

(1978), 27 Emory L.J. 247, and Fyr, "On Classifying Class Suits: a Reply to Mr. Ross"

(1978), 27 Emory L.J. 267.

Those who contend that Rule 23 is substantive do not take this position in order to

allege that class actions are per se improper. Instead, they assert that a rule of this kind

can be properly adopted only by legislative enactment, and not by the courts: see

Landers, supra, note 10, at 849 et seq. Those courts that have considered the issue have

rejected out of hand the suggestion that the federal class action rule, in its various

incarnations, is substantive: see Oskoian v. Canuel, 269 F.2d 311 (1st Cir. 1959), at 317;

Briskin v. Glickman, 267 F. Supp. 600 (S.D.N.Y. 1967), at 604; and Kristiansen v. John

Mullins & Sons, Inc., 59 F.R.D. 99 (E.D.N.Y. 1973), at 108-09. The Commission need

not undertake a detailed examination of this issue here, however. The Legislature of

Ontario has, of course, the jurisdiction to modify both procedural and substantive rules

if it believes that such modifications are in the public interest. The key issue for

consideration is, therefore, not whether class action rules are procedural or substantive,

but whether the benefits of class actions, as identified in this chapter, outweigh the

costs.

343 See Simon, supra, note 1 1, at 381-82 and 386, and Landers, supra, note 10, at 865-66.
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interaction between class actions and the substantive law will first be

examined in the common law context, where judges presumably do have

broader jurisdiction to modify legal rules where just and appropriate.

Attention will then be directed to problems with interpretation of statutory

causes of action, where judicial discretion is more restricted.

With respect to common law causes of action, the issue is not really

whether class actions might lead to some modifications of the substantive

law; rather, the fundamental issue is whether such actions would likely lead to

inappropriate modifications of that law. The mere fact that, after a number of

years' experience with class actions, the body of substantive common law

rules applicable in Ontario might differ from those that would exist if no such

procedure were available, does not demonstrate that class actions are

undesirable.

In this connection, it is important to bear in mind that any procedural or

other change that increases access to the courts is likely to have some impact

on the substantive law. This is most obviously true of financial assistance

schemes, such as legal aid, which provide a means by which low income
persons may assert new substantive claims for the first time. Procedural

changes may have a similar impact if they lower the costs of litigation by
providing a relatively inexpensive means of adjudication, as in the case of

small claims courts, or the spreading of litigation costs across numerous
individuals, as in the case of class actions.

Changes of the kind described above may expose the courts to new, but

meritorious, causes of action or legal arguments that would not otherwise

have been advanced. Indeed, it has been suggested that one of the major

benefits that flow from class actions is their potential to make judges more
aware of the nature, ramifications, and extent of social problems that are

brought before them in comprehensive form by class actions. 344

From one perspective, whether such changes are perceived as desirable or

undesirable will depend, at least to some extent, upon whether they have an

adverse or favourable impact upon the litigant in question. However, the fact

that a particular change may have an unfavourable effect upon particular

private interests clearly does not necessarily mean that the changes are

undesirable from the viewpoint of society as a whole. 345

Common law substantive rules are not sacrosanct and immutable; rather,

they evolve over time and reflect solutions proposed by litigants to problems
drawn to the attention of courts. For this reason, lifting barriers to access

affecting, for example, certain groups of citizens with unique grievances, may
result in the legitimate development of substantive rules that are not

applicable to all segments of society.

One criterion for determining whether a particular change in the substan-

344 See Harvard Developments, supra, note 9, at 1353.

345 See Weinstein, "Some Reflections on the 'Abusiveness' of Class Actions", 58 F.R.D.

299 (1973), at 299-300. See, also, Hazard, "The Effect of the Class Action Device Upon
the Substantive Law", 58 F.R.D. 307 (1973), at 307.
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tive law, adopted in a class action context, is legitimate is whether the

proposed change applies only to class actions, or is equally applicable to

individual suits. In our view, the argument that class actions lead to an

improper alteration in the substantive law cannot be maintained in the latter

case, where such alteration is based on broad policy considerations applicable

generally to all suits.

For example, the orthodox American doctrine of reliance — whereby

actual reliance on a false representation would have to be proved directly —

has been altered, in certain circumstances, 346 for class and nonclass actions

alike in favour of a rule providing that, where a misrepresentation is material,

reliance may be presumed. The adoption of this approach presumably

reflected a judicial conclusion that any protection an individualized reliance

requirement might give to defendants, in terms of precluding unfair claims,

was outweighed by the effect of such a rule in defeating the claims of

individuals who had, in fact, suffered an injury as a result of a defendant's

conduct. 347

At most, American class actions may have contributed to the trend away
from an individualized proof of reliance requirement. They did so by making
it clear that such a requirement would, for example, render class actions

"unmanageable" and, therefore, would effectively defeat all possibility of

recovery for persons with individually nonrecoverable claims, even where

those persons had, in fact, relied upon representations and had been
injured. 348 The Commission is of the view that it is legitimate for courts to

weigh considerations of this kind against the benefits that a given substantive

rule may confer upon defendants in determining whether a general modifica-

tion of that rule that would be applicable to all civil litigation is appropriate.

The preceding discussion has focused on changes in the substantive law,

to which class actions may have contributed, that are of general scope; that is,

the changes apply to class and nonclass actions alike. It has been suggested

that, if modifications of this kind are made after a careful consideration of the

question whether they are beneficial to society and equitable to all parties,

they will ordinarily be legitimate. There is room for much greater controversy,

however, where a judge adopts an evidentiary or other substantive rule that

purports to be applicable only to class actions. To the extent that such a

346 See supra, ch. 5, sec. 3(b)(1). See, also, Moore, supra, note 120, at 42, n. 35, and Gould.

supra, note 6, at 68-78.

347 Similar considerations influenced the Commission's recommendation, in its Report on

Sale of Goods (1979), at 139 and 150, that proof of actual reliance should not be

required with respect to express warranties where the natural tendency of the represen-

tation or promise in question is to induce buyers generally to purchase the goods, and

the representation or promise is made to the public. The Commission observed, at 139,

n. 23, that, in addition to preventing a representor from escaping responsibility for a

representation that was clearly intended to be relied upon,
4

'[t]his recommendation

would also alleviate the difficulties faced by the plaintiffs in Naken et al. v. General

Motors of Canada and Vauxhall Motors Ltd. ... in being required to prove actual

reliance on General Motors' advertisements as an essential ingredient of their cause of

action". See supra, ch. 2, sec. 2(c)(ii), for a discussion of the Naken case.

348 See infra, ch. 5, sec. 3(b)(i).
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decision does not reflect a considered judgment of the sort described above,

but rather is an effort to alter an existing substantive rule in order to preserve

the class action in a particular case, there may be legitimate concern that

injustice has been done to the defendant.

It should not be assumed, however, that all cases in which the substantive

rules applied to class actions are different than those applied to individual

suits fall into this category. Suits arising out of mass wrongs are simply not

identical in all respects to individual suits, even when they assert a similar

cause of action. To the extent that real differences exist, it may be desirable

for judges to develop new techniques to administer relief in class actions,

provided, of course, that these changes are fair to defendants.

For example, the fact that class actions arise from mass wrongs may
render legitimate certain evidentiary rules that, by their very nature, could

not be applied to an isolated, individual transaction. This is most obviously

demonstrated by the fact that common proof of at least some elements of a

cause of action will be feasible in a class action by means of techniques that

would not, by definition, be feasible in an individual suit. For example,

repetitive patterns of conduct may reasonably permit the drawing of infer-

ences and the shifting of the burden of proof that ordinarily would not be

appropriate in the case of isolated transactions. 349

The foregoing analysis has concentrated primarily upon the interaction

between class actions and substantive law in the context of the courts'

common law jurisdiction, where the courts are the source of substantive rules.

In dealing with causes of action of this sort, judges have considerable

flexibility in formulating rules to meet changing circumstances. Where,
however, judges are applying causes of action created by statute, they are

expected to show an appropriate deference to the legislative judgment
concerning the proper elements of the cause of action.

If judges attempted to alter legislative requirements in the interest of

facilitating class actions, there would, indeed, be genuine cause for concern. It

is unusual, however, even in the United States, for statutes to give any

indication concerning how the statutory cause of action is to be integrated

with class actions; in most cases, courts are left to decide how the elements of

the statutory cause of action are to be established in a manner that will best

facilitate the particular policy objectives underlying the specific statute. 350

349 Thus, if a representative plaintiff can demonstrate that salesmen in a consumer fraud

have been instructed by the defendant to memorize a detailed sales pitch and deliver it

verbatim to numerous potential victims, it would not seem unreasonable that a court

might follow the example of the Supreme Court of California in Vasquez v. Superior

Court of San Joaquin Cty., 4 Cal. 3d 800, 484 P.2d 964 (1971). In that event, the court

might order that the onus of proof should be shifted to the defendant to prove that the

particular representations contained in the sales pitch were not made to a particular

consumer, instead of applying the more general rule that the onus is on the plaintiff to

demonstrate that the fraudulent representations were in fact made.

350 See Harvard Developments, supra, note 9, at 1360 (footnotes omitted):

[Slubstantive analysis of the appropriateness of class actions [in a specific context]

requires a precise understanding of the policies shaping the relationship of a cause

of action and the statutory directive it enforces. One set of policies may be called
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Moreover, American judges appear to have been vigilant in protecting

statutory schemes from distortion by class actions. Class certification has

been refused on occasion on the basis that the use of the class procedure, in

itself, would distort the legislative intent in creating the particular cause of

action. For example, prior to the enactment of new legislation, some
American courts refused to certify truth in lending class actions. They did so

on the ground that the combination of a class action with the $100 minimum
statutory recovery by each individual that was specified in the legislation,

irrespective of the amount of damages actually suffered by the person in

question, could result in catastrophic damage awards against companies for

merely technical violations; the courts stated that this result was not

contemplated by Congress. 351 The courts justified the decision that such class

actions should not be permitted by reference to the requirement in Federal

Rule 23(b)(3) that class actions must be "superior" to other available means
of handling the claims. 352

Such extreme difficulties in the integration of class actions and statutory

provisions are unlikely to occur with any frequency in Ontario, where such

minimum recovery incentives to individual litigation are, at present, un-

known. If, however, any cases do arise where class actions and particular

statutory causes of action are incompatible, Ontario courts will have the

power to preclude the prosecution of such class actions under the expanded
class action procedure recommended in this Report. 353

remedial and concerns the purposes a cause of action serves: for example, com-

pensation, disgorgement of unjust enrichment, or deterrence of violations in the

first place. Were remedial policies the only ones to be considered, class suits, given

their effect of increasing access to courts, and thus statutory enforcement, would

appear to be almost invariably consistent with substantive policies. There may,

however, be a second set of policies expressed in the elements of a cause of action.

These policies, which may be called structural, encompass values such as precision

or ease of self-application and reflect the impact the elements of a cause of action

have upon the operational meaning of a statutory directive.

The substantive propriety of class suit turns on the compatibility of class

procedures with both the remedial and the structural policies of a cause of action.

For example, it has been argued that courts, seeking to further the perceived

remedial purposes of a statute, have redefined elements of liability to remove

'uncommon' questions that would limit the usefulness of the class action device.

The compatibility of such a generalization of the circumstances of liability with

underlying policies is a matter that can be determined only on a case-by-case

basis. It is certainly possible, however, that generalization would conflict with a

statute's commitment to precision or individual accountability.

351 See, for example, Ratner v. Chemical Bank New York Trust Co., 54 F.R.D. 412

(S.D.N.Y. 1972). This result is controversial, but may be justified, in light of the

minimum penalty, which was presumably designed to overcome economic barriers to

litigation, since it exceeded the actual damages. When aggregated into a class action,

the impact of the cumulated minimum recoveries might well amount to "overkill" and

"over-deterrence" beyond anything intended by Congress. The legislation in question

was subsequently amended to specify that tne minimum $100 recovery did not apply in

class actions and to limit the recovery in class actions to the lesser of $500,000 or 1% of

the net worth of the creditor: see Truth in Lending Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1640(a)(2)(B).

352 See infra, ch. 9, for a discussion of the superiority requirement.

353 See infra, ch. 9, sec. 3(c), for a discussion of the proposed cost-benefit provision, which

would enable a court to refuse to certify an action as a class action if, in its opinion, the

adverse effects of the proceedings upon the class, the courts or the public would

outweigh the benefits to the class, the courts or the public. See, also, infra, ch. 6,

respecting the right of the Attorney General for Ontario to intervene in class actions

and make appropriate representations designed to protect the public interest.
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The Commission is of the view that adjustments in legal rules, designed

to take account of the different characteristics of mass and individual wrongs,

are legitimate and desirable, and that Ontario courts should not be unduly

constrained in making such adjustments because of allegations that they are

substantive in form. In the area of the common law, the courts do, indeed,

have power to make evidentiary or other changes where they are fair to the

litigants. Even in the area of statutory law, the courts have considerable

power to define the manner by which causes of action are to be established.

This is not to say that, on occasion, particular courts may not introduce

distortions into the substantive law in class actions, although it should be

borne in mind that such mistakes take place in individual actions as well. The
answer to this problem in the class action context is the same, in principle, as

in the context of individual suits: it is not to preclude an expanded class

action procedure for fear of judicial mistakes, but rather to provide an

appropriate appeal procedure. 354

It should not, however, be assumed that, in applying any expanded class

action procedure in Ontario, the courts will regularly distort the common law

or defeat the purposes of legislative enactments. In most cases, any modifica-

tions of the substantive law that flow from class actions can be expected to

reflect a legitimate and reasoned judicial conclusion resulting from new legal

arguments facilitated by the "access" function of class actions, or factual

differences between mass wrongs and individual grievances.

4. ALTERNATIVES TO AN EXPANDED CLASS ACTION
PROCEDURE

The mere fact that the benefits that flow from class actions outweigh the

costs attributable to the use of this procedure does not conclusively settle the

question whether an expanded class action procedure should be adopted in

Ontario. If those same benefits could be achieved at a lesser cost to society

through the use of some other mechanism, the expansion of the class action

procedure would be unnecessary and undesirable.

Our previous analysis has demonstrated that, while appropriate in many
circumstances, existing procedural devices, such as joinder, consolidation, or

test cases, do not provide fully satisfactory alternatives to class actions. 355 In

particular, such devices provide no solution to the problem of providing relief

to persons with individually nonrecoverable claims.

It has been suggested, however, that it might be wiser to create new
machinery for the processing of claims than to risk overloading the existing

judicial machinery with class actions. 356 For example, administrative agen-

354 See infra, ch. 21.

355 See supra, ch. 3. It should be noted here that, in referring the subject of class actions to

the Commission, the Attorney General for Ontario expressly requested us to examine

alternatives to class actions. In chapter 3, we considered existing procedural alterna-

tives; in the present section, we shall discuss possible alternatives that could be adopted

in lieu of an expanded class action procedure.

356 See Handler, supra, note 77, at 10.
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cies, small claims courts, or various forms of mediation or arbitration might

be created or expanded in order to process individual claims. The following

analysis will explore briefly the merits of these devices as alternatives to an

expanded class action procedure for Ontario.

In order to justify the use of these alternatives to class actions, it would be

necessary to demonstrate that they would be capable of achieving the same
benefits as class actions, while imposing a lesser burden on society. It will be

recalled that the primary benefits conferred by class actions are the achieve-

ment of judicial economy, access to the courts through the elimination of

social, psychological, and economic barriers, and behaviour modification. 357

The emphasis of many class action opponents upon new machinery to

process small claims suggests that they see these devices as means to fulfil, at

least in part, the access role of class actions in overcoming economic and
other barriers. Since administrative agencies, small claims courts, arbitration,

and mediation ordinarily process claims individually, they cannot, of course,

contribute to the achievement of judicial economy (unless a class action

procedure were adopted for use before such tribunals, 358 which of course is

not suggested by class action critics). It is, therefore, necessary to ask what

sort of new machinery is required in order to permit these tribunals to be as

effective as class actions in overcoming economic, social, and psychological

barriers to the assertion of legitimate grievances. Although dispute resolution

before such tribunals may be somewhat less expensive than traditional means
of adjudication, the mere establishment or expansion of these channels for

relief will not, in itself, provide an answer to all the problems that may
prevent individuals from coming forward with just grievances. 359

There would appear to be a number of prerequisites to the enforcement

of claims through tribunals of the kind mentioned above, if they are to

provide the same sort of coverage and efficiency achieved by means of class

actions. 360 First, it would be necessary to develop some technique that would
effectively inform all citizens of their legal rights. A detailed legal education

programme in the schools might help to achieve this for future generations,

but other techniques would have to be developed to reach the substantial

number of individuals who would have completed their formal education. An
effective means would also have to be found to notify citizens of the existence

of the institution through which relief could be obtained, especially if there

357 See supra, this ch., sec. 3(a).

358 The word "tribunals" is used for convenience, even though mediation is, by definition, a

consensual, and not an adjudicative, function; moreover, it is conceivable that an

administrative agency, with responsibility for resolving claims, might operate on a

similar basis.

359 That problems would continue is demonstrated by the findings of numerous small

claims court studies in Canada and elsewhere, which reveal that such courts are

dominated by business plaintiffs. See, for example, Toronto Small Claims Court Study.

supra, note 81, at 63.

360 This analysis draws heavily upon the following articles: Yngvesson and Hennessy,

"Small Claims, Complex Disputes: A Review of the Small Claims Literature" (1975), 9

Law & Soc. Rev. 219; Jones and Boyer, supra, note 100; and Eovaldi and Gestrin.

"Justice for Consumers: The Mechanisms of Redress" (1971), 66 Nw. U. L. Rev. 281.
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were to be a wide variety of administrative agencies offering relief for

different problems.

If it is to be as effective as class actions, any system relying upon
individual initiative in the assertion of claims would also require the

assistance of a staff of publicly or privately funded investigators. Such

persons would have to be active in areas of modern life where there is a real

possibility that existing or potential injuries would be difficult for victims to

detect, as in the case of securities fraud, drugs with delayed or concealed side

effects, or products with dangerous hidden design defects. The investigators

would have to be authorized to seek out such problems and to warn potential

plaintiffs.

The most significant difficulty associated with providing redress on an

individual basis, however, is that associated with the costs of providing access

to legal expertise. Proponents of relief through administrative agencies, small

claims courts, arbitration, or mediation frequently express the hope that the

more informal procedures of these tribunals might permit the effective

assertion of claims by persons without legal advice. This assumption,

however, is based on the questionable premise that the mere fact that a claim

is small means that it raises simple legal issues, so that legal advice is not

necessary. The available empirical evidence does not support this premise.

The authors of a survey of empirical studies of small claims courts have cited

evidence that "in fact no correlation between jurisdictional amount and
complexity can be established". 361 Moreover, even where the issues are

relatively simple, lack of legal assistance might pose an effective barrier to

redress, even in an informal forum, if the victims were unsophisticated or

inarticulate. 362

Thus, in many instances, the provision of effective access to legal advice

might be a necessary prerequisite to overcoming economic, social, or psycho-

logical barriers to redress. This might require the provision of "duty counsel"

attached to each tribunal providing relief, or else an expanded legal aid

scheme, available to people of all income levels, whenever the legal costs of

individually asserting an otherwise valid claim exceed the value of the claim.

It should be noted that the Osier Task Force on Legal Aid expressly

recommended that legal aid should be available for the enforcement of claims

that were important to persons otherwise eligible for legal assistance, even

when the cost of legal services would exceed such claims. 363

361 Yngvesson and Hennessy, ibid., at 258.

362 See Jones and Boyer, supra, note 100, at 378.

363 See Osier Task Force on Legal Aid, supra, note 101, at 40. The proposition that legal

aid should be expanded has received some support: see Jones and Boyer, supra, note

100, at 405:

Setting standards to determine when [public] advocates should be available to

either business or consumers on a free or reduced cost basis obviously would be a

difficult task, dependent on numerous considerations. However, the underlying

policy goal is clear: parties with substantial claims should not be forced to forgo

them either as a result of indigence or because the cost of proceeding is too great

in relation to the size of the claim.
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However, if the procedures set out above were, in fact, effective in

inducing even a substantial proportion of persons, with claims that arose out

of a mass wrong and that were formerly individually nonrecoverable, to take

individual action to enforce those claims, the financial and other burdens

placed upon administrative agencies, small claims courts, and arbitration or

mediation facilities, not to mention defendants, might be proportionately

even greater than the burdens that a class action asserting these claims might

place upon the judiciary and the parties. Even a well funded administrative

agency or small claims court system might have trouble in processing

individually as few as 500 separate claims arising out of a relatively small

mass wrong, and the problems associated with the processing of 10,000 or

100,000 separate claims in the case of larger mass injuries might well be

impossible to resolve. Furthermore, it is not unlikely that these tribunals

might have to cope with more than one such set of nonclass mass injury

claims at the same time.

Indeed, it has been suggested that potential defendants' support for the

use of small claims courts or other tribunals to enforce small claims arising

out of mass injuries is implicitly based upon the assumption that most such

claims would not be asserted if this were the only possible means of

redress. 364 If all such claims were to be put forward individually, the costs of

defending against them might well be greater than the expense of fighting a

single class action aggregating the same claims. 365

If, therefore, a revamped system of administrative agencies or small

claims courts, or a new network of bodies dispensing arbitration or mediation

services, were successful in transmuting claims that were individually non-

recoverable under the present legal system into claims that were individually

recoverable through separate proceedings, it might reasonably be anticipated

that defendants, as well as small claims court judges, administrators, arbitra-

tors, and mediators, might begin to assert pressure for the establishment of

some form of mass remedy to achieve economy in the handling of what might

well be a "flood" of individual claims. Such a remedy, whatever its name,

would in essence be a class action, because the identifying characteristic of

such an action would be the processing of claims arising from a common
problem on a mass basis.

Thus, even if the requisite resources were committed in a manner
necessary to render effective any of the alternative means of processing mass
claims, the result in the long run would likely be the ad hoc development of a

disparate collection of class action remedies associated with each of the

tribunals. 366 It is far more likely, however, that the funding necessary to

achieve effective redress of mass injuries through the assertion of individual

claims would not be forthcoming. The literature is replete with the complaints

364 See Lamb, in Senate Subcommittee Hearings on Consumer Protection, supra, note 162.

at 261 and 263; and Barrett, in ibid., at 399.

365 See Dushoff, in ibid., at 272.

366 It is of interest to note, for example, that the Ontario Human Rights Commission has

asked that it be granted jurisdiction to entertain class actions: Ontario Human Rights

Commission, Life Together: A Report on Human Rights in Ontario (1977). at 96.
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of numerous administrative agencies that their level of funding is too low to

permit them to perform even their existing functions. 367

It appears clear, therefore, that such alternatives to class actions as

administrative agencies, expanded small claims courts, arbitration, and
mediation, would likely give rise to problems, whether or not they would be

capable of duplicating the class action benefit of overcoming the existing

barriers to the assertion of individually nonrecoverable claims. If such

mechanisms were ineffective in providing individual redress for such griev-

ances, they would not be an adequate substitute for class actions that

aggregate this kind of claim. If, however, they could be made effective, they

would likely either place more demands upon the resources of the govern-

ment and the parties to the dispute than class actions, or give rise to disparate,

uncoordinated, and possibly inconsistent, mass remedies.

While the Commission does not believe that the alternatives canvassed

above could provide a fully adequate substitute for an expanded class action

procedure in Ontario, this is not to say that, in some specific cases, these

alternatives could not serve this purpose. In such situations, we believe that

the court should be empowered to refuse to permit the particular class action

to proceed, on the ground that a superior alternative for resolving the dispute

is available. 368 But we are of the view that, with respect to the prosecution of

claims arising from a mass wrong, such occasions would likely be the

exception rather than the rule, and that general policy decisions concerning

the propriety of an expanded class action procedure for Ontario should not

be based upon what we anticipate will be isolated occurrences.

5. CONCLUSION

In this chapter, the Commission has examined in some detail the

advantages and disadvantages that have been attributed to the adoption of

Federal Rule 23 in the United States. In the light of the considerable

experience with class actions in that jurisdiction, the Commission has

attempted to determine the impact of an expanded class action procedure for

Ontario.

No one has seriously denied that class actions would, in many cases, lead

to increases injudicial efficiency, provide improved access to the courts for

people whose claims would not otherwise be asserted, or result in modifica-

tion of wrongful behaviour. Notwithstanding such general agreement, it has

been suggested that these benefits would be accompanied, and would thereby

be outweighed, by substantial costs. The empirical evidence casts consider-

able doubt upon the accuracy of many of the criticisms directed toward class

actions. For example, it does not appear that class actions have "flooded" the

courts or have resulted in a generalized pattern of "legalized blackmail"; nor

are the majority of class actions "unmanageable", in terms of class size or

demands on court time. Moreover, a careful examination of those arguments

367 See, for example, the observations of the Ontario Human Rights Commission, in ibid.,

at 10, 55, and 90.

368 See infra, ch. 9.
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that do appear to have some substance demonstrates that any adverse

consequences cannot fairly be attributed to every class action. Even where a

particular cost does materialize in a given class action, the benefits flowing

from that action may still outweigh the cost in question, as in the case of a

"burdensome" class action that nevertheless confers a substantial benefit

upon the public.

Finally, there does not appear to be any practicable alternative to class

actions that could provide the same benefits with fewer countervailing costs.

Indeed, the burdens imposed upon society by attempting to achieve the

benefits attributable to class actions by other means would likely be much
greater than those that would be imposed if these goals were to be achieved by

means of class actions.

The Commission therefore recommends that a new and expanded class

action procedure should be adopted in Ontario. The procedure should be

designed, however, to permit courts to preclude inappropriate class actions

on a case-by-case basis. In this manner, the people of Ontario would obtain

the benefit of class actions that could play a useful role, while class actions

that, on balance, would have a harmful impact upon society could be

terminated at an early stage in the proceedings. The Commission is of the

view that the adoption of such a flexible and comprehensive class action

procedure is essential if the critically important goals of judicial economy,
increased access to justice, and behaviour modification are to be achieved in

Ontario.

Recommendation

The Commission makes the following recommendation:

Since, on balance, the Commission is of the view that the benefits to be

derived from class actions, in terms of judicial economy, increased access to

justice, and behaviour modification, outweigh the costs of such actions, a new
and expanded class action procedure should be adopted in Ontario. The
procedure should be designed, however, to permit courts to preclude inappro-

priate class actions on a case-by-case basis.



CHAPTER 5

SUBSTANTIVE LAW BASES
FOR CLASS ACTIONS

1. INTRODUCTION

In the preceding chapter, the Commission examined the costs and
benefits of class actions as a means of redressing mass wrongs, and concluded

that the benefits that would flow from an expanded class action procedure in

Ontario would outweigh the costs. • However, it is important to recognize that

a class action is primarily a procedural device, designed to give effect to

existing statutory and common law remedies. In other words, regardless of

the pervasive nature of an alleged wrong, if the substantive law does not

provide an applicable remedy, a class action will be of no avail to aggrieved

persons. 2 Moreover, even if a substantive remedy is prescribed, the nature of

the remedy may militate against its enforcement by means of a class action.

Accordingly, an expanded class action procedure will only be as effective as

the underlying substantive cause of action: its availability will depend upon
the existence of a substantive civil cause of action, and its effectiveness in

enforcing existing remedies will be contingent upon the adaptability of the

particular cause of action to expression by way of a class action procedure.

In this chapter of the Report, the Commission will attempt to identify the

possible substantive remedies in Ontario, both statutory and common law,

that might lend themselves to enforcement by means of an expanded class

action procedure. The purpose of this examination is twofold. First, it

indicates the areas of the law where class actions might be usefully employed

to enforce remedies that are not, at present, being effectively asserted.

Secondly, it is helpful in estimating the impact of an expanded class action

procedure upon the workload of the courts, a matter to which we have been

asked by the Attorney General to direct specific attention, and which was
discussed in some detail in chapter 4. 3

1 Supra, ch. 4, sec. 5.

2 For example, in Rodgers v. Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Ontario and the Niagara
Escarpment Commission, unreported (May 13, 1981, Ont. H.C.J.), a class action was
commenced on behalf of all landowners within a designated part of the Niagara
Escarpment Planning Area for a declaration that the taking of certain interests in their

land was expropriation without compensation. The action was struck out as disclosing

no reasonable cause of action. More specifically, the Court held that an alteration of

zoning by lawful legislation does not give rise to a cause of action, whether by an
individual or by a class of persons.

3 Supra, ch. 4, sec. 3(b)(ii).

[213]
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Generally speaking, in this jurisdiction, very little attention has been paid

to the areas of law in which a class action could or ought to be employed. 4

Rather, dissatisfaction with the shortcomings of Rule 75 of the Supreme
Court of Ontario Rules of Practice, 5 as interpreted by the courts, has focused

upon its inadequacy as a procedural method of aggregating claims so that

they may be disposed of simultaneously. Always, however, an underlying

substantive cause of action has been assumed.

This inattention to substantive law bases has not been the experience in

the United States of America. Particularly since revised Federal Rule 23 was
promulgated in 1966, 6 the case law and the extensive literature 7 have

provided a wealth of material upon which to draw concerning the utilization

of class actions in various substantive law areas, and their impact upon the

judicial system in that jurisdiction. Accordingly, in attempting to ascertain

the areas in which class actions will be employed in Ontario and the impact of

class actions upon the courts, it has been necessary, in the absence of relevant

Canadian experience, to focus our attention on developments in the United

States. This focus on the American experience is further justified by the fact

that the class action procedure that we shall recommend in this Report will

resemble Federal Rule 23 in many essential aspects. That is not to say,

however, that the American experience admits of a wholesale transfer to this

jurisdiction. Indeed, there are important distinctions between the two
jurisdictions that indicate that the utilization and impact of class actions

would differ in Ontario. Before discussing specific substantive areas of law in

which class actions are utilized in the United States and might be employed in

Ontario, it will be useful to make some general observations concerning

differences between the two jurisdictions that might be relevant in this

context.

2. SUBSTANTIVE LAW AREAS: DIFFERENCES
IN AMERICAN AND ONTARIO JURISDICTION

In the course of assessing the costs and benefits of an expanded class

action procedure in the previous chapter, the Commission noted several

factors that will likely distinguish the experience with such a procedure in

4 This statement is subject to qualification to the extent that the literature — and there is

not much in Canada — has argued that an expanded class action procedure is particu-

larly appropriate to redress consumer grievances: see Trebilcock. "Private Law Reme-

dies for Misleading Advertising" (1972), 22 U. Toronto L.J. 1; McFadyen, "Consumer

Class Actions" (1973-74), 2 Queen's L.J. 50; Ziegel, "The Future of Canadian Consum-

er Class Actions" (1974), 32 Advocate 286; and Williams, "Consumer Class Actions in

Canada - Some Proposals for Reform" (1975), 13 Osgoode Hall L.J. 1.

5 R.R.O. 1980, Reg. 540. See, generally, supra, ch. 2, sec. 2(c).

6 Fed. R. Civ. P. 23. The revised Rule was promulgated at 383 U.S. 1029 (1966).

7 See, generally, Earl and Goldstein, "A Comprehensive Class Action Bibliography"

(1975), 4 C.A.R. 201. Prior to the revision of Federal Rule 23 in 1966, there were few

published articles dealing specifically with class actions: see articles cited in Note.

"Developments in the Law - Class Actions" (1976), 89 Harv. L. Rev. 1318, at 1324, n.

15 (hereinafter referred to as "Harvard Developments").
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Ontario from that in the United States. 8 For our purposes in this chapter, the

most important distinction between Ontario and the United States concerns

the underlying causes of action upon which class actions may be founded.

Generally speaking, in the United States, at least in relation to actions in the

federal courts, the vast majority of class suits are based upon statutory causes

of action, either express or implied. 9 Certainly, this statement is correct with

respect to civil rights, securities, and antitrust suits. 1() Even at the state level, '

'

there is an increasing number of statutory causes of action, certain of which

specifically authorize class actions. ,2

In Ontario, however, as will be seen in the following discussion of

particular areas of the law, there are few statutes that expressly confer a

specific right of action. 13 Moreover, there is considerable doubt concerning

the constitutional validity of certain express civil liability provisions con-

tained in federal legislation enforced by Ontario courts. ,4

8 For example, a significant population difference and a perceived differential in the

litigious nature of the two populations, to name but two, will influence, no doubt, the

magnitude and the frequency of class actions brought to enforce any given substantive

law remedy in this jurisdiction: see supra, ch. 4, sees. 3(b)(ii) and (iii).

9 Statistics indicate that, for the years 1973 to 1976, class actions based on federal

statutes varied from about 85% to about 90% of all class actions pending in the federal

courts: see Harvard Developments, supra, note 7, at 1325, n. 30. Indeed, in 1980, the

percentage of class actions based on federal statutes was 91.8% of all private class

actions pending in the federal courts: see Annual Report of the Director oj the Adminis-

trative Office of the United States Courts, in Reports of the Proceedings of the Judicial

Conference of the United States (1980), at 639-41 (hereinafter referred to as "United

States Courts Annual Report"). As will be recalled from chapter 2, Federal Rule 23 is

applicable only to actions brought in the federal courts of the United States. Therefore,

the kind of case in which Rule 23 may be invoked depends upon the jurisdiction of the

federal courts: see supra, ch. 2, sec. 2(e).

10 Many civil rights class actions are brought pursuant to Title VII of the Civil Rights Act

of 1964, 42 U.S.C. §§2000e-2000e-17, while securities actions are most often com-
menced under the Securities Act of 1933, 15 U.S.C. §§77a-77aa, the Securities Ex-

change Act of 1934, 15 U.S.C. §§78a-78kk, and antitrust class actions under the

Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. §§12-27.

11 See, generally, supra, ch. 2, sec. 2(e), for a discussion of state jurisdiction and the

various class action procedures in force in the states.

12 For example, at least 18 states have authorized class actions in legislation dealing with

consumer and trade practices. These include Alaska, California, Connecticut, Florida,

Indiana, Kansas, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Missouri, New Hampshire, New York,

Ohio, Oregon, Rhode Island, Texas, Utah, Wisconsin, and Wyoming: see, generally,

Newberg, Newberg on Class Actions (1977), Vol. 1, § 1275b, at 362-66, and (Cum. Supp.

1980), § 1275b, at 272-75. See, also. Note, "Cartt v. Superior Court: Notice and Consum-
er Class Actions in California" (1976), 64 Calif. L. Rev. 1222; Note, "The Class Action

as a Consumer Protection Device: State v. General Motors Corp." (1980), 40 La. L. Rev.

497; and Belobaba, "Unfair Trade Practices Legislation: Symbolism and Substance in

Consumer Protection" (1977), 15 Osgoode Hall L.J. 327, at 364.

13 See infra, this ch., sec. 3.

14 For example, the constitutionality of s. 31.1 of the Combines Investigation Act, R.S.C.

1970, c. C-23, as am. by S.C. 1974-75-76, c. 76, s. 12, which provides for civil liability

for breach of certain provisions of that statute, has been successfully challenged in

Seiko Time Canada Ltd. v. Consumers Distributing Co. Ltd. (1980). 29 O.R. (2d) 221

(H.C.J.), affd on other grounds, appeal dismissed as abandoned on validity of s. 31.1

(1982), 34 O.R. (2d) 481 (C.A.), and in Rocois Construction Inc. v. Quebec Ready Mix
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In addition, American courts have been willing, in the absence of an
express statutory cause of action, to imply a civil cause of civil action for

contravention of certain statutory provisions. 15 This has been the case, for

example, in relation to securities legislation 16 and, at least until recently, 17 the

implication of civil causes of action by the courts has increased significantly

the opportunities for class actions based upon breaches of statutory provi-

sions.

In Ontario, however, as in most Commonwealth jurisdictions, the courts

Inc., [1980] 1 F.C. 184, 105 D.L.R. (3d) 15 (T.D.). See, contra, Henuset Bros. Ltd. v.

Syncrude Canada Ltd., [1980] 6 W.W.R. 218, 114 D.L.R. (3d) 300 (Alta. Q.B.). This

problem arises from the fact that under The British North America Act, 1867, 30 & 31

Vict., c. 3 (U.K.), s. 92.13, the provinces have exclusive jurisdiction over property and

civil rights, which includes provision for civil liability, and, unless federal jurisdiction in

this regard can be based upon one of the heads of power contained in s. 91 of that Act,

such as the criminal, trade and commerce, or peace, order and good government power,

civil liability provisions in federal legislation are, prima facie, unconstitutional: see,

generally, Hogg and Grover, "The Constitutionality of the Competition Bill" (1976), 1

Can. Bus. L.J. 197. Moreover, there is even doubt concerning the ability of the federal

Parliament to provide and enforce certain non-penal regulatory standards upon which

any civil cause of action would be based: see Lahatt Breweries of Canada Ltd. v.

Attorney General of Canada, [1980] 1 S.C.R. 914, 110 D.L.R. (3d) 594. See, also,

MacPherson, "Developments in Constitutional Law: The 1979-1980 Term" (1981), 2

Supreme Court L.R. 49, at 56-81.

15 See Cort v. Ash, All U.S. 66, at 78, 95 S. Ct. 2080 (1975), where the Supreme Court of

the United States enunciated a number of factors that should be satisfied before a civil

cause of action is implied for breach of a statutory provision.

16 Although §10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, 15 U.S.C. §78j(b), and

r. 10b-5, 17 C.F.R. §240, promulgated thereunder - the broad provisions dealing with

fraud in the trading of securities after initial distribution - do not specifically provide a

civil cause of action, it is well established that a private right of action will be implied.

In fact, these provisions are the source of much of the securities litigation, by both

individuals and classes: see Superintendent of Insurance ofNew York v. Bankers Life &
Casualty Co., 404 U.S. 6, 92 S. Ct. 165 (1971); Fratt v. Robinson, 203 F.2d 627 (9th Cir.

1953); and Kardon v. National Gypsum Co., 69 F. Supp. 512 (E.D. Pa. 1946). In other

areas of law as well, such as product safety, the courts have been receptive, to a certain

degree, to the implication of civil causes of action: see, for example, Doherty v. S.S.

Kresge Co., Ill Wis. 661, 278 N.W. 437 (1938); Donaldson v. Great Atlantic and Pacific

Tea Co., 186 Ga. 870 (1938); Culbertson v. Coca Cola, 157 S.C. 352 (1930); Meshbesher

v. Channellene Oil & Mfg. Co., 107 Minn. 104, 119 N.W. 428 (1909); and Yochem v.

Gloria, 134 Ohio St. 427 (1938)., See, contra, Howson v. Foster Beef Co., 87 N.H. 200

(1935); Cheli v. Cudahy Bros. Co., 161 Mich. 690 (1934); and Gearing v. Berkson, 223

Mass. 257(1916).

17 In recent years the Supreme Court of the United States appears to be taking a more
restrictive approach towards implying civil causes of action. In the securities field, for

example, the Court refused to imply a private right of action under § 14(e) of the

Securities Exchange Act of 1934 in Piper v. Chris-Craft Industries, Inc., 430 U.S. 1. 97

S. Ct. 926 (1977), and under §17 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 in Touche Ross

& Co. v. Redington, 442 U.S. 560, 99 S. Ct. 2479 (1979). In the environmental law area,

the Supreme Court has also restricted the scope of implied private rights under the

Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972, 33 U.S.C. §§1251-1376.

and the Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act of 1972, 33 U.S.C.

§§1401-1444, in Middlesex County Sewerage Authority v. National Sea Clammers As-

sociation, 101 S. Ct. 2615 (1981).
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have been reluctant to imply a civil cause of action for breach of a statute. 18

The courts have addressed this issue as one of legislative intent: 19 if the

statute imposes a penal sanction, 20 provides for civil liability in relation to

other provisions, 21 or contains its own administrative enforcement mech-

anism, 22 these matters will generally be viewed as evincing an intention that a

cause of action should not be implied. Accordingly, although there are

numerous statutes, both federal and provincial, that specify standards of

behaviour, 23 it is uncertain whether, in the absence of express language, civil

18 See, generally, Fleming, The Law of Torts (5th ed., 1977), at 122 et seq. Two areas of

exception appear to be motor vehicle legislation and municipal regulations, where civil

causes of action have been implied with regularity: see Sterling Trusts Corp. v. Postma,

[1965] S.C.R. 324, 48 D.L.R. (2d) 423; Queensway Tank Lines Ltd v. Moise, [1970] 1

O.R. 535, 9 D.L.R. (3d) 30 (C.A.); Paulsen v. C.P.R. (1963), 43 W.W.R. 513, 40 D.L.R.

(2d) 761 (Man. C.A.); and Ostash v. Sonnenberg (1968), 63 W.W.R. 257, 67 D.L.R. (2d)

311 (Alta. S.C., App. Div.).

19 In Stewart v. Park Manor Motors Ltd., [1968] 1 O.R. 234, 66 D.L.R. (2d) 143 (C.A.)

(subsequent references are to [1968] 1 O.R.), the Court implied a cause of action arising

from a breach of The Hours of Work and Vacations with Pay Act, R.S.O. 1960, c. 181, ss.

11 and 12, based upon the true construction of the statute, having regard to the

following considerations: whether the action is brought in respect of the kind of harm
that the statute was intended to prevent; whether the person bringing the action is one

of the class that the statute was designed to protect; and whether the special remedy

provided by the statute is adequate for the protection of the person injured. This Act

was subsequently repealed in 1968 (S.O. 1968, c. 35, s. 37), and the substance incor-

porated in the Employment Standards Act, R.S.O. 1980, c. 137. Unlike the former Act,

the Employment Standards Act contains an elaborate administrative enforcement mech-

anism that may be a factor militating against the implication of a civil cause of action

under that Act: see infra, note 50 and accompanying text.

20 See Direct Lumber Co. Ltd. v. Western Plywood Co. Ltd., [1962] S.C.R. 646, 35 D.L.R.

(2d) 1, where the Supreme Court of Canada affirmed the reasoning of the Appellate

Division of the Supreme Court of Alberta, (1962), 37 W.W.R. 177, 32 D.L.R. (2d) 227,

that, in relation to particular discriminatory trade practices sanctioned at that time by

the Criminal Code, "[i]t is difficult to think that Parliament intended such consequences

[civil liability] in addition to the penalty that the Code provides" (32 D.L.R. (2d) 227, at

235). However, in two cases, Ontario courts have considered that the inadequacy of the

statutory remedy is one factor that implies an intention not to exclude civil liability: see

Irvine v. Metropolitan Transport Co. Ltd., [1933] O.R. 823 (C.A.), at 833, and Stewart v.

Park Manor Motors Ltd., supra, note 19, at 238-40, et seq.

21 See Linden, "Tort Liability for Criminal Nonfeasance" (1966), 44 Can. B. Rev. 25, at

40. See, also. In re South of England Natural Gas and Petroleum Company, Limited,

[1911] 1 Ch. 573.

22 In The Board of Governors of the Seneca College of Applied Arts and Technology v.

Bhadauria (1981), 37 N.R. 455, 14 B.L.R. 157 (subsequent references are to 37 N.R.)

(hereinafter referred to as "Bhadauria"), Laskin C.J.C. cited as one of the reasons for

denying a civil cause of action based upon a breach of the Ontario Human Rights Code,

R.S.O. 1970, c. 318, the fact that the Code contains its own elaborate investigatory and
adjudicatory procedures for dealing with violations of the Code.

23 For example, at the federal level, see the Hazardous Products Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. H-3,

which prohibits the sale of a hazardous product, as defined by the Act, and the Food
and Drugs Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. F-27, which prohibits, inter alia, the sale of food that is

unfit for human consumption. Although there is dictum to the effect that civil liability

may emanate from a breach of this latter Act (Curl/ v. Robin Hood Multifoods Ltd.

(1974), 14 N.S.R. (2d) 252, 56 D.L.R. (3d) 129 (N.S.S.C./T.D.)), there is doubt concern-

ing the constitutionality of federal civil liability provisions, whether express or implied:

see supra, note 14. In Ontario, the Public Health Act, R.S.O. 1980, c. 409, prohibits the

sale of milk that has not been pasteurized, and the Employment Standards Act, R.S.O.

1980, c. 137, contains provisions requiring, inter alia, equal pay for equal work regard-

less of sex. Whether a civil cause of action would be implied under these and other

provincial statutes is, as mentioned, a matter of judicial interpretation.
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causes of action will be implied if a breach of the statute occurs and injury to

a class of persons results. Therefore, while the possibility exists that, in

relation to any given substantive area of law subject to statutory regulation,

the courts might imply a civil cause of action for breach of the statute, the

focus of the ensuing discussion will be upon the areas of law where express

statutory civil liability exists or where the common law provides an applicable

remedy.

The relative paucity in Ontario of statutory causes of action, both express

and implied, is significant, as it means that most class actions in this

jurisdiction will be founded upon common law causes of action, such as

breach of contract or tort. Moreover, the small number of statutory causes of

action limits somewhat the opportunities for utilization of an expanded class

action procedure. As has been noted in the American context, the increase in

class action litigation that occurred in the years following 1966 should not be

attributed solely to the revision of Federal Rule 23 in that year; rather, it was

a direct result of the recognition, during that same time period, of many new
causes of action in diverse substantive law areas. 24 In the absence, in Ontario,

of any similar expansion of causes of action in various substantive law areas,

it is unlikely that the introduction of an expanded class action procedure in

this jurisdiction would, in itself, result in a significant increase in litigation.

With these major differences in mind, the Commission now turns to

consider specific areas of substantive law in which class actions are brought in

the United States, and might be utilized iu Ontario if an expanded class

action procedure were introduced in this jurisdiction. This review will not be

exhaustive of the areas in which class actions have been, or could be, initiated.

Rather, the Commission will focus upon the major areas of class action

activity in the United States, both at the federal and state level. These areas

are civil rights, securities and shareholders' actions, antitrust, consumer and
trade practices, mass accidents, and environmental law. 25 Accordingly, the

24 See Miller, "Of Frankenstein Monsters and Shining Knights: Myth. Reality, and The

'Class Action Problem' " (1979), 92 Harv. L. Rev. 664.

25 In the United States federal courts, in excess of 50% of the total number of class actions

are based on civil rights statutes; approximately 7% are founded on antitrust legisla-

tion; about 6% are based on securities acts; and another 12% are based on a variety of

other federal statutes, such as truth in lending and labour legislation: see United States

Courts Annual Report, supra, note 9, at 639-41. See, also, Harvard Developments.

supra, note 7, at 1325. Although comparable statistics are not available at the state level,

generally speaking the majority of class actions are concentrated in the mass tort area,

concerned chiefly with product hazards, occupational safety, and environmental dam-

age, and in the consumer and trade practices area, where fraud is the usual allegation.

In addition, the state courts are most often the forum for class actions involving

taxpayers and welfare recipients and their entitlement to benefits: see, generally.

Landers and Vance, "Federal and State Class Actions: Developments and Opportuni-

ties" (1975), 46 Miss. L.J. 39. For a description of the experience in Texas under a

modified 1966 Rule 23 procedure, see Jaworski and Padgett, "The Class Action in

Texas: An Examination and a Proposal" (1975), 12 Houston L. Rev. 1005; for Wash-

ington, see Cochran, "Consumer Class Actions Under Wash. Rev. Code Ch. 19.86 -

Still an Effective Remedy?" (1975), 10 Gonzaga L. Rev. 633; for Louisiana, see Rooth.

"Civil Procedure - Class Actions in Louisiana - The 'Common Character' of the Right

Sought to be Enforced" (1976), 50 Tul. L. Rev. 692; and for New York, see Greenberg.

"Class Actions in New York: Recovery for Personal Injury in Mass Tort Cases" (1979).

30 Syracuse L. Rev. 1187. See, also, Wolf and Weiss, "Tax Refunds Through Class

Actions" (1970), 46 Los Angeles B. Bull. 30, and Braveman, "Class Certification in

State Court Welfare Litigation - A Request for Procedural Justice" (1979), 28 Buffalo

L. Rev. 57.
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Commission will examine the potential for, and the possible impact of, class

actions in thisjurisdiction in the abovementioned areas.

3. CLASS ACTIONS AND SPECIFIC
SUBSTANTIVE AREAS OF THE LAW

(a) Civil Rights

(i) United States

Civil rights suits constitute the greatest number of class actions in the

United States federal courts; well in excess of fifty percent 26 of the total

number of class actions brought in the federal courts are based upon civil

rights statutes. 27

Generally speaking, civil rights class actions have received particularly

liberal treatment from the courts. 28 This may be for two reasons: first, courts

recognize that discrimination is by its very nature ordinarily a public or

"class" wrong, 29 rather than a private wrong, and class actions are perceived

as an effective means of redressing inequalities in the treatment of minori-

26 From 1973 to 1975, civil rights class actions constituted between 58% and 67% of all

class actions filed: see Harvard Developments, supra, note 7, at 1325. In 1980, these

suits constituted about 58% of all federal class actions filed: see United States Courts

Annual Report, supra, note 9, at 640.

27 Many civil rights class actions involve some form of employment discrimination and are

brought pursuant to Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C.

§§2000e-2000e-17, which prohibits discrimination by employers, employment agencies,

and labour unions on the basis of race, colour, religion, sex, or national origin. In

addition, 42 U.S.C. §§1981 and 1983 are utilized to redress private acts of racial

discrimination in employment and employment discrimination by state and local

governments, respectively. Also, there are other statutes pursuant to which class actions

are commenced, such as the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967, 29 U.S.C.

§§621-634; the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, 29 U.S.C. §§201-219; and the Labor
Management Relations Act, 29 U.S.C. §§141-144. See, generally, Newberg, supra, note

12, Vol. 4, §§7950-7953e, at 1213-21.

It should also be observed that, of the total number of civil rights class actions, a

large percentage involves suits by prisoners: see United States Courts Annual Report,

supra, note 9, at 228, 254, and 640. Usually, litigation on behalf of prisoners, whether in

class form or not, involves one of the following types of claim: suits for damages against

correction officials or against the state or federal government for violation of the due
process clause of the U.S. Constitution; suits for damages or injunctions against state

officials under 42 U.S.C. §1983; mandamus against prison officials; and writs of habeas

corpus: see Zagaris, "Recent Developments in Prison Litigation: Procedural Issues and
Remedies" (1974), 14 Santa Clara Law. 810.

28 See Moore, Federal Practice (2d ed., 1980), Vol. 3B, fl23.10-l, at 23-2761 - 23-2770;

Wright and Miller, Federal Practice and Procedure (1972), Vol. 7, §1771, at 662-63, and

Vol. 7 (Curr. Supp. 1980), §1771, at 242-45; Kennon, "Class Actions and Title VII of

the Civil Rights Act of 1964: The Proper Class Representative and the Class Remedy"
(1973), 47 Tul. L. Rev. 1005, at 1006-11; and Note, "The Class Action and Title VII -

An Overview" (1976), 10 U. Rich. L. Rev. 325, at 326.

29 The U.S. Supreme Court recognized, in East Texas Motor Freight System, Inc. v.

Rodriguez, 431 U.S. 395, at 405-06, 97 S. Ct. 1891 (1977), that suits alleging racial or

ethnic discrimination are often by their very nature suits involving class-wide wrongs.
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ties; 30 and secondly, civil rights class actions are assumed to be easily

manageable because they typically seek injunctive and declaratory relief. 31

Class actions seeking only equitable remedies generally have not been viewed

as burdensome or difficult to manage.

This liberal attitude of the courts toward civil rights class actions has

manifested itself in several ways. First, the courts have tended to permit the

class to be as broad and as encompassing as the context will permit. For

example, in the past, in employment discrimination suits under Title VII of

the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the courts generally have permitted "across the

board" suits in which an aggrieved employee may maintain an action for

relief against all forms of employment discrimination, even though he may
have been affected by only one aspect of an employer's discriminatory

policy. 32 However, more recently, in East Texas Motor Freight System, Inc. v.

Rodriguez, the United States Supreme Court may have narrowed the ambit of

"across the board" class suits by requiring a closer factual relationship

between the claims of the class representative and the potential class

members than a mere allegation of discrimination. 33 Since the Rodriguez

decision, although some federal courts have adopted a conservative approach

toward the certification of civil rights class actions, 34 an equal number of

federal courts have continued to permit "across the board" challenges to

employment discrimination. 35

30 See Oatis v. Crown Zellerbach Corp., 398 F.2d 496 (5th Cir. 1968), at 499.

31 See Harvard Developments, supra, note 7, at 1325. Although civil rights actions are

usually classified as Rule 23(b)(2) suits — seeking injunctive or declaratory relief -

rather than Rule 23(b)(3) suits - seeking monetary relief - and, consequently, there is

no requirement for mandatory notice, this classification by the courts has persisted even

where relief akin to damages is sought in the action. For example, some courts have

continued to classify suits seeking a class-wide backpay award as Rule 23(b)(2) actions

and, therefore, concluded that notice is not necessary: see, generally. Note. "Antidis-

crimination Class Actions Under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure: The Transfor-

mation of Rule 23(b)(2)" (1979), 88 Yale L.J. 868.

32 See Long v. Sapp, 502 F.2d 34 (5th Cir. 1974); Can v. Conoco Plastics, Inc., 423 F.2d 57

(5th Cir. 1970), cert, denied 400 U.S. 951 (1970); and Johnson v. Georgia Highway
Express, Inc., 417 F.2d 1122 (5th Cir. 1969).

33 In East Texas Motor Freight System, Inc. v. Rodriguez, supra, note 29, the Supreme
Court refused to certify a class action brought on behalf of all Mexican-Americans and
blacks in Texas who were, and who had applied to be. drivers under a particular

collective agreement, on the basis that the representative plaintiffs were not members of

the class they sought to represent, nor were they adequate representatives. In the course

of the judgment, the Court acknowledged two views of certification — "across the

board" and a more restrictive approach - but did not settle which of the two views

should govern. At most, commentators have stated that the case does no more than

reject an extreme application of the presumption in favour of certification: see Ru-
therglen, "Title VII Class Actions" (1980), 47 U. Chi. L. Rev. 688, at 723.

34 Shipp v. Memphis Area Office, Tenn. Dept. of Empl. Security, 581 F.2d 1167 (6th Cir.

1978), cert, denied 440 U.S. 980 (1979); Tuft v. McDonnell Douglas Corp., 581 F.2d 1304

(8th Cir. 1978); Doninger v. Pacific Northwest Bell, Inc., 564 F.2d 1304 (9th Cir. 1977);

and Local 194, Retail Wholesale & Dept. Store Union v. Standard Brands, Inc., 85 F.R.D.

599 (N.D. 111. 1979).

35 Scott v. University of Delaware, 601 F.2d 76 (3d Cir. 1979), cert, denied 444 U.S. 931

(1979); Simmons v. Brown, 611 F.2d 65 (4th Cir. 1979); Payne v. Travenol Labs., Inc.,

565 F.2d 895 (5th Cir. 1978). cert, denied 439 U.S. 835 (1978); Beaslev v. Griffin. 81

F.R.D. 114 (D. Ma. 1979); Wofford v. Safeway Stores, Inc., 78 F.R.D. 460 (N.D. Cal.

1978); and Arnett v. American Nat. Red Cross, 78 F.R.D. 73 (D.C. 1978).
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Secondly, the courts have tended in civil rights cases to construe any

objections to their jurisdiction very narrowly. For instance, again in the

context of Title VII class actions, the courts have held that all class members
need not file complaints with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commis-
sion prior to the class action, despite the fact that the statute appears to

indicate otherwise. 36 It has been held sufficient if the representative plaintiff

has done so. 37

Finally, it should be noted that Congress has recently endorsed class

actions as a means of enforcing civil rights, by passing legislation designed to

encourage private litigation in the civil rights area. In 1976, The Civil Rights

Attorney's Fees Awards Act was enacted, giving the court discretion to award
attorney's fees to a successful plaintiff, including a class plaintiff, in most civil

rights litigation. 38

(ii) Ontario

In Ontario, subject to judicial interpretation of the proposed Canadian

Charter of Rights and Freedoms^9 discussed below, it appears that very few

civil rights class actions would be brought if an expanded class action

procedure were introduced at the present time. The bar to such actions lies

not so much in the procedural difficulties of class actions, but in the fact that

there is no right of action for discrimination per se at common law. 4o

*b Albemarle Paper Co. v. Moody. 422 U.S. 405, at 414, n. 8, 95 S. Ct. 2362 (1975).

37 Oatis v. Crown Zellerbach Corp., supra, note 30, at 498. It should be noted, however,

that in some cases under the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967, supra,

note 27, even though the relevant language is identical to that under Title VII, the

courts have been reluctant to waive the requirement that all class members comply with

the filing requirement: see Oshiro v. Pan American World Airways, Inc., 378 F. Supp. 80

(D. Hawaii, 1974), at 82. See, also. Harvard Developments, supra, note 7, at 1514-15.

38 See 42 U.S.C. §1988. This Act provides that reasonable attorney's fees may be granted

to a "prevailing party", although in the case of a successful defendant, unlike a

successful plaintiff, the granting of costs has been restricted to instances where the

plaintiffs suit was frivolous, unreasonable, or without foundation: see Christiansburg

Garment Co. v. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, 434 U.S. 412, at 421-22, 98

S. Ct., 694 (1978). See, also, Newberg, supra, note 12, Vol. 3 (Cum. Supp. 1980), §7255e,

at 877.

It will be appreciated that this legislation mitigates the effect of the decision in

Alyeska Pipeline Service Co. v. Wilderness Society, 421 U.S. 240, 95 S. Ct. 1612 (1975).

This case held that Congress alone, and not the judiciary, as had been the case

previously, could grant exceptions to the general rule that, in the absence of express

statutory authorization, attorney's fees are not recoverable by the successful party from

his opponent. See supra, ch. 2, sec. 2(e)(i).

^Constitution Act, 1981, Part I, appearing as Schedule B to the Canada Act, Proposed

Constitutional Resolution, December 8, 1981.

40 The Supreme Court of Canada, in Bhadauria, supra, note 22, has effectively settled the

issue of whether there exists a common law tort of discrimination. In reversing the

judgment of the Ontario Court of Appeal, (1979), 27 O.R. (2d) 142, which, if upheld,

would have provided the requisite substantive law basis for human rights actions, both

by individuals and by classes, the Supreme Court emphatically held that the Ontario

Human Rights Code "excludes any common law action based on an invocation of the

public policy expressed in the Code".
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Moreover, although most jurisdictions in Canada have legislation with

respect to civil rights, only one of these statutes — the British Columbia Civil

Rights Protection Act — expressly provides a civil cause of action for

discrimination. 41 Indeed, in the case of the Ontario Human Rights Code, the

Supreme Court of Canada has ruled recently that no cause of action may be

implied for breach of the provisions of the Code. 42

Accordingly, there is now in Ontario very limited scope for access to the

courts by a person, or a class of persons, who may be aggrieved by a

discriminatory act. 43 Rather, such individuals must seek redress from the

Ontario Human Rights Commission, which, with its "elaborate enforcement

machinery", 44 has primary jurisdiction to adjudicate in respect of the human
rights violations specified in the Ontario Human Rights Code. Moreover,

although the Code refers to discrimination against a "class of persons", 45

there exists, at present, no formal procedural mechanism by which allegations

of widespread discriminatory employment practices or institutional dis-

crimination may be dealt with by the Commission. 46 It should be noted,

however, that, in a 1977 Report, the Ontario Human Rights Commission
recommended that the Code should be amended "to include provision for a

complaint to be filed by a 'class of persons', as well as by an individual. This

would enable the Commission to receive and investigate complaints from

groups of individuals who may have been discriminated against as a group or

41 The Civil Rights Protection Act, S.B.C. 1981, c. 12, s. 1(2), provides that a "prohibited

act" as defined by the Act — namely, an interference with the civil rights of a person or

class of persons — is "a tort actionable without proof of damage, (a) by any person

against whom the prohibited act was directed, or (b) where the prohibited act was
directed against a class of persons, by any member of that class".

42 Bhadauria, supra, note 22, at 467. The Supreme Court of Canada stated that the "Code
foreclosed] any civil action based directly upon a breach thereof [and] it also excludes

any common law action based on an invocation of the public policy expressed in the

Code". This conclusion appears to be based primarily upon the fact that the Code
provides a comprehensive and elaborate enforcement machinery of which the courts

form part by way of the appeal procedure provided by the Code.

43 At common law, an action based upon wrongful dismissal is available to any person

who alleges that his employment has been wrongfully terminated, and a class action

based upon this cause of action would involve a number of individual issues. The cases

litigated in this area have generally focused upon what is a reasonable period of notice

to terminate a contract of employment, rather than upon the reasons for termination.

Furthermore, the notice requirements have been held to depend upon the circumstances

of the particular case, such as "the character of the employment, the length of service of

the servant, the age of the servant and the availability of similar employment having

regard to the experience, training and qualifications of the servant": see Bardal v. Globe

& Mail Ltd., [1960] O.W.N. 253, at 255, 24 D.L.R. (2d) 140 (H.C.J.). However, this

cause of action does not encompass hiring or promotional practices, nor ongoing

institutional discrimination, which are more likely to be the sources of grievance by a

class.

44 Bhadauria, supra, note 22, at 46 1

.

45 Ontario Human Rights Code, R.S.O. 1980, c. 340, ss. 1, 2, and 3.

46 Part IV of the Human Rights Code, 1981, S.O. 1981, c. 53, not yet proclaimed in force,

contains a more elaborate enforcement procedure than exists in the present Code.

Section 31(3) provides that two or more complaints may be combined and dealt with at

the same proceeding where a practice of infringement engaged in by the same person is

questioned, or questions of law or fact are common.
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as a class of persons". 47 If this recommendation is implemented, those

responsible for the administration of the Ontario Human Rights Code may
wish to consider those aspects of our proposed class action procedure that

would facilitate adjudication in respect of discriminatory practices that affect

a class of persons.

The Ontario Human Rights Code is the principal, but not the only, statute

concerned with civil rights in this Province. For example, the Employment

Standards Act4* and the Occupational Health and Safety Act49 set standards

regarding, inter alia, equal pay for equal work regardless of sex, and physical

conditions of employment in the workplace, respectively. Neither of these

Acts confers a civil cause of action for breach of the statutory duties

contained therein and, like the Ontario Human Rights Code, each Act

contains an elaborate administrative enforcement mechanism. Therefore, by

analogy to the reasoning that foreclosed the implication of a civil cause of

action under the Code, presumably the courts would be reluctant to imply a

civil cause of action based upon a breach of these statutes. 50

An Act in Ontario that does provide a civil cause of action in this area of

the law is the Discriminatory Business Practices Act. 51 Certain ''discriminatory

business practices" are designated by the Act 52 and, although the stated

intention of the Act is to prevent discrimination in Ontario on the grounds of

race, creed, colour, nationality, ancestry, place of origin, sex, or geographical

location of persons employed in or engaging in business, 53 the ambit of the

47 Ontario Human Rights Commission, Life Together: A Report on Human Rights in

Ontario (1977), at 96, rec. 21. This recommendation is not reflected in the Human
Rights Code, 1981, supra, note 46, although, as noted, a procedure for the joinder of

common claims is contained therein. See, also, The Saskatchewan Human Rights Code,

S.S. 1979, c. S-24. 1, s. 27(3), which permits the Saskatchewan Human Rights Commis-
sion to initiate a complaint in respect of a "class of persons", and the Canadian Human
Rights Act, S.C. 1976-77, c. 33, s. 32, which permits a "group of individuals" to file a

complaint with the Canada Human Rights Commission.

48 R.S.O. 1980, c. 137.

49 R.S.O. 1980, c. 321.

50 See Bhadauria, supra, note 22. But see Stewart v. Park Manor Motors Ltd., supra, note

19. Also, as noted in Christie, Employment Law in Canada (1980), at 442-43, generally

speaking, the existence of an administrative scheme for enforcing the provisions of the

present Employment Standards Act, such as the provisions for recovery of statutory pay

benefits, coupled with the restrictive wording of the provision concerning civil actions

(namely, that nothing in the Act curtails or defeats any civil or other remedy otherwise

available), "suggests that no civil action may be brought to recover statutory pay
benefits". Christie acknowledges, however, that this might not be the case with respect

to all provisions of the Act, such as where the statutory provision is deemed to be

incorporated into the contract of employment, as is the case under s. 23 of the Act

regarding the payment of the minimum wage, so that a civil cause of action might arise

based upon breach of the employment contract.

51 Discriminatory Business Practices Act, R.S.O. 1980, c. 119. This Act was initially

introduced in response to the 1977 Arab boycott of businesses employing, or engaging

in business with, Jews: see Ont. Leg. Deb. June 8, 1978, at 3232-33; June 20, 1978, at

3696-720; and November 7, 1978, at 4701-05. See, also, Lalonde, "The Discriminatory

Business Practices Act: What Price Symbolism?" (1980), 38 U. T. Fac. L. Rev. 83.

52 Ibid., s. 4.

53 Ibid., ss. 2 and 4(2).
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Act is confined to secondary and tertiary discriminatory boycott practices. 54

That is, the prohibitions contained in the Act are only directed toward

persons who practice one of the specified discriminatory business practices at

the behest of another party as "a condition of engaging in business" with that

other party. The Act does not prohibit companies or persons from, for

example, refusing to deal with, hire, or promote another person on account

of, inter alia, race, creed, or colour, if they do so on their own initiative.

Accordingly, while the Act does provide that a person who incurs loss or

damage as a result of an action that contravenes the Act may commence an

action for compensation for the loss, including punitive and exemplary

damages, 55 the narrow range of circumstances comprehended by the Act

militates against its extensive use by individuals and classes of persons to

redress discrimination in business hirings, promotions, and dismissals.

Presumably, however, if a class of persons were the target of a secondary or

tertiary boycott resulting from one of the specified discriminatory business

practices, the Act would provide the basis for access to the courts for

compensation. But since there have been no reported cases brought pursuant

to this Act, the full implications of the legislation remain untested.

Finally, mention should be made in this area of the Canadian Charter of
Rights and Freedoms. 56 In view of the fact that the British Parliament has

passed the Canada Act amending The British North America Act, 1867\ 57 the

Constitution Act, 1981, thereby enacted and which contains the Charter, will

be, when proclaimed, part of the law of Canada.

The Charter contains an enumeration of rights and freedoms ranging
from democratic, 58 mobility, 59 and legal 60 rights, to equality, 61 language, 62

and minority education 6 ^ rights, which are guaranteed by the Charter and

54 As explained by Lalonde, supra, note 51, at 92-93. a "secondary boycott" occurs where

A (the instigator of the boycott) approaches B and requires B to refuse to deal with C
before he (A) will deal with B. A "tertiary boycott" occurs where A approaches B and.

as a condition of doing business with him, requires B to refuse to deal with C, because

C is dealing with D. These are to be contrasted with a "primary boycott" wherein A
refuses to deal with any other person or company on account of some attribute of that

person or company.

55 Supra, note 5 1 , s. 9.

56 Supra, note 39.

57 30 & 31 Vict., c. 3 (U.K.).

58 Supra, note 39, ss. 3, 4, and 5.

59 Ibid., s. 6.

60 Ibid., ss. 7-14.

61 Ibid., s. 15. It should be noted that s. 15 does not have effect until three years after the

Charter comes into force: see ibid., s. 32(2).

62 Ibid., ss. 16-22.

« Ibid., s. 23.
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subject only "to such reasonable limits prescribed by law as can be demon-
strably justified in a free and democratic society". 64 The nature of the

provisions provided by the Charter has been the subject of intense debate,

and it is not the intention of the Commission to enter the arena. However,

what is of significance for present purposes is that the Charter does provide

that persons whose rights and freedoms as guaranteed by the Charter have

been infringed "may apply to a court of competent jurisdiction to obtain such

remedy as the court considers appropriate and just in the circumstances". 65 It

is difficult to speculate about the implications of this remedy and, in

particular, whether it will generate a proliferation of litigation by persons

and, indeed, classes of persons, who allege that their rights and freedoms as

guaranteed by the Charter have been infringed; this must await judicial

interpretation of the scope of the individual rights and freedoms provided,

and of the remedy itself. 66 Nonetheless, the Constitution Act, 1981 does, at

64 Ibid., s. 1. It should be noted, however, that s. 33 of the Charter enables Parliament or

the Legislature of a province to declare expressly in an Act of Parliament or of the

Legislature that "the act or a provision thereof shall operate notwithstanding a provi-

sion included in Section 2 or Sections 7 to 15 of this Charter, or Section 28 of this

Charter in its application to discrimination based on sex referred to in section 15".

^Ibid.,s. 24(1).

66 For example, it is unclear whether s. 15 of the Charter dealing with "equality rights"

guarantees "in the general sense" that persons may not be discriminated against by any

means, and, therefore, prohibits discrimination between private individuals, or whether

it is restricted to a prohibition against discriminatory legislation or other discriminatory

activities by government. In a "Statement by the Honourable Jean Chretien, Minister of

Justice, to the Special Joint Committee On the Constitution" (January 12, 1981), at 7, it

was stated: "A provision on 'Equality Rights' must demonstrate that there is a positive

principle of equality in the general sense and, in addition, a right to laws which assure

equal protection and equal benefits without discrimination" (emphasis added).

In addition, there appears to be disagreement concerning the scope of the remedy
provided by s. 24(1) of the Charter. The Honourable R. Roy McMurtry, Q.C., Attorney

General for Ontario, in his remarks on "The Charter and the Role of Lawyers" at A
Conference on the Impact of the New Charter of Rights and Freedoms on Canadian
Business (February 5, 1982), summarized the opposing interpretations of s. 24(1) and
his views as follows, at 11-12:

At first blush, this provision would appear to contemplate proceedings not only

against governments, but by one individual against another. Some observers are of

the view that the Charter forms the foundation for a new variety of claims in tort

based upon the violation of rights guaranteed by the Charter.

Such a result was not intended, however, by the authors of the document. I

can assure you that consideration was given to that issue and care was taken to

make clear the intent that the Charter is to apply to the activities of legislatures

and of governments only .... In Ontario, therefore, the Ontario Human Rights

Code and the Ontario Human Rights Commission will continue to be the princi-

pal agencies through which human rights issues are solved between individuals.

The Judgment of the Supreme Court of Canada on June 22, 1981 in the Bhadauria

case [The Board of Governors oj the Seneca College of Applied Arts and Technology

v. Pushpa Bhadauria] will continue to be good law after the Charter comes into

force.

See contra, the remarks of Sopinka, "The Impact of the New Charter of Rights and
Freedoms on Employee Rights and Freedoms", at A Conference on the Impact of the

New Charter of Rights and Freedoms on Canadian Business (February 5, 1982), at 2.
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least on its face, provide a substantive law basis for persons to seek redress in

a broad range of civil rights areas. 67

(b) Securities and Shareholders' Actions

(i) United States

While it is true that class actions based upon violations of federal

securities laws constitute only a small proportion of all class actions in the

United States federal courts, 68 their usefulness and importance is well

recognized. 69 Generally, private actions in this area of the law have become

While expressing the view that s. 15(1) was not intended to deal with "private dis-

crimination", but rather only with "legislated discrimination, and perhaps discrimina-

tion in administrative acts of government", Sopinka was of the opinion that s. 24(1)

"may have the effect of opening the door to a civil action" for private discrimination in

employment.

67 The enactment of the Canadian Charter oj Rights and Freedoms may also have implica-

tions in the area of prisoners' suits. At present, if an expanded class action procedure

were introduced in this Province, it is unlikely that the experience in the United States

(see supra, note 27) would be replicated in this jurisdiction. The courts in Canada have

tended to view the treatment of prisoners by prison officials as an administrative matter

with which the courts should not interfere. In particular, in cases dealing with revoca-

tion of parole and related matters, the courts have refused to intervene on behalf of

prisoners even in circumstances that have indicated that some error has been commit-

ted. Similarly, the courts have taken a restrictive view of the rights of prisoners with

respect to their treatment within prisons. In this situation, a distinction has been made
by the courts between the decisions of prison officials that affect the civil rights of an

inmate "as a person", and those that affect his status "as an inmate": see Howarth v.

National Parole Board, [1976] 1 S.C.R. 453, 50 D.L.R. (3d) 349; Mitchell v. The Queen,

[1976] 2 S.C.R. 570, 61 D.L.R. (3d) 77; and R. v. Institutional Head of Beaver Creek

Correctional Camp, Ex parte MacCaud, [1969] 1 O.R. 373 (C.A.).

Canadian courts have been reluctant to apply the "due process", or the "cruel and

unusual punishment" clauses of the Canadian Bill of Rights, R.S.C. 1970, Appendix III,

to prisoner allegations of mistreatment: see Martineau and Butters v. Matsqui Institution

Inmate Disciplinary Board, [1978] 1 S.C.R. 118, 74 D.L.R. (3d) 1. Even in McConn v.

The Queen and Cernetic, [1976] 1 F.C. 570, 68 D.L.R. (3d) 661 (T.D.), where the totality

of circumstances of mistreatment led the Court to conclude that such treatment was

cruel and unusual punishment contrary to the Canadian Bill of Rights, the Court also

recognized that the decision to dissociate a prisoner is purely an administrative decision

and, therefore, the due process clause has no application. However, the situation in

Canada may be altered if the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms is enshrined in

the Constitution Act, 1981, supra, note 39, and with it ss. 7 and 12, which guarantee the

life, liberty, and security of the person and the right not to be deprived thereof except in

accordance with the principles of fundamental justice, and the right not to be subject to

any cruel and unusual treatment or punishment, respectively.

68 In 1980, approximately 6% of class actions in the federal courts were based upon
federal securities legislation: see United States Courts Annual Report, supra, note 9, at

641. However, if one considers only class actions in which damages are claimed, the

percentage of suits rises significantly: see Harvard Developments, supra, note 7, at 1325.

69 See Loss, Securities Regulation (2d ed., 1962), Supp. 1969, Vol. 6, at 3938, where

Professor Loss states that "[t]he ultimate effectiveness of the federal [securities] reme-

dies, when the defendants are not prone to settle, may depend in large measure on the

applicability of the class action device".
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an integral component of the enforcement of securities laws, both comple-

menting and supplementing the regulatory activity of the Securities and
Exchange Commission. 70 Moreover, having regard to the market nature of

securities activity, where improper conduct often affects numerous investors,

and to the fact that litigation in this area is usually complicated and costly, it

is generally agreed that the class action procedure is "not only superior, but is

probably indispensable for the vindication of plaintiffs' rights". 71

The Securities Act of 1933 72 and the Securities Exchange Act of 193473

provide the primary bases for most securities litigation in the United States

for both individuals and classes of persons. Under the former Act, express

liability is provided for false registration statements prior to an initial

distribution of securities 74 and, in relation to the latter Act, private rights of

action have been implied for contravention of the proxy solicitation

requirements 75 and, perhaps more importantly, the anti-fraud provisions. 76

The interpretation by the courts of the scope of liability under these

provisions, chiefly the anti-fraud provisions, has had a direct bearing upon
class actions.

On the one hand, the size of a potential class in securities class actions

has been circumscribed by the fact that proof of scienter is a requisite element

of the cause of action for fraud under Rule 10b-5 of the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934. 77 Accordingly, investors who may have been aggrieved by

70 See Mills v. Electric Auto-Lite Co., 396 U.S. 375, at 381-83, 90 S. Ct. 616, (1970). See,

also, Newberg, supra, note 12, Vol. 5, §§8805a and 8890, at 831-33 and 975-77 and

Dooley, "Enforcement of Insider Trading Restrictions" (1980), 66 Va. L. Rev. 1, at 15

et seq.

71 Shapiro v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc., 1975-76 Trans. Binder CCH Fed.

Sec. L. Rep. fl95,377 (S.D.N.Y. 1975), at 98,888.

72 Securities Act of 1933, 15 U.S.C. §§77a-77aa.

7 3 Securities Exchange Act of 1934, 15 U.S.C. §§78a-78kk.

74 Supra, note 72, §77k.

75 Supra, note 73, §78n.

76 Ibid., §78j(b), and r. 10b-5 promulgated thereunder, 17 C.F.R. §240. The U.S. Supreme

Court formally sanctioned a private right of action under r. 10b-5 in Superintendent of

Insurance of New York v. Bankers Life & Casuality Co., supra, note 16, although such a

right had been well recognized by lower courts: see Kardon v. National Gypsum Co.,

supra, note 16.

77 Rule 10b-5 is an all-encompassing anti-fraud provision, and states as follows:

10b-5. It shall be unlawful for any person, directly or indirectly, by the use of

any means or instrumentality of interstate commerce, or of the mails or of any

facility of any national securities exchange,

(a) To employ any device, scheme, or artifice to defraud,

(b) To make any untrue statement of a material fact or to omit to state a

material fact necessary in order to make the statements made, in the light

of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading, or

(c) To engage in any act, practice, or course of business which operates or

would operate as a fraud or deceit upon any person,

in connection with the purchase or sale of any security.
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negligent conduct alone are unable to maintain an action for breach of the

provisions of the rule. Moreover, the Supreme Court of the United States has

held that only purchasers and sellers of securities have standing to sue under
Rule 10b-5. 78 As a result, an individual, or class of persons, who may have
been fraudulently induced not to sell or purchase shares, cannot bring an
action under the anti-fraud provisions.

On the other hand, several judicial developments have served to facilitate

proof of liability in fraud and misrepresentation cases, and to increase the

potential size of classes in securities cases and the exposure of defendants to

liability. First, regarding the nature of fraudulent conduct sufficient to

support a finding of liability, a "common course of conduct" or "concerted

action" theory has been developed, whereby fraud may be established on the

basis of cumulative and interrelated material misstatements that have the

overall tendency to mislead investors. 79 Accordingly, in the context of class

actions, it is not fatal to the action if the alleged misrepresentations are

contained in a number of different documents. 80 Rather, the allegation of a

common and continuous plan to defraud class members by means of

standardized misrepresentations and omissions will usually be sufficient to

satisfy the common questions requirement of Rule 23. 81

See Ernst & Ernst v. Hochfelder, 425 U.S. 185. 96 S. Ct. 1375 (1976). Scienter

denotes knowing conduct. Recklessness has also been held to be sufficient to meet the

standard set by the Supreme Court: see Rolf v. Blyth, Eastman Dillon & Co., Inc., 570

F.2d 38 (2d Cir. 1978), cert, denied 99 S. Ct. 642 (1978), and Nelson v. Serwold, 576 F.2d

1332 (9th Cir. 1978), cert, denied 439 U.S. 1039 (1978). However, breach of a fiduciary

duty or mismanagement is not sufficient: see Santa Fe Industries, Inc. v. Green, 430 U.S.

462, 97 S. Ct. 1292(1977).

78 Blue Chip Stamps v. Manor Drug Stores, 421 U.S. 723, 95 S. Ct. 1917 (1975) (subsequent

references are to 421 U.S.). During the course of his judgment, Rehnquist J., who
delivered the opinion of the Court, while recognizing, at 745, that in "today's universe

of transactions governed by the 1934 [Securities Exchange] Act, privity of dealing or

even personal contact between potential defendant and potential plaintiff is the excep-

tion and not the rule", nonetheless expressed concern about the potentially vast number
of persons who could conceivably bring civil suits under r. 10b-5 in the absence of

meaningful restrictions upon the scope of this judicially created cause of action: see,

generally, Blue Chip Stamps v. Manor Drug Stores, ibid., at 737-49. This interpretation is

subject to the "forced seller doctrine'" under which an involuntary and fundamental

change in the nature of an investment will be treated as a purchase or sale of those

securities: see Abrahamson v. Fleschner, 568 F.2d 862 (2d Cir. 1977), cert, denied 436

U.S. 913(1978).

79 See York v. Guaranty Trust Company of New York, 143 F.2d 503 (2d Cir. 1944);

Oppenheimer v. F. J. Young & Co., Inc., 144 F.2d 387 (2d Cir. 1944); and Fischer v.

Kletz, 41 F.R.D. 377 (S.D.N.Y. 1966).

80 Blackie v. Barrack, 524 F.2d 891 (9th Cir. 1975).

81 Newberg, supra, note 12, Vol. 5, §88 14a, at 848. See, also, Advisory Committee on Civil

Rules, "Proposed Amendments to the Rules of Civil Procedure for the United States

District Courts", 39 F.R.D. 69 (1966), at 103 (hereinafter referred to as "Advisory

Committee Notes"), where the Advisory Committee stated that "a fraud perpetrated on

numerous persons by the use of similar misrepresentations may be an appealing

situation for a class action, and it may remain so despite the need, if liability is found,

for separate determination of the damages suffered by individuals within the class".

Certain cases have held, however, that the misrepresentations and disclosures need not

be standardized; it is sufficient if a common scheme of deception is alleged, even if the

nondisclosures and misrepresentations are unrelated: see Simon v. Westinghouse Electric

Corp., 73 F.R.D. 480 (E.D. Pa. 1977); In re U.S. Financial Securities Litigation, 64

F.R.D. 443 (S.D. Cal. 1974); and Siegel v. Realty Equities Corp. ofNew York, 54 F.R.D.

420 (S.D.N.Y. 1972).
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Secondly, proof of actual reliance is no longer a requisite element in the

establishment of causation where a fraudulent misrepresentation or omission

is alleged. At common law, reliance is an essential element of proof of

causation for fraudulent misrepresentation; a plaintiff must be able to prove

not only that he relied upon the misrepresentation, but also that such reliance

was the cause of his injuries. Although an action under Rule 10b-5 of the

Securities Exchange Act of 1934 was derived from the common law fraud

action, it is well recognized that it is no longer coextensive with it. 82 Because

there are few face-to-face transactions in the open market, the matching of

purchaser and seller is usually fortuitous; consequently, it became increasing-

ly evident that the common law requirement of reliance as an integral

component of proof of causation would, if adhered to strictly, undermine the

purpose of the securities regulation legislation by leaving outside the ambit of

liability most fraudulent transactions that affect traders on the open market.

Accordingly, the courts have gradually redefined the concept of reliance in

this context so that the focus is upon the materiality of the alleged misstate-

ment or omission; if the misstatement or omission is shown to be material, it

is presumed that the investor relied upon it. 83

In the class action context, it will be appreciated that the majority of

securities suits are brought for recovery of damages pursuant to Federal Rule

23(b)(3), which requires that common questions predominate over individual

issues. Prior to the above-noted judicial development, many securities class

actions involving fraud were denied certification because of the predomi-

nance of individual questions of reliance although, in cases where standard-

ized written misrepresentations had been made to class members, some
courts were prepared to permit individual questions of reliance to be disposed

of after the determination of common liability issues. 84 However, in the light

of these decisions on reliance, in a class action where the omission or

misrepresentation is characterized as material, individual reliance need not be
proved. Rather, a determination of the common question of the materiality of

the omission or misrepresentation will circumstantially establish the issue of

reliance vis-a-vis each of the class members, thereby militating against the

denial of certification based upon the predominance of individual issues.

Moreover, as relief is no longer limited to investors who are able to prove

actual reliance upon a material omission or misstatement, but is extended to

82 Blackie v. Barrack, supra, note 80, at 907.

83 See TSC Industries Inc. v. Northway, Inc., 426 U.S. 438, 96 S. Ct. 2126 (1976), and Mills

v. Electric Auto-Lite Co., supra, note 70, which clearly establish that actual reliance need

not be proved in relation to material proxy violations under § 14(a) of the Securities

Exchange Act of 1934. Regarding r. 10b-5, Affiliated Ute Citizens of Utah v. United

States, 406 U.S. 128, 92 S. Ct. 1456 (1972), held that positive proof of reliance is not

required where there is a material omission, but did not address the matter with regard

to material misstatements, although the same reasoning has been applied by lower

courts to misstatements: see Blackie v. Barrack, supra, note 80, at 906. See, also, Note,

"The Reliance Requirement in Private Actions Under SEC Rule 10b-5" (1975), 88

Harv. L. Rev. 584.

84 See Newberg, supra, note 12, Vol. 5, §8824b, at 883. See Green v. Wolf Corp., 406 F.2d

291 (2d Cir. 1968), cert, denied 395 U.S. 977, 89 S. Ct. 2131 (1969), and Kronenberg v.

Hotel Governor Clinton, Inc., 41 F.R.D. 42 (S.D.N.Y. 1966).
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all investors who may have engaged in transactions during the period when
the material omission or misstatement remains undetected, the size of

potential classes, and thus defendants' exposure to liability in this context,

has been increased significantly. 85

A third judicial development that has increased the potential size of

classes in securities actions and the exposure to liability of the wrongdoer has

been the relaxation of the requirement of privity of dealing as a necessary

element of proof of causation for certain actions under Rule 10b-5 of the

Securities Exchange Act of 1934. The United States Supreme Court has

recognized that in "today's universe of transactions governed by the [Securi-

ties Exchange Act of 1934], privity of dealing or even personal contact

between potential defendant and potential plaintiff is the exception and not

the rule". 86 Applying this general observation to the scope of liability, several

courts have, for example, held that privity of dealing is not required for proof

of causation resulting from the misuse of non-disclosed material inside

information of a corporation. That is, a person who trades on the basis of, or

who tips, material inside information of a corporation is potentially liable not

only to investors with whom he has direct dealings, but also to all injured

investors who trade in the security on the open market during the period

when the material inside information remains undisclosed. 87

These judicial developments have not been without their critics, howev-

er. 88 One of the major concerns expressed is that, because "without reliance,

there is no causative link between defendants' conduct and plaintiffs'

investment decisions . . . without at least a 'semblance of privity' defendants'

liability could extend to complete strangers". 89 The consequence that is

feared is that defendants will be exposed to liability far out of proportion to

the nature of the violation. The difficulty of balancing the desire to compen-
sate investors who are injured as a result of wrongdoing in the impersonal

securities market and the dramatic effect that such liability may have for the

85 See Blackie v. Barrack, supra, note 80, where a class action was commenced and

certified on behalf of all persons who engaged in approximately 120.000 transactions in

a particular publicly held stock over a specified 27 month period, claiming damages

resulting from allegedly materially erroneous and misleading financial statements.

Affirming that causation is adequately established in the impersonal stock exchange

context by proof of purchase and of materiality of misrepresentation without direct

proof of reliance, the Court stated that it "decline[d] to leave . . . open market purchas-

ers [those who cannot prove direct reliance] unprotected", on the policy basis that they

"may be either unaware of a specific false representation, or may not directly rely on

it ... . Nevertheless, he relies generally on the supposition that the market price is

validly set and that no unsuspected manipulation has artificially inflated the price, and

thus indirectly on the truth of the representations underlying the stock price - whether

he is aware of it or not, the price he pays reflects material misrepresentations": ibid., at

907.

86 Blue Chip Stamps v. Manor Drug Stores, supra, note 78, at 745.

87 Shapiro v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc., 495 F.2d 228 (2d Cir. 1974), and

Elkmdv. Liggett & Myers, Inc., All F. Supp. 123 (S.D.N.Y. 1978).

88 See, for example, Blue Chip Stamps v. Manor Drug Stores, supra, note 78, and Fridrich v.

Bradford, 542 F.2d 307 (6th Cir. 1976).

89 Fridrich v. Bradford, ibid., at 325.
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wrongdoer has been recognized by the American Law Institute. The proposal

offered by the Institute illustrates the way in which a substantive remedy may
be made more compatible with enforcement by means of class actions. The
American Law Institute, in its Proposed Official Draft of a Federal Securities

Code (ALI Draft Code), 90 recommends a broad range of civil liability

provisions that comprehend not only wrongdoing in relation to direct

securities transactions, but also in relation to impersonal market transac-

tions. 91 In the case of impersonal market liability, however, the ALI Draft

Code imposes a maximum limit upon the amount of monetary recovery, 92 so

that, while all injured investors would normally be compensated, they might

receive less than they would pursuant to a private award of damages. 93 In so

doing, the ALI Draft Code recognizes the need for comprehensive civil

liability provisions in order to achieve the objectives of the securities

legislation, but also places that liability in perspective where the costs of

providing full compensation to all injured investors might well outweigh the

economic benefits.

Another criticism that has been levelled against the judicial develop-

ments discussed earlier is that substantive causes of action have been altered

in order to preserve the viability of a class action — for example, in respect of

proof of reliance. 94 In response, it has been pointed out that, if certain

doctrines have been altered or abolished, the decision to do so has been

founded upon considerations of broad application with respect to the

appropriate requirements for a cause of action under securities legislation

generally. In other words, these judicial developments "apply to all fraud on
the market cases, individual as well as class actions". 95

Finally, mention should be made of the assessment of damages in

securities class actions. As very few cases under Rule 10b-5 of the Securities

Exchange Act of 1934 have gone to judgment, "the law on the method of

calculating damages for a defrauded purchaser ... is still in flux" 96 and,

90 The American Law Institute, Federal Securities Code (1980) (hereinafter referred to as

"ALI Draft Code").

91 Ibid., Vol. 2, Part XVII, §§1701-1728, An impersonal transaction is effected in a manner
that would make the matching of buyers and sellers substantially fortuitous, whereas a

direct transaction is not effected in such a manner: ibid., §§1702, 1703, and 1703(h).

92 For example, § 1703(b) of the ALI Draft Code, ibid., imposes liability for insider trading

in an impersonal market context, and the measure of damages is reduced by § 1708(b)

to the extent that the defendant proves that the violation did not cause the loss and is

further limited by the amount of securities that the defendant sold or bought.

93 Section 1711 of the ALI Draft Code, ibid., provides for the prorating of damages in

situations where there are multiple claims against the defendant, the aggregate of which

exceeds the upper limits of liability imposed by the particular section of the Code
creating the cause of action; the damages are distributed pro rata among the plaintiffs

in accordance with their claims.

94 Note, "The Reliance Requirement in Private Actions Under SEC Rule 10b-5", supra,

note 83, at 596, n. 65.

95 Blackie v. Barrack, supra, note 80, at 908.

96 Elkind v. Liggett & Myers, Inc., supra, note 87, at 132.
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"[w]here the suit is maintained as a class action the complexities of calculat-

ing damages increase geometrically". 97 In certain cases, the courts have

indicated that the process of computing individual damages "will be virtually

a mechanical task". 98 In other instances, especially where the matter of

damages calculation is unsettled in relation to an individual investor, the

difficulty of determining with precision the amount of damages has been

cited as one factor to be considered in the judicial approval of settlements in

securities class actions. 99 However, generally speaking, neither uncertainty

concerning the choice of method for the calculation of damages, nor the fact

that the assessment of damages may raise individual issues, has been viewed

as sufficient to defeat class treatment. 10°

(ii) Ontario

In Ontario, as in the United States, statutory civil remedies are available

for investors who are injured as a result of wrongdoing in relation to the

trading of securities. 101 In addition, shareholders of either publicly or

privately held corporations may seek to redress corporate wrongdoing
pursuant to causes of action provided either by applicable business corpora-

tions legislation 102 or at common law. In this section, the Commission turns

to consider, first, the securities field and, secondly, shareholders' personal

and derivative actions.

a. Securities

The regulation of securities activity in Ontario is governed primarily by

the Securities Act. 103 One of the policies of the Act is to protect investors

through "full, true, and plain disclosure of all material facts relating to the

trading of securities". 104 To this end, the Act contains detailed provisions that

govern public distribution and trading in securities, 105 solicitation of prox-

97 Bonime v. Doyle, 416 F. Supp. 1372 (S.D.N.Y. 1976), at 1384.

98 Blackie v. Barrack, supra, note 80. at 905.

99 Bonime v. Doyle, supra, note 97, at 1384.

100 Blackie v. Barrack, supra, note 80, at 905, and Elkind v. Liggett & Myers, Inc., supra,

note 87, at 132.

101 Securities Act, R.S.O. 1980, c. 466, Part XXII. See, also, Canada Business Corporations

Act, S.C. 1974-75-76, c. 33, s. 125.

102 See, for example, Canada Business Corporations Act, ibid., s. 234, and the Ontario

Business Corporations Act, R.S.O. 1980, c. 54, s. 97.

103 Supra, note 101.

104 See Pacijic Coast Coin Exchange of Canada Limited v. Ontario Securities Commission,

[1978] 2 S.C.R. 1 12, at 126, 80 D.L.R. (3d) 529, at 538. The other principal objective of

the Securities Act is the registration of certain participants in the securities market, such

as brokers and dealers: Securities Act, supra, note 101, Parts X, XI.

105 Securities Act, supra, note 101, Parts XII, XIV, XV, and XVI.
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ies, 106 take-over and issuer bids, 107 insider trading and self-dealing, 108 as well

as continuous disclosure of the financial position of an issuer of securities. 109

The enforcement of the Act is vested in the Ontario Securities Commission,

which is provided with broad administrative powers to investigate, and to

issue compliance and cease trading orders for, violations of the Act. • l0

In addition, the Act provides for civil liability, ' '
' but, in marked contrast

to United States legislation in this regard, the scope of the Ontario provisions

is more limited. As in the United States, civil liability may arise in the event of

a misrepresentation in a prospectus, a take-over bid circular, or a directors'

circular.

'

12 In addition, civil liability may arise in "insider trading" situations,

where damage results from the use of undisclosed material information

relating to an issuer of securities. 113 Unlike the position in the United

States, 114 however, it is generally accepted that the Ontario provision does

not extend to situations where privity of dealing does not exist between an
insider or a tippee, and a purchaser or vendor of the securities. • 15 In addition

to the abovementioned civil liability provisions, civil liability may arise under
the Securities Act in the following circumstances: (1) failure to make a

follow-up offer, (2) failure to take up securities offered in a takeover bid, or

(3) failure to deliver a prospectus or a takeover bid or issuer bid circular to a

purchaser or an offeree, i 16

^Ibid., Part XVIII.

107 Ibid., Part XIX.

108 Ibid., Part XX.

109 Ibid., Part XVII.

^ Ibid., Parts I-VII and XXI.

i" Ibid., Part XXII.

u2 Ibid., ss. 126 and 127. In the United States, see §§1 1-12 of the Securities Act of 1933,

15 U.S.C. §§77k-771.

113 Securities Act, supra, note 101, s. 131. See, also, s. 125 of the Canada Business Corpora-

tions Act, supra, note 101, which provides for civil liability for insider trading in relation

to federally incorporated companies. There is at present an unresolved constitutional

issue concerning whether the latter provision overrides the similar provisions contained

in provincial legislation: see Multiple Access Ltd. v. McCutcheon (1977), 78 D.L.R. (3d)

701, 2 B.L.R. 129 (Ont. Div. Ct.), affd (1978), 19 O.R. (2d) 516 (C.A.), leave to appeal

to the S.C.C. granted.

114 Supra, notes 86 and 87 and accompanying text.

115 An "insider" for the purposes of civil liability is "every person or company in a special

relationship with a reporting issuer": see supra, note 101, s. 131. A "tippee" is the

recipient of material undisclosed inside information relating to an issuer of securities.

See Alboini, Ontario Securities Law (1980), at 910-11. But see Anisman, "Insider

Trading under the Canada Business Corporations Act", in Meredith Memorial Lectures

(1975) 151, at 234-43, where it is argued that the statutory language of s. 125 of the

Canada Business Corporations Act is susceptible to an interpretation that would com-

prehend liability for insider trading outside the bounds of privity of dealing.

116 Supra, note 101, ss. 129 and 130.
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A number of the civil liability provisions — although not all 117 — would
appear to lend themselves to assertion by means of a class action under an
expanded class action procedure. For example, the wrongdoing addressed by
sections 126 and 127 of the Securities Act u % ordinarily affects a class of

investors, namely, persons who have purchased securities, offered during the

period of distribution, that were the subject of a prospectus containing a

misrepresentation, or the offerees of a target company who were sent a

take-over bid or directors' circular containing a misrepresentation. 119 More-
over, proof of liability under each of these provisions by a class of investors is

facilitated by the fact that the sections provide expressly that reliance will be
deemed where the misrepresentation is proved to have existed. 120 As previ-

ously noted, the issue of reliance in securities actions, particularly in class

117 For example, it would seem that a class action would not be employed frequently as a

means of seeking redress under s. 131 of the Securities Act. which deals with insider

trading. Aside from the great difficulties involved in establishing an underlying cause of

action, the requirement of a contractual relationship between the insider, or the tippee,

and any purchaser or vendor of the securities may make recovery for more than a very

small number of investors extremely difficult, as frequently a purchaser or vendor will

not know the precise identity of the person or persons from whom he purchased, or to

whom he sold, the securities. Unlike certain jurisdictions in the United States, the

requirement of privity of dealing has not been abrogated so as to afford relief to all

those investors trading opposite the insider on the open securities market during the

time when the inside information remained undisclosed: see Green v. Charterhouse

Group Canada Ltd., [1973] 2 O.R. 677, 35 D.L.R. (3d) 161 (H.C.J.), aff'd (1976), 12 O.R.

(2d) 280 (C.A.), concerning the required proof by an individual in an insider trading

case. See, also, supra, notes 86, 87, and 115 regarding the scope of the American and

Canadian insider trading provisions.

118 Sections 126 and 127 of the Securities Act, supra, note 101, provide civil remedies of

rescission or damages in cases where a prospectus or a take-over bid, issuer bid, or

directors' circular contains a misrepresentation, either in the nature of an untrue

statement of material fact or an omission of a material fact: ibid., paras. 22 and 24 of

s. 1(1). Generally, no person or company may distribute securities to the public unless a

document known as a "prospectus", which contains full, true, and plain disclosure of all

material facts relating to the securities, is filed with the Ontario Securities Commission:

ibid.. Parts XIV, XV, and XVI. A take-over bid circular, an issuer bid circular, and a

directors' circular must be sent to security holders whose securities are subject to a

take-over bid or an issuer bid as defined by the Securities Act, disclosing all material

facts in relation to the take-over bid, issuer bid, or the position of the directors of the

target corporation, as the case may be: ibid., Part XIX. See, generally, Alboini, supra,

note 115, at 854-923, for an examination of the civil liability provisions of the Ontario

Securities Act.

119 Two other statutory civil remedies that would appear to be applicable, by their nature,

to a class of security holders are contained in ss. 129 and 130 of the Securities Act.

Section 129 provides for the liability of an offeror who fails to make a follow-up offer in

accordance with the Act to all shareholders of a company subject to a take-over bid, or

who fails to take up shares duly tendered under a take-over bid. The matter of liability

would depend upon a finding by the court that tendered shares were, in fact, not taken

up, or that a follow-up offer was not made, and that the offeror should not be exempt

from these requirements under the circumstances; these determinations would be

common to security holders as a class. Section 130 provides a right of rescission or

damages for breach of certain statutory requirements, such as an improper distribution

of securities without a qualified prospectus. Presumably, if the specified statutory

requirements were violated in relation to numerous security holders, a class action

might be appropriate to enforce claims for damages.

120 Supra, note 101, ss. 126(1), and 127(1) and (2).
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actions, has been a vexing one in the United States. 121 Obviously, the

inclusion of a deemed reliance clause in the Ontario legislation is of

considerable importance, as it removes the problem of individual proof of

reliance.

Although sections 126 and 127 contain several defences to liability, most

of these defences are applicable to the activities of the defendant and will not

raise individual issues vis-a-vis the class members. 122 Two defences, however,

are related to the conduct of the purchaser or offeree, namely, proof that the

plaintiff had knowledge that a misrepresentation had been made, 123 and

proof that the plaintiffs claim is out of time. 124 Nonetheless, in both

instances, the onus is upon the defendant to establish these defences in

relation to particular plaintiffs, and rarely would such defences be applicable

to all class members. Accordingly, the mere allegation of these defences on a

class-wide basis would not appear to be sufficient to preclude class treat-

ment. 125

Finally, the Commission notes that, in the case of section 126, the

exposure of the defendant to liability is limited to the price at which the

securities were offered to the public. 126 Accordingly, as under a prospectus,

all purchasers acquire the securities at a fixed price, the assessment of

damages in this instance should not pose great difficulties. Similarly, the

calculation of damages should not prove onerous where liability arises as a

result of a misrepresentation in a take-over bid or directors' circular: in that

instance, each class of shareholders is either offered the same price for their

shares, in the case of a cash take-over bid, or offered the same value of

securities in the offeror corporation, in the case of a share exchange take-over

bid.

Generally speaking, the Commission anticipates that the experience with

an expanded class action procedure in the Ontario securities field would
differ considerably from that in the United States, having regard to the

substantive remedies available in this jurisdiction. Ontario legislation does

not contain an all-encompassing statutory anti-fraud provision akin to Rule

10b-5 promulgated under the American Securities Exchange Act of 1934. 127

The absence of such a provision reduces greatly the opportunity for aggrieved

investors in Ontario, whether as individuals or as a class, to seek redress for

the same broad range of fraudulent wrongdoing comprehended by the

121 Supra, notes 82 and 83 and accompanying text.

122 Supra, note 101, ss. 126(3), (4), and (5), and 127(5), (6), and (7).

123 ibid., ss. 126(2) and 127(4).

]24 Ibid.,s. 135.

125 Generally speaking, in securities class actions in the United States, differences in the

application of limitation periods to individual class members will not preclude a finding

of predominance of common issues: see Simon v. Westinghouse Electric Corp., supra,

note 81, and De Milia v. Cybernetics Intl. Corp., 15 F.R. Serv. 2d 1385 (S.D.N.Y. 1972).

126 Supra, note 101, s. 126(9).

127 See supra, note 77.
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American legislation. 128 Moreover, in contrast to the American civil remedies

in this area, the Ontario provisions do not provide redress beyond the direct

market transaction; no statutory remedy is available for injuries arising from
impersonal transactions in the market, that is, those outside the scope of

privity of dealing. 129 Therefore, in Ontario, the size of a potential class of

aggrieved investors who may seek redress, as well as the exposure to liability

of defendants, are limited by the nature of the substantive statutory reme-

dies. 130

Moreover, unlike the position in the United States, 131 statutory civil

remedies in the securities field have not evolved in Ontario to a point where

they are viewed as a vital tool in the arsenal of weapons relating to the

enforcement of securities legislation. To date, few actions have been com-
menced pursuant to the civil liability provisions contained in the Securities

Act and, indeed, there have not been any reported cases subsequent to the

revision of these civil remedies in 1978. 132

While the paucity of actions under the present statutory civil liability

provisions is a result of many factors, one such factor undoubtedly relates to

the disincentives to the exercise of these remedies that exist under the present

law. Although losses stemming from wrongdoing in relation to the trading of

securities may be large in the aggregate, individual losses may be compara-
tively small; when the small size of the claim is combined with the cost of

litigating complex issues in securities cases, access to the courts to redress

wrongdoing may not be economically feasible for the individual investor.

Moreover, because of the difficulties under Rule 75 of the Supreme Court of

Ontario Rules of Practice relating to the assertion of class actions involving

separate contracts and individual assessment of damages, 133 there is not, at

present, an effective means of aggregating claims that arise in the securities

context.

128 Injured investors in Ontario may resort to the common law remedies of deceit or

negligent misrepresentation, but, as noted in relation to the American experience, these

common law causes of action are of limited utility, as they avail only to the limited

number of aggrieved investors who engage in face-to-face transactions with the trans-

gressor: see Alboini, supra, note 1 15, at 856-923, for a discussion of applicable common
law remedies comparable to the statutory remedies of the Securities Act.

129 See Leigh, "Securities Regulation: Problems in Relation to Sanctions", in Anisman

(ed.), Proposals for a Securities Market Law for Canada (1979), Vol. 3, Background

Papers, 509, at 537-64.

130 Nor can investors in Ontario find equivalent remedies at common law to redress

effectively securities violations occurring in the open market. At common law, the

courts have been reluctant to provide relief for fraudulent market manipulation outside

the bounds of privity of dealing and actual reliance: see Loss, supra, note 69, Vol. 3, at

1534.

131 See supra, note 70 and accompanying text.

132 In 1978, new securities legislation was enacted in Ontario. The Securities Act, 1978, S.O.

1978, c. 47, substantially revised the provisions of the former Act, R.S.O. 1970, c. 426.

For the judicial experience in relation to the civil liability provisions contained in the

former Securities Act, see Johnston, Canadian Securities Regulation (1977), at 177-86

and 304-09.

133 See supra, ch. 2, sec. 2(c)(ii), for a discussion of these shortcomings.
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The Commission is of the view that the availability of an expanded class

action procedure would provide investors with an effective means of pursuing

many existing substantive securities remedies. Of interest, in this respect, is a

recent report of Consumer and Corporate Affairs Canada. 134 In Proposalsfor

a Securities Market Law for Canada, the totality of securites regulation in

Canada is reviewed, and a draft Canada Securities Market Act is proposed.

The Draft Act is intended to supplant the various provincial securities

statutes and to provide a unitary comprehensive scheme for the regulation of

securities in the Canadian market. 135 Contained in the Draft Act as part of

the suggested enforcement mechanism are extensive civil liability provi-

sions, 136 modelled to a large extent upon the American Law Institute Draft

Federal Securities Code. 137 Generally speaking, the provisions comprehend
both direct and impersonal market liability for wrongdoing in various

circumstances, 138 and would, if enacted, broaden significantly the substantive

bases upon which investors could redress wrongdoing in relation to the

trading of securities. In addition, the proposals contemplate enforcement by
means of class actions. 139 Mindful, however, of the potential for imposing

"liability out of proportion to the violation" 140 where, for example, "all

persons trading in the market during the period of a violation" 141 seek

compensation, the Draft Act, like the American Law Institute Draft Code,

would amend the substantive law, rather than limit the availability of class

actions. In particular, the Draft Act imposes limits upon the monetary

recovery and permits the prorating of damages in cases where the number of

claims exceeds the proposed maximum liability. 142

While the Draft Act does not provide a class action procedure, preferring

to leave that aspect to applicable rules of court, the Commentary accompany-
ing the draft Act acknowledges the utility of class actions as a means of

enforcing securities laws; the Commentary states that the proposed civil

liability provisions "for improper market conduct cannot be fully enforced in

all circumstances if class actions are not available". 143

134 Anisman, Proposals for a Securities Market Law for Canada, Vol. 1, Draft Act; Vol. 2,

Commentary; and Vol. 3, Background Papers (1979).

135 Ibid., Vol. 2, Commentary, at 1-5. See, also, Anisman and Hogg, "Constitutional

Aspects of Federal Securities Legislation", Vol. 3, Background Papers, at 135.

136 ibid., Vol. 1, Draft Act, Part 13, at 81-95.

137 Supra, note 90.

138 Supra, note 134, Vol. 2, Commentary, at 235-37. See, also, Vol. 2, Commentary, at

238-83, for a discussion of the nature and scope of the proposed civil liability provi-

sions.

139 Ibid., Vol. 2, Commentary, at 236.

^Ibid.

141 Ibid., Vol. 2, Commentary, at 235.

^2 Ibid., Vol. 1, Draft Act, at 81-95, ss. 13.04, 13.07, 13.08, 13.09, and 13.10, and Vol. 2,

Commentary, at 245-68.

143 Ibid., Vol. 2, Commentary, at 236.
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b. Shareholders ' Personal and
Derivative A ctions

In addition to the above noted civil remedies under the Securities Act for

wrongdoing in connection with publicly traded securities, remedies are

available at common law and under business corporations legislation to

shareholders of either publicly or privately held corporations to redress

corporate wrongdoing. Corporate wrongdoing may involve an infringement

of either a shareholder's personal rights or corporate rights; in the case of the

former, a "personal" action is available, whereas in the latter case the action

must be maintained as a "derivative" suit. Much has been written and many
cases have been litigated concerning the proper demarcation between person-

al actions, on the one hand, and derivative actions, on the other. 144

Briefly, personal rights are derived primarily from the ownership of

stock. The infringement of these rights, such as the right to vote or the right to

have a properly executed proxy accepted, enables a shareholder, at common
law, to maintain a personal action for their vindication. Moreover, at least for

federally incorporated companies, a shareholder is authorized by statute to

apply to the court for relief where the nature of the corporate wrongdoing is

"oppressive or unfairly prejudicial or . . . unfairly disregards the interests of

the shareholder". 145 If other shareholders have had similar personal rights

infringed, they "may join in the action for redress in which case the action will

be representative in form, but the substance remains the assertion of a

personal right by each shareholder". 146 If a personal action is brought in

representative form in Ontario, it will come under the purview of Rule 75 of

the Supreme Court of Ontario Rules of Practice 147 and, accordingly, would
also be maintainable under any expanded class action procedure that might

replace Rule 75. As a shareholder's personal action "is almost invariably for a

declaration or injunction or both, but rarely for damages", 148 a major

obstacle to its maintenance as a class action under the existing Rule is absent,

namely, the need for individual assessment of damages. Moreover, while the

right is personal to each shareholder, a determination concerning the

infringement of that right vis-a-vis numerous shareholders would normally

involve a common issue.

That is not to say, however, that the law governing the bringing of

shareholders' class actions to enforce a personal right or to redress oppressive

corporate activity is satisfactory. Indeed, given that class actions to enforce

personal rights of shareholders must be brought under Rule 75, the deficien-

144 See Beck, "The Shareholders' Derivative Action" (1974), 52 Can. B. Rev. 159, for a

comprehensive examination of this area of corporate law.

145 Canada Business Corporations Act, supra, note 101, s. 234. The Business Corporations

Act, 1981, Bill 6, 1981 (32d Leg. 1st Sess.), s. 247, would introduce in Ontario an
oppression remedy similar in scope to that contained in the federal legislation.

146 Beck, supra, note 144, at 170.

147 Ibid., at 185, a?. 120.

14« Ibid., at 182-83.
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cies of that Rule outlined in chapter 2 149 are necessarily applicable to such

actions. These deficiencies relate, for example, to the following matters: the

lack of provisions dealing with adequacy of representation and notice to

shareholders; the inability to assess damages individually; and, perhaps most
important, the absence of provisions to alleviate the initial costs disincentive

to the bringing of such actions. The latter deficiency may explain, in part, the

dearth of litigation pursuant to these remedies. 150 Indeed, the difficulties

encountered in this regard have been succinctly summarized as follows: 151

[Flinding a remedy where the damages have been suffered by a large number
of possible plaintiffs, is equally pervasive in [the] area [of shareholders' remedies].

Lawyers involved in this type of practice conclude with some frequency that there

is no feasible technique to bring a questionable transaction before the courts.

Those in a position to complain are too widely scattered and, as individuals, lack

the financial motivation to proceed independently. Our class action procedures

are ill-adapted to meet this difficulty. Sometimes the gauntlet is picked up by a

comparatively small, but well-financed, shareholder whose primary interest may
be to obtain a healthy financial settlement for himself — a cure that may be worse

than the disease.

An expanded class action procedure would address these deficiencies, and
would help to ensure that the existing remedies are not underutilized in the

future due to the lack of an effective means of aggregating shareholders'

personal claims.

As stated, personal actions by a shareholder must be contrasted with

"derivative" actions commenced by a shareholder to enforce a corporate

right. Traditionally, "all wrongs committed by corporate directors and
officers, and all duties owed by them, run exclusively to the corporation", 152

rather than to the shareholder personally. Nonetheless, the distinction

between personal actions and derivative actions is far from clear. 153 What is

clear is that, where a shareholder commences a suit to remedy a wrong done
to a corporation incorporated in Ontario, it must be maintained as a

derivative suit pursuant to section 97 of the Business Corporations ActJ 54

While not in substance a class action — as the action is brought, not on behalf

of all aggrieved shareholders, but on behalf of the corporation — it was at

common law, and is now by statute, "brought in a representative form, so that

all the shareholders will be bound by the judgment and the company will not

be harassed by a multiplicity of actions". 155 Nonetheless, "the existence of a

149 See supra, ch. 2, sees. 2(c)(i), (ii), and (iii).

150 See Beck, Getz, Iacobucci, and Johnston, Business Associations Casebook (1979), at

555-93, where the case law relating to shareholders' personal remedies is reviewed.

151 Baillie, "Shareholders' Remedies", in Special Lectures of the Law Society of Upper
Canada, New Developments in the Law ofRemedies (1981) 21, at 23 (footnotes omitted).

152 Beck, supra, note 144, at 170.

153 See Farnham v. Fingold, [1973] 2 O.R. 132, at 135-37, 33 D.L.R. (3d) 156 (C.A.).

154 Supra, note 102. See supra, ch. 2, sec. 2(c)(iv)a. For federally incorporated companies,

see Canada Business Corporations Act, supra, note 101, s. 232.

155 Beck, supra, note 144, at 185.
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class [of shareholders] is not essential to a stockholder's derivative suit". 156

It is clear then that "[t]he substantive distinction for company law

purposes is between the personal and the derivative action", 157 rather than

between the class action and the derivative action. While it may well be

desirable that derivative actions should continue to be governed by the

Ontario Business Corporations Act, nonetheless, because of the representative

element present in most derivative actions, certain aspects of the class action

procedure to be recommended by this Commission might be usefully adopted

in order to optimize the utilization of derivative suits in appropriate circum-

stances and to facilitate the management of such actions. At present, section

97 of the Ontario Business Corporations Act does contain provisions dealing

with the necessity for leave to commence an action, judicial supervision of

settlements, and the reimbursement, in the court's discretion, of a successful

plaintiff's costs by the corporation. 158 However, although section 97 does

provide some relief in relation to costs incurred in a derivative action, 159 the

initial costs disincentive to the bringing of representative actions generally 160

is present also with respect to derivative actions. In addition, the issue of

adequacy of representation by the plaintiff may be of vital importance where

the interests of other shareholders are involved. 161 Moreover, as derivative

actions are most often for damages, 162 individual assessment and distribution

of damages to aggrieved shareholders may be required, matters that are dealt

with in the Commission's proposed class action procedure. Therefore, the

Minister of Consumer and Commercial Relations may wish to review the

proposals contained in this Report with a view to incorporating into the

156 Feld v. Glick (1975), 8 O.R. (2d) 7, at 14, 56 D.L.R. (3d) 649 (H.C.J.), citing McLaugh-

lin, "The Mystery of the Representative Suit" (1938), 26 Geo. L.J. 878, at 899. See, also,

s. 232 of the Canada Business Corporations Act, supra, note 101, and s. 244 of the

proposed Business Corporations Act, 1981 for Ontario, supra, note 145, where the phrase

"in a representative capacity for himself and all other shareholders of the corporation"

does not appear. Presumably, this amendment is intended to remove the confusion

concerning the true nature of a derivative suit, namely, that it is brought by a share-

holder on behalf of the corporation.

157 Beck, supra, note 144, at 185.

158 Supra, note 102, s. 97(2), (3), (4), (5), and (6).

159 Ibid., s. 97(4) and (5). See, also, supra, ch. 2, sec. 2(c)(iv)a. It should also be noted that

ss. 245(4) and 246(d) of the proposed Ontario Business Corporations Act, 1981, supra,

note 145, while continuing the policy of reimbursement, in the court's discretion, of the

plaintiffs costs, including interim costs, by the corporation, have removed the require-

ment that the plaintiff be successful to so recover.

160 See supra, ch. 2, sec. 2(c)(iii)e. The deterrent effect of the normal costs rules in relation

to class actions is discussed in greater detail in chapter 17, infra. See, also, the remarks

of Buckley L.J. in Wallersteiner v. Moir (No. 2), [1975] Q.B. 373 at 399, [1975] 1 All E.R.

849 (C.A.), and Denning M.R. at 393-96 (Q.B.). See, generally, Gower, The Principles

ofModern Company Law (4th ed., 1979), at 651-52.

161 The comparable American provision dealing with derivative actions contains a provi-

sion regarding the adequacy of representation: see Fed. R. Civ. P. 23.1. This rule was

adopted in 1966 and "severed the treatment of class actions and derivative suits, and

added requirements that were specifically applicable to class actions under the former

Rule [23], but nevertheless were applied to derivative actions": see Newberg, supra, note

12, Vol. 5, §8830, at 902.

162 See Beck, supra, note 144, at 183.
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Business Corporations Act those aspects of the recommended class action

procedure that would be of particular utility in the context of derivative suits.

(c) Antitrust

(i) United States

As in the securities field, private civil actions are an important aspect of

the enforcement of antitrust legislation in the United States. 163 That Congress

clearly intended to encourage private litigation to redress antitrust violations

is evidenced by the fact that section 4 of the Clayton Act confers a cause of

action for treble damages upon any person who is "injured in his business or

property by reason of anything forbidden in the antitrust laws". In addition,

the "cost of the suit, including a reasonable attorney's fee" are recoverable by

a successful plaintiff. 164 Given the complicated nature of the proof of many
antitrust violations and the attendant costs, and the fact that claims are often

not substantial enough to warrant individual litigation, class actions have

been described as "a bulwark of antitrust enforcement". 165

The judicial interpretation of the ambit of the civil remedy provided by

the Clayton Act has had a direct bearing upon class actions. In particular,

163 The principal antitrust laws of the United States are defined by §1 of the Clayton Act,

15 U.S.C. §12, and include four statutes: the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. §§1-7; the

Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. §§12-27; the Wilson Tariff Act, 15 U.S.C. §§8-11; and an Act

Amending the Wilson Tariff Act, 15 U.S.C. §§8 and 11. In addition, there are at least

67 other federal statutes containing antitrust provisions.

164 Section 4 of the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. §15, the general enabling provision for civil

liability resulting from antitrust violations, provides as follows:

4. That any person who shall be injured in his business or property by reason of

anything forbidden in the antitrust laws may sue therefor in any district court of

the United States in the district in which the defendant resides or is found or has

an agent, without respect to the amount in controversy, and shall recover threefold

the damages by him sustained, and the cost of suit, including a reasonable

attorney's fee.

In Reiter v. Sonotone Corporation, 99 S. Ct. 2326 (1979), at 2333, the United States

Supreme Court remarked that "Congress created the treble-damages remedy of §4
precisely for the purpose of encouraging private challenges to antitrust violations. These

private suits provide a significant supplement to the limited resources available to the

Department of Justice for enforcing the antitrust laws and deterring violations" (em-

phasis in original).

165 Perma Life Mufflers, Inc. v. International Parts Corp., 392 U.S. 134, at 139, 88 S. Ct.

1981 (1968). Antitrust class actions do have their assailants: see, for example, Handler

and Blechman, "Antitrust and the Consumer Interest: The Fallacy of Parens Patriae

and A Suggested New Approach" (1976), 85 Yale L.J. 626. Nonetheless, the efficacy of

enforcing antitrust legislation by a class action procedure has been underscored by

recent amendments to the Clayton Act, which permit state attorneys general to bring a

civil action on behalf of the citizens of a state for violations of antitrust laws: see

Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976, Pub. L. No. 94-435, Title III,

§301, 90 Stat. 1383, enacting §4C of the Clayton Act, supra, note 163. These amend-
ments also permit the calculation of damages on the basis of harm done to the class as a

whole: see §4D of the Clayton Act, ibid. These amendments overrule judicial decisions

that had precluded the assertion of parens patriae suits by a state in this context: see

supra, ch. 2, sec. 2(e)(i).
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judicial attention has focused upon the question of who should have standing

to commence an action for an antitrust violation. The resolution of this issue

has, in turn, served to define the persons who may constitute a potential class

for the purposes of a class action pursuant to Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of

Civil Procedure. The question of standing has been the subject of recent

decisions by the Supreme Court of the United States. On the one hand, the

Supreme Court has limited standing under the Clayton Act for damages to

direct purchasers. Accordingly, even where an ultimate purchaser can prove,

for example, that the retailer merely passed on a price increase by the original

seller, he is foreclosed from suing the original seller. 166

On the other hand, the United States Supreme Court, in dealing with

injury to "business or property" under section 4 of the Clayton Act, has

resisted the suggestion that an ordinary consumer should not be granted

standing to commence an action on the basis that the resulting injury to

property is not a business or commercial loss. 167 In adopting the plain

meaning of the statutory language "business or property", the Court clearly

recognized the implications of granting consumer standing in conjunction

with a class action procedure. It should be emphasized that the Court was of

the view that consumer antitrust class actions "need not result in administra-

tive chaos, class action harassment, or 'windfall' settlements if the district

courts exercise sound discretion and use the tools [in Federal Rule 23]

available". 168 The Court stated that, if the ambit of section 4 of the Clayton

Act was to be narrowed to exclude consumer class actions, this was more
appropriately a function of Congress.

In order to prove an antitrust violation under section 4 of the Clayton

Act, a plaintiff must establish the following: first, a violation of the antitrust

laws; secondly, a resulting injury to business or property; and thirdly,

damages. 169 It will be appreciated that, as the majority of antitrust class

actions claim the treble damage recovery, they must be commenced under

subdivision (b)(3) of Federal Rule 23 and, therefore, must satisfy the court

166 Illinois Brick Co. v. Illinois, 431 U.S. 720, 97 S. Ct. 2061 (1977). The decision should be

read in conjunction with the decision in Hanover Shoe Inc. v. United Shoe Machinery

Corp., 392 U.S. 481, 88 S. Ct. 2224 (1968), which held that a defendant in an antitrust

action may not raise as a defence the fact that the plaintiff has suffered less damage
than claimed because it has "passed on" the price increase to its customers. It should be

noted, however, that indirect purchasers may still seek injunctive relief under the

Clayton Act: see Mid-West Paper Products Co. v. Continental Group, Inc., 596 F.2d 573

(3dCir. 1979).

167 Reiter v. Sonotone Corporation, supra, note 164. In holding that an ordinary consumer

has standing to commence an action under the Clayton Act, the Court removed a

formidable obstacle to the maintenance of the class action in question by the plaintiff,

who sued on behalf of all persons in the United States who purchased hearing aids

manufactured by five corporations, claiming damages for vertical and horizontal price

fixing: see Doyle, "Antitrust Consumer Standing After Reiter v. Sonotone Corp. and

Illinois Brick Co. v. Illinois' (1980), 1 1 Loyola U. L.J. 327.

168 Reiter v. Sonotone Corporation, supra, note 164, at 2334. But see the concurring remarks

of Rehnquist J., who doubted whether this type of action is "ultimately of primary

benefit to consumers".

169 See Doyle, supra, note 167, at 328.
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that common questions predominate over individual issues. In ascertaining

whether common questions predominate with respect to an antitrust viola-

tion, the second element — proof of injury — has often been viewed as being

of critical importance. If this factor is susceptible of class-wide proof,

certification ordinarily will be forthcoming; if not, certification will usually

be denied. 170

The nature of the proof of injury often depends upon the type of antitrust

violation that is alleged. For example, allegations of price fixing or price

discrimination have been routinely certified on the basis that the fact of

injury may be presumed for the class upon proof that the violation actually

occurred. 171 However, courts have been more reluctant to presume fact of

injury upon mere proof of violation where the product is characterized as

commercially unique, that is, where the price paid for the product varies

according to its quality or the market in which it is sold. 172 In such

circumstances, although the violation of the antitrust laws is a common
question, proof of the fact of injury to each class member has been viewed as

requiring "evidence of the competitive price for every relevant product in

each distinguishable market". 173 Unless these factors, which are, generally

speaking, individual to each class member, can be established by, for

example, statistical and economic data or expert evidence applicable to all

class members, 174 common questions have been held not to predominate,

and, therefore, certification has been denied. 175

170 See McDonald and Ostrager, "Federal Jurisdiction and Practice: Certification of

Antitrust Class Actions", in New York University School of Law, 7979 Annual Survey

ofAmerican Law (1979) 568, at 570.

171 See Rosack v. Volvo of America Corp., 1017 Antitrust & Trade Reg. R. D-l (D. Cal.

1981); In re Fine Paper Antitrust Litigation, 82 F.R.D. 143 (E.D. Pa. 1979); In re

Folding Carton Antitrust Litigation, 75 F.R.D. 727 (N.D. 111. 1977); and In re Master

Key Antitrust Litigation, 70 F.R.D. 23 (D. Conn. 1975), appeal dismissed 528 F.2d 5 (2d

Cir. 1975). The proof in such cases is often facilitated by the fact that they are

frequently commenced subsequent to an action by the government in which the

defendants were found liable: see Wright and Miller, supra, note 28, Vol. 7A, §1781, at

83-84. In addition, especially in a classic price fixing case, individual damages are

determined relatively simply by multiplying the amount of the overcharge by the total

number of units of the price-fixed item purchased by each claimant. See, for example.

In re Corrugated Container Antitrust Litigation, MDL No. 310 (S.D. Tex. Sept. 20,

1980), (1980), 6 C.A.R. 151, and In re Plywood Antitrust Litigation, 1979-1 Trade Cases

fl62,459 (E.D. La. 1978), in which the respective juries provided a formula by which the

court could compute damages for the class. See, also, Advisory Committee Notes, supra,

note 81, at 102, where it is stated that a class action for specific or declaratory relief

would be appropriate against a seller alleged to have undertaken to sell to a class at

prices higher than those set for other purchasers, when the applicable law forbids such a

pricing differential.

172 See Windham v. American Brands, Inc., 565 F.2d 59 (4th Cir. 1977) (en banc), cert.

denied 435 U.S. 968, 98 S. Ct. 1605 (1978), and State ofAlabama v. Blue Bird Body Co.,

Inc., 573 F.2d 309 (5th Cir. 1978). See, also, Swiatlowski, "The Predominance Require-

ment: Antitrust Class Actions and the 'Commercially Unique' Product" (1976), 27

Syracuse L. Rev. 1257.

173 McDonald and Ostrager, supra, note 170, at 572. See, also, Wright and Miller, supra,

note 28, Vol. 7A (Curr. Supp. 1980), §1781, at 77.

174 See In re Independent Gasoline Antitrust Litigation, 79 F.R.D. 552 (D. Md. 1978), and In

re Corrugated Container Antitrust Litigation, 80 F.R.D. 244 (S.D. Tex. 1978).

175 See supra, note 172.
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A similar difference in the willingness of courts to presume fact of injury

upon proof of an antitrust violation exists where price discrimination and tied

selling violations are alleged by franchisees. On the one hand, courts have
denied certification of class actions on the ground that, because individual

proof of the tying arrangement and of the coercive techniques employed by
the franchisor is required, the predominance of common questions prerequi-

site is not satisfied. 176 On the other hand, where standardized agreements,

such as parallel leasing contracts, are involved, certain courts have been
willing to certify class actions on behalf of franchisees on the premise that

causation may be proved on a class-wide basis. I77

Violations of the merger and monopoly provisions of various antitrust

statutes have generally proved less amenable to enforcement by means of a

class action. The establishment of relevant geographic and competitive
market factors not only creates difficulties concerning the proof of the

violation itself, but also, because these factors will vary from individual to

individual, militates against proof of injury on a class-wide basis. 178

Finally, it should be noted that antitrust class actions in the United

States have been the subject of empirical study. 179 For present purposes, it is

of interest to note that antitrust class actions, in general, were found to be

considerably more burdensome than nonclass antitrust actions, in terms of

time and judicial resources. 180 Nonetheless, as discussed in the previous

chapter, 1 8i this fact must be balanced against the desirability of permitting

access to the courts for claimants who could not otherwise pursue an

available remedy for an antitrust violation.

(ii) Ontario

In Ontario, competition law is governed by the federal Combines

Investigation Act^% 2 which provides for the investigation of combines,

monopolies, trusts, and mergers. In addition, Part V of the Act sets out

176 See Ungar v. Dunkin Donuts of America, Inc., 68 F.R.D. 65 (E.D. Pa. 1975), rev'd 531

F.2d 121 1 (3d Cir. 1976),, cert, denied 97 S. Ct. 74 (1976).

177 See Bogosian v. Gulf Oil Corp., 561 F.2d 434 (3d Cir. 1977), cert, denied 434 U.S. 1086,

98 S. Ct. 1280 (1978); Siegel v. Chicken Delight, Inc., 271 F. Supp. 722 (N.D. Cal. 1967),

affd in part sub nom. Chicken Delight, Inc. v. Harris, 412 F.2d 830 (9th Cir. 1969); and

K-ehl v. Baskin-Rohbins Ice Cream Co., 1978-1 Trade Cases 1161,870 (CD. Cal. 1978).

178 See Roberts, Anticombines and Antitrust: The Competition Law of Canada and the

Antitrust Law of the United States ( 1 980), at 529-30.

179 DuVal, "The Class Action as an Antitrust Enforcement Device: The Chicago Experi-

ence", [1976] ABF Res. J. 1021 and 1273, and DuVal, "The Class Action as an

Antitrust Enforcement Device: The Chicago Study Revisited", [1979] ABF Res. J. 449.

180 DuVal (1979), ibid., at 451-53.

181 See supra, ch. 4, sees. 3(a)(ii) and 3(b)(ii)b.

182 Combines Investigation Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. C-23. as am. by R.S.C. 1970. c. 10 (1st

Supp.), s. 34; R.S.C. 1970, c. 10 (2d Supp.), s. 65; S.C. 1974-75-76, c. 76; and S.C.

1976-77, c. 28, s. 9.
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certain prohibited activities, such as conspiracies in restraint of trade, 183

formation of mergers and monopolies, 184 price discrimination and predatory

pricing, 185 resale price maintenance, 186 double ticketing, 187 pyramid 188 and
referral 189 selling, and misleading advertising. 190 Criminal sanctions are

specified for violation of these provisions. 191 In 1975, amendments intro-

duced to the Act 192 also conferred a civil cause of action 193 for loss or

damage 194 resulting from a breach of the provisions of Part V of the Act, or

incurred as a result of any person failing to comply with an order of the

Restrictive Trade Practices Commission 195 or of a court.

'83 ibid., s. 32.

^Ibid., s. 33.

w Ibid., s. 34.

i&>Ibid.,s. 38.

™ Ibid., s. 36.2.

us Ibid., s. 36.3.

W> Ibid., s. 36.4.

190 Ibid., s. 36. As well, Part V of the Combines Investigation Act contains provisions

dealing with bid-rigging (s. 32.2), restraints in professional sports (s. 32.3), promotional

allowances (s. 35), failure to sell at a bargain price (s. 37), selling at a price higher than

advertised (s. 37.1), and promotional contests (s. 37.2).

191 Criminal sanctions are validly enacted by the federal Parliament pursuant to s. 91.27 of

The British North America Act, 1867, 30 & 31 Vict., c. 3 (U.K.).

192 S.C. 1974-75-76, c. 76. These amendments to the Combines Investigation Act, adopted in

October, 1975, and proclaimed in force January 1, 1976, constituted the first phase of a

revised competition policy for Canada: see Consumer and Corporate Affairs Canada,

Proposalsfor a New Competition Policy for Canada — First Stage (1973).

*

193 S.C. 1974-75-76, c. 76, s. 12, adding s. 31.1(1) to the Combines Investigation Act, which

provides as follows:

31.1.-(1) Any person who has suffered loss or damage as a result of

(a) conduct that is contrary to any provision of Part V, or

(b) the failure of any person to comply with an order of the Commission or a

court under this Act,

may, in any court of competent jurisdiction, sue for and recover from the person

who engaged in the conduct or failed to comply with the order an amount equal to

the loss or damage proved to have been suffered by him, together with any

additional amount that the court may allow not exceeding the full cost to him of

any investigation in connection with the matter and of proceedings under this

section.

194 It should be noted that there is doubt concerning whether injunctions or other equitable

remedies are available under s. 31.1 of the Combines Investigation Act: see McDonald,
"Private Actions and the Combines Investigation Act", in Prichard, Stanbury, and
Wilson (eds.), Canadian Competition Policy: Essays in Law and Economics (1979) 195, at

212. Section 24 of Bill C-13, infra, note 199, would amend s. 31.1 to include a provision

permitting a court to grant "any other remedy or relief . . . whether by way of injunction

or otherwise".

195 Part IV. 1 of the Combines Investigation Act confers jurisdiction upon the Restrictive

Trade Practices Commission to review and to make orders concerning the following

activities: refusal to deal, consignment selling, exclusive dealing, market restrictions,

tied selling, and certain foreign trade practices.
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The concept of a statutory civil remedy for competition law violations is,

as noted, of recent inception. Unlike the experience in the United States,

private actions generally have not been an important component in the

enforcement of competition legislation. 196 The federal government recog-

nized, however, that, if a statutory civil remedy in this area of the law was to

be utilized effectively, a class action procedure should be available; 197

otherwise, "claims will only be made where the evidence is straightforward

and clear and the procedures are fast and inexpensive". 198 To this end, the

federal government introduced two Bills, Bill C-42 and Bill C-13, containing

amendments to the Combines Investigation Act designed, inter alia, to provide

a class action procedure for the enforcement of the civil remedy contained in

the Act. 199 Neither of these Bills has been enacted.

It will be recalled that not only do antitrust class actions form a

significant proportion of class actions brought in the federal courts in the

United States, 200 but the empirical evidence suggests that such actions are

particularly burdensome. 201 Accordingly, in attempting to estimate the

impact of class actions upon the courts of Ontario, the Commission has paid

particular attention to the potential role of class actions in enforcing

competition law.

Whether, and to what extent, competition law class actions will be

brought in Ontario courts depends upon three factors. First, there is serious

doubt concerning the constitutional validity of the civil cause of action

conferred by the Combines Investigation Act. Secondly, even if the civil cause

of action is constitutional and, therefore, provides a substantive basis for

class actions, the extent to which Ontario courts will be the forum for such

litigation depends, in large part, upon whether the federal government

196 See McDonald, supra, note 194, at 196. To date, there appear to have been only two
private civil actions commenced under s. 31.1 that have been litigated on the merits of

the case: see Jabour v. Law Society of B.C., [1979] 4 W.W.R. 385 (B.C.S.C), rev'd [1981]

2 W.W.R. 159 (B.C.C.A.), where the plaintiff was unsuccessful in his claim for damages
against the Law Society of British Columbia on the basis that the Society's prohibition

against advertisement of legal services constituted an illegal act in the restraint of trade,

and Graff v. Midwest Motors (1966) Ltd., unreported (May 1978, Sask. Small Claims

Ct.), where the plaintiff successfully recovered damages against the defendant company
on the basis of misleading advertising.

197 See Consumer and Corporate Affairs Canada, Proposals for a New Competition Policy

for Canada — Second Stage (1977), at 69-77. See, also, Williams and Whybrow, A
Proposalfor Class Actions Under Competition Policy Legislation (1976). But see Rowley,

"Civil Suits and Class Actions Under the Combines Investigation Act", in Law Society

of Upper Canada, New Combines Legislation (1976), at 21 et seq.

198 McDonald, supra, note 194, at 213.

199 An Act to Amend the Combines Investigation Act, Bill C-42, 1977 (30th Pari. 2d Sess.),

s. 39.1, superseded by Bill C-13, 1977 (30th Pari. 3d Sess.), s. 39.1. These Bills

constituted the second phase of a revised competition policy for Canada: see Consumer
and Corporate Affairs Canada, supra, note 197.

200 See United States Courts Annual Report, supra, note 9. at 640. In 1980, approximately

8% of all class actions commenced in the United States federal courts were antitrust

class actions. However, if one considers only class actions in which damages are

claimed, the percentage of suits rises significantly: see Harvard Developments, supra.

note 7, at 1325.

201 See supra, note 179 and accompanying text.
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proceeds with its plans to introduce a class action procedure under the

Combines Investigation Act. 202 The third factor concerns the amenability to

class treatment of alleged violations of competition law. We shall deal with

each of these factors in turn.

As mentioned, a provision of the Combines Investigation Act expressly

confers a civil cause of action upon any person who has suffered loss or

damage as a result of breach of certain provisions of the Act. 203 To date, there

has been little litigation under this provision. 204 No doubt a significant factor

contributing to the paucity of civil litigation is the unsettled issue concerning

the constitutional validity of this civil cause of action.

Challenges to the constitutional validity of this cause of action have been

initiated on the basis that the right to legislate with respect to civil liability

rests exclusively with the provincial legislatures, unless such liability may be

characterized as properly ancillary to the exercise of federal jurisdiction

granted by The British North America Act, 1867 205 Courts and commentators

differ concerning whether and upon what basis a civil cause of action can be

supported under federal legislative jurisdiction.

Some commentators have suggested that the federal Parliament has the

competence to add a civil cause of action to legislation enacted pursuant to

the federal criminal law power as an incident of the exercise of that power. 206

Alternatively, it is argued that provision for civil liability under the federal

competition legislation may be supported as forming an integral part of an

overall legislative and regulatory scheme for the general regulation of trade

and commerce throughout Canada. 207 Other courts and commentators have

rejected both these bases of federal jurisdiction. 208

202 See supra, note 199 and accompanying text.

203 See supra, note 193.

204 See supra, note 196.

205 Under s. 92.13 of The British North America Act, 1867, 30 & 31 Vict., c. 3 (U.K.), the

provincial legislatures have exclusive jurisdiction to make laws in relation to property

and civil rights in the Province, which includes provision for civil liability generally: see,

generally, Hogg, Constitutional Law of Canada (1977), at 274 and 287-89.

206 See Hogg and Grover, supra, note 14, and McDonald, "Constitutional Aspects of

Canadian Anti-Combines Law Enforcement" (1969), 47 Can. B. Rev. 161.

207 See Henuset Bros. Ltd. v. Syncrude Canada Ltd., supra, note 14, at 229. While upholding

the validity of s. 31.1 of the Combines Investigation Act as legislation pertaining to the

federal trade and commerce power, the Court, nevertheless, rejected the view that the

civil remedy was competently enacted under the federal Parliament's general peace,

order and good government power, or pursuant to the criminal law power. See, also,

Hogg and Grover, supra, note 14, who prefer the view that the Combines Investigation

Act should be classified as falling within the federal trade and commerce power, with

the civil remedy viewed as a valid exercise of that power.

208 See Seiko Time Canada Ltd. v. Consumers Distributing Co. Ltd., supra, note 14, and
Rocois Construction Inc. v. Quebec Ready Mix Inc., supra, note 14. See, also, Grange,

"The Constitutionality of Federal Intervention in the Market Place - The Competition

Case", in Roberts, supra, note 178, Appendix A, at 576. In declaring s. 31.1 of the Act

to be unconstitutional, reliance has been placed predominately upon statements made
by Laskin C.J.C. in McDonald v. Vapor Canada Ltd., [1977] 2 S.C.R. 134, 66 D.L.R.
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Given the diversity of opinion on this matter, it is difficult to predict the

eventual fate of the civil remedy contained in the Combines Investigation

Act. 209 If the provision is declared unconstitutional by the Supreme Court of

Canada, it will narrow the substantive bases upon which individuals, and
classes of persons, may seek redress for competition law violations. Although
common law remedies exist in this area of the law, they do not comprehend
many of the violations prescribed by the Act. 210 What is apparent is that,

until the constitutional issue is resolved, litigation on the merits in civil

actions for competition law violations pursuant to the Act has been effective-

ly curtailed.

A second factor that will affect the extent to which class actions will be
brought in Ontario courts for competition law violations relates to whether
the Combines Investigation Act will be amended to provide expressly for class

actions. As mentioned, in 1977 the federal government introduced Bill C-42
and Bill C-13, representing the second phase of a revised competition policy

for Canada; these Bills contained, inter alia, provisions for a class action

procedure as a means of enforcing civil liability under the Combines Investiga-

tion Act. 2u Moreover, Bill C-13 provided that class actions must be brought
only in the Federal Court of Canada, although concurrent jurisdiction could

be granted to superior courts in the provinces by means of proclamation
where necessary agreements with provincial Attorneys General had been
concluded. 212 The drafters of the Bill were of the view that exclusive

(3d) 1, and in R. v. Zelensky, [1978] 2 S.C.R. 940, 86 D.L.R. (3d) 179, to the effect that

Parliament can create civil remedies only if they are related closely to either the

criminal sentencing process or criminal proceedings generally. Under the Combines

Investigation Act, however, there is no requirement that a criminal conviction be

obtained before a plaintiff may initiate a civil suit.

209 In view of the recent decisions of the Supreme Court of Canada in Labatt Breweries of

Canada Ltd. v. A ttorney General of Canada, supra, note 1 4. and R. v. Dominion Stores

Ltd., [1980] 1 S.C.R. 844, 106 D.L.R. (3d) 581, which restrict the ambit of the federal

trade and commerce power, it is becoming increasingly questionable whether s. 31.1 of

the Combines Investigation Act would be upheld as validly enacted pursuant to that

power: see MacPherson, "Developments in Constitutional Law: The 1979-80 Term"

(1981), 2 Supreme Court L.R. 49, at 56-81. Accordingly, the constitutional issue will

likely be resolved on the basis of whether the federal Parliament may validly enact civil

remedies for breach of a statute enacted pursuant to the federal criminal law power: see

MacPherson, "Economic Regulation and the British North America Act: Labatt Brew-

eries and other Constitutional Imbroglios", prepared for Tenth Annual Workshop on

Commercial and Consumer Law, University of Toronto, Faculty of Law (October 17,

1980), at 31-38, concerning the possible approaches and resolution of the constitutional-

ity of s. 31.1 of the Combines Investigation Act.

210 At common law, actions based upon, for example, breach of contract, passing off,

negligent misstatement, or conspiracy may be available to remedy certain competition

law violations: see McDonald, supra, note 194, at 196-97. See, also, Trebilcock, "Private

Law Remedies for Misleading Advertising" (1972), 22 U. Toronto L.J. 1. In addition.

The Statute of Monopolies, R.S.O. 1980, Appendix A, confers a cause of action for treble

damages upon any person who is "hindered, grieved, disturbed, or disquieted ... by

occasion or pretext of . . . monopoly". As noted by McDonald, supra, note 194, at 197,

"[t]here has been no helpful jurisprudence under the statute", nor is it clear whether the

Act has been abrogated by the monopoly provisions contained in the Combines Inves-

tigation A ct.

211 See supra, note 199.

212 Bill C-13, supra, note 199, ss. 39.1 and 39.21.
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jurisdiction in the Federal Court "would facilitate the consolidation of

multiple class suits, ease the administration of relief across provincial

boundaries, assist in the amendment of class descriptions and generally

conserve the resources of both the judiciary and the parties". 213 Accordingly,

if provisions similar to those contained in Bill C-13 are enacted, Ontario

courts, in the absence of an agreement with respect to concurrent jurisdiction,

will not be the forum for class actions for violations of the Combines
Investigation Act.

s

If, however, the Combines Investigation Act is not amended to include a

class action procedure, competition law class actions would be commenced
either under the rules of the Federal Court of Canada 214 or under the class

action procedure existing in Ontario: at present, concurrent jurisdiction is

conferred upon the Federal Court and provincial superior courts to hear civil

actions commenced under the Combines Investigation Act. 2]5 Accordingly, if

an expanded class action procedure were introduced in this jurisdiction, the

burden upon Ontario courts in relation to competition law class actions

might be shared by the Federal Court. 216

The viability of class actions as a means of enforcing competition law was
the subject of intensive study by the federal government 217 prior to the

introduction of Bill C-42 and Bill C-13. The fact that persons charged with

the enforcement of competition policy in Canada saw fit, on two occasions, to

sponsor legislation containing a class action procedure is testimony to its

potential efficacy in this area of the law. Of course, as in the United States,

the success of competition law class actions might well depend upon the type

of violation alleged. For example, blatant violations of orders of the Restrict-

ive Trade Practices Commission or of the courts, 218 and allegations of price

2,3 Prichard, "Private Enforcement and Class Actions", in Prichard, Stanbury, and Wilson

(eds.), Canadian Competition Policy: Essays in Law and Economics (1979) 217, at 227.

214 Federal Court Rules, C.R.C. 1978, c. 663, r. 1711.

215 Supra, note 182, s. 31.1(3). The validity of the concurrent jurisdiction of the Federal

Court is, of course, dependent upon the competence of the federal Parliament to enact

section 31.1. Assuming such competence, it has been judicially established that the

Federal Court possesses jurisdiction to adjudicate claims commenced pursuant to valid

and existing federal laws: see Quebec North Shore Paper Co. v. Canadian Pacific Ltd.,

[1977] 2 S.C.R. 1054, 71 D.L.R. (3d) 111, and McNamara Construction (Western) Ltd. v.

The Queen, [1977] 2 S.C.R. 654, 75 D.L.R. (3d) 273.

216 It should be noted that, as discussed previously, empirical data from the United States

has indicated that antitrust class actions impose a greater burden on the courts than

nonclass antitrust actions: see DuVal, supra, note 179, and accompanying text.

217 See Williams, "Damages Class Action Under The Combines Investigation Act", in

Williams and Whybrow, supra, note 197, at 108-30. See, also, Consumer and Corporate

Affairs Canada, supra, note 197, at 69-11.

218 Combines Investigation Act, supra, note 182, Part IV. 1, and ss. 29.1 and 30. Unlike the

situation in the United States, competition law violations most often alleged by

franchisees, such as exclusive dealing, market restrictions, and tied selling, are not,

prima facie, criminal offences or actionable by way of private litigation. Rather, these

practices, which are contained in Part IV. 1 of the Act, are reviewable, at the instance of

the Director, by the Restrictive Trade Practices Commission. Only if an order of the

Commission in relation to one of these practices is disregarded may a civil action be

commenced by, for example, aggrieved franchisees.
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discrimination 219 and price maintenance, 220 might be more amenable to class

treatment than merger and monopoly violations. 221

Notwithstanding the potential utility of competition law class actions,

there remains the uncertainty concerning the constitutional validity of the

civil cause of action and the possibility that class actions in this area may be

brought exclusively in the Federal Court of Canada under a class action

procedure contained in the Combines Investigation Act. For these reasons,

there is a distinct possibility that class actions for competition law violations

would not be commenced in significant numbers in the Ontario courts under

an expanded class action procedure.

(d) Consumer and Trade Practices

The term "consumer class action" comprehends a broad variety of class

actions in diverse substantive law areas. In the previous section, we reviewed

actions that might be initiated by consumers for competition law violations,

such as a suit to redress the price fixing of a retail product. The Commission
now turns to consider other areas in which aggrieved consumers, as purchas-

ers of goods and services, might wish to pursue an available remedy in class

form. In particular, this section will review consumer class actions in the

context of consumer credit legislation, trade practices not addressed by
competition law, products liability, and landlord and tenant and condomin-

ium law.

(i) United States

In the United States, consumer class actions do not constitute a signifi-

cant portion of class action litigation in the federal courts. 222 This is

attributable to several factors. First, it will be recalled that, in order to bring

an action within the jurisdiction of the federal courts, a minimum monetary

requirement of $10,000 must be satisfied by each claimant. 223 Over the years,

this jurisdictional requirement has been subject to several significant

exceptions 224 and, more recently, has been removed generally for actions

commenced in relation to federal questions, that is, matters arising under an

Act of Congress or the Constitution. 225 Nonetheless, the minimum monetary

™Ibid.,s. 34.

22o Ibid., s. 38.

22i ibid., s. 33.

222 See Wright and Miller, supra, note 28, Vol. 7A, §1782, at 98. See, also, Hinds, "To

Right Mass Wrongs: A Federal Consumer Class Action Act" (1976), 13 Harv. J. Leg.

776, at 788.

223 Supra, ch. 2, sec. 2(e).

224 For example, consumers who initiate suits in the federal courts for antitrust violations

may do so without regard to the amount in controversy: see the Clayton Act, supra.

note 164.

225 Federal Question Jurisdictional Amendments Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-486, §2, 94

Stat. 2369, amending 28 U.S.C. §1331.
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requirement is still applicable in relation to suits in the federal courts based

upon diversity of citizenship 226 and, of particular importance in the present

context, to actions commenced pursuant to the Consumer Product Safety

Act, a statute enacted in 1972 to promote greater product safety and to

supplement existing remedies. 227 Moreover, as discussed previously, in the

case of a class action, individual claims may not be aggregated to meet this

jurisdictional minimum monetary requirement. 228 Obviously, few class

actions that aggregate consumer-oriented claims will consist of members,

each of whom has a claim in excess of $10,000. Accordingly, access by

consumers to the United States federal courts based upon the diversity

jurisdiction and the Consumer Product Safety Act remains severely curtailed.

Regarding other federal legislation in the consumer area, of particular

note are the Magnuson-Moss Warranty — Federal Trade Commission Im-

provement Act 229 and the Truth in Lending Act, 230 both of which contain

specific provisions dealing with class actions. 231 The Magnuson-Moss War-
ranty — Federal Trade Commission Improvement Act expressly authorizes

suits in the federal courts for breach of express and implied warranties, and it

has been said that this legislation has the potential for becoming "a signifi-

cant area of class action litigation". 232 However, since the Act became
effective in 1975, very few class actions have been commenced under the

Act. 233 One of the explanations for the lack of class action litigation is the fact

that the Act requires a minimum of 100 named plaintiffs, each of whom has

suffered at least $25 damage, as well as a minimum aggregate injury claim for

226 28U.S.C. §1332.

227 15 U.S.C. §§2051-2081, as am. by Federal Question Jurisdictional Amendments Act of

1980, supra, note 225, §3. The Consumer Product Safety Act, §2072, provides a cause

of action for damages to persons who sustain injury by reason of any knowing violation

of a consumer product safety rule promulgated under the Act by the Consumer Product

Safety Commission.

228 See Zahn v. International Paper Co., 414 U.S. 291, 94 S. Ct. 505 (1973), and Snyder v.

Harris, 394 U.S. 332, 89 S. Ct. 1053 (1969). See, also, supra, ch. 2, sec. 2(e)(i).

229 15 U.S.C. §§2301-2312.

230 15 U.S.C. §§1601-1666j.

231 See, also, Note, "Consumer Class Actions Under Federal Rule 23: Consumer Protec-

tion Causes of Action Available Under Federal Statutes" (1973), 25 S.C. L. Rev. 239.

232 Note, "In Camera" (1979), 6 C.A.R. 1.

233 For example, In re General Motors Corp. Engine Interchange Litigation, MDL No. 308
(N.D. 111. Oct. 13, 1977), a national class action was certified based on allegations that

General Motors Corporation deceptively installed nearly 140,000 inferior Chevrolet

engines in Oldsmobiles, but a $40 million settlement negotiated by the state attorneys

general was overturned by the Seventh Circuit Court, 94 F.2d 1 106 (7th Cir. 1979). The
matter of certification has not yet been dealt with in three other cases: see Feinstein v.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., No. 78-4342 (S.D.N.Y.), which alleges that Firestone Tire

& Rubber Company sold nearly 40 million defective and unsafe steel-belted radial tires;

Mullins v. Ford Motor Co., No. 79-2091 (S.D. W.Va.), which alleges that the Ford Motor
Company sold approximately 3.8 million cars with defective lubrication systems; and
Skelton v. General Motors Corp., No. 79-1243 (N.D. 111.), which alleges that General
Motors Corporation installed 3-4 million defective transmissions. See (1979), 6 C.A.R.
1, where these cases are discussed.
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all class members of $50,000. 234 Although consumer class actions may consist

of numerous potential class members, the necessity of joining 100 named
class members as proper parties to the litigation is a formidable obstacle to

class actions under this Act. 235

An exception to the scarcity of consumer-oriented class actions under

federal statutes is class litigation associated with legislation regulating

consumer credit. 236 Although there are a large number of federal statutes

relating to consumer credit, 237 "[t]he most voluminous source of class actions

in the consumer credit field to date is the Truth-in-Lending Act", 238 which

deals primarily with non-disclosure of credit information. Until recently, the

Act guaranteed individuals a minimum recovery of $100, as well as counsel

fees, for proof of violation of the Act. 239 However, no mention was made of

class actions. When it became apparent that the availability of this guaran-

teed recovery to all class members in a class action was producing damage
awards that were out of proportion to the violation, 240 the Act was amended
expressly to except class actions from the minimum recovery provision and,

moreover, to stipulate a maximum monetary recovery. 241 These requirements

do not, however, impose barriers to the commencement of class actions; in

fact, they make it clear that the Act may be enforced in this fashion.

Due, in part, to the jurisdictional restraints placed upon the commence-
ment of consumer-oriented class actions in the federal courts, the state courts

are becoming the more frequent forum in which these types of action are

brought. 242 That the focus is shifting to the state courts to make effective

234 15U.S.C. §2310(d).

235 See infra, ch. 8, sec. 2(c)(ii), for a discussion of this requirement in the context of the

"numerosity''' prerequisite to a class action.

236 See, generally, Newberg, supra, note 12, Vol. 4, ch. 18.

237 See, for example, Fair Credit Reporting Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 1681-1681 1; Fair Credit

Billing Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 1666-1666J; and Equal Credit Opportunity Act, 15 U.S.C.

§§1691-1691e.

23 « Newberg, supra, note 12, Vol. 4, §7755a, at 572.

239 Truth in Lending Act, Pub. L. No. 90-321, Title 1, § 130(a), 82 Stat. 146.

240 When class actions were brought on behalf of large numbers of credit card holders, the

aggregation of the minimum $100 recoveries threatened credit card companies with very

large damages for what were merely technical violations: see Gerlach v. Allstate Ins. Co.,

338 F. Supp. 642 (S.D. Fla. 1972), in which the potential damages would have been $1

billion. The courts themselves strained to prevent the legislation being used in this

manner. For example, in Ratner v. Chemical Bank New York Trust Co., 54 F.R.D. 412

(S.D.N.Y. 1972), at 413-14, the Court observed that the defendant had now ceased,

even if inadvertently, what was at most a debatable violation of the Act. The Court

recoiled at the prospect of permitting the class to recover $13 million in the circum-

stances. The Court concluded, at 414, that class actions were essentially inconsistent

with the Act, since they would carry the effect of the remedy "to an absurd and

stultifying extreme . .
.". Following the Ratner case, and until the Act was amended,

class actions were judged inconsistent with such a remedy.

241 See 15 U.S.C. § 1640(a)(2)(B). In class actions, the amount that may be recovered is

limited to the lesser of $500,000 or 1% of the net worth of the creditor.

242 See Morressy, "Emergence of State Courts as Appropriate Forums for Class Suits"

(1978), 21 Tr. Law Guide 425, and Landers and Vance, "Federal and State Class

Actions: Developments and Opportunities" (1975), 46 Miss. L. J. 39.
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remedies available in relation to consumer claims is evidenced by the fact that

an increasing number of states have adopted an expanded class action

procedure modelled upon Federal Rule 23, 243 which broadens the procedural

basis in these states for the redress of consumer violations. Moreover, in

terms of substantive remedies for consumers, many states have enacted

consumer protection statutes designed to protect consumers and to provide

remedies against unfair and deceptive trade practices. 244 In addition, several

of these consumer statutes include specific provision for class actions, usually

modelled upon Federal Rule 23. 245

Notwithstanding the enactment in recent years of legislation designed to

facilitate consumer class actions, there does not appear to have been a

proliferation of such actions at the state level. The notable exception in this

regard is California, where the Consumers Legal Remedies Act 246 specifically

provides a class action procedure to redress violations of that Act. In that

jurisdiction, the opportunity for, and the utilization of, class actions in the

consumer area has been increased significantly by a number of developments.

First, judicial decisions with respect to the substantive law have facilitated,

for example, proof of fraudulent misrepresentation in consumer class ac-

tions. 247 Secondly, decisions regarding the class mechanism itself, with

respect to matters such as notice 248 and novel methods of calculation and
distribution of damages, 249 have facilitated the bringing of class actions. In

other jurisdictions, however, at least in some areas of the law, consumer class

actions have met with mixed success. This is particularly the case with respect

to products liability class actions, in which damages are sought for injuries

resulting from the use of a defective product.

Whether a products liability class action claiming damages is brought in

the federal courts pursuant to Rule 23, or at the state level under a class action

procedure equivalent to Rule 23, common questions must predominate over

those of an individual nature before the action may proceed as a class

243 To date, 32 states possess a class action procedure based upon Federal Rule 23: see

supra, ch. 2, sec. 2(e)(ii).

244 See Belobaba, supra, note 12, at 331-34, for a description of the various consumer

legislation models enacted at the state level in the United States.

245 At least 18 states have authorized consumer class actions in specific legislation: see

supra, note 12.

246Cal. Civ. Code §1750.

247 See Vasquez v. Superior Court of San Joaquin Cty., 4 Cal. 3d 800, 484 P.2d 964 (S.C.

1971). In that case, instalment purchasers of frozen food and freezers alleged fraudulent

misrepresentation on the part of the vendor. Reliance on the part of the plaintiff upon

the fraudulent misrepresentation was argued by the defendant to be an element of the

cause of action. The defendant asserted that, since each class member would have to

prove that he or she actually relied on the misrepresentation in purchasing the goods,

the matter could not proceed as a class action. However, the California Supreme Court

held that, if it was found that material misrepresentations were made to class members,

an inference could be drawn that the class had relied on such misrepresentations.

248 See Cartt v. Superior Court in & for County of Los Angeles, 50 Cal. 3d 960, 124 Cal.

Rptr. 376 (Ct. App. 1975).

249 See Daar v. Yellow Cab Co., 67 Cal. 2d 695, 433 P.2d 732 (S.C. 1967).
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action. 250 For the most part, although common questions relating to the

existence and nature of the defect are usually involved in products liability

cases, courts have been reluctant to certify such cases on the basis that the

presence of significant individual issues concerning conduct subsequent to

purchase, proximate cause, assumption of risk, and contributory negligence

predominate over the common questions. 251

There are, however, indications that this restrictive view of products

liability class actions is not universally held. The position of the courts has

been criticized by commentators, who argue that common questions relating

to proof of the existence and nature of the product defect are most appropri-

ate for class treatment and, accordingly, that partial certification of the class

action should be granted under Federal Rule 23(c)(4)(A), and matters of an

individual nature, such as causation and damages, deferred to subsequent

individual proceedings. 252 Moreover, at least two district courts in the United

States have recently certified products liability class actions. 253 As the Court

250 Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(3).

251 See Rosenfeld v. A.H. Robins Co., Inc., 63 A.D.2d 11, 407 N.Y.S.2d 196 (App. Div.

1976), appeal dismissed 385 N.E.2d 1301, 413 N.Y.S.2d 374 (C.A. 1978), where cer-

tification was denied to a potential class of 2500 women for injuries sustained from the

use of the Dalkon Shield, an intrauterine birth control device. This case was com-

menced pursuant to the New York State class action procedure, N.Y. Civ. Prac. Law
§901(a) (McKinney). The Court held that the predominance requirement could be

satisfied only in those cases in which causation was capable of resolution on a class-

wide basis, and further suggested that, in most products liability cases, causation must

be resolved on an individual basis. Moreover, those issues that could be resolved on a

class-wide basis, such as the nature of the representations made with respect to the

product, whether these representations were false, and the existence of a product defect,

were viewed as "thoroughly intertwined with those which must be determined individu-

ally": ibid., 63 A.D.2d, at 20. Characterizing products liability class actions as a species

of "mass tort", courts have often denied certification on the basis of the comments of

the Rules Advisory Committee, supra, note 81, to the effect that "a 'mass accident'

resulting in injuries to numerous persons is ordinarily not appropriate for a class action

because of the likelihood that significant questions, not only of damages but of liability

and defenses to liability, would be present, affecting the individuals in different ways.

In these circumstances an action conducted nominally as a class action would degener-

ate in practice into multiple lawsuits separately tried": see, for example, Rose v.

Medtronics, Inc., 107 Cal. App. 3d 150, 166 Cal. Rptr. 16 (Ct. App. 1980), where a class

action on behalf of purchasers of defective pacemakers was denied certification,

primarily on this basis.

252 Federal Rule 23(c)(4)(A) permits an action to be "brought or maintained as a class

action with respect to particular issues". See Note, "Class Action in a Products Liability

Context: The Predomination Requirement and Cause-in-Fact" (1980), 7 Hofstra L.

Rev. 859, and Burman, "Class Actions: Are They Compatible with Product Liability

Litigation?" (1978), 12 Trial L.Q. 80. It has also been argued that products liability

class suits for injunctive relief where, under Federal Rule 23(b)(2), predominance of

common questions is not required, are an underutilized and potentially useful avenue
for consumer redress: see DeCarlo, "Products Liability Class Suits for Injunctive Relief

Under Federal Rule 23" (1978), 47 Fordham L. Rev. 49.

253 See Payton v. Abbott Labs, 83 F.R.D. 382 (D. Mass. 1979), where a class action was
certified under Federal Rule 23(b)(3) on behalf of women exposed in utero to the

alleged carcinogen diethylstilbestrol (DES). Rule 23(c)(4)(A) was invoked to certify the

class on 13 specified liability issues, which, it was conceded, would not establish

completely the defendants' liability to any class member, not to mention the issue of

damages. It has been noted that "this appears to be the first mass accident/diseases

class action ever certified which involves, not a 'single occurrence', such as a fire, air
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in one of these cases — Payton v. Abbott Labs — stated, "traditional models of

litigation, pitting one plaintiff against one defendant, were not designed to,

and cannot, deal with the potential for injury to numerous and geographically

dispersed persons that mass marketing [of a defective product] presents". 254

(ii) Ontario

In this jurisdiction, consumer grievances have been singled out as those

most appropriate for class treatment. 255 It is suggested that the consumer is

often ill-equipped and unable to afford to redress, on an individual basis,

harm resulting from improper activity, even though the law provides a

substantive remedy to do so. In addition, it has been noted that consumer
claims are frequently individually nonrecoverable and, therefore, that unless

there is a procedure for aggregating such claims, it is not economically

feasible for an individual to bring suit. The efficacy of a class action

procedure in the consumer setting has been succinctly summarized as

follows: 256

crash, flood, or food poisoning incident, but a series of potential injuries occurring to

different people at different times and under different circumstances''': see Note, "In

Camera" (1978), 5 C.A.R. 469.

More recently, the United States District Court for the Northern District of

California in In re Northern District of California "Dalkon Shield" IUD Products

Liability Litigation, 50 L.W. 2334 (N.D. Calif. 1981), certified a class action on behalf of

all women in the nation claiming punitive damages, and women who had filed suits in

federal courts in California for compensatory damages, for injuries allegedly sustained

from a defective intrauterine device. The Court was of the view that nearly all the

complaints raised identical legal claims as to all issues of liability, namely, whether and

when the manufacturer knew or should have known of the dangers of the IUD to its

users, with the primary focus being the facts surrounding the design, production, and
marketing of the IUD. In addition, the Court held that a class action was superior to

other available methods of adjudication, as it would minimize the disruption to the

court system that might result from the 1,573 individual suits pending against the

manufacturer nationally, and the 165 suits pending in the Northern District of Cali-

fornia alone, including claims for compensatory damages over $500 million and primi-

tive damages over $2.3 billion.

254 Payton v. Abbott Labs, supra, note 253, ibid., at 390. It should also be noted, however,

that at least 5 other courts have rejected similar DES class actions: see Ryan v. Eli Lilly

& Co., 84 F.R.D. 230 (D. So. Car. 1979); Mink v. University of Chicago, 460 F. Supp.

713 (N.D. 111. 1978); Rheingold v. E.R. Squibb & Sons Inc., No. 74-3420 (S.D.N.Y. Oct.

8, 1975); Morrissy v. Eli LUly & Co., 76 111. App. 3d 753, 394 N.E.2d 1369 (App. Ct.

1979); and Ferrigno v. Eli Lilly & Co., No. L-41 104-75 (N.J. Super. Ct. Law Div.

Hudson Co. Apr. 27, 1979). See, also, Brahn, "Diethylstilbestrol: Extension of Federal

Class Action Procedures to Generic Drug Litigation" (1980), 14 U. San Francisco L.

Rev. 461. Moreover, litigants in this area, whether individuals or a class, face difficulties

in establishing a substantive cause of action where they are unable to prove which of

several manufacturers caused a particular injury, although several courts have been

willing to extend traditional tort theories to accommodate DES litigation in this regard:

see Sindell v. Abbott Laboratories, 26 Cal. 3d 588, 607 P.2d 924 (Cal. S.C. 1980), cert.

denied 49 L.W. 3270 (1979), and Abel v. Eli Lilly & Co., 289 N.W.2d 20 (Mich. App.

1980). See contra, Namm v. Charles E. Frost & Co. Inc., unreported (N.J. Super. Ct.

App. Div. March 16, 1981).

255 See McFadyen, supra, note 4; Ziegel, supra, note 4; Williams, supra, note 4; and
Belobaba, supra, note 12, at 363-65.

256 Williams, supra, note 4, at 62-63.
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[I]n many situations the class action is the only effective private remedy that

exists for consumers who have been damaged by the same business practice,

especially where individual losses are small. Without the class action, consumers
will be denied compensation, and perhaps equally as important, the merchant

responsible for their loss will be permitted to keep profits gained from activities

which, at the very least, do not conform to accepted standards of business

behaviour. There is a special justification for arming consumers with a weapon to

establish and enforce business standards as every member of society is a

consumer and all will stand to benefit from the exercise. A vital and potent class

action procedure in the hands of the public would help influence the forces that

control the marketplace to be more responsive to the need to act fairly and not

exploit their position.

Indeed, in Ontario, the utility of class actions for consumers in the landlord

and tenant and condominium contexts has been recognized by the Legisla-

ture. 257

The special need to provide a procedure for the aggregation of common
claims in relation to consumer grievances has also been recognized in other

Canadian provinces and, as mentioned, in numerous jurisdictions in the

United States. 258 In particular, as discussed previously, two provinces, British

Columbia and Saskatchewan, have enacted consumer legislation that author-

izes "substitute class actions", whereby a public official, who is not necessari-

ly a member of the class, may initiate actions on behalf of classes of aggrieved

consumers to redress violations of the relevant legislation. 259 In addition, the

British Columbia Trade Practice Act provides expressly for the commence-
ment of class actions by consumers. 260

Of course, as in other areas of the law, the usefulness of an expanded

class action procedure in the consumer context depends upon the existence of

substantive remedies to redress consumer grievances and the compatibility of

these remedies with enforcement by means of a class action. In this jurisdic-

tion, there are several statutes — for example, the Business Practices Act, 26 *

the Consumer Protection Act, 262 and the Sale of Goods Act 2^ — that could

257 See Landlord and Tenant Act, R.S.O. 1980, c. 232, s. 1 19, and Condominium Act, R.S.O.

1980, c. 84, s. 14.

258 See supra, note 1 2.

259 The Department of Consumer Affairs Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. D-9, ss. 10 and 11, and the

Trade Practice Act, R.S.B.C. 1979, c. 406, s. 18. In Alberta, although the Unfair Trade

Practices Act, R.S.A. 1980, c. U-3, s. 14, authorizes a "substitute action", such action is

only in relation to "a consumer" rather than "a class" of consumers: see supra, ch. 2,

sec. 2(d)(ii). In Ontario, an amendment to the Business Practices Act that would have

introduced a "substitute action" was rejected: see Belobaba, supra, note 12, at 370-72.

260 Trade Practice Act, ibid., s. 18(1). However, as noted by Belobaba, supra, note 12, at

365, "[t]he B.C. Act appears to limit the class action vehicle to declarations and

injunctions", although an argument is made that restitutionary relief may be available

to a class under s. 18(3) of that Act.

261 Business Practices Act, R.S.O. 1980, c. 55.

262 Consumer Protection Act, R.S.O. 1980, c. 87.

2*3 Sale of Goods Act, R.S.O. 1980, c. 462.
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potentially be used to found a class action. In addition, proposals for reform
made by this Commission with respect to products liability, 264 and by both
the Commission and the Ministry of Consumer and Commercial Relations

for the extension of a manufacturer's liability to a purchaser under a

consumer warranty, 265 could, if implemented, provide substantive rights that

might be enforced by an expanded class action procedure. We now turn to

consider several of these consumer remedies in greater detail, and their

compatibility with such an expanded class action procedure.

The Business Practices Act may, in some respects, be viewed as the

primary substantive basis for consumer class actions. The purpose of this Act

is to protect consumers from unfair practices and to provide procedures for

recovery of consumer losses. 266 The Act describes what constitutes an unfair

practice, 267 prohibits any person from engaging in an unfair practice, 268 and
expressly creates a cause of action for anyone who has been induced to enter

into an agreement as a result of an unfair practice. 269 Moreover, the Act

264 See Ontario Law Reform Commission, Report on Products Liability (1979).

265 Ontario Law Reform Commission, Report on Consumer Warranties and Guarantees in

the Sale of Goods (1972), and Province of Ontario, Ministry of Consumer and Commer-
cial Relations, Green Paper on Consumer Product Warranties (1973). The Consumer

Products Warranties Act, 1976, Bill 110, 1976 (30th Leg. 3d Sess.), which would have

substantially implemented these recommendations, only received first reading and has

not been reintroduced.

266 See Belobaba, supra, note 12, at 334.

267 Supra, note 261, s. 2. There are two kinds of unfair practice. Section 2(a) states that "a

false, misleading, or deceptive consumer representation" is an unfair practice. Section

2(a) then proceeds to list non-exhaustive illustrations of the foregoing: see, for example,

s. 2(a)(iii), dealing with representations "that the goods are of a particular standard,

quality, grade, style, or model, if they are not", and s. 2(a)(x) dealing with representa-

tions "that a specific price advantage exists, if it does not". Section 2(b) states that "an

unconscionable consumer representation" is an unfair practice. Section 2(b) then

proceeds to list relevant factors: see, for example, s. 2(b)(ii), dealing with the situation

where "the price grossly exceeds the price at which similar goods or services are readily

available to like consumers", and s. 2(b)(iv), dealing with the situation where "there is

no reasonable probability of payment of the obligation in full by the consumer".

Section 2(c) allows additional consumer representations to be added to the list by

regulation.

268 Ibid., s. 3.

269 Ibid., s. 4. This section provides, in part, as follows:

4.-(l) Subject to subsection (2), any agreement, whether written, oral or implied,

entered into by a consumer after a consumer representation that is an unfair

practice and that induced the consumer to enter into the agreement,

(a) may be rescinded by the consumer and the consumer is entitled to any

remedy therefor that is at law available, including damages; or

(b) where rescission is not possible because restitution is no longer possible,

or because rescission would deprive a third party of a right in the

subject-matter of the agreement that he has acquired in good faith and
for value, the consumer is entitled to recover the amount by which the

amount paid under the agreement exceeds the fair value of the goods or

services received under the agreement or damages, or both.

(2) Where the unfair practice referred to in subsection (1) comes within clause

2(b) [unconscionable consumer representation], the court may award exemplary or

punitive damages.
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provides for enforcement through a Director, 270 who is empowered on
reasonable and probable grounds to order any person to cease engaging in an
unfair practice. 271 The Act contains other innovations, such as abolition of

the parol evidence rule 272 and authorization to award punitive damages
where the unfair practice has consisted of an unconscionable consumer
representation. 273

Nevertheless, consumers, whether as individuals or as a class, face several

impediments to the successful allegation of an unfair practice under this

Act. 274 First, the Act gives a private cause of action only where an agreement,

either written, oral, or implied, has been entered into by a consumer. 275

Accordingly, unless other persons, such as members of the consumer's family

or subsequent purchasers who have sustained loss as a result of the unfair

practice, are parties to the agreement, the absence of privity between them
and the wrongdoer — known as "horizontal privity" — will preclude redress

under the Act. In addition, if the alleged unfair practice emanated from, for

example, the manufacturer rather than the retailer with whom the agreement

was concluded, the absence of privity of dealing between the aggrieved

purchaser and the manufacturer — termed "vertical privity" — will prevent

the maintenance of a cause of action under the Act against the manufactur-

er. 27*

Secondly, under the Business Practices Act the unfair practice must have
induced the consumer to enter into an agreement. 277 In a class action, it is

™Ibid.,s.5.

27i Ibid., s. 6.

272 Ibid., S. 4(7).

273 Ibid., S. 4(2).

274 See, generally, Belobaba, supra, note 12, at 334-65.

275 Supra, note 261, s. 4(1).

276 See Belobaba, supra, note 12, at 339-40, where it is suggested that the Ontario Business

Practices Act is "somewhat obscure" on the necessity of "vertical privity". Generally

speaking, the Ontario Business Practices Act lags behind its counterparts in British

Columbia, Alberta, and Saskatchewan, where the necessity for "vertical privity" of

dealing has been abolished and, at least in the case of British Columbia, the prerequisite

of an actual agreement, that is, horizontal privity, has been abrogated for consumer-

initiated damage claims: see British Columbia Trade Practice Act, supra, note 259, ss. 1

("supplier") and 18(1); Alberta Unfair Trade Practices Act, supra, note 259, s. 1(h); and

The Consumer Products Warranties Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. C-30, s. 4. See, also, Belobaba,

supra, note 12, at 339-41 and 343-45. It should be noted that this Commission, in the

context of implied warranties under the Sale of Goods Act and express warranties,

recommended that the doctrine of vertical privity should be abolished in warranty

claims by a consumer buyer against a manufacturer of the goods and that the doctrine

of horizontal privity should be relaxed so as to recognize the rights of any person

deriving his interest in the goods from or through the original purchaser, whether by

purchase, gift, operation of law, or otherwise: see Ontario Law Reform Commission,

Report on Consumer Warranties and Guarantees in the Sale of Goods (1972), at 65-76.

See, also, The Consumer Products Warranties Act, 1976, Bill 110, 1976 (30th Leg. 3d

Sess.) which, if enacted, would have substantially implemented the recommendations of

the Commission Report in this regard.

271 Supra, note 261, s. 4(1).
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readily foreseeable that the courts would require each plaintiff to prove,

individually, that the unfair practice induced him or her to enter the contract.

However, it is of significance that in Naken v. General Motors of Canada
Ltd.™ commenced pursuant to Rule 75, the Ontario Court of Appeal
redefined the class to include only persons who relied on the collateral

warranty in question and appeared willing to approve subsequent individual

proceedings to determine which persons would come within the redefined

class — in particular, which purchasers actually saw and relied upon the

alleged collateral warranty. 279

Finally, because consumer class actions often will involve large classes of

persons with small claims, there may be problems relating to the manageabili-

ty of the action and the viability of the claims. For example, if the claims of

class members are very small, and yet require individual assessment, the cost

to each member of establishing entitlement to relief may well exceed the

amount of his claim, thus rendering the claims "nonviable", 280 and imposing

significant burdens upon the courts to little avail. However, the fact that a

class consists of a large number of members with small claims does not, by
itself, render an action inappropriate for class treatment. There are several

causes of action in which damages may be calculated by means of a simple

arithmetic formula, 281 and it is possible to develop procedures for the

distribution of relief to members of the class in an efficient and inexpensive

manner. 282

Another situation where an expanded class action procedure might be

useful is under Part III of the Consumer Protection Act. 2^ In such a case, the

establishment of liability and the ascertainment of an individual member's
entitlement to relief would not seem to be a bar to class treatment. 284 Part III

of the Act deals with credit transactions and requires creditors to give to

borrowers of money a written statement setting out, inter alia, the cost of

borrowing the money and the method used in calculating the cost. 285 The Act

278 (1978), 21 O.R. (2d) 780, 92 D.L.R. (3d) 100 (C.A.).

279
It should be noted that this Commission, in its Report on Sale of Goods, recommended
that "proof of actual reliance [upon an express warranty] by the representee be

dispensed with where the representation or promise is made to the public": see Ontario

Law Reform Commission, Report on Sale of Goods (1979), at 139.

280 por the distinction between nonviable, individually recoverable, and individually non-

recoverable suits, see supra, ch. 4, sec. 2(c).

281 For example, s. 2(a)(x) of the Ontario Business Practices Act makes a representation

that a price advantage exists where it does not an unfair trade practice. Assuming
liability to the class could be established, it is foreseeable that the court would assess

damages to the class and, consequently, to the individual members, by multiplying the

difference between what was paid and what should have been paid for the goods by the

number of members of the class. Those damages could then be distributed to members
of the class by whatever means were appropriate in the circumstances.

282 See, infra, ch. 14, sec. 3, for a discussion of aggregate assessment and distribution of

monetary relief.

283 Supra, note 262.

284 See, generally, Williams, supra , note 4, at 6.

285 Supra, note 262, ss. 24 and 25.
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further provides that borrowers need not pay, as the cost of borrowing, more
than the sum shown in the statement. 286 If a creditor were to adopt a different

method of calculating the cost and were to do so with respect to a large

number of borrowers, a class action would appear well suited to redressing

the wrong on the part of the creditor.

With respect to the situation just described, there would appear to be no
difficulty proving liability to the class; this would be established by demon-
strating that the creditor had failed to charge the cost of borrowing to

members of the class on the basis of the formula in the written statement. The
overcharge paid by each of the class members could be ascertained by
determining, on the basis of the books and records of the defendant, how
much each class member had paid in excess of the correct formula. Once the

calculation had been made with respect to each class member, the amounts
could be distributed to the individuals by the most appropriate means
possible. Moreover, unlike the situation in the United States prior to

amendment of the truth in lending legislation, 287 there is no minimum
recovery stipulated under the Consumer Protection Act. Therefore, problems

associated with the Truth in Lending Act, prior to amendment, would not

arise in this jurisdiction. 288

Mention should also be made of the availability of the Sale of Goods

Act 2 %9 as a possible substantive basis upon which consumer class actions

might be founded. In particular, the Act specifies several implied warranties

relating to the title, 290 description, 291 and quality 292 of goods that are the

subject matter of a contract of sale, and provides that an action may be

maintained against a seller for damages for breach of warranty. 293 Further,

these implied warranties may not be disclaimed in any contract relating to a

consumer transaction. 294 Where one of these implied warranties has been

286 Ibid., S. 27.

287 Supra, note 239.

288 See supra, note 240 and accompanying text.

289 Supra, note 263.

290 Ibid., s. 13. This section imposes 3 implied title obligations upon a seller: first, that the

seller has a right to sell the goods; secondly, that the buyer will have and enjoy quiet

possession of the goods; and thirdly, that the goods will be free from any charge or

encumbrance in favour of any third party.

291 Ibid., s. 14. This section implies a condition that, where goods are sold by description,

the goods must correspond with the description and, if sold by sample as well as by

description, the goods must correspond with the sample, as well as with the description.

292 Ibid., s. 15. This section specifies 2 implied conditions relating to the quality of goods:

first, that the goods will be reasonably fit for their particular purpose; and secondly,

that the goods will be of merchantable quality.

293 Ibid., s. 51. Regarding the assessment of damages, s.s. (2) of s. 51 provides that "[t]he

measure of damages for breach of warranty is the estimated loss directly and naturally

resulting in the ordinary course of events from the breach of warranty", and s.s. (3) of

s. 51 further provides that "[i]n the case of breach of warranty of quality, such loss is

prima facie the difference between the value of the goods at the time of delivery to the

buyer and the value they would have had if they had answered to the warranty".

294 Consumer Protection Act, supra, note 262, s. 34(2).
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breached in relation to numerous consumer transactions, such as where goods

are determined not to be of merchantable quality, a class action to redress this

wrongdoing might be appropriate. 295 Difficulties involving individual proof

of reliance upon the warranty are not present as, under the Act, at least with

respect to the implied conditions of merchantability and of description, it is

not necessary for the complainant to prove actual reliance; the reliance is

assumed. 296 Nonetheless, other problems confront both individuals and
classes of persons in establishing a cause of action under the Act. These

difficulties have been discussed in two separate reports by the Commis-
sion, 297 and the recommendations made therein, if implemented, would
facilitate the effective utilization of the implied warranty provisions of the

Sale ofGoods Act by both individuals and classes of persons.

The foregoing discussion of the utility of class actions for breach of the

implied warranties contained in the Sale of Goods Act is equally applicable

where breach of an express warranty occurs in relation to numerous persons.

As will be recalled from chapter 2, such a situation arose in Naken v. General

Motors of Canada Ltd., 29* where a class action on behalf of approximately

4,600 persons was commenced with respect to an alleged breach of a

collateral warranty by the manufacturer that the car (Firenza) would be

durable. As with implied warranties, difficulties in establishing a cause of

action for breach of an express warranty have been the subject of study and
recommendation by the Commission. 299 Two recommendations are of par-

ticular note in this context. First, the Commission recommended that proof

by the representee of actual reliance upon an express warranty be dispensed

with where the representation or promise is made to the public. 300 The
Commission observed that, in addition to preventing a representor from

escaping responsibility for a representation that was clearly intended to be

relied upon, this recommendation would also alleviate the difficulties faced

by the plaintiffs in the Naken case in being required to prove actual reliance

on General Motors' advertisement as an essential ingredient of their cause of

action. 301 Secondly, we recommended that the doctrine of vertical privity

295 In its Report on Consumer Warranties and Guarantees in the Sale of Goods (1972), at 108,

the Commission stated that "[w]e doubt . . . that there is much scope for the class action

with respect to the typical warranty complaint". This opinion was based on the

assessment that, under Rule 75, the prerequisites of a common grievance and a common
remedy "are much more difficult to satisfy with respect to a series of individual claims

involving defective goods manufactured at different times and raising different factual

issues". However, in view of the nature of the expanded class action procedure to be

recommended in this Report, which could accommodate cases where individual issues

exist, but where the presence of common issues warrants class treatment, the Commis-

sion is of the opinion that a class action may well be an appropriate means to redress

harm resulting from a breach of warranty.

296 See Fridman, Sale of Goods in Canada (2d ed., 1979), at 192-201 and 220-32.

297 See Ontario Law Reform Commission, Report on Consumer Warranties and Guarantees

in the Sale of Goods (1972), and Report on Sale of Goods (1979).

298 See supra, note 278. See, also, supra, ch. 2, sec. 2(c)(ii).

299 See supra, note 297.

300 Ontario Law Reform Commission, Report on Sale of Goods (1979), at 139.

w Ibid., at 139, n. 23.
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should be abolished in warranty claims by a consumer against a manufacturer

of goods, 302 thereby obviating the need, as in the Naken case, to establish the

existence of a collateral contract before a consumer can bring suit against a

manufacturer.

The legislation discussed above is, of course, not exhaustive of the bases

upon which consumers may attempt to found a class action. For example,

there are currently several Acts, both provincial and federal, directed at

ensuring that consumer products sold are in a safe or consumable state. For
instance, the Hazardous Products Act 3031 prohibits, inter alia, the sale of a

hazardous product, as defined by the Act; the Food and Drugs Act 304

prohibits, inter alia, the sale of food that is unfit for human consumption; and

the Public Health Act 3®5 prohibits the sale of milk that has not been

pasteurized. In addition, the Consumer Reporting Act 306 proscribes the

disclosure of credit information, except under specified circumstances.

Whether any of these statutes provides a basis for a cause of action has not

been settled and, as discussed previously, 307 the existence of an implied cause

of action in relation to breaches of statutory duties is very much an

unanswered question. Accordingly, the utility of these statutes as substantive

bases for civil causes of action, let alone class actions, is far from clear. 308

No doubt, in Ontario, consumer class actions will continue to be based

on common law torts and breaches of contract. Certainly the most recent

class actions brought in this jurisdiction have involved suits of a consumer

nature based on breach of contract or on a mass tort, rather than upon a

specific statutory cause of action. 309 One area, governed, at present, primarily

302 See supra, note 276.

303R.S.C. 1970, c. H-3.

304 R.S.C. 1970, c. F-27.

305 R.S.O. 1980, c. 409.

306 R.S.O. 1980, c. 89.

307 See supra, notes 18-23 and accompanying text.

308 A case in this jurisdiction that has dealt with one of the statutes referred to above is

Heimler v. Calvert Caterers Ltd. (1975), 4 O.R. (2d) 667, aff'd (1975), 8 O.R. (2d) 1

(C.A.), in which it was argued that the Food and Drugs Act created a cause of action.

The Court of Appeal was able to find for the plaintiff on the ground of negligence, and
expressly reserved on the applicability of the Food and Drugs Act. See, also, Curll v.

Robin Hood Multifoods Ltd., supra, note 23, where the Court, in dictum, indicated that

the Food and Drugs Act does create a duty that could give rise to a civil cause of action.

However, in light of the recent decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in Labatt

Breweries of Canada Ltd. v. Attorney General of Canada, supra, note 14, where certain

regulatory sections relating to product standards of the Food and Drugs Act were

declared ultra vires the Parliament of Canada, doubt has been cast upon the constitu-

tional validity of similar product standards in, for example, the Hazardous Products Act.

309 For example, in Naken v. General Motors of Canada Ltd., supra, note 278, a class of

approximately 4,600 persons sued on an alleged collateral warranty of the manufacturer

that the car (Firenza) would be durable. In Cobbold v. Time Canada Ltd. (1976), 13 O.R.

(2d) 567, 71 D.L.R. (3d) 629 (H.C.J.), dismissed at trial (1980), 28 O.R. (2d) 326, 109

D.L.R. (3d) 61 1 (H.C.J.), a class action was brought for breach of contract on behalf of

the subscribers of Time magazine who had their subscriptions shortened because of the

discontinuance of the Canadian edition. In Stephenson v. Air Canada (1979), 26 O.R.

(2d) 369, 103 D.L.R. (3d) 148 (H.C.J.), aff'd unreported (February 10, 1981, Ont. C.A.),
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by common law, in which an expanded class action procedure might be

beneficially employed is where the marketing of a defective product results in

injury to numerous persons.

At present, in Ontario, a person who suffers damages as a result of an

injury caused by a defective product has remedies in tort, based either on
negligence 310 or on strict liability, 311 or in contract, based either on breach of

one or more of the implied warranties in the Sale ofGoods Act 312 or on breach

of an express warranty. 313 The serious anomalies in the present law and the

difficulties faced by persons in establishing a cause of action upon any of

these bases were addressed by this Commission in its 1979 Report on Products

Liability. 314 It should be noted that the problems identified in that Report,

relating, for example, to such common law requirements as horizontal and
vertical privity with the wrongdoer and proof of actual reliance on express

representations, are even more acute where the action is commenced on
behalf of a class.

In order to create a more "rational basis for dealing with the rights of a

person injured by a defective product", 315 the Commission recommended
that a person who supplies a defective product that causes injury should be

strictly liable in tort for damages. 316 In addition, the Commission recom-

a class action for breach of contract was commenced on behalf of all persons who had

bought tickets or reserved space on Air Canada flights at discount rates, whose flights

were cancelled by Air Canada because of an employee strike. In addition, the plaintiffs

actions in the two leading cases of Shaw v. Real Estate Board of Greater Vancouver

(1973), 36 D.L.R. (3d) 250, [1973] 4 W.W.R. 391 (B.C.C.A.), dismissed at trial [1974] 5

W.W.R. 193 (B.C.S.C.), and Chastain v. British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority

(1972), 32 D.L.R. (3d) 443, [1973] 2 W.W.R. 481 (B.C.S.C), were not founded upon
statutory causes of action, but involved the question of the ability of two entities to

extract sums of money from the plaintiffs, in the one case a Real Estate Board claiming

portions of salesmen's commissions (Shaw), in the other case a utility requiring deposits

(Chastain).

3,0 For the classic statement in this regard, see Donoghue v. Stevenson, [1932] A.C. 562

(H.L.)(Sc), at 599, per Lord Atkin. See, also, Fleming, supra, note 18, at 502-15, and

Waddams, Products Liability (2d ed., 1980), at 13-65.

311 Strict liability in tort is most often incurred in relation to the escape or use of dangerous

substances, based upon the principle enunciated in Rylands v. Fletcher (1866), L.R. 1

Ex. 265, aff'd (1868), L.R. 3 H.L. 330. See, also, Fleming, supra, note 18, at ch. 15.

312 See Waddams, supra, note 310, at 69-99. See, also, supra, notes 289-97 and accompany-
ing text.

313 See Waddams, supra, note 310, at 137-50. See, also, supra, notes 298-302 and accom-

panying text.

314 Ontario Law Reform Commission, Report on Products Liability (1979).

^ Ibid., at 64.

316 Ibid., at 65. The Commission also recommended that the principle of strict liability

should apply to any person in the chain of distribution who supplies a product, whether

by sale, gift, bailment, or other means, in the course of business: see ibid., at 92-93. In

relation to damages, it was recommended that damages should be available only for

personal injury and non-business property loss and economic loss consequent thereon,

whereas pure economic losses and business property losses should be excluded: see

ibid., at 79-86. See, also, the Commission's proposed Products Liability Act, ibid., at 135,

ss. 1(d), 3, and 4.
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mended that a person who supplies a product and who makes a false

statement concerning the product, reliance upon which causes injury, should

be strictly liable in tort for damages, whether or not the reliance is that of the

person injured. 317 The implementation of these recommendations would
remove several significant obstacles that face consumers, whether as individu-

als or as a class, in their attempt to redress harm resulting from defective

products.

In its Report on Products Liability, the Commission expressly reserved the

question of the desirability of class actions in the area of products liability. 318

We are of the view that the recommendations contained in the Report on

Products Liability would go a considerable distance toward achieving redress

for persons injured by defective products; we also believe, as a logical and
defensible support for these recommendations, that an expanded class action

procedure would provide a procedural means of giving effect to these

substantive proposals by facilitating access to the courts for persons so

injured. In particular, products liability claims may often be "individually

nonrecoverable". 319 The complexity of proving a products liability case,

involving allegations relating to planning, design, and manufacture of

sophisticated products, may create a situation in which the potential recovery

does not justify the cost of a lawsuit. Unlike the position adopted by certain

American courts in this area, 320 the Commission is of the view that threshold

questions relating to the existence and nature of a product defect, or of a

representation made in connection with a product, present common issues

that may well be amenable to class treatment, and that individual issues may,

in appropriate cases, be determined in subsequent proceedings. 321

Before leaving the topic of class actions in relation to consumer griev-

ances, mention should be made of their relevance in the area of landlord and

tenant law and condominium law. With respect to landlord and tenant law,

tenants have two avenues available to redress grievances against landlords:

first, where the matter is governed by an express tenancy agreement, a suit for

breach of contract may be brought; and secondly, in the case of residential

tenancies, proceedings may be commenced pursuant to Part IV of the

Landlord and Tenant Act 322 if certain of the obligations imposed upon
landlords by that Part have been breached.

Regarding the latter basis of liability, Part IV of the Landlord and Tenant

Act, which will be superseded by the Residential Tenancies Act 323 when fully

317 Ibid., at 65. See, also, the Commission's proposed Products Liability Act, ibid., at 135, s.

4.

318 Ibid., at 104.

319 See supra, ch. 4, sec. 2(c), for a discussion of the nature of "individually nonrecover-

able" claims.

320 See supra, note 25 1 and accompanying text.

321 See supra, notes 252-54 and accompanying text.

322 Landlord and Tenant Act, R.S.O. 1980, c. 232, ss. 81-130.

323 Residential Tenancies Act, R.S.O. 1980, c. 452. The Act was enacted in 1979, but, to

date, ss. 5-59, 62-69, 74, 111-13, 116, 119, and 135(1) have not been proclaimed in force:

see s. 136.
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proclaimed, imposes certain duties upon landlords of residential premises

that apply notwithstanding any agreement or waiver to the contrary. 324 These

duties relate, inter alia, to security deposits, 325 the supply of vital services, 326

and the repair and maintenance of the rented premises. 327 Where a landlord

breaches one of these duties, Part IV of the Landlord and Tenant Act

authorizes a tenant to apply by way of summary application to a judge of the

county or district court of the county or district in which the premises are

situate for an appropriate remedy, which may include specific performance of

the obligation, abatement of rent, or damages. 328

In addition, section 119 of the Landlord and Tenant Act provides

expressly that a county or district court judge may authorize one or more

persons to make or defend an application under Part IV of the Act "on behalf

of, or for the benefit of all", where more than one person has a "common
interest" in respect of the application. 329 This provision represents an explicit

recognition by the Legislature of the efficacy of representative actions in the

context of landlord and tenant disputes.

To date, however, representative actions commenced pursuant to this

section of the Landlord and Tenant Act have not met with success. 330 While
recognizing that the Legislature wished to make class actions available under

Part IV of the Act, 331 courts have taken the view that, as such actions are

324 Supra, note 322, s. 82(1). See, also, ibid., s. 2(1).

325 Supra, note 322, ss. 84 and 85. See, also, supra, note 323, ss. 9 and 10.

326 Supra, note 322, s. 121(4). See, also, supra, note 323, s. 29.

327 Supra, note 322, s. 96. See, also, supra, note 323, s. 28, where an obligation to repair and

maintain the residential complex is expressly provided, a matter that would be of

interest to all tenants.

328 Supra, note 322, ss. 96(3) and 113.

329 This section was added to The Landlord and Tenant Act, R.S.O. 1970, c. 236, s. 106, by

S.O. 1975 (2d Sess.), c. 13, s. 6. It should also be noted that the Residential Tenancies

Act, supra, note 323, contains provisions, since declared unconstitutional {Re Residential

Tenancies Act of Ontario (1981). 37 N.R. 158 (S.C.C.), affg (1980), 26 O.R. (2d) 609,

105 D.L.R. (3d) 193 (C.A.)), that would have altered the enforcement procedure; all

matters and questions relating to the enforcement of the provisions of the Act would

have been entrusted to the Residential Tenancy Commission, rather than to the courts.

Moreover, if the particular statutory breach by the landlord affected numerous tenants,

the Commission could authorize one or more of the tenants to represent all those

persons affected in a hearing before the Commission, and any order made by the

Commission would apply to all such tenants: see s. 95(2).

As a result, however, of the successful challenge to the enforcement authority of

the Commission, the jurisdiction of the Commission has been effectively relegated to

matters of an administrative nature, and the instances in which a representative action

may be utilized before the Commission have been correspondingly restricted. Accord-

ingly, when the Act is fully proclaimed, the adjudication of disputes between landlords

and tenants arising from breaches of the Act will, presumably, remain within the

purview of the courts of this Province.

330 See Murphy v. Webbwood Mobile Home Estates Ltd. (1978), 6 C.P.C. 124 (Ont. H.C.J.),

and Beyer v. Absamco Developments Ltd. (1976), 12 O.R. (2d) 768 (Cty. Ct.).

331 See Beyer v. Absamco Developments Ltd., ibid., at 775.
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similar to those commenced under Rule 75, the case law under the latter Rule
is applicable to actions commenced under section 1 1 9 of the Landlord and
Tenant Act. 332 Consequently, the restrictive case law discussed in chapter 2

concerning, for example, the traditional prohibition against class actions

involving separate contracts has been relied upon in this context to defeat

representative actions by tenants who have separate leases with the land-

lord.333

In this Report, we shall make a number of recommendations designed to

reverse the restrictive approach to class actions under Rule 75. However,

because our terms of reference do not extend to representative actions

specifically authorized by statute, these recommendations would not apply to

class actions commenced under section 119 of the Landlord and Tenant

Act. 334 Nevertheless, we do wish to emphasize the utility of an expanded class

action procedure in the landlord and tenant context. Accordingly, those

responsible for administering the Landlord and Tenant Act may wish to

examine the proposals in this Report, with a view to determining whether any
of the recommendations might be usefully applied in relation to representa-

tive actions under that Act.

Turning to class actions in the condominium context, under existing law,

owners of condominium units are expressly afforded a representative proce-

dure to redress harm that affects numerous unit holders. As described in

chapter 2, the Condominium Act 335 authorizes a condominium corporation to

commence an action on behalf of individual unit holders in respect of any

damage to common elements, the assets of the corporation or, more recently,

the individual units. 336 The Act contains its own procedural framework for

this representative action 337 and, accordingly, any such action would be

commenced pursuant to that Act, rather than under Rule 75 of the Supreme
Court of Ontario Rules of Practice or an expanded class action procedure.

332 Ibid.

333 See Murphy v. Webbwood Mobile Home Estates Ltd., supra, note 330, at 127-28, and

Beyer v. Absamco Developments Ltd., supra, note 330, at 775. Both cases relied upon the

decision of the Ontario Court of Appeal in Shields v. Mayor, [1953] O.W.N. 5, [1953] 1

D.L.R. 776 (C.A.). However, in light of recent decisions, including the decision of the

Court of Appeal in Naken v. General Motors of Canada Ltd., supra, note 278, Shields v.

Mayor is of doubtful authority: see supra, ch. 2, sec. 2(c)(ii)a.

334 See infra, ch. 22, sec. 2(b). However, our recommendations would apply to class actions

commenced with respect to non-residential landlord and tenant disputes, which, at

present, must be brought pursuant to Rule 75.

335 R.S.O. 1980, c. 84, s. 14. See supra, ch. 2, sec. 2(c)(iv)b.

336 Prior to the enactment of The Condominium Act, 1978, S.O. 1978, c. 84, s. 14, the

condominium corporation could not bring a class action on behalf of individual unit

holders for damage to individual units. In addition, individual unit holders were

precluded from maintaining a class action under Rule 75 for damage to individual units

because of the presence of individual damage claims: see supra, ch. 2, sec. 2(c)(iv)b.

337 Pursuant to s. 14 of the Condominium Act, supra, note 335, only the condominium
corporation can act as the representative plaintiff in the action; written notice must be

given to all the owners and mortgagees of the condominium; and all legal and court

costs of such an action are borne by the owners in the proportion in which their

interests are affected: see supra, ch. 2, sec. 2(c)(iv)b.
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Nonetheless, those responsible for administering the Condominium Act may
wish to examine the proposals contained in this Report, with a view to

determining whether any of these proposals should apply to the representa-

tive action contemplated by that Act.

(e) Mass Accidents

In the previous section, the Commission discussed one species of mass

wrong that arises where, for example, a defective product is sold to many
people, at different times, and under different circumstances. Mass wrongs

also arise where injuries to many people are occasioned by a single incident,

such as an airplane crash, train wreck, or flood. The Commission now turns

to consider the utility of an expanded class action procedure with respect to

this "single incident" mass wrong.

(i) United States

Generally speaking, in the United States, attempts to litigate in class

form claims arising from disasters that injure many people have met with only

limited success. 338 Some courts have approached the issue of class certifica-

tion where liability arises from a single incident on the same basis as where

liability results from multiple occurrences. 339 In such cases, as in products

liability class actions, reliance has been placed upon the comments made by
the Rules Advisory Committee that "a 'mass accident' resulting in injuries to

numerous persons is ordinarily not appropriate for a class action because of

the likelihood that significant questions, not only of damages but of liability

and defenses to liability, would be present, affecting the individuals in

different ways". 340 In refusing certification, courts frequently cite, in addition

to the perceived predominance of individual issues, problems that are

associated particularly with mass accident litigation. Such problems relate to

the following: conflict of laws, as victims are often resident in several state

jurisdictions; 341 a tradition of individually controlling litigation where

338 See Greenberg, "Class Actions in New York: Recovery for Personal Injury in Mass
Tort Cases" (1979), 30 Syracuse L. Rev. 1187, and McTernan, "The Use of Class

Actions for Mass Accident Litigation" (1977), 23 Loyola L. Rev. 383.

339 See supra, note 251 and accompanying text. The following cases involving airline

disasters, bus crashes, and flooding have been denied approval to proceed as class

actions: McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. U.S. Dist. Ct. For the Central District of California,

523 F.2d 1083 (9th Cir. 1975), cert, denied 425 U.S. 911 (1976); Marchesi v. Eastern

Airlines, Inc., 68 F.R.D. 500 (E.D.N.Y 1975); Causey v. Pan Am World Airways, Inc., 66
F.R.D. 392 (E.D. Va. 1975); Daye v. Pennsylvania, 344 F. Supp. 1337 (E.D. Pa. 1972),

aff'd on other grounds 483 F.2d 294 (3d Cir. 1973), cert, denied 416 U.S. 946 (1974);

Bailey v. Sabine River Authority, State of Louisiana, 54 F.R.D. 42 (W.D. La. 1971); and
Hobbs v. Northeast Airlines, Inc., 50 F.R.D. 76 (E.D. Pa. 1970).

340 Advisory Committee Notes, supra, note 81, at 103.

341 In a diversity case, a federal court is required to apply both the substantive law and the

conflict of laws rules of the state in which the case is heard. Accordingly, as a federal

court in a multi-state mass accident situation might be required to apply different

governing laws to different class members, this has been cited as an impediment to

certification: see McTernan, supra, note 338, at 390-93.
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personal injuries are involved; 342 and the availability of suitable alternatives

to a class action, especially transfer and consolidation for pretrial proceed-

ings or trial under provisions dealing with litigation pending in different

districts. 343 The latter two considerations are expressly relevant to the

superiority prerequisite under Federal Rule 23. 344

The reluctance to permit class actions in respect of mass accidents has

been widely criticized. 345 It is argued that, in the case of a single incident mass

wrong, the facts pertaining to liability usually will not differ meaningfully

from one individual to another, and that there is little likelihood of individual

defences to liability. 346 Accordingly, a class procedure is viewed as particular-

ly appropriate 347 and, indeed, certain courts have been willing to certify class

actions in this area. 348

342 McTernan, supra, note 338, at 396-400, notes that the interest in individually control-

ling personal injury and wrongful death litigation is one of the most frequently cited

impediments to class certification, although he further observes that this reason be-

comes illusory where the claims are individually nonrecoverable.

343 See Brahn, supra, note 254, at 486-87:

Section 1407 of Title 28 of the United States Code created the Judicial Panel on
Multidistrict Litigation, which has the authority to transfer related civil actions

pending in different districts to one district for coordinated or consolidated

pretrial proceedings. Federal Rule 42(a) provides that when actions involving

common questions of law or fact are pending before the same court, the court may
order a joint hearing or trial of any or all matters at issue in the actions, and may
order all actions consolidated. Before they are consolidated, they must be trans-

ferred to the same district under 28 U.S.C. 1404(a). Additionally, cases transferred

for coordinated pretrial proceedings may be transferred for trial under Rule 42(a),

provided the actions could have been brought there initially.

344 Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(3). See, also, infra, ch. 9, sec. 2(a), for a discussion of the factors

relevant to the "superiority" requirement.

345 See Moore, supra, note 28, Vol. 3B, fl23.45[3], at 23-353 to 23-354, n. 40; Wright and
Miller, supra, note 28, Vol. 7A (Curr. Supp. 1980), §1783, at 95; Note, "Mass Acci-

dents/Diseases" (1975), 4 C.A.R. 420; Greenberg, supra, note 338; and McTernan,
supra, note 338.

346 See McTernan, supra, note 338, at 389.

347 At the very least, it has been urged that the comments contained in the Advisory

Committee Notes, supra, note 340, are more appropriately applied to those situations

where the injuries occur separately under varying circumstances: see Note, "Mass
Accidents/ Diseases", supra, note 345, at 421. Even in Rosenfeld v. A.H. Robins Co., Inc.,

supra, note 251, the Court distinguished mass tort cases where liability could be decided

on a class-wide basis, as in a plane crash, as more appropriate for class treatment than

cases involving injuries sustained at different times and under different circumstances,

such as products liability cases.

348 In the following cases, the actions were certified with respect to the common issues

concerning liability in relation to, for example, airline disasters and food poisoning,

with the individual issues relating to causation and damages to be tried separately:

Bentkowski v. Marfuerza Compania Maritima, 70 F.R.D. 401 (E.D. Pa. 1976); Her-

nandez v. Motor Vessel Skyward, 61 F.R.D. 558 (S.D. Fla. 1973), affd mem. 507 F.2d

1278 (5th Cir. 1975); Petition of Gabel, 350 F. Supp. 624 (CD. Cal. 1972), specifically

rejected in McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. U.S. Dist. Ct. for the Central District of

California, supra, note 339; American Trading & Prod. Corp. v. Fischbach & Moore, Inc.,

47 F.R.D. 155 (N.D. 111. 1969); and Williams v. State of Louisiana, 350 So.2d 131 (La.

Supr. Ct. 1977).
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(ii) Ontario

In Ontario, class actions involving mass accidents would be based

primarily on common law negligence, just as they have been in the United

States and, therefore, would present similar considerations. To date, mass
accident class actions have not been allowed to proceed in Ontario, primarily

because Rule 75 of the Supreme Court of Ontario Rules of Practice precludes

the individual assessment of damages, which is ordinarily required in such

cases. 349

The Commission is of the opinion that class actions may well be an

effective means, in appropriate circumstances, to redress mass injuries

occurring as a result of a single incident. While, in many cases, claims arising

from mass accidents will be individually recoverable, in other cases, the

complexities and costs attendant upon determining liability issues in a mass
accident suit may well be beyond the means of individual victims. Moreover,

although the Commission recognizes that, in the majority of cases, individual

assessment of damages will be required, an expanded class action procedure

could achieve economies for both the parties and the courts by determining in

one proceeding the same basic factual and legal issues that would have to be

litigated several times, and deferring individual issues for subsequent resolu-

tion.

(f) Environmental Law

Pollution of our environment seldom affects just one individual or one

piece of property; rather, its effects are often felt by many persons over a

large geographic area. Accordingly, class actions would appear to be an

obvious means of achieving redress for harm occasioned by pollution.

(i) United States

Environmental class actions in the United States do not form a signifi-

349 See supra, ch. 2, sec. 2(c)(ii)b. One mass accident case that has arisen in Ontario is

Centrex Mills Inc., Spirco Machinery v. Grand River Conservation Authority, unreported

(1974, Ont. H.C.J.), where the plaintiff brought a class action "on behalf of itself and all

the persons who reside or carry on business in Cambridge-Gait whose premises were

flooded as a result of the Grand River Flood". The defendants brought a motion to

have the class aspect of the suit struck out. The primary submission on this motion was

that there existed a possibility of significantly differing situations among the plaintiffs

with regard to contributory negligence. The defendants also asserted that class actions

were not permitted in Ontario if they required individual assessment of damages. In his

reasons for judgment, Mr. Justice O'Leary accepted the defendant's submission with

respect to damages. He also allowed the defendant's argument that "not all of those

who suffered flood damage constitute a class having the same interest, in the sense that

the defendant's defence may vary one to another . .
.". An appeal was launched from

this decision, but the case was settled before it reached the Court of Appeal. But see

Gardner v. Club Med Ltd., unreported (March 27, 1981, Ont. H.C.J. ), where a class

action has been allowed to proceed on behalf of all persons who were the victims of a

contrived bus hijacking by Club Med Ltd., for breach of contract, assault, false

imprisonment, and damages in the amount of $150 million.
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cant portion of class action litigation in the federal courts. 350 Although there

are numerous federal statutes that address environmental policy and pollu-

tion control, 351 not only have implied private rights of action been restricted

in recent years, 352 but certain of these Acts have been interpreted as

prohibiting class actions. 353 Moreover, where pollution affects citizens of

different jurisdictions, access to the federal courts based upon diversity of

citizenship has been severely curtailed by the requirement that each of the

class members must satisfy the minimum monetary jurisdictional require-

ment of $ 1 0,000. 354

Because of the jurisdictional restraints placed upon the commencement
of environmental class actions in the federal courts, it might have been
expected that environmental suits would be brought in the state courts. 355

350 It is estimated that less than one half of one percent of all class actions filed concern

protection of the environment: see MacFarland, "Class Actions in Environmental

Cases", 66 F.R.D. 363 (1975). See, generally, Chester, "Class Actions to Protect the

Environment: A Real Weapon or Another Lawyer's Word Game?", in Swaigen (ed.),

Environmental Rights in Canada (1981) 60, for a comprehensive review of the use of

class actions to redress environmental harm in the United States and Canada.

351 See, for example, the National Environmental Policy Act, 42 U.S.C. §§4321-4347; the

Clean Air Act of 1970, 42 U.S.C. §7604; the Federal Water Pollution Control Act of

1972, 33 U.S.C. §1365; and the Noise Control Act of 1972, 42 U.S.C. §4911. The
sections noted in the latter three Acts provide for "citizen suits", which allow any

person to commence a civil action to enforce the requirements of a federally approved

or promulgated environmental plan after giving requisite notice to the federal Environ-

mental Protection Agency, the state in which the violation occurred, and the polluter.

These Acts also allow suits against the Administrators of the respective Acts if they fail

to perform any non-discretionary duty under the Acts: see Steinberg, "Is the Citizen

Suit a Substitute for the Class Action in Environmental Litigation? An Examination of

the Clean Air Act of 1970 Citizen Suit Provision" (1974), 12 San Diego L. Rev. 107.

352 For example, in Middlesex County Sewerage Authority v. National Sea Clammers
Association, 101 S. Ct. 2615 (1981), the United States Supreme Court restricted the

scope of implied private rights under the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amend-
ments of 1972, 33 U.S.C. §§1251-1376, and the Marine Protection, Research, and

Sanctuaries Act of 1972, 33 U.S.C. §§1401-1444.

353 The Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972, ibid., provide a right of

action for any person injured by an individual or corporation dumping effluent into a

navigable stream or body of water in violation of the standards established by the Act.

The Clean Air Act of 1970, supra, note 351, creates a right of action for damage
suffered as a result of violation of standards with respect to air quality. However, both

Acts speak of suits commenced by an individual "on his own behalf". This phrase has

been interpreted as excluding class actions under the legislation: see Brown v. Ruckels-

haus, 364 F. Supp. 258 (CD. Cal. 1973), at 264-65.

354 28 U.S.C. §1332, as interpreted by Zahn v. International Paper Co., supra, note 228. For

present purposes, it is of interest to note that Zahn was an environmental case

illustrating the difficulties of bringing an environmental suit in the federal courts.

Briefly, an action was commenced on behalf of 200 owners of property fronting on a

lake that had allegedly been polluted by a paper company discharging contaminants

into a creek that flowed eventually into the lake. The fact that each of the class

members could not meet the $10,000 minimum monetary jurisdictional requirement,

although the named plaintiffs could, was held to bar the suit from the federal courts,

even though the action might be otherwise meritorious and certifiable as a class action.

See, also, Carmody, "Civil Procedure - Environmental Class Actions: Economic
Ramifications of the Rule 23 Nonaggregation Doctrine — Zahn v. International Paper

Co., 414 U.S. 291 (1973)", (1974), 50 Wash. L. Rev. 143.

355 See Weithers, "Class Actions in Environmental Cases" (1975), 42 Ins. Counsel J. 553.
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However, even in states, such as Michigan, that have enacted liberal environ-

mental protection laws that contain private rights of action, there has not

been a proliferation of litigation, either by individuals or by classes of

persons. 356 Moreover, while there have been successful environmental class

actions, the reaction of the courts to such actions, both at the federal and the

state level, has been mixed. 357

Environmental class actions may involve environmental harm arising as

a result of continuous activity that inflicts damages over an extended period

of time. Alternatively, damages may be occasioned by a single incident, such

as an oil spill or discharge of poisonous gas. In relation to environmental

harm occurring over a period of time, the courts in the United States have

adopted an approach similar to that taken with respect to cases involving

defective products. 358 Issues relating to causation, such as proof of proximity

and contributory negligence, as well as assumption of risk, have led courts to

conclude that individual issues predominate over those of a common nature,

thereby precluding class treatment. This restrictive approach to certification

has been particularly evident in class actions involving allegations of water

356 See Michigan Environmental Protection Act of 1970 (MEPA), Mich. C.L.A. §691.1201.

This legislation not only reforms several substantive areas of environmental law, but

also provides liberal access to the courts for private citizens to redress environmental

harm. Michigan possesses a class action procedure modelled primarily on Federal Rule

23 (1938): see supra, ch. 2, sec. 2(e)(ii). Evidence indicates that not only has there not

been the expected number of class suits, but those that have been commenced have not

met with the same success as nonclass action MEPA cases. Certification has been

denied class actions on the grounds that they involve more complex claims and tend to

present management problems. Also, it has been argued that class actions are unneces-

sary where only equitable relief is sought, as an injunction obtained by one litigant to

restrain pollution will, by its very nature, enure to the benefit of a potential class: see

Sax and Conner, "Michigan Environmental Protection Act of 1970: A Progress Report"

(1972), 70 Mich. L.R. 1003, and Sax, "MEPA Ten Years Later" (1980), 1 Michigan

Environs 6. See, also, Chester, supra, note 350, at 90-92, for detailed statistical evidence

on the experience with class actions under MEPA.

357 In addition, the importance of class actions to the enforcement of environmental laws

that protect the public interest in the environment has not been clearly established in

the United States. This is especially the case where claims may be asserted, perhaps

more effectively, by groups such as the Sierra Club or the Environmental Defense

Fund. It has been argued that "[i]f environmental organizations continue to be recog-

nized by the federal courts as having standing to sue in environmental lawsuits,

however, naming one or more organizations as plaintiffs gives whatever advantage there

may be in a class action without the necessity for compliance with the requirements of

the federal rules on class actions": MacDonald and Conway, quoted in Newberg, supra,

note 12, Vol. 5, §8150b, at 162, n. 20.

358 See supra, note 251 and accompanying text. One of the more striking recent examples in

this regard has arisen from the alleged injuries incurred as a result of the dumping, over

a period of years, of toxic wastes into the Love Canal, Niagara Falls, New York, by the

Hooker Chemical Company. A class action was commenced in 1979 on behalf of 900

residents claiming $2.5 million damages for personal injuries, wrongful death, and

diminished real estate values. The Supreme Court of Niagara County held that the

claims were not compatible with the class action procedure, as no two injuries were

likely to be identical, nor would they have occurred at the same time: see Snyder v.

Hooker Chemicals & Plastics Corp. 429 N.Y.S.2d 153 (1980), and Mervak v. Niagara

Falls, 13 E.R.C. 1827, 420 N.Y.S.2d 687 (1979). See, also, Chester, supra, note 350, at
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and air pollution, 359 for example, and in instances of injury stemming from

the presence of allegedly hazardous substances in the work environment. 360

However, where the class action has been confined to one source of

pollution affecting a circumscribed area, certification has been forthcom-

ing. 361 Moreover, as in the products liability area, there are recent cases

dealing with water pollution and environmental hazards in the work place in

which courts have recognized the efficacy of class actions in determining the

often complex common questions concerning the existence and nature of

alleged environmental harm, and have deferred individual questions concern-

ing membership in the defined class and damages to subsequent separate

hearings. 362

359 See Boring v. Medusa Portland Cement Company, 63 F.R.D. 78 (M.D. Pa. 1974);

Commonwealth oj Kentucky ex Rel. Hancock, Attorney General v. Ruckelshaus, 362

F. Supp. 360 (W.D. Ky. 1973), affd 497 F.2d 1172 (6th Cir. 1974), affd 426 U.S. 167

(1976); Environmental Dejense Fund, Inc. v. Hoerner Waldorf Corporation, 1 E.R.C. 1640

(D. Mont. 1970); and Hurley v. Abbott, 259 F. Supp. 669 (D. Ariz. 1966).

360 See Harville v. Johns-Manville Prods. Corp., No. 78-642-H, unreported (S.D. Ala. 1979),

as discussed in (1979), 6 C.A.R. 182; Austin v. Johns-Manville Prods. Corp., No. 75-754,

unreported (D.N.J. 1977), as discussed in (1977), 6 C.A.R. 184; and Yandle v. PPG
Industries, Inc., 65 F.R.D. 566 (E.D. Tex. 1974). Each of these cases was a class action

on behalf of workers who claimed damages allegedly resulting from exposure to

asbestos in the work environment. Certification was denied in all three cases on the

basis that individual issues relating to proof of causation of injury predominated over

common questions.

361 For example, in Biechele v. Norfolk and Western Railway Company, 309 F. Supp. 354

(N.D. Ohio 1969), a class action was allowed to proceed, and was ultimately successful

at trial. The action was brought on behalf of the residents of Sandusky, Ohio, against

Norfolk and Western Railway for damages and an injunction to stop coal dust

pollution from their plant in the community. The Court defined the class as those

persons within a specified geographical area, having regard to the proximity to the coal

plant and the direction of prevailing winds. After the determination of issues of liability

in favour of the class, a master was appointed to determine individual damages. On the

other hand, ill-defined actions on behalf of all residents in large metropolitan areas of

the United States have been routinely denied certification: see, for example. Heart

Disease Research Foundation v. General Motors Corporation, 3 E.R.C. 1710 (S.D.N.Y.

1972), affd 463 F.2d 98 (2d Cir. 1972), where a class action was commenced on behalf

of all residents living in metropolitan areas in the United States to stop the automobile

industry from building cars with internal combustion engines. See, generally, Chester,

supra, note 350, at 79-81.

362 For example, in Pruitt v. Allied Chemical Corporation, 85 F.R.D. 100 (E.D. Va. 1980), a

class action was allowed to proceed on behalf of 30,000 people claiming damages
allegedly resulting from the discharge of the toxic chemical "Kepone" into Chesapeake

Bay over an extended period of time. In permitting the class action to proceed, the

Court ordered the class to be divided into 6 subclasses to coincide with the varying

interests represented in the class, such as fishermen, marina owners, and seafood

salesmen. Regarding the presence of allegedly hazardous substances in the work
environment, a class action has recently been allowed to proceed on behalf of all

Vietnam veterans who were exposed to the defoliant "agent orange" during their tour of

duty in Vietnam, and on behalf of their wives and offspring with derivative claims. In

In re "Agent Orange" Product Liability Litigation, 506 F. Supp. 762 (E.D.N.Y. 1980), as

discussed in (1980), 6 C.A.R. 273, despite the presence of virtually every factor

successfully cited by defendants as impediments to certification in previous mass tort

class actions, the Court severed individual issues relating to causation from the common
questions dealing with the existence and nature of damage resulting from "agent

orange" and ordered partial certification for the determination of the common ques-

tions. Individual issues of causation and damages were deferred to subsequent hearings.
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Environmental accidents arising from a single incident, such as an oil

spill or a single radiation leak, have met with the same mixed reaction by the

courts as has mass accident class litigation generally. Taking their cue from
the comments of the Rules Advisory Committee, the courts have noted the

presence of inherently complex issues, many of which are individual to each
class member, that would cause the class action to degenerate into individual

lawsuits. 363

(ii) Ontario

In Ontario, the right of a private individual to litigate environmental
issues is fraught with difficulties, quite apart from those attendant upon the

bringing of a class action. At present, the situations in which an individual

has a right to recover damages for injuries sustained as a result of the activity

of another that causes polIutpfTare limited. Neither the Environmental
Protection Act 364 nor the Environmental Assessment Act 365 provides a general

civil cause of action for breach of the provisions contained in those Acts.

Moreover, as discussed previously, 366 because of the elaborate administrative

enforcement mechanisms contained in these Acts, it is doubtful whether such
a cause of action would be implied by the courts. 367

Nevertheless, in one specific context - spills of pollutants - the

Environmental Protection Act does authorize a private individual to bring suit

363 Recent claims arising from an environmental accident involve the nuclear accident at

the Three Mile Island nuclear plant in Pennsylvania in March, 1979. Several damage
class actions have been filed as a result of the incident and, to date, one has been

rejected by the courts on the basis of complexity and unmanageability: see In re Three

Mile Island Litigation, No. 79-432, unreported (M.D. Pa. 1980), as discussed in (1980), 6

C.A.R. 184. Interestingly, tentative approval was given in February, 1981, to a settle-

ment in relation to several of the class actions filed as a result of the accident at Three

Mile Island; the settlement involves a fund of $25 million raised by certain insurance

companies that will be divided among claimants living within a 25 mile radius of the

nuclear plant: see Chester, supra, note 350, at 88-90. Settlements have also been

obtained subsequent to the filing of a class action in relation to other environmental

accidents, such as an oilwell blowout as was the case in Hall v. Union Oil Co. of

California, No. 69-889, unreported (CD. Cal. 1969): see Newberg, supra, note 12, Vol.

5, §8155b, at 234.

364 R.S.O. 1980, c. 141.

365 R.S.O. 1980, c. 140.

366 See supra, notes 18-23 and accompanying text.

367 The administration and enforcement of these two Acts are primarily under the auspices

of the Environmental Assessment Board and the Minister of the Environment. Under
the Environmental Protection Act, Directors may be appointed with the authority to

issue control and stop orders relating to activities that contravene the provisions of that

Act. In addition, other legislation exists in Ontario that contains standards relating to,

for example, hazards in the work environment, and transportation of dangerous goods:

see Occupational Health and Safety Act, R.S.O. 1980, c. 321, and Dangerous Goods

Transportation Act, 1981, S.O. 1981, c. 69, not yet proclaimed in force, respectively.

Nonetheless, like the Environmental Protection Act, neither Act confers an express civil

cause of action for breach of the standards contained therein, and an implied right of

action is unlikely, given the administrative enforcement mechanism provided in each

Act.
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to recover damages that result from such an occurrence. In particular, the Act
gives an individual the right to compensation from the owner of a pollutant,

as well as from any person having control of the pollutant, for any loss or

damage incurred as a direct result of a spill of a pollutant that "causes or is

likely to cause adverse effects". 368 In addition, liability does not depend upon
fault or negligence. 369 It has been estimated that an average of 1,000 spills

occur every year in Ontario; 370 as such incidents often affect more than one
piece of property or one individual, a class action would be an appropriate

means of enforcing this remedy, where, it appears that, apart from the

calculation of damages, few other individual issues would arise.

It should be noted that one piece of federal legislation also confers a civil

cause of action for harm resulting from an environmental accident. The
Nuclear Liability Act 31 * provides a civil cause of action for any person injured

as a result of a "nuclear incident" that is attributable to a breach of any duty

imposed upon an operator of a nuclear installation by the Act.

At common law, civil liability for environmental harm may be founded
upon nuisance, riparian rights, 372 negligence, or strict liability under the

principle enunciated in Rylands v. Fletcher'. 373 With respect to the law of

368 Environmental Protection Act, supra, note 364, s. 87(2). In addition, the Act authorizes a

municipality, a person, or a member of a class of persons designated by the regulations,

to clean up spills and to recover reasonable expenses from the owner and the person in

control: ibid., s. 88. Of interest also is the Ontario Environmental Rights Act, 1981, Bill

134, 1981 (32d Leg. 1st Sess.), a Private Member's Bill introduced by Mr. Stuart Smith,

which would give individuals a civil right of action against polluters without first having

to prove any greater or different harm or interest than other members of the public or

any pecuniary or proprietary right or interest in the proceedings. The Bill also provides

for enforcement by means of a class action procedure.

369 Environmental Protection Act, supra, note 364, s. 87(6).

370 Ont. Leg. Deb., May 15, 1979, at 1951. Examples of recent environmental incidents of

this nature are: the discharge of mercury into the St. Clair River by the Dow Chemical

Plant; the 1972 acid spill in the town of Pelham; the P.C.B. spill near Sudbury in 1973;

the Port Loring incident where, for three years, the water supply in the wells of people

in this area was contaminated with gasoline from a Gulf Station; the spill of 8,000

gallons of gasoline in North York in early 1979, where 5,000 people had to be

evacuated; and the even more recent chemical spill resulting from the Mississauga train

derailment.

371 R.S.C. 1970, c. 29 (1st Supp.), proclaimed in force October 11, 1976. Under the Act, the

liability of an operator is absolute (s. 4), and actions may be commenced in a court of

competent jurisdiction (s. 14). Moreover, of interest for present purposes are the

provisions contained in Part II of the Act relating to "Special Measures for Compensa-

tion". Specifically, where the liability of the operator in respect of a nuclear incident

could exceed $75 million, or it is in the public interest to provide special measures for

compensation, the Governor in Council may stay all civil proceedings, assess the

aggregate liability of the operator, who shall forthwith remit such amount to Her

Majesty, and provide for the hearing of individual claims and the distribution of the

aggregate award to such persons by the "Nuclear Damage Claims Commission".

372 Riparian rights refer to the rights of an owner of land bordering on water to the natural

quantity and quality of that water. Generally speaking, a riparian owner cannot divert

water or add waste to water to the detriment of lower riparian owners: see Franson and

Lucas, Environmental Law Commentary and Case Digests (1978), at 378-83.

373 Supra, note 311. Under the principle in Rylands v. Fletcher, a person who brings

dangerous substances onto his property and allows them to escape to adjoining land

and cause damage will be held strictly liable: see Fleming, supra, note 18, at ch. 15, and

Franson and Lucas, supra, note 372, at 365-69.
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nuisance, which is frequently relied upon to redress environmental harm,
difficulties relating to locus standi present formidable obstacles to an individ-

ual, as well as to a class of persons, who wish to maintain an action for

damages incurred as a result of activity injurious to the environment. 374 In

particular, where the nuisance is widespread and affects many individuals, it

will, in all likelihood, be characterized as a "public" nuisance 375 and,

generally speaking, public nuisance claims for damages affecting many
persons can be brought only by the Attorney General or by a "relator" acting

on his behalf. 376 A private member of an affected class has no standing to

bring an action to redress a public nuisance, unless he can establish that he
has incurred some "particular" or "special" loss over and above the ordinary

inconvenience or annoyance suffered by the public at large. 377

In relation to the availability of class actions to redress environmental

claims based on public nuisance, it has been argued that the "requirement of

particular damage for private actions precludes the existence of any com-
munity of interest". 378 In fact, certain Ontario cases decided under Rule 75

have held that a class action does not lie in respect of nuisance. 379 With
respect to class actions based upon other common law grounds of liability,

such as negligence, the courts have held that, as not all class members will

have the same interest or have suffered the same damage, class treatment is

precluded under Rule 75 of the Supreme Court of Ontario Rules of Prac-

tice. 3 80

374 See Estey, "Public Nuisance and Standing to Sue" (1972), 10 Osgoode Hall L.J. 563;

McLaren, "Nuisance in Canada", in Linden (ed.), Studies in Canadian Tort Law (1968)

320, at 325-26; and Swaigen and Block, "Standing for Citizens: An Idea Whose Time
Has Come" (1976), 10 L.S.U.C. Gaz. 352.

375 A "public" nuisance is to be contrasted with a "private" nuisance. Although the

distinction between the two has become somewhat blurred over the years, at the very

least private nuisance claims are confined to situations where the property of a person is

physically damaged or where there is substantial and unreasonable interference with the

use and enjoyment of that property by another. In contrast, there need not be an

invasion of property rights in order to maintain an action based upon public nuisance:

see Fleming, supra, note 18, at 395-409, and McLaren, supra, note 374, at 324 et seq.

376 See McLaren, supra, note 374, at 324 et seq., and Franson and Lucas, supra, note 372, at

354-55.

377 See, for example, Hickey v. Electric Reduction Co. of Canada, Ltd. (1972), 21 D.L.R. (3d)

368, 2 Nfld. and P.E.I. R. 246, (Nfld. S.C.), where fishermen were not permitted to sue

the owners of an industrial plant that produced effluent that killed fish, as their

damages in relation to the class of fishermen were not unique.

378 See Fleming, supra, note 18, at 396, n. 18. Although the "particular damage" require-

ment will often deny an individual, as well as class, standing to sue for a public

nuisance, Fleming notes, at 396 (emphasis in original), that "if the complainants could

establish their standing to sue for private nuisance, it would not matter how many there

were who shared the same plight". See supra, note 375, for the distinction between

public and private nuisance.

379 See St. Lawrence Rendering Co. Ltd. v. Cornwall, [1951] O.R. 669, at 795, [1951] 4

D.L.R. 790 (H.C.J.), where Spence J. stated that "[a] class action for nuisance is not

maintainable". See, also, Preston v. Hilton (1920), 48 O.L.R. 172, 55 D.L.R. 647 (H.C.

Div.), and Turtle v. City of Toronto (1924), 56 O.L.R. 252 (App. Div.).

380 See Centrex Mills Inc., Spirco Machinery v. Grand River Conservation Authority, supra,

note 349.
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While the Commission is of the view that class actions could perform a

useful role in redressing widespread environmental harm, it would appear

that, in the absence of express statutory causes of action authorizing redress

for a broad range of environmental law violations, and until reform of the law

of nuisance and, in particular, the law relating to standing occurs, 381 the

substantive bases for access to the courts by classes of litigants to redress

environmental harm will be limited.

4. CONCLUSION

It will be appreciated that the foregoing examination of substantive law is

not exhaustive of the areas in which an expanded class action procedure

might be usefully employed. Generally speaking, class actions, as a means of

redressing wrongdoing that affects numerous persons, may be resorted to in

any instance where a civil cause of action is provided, either by statute or at

common law. For example, in the United States, class actions are also utilized

in the welfare and social security area, primarily by persons seeking entitle-

ment to benefits, in the labour field, principally to enforce rights under

federal and state labour Acts, and in relation to patent and trademark cases,

bankruptcy, and real property actions. 382 So too in Ontario, an expanded

class action procedure might be utilized, for example, by employees, not

otherwise governed by union contracts and the attendant grievance proce-

dures, for a breach of their employment contract that is common to numerous
employees. Again, whether a class action will be available to aggrieved

persons in this or other areas of the law will depend, first and foremost, upon
the existence of a substantive remedy and, secondly, upon the amenability of

that remedy to enforcement by means of an expanded class action procedure.

In indicating the substantive remedies in Ontario, both statutory and

common law, that might be amenable to enforcement by means of an

expanded class action procedure, we hoped to identify those areas of the law

in which such a procedure might facilitate the utilization of existing remedies

that perhaps are not, at present, being effectively asserted; we also sought to

indicate the possible impact of an expanded class action procedure upon the

workload of the courts. The American experience, both at the federal and

state level, has provided the Commission with useful insights in this regard

and, although there are significant points of departure between substantive

remedies provided in this jurisdiction and in the United States, we are of the

view that an expanded class action procedure could serve a useful purpose in

enforcing existing remedies in this jurisdiction as well. However, we have

concluded that an expanded class action procedure would not place similar

burdens upon the courts in Ontario.

381 In this regard, the Canadian Environmental Law Association has proposed an Environ-

mental Bill of Rights, which addresses reform of environmental law and also recognizes

the efficacy of class actions in this area of the law: see Estrin and Swaigen, Environment

on Trial (2d ed., 1978), at 473-74. The law of standing generally has been the subject of

study by law reform agencies in Canada (see Law Reform Commission of British

Columbia, Report on Civil Litigation in the Public Interest (1980)), and is, at present,

being examined by this Commission in its Project on the Law of Standing.

382 See United States Courts Annual Report, supra, note 9, at 639-41.
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Because of the smaller number of statutory causes of actions in Ontario,

as compared to the United States, it is not unreasonable to expect that fewer

class actions will be brought in this jurisdiction. In particular, in the two
foremost areas of class action activity in the United States — civil rights and
antitrust — it is doubtful whether there is any substantive law basis to support

class actions in Ontario. 383 As will be recalled, in Ontario, with the exception

of the proposed Canadian Charter ofRights and Freedoms, the implications of

which are difficult to predict, neither a statutory nor a common law cause of

action exists to redress human rights violations, and, in the case of competi-

tion law violations, it is uncertain whether the civil cause of action provided

by federal legislation is constitutionally valid. Moreover, in the latter case,

even if a statutory civil remedy could be validily pursued, the burden of

competition law class actions would be shared by Ontario courts and the

Federal Court of Canada, and might well fall exclusively upon the Federal

Court in the future. Turning to other areas of the law, such as securities,

consumer and trade practices, mass accidents, and environmental law, we
believe that an expanded class action procedure could be an effective means,

in appropriate cases, of enforcing existing remedies in these areas of the law.

In the absence of class actions, not only would the possible common
questions identified in these areas be litigated several times, but numerous
aggrieved persons would be denied the benefit of an existing remedy where

the cost of individual litigation outweighed the size of their claims.

Finally, although the Commission has noted on several occasions in this

chapter the paucity of statutory causes of action in Ontario, this fact may be

of inestimable value in implementing procedural reform in this jurisdiction.

Unlike the situation in the United States, procedural changes can precede the

creation of substantive rights. As noted previously, 384 a difficulty faced in the

United States has been that numerous statutory remedies were drafted

without consideration of the impact that class actions might have on these

remedies. When the ramifications became apparent, amendments to the law

were effected, generally not to limit the availability of class actions, but to

make the substantive remedy more rational and compatible with enforcement

by means of class actions. In Ontario, although existing statutory remedies

were enacted without regard to their enforcement by means of an effective

class action procedure, for the most part, their enforcement by this means
would not appear to create situations that would require adjustment of the

remedy in order to limit the impact of class actions. More important,

however, is the fact that any future reform of substantive law can be effected

with the knowledge that an expanded class action procedure exists.

383 With respect to civil rights, this statement is subject to one important qualification

relating to the proposed Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. If the Charter is

enacted in its present form, it will provide a substantive basis for class actions with

respect to violations of the Charter: see supra, note 56 and accompanying text.

384 See supra, notes 239 and 240 and accompanying text.





CHAPTER 6

ALTERNATIVE CLASS
ACTION MODELS: THE
CHOICE FOR ONTARIO

In previous chapters, we outlined the law governing class actions in

Ontario under Rule 75 of the Supreme Court of Ontario Rules of Practice,

'

and discussed in some detail the deficiencies of the present law. We also

examined the costs and benefits of an expanded class action procedure in

light of the experience with class actions in the United States and the

anticipated uses and impact of such a procedure in Ontario. Having conclud-

ed that there is a strong case for the development in this jurisdiction of an

expanded class action procedure to deal with mass wrongs, it remains to be

decided precisely what form this revised class action procedure should take.

Before the details of this procedure can be settled, however, it is necessary to

consider the basic structural choices available to the Commission.

1. BASIC STRUCTURAL QUESTIONS:
THE CHOICE OF A CLASS ACTION MODEL

(a) Categories of Class Action Models

A careful examination of the various class action procedures that have

been developed to deal with mass wrongs indicates that there are two major
policy choices to be made. The first choice involves the question whether class

proceedings are to be initiated by a "private" representative plaintiff who is a

member of the class that is to be represented, or by a "public" representative

plaintiff who is a government official acting in situations where the govern-

ment is not itself a member of the class. 2

1 R.R.O. 1980, Reg. 540.

2 It should be noted that, under some circumstances, the "private" representative plaintiff
may be a government official. For example, where the government has been injured by
the "mass wrong" in question, it may initiate a suit in which it seeks relief both for its

own injuries and for those of private individuals or other governments that have been
similarly harmed by the same misconduct. An example of such a suit may be found in

In re Antibiotic Antitrust Actions, 333 F. Supp. 278 (S.D.N.Y. 1971). An action of this

kind should be distinguished clearly from a "parens patriae'
1

suit where a public official

brings a suit and is not a member of the class. This chapter will refer to all class action
procedures in which the class representative is required to be a member of the class as

"private" class mechanisms, even though this role may sometimes be occupied by a

government representative. The term "public representative plaintiff" will be used to

refer only to a public official who is acting in this capacity in situations where the
government is not itself a member of the injured class.

[279]
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The second choice involves a decision whether the propriety of allowing a

class action in the context of each individual case should be subject to review

and, if so, whether this function should be performed by a judge, or by some
other public official. In practice, the answer given to the first question tends

to influence strongly the answer to the second. This interrelationship can be

indicated most clearly by a brief examination of some of the class action

models that have been adopted or proposed in various jurisdictions.

(i) Rule 75: Initiation by Class Member Without Review

Rule 75 of the Supreme Court of Ontario Rules of Practice is an example

of a mechanism that requires that proceedings seeking relief on behalf of a

plaintiff class be commenced by a "private" representative plaintiff who is a

member of the class. As such, it has much in common with many other class

action mechanisms, including Rule 23 of the United States Federal Rules of

Civil Procedure. 3 However, Rule 75 differs from procedures of this kind that

have been adopted in more recent years, in that it contains no express

requirement that the propriety of all class actions be passed upon by a judge

or other public official before they are allowed to proceed. In practice, of

course, defendants have made frequent use of the general motion provisions

of the Supreme Court of Ontario Rules of Practice to argue that particular

plaintiff class suits do not meet the requirements of Rule 75. 4 But this type of

review is not systematic; rather, it is entirely dependent upon the initiative of

a particular defendant. Moreover, it tends to focus upon the propriety of the

relief sought, while other issues such as adequacy of representation are likely

to be neglected. By contrast, the portion of the Ontario Rule that governs

actions brought against defendant classes does require expressly that all such

proceedings receive judicial approval before they can proceed as a class

action. 5

It is not at all clear why the drafters of Rule 75 believed that it was

desirable to protect class members against inadequate representation or

3 Fed. R. Civ. P. 23, promulgated at 383 U.S. 1029 (1966). The Rule is appended to this

Report as Appendix 2.

4 Such applications have frequently been brought under r. 126 of the Supreme Court of

Ontario Rules of Practice, R.R.O. 1980, Reg. 540: see, for example, Naken v. General

Motors of Canada Ltd. (1978), 21 O.R. (2d) 780, 92 D.L.R. (3d) 100 (C.A.); Cobbold v.

Time Canada Ltd. (1976), 13 O.R. (2d) 567, 71 D.L.R. (3d) 629 (H.C.J.), dismissed at

trial (1980), 28 O.R. (2d) 326, 109 D.L.R. (3d) 611 (H.C.J.); Northdown Drywall &
Construction Ltd. v. Austin Co. Ltd. (1974), 6 O.R. (2d) 223, 52 D.L.R. (3d) 351 (H.C.J.).

The use of r. 126 for this purpose appears somewhat inappropriate, since the mere fact

that a particular suit does not meet the requirements of r. 75 does not mean that it has

no substantive merit. The use of r. 126 probably reflects, rather, the lack of any other

clearly defined avenue for seeking review of the appropriateness of a plaintiff class

action in Ontario.

5 Rule 75 provides as follows:

75. Where there are numerous persons having the same interest, one or more
may sue or be sued or may be authorized by the court to defend on behalf of or for

the benefit of, all [emphasis added].

See supra, ch. 2, sec. 2(c)(v), for a brief discussion of defendant class actions.
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inappropriate class actions in the case of suits against a defendant class, but

provided no equivalent protection in the case of suits brought by a represen-

tative plaintiff. In either case, the rights of class members will be determined

in their absence. Of course, arguments can be made against a requirement of

prior judicial approval, or "certification" as such approval is commonly
known in other jurisdictions: this type of requirement is certainly a departure

from the practice governing individual suits, where no such approval is

necessary, and therefore places an additional burden upon class representa-

tives and the courts. However, these considerations weigh as strongly against

such a requirement in the case of suits against defendant classes as they do in

plaintiff class actions. Moreover, there is, in our view, room for legitimate

concern that the lack of a "certification" requirement may have an adverse

impact upon class members, who are bound in Ontario by an adverse

judgment even when their class representative proves incompetent, 6 or upon
the public, where a class suit is allowed to proceed despite the fact that the

benefits to be derived from such a mass remedy do not outweigh the costs.

(ii) Rule 23 Family: Initiation by Class

Member With Judicial Review

In contrast to Rule 75, all the more recent class action mechanisms that

require that actions on behalf of a class be commenced by a member of the

class specify that such suits must be certified by a judge before the action is

permitted to proceed in class form. The universality of this requirement

appears to reflect a consensus among the drafters of class action procedures

that class actions are sufficiently different from individual proceedings to

require a special judicial filter to weed out class actions that are contrary to

the interests of the class members, the defendant, or the public.

The ancestor of all class actions that combine the features of private

initiation by a class member and judicial certification is Rule 23 of the United

States Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The resemblance between Rule 23

and its progeny is apparent both from the structure of the subsequent rules,

statutes, and proposals, and from the frequent references to Rule 23 that are

found in commentaries accompanying them. 7 Because the drafters of the

more recent mechanisms have made amendments to reflect either perceived

problems with Rule 23 class action jurisprudence or policy judgments
respecting the relevant tests for certification, there is frequently variation in

the enumerated lists of criteria for certification to which judges must direct

their attention. The similarities remain sufficiently great, however, that it will

be convenient to refer to all class actions involving initiation by class

members and judicial certification as members of the "Rule 23 family" of

6 For a discussion of this problem, see Williams, "Consumer Class Actions in Canada —

Some Proposals for Reform" (1975). 13 Osgoode Hall L.J. 1, at 17. By contrast, Fed. R.

Civ. P. 23(a)(4) expressly makes it a prerequisite to the maintenance of a class action

that "the representative parties will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the

class".

7 For example, see National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws,

Uniform Class Actions Act, Uniform Laws Ann. (1975), Vol. 12 (Cum. Supp. 1981), at

20 (hereinafter referred to as "U.C.A.A."), and McLaughlin, "Article 9 -- Class

Actions: An Overview", in N.Y. Civ. Prac. Law §§901-09 (McKinney), at 319-20.
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class actions. By far the majority of existing class mechanisms or proposals

are members of this family, 8 which includes, for example, the American
Uniform Class Action Act, 9 the new Quebec class action legislation, 10 and the

class action procedure recommended by the Law Reform Committee of

South Australia. '

'

A full consideration of the merits of the various criteria that judges are

required to consider under the certification provisions of the members of the

Rule 23 family will be dealt with in later chapters of this Report. 12 It will be

useful, however, to refer to some of these criteria as a means of demonstrating

the potential of the certification mechanism to protect the legitimate interests

of class members, defendants, and the public.

For example, one requirement of all mechanisms descended from Rule

23 is that the judge determine that the class representative will adequately

represent the interests of the class members; in this way, class members will

not be deprived of the advantages of a mass remedy through the incompe-

tence of the individual who has commenced the action. 13 In the United

States, this requirement is also designed to benefit the defendant: as a result

of the operation of the constitutional requirement of due process, absent class

members will not be bound by a classjudgment favourable to the defendant if

they can establish in subsequent proceedings that they were inadequately

represented. 14 In a more limited number of class action proposals, the

defendant also would receive direct protection from unmeritorious class suits

of a kind not available in individual proceedings; this protection is a result of

a requirement that the judge consider in a preliminary way the merits of the

8 Leading members of the Rule 23 family include the New York class action procedure

(N.Y. Civ. Prac. Law §§901-09 (McKinney) (hereinafter referred to as the "New York

rule")); the Uniform Class Actions Act, supra, note 7; the draft class action statute

proposed by the Law Reform Committee of South Australia, "Draft Bill for a Class

Actions Act", in Thirty-sixth Report Relating to Class Actions (1977), at 12-19 (hereinaft-

er referred to as the "South Australia Draft Bill"); Quebec's new class action legislation

(Code of Civil Procedure, R.S.Q. 1977, c. C-25, arts. 999-1051, as enacted by S.Q. 1978,

c. 8, s. 3 (hereinafter referred to as "C.C.P.")); the class action mechanism drafted by

the editor of the Class Actions Reports ("Proposed Federal Consumer Class Action

Legislation - II" (1975), 4 C.A.R. 342 (hereinafter referred to as "C.A.R. Proposal"));

and a class action scheme suggested by Professor Neil Williams ("Model Consumer

Class Actions Act", in "Consumer Class Actions in Canada - Some Proposals for

Reform" (1975), 13 Osgoode Hall L.J. 1, at 65 (hereinafter referred to as "Williams'

Model Act")).

9 U.C.A.A., supra, note 7.

10 C.C.P., supra, note 8. It should be noted that, unlike other members of the Rule 23

family, the Quebec legislation requires judicial authorization before a class action can

be instituted: see ibid., art. 1002.

11 South Australia Draft Bill, supra, note 8.

12 See infra, chs. 7, 8, and 9.

13 For a discussion of adequacy of representation, see infra, ch. 8, sec. 4.

14 See Wright and Miller, Federal Practice and Procedure (1977), Vol. 7A, §1789, at 178.
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claim asserted as a matter relevant to the certification of the action. 15 Rule 23

itself does not include such a provision, however. Finally, members of the

Rule 23 class action family generally include a measure of express protection

for the public interest in the form of a requirement that the judge find that

class proceedings are "superior" to alternative methods of dealing with the

mass wrong; in this way, the courts will not be burdened with the complexi-

ties of class actions in cases where more efficient remedies are available. 16

(iii) Public Class Actions: Initiation by

Public Official Without Judicial Review

An example of a mechanism 17 that calls for a public official to institute

class proceedings in situations where the government is not a member of the

class is the statutory "parens patriae' action, which is available in the United

States with respect to certain antitrust offences. 18 In such proceedings, state

Attorneys General 19 are empowered to represent classes of persons within

15 See Williams' Model Act, supra, note 8, s. 3(3)(c), where the court is required to

consider whether "the action is brought in good faith and appears to have merit";

South Australia Draft Bill, supra, note 8, s. 3(3)(a) (same test), and Small Business

Judicial Access Act of 1979, United States Department of Justice, Office for Improve-

ments in the Administration of Justice, Bill H.R. 5103, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. §3022(b)(2)

(1979) (hereinafter referred to as "O.I.A.J. Bill H.R. 5103"). See, also, infra, ch. 7.

16 Superiority is not listed among the certification criteria in C.C.P., supra, note 8, nor in

the C.A.R. Proposal, supra, note 8.

17 The term "class action" is not usually used in the literature to refer to mass remedies

brought by a public representative plaintiff who is not a member of the class. To
emphasize the difference between such suits and the more traditional kind of class

action, where the class representative is a member of the class, such proceedings have

been given different names. Unfortunately, the name given tends to vary from one such

procedure to another. For example, the U.S. antitrust class procedure described in the

accompanying text is known as a "parens patriae'' action: see Hart-Scott-Rodino

Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976, Pub. Law No. 94-435, Title III, §301, 90 Stat.

1383, enacting 15 U.S.C. §§15c-15h (hereinafter referred to as "parens patriae legisla-

tion"). The portion of the hybrid Canadian federal competition class mechanism that

authorized a "Competition Policy Advocate" to bring proceedings against a wrongdoer

under certain circumstances was referred to as a "substitute action": see An Act to

Amend the Combines Investigation Act, Bill C-42, 1977 (30th Pari. 2d Sess.) (hereinafter

referred to as "Bill C-42"). The hybrid proposal put forward by the U.S. Office for

Improvements in the Administration of Justice refers to a "public action", which may
be prosecuted either by the U.S. or a state Attorney General or by a private relator: see

O.I.A.J. Bill H.R. 5103, supra, note 15, discussed infra, this ch., sec. l(a)(iv). Despite

this disparate terminology, however, there is a strong structural resemblance in many
areas between these public class proceedings and the more traditional kind of class

action; moreover, both kinds of mass remedy clearly arise out of injuries done to a class

of potential plaintiffs and serve similar policy functions. For this reason, the term "class

action" will be used in this chapter to refer to representative suits brought by either

"public" or "private" representative plaintiffs, and will be distinguished, where appro-

priate, by designating them "public class actions" or "private class actions".

18 See, generally, parens patriae legislation, supra, note 17.

19 The term "Attorney General" is defined to include the chief legal officer of a state, or

such private counsel as might be retained by a state's chief legal officer, subject to

certain exceptions relating to persons retained upon contingency fees: see, parens patriae

legislation, supra, note 17, §15g(l).
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their states who have been injured by price fixing or other conduct that

violates specific antitrust provisions. 20

The parens patriae legislation contains no certification mechanism. This

presumably reflects two assumptions on the part of the United States

Congress: first, that state Attorneys General will represent adequately both

the private interests of the class members and the public interest; and
secondly, that they will commence class proceedings only where a class action

is truly appropriate. 21 To the extent that such assumptions are well founded,

the adoption of a "public" class action procedure without a judicial certifica-

tion mechanism would have the advantage of avoiding time-consuming
litigation that frequently has attended certification applications in "private"

class actions. 22 Moreover, it may be argued that a conscientious Attorney

General, as an elected and accountable official, will be better able to

represent and protect the public interest than a private class representative. 23

There are Canadian precedents for giving public officials power to seek

relief on behalf of a class of consumers to which the government does not

belong, although these mechanisms are relatively less sophisticated than their

American counterpart, described above. For example, as discussed in chapter

2, 24 the Saskatchewan Department of Consumer Ajfairs Act 25 authorizes the

provincial Attorney General, "for the benefit of any persons or class of

persons who have suffered loss, or who allege that they have suffered loss" by
reason of certain illegal conduct affecting consumers, to "commence and
maintain any action or proceeding . . . that the persons could have com-
menced or maintained on their own behalf at the time the action or

proceeding is commenced by the Attorney General". 26

The British Columbia Trade Practice Act 21 gives power to the Director of

Trade Practices or any other person, "whether or not that person has a

special, or any, interest under this Act or the regulations, or is affected by a

20 Parens patriae legislation, supra, note 17, §15c(a)(l).

21 There was some concern among some members of the House of Representatives

Committee that considered this legislation that Attorneys General might bring improp-

er suits that were unfair to defendants: see House of Representatives Committee on the

Judiciary, Report together with Minority and Separate Views (to Accompany H.R. 8532),

1976 U.S. Code Cong, and Ad. News 2572, at 2593, reprinted at (1975), 4 C.A.R. 292,

at 305. The legislation that eventually was enacted by Congress incorporated a provi-

sion designed to deal with abusive suits by Attorneys General, by authorizing the court,

in its discretion, to "award a reasonable attorney's fee to a prevailing defendant upon a

finding that the State attorney general has acted in bad faith, vexatiously, wantonly, or

for oppressive reasons": sec parens patriae legislation, supra, note 17, §15c(d)(2).

22 See Olliff, "'Parens Patriae Antitrust Actions for Treble Damages" (1977), 14 Harv. J.

Legis. 328, at 336-37.

™ Ibid., at 342.

24 See supra, ch. 2, sec. 2(d)(ii).

25 R.S.S. 1978, c. D-9.

26 Ibid., s. 10.

27 R.S.B.C. 1979, c. 406.
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consumer transaction", 28 to bring a civil action seeking a declaration or

injunction directed against certain improper consumer practices. In such an

action, "any person, including the director, may sue on his own behalf and, at

his option, on behalf of consumers generally, or a designated class of

consumers, in the Province". 29

(iv) Hybrid Class Action Models

To this juncture, we have considered two clear alternatives to Rule 75.

The first is the adoption of a procedure similar to Rule 23, which combines
initiation of class suits by a private representative plaintiff with a judicial

power to refuse to allow the class action to proceed where the decision to

commence the action does not reflect a balanced consideration of the

legitimate interests of the class, the public, and the defendant. The second

option is to leave the decision whether a particular class suit is justified to the

provincial Attorney General or some other public official, without any
requirement that this question be reviewed by a judge. Such a policy would
reflect the assumption that public officials are at least as well suited to make
such decisions as are judges, with the result that a certification review would
be redundant.

More recently, however, a number of "hybrid" class procedures have

been proposed, which tend to incorporate in a single mechanism features of

both private and public class proceedings. The earlier of the two Competition

Bills put forward by the Canadian federal government, 30 and the proposals of

the Office for Improvements in the Administration of Justice of the United

States Department of Justice, are examples of such hybrid procedures. We
shall discuss these proposals in turn.

In March of 1977, the government of Canada introduced into the House

of Commons Bill C-42, which contained amendments to the Combines

Investigation AcO x designed to make major changes in the law governing

anti-competitive activity in Canada. Among the features of this Bill was a

detailed class action procedure intended to provide a mass remedy when
certain enumerated kinds of misconduct injured large numbers of persons. 32

In most respects, this procedure was a reasonably typical member of the Rule

23 family, since it required that all class actions be commenced by a private

™Ibid.,s. 18(1).

29 Ibid., s. 18(2). This section is poorly drafted, since it might be construed to suggest that

the Director must be a member of the class in order to be able to "sue on his own
behalf and, at his option, on behalf or the members of the proposed class (emphasis

added). But see Hanson v. Sponchia (1979), 102 D.L.R. (3d) 508, at 511-12, 15 B.C.L.R.

157 (C.A.), where this construction is rejected.

30 Bill C-42, supra, note 17, and An Act to Amend the Combines Investigation Act, Bill C-13,

1977 (30th Pari. 3d Sess.) (hereinafter referred to as "Bill C-13").

31 Combines Investigation Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. C-23, as am. by R.S.C. 1970, c. 10 (1st

Supp.), s. 34; R.S.C. 1970, c. 10 (2d. Supp.), s. 65; S.C. 1974-75-76, c. 76; and S.C.

1976-77, c. 28, s. 9.

32 See, generally, Bill C-42, supra, note 17, s. 34, adding ss. 39.1 to 39.23 to the Combines

Investigation Act.
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representative plaintiff who was a member of the class, 33 and that all such

actions be subject to review by a judge before they could proceed. 34 Among
the considerations that the judge was directed to consider was "whether there

are a sufficient number of members of the class who are likely to have

suffered a significant quantum of loss or damage to warrant the cost of

administering the relief claimed in the proceedings". 35 In other words, the

court was specifically authorized to refuse to certify a private class action

where most of the claims of class members were "nonviable", 36 so that no
compensatory purpose could be served by the suit. However, in the interests

of modifying behaviour that injured large numbers of persons, the Bill also

expressly provided that, where the court refused to certify a class suit only

because the claims were nonviable, a "Competition Policy Advocate" might

commence a "substitute action", where all the other prerequisites for a class

action had been met. 37 This action would be brought against the proposed

defendant or defendants in the original private class suit in order to obtain

any remedy or relief that could have been obtained in the private action. 38

Although there was no provision requiring that the "substitute action" be

separately certified by ajudge, in fact a certification hearing would have been,

indirectly, a prerequisite to such proceedings. The Competition Policy

Advocate could initiate a substitute action only where the judge, in the earlier

private class suit, had found that all the prerequisites for certification of such

a suit, apart from the small size of the claims, had been met.

The substitute action, thus, was clearly an appendage to the private class

action procedure, which was the major focus of Bill C-42's remedial provi-

33 Ibid., s. 34, adding s. 39.1 1(1).

34 Ibid., s. 34, adding s. 39.12(1).

35 Ibid., s. 34, adding s. 39.12(3)(b).

36 See Note, "Developments in the Law - Class Actions" (1976), 89 Harv. L. Rev. 1318,

at 1356 (hereinafter referred to as "Harvard Developments"), where it is stated:

[I]t is possible to distinguish three types of individual claims class actions aggre-

gate: the nonviable, the individually nonrecoverable, and the individually recover-

able. A claim is nonviable if the expenses an individual would incur in asserting a

right to a share of a class judgment would be greater than his expected share of the

recovery. A claim is individually nonrecoverable if it would not justify the expense

to an individual of independent litigation but would justify the lesser expenditure

required to obtain a share of a class judgment. A claim is individually recoverable

if it warrants the costs of separate litigation; that is, if an action to recover the

claim would be economically rational regardless of the availability of class action

procedures.

37 See Consumer and Corporate Affairs Canada, Proposals for a New Competition Policy

for Canada, Second Stage: Combines Investigation Act Amendments, March, 1977 (1977).

at 73 and 75-76.

38 Bill C-42, supra, note 17, s. 34, adding s. 39.14. This right of the Competition Policy

Advocate was subject to a number of additional restrictions. Time limits would have

been imposed upon such proceedings, and the Competition Policy Advocate would

have been entitled to recover damages from the defendant where the defendant had

been convicted of an offence under the Act or where the Restrictive Trade Practices

Commission had made an order against him (under certain provisions of the Act) on

the basis of the same or substantially the same facts: see Bill C-42, ibid., s. 34, adding

s. 39.15. These restrictions are not relevant to the issues under discussion, however, and

will not be considered further.
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sions for mass wrongs. If no private class representative commenced a class

suit, the Competition Policy Advocate could take no action to initiate

proceedings. It should be noted that the "substitute action" procedure was
deleted from the second version of the Competition Bill, Bill C-13, 39 which

retained, however, the provisions authorizing privately initiated class actions.

Public officials would play a much larger role under the very complex
class action proposals that were developed by the Office for Improvements in

the Administration of Justice of the United States Department of Justice

(O.I.A. J.).
40 As part of its study of class actions, the Office first circulated a

detailed Discussion Memorandum on Federal Class Actions.^ This document
was followed by a first draft statutory proposal, 42 which was also circulated

for comment. Revised versions of this proposal were subsequently put

forward. The first was introduced into the United States Senate as Bill

S. 3475, 43 and the second into the House of Representatives as Bill H.R.
5103.44

Bill H.R. 5103 would repeal Federal Rule 23(b)(3), 45 which has governed

most class actions for damages, and would replace it with a new and
extremely detailed statutory scheme of mass remedies, incorporating features

of the more traditional forms of both public and private class actions. The Bill

would leave untouched the Rule 23(b)(1) and (b)(2) categories of class action,

which include suits for injunctive or declaratory relief and certain other

narrow ranges of cases. 46

The O. I.A.J, proposal is unique among class action models in that it

creates a two-tier class action mechanism under which the claims arising out

of a single mass wrong are treated differently, depending upon whether the

damage suffered by each class member amounts to more or less than $300. 47

Generally speaking, claims not exceeding $300 can be asserted only through a

39 Bill C-13, supra, note 30.

40 The Office was a division of the United States Department of Justice, established by

former Attorney General Griffin Bell with a view to identifying means by which

improvements in the administration of justice in that country could be accomplished,

including changes in class action procedures.

41 United States Department of Justice, Office for Improvements in the Administration of

Justice, Discussion Memorandum on Federal Class Actions (June 23, 1977).

42 United States Department of Justice, Office for Improvements in the Administration of

Justice, Effective Procedural Remedies for Unlawful Conduct Causing Mass Economic

Injury: Draft Statute with Comment (Dec. 1, 1977).

43 A Bill To provide for the reform of class action litigation procedures. United States

Department of Justice, Office for Improvements in the Administration of Justice, Bill

S. 3475, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. (1978) (hereinafter referred to as "O.I.A.J. Bill S. 3475").

44 O.I.A.J. Bill H.R. 5103, supra, note 15.

45 Ibid., §102.

46 For a discussion of Federal Rule 23(b)(1) and (2) class actions, see supra, ch. 2, sec.

2(e)(1).

47 O.I.A.J. Bill H.R. 5103, supra, note 15, §§3001 and 3011.
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"public action", 4 ** brought, as a matter of substantive law, in the name of the

United States rather than the injured class members, by either the United

States, an agency of the United States, or a private plaintiff, called by the

legislation a "relator"; 49 under certain circumstances carriage of the proceed-

ings may be referred to a state Attorney General. 50 Claims in excess of $300,

by contrast, cannot be asserted by a public official where the government is

not a member of the class, and must be initiated in all cases by a class

member. 51 These "class compensatory actions" strongly resemble ordinary

Rule 23 family class actions, since they are initiated exclusively by class

members and are subject to judicial certification. It is not, therefore,

necessary to give any detailed consideration to these actions at this stage of

the Report.

The "public action", on the other hand, has a number of unique and
interesting features. As noted earlier, it may be commenced either by the

Attorney General of the United States, by a United States agency, or by a

private "relator", who must be a member of the injured class. If the action is

commenced by a relator, he must serve copies of the initiating documents
upon the United States government, together with a written disclosure of all

relevant information or material known to the relator. 52 Upon such service,

the United States Attorney General has the option of entering an appearance

and assuming control of the action, or referring the action to a state Attorney

General, who may take over the action. 53 If these officials choose not to act as

a public representative plaintiff, they may decline to enter an appearance and

permit the action to be prosecuted by the relator. 54 They also may file with

the court a written statement of reasons why the public interest would not be

served by allowing the action to continue as a public action. 55 If such a

statement is filed, the court is obliged to dismiss the suit, unless the relator

demonstrates to the court's satisfaction that, notwithstanding the view of the

Attorney General, the public interest would be served by allowing the action

to continue as a public action. 56

If any Attorney General or an agency assumes control of a public action,

the court may permit a relator or any other injured person to intervene, and

the Attorney General or agency may allow private counsel to participate in

the conduct of the action under the direction and control of the Attorney

General or agency. 57

^Ibid., §3001(a)(l)and(2).

49 Ibid., §300 1(c).

™Ibid., §3002(b)(3).

51 Ibid., §3011.

52 Ibid., §3002(a).

53 Ibid., §3002(b)(l) and (3). But see the proviso in §3002(b)(l) concerning reference of

the action by the Attorney General to a United States agency.

^4 Ibid., §§3002(b)(2) and 3002(b)(3)(B).

55 Ibid., §§3002(b)(3)(C) and 3002(b)(4)(A).

56 Ibid., §§ 3002(b)(3)(C) and 3002(b)(4)(B).

57 Ibid., §3002(c)(l)(A) and (B).
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Bill H.R. 5103 provides that, if a public action brought by a relator is

successful, either through a judgment or a settlement, the defendant will be

ordered to pay to the relator, in addition to his costs and litigation expenses,

an incentive fee equal to twenty percent of the first $25,000 of public

recovery, plus ten percent of the next $50,000 of public recovery up to a

maximum of $1 0,000. 58 This fee must be paid directly to the relator and may
not be paid directly or indirectly to his or her attorney. 59 If the court finds

that a person other than the relator has measurably advanced the effective

prosecution of the action, the court may award such person costs and
reasonable litigation expenses, as well as a portion of the incentive fee

calculated by the test set out above. 60 The Commentary to Bill H.R. 5103

justifies the incentive fee as follows: 61

Section 3003(a)(2) provides a modest, direct monetary incentive for injured

persons to detect and report violations of federal law. A major purpose of the

procedure is to create incentives that run not only to attorneys and encourage

action by injured persons, those best able to detect violations. An active,

informed citizenry is the best means to assure that there is widespread

compliance with the law without the creation of a massive new bureaucracy. At

present, persons with small injuries have little incentive to contribute to litigation

on their behalf.

The provisions of Bill H.R. 5103 that govern public actions require that

all such actions receive judicial approval before they can proceed, whether

they are commenced or prosecuted by a private class member or by an

Attorney General. 62 In the case of actions commenced by a relator, this

requirement is not surprising, since it is directly analogous to the certification

requirement in other private class procedures. It is somewhat surprising,

however, that the court is given power to overrule an Attorney General's

judgment with respect to the question whether certain prerequisites for a

public action are met and "whether there are sufficiently serious questions

going to the merits to make them fair grounds for litigation". 63 The court is

not given power, however, to challenge the adequacy of representation that

will be provided by an Attorney General, nor to overrule his decision as to

whether a public action is generally in the public interest.

A more limited role for Attorneys General has been recognized even in

certain members of the Rule 23 family. Under these mechanisms, the power
to initiate class proceedings remains exclusively with private representative

plaintiffs who are members of the class. However, the Attorney General is

given power to intervene and to make representations to the court concerning

decisions in certain areas of the proceedings where he can play a useful role in

58 Ibid., § 3003(a).

59 Ibid., §3003(a)(2).

60 Ibid.

61 United States Department of Justice, Office for Improvements in the Administration of

Justice, H.R. 5103 - Bill Commentary: The Case for Comprehensive Revision of Federal

Class Damage Procedure (July 25, 1979), at 40 (footnotes omitted).

62 O.I.AJ. Bill H.R. 5103, supra, note 15, §3022.

63 Ibid., § 3022(b)(2).
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protecting the interests of the public in general, absent class members, or the

defendant.

For example, section 9(a)(4) of the American Uniform Class Actions

Act 64 gives the court power, on the motion of a party or on its own motion, to

invite the Attorney General of the state in which the action is being tried to

participate with respect to the question of adequacy of class representation.

The Act also contains provisions designed to afford Attorneys General an
opportunity to move for an order requiring payment of any residue of a

money judgment that cannot be distributed to class members to the state as

unclaimed property. 65

The Report of the South Australia Law Reform Committee, 66 which
proposes a scheme of privately initiated class actions, also contains some
provision for participation by the Attorney General; however, this power is

conferred only in the area of damage distribution, and not at the certification

stage of the proceedings. The Committee's Draft Bill specifies that where, as a

result of an aggregate assessment of monetary relief, 67 a fund has been paid

into court for the benefit of the class, and where the class plaintiff is unable to

locate class members after efforts reasonably commensurate with the

amounts involved, he or she must apply for further directions from the court

concerning the application of the balance of the fund, and must serve the

Attorney General with a copy of the application. 68 In such a case, the

Attorney General is given the right to intervene in the action, and to propose

a scheme for the application of the residue for the benefit of some or all the

members of the class, or to suggest that the balance be paid to a "Class Action

Indemnity Fund". 69

(b) Choice of an Ontario Class Action Model

(i) Inadequacy of Rule 75

There would appear to be little modern support for the maintenance of

64 Supra, note 7.

65 Ibid., § 15(c)(5) and (8). It is not absolutely clear from the wording of the provision if it

is intended that the Attorney General should have the opportunity to argue the

question whether distribution of the residue to the defendant or to the government is

more consistent with the public interest in the particular case, before the court makes

up its mind on the point, or whether the Attorney General is merely given the power to

argue that payment should be paid to one state rather than another.

66 Law Reform Committee of South Australia. Thirty-sixth Report Relating to Class

Actions (1977) (hereinafter referred to as "South Australia Report").

67 For a discussion of the concept of aggregate assessment of monetary relief, see infra, ch.

14, sec. 3.

68 South Australia Draft Bill, supra, note 8, s. 10(5).

69 Ibid., s. 10(6). The purposes of the fund are the provision of financial aid to class

plaintiffs, payment to defendants of costs that are otherwise not recoverable by reason

of certain other provisions of the proposed legislation, and the alleviation of hardship

caused to class members by defaults or defalcations of a class representative or his or

her agents: ibid., s. 10(7). This fund is discussed infra, ch. 17, sec. 4(d).
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the structure of present Rule 75, which permits a representative plaintiff to

commence a class action without any requirement of judicial review. Al-

though such an approach would treat class actions like individual actions, it

ignores significant differences between individual and class proceedings that

are inherent both in the nature of class actions and in the mass wrongs that

give rise to them.

At a minimum, the fact that class proceedings are capable of having an

adverse binding effect upon absent class members who have no control over

the proceedings would seem to justify the imposition of procedural safe-

guards to protect against inadequate self-appointed representatives. Such

safeguards are unnecessary in individual suits, where the litigant has some
opportunity to supervise the proceedings. The greater complexity of class

actions also justifies special safeguards for the courts, the public, and
defendants.

In our view, any decision concerning the merits of various class action

models must be directed toward the question of how effectively the various

schemes will operate to ensure (1) that actions are actually commenced in

situations where mass wrongs deserve redress, (2) that the interests of absent

class members are protected, and (3) that class actions that should not be

allowed to proceed are effectively weeded out. As Rule 75, in our view, is

incapable of performing these functions, we shall focus on the relative

advantages and disadvantages of private class actions, public class suits, and

hybrid schemes that incorporate features of both these alternatives.

(ii) Advantages and Disadvantages of Publicly and Privately

Initiated Proceedings

A very useful summary of some of the advantages that may be attributed

to publicly and privately initiated class suits, respectively, may be found in

the leading Harvard Law Review article on class actions. The Harvard

commentators observe: 70

The vices and virtues of administrative and private action are familiar ones,

capable of summary in two pairs of contrasting propositions:

First, administrative decision of the question of whether judicial action

should be initiated will confer the benefits of a political and bureaucratic process:

respect for competing interests, recognition of resource limitations and thus of

the need to screen out unimportant claims, a continuing existence and thus the

capability for planning and coordinating a number of separate actions. But

administrative decision suffers from the defects of political and bureaucratic

decisionmaking as well: a tendency to take into account only familiar interests

and indeed to be solicitous of familiar interests to the point of 'capture',

budgetary limitations so severe that underenforcement results instead of merely a

restraint on the initiation of frivolous actions, routinization of activity and thus a

resistance to responding to changing conditions.

Second, the benefits of private decision of the question of whether judicial

action should be initiated are the benefits of individuality, of entrepreneurial

decisionmaking: the possibility of iconoclastic challenges to the conventional

hierarchy of competing interests, resource constraints which are a function not of

70 Harvard Developments, supra, note 36, at 1630-31 (footnotes omitted).
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extrinsic factors but of the prospects of a particular case and thus likely to impose

a discipline which mirrors a statute's own judgment of the merits of a case, and a

capacity for innovation. But the defects of individuality are present also: the risk

of intolerance manifest in actions brought to vindicate specific interests without

regard for the need to accommodate other interests, a cognate risk that evaluation

of the desirability of a case which looks only to the governing statute will ignore

the perhaps constraining values of other statutes, a tendency towards disorgan-

ized or uneven enforcement practices.

An additional factor relevant to a consideration of the merits of public or

private initiation of class suits involves the question whether the fact that a

mass wrong has been committed can more easily be ascertained or proved by
a public official or by an individual member of the class. Where the injury

may be hard to detect, the special powers that are given to some government
agencies to search premises and to seize relevant evidence, which are not

available to individual citizens, may place public officials in a better position

to discover certain kinds of mass wrong. The same may be true where

detection of the wrongful conduct requires legal, business, or scientific

expertise, and the class members do not have this expertise, as in the case of

certain violations of the securities laws. On the other hand, in the case of

simpler and more obvious misconduct, the immediate victim may be in a

much better position to detect it than the government, at least in the absence

of an enormous investigative bureaucracy monitoring all aspects of daily life.

The victim also may have a much stronger incentive to act to seek redress

than public officials, at least where the wrong falls within an area of

substantive law that is not a high government priority.

Before turning to a discussion of the relevance of these considerations to

the structural options for class action reform in Ontario, it should be noted

that we do not consider our choice to be dictated by the roles traditionally

ascribed to public and private enforcement. The traditional view of private

law as essentially a means of regulating the relationships and duties of private

citizens inter se, with compensation as its sole legitimate objective, and of

public law as establishing and enforcing rules of conduct designed to protect

the general public welfare, greatly oversimplifies the complex array of law

enforcement strategies in most legal systems today. Increasingly, we witness

the intrusion of public enforcement mechanisms into areas traditionally

conceived of as falling within the domain of private law. 71 Similarly, areas of

law traditionally thought of as falling within the province of public law often

provide additional private law-oriented sanctions. For example, the Combines

Investigation Act now provides for private enforcement by way of a civil

action foi damages. 72 This provision and others 73 recognize that a private

71 For example, compensation schemes, such as workmen's compensation, no-fault auto-

mobile insurance, and universal disability schemes, environmental and consumer pro-

tection statutes, and a wide spectrum of other regulatory regimes dealing with economic

activities of various kinds, increasingly displace or overlay private law rules with

publicly enforced prohibitions or administrative regulation.

72 Combines Investigation Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. C-23, as am. by S.C. 1974-75-76, c. 76, s. 12.

adding s. 31.1. For a discussion of the constitutional validity of this provision, see supra,

ch. 5, sec. 3(c)(ii).

73 See, for example, the proposals of the Law Reform Commission of Canada calling for

much wider use of compensatory sanctions (see Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1970, c. C-34, ss.

653, 654, and 655) as options in the sentencing process in criminal prosecutions: Law

Reform Commission of Canada, Restitution and Compensation, Working Paper No. 5

(1974).
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action for compensation can be a means of achieving objectives traditionally

associated with public law. A civil action for damages that results in an award
sufficiently large to deter offenders can act as a substitute for a criminal

prosecution as a means of gaining compliance with the law. There is no
reason, in our view, why a class action procedure initiated privately by class

members cannot be designed to serve purposes of behaviour modification. On
the other hand, although the proponents of the O. I.A.J, proposals justify the

"public'' action in terms of behaviour modification, 74 there would seem to be
no structural reason why a publicly initiated class action could not be
designed to serve a purely compensatory purpose. 75

(iii) Desirability of Publicly Initiated Class Proceedings in Ontario

The first option, then, would be to give the exclusive right to initiate class

actions in this Province to the Attorney General of Ontario or some other

public official. With respect to the Attorney General, this would place him in

an ideal position to control the impact of class actions upon the community
to which he is politically accountable. For example, the Attorney General

would be more likely than a private representative plaintiff to give weight to

such factors as the possibility that a large judgment against a defendant who

74 See United States Department of Justice, Office for Improvements in the Administra-

tion of Justice, Summary of Draft Bill to Revise Class Damage Procedures (Aug. 25,

1978), at 1-2, where it is stated:

Where large numbers of persons are injured in small amounts each, the

aggregate damages may nevertheless be large. In these circumstances, no one

person is likely to institute an individual action. Only the combination of hun-

dreds or thousands of plaintiffs under present compensation-oriented procedures

makes the litigation economically feasible. However, compensation for small

injury is not the real concern. The primary concerns are to prevent unjust

enrichment and to deter others from similar conduct. They are of public, not

private, import. Therefore to deal with this situation the Office for Improvements

in the Administration of Justice's present draft bill proposes a new statutory

public action to replace Rule 23(b)(3) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

[with respect to claims for less than $300].

75 A careful examination of the language of the Saskatchewan and British Columbia

legislation described earlier (see supra, notes 25-29 and accompanying text) strongly

suggests that these public class action mechanisms are intended to serve a purely

compensatory function. After authorizing the Director of Trade Practices to bring an

action on behalf of a class of injured consumers to enjoin a deceptive or unconscionable

act or practice, the British Columbia statute expressly provides that, "[i]n an action for

a permanent injunction . . . the Court may restore to any person who has an interest in it

any money or property that may have been acquired by reason of a deceptive or

unconscionable act or practice by the supplier": see R.S.B.C. 1979, c. 406, s. 18(3)

(emphasis added). This provision is clearly restitutionary in scope, and would seem to

permit the recovery of money from the defendant only when it can be returned to the

injured class member. The Saskatchewan statute is somewhat less clear, since it merely

states that the Attorney General may sue "for the benefit of any persons or class of

persons who have suffered loss, or who allege that they have suffered loss" by reason of

certain misconduct: see R.S.S. 1978, c. D-9, s. 10. However, the emphasis upon the suit

being for the benefit of the class member could provide a basis for the argument that

any money recovered must be applicable directly for their benefit as compensation,

although it can be argued that behaviour modification also benefits class members
indirectly.
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is the major employer in a single industry town might have an adverse effect

upon the surrounding community.

Similarly, the Attorney General would be in a good position to evaluate

with detachment the possibility that class proceedings in areas where the law

is unclear might result in "overdeterrence" — that is, that defendants might

fear to engage in conduct that appears both lawful and desirable at the time

they originally act, because of the possibility of large damage awards if the

conduct is determined subsequently to be unlawful. A private class represen-

tative would be unlikely to take such considerations into account.

Another advantage of public initiation of class actions by the Attorney

General is that the number and type of class actions commenced would be
within the Attorney General's discretion. In this way, the effect of class

actions upon the workload of the courts could be controlled.

Moreover, under a public scheme, where the Attorney General is aware

that a mass remedy is clearly appropriate, the commencement of class

proceedings would not depend upon whether some member of the class had
the sophistication, initiative, and financial resources to initiate a class action.

Under such a scheme, the Attorney General, in arguing the case, also would
be able to bring to the court's attention his views respecting the appropriate

application of statutes or the common law in situations where large numbers
of persons are affected.

There is also little question that, where public officials do have the

resources to commence class proceedings, government lawyers will not

sacrifice class interests to a desire for personal gain through large fees

obtained from the class award, although one must be cognizant of the

political pressures that might be brought to bear upon the Attorney General

in any given case. The disincentive effect of potential costs awards that exists

under the present costs rules would also be of lesser significance under a

public scheme.

Finally, as noted earlier, 76 under a publicly initiated class action mech-

anism there would be no need for a provision requiring judicial review of the

propriety of class suits, because of the safeguards provided by the Attorney

General's control. There is little doubt that the elimination of certification

proceedings from the class mechanism would result in a considerable saving

of time and money for the courts and the parties.

Notwithstanding these very considerable advantages, however, the

Commission has concluded that there are serious problems that militate

against the adoption in Ontario of a scheme that gives exclusive power to

initiate class actions to the Attorney General. First, it is possible that the

Attorney General's concern with the kind of broad public interest factors

described above might lead to an underestimation of the interests of the

members of a particular class in gaining compensation for their injuries. 77

76 Supra, this ch., sec. l(a)(iii).

77 See Scott, "Two Models of the Civil Process" (1975), 27 Stan. L. Rev. 937, at 939.
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Such problems are likely to be particularly severe where the class members
are unable to assert their interests to the Attorney General effectively, or

where they are members of a group that is politically unpopular. Moreover,

the kinds of dispute that give rise to class claims may be politically inflamma-

tory.

If the power to initiate proceedings were given to a specialized public

agency rather than to the Attorney General, related problems might arise. It

is not unknown for government agencies to be "captured" by the interest

groups that they are supposed to regulate, especially if such interests have

substantial financial resources or are well organized, while those with

opposite interests are unsophisticated, disorganized, or have limited financial

means. Potential problems in this area might be reduced by giving the

discretion to initiate class suits to the Attorney General, rather than to

specialized government officials or bodies, but difficulties of this kind cannot

be altogether discounted, even under such an arrangement. 78

The most serious obstacles, however, to an effective class procedure in

which the power of initiation lies exclusively with the Attorney General or

some other public official may be found in the more practical areas of funding

and investigative difficulties. There is a tendency, both in the United States 79

and in Ontario 80 for government agencies to be seriously hampered in their

efforts to carry out their legislative responsibilities by a lack of adequate

funding. This might be acceptable if it reflected a reasoned decision on the

part of government that only a specific level of enforcement was socially

desirable. In practice, however, such financial constraints are more likely to

reflect government priorities, a need to restrain government spending, or a

judgment that the taxpayers would be unwilling to accept higher levies. The
availability of a private right to litigate, by means of class actions or

otherwise, can reduce the impact of such fiscal restrictions, since the costs of

78 Moreover, such a centralized initiation power has its own disadvantages, since it might

mean that decisions are made by persons without expertise in the particular area of

substantive law in which the dispute arises, or familiarity with issues of public policy

with which specialized agencies deal on a day to day basis.

79 See, for example, Reed, "Legislating for the Consumer: An Insider's Analysis of the

Consumers Legal Remedies Act" (1971), 2 Pacific L.J. 1, at 12, and Schrag, Chairman,

Consumers Advisory Council, New York City Department of Consumer Affairs, in

Hearings on Class Action and Other Consumer Protection Procedures (H.R. J493 J and 6

other Bills), House of Representatives, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970), at 183.

80 See Ontario Human Rights Commission, Life Together: A Report on Human Rights in

Ontario (1977), at 9-1 1. The Report states:

Legislation can only be as effective as the means provided to administer and

enforce it. Ever since the Ontario Human Rights Commission was established in

1962, the budget allocated to it by the province has been inadequate for the

Commission to discharge the responsibilities assigned to it by the Legislature.

The Commission estimated (at 90) that it would require a budget of three times its

current allocation to provide an adequate level of services and protection.

See, also, pp. 37-41 (budgetary shortages and public education), pp. 55-56 (need for

increased funds to permit administration of an expanded Ontario Human Rights Code),

p. 58 (resources to deal with present racial discrimination), and pp. 86-91 (problems of

resources and priorities analyzed in depth).
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the proceedings are borne by the private parties and not by the public purse. 81

An associated, but not identical, problem with public initiation concerns

the identification of mass wrongs by a public agency or official. To the extent

that an agency has a small budget, and the harmful conduct in question is

frequent and widespread, its ability to identify wrongdoing may be severely

hampered. Even if an agency is adequately funded, there still may be

problems when the kind of conduct that may give rise to mass wrongs has the

features of frequency and wide geographical distribution. This is the case in

Ontario in some areas of substantive law. For example, in the context of

employment or condominium disputes, it would obviously be impractical and
inefficient for the government to monitor on a daily basis every employer and
every condominium in the Province. By contrast, employees and condomini-

um owners are in an excellent position to identify conduct that is harmful to

their interests, although the economic, social, and psychological barriers

discussed previously 82 may serve to prevent them from commencing litigation

on an individual basis. Such disputes, however, are likely to give rise to a

substantial level of indignation, with the result that there is a reasonable

possibility that a member of the injured group might be willing to initiate

class proceedings.

The broad common law jurisdiction of the Ontario courts means that

primarily private disputes, which do not involve a statute and which may be

difficult to identify by a centralized government body, are likely to be

common in this Province. It is difficult to see how the government could

discover these problems unless the potential class members took the initiative

in bringing them to the government's attention. Under such conditions, it

seems far more efficient simply to allow the class member to commence the

action in the courts directly in the name of the class. Moreover, it is unlikely

that the Attorney General would wish to be burdened with the prosecution of

every mass wrong in the Province that raises a serious issue deserving of

judicial consideration. 8 ^

We are strengthened in our view that a class action procedure that

confers the right to initiate class proceedings exclusively upon the Attorney

General or some other public official is unsatisfactory by the fact that every

public mechanism that we have examined is accompanied by, or supplemen-

tal to, a private class mechanism. 84 Perhaps the most striking example of this

81 For this reason, it is not uncommon to see public agencies strongly supporting the

availability of private class mechanisms where this may serve to reinforce their own
efforts to secure law enforcement or compensation for injured persons: see, for exam-

ple, Schrag, supra, note 79, at 183.

82 See supra, ch. 4, sec. 3(a)(ii)a. and b.

83 In the case of condominiums, a policy judgment by the Legislature that class proceed-

ings brought by a private party instead of a public official are appropriate in this area is

evident in provisions of the Condominium Act specifically authorizing condominium
corporations to sue on behalf of the individual owners with respect to any damage to

common elements, the assets of the corporation, or individual units: see Condominium

Act, R.S.O. 1980, c. 84, s. 14.

84 For example, the British Columbia and Saskatchewan legislation referred to above (see

supra, notes 25-29 and accompanying text) authorizing publicly initiated class actions
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trend may be found in the Office for Improvements in the Administration of

Justice's "public action". 85 This procedure is designed ostensibly to assert a

claim belonging to the United States, rather than to the private class members
- an arrangement that is theoretically justified in terms of "behaviour
modification". In light of the fact that the substantive cause of action asserts a

"public" right, one might have thought that this would be an ideal situation in

which to confer an exclusive right of initiation upon the United States or state

Attorneys General. In fact, however, a right of private initiation by "relators"

who are class members is expressly provided. Indeed, it would appear from
the Commentary to Bill H.R. 5 103 that private initiation is expected to be the

primary source of public actions, and that the reason for this is precisely those

problems with public initiation discussed above: 86

All the impediments to an effective deterrent policy and the insufficiencies

of federal statutes indicate, and the data confirm, that adequate deterrence or

prevention of unjust enrichment is not now achieved in the mass, small injury

context. However, it may be argued that, rather than replace maladroit

compensatory procedures, enforcement bureaucracies should be expanded to

pursue civil enforcement. This argument has not been accepted for two reasons:

( 1 ) the amount of agency expansion required by the federal or State governments
to achieve these goals is unacceptable; and (2) enforcement achieved by meshing
private and agency initiative is far superior.

Even if purely public civil enforcement were fiscally feasible, it would not be

desirable. As the Senate Judiciary Committee has noted in the context of

antitrust enforcement l

[m]any legal commentators . . . believe that private

enforcement of the antitrust laws has been more innovative and effective than

federal enforcement\

It is the Commission's conclusion that the adoption of a purely public

class action procedure in Ontario would not be appropriate. In our view, any

costs saved by avoiding the necessity for a judicial certification procedure

through reliance upon the good sense of the Attorney General would not

outweigh the disadvantages described in the preceding paragraphs. More-
over, as will be seen from the subsequent discussion, the advantages of

participation by a public official in class proceedings, with a view to

protection of the general public interest, may be achieved even in the context

of privately initiated class proceedings. We turn now to discuss the relative

advantages of privately initiated class proceedings as a mass remedy, and the

possibility of integrating such proceedings with the more desirable features of

a public class procedure.

have not displaced the local equivalents of Ontario r. 75 (see British Columbia Supreme

Court Rules, B.C. Reg. 310/76 as am., r. 5(11); Saskatchewan Queen's Bench Rules,

1967 as am. and consolidated, r. 45). Indeed, the section of the B.C. statute that

authorizes the public class action also authorizes class actions by private class members:

R.S.B.C. 1979, c. 406, s. 18. Moreover, notwithstanding the existence of the parens

patriae legislation in the U.S. (see supra, notes 17-20 and accompanying text) it is still

possible to bring a private class action relating to the same kinds of antitrust violation

that the public class mechanism applies to in the U.S. federal courts under Rule 23.

85 See supra, this ch., sec. l(a)(iv).

86 Supra, note 61, at 22-23 and 24-25 (footnotes omitted).
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(iv) Advantages and Disadvantages of a Rule 23 Family Class

Procedure in Ontario

We have referred earlier to two of the major advantages of a private class

action procedure. First, such a procedure would take advantage of the

possibility that victims of a mass wrong may be in a better position to identify

and take action to correct a mass wrong than public officials. Secondly, and
more importantly, such proceedings will be privately financed, thereby

imposing no drain on the public purse, apart from the expenses of the court

system which are common to both private and public class procedures.

A third advantage of adopting in Ontario a Rule 23 family class action

procedure is that revised Federal Rule 23 has been in effect in the United

States since 1966. The Rule has generated a great deal of case law which, in

turn, has given rise to a large volume of enacted or proposed legislation and

rules. If the Commission were to recommend adoption of a class action

procedure that combines the typical Rule 23 features of initiation by private

class members and judicial certification, it would be possible, in designing the

details of that procedure, to draw on the American case law and the

analogous legislation that has been proposed. In this way, problems that are

now known to exist could be eliminated. Moreover, once Ontario class action

legislation is in place, Ontario courts would have the benefit of the American

case law in interpreting those portions of the statute that follow Rule 23. By
contrast, all the implemented mechanisms that involve public initiation of

class proceedings are relatively new, and there is no extensive body of case

law from which problems peculiar to such schemes can be identified.

The most serious problem with privately initiated class action mech-

anisms is that the representative plaintiff's preoccupation with his own
individual claim may blind him to legitimate, but conflicting, interests of

other class members, the defendant, or the public. By contrast, as noted

earlier, a disinterested public official would be far more likely to take such

factors into account in deciding whether to commence a class action. This

problem can be alleviated, to some extent, by expressly requiring thejudge, in

determining the propriety of a particular class suit, to consider problems of

adequacy of representation, the merits of the action, and any relevant public

interest in having the class action proceed or terminate. We are satisfied that,

if the certification procedure contained criteria directed towards this type of

consideration, class members, the defendant, and the public could receive the

same sort of protection that would be provided by the Attorney General's

prosecutorial discretion under a public class action procedure.

In view of these considerations, the Commission has concluded, and

accordingly recommends, that the basic class action procedure in Ontario

should be similar to that of Rule 23, incorporating private initiation of class

proceedings by a member of the class, and a requirement that a judge make a

"certification" review of the propriety of the class action, in the light of

criteria to be specified in proposed legislation, before the suit is allowed to

proceed as a class action. 87 The certification review would take place after the

87 See Draft Bill, ss. 2 and 3, appended to this Report as Appendix 1. For a discussion of

the certification criteria recommended by the Commission, see infra, chs. 7, 8, and 9.
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commencement of an action in class form, as is the case with the vast majority

of Rule 23 family class action mechanisms. It should be noted that this would
be in contrast to the situation under the recently enacted Quebec legislation,

where court authorization must be obtained prior to the commencement of a

class action. 88 In our view, however, nothing turns on this distinction.

Having decided that the basic class action procedure in Ontario should

be a member of the Rule 23 family, it remains to be decided whether it should

be a "pure" member of that family, or whether there should be some sort of

public involvement in class proceedings and, if so, what form such public

involvement should take. We turn now to discuss these issues.

(v) A Hybrid Class Action Model for Ontario

In considering whether, and to what extent, an Ontario class action

procedure should contain provision for involvement by a public official, the

first and most obvious issue that presents itself is whether the private class

action procedure recommended by the Commission should be supplemented

by a right in the Attorney General or some other public official to initiate

class proceedings in some or all areas of substantive law. This issue merits

serious consideration, particularly in light of the detailed legislative proposals

put forth by the Office for Improvements in the Administration of Justice of

the United States Department of Justice.

A supplementary public right of initiation in respect of all mass injuries

might be justified if there were a real possibility that, under a mechanism
dependent upon class member initiation, class proceedings might not be

commenced in situations where the nature of the underlying mass wrong
made it desirable that action against the wrongdoer be taken. Problems of

this kind may arise where class members are unaware of the harm done to

them because of its nature, but governmental investigative powers succeed in

identifying the misconduct. They may also arise where no representative

plaintiff is likely to come forward because a substantial proportion of the

victims of a particular mass wrong are unable to protect themselves, or

because the claims of all the class members are too small to justify any

particular class member assuming the economic and other costs of being a

representative plaintiff.

These factors may vary substantially in their importance from one area of

substantive law to another, however. The same financial and investigatory

problems that argue against a general and mandatory right of public

initiation of class proceedings involving, for example, condominium disputes,

may make it extremely unlikely that the government would ever exercise an

option to initiate proceedings relating to such disputes, no matter what

barriers there might be to litigation by class members. Moreover, in many of

these same areas, the barriers to class member initiative might be of relatively

KX

It should be noted that, by employing "certification" terminology in the Draft Bill,

the Commission does not intend to suggest that a court certifying an action is giving its

imprimatur to the merits of the action. Certification is intended to mean only that an

action may be maintained in class form: see Draft Bill, s. \(a).

See supra, note 10. See, also, the Business Corporations Act, R.S.O. 1980, c. 54, s. 97.
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minor significance. Condominium owners, for example, are likely to be
relatively well organized, and to have access to legal advice, and the kind of

indignation that people commonly feel over unsatisfactory housing is likely to

generate litigation in class form even where the claims are "individually

nonrecoverable".

It would also appear, from what limited empirical evidence is available, 89

that the majority of class actions brought under Rule 23 tend to aggregate

claims that vary considerably in size. Consequently, in many cases, it may be
possible to find a class member with a sizable claim who is able and willing to

bring a class suit that will provide relief for persons who have smaller claims.

Difficulties relating to economic barriers to class litigation, therefore, may
not be universal in application. The need for publicly initiated class proceed-

ings would seem greatest in areas of substantive law where there is a tendency

for uniformly small amounts of damages to be suffered by large numbers of

persons. 90

In light of these factors, we are doubtful that a supplementary general

public right to initiate class proceedings with respect to all kinds of mass
wrong within the jurisdiction of the Ontario courts would serve any practical

purpose. We are also concerned that, as a practical matter, any general right

of initiation would have to be conferred upon the Attorney General if it were

to be sufficiently broad in scope to cover all possible mass wrongs. Yet the

Director of the Consumer Protection Division of the Ministry of Consumer
and Commerical Relations, or the Ontario Securities Commission, for

example, might be in a far better position than the Attorney General to

evaluate the policy considerations favouring a class action in their particular

areas of expertise and in the light of their existing enforcement programs.

Accordingly, we do not recommend that the revised Ontario class actions

procedure contain provision for such a general public right of initiation.

Doubtless, a more compelling case can be made out for some limited right

of public initiation. For example, one might follow the precedent of the Office

for Improvements in the Administration of Justice and give the Attorney

General a right to commence class proceedings where class members' claims

are of less than a certain size. Such an arrangement could be useful where

class actions are not initiated because the claims of all class members are so

small that it would be irrational for any particular class member to assume

the economic and other burdens of being a class representative. In such cases,

the Attorney General would be entitled to attempt to secure compensation

for class members or to achieve behaviour modification by requiring a

wrongdoer to disgorge his gains.

There are, however, serious problems with the O. I.A.J, proposal. First, it

is difficult to draw the line distinguishing claims suitable for public civil

actions from those suitable for private class actions. Any figure chosen would

be arbitrary: whether a claim is "nonviable" will depend upon a number of

89 See Harvard Developments, supra, note 36. at 1326. n. 34.

90 This may be the case with respect to mass wrongs in the consumer, antitrust, and

securities law areas, for example.
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variables, such as the complexity of the legal issues and the procedures

available for assessment and distribution of monetary relief. Secondly, the

O.I.A.J. scheme could give rise to problems where, as will frequently be the

case, a given mass wrong gives rise to monetary injuries that vary greatly in

size. Under the O.I.A.J. scheme, as a general rule, claims for $300 or less may
be asserted only though a public action brought by a United States Attorney

General or agency, or by a person who has suffered injuries not in excess of

$300. 91 Such a proceeding may aggregate only those claims that do not exceed

$300, 92 even though the same mass wrong may cause damages to other

victims that are in excess of this amount. Claims for more than $300 must be

asserted through a separate "class compensatory" proceeding, and the United

States Attorney General has no power to initiate such proceedings. 93 The
"relator" in a public action presumably cannot serve as representative

plaintiff in the class compensatory action, although this is not expressly

stated, since the class in the latter proceeding is to be composed of persons

whose claims exceed $300. 94 Consequently, if a public action is brought, relief

will be available for the smaller injuries, but persons with claims in excess of

$300 will receive no benefit from the proceedings, even though the claims

result from a single mass wrong. 95

Even assuming that these difficulties could be overcome, the benefits to

be derived from public initiation of class proceedings in the case of claims

under a certain amount could be achieved only if two conditions were met.

First, the mass wrong in question would have to fall within an area of

substantive law that is of sufficiently high priority to the government for

significant financial resources to be made available for class proceedings.

Secondly, the Attorney General would have to have some means of finding

out that a mass wrong has taken place, either through independent investiga-

tion or through class member initiative in contacting the government. On
balance, we are not convinced that the resources necessary for the establish-

ment of a bureaucratic structure within the Ministry of the Attorney General

charged with monitoring and bringing actions in respect of mass wrongs

would or should be made available. 96 Accordingly, we do not recommend
that the class action procedure should contain provision for the initiation by

the Attorney General of class proceedings in respect of mass injuries resulting

in small claims.

91 O.I.A.J. Bill H.R. 5103. supra, note 15, §3001(c).

92 Ibid., §300 1(a)(1)(A).

93 Ibid., §3011.

94 Ibid., §301 1(a)(1). It should be noted, however, that Bill H.R. 5103 contains provision

for the consolidation of public and compensatory actions arising out of the same

transaction or occurrence: see ibid., §3023.

95 See Moore, 'in Camera: Justice Department Class Action Legislative Proposals"

(1978), 5 C.A.R. 1, at 99-100, where this aspect of the O.I.A.J. proposal is criticized. As

an alternative to the "preferable solution" of scrapping altogether the dichotomy

between public and compensatory actions, Moore suggests that the right to bring public

actions be determined on the basis of the average size of claims or the percentage of the

total class membership or of the aggregate class damages accounted for by members

having claims in excess of a certain amount.

96 See Miller, "Of Frankenstein Monsters and Shining Knights: Myth, Reality, and the

'Class Action Problem' " (1979), 92 Harv. L. Rev. 664, at 687-88.
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Nevertheless, although we do not support a general right in some public

official to initiate class actions in all areas of substantive law, we do wish to

emphasize the potential utility of publicly initiated class actions in enforcing

compliance with the law in specific substantive law areas. 97 These may be

particularly desirable where there exists a government department or agency

with expertise and enforcement obligations in a specific substantive law area

— for example, in the securities, environmental or consumer field — and
where violation of the law is likely to result in widespread damage in

uniformly small amounts to persons who are unlikely to seek redress. Because

of their ongoing responsibilities in specific areas, these bodies will not only be

aware of the occurrence of such mass wrongs, but will also be in a position to

determine whether a particular class action would further their overall

enforcement objectives. Officials of these bodies might wish to consider the

utility of supplementing the "private" class action procedure that we have

recommended with one or more "public" mechanisms, authorizing the

institution of class proceedings by appropriate public officials on behalf of

class members injured as a result of violation of the law within their

enforcement responsibility. 98

While the Commission is of the view that the Ontario class action

procedure should be privately initiated by a member of the class, we do
envisage a role for the Attorney General in representing the public interest on

a number of important issues. At various stages in the class proceedings, the

court will be asked to make decisions affecting the public interest. For

example, at certification a judge will be required to determine, as a precondi-

tion to the maintenance of a class action, whether the representative plaintiff

will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the class, whether a class

action is superior to other available methods of dealing with the dispute in

question, and whether the costs to the parties, the courts, and the public

outweigh the benefits of the class action. 99 The "superiority" test would

require the court to compare the class action with other available means of

dealing with the dispute. Under the "cost-benefit" test, such matters as the

effect of a particular class action upon the workload of the courts or upon the

substantive law or the community, or the desirability of a particular class

action going forward where compensation of class members does not appear

possible, also may be in issue. Questions involving the public interest may
arise at other stages of the action; for example, the disposition of any residue

of damages assessed against a defendant, and the propriety of a "cy-pres"

distribution or an order that the residue be returned to the defendant or

forfeited to the Crown, 10° may require decision.

97 For a discussion of the utility of class actions in this connection, see Harvard Develop-

ments, supra, note 36, at 1630-44.

98 See supra, ch. 5, sec. 3, for a discussion of the potential utility of class actions in various

substantive law areas in Ontario.

99 For a discussion of these tests, see infra, chs. 8 and 9.

100 For a discussion of the aggregate assessment and distribution of damages, including

orders for the distribution of any residue, see infra, ch. 14, sec. 3. The right of the

Attorney General to be notified and to appear to make submissions concerning the

propriety of such orders is also discussed infra, ch. 14, sees. 3(c)(v)g. and 3(c)(vi)d.
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4

The plaintiff and defendant, of course, will be seeking to advance their

own private interests, and it appears to the Commission that the public

interest could best be protected by permitting the Attorney General to apply

to the court to intervene in the class action at any stage of the proceedings.

The Attorney General then would be in a position to make representations

concerning issues involving the public interest. Such a right would be
optional and not mandatory. Accordingly, there would be no obligation on
the Attorney General to participate if there were no public issues of great

importance. Similarly, the Attorney General would not be required to

intervene if budgetary problems made it necessary to limit participation to

class actions in particular substantive law areas where the government had
pre-existing expertise, the issues were of critical public importance, or the

impact of the particular class action upon the community was likely to be

especially great.

As mentioned earlier, a precedent for notice to, and intervention by, the

Attorney General in certain limited aspects of private class actions may be

found in the Uniform Class Actions Act, 101 and in the South Australia

proposal, 102 both of which are members of the Rule 23 family. In our view,

however, the Attorney General should have a broader right of intervention,

and should be entitled to apply to intervene at all stages of the proceedings.

As long as participation of the Attorney General is at his option and is not a

precondition to the initiation or certification of the action, such a right of

intervention can only be advantageous. It provides a measure of extra

protection for the public, defendants, and class members, without unduly

burdening the Attorney General or depriving the community of the advan-

tages that flow from a mechanism based upon private initiation. Accordingly,

the Commission recommends that, at any stage of class proceedings, the

Attorney General should be permitted to apply to the court for the right to

intervene in respect of any aspect of the action that raises a matter of public

interest. 103 To make this right a meaningful one, we recommend that the

Attorney General should receive notice of every class action commenced in

the Province. 104 In addition, we recommend that the court should be able, of

its own motion, to invite the Attorney General to make submissions on issues

of public importance. 105

The Commission envisages a further role for the Attorney General under

an expanded class action procedure. While the proposed intervention power
would be sufficient, for example, to permit the Attorney General to recom-

mend that an inadequate class representative be replaced by a different,

adequate representative, it may not always be possible to find an adequate

substitute representative plaintiff. 106 As a result, the class action would fail,

101 U.C.A.A., supra, note 7, §§9(a)(4) and 15(c)(5) and (8).

102 South Australia Draft Bill, supra, note 8, s. 10(5) and (6).

'03 See Draft Bill, s. 12(2).

™*Ibid., s. 2(3).

w$Ibid.,s. 12(2).

106 For trie Commission's recommendations with respect to the substitution of another

class member for the representative plaintiff, see infra, ch. 8, sec. 4(c)(iv).
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to the possible prejudice of the interests of the absent class members. In such
circumstances, the Attorney General might be willing to assume carriage of

the proceedings. In other cases, the matter being litigated might be of

considerable public importance, and a private representative plaintiff might
be quite willing to have the Attorney General assume responsibility for

advancing the claims of the class.

The Commission has concluded, and accordingly recommends, that the

right of intervention proposed above should be supplemented by a discretion-

ary power in the court, where it is in the general public interest, to invite the

Attorney General to act as representative plaintiff where the court concludes
that the private class representative will not fairly and adequately protect the

interests of the class, or where the private class representative consents

thereto. We are also of the view that the Attorney General should have a right

to apply to the court to take over as representative plaintiff in similar

circumstances, and we so recommend. 107 This power should be discretionary,

so that, as proposed in a later chapter of this Report, 108 the court still might
permit another member of the class to take over as representative plaintiff, if

it believes that this alternative will better serve the interests of the absent class

members. This power also should be contingent upon the consent of the

Attorney General to serve as representative plaintiff, so that limited public

resources will not be unnecessarily consumed where the Attorney General
prefers to play a more limited role in the proceedings.

(vi) The Proposed Class Action Procedure:

Preliminary Observations

Having recommended the adoption in Ontario of a private class action

procedure modelled on Rule 23 of the United States Federal Rules of Civil

Procedure, but supplemented by a right in the Attorney General to intervene

in, and, in certain circumstances, to take over the conduct of class actions, the

remainder of this Report will be devoted to a consideration of the many
important and controversial issues involved in designing such a class action

procedure. Before turning to discuss the details of this procedure, however, it

may be useful to indicate the major features of the mechanism to be

proposed.

Briefly, class actions can be divided into three main stages: (1) certifica-

tion; (2) disposition by the court of the questions common to the class; and

(3) if the class is successful on the common issues, resolution, by appropriate

means, of any remaining issues that are individual to the class members.

The certification procedure requires the court to determine, on the basis

of specified criteria, whether the action should be permitted to be brought as

a class action. If the court certifies the action, it will proceed in class form. If

the court does not certify the action, it will either be dismissed, or will

continue as an individual action.

107 See Draft Bill, s. 14.

108 See infra, ch. 8, sec. 4(c)(iv).
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If the action is certified, the judge will issue a certification order defining

the issues common to the class, and stating whether the members of the class

will be permitted to exclude themselves from the action. In appropriate cases,

the judge may also order that notice of the class action be given to class

members. Thereafter, the action will proceed to trial on the common
questions.

In many cases, the decision at the trial of the common questions will

dispose of the action entirely, as, for example, in the case of a class action

seeking injunctive relief. However, it may not be possible to determine in

common proceedings all issues involved in a class action. In some cases, it

may be impossible to prove a constituent element of the cause of action, such

as reliance or proof of damages, as a common question; therefore, individual

proceedings will be necessary to establish the entitlement of each class

member to relief. Even in cases where entitlement to relief can be established

as a common question — for example, where the relief sought is an accounting

and return of money improperly retained 109 — separate proceedings may be

necessary to determine each class member's share of the relief.

Such individual issues will be resolved in the third stage of a class action.

The procedure used to determine individual issues will vary enormously,

depending upon the nature of the cause of action. Generally speaking, the

judge who determines the common questions will have a broad discretion to

fashion the proceedings required to resolve the individual issues.

Finally, before turning to a detailed consideration of the first stage of a

class action — the certification procedure — we wish to discuss briefly the

proposed legislation appended to this Report. 110 This Draft Bill reflects, in

statutory form, the recommendations contained in our Report.

Since class actions are essentially procedural, it might seem appropriate

that our recommendations should be enacted as part of the Supreme Court of

Ontario Rules of Practice. There is no doubt that enacting legislative

provisions by means of regulations provides for greater flexibility. Because
passage through the Legislature is unnecessary, regulations can often be
enacted more quickly, and can be amended more easily when problems arise.

Moreover, if the body given jurisdiction over the proposed class action

procedure were the Rules Committee, • ]
• it would be in a position to ensure

compatibility between class actions and the general rules for conducting civil

suits, • 12 as it is accustomed to dealing with procedural matters.

Nevertheless, we believe there are at least two good reasons that favour

109 See Shaw v. Real Estate Board of Greater Vancouver (1973), 36 D.L.R. (3d) 250, [19731 4

W.W.R. 391 (B.C.C.A.), dismissed at trial [1974] 5 W.W.R. 193 (B.C.S.C).

110 See Appendix 1.

111 See the Judicature Act, R.S.O. 1980, c. 223, s. 116.

112 The new Judicature Act proposed by the Civil Procedure Revision Committee would
give the Rules Committee authority to make rules regarding class actions: see Province

of Ontario. Ministry of the Attorney General, Civil Procedure Revision Committee,
untitled report (June 1980), Proposed Revision of The Judicature Act, s. 40(2)(b).
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enactment of the proposed class action procedure by statute. The first reason

involves a discussion of the distinction between procedural and substantive

law insofar as subordinate legislation is concerned. It is sometimes difficult to

determine whether any specific rule is substantive or procedural; a clear test

concerning the difference between substantive and procedural law has never

been articulated. 113 However, if a rule is characterized as dealing with

substantive law, it is subject to being struck down as ultra vires or outside the

scope of the authority conferred upon the rule-making body by the enabling

legislation. 114

If our recommendations for a class action procedure were enacted as

rules, they would be inviting targets for attack on the ground that they were

ultra vires because of the extent to which they make substantial alterations to

the existing law. Provisions such as those dealing with the certification

hearing, 115 aggregate assessment and distribution of monetary relief, 116

statistical evidence, 1 17 and costs 1 18 might well be challenged on this basis.

The second reason for enacting the proposed class action procedure by
means of a statute concerns the potential impact of class actions upon the

courts, the parties, and the public. The adoption in this jurisdiction of an

expanded class action procedure raises many important and controversial

issues that deserve to be debated fully in the Legislative Assembly, rather

than passed by way of regulation pursuant to the Judicature Act. • 19

Accordingly, the Commission recommends that the class action proce-

dure to be proposed in this Report should be implemented by way of a statute

— a Class Actions Act — rather than by rules. However, while we would prefer

that the principal provisions of the recommended procedure be implemented

by statute, we also appreciate that it would be useful for the proposed Class

113 The Court, in Sutt v. Sutt, [1969] 1 O.R. 169, at 175-76, (1968), 2 D.L.R. (3d) 33 (C.A.),

made an attempt of doubtful success. The suggestion that rules dealing with class

actions can be successfully attacked on the basis that they deal, without authority, with

substantive law has also been raised with respect to class actions in the United States:

see, for example, Harvard Developments, supra, note 36, at 1358, and Eisen v. Carlisle &
Jacquelin, 417 U.S. 156 (1974), at 177-78.

114 A well known case on this point is Circosta v. Lilly, [1967] 1 O.R. 398, 61 D.L.R. (2d) 12

(C.A.). The case involved an attack upon a rule passed by the Rules Committee
requiring all medical reports, including x-ray reports and other like reports obtained by
or prepared for a party, relevant to the matters in issue in the action, to be produced to

the parties adverse in interest. The Court of Appeal characterized the provision as

dealing with substantive law and, therefore, invalid as outside the ambit of the power
conferred upon the Rules Committee. See, also, Sutt v. Sutt, supra, note 113; Carvell v.

Carvell, [1969] 2 O.R. 513, 6 D.L.R. (3d) 26 (C.A.); Inspiration Helicopters Ltd. v.

Standard Aero Engine Ltd. (1974), 4 O.R. (2d) 258 (Master S.C.O.); and Ernst v. Ernst

(1977), 4 C.P.C. 181 (Ont. H.C.J.).

115 See infra, ch. 10, sec. 2.

1 16 See infra, ch. 14, sec. 3.

117 See infra, ch. 22, sec. 1.

118 See infra, ch. 17, sec. 5.

1 ' 9 Supra, note 111.
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Actions Act to contain a provision authorizing the Rules Committee to make
rules incidental to the Act. These rules could address the more detailed

aspects of the mechanism that are clearly procedural. We so recommend. 12°

A second point we wish to mention briefly is the relationship between the

rules of civil procedure and the proposed Class Actions Act. There are many
provisions in the proposed Act that deal in some detail with the conduct of

class actions, for example, the procedure upon the motion for certification 121

and the rules governing costs and fees. 122 Nevertheless, there are many
aspects of the mechanism to which the Supreme Court of Ontario Rules of

Practice should apply, including, for example, third party claims 123 and
cross-claims. 124 Accordingly, the Commission recommends that the Supreme
Court of Ontario Rules of Practice should apply to proceedings under the

proposed Class Actions Act, except to the extent that they are inconsistent

with the Act and any rules made pursuant to it. 125

Recommendations

The Commission makes the following recommendations:

1. The basic class action procedure in Ontario should be similar to that of

Rule 23 of the United States Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, incorporat-

ing private initiation of class proceedings by a member of the class, and a

requirement that a judge make a "certification" review of the propriety of

the class action before the suit is allowed to proceed in class form.

2. (1) At any stage of class proceedings, the Attorney General should be

permitted to apply to the Court for the right to intervene in respect of

any aspect of the action that raises a matter of public interest.

(2) Accordingly, the Attorney General should receive notice of every class

action commenced in the Province.

(3) The court should be able, of its own motion, to invite the Attorney

General to make submissions on issues of public interest.

3. (1) The right of intervention proposed in Recommendation 2 should be

supplemented by a discretionary power in the court to invite the

Attorney General to act as representative plaintiff, where it is in the

public interest that he so act, and where either the court concludes that

the private class representative will not fairly and adequately protect

120 See Draft Bill, s. 53.

121 Infra, ch. 10.

122 Infra, ch. 17, sec. 5.

™ Infra, ch. 11, sec. 5(b).

124 For a discussion of cross-claims, see infra, ch. 11, sec. 5(b).

125 See Draft Bill, s. 52.
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the interests of the class, or the private class representative consents to

the Attorney General's acting as representative plaintiff.

(2) The Attorney General should have a right to apply to act as representa-

tive plaintiff in the circumstances set out in Recommendation 3(1).

4. (1) The class action procedure recommended by the Commission should

be implemented by statute — a Class Actions Act — rather than by

rules.

(2) The proposed Class Actions Act should contain a provision authorizing

the Rules Committee to make rules incidental to the Act.

5. The Supreme Court of Ontario Rules of Practice should apply to proceed-

ings under the proposed Class Actions Act except to the extent that they are

inconsistent with the Act or any rule made pursuant to the Act.
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